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PREFACE

This volume and its companion contain the papers presented at the Eighth Symposium
on Turbulent Shear Flows held at the Technical University of Munich, September 9-11, 1991.
The first of these biennial international symposia took place at the Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity, USA,. in 1977; subsequent symposia were held at Imperial College, London,, England;,
the University of California, Davis, USA, the University of Karlsruhe, Germany; Cornell Uni-
versity,, Ithaca, USA; the Paul Sabatier University, Toulouse,, France; and Stanford University,
California, USA., The purpose of this series of symposia is to provide a forum for presentation
and discussion of new developments in the field of turbulence, especially as related to shear
flows of importance in engineering and geophysics

Nearly 330 extended abstracts proposing papers for this eighth symposium were submit-
ted to the Papers Committee comprising U. Schumann (chairmar,), R. Friedrich, B E. Laun-
der, and J. H. Whitelaw. Each was evaluated by two members of the Advisory Committee,
and by at least one member of the Papers Committee. From the consensus of these evalu-
ations,, papers were selected for oral presentation at the Symposium and for inclusion as a
full paper of maximum six pages in the proceedings. Because of the large number of excel-
lent contributions,, we looked for possibilites to increase the number of papers to be pre-
sented. However, because of time and space limitations,, not all papers could be orally pre-
sented. Therefore, further contributions were invited for presentation as posters during the
Symposium. For these contributions, short communications of two pages were included in
the proceedings Because of the large number of papers, it was necessary to bind them in
two volumes The papers of the poster sessions are included at the end of the second vol-
ume. No selection nrocess can ever be perfect, and we very much appreciate the under-
standing of colleagues whose papers could not be included this time

This Symposium was organized in cooperation with- American Meteorological Society,
American Society of Mechanical Engineering,, and Deutsche Meteorologische Gesellschaft.
The Organizing Committee is grateful for this support

In particular, the Organizing Committee wishes to acknowledge the generous financial
support of. BMW AG, Deutsche Aerospace AG,. Deutsche Lufthansa AG,, Deutsche For-
schungsanstalt fMr Luft- und Raumfahrt, Deutsche Meteorologische Gesellschaft Eurcpean
Office of Aerospace Research and Development of the U S Air Force, European Research
Office of the U. S. Army, Linde AG, Mercedes Benz AG, and Vieweg-Verlag.

Finally, the Organizing Committee very much appreciates the efforts of the Local
Arrangements Committee,, which did much to ensure the success of the Symposium

F. Durst, B. E Launder, F. W. Schmidt, J. H. Whitelaw
Organizing Committee

R. Friedrich, U. Schumann
Conference Chairmen
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COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS ON THlE GROWTH AND STRUCTURE
OF HOMOGENEOUS TURBULENT SHEAR FLOW
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ABSTRACT til ,l'ice anid inivestigatedl s-liid si ale model.% fox LES,
but titey did' not set' Ignifleatit (intoes imblity effectsDiiect inuimerical simuilattins of 'omipressib~le hotnioge- Major progress Ii tile sitmitii of Coi]iesslsle titi tii-neous t urhiilit shiear loss at, uisedi toi pti 0 tlt inisight Initol enee was ael'tcved by Passot k- Poiiqiet (1t987) They pet -compiessibiltt 3 effects oti litilitlenice, The sitilatiotis show formed 2-d DNS of decayig isotropo till hotence for rot.at reduction Ii the growth rate if the turtiulence compared Macli numbers up to 1 65 iiltip, a 2562 grid and were alelto the inicomnpressible iase Exaination of the turbulent to show strong comnpressibility effects, Incluidinig the fornis-kinetic energy buidget shows that the reduced growth rate is tion of eddy 31hocklets Following this woirk there havedue to anl increase in thet dissipation rate due to rthe diver- been numerous innestigatiis of colnpessible isotropic tur-genre of the velocity and to tl~. tiresire-dilatation correla- bulence usinK DNS (Passot ef at 1088, Sarkar et at 1089. Er-lion xhicli acts to traiisfei enetK bitween ititertial ettergy lebacher tt at 1990, Eileliachet 199t), Scioselsky rt at 1900,and kinetic energy The sitiictiiie of thle turbulence is also DahMmurg et al 1990, Lee et ii! 1901) These sintitations,examointed, Visualizatiin of the flow fields reveal the pres- have been used to show the effect of itnittial coniditionis, loves-ence of eddy shocklets These shick titicites are tilpite. ligate the effect of cotupiessiilihty oio tile selocity spectrilili.tant cointribiitors to the iireased i hssipiationt of comtpressible anid stilil thlt fosinat oll of eddy sliocket,turbulence A mieelittini fi thev geitittioti if the shucks I, Th 'loestiiaitsaeo ittpctl tteie Hsutgges.ted Tl bv iuain l fIolpctl ilneH
itiogetieous shear flow' has liect reconisidereit ontly recentli
(Blaisdell Cu at 1991 and Sarkat ci at 1991) There are

INTRODUCTION several reasona for st~i g luoiiogeieouts slueal flow Coim-INTODCTIN ressibility effects titi ii it to be less depiendenit on Iitial
The retnewed interest In II) pvrsonc flight las fostereid a conditionis thlani fur Isotroupic ttuliiemee The cm. Miach

need to increase our understanding of tiirbiulenice toi high numiber Ii hoinogeticotis slent floiw itici eases Iii tittie, so,Mach number flows Tile objectiv'e of this work, is to aid the compressibility effects beciimie striongel as the flow dcsel-
development of turbulencie miodels for compressible flows b ops, whereas in tleca~ttsg i51)ttolu tiurtiuleince the cm., Macli
using direct numerical sltouilatliins (DNS) of compresstbte niumber decreases. Also, hiiinogei~eous shear fluii is a natural
homogeneous turbulence The present stud)y focuses on ho- extenision Ini cotlplexity liver isui pic titbudetice
toogeneous shear flow The growth rate of the tiurbulence is The simulations ilescribeil blelow ate from Blaisdell eiexamined by analyzing the budget for tile titibilleot kinetic at (1991) and we,,e selected iti show specifically the effect of
energy (TKE) Ini addition, Physical Inisight into compress- .'omlsiesslbility ons the griiwthl ate of the htiIuilent kineticible turulence is gaoied by exattliing flow sisuializations eniergy til( to examine thit floiw stiuctitue
The probability density fiiictiiin (PDF) of the divergenice
of velocity is considered Ii oldec to better uniterstandl coin-
pressibility effect, 'n Ilit' lstiattoil iate if timlent kinuetic' DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATIONSenergy

Our tinderstatiding of cipressihile tiii billelice is sei3 liin- In the cuirreiit wot k, the time depenidenit compressile
tied III comlparisoni to %hat is kniowni utf iumoiupxessitle turhuti- Navier-Stokes equiations aie solved using a tsseudo-spectral
lence Expi riineots ti'iils'iimg etuipressible turbuilence suffer Fourier method With 4s thud older Rvinge-l'utta time ad-
from a lack of adequate facilities atid instiuimeiitatil; tile. vancement sch~eme A meiati uniform shear is iiiposed in the
oretical studies are imiaie mlei dificeult because the velocity x2 direction, and a coordiniate tranaforniatioii developed hsy
field us tno longer divergence fioe, stid bieeause loteI flow vani- 1Rogallo (1981) allows the Ilse of periodic bouindary condi-
ales" aire involved, and, fiinally. tiunii'i ils slimulations have' tions Details of the lil.ii'i i t tetttoi ale givetn in B~laisdell
uonly i ecently been used tii i115'etigatte iniijressil le turbo- et at (1991)
teiice Overall, the physics of tuirbulenice Ili comptressibile Results froim two coitprissible stintittmoit"Fare presented
flows is more conmplicattei iti that Iiii loiilessiblc flows The first, designated shalO?, uses 192 " giid points aind ex-

The first published istilts tof nuneitial simulations of tends to axxondtoemisioinal timeo St = 24, where S =Ollxconmpressitile ti uleici- us ii thiiste of Feii isen et at is the shear rate. ii, is the veliocity Iii the xs, dlirection and
(1081 ti) They stuitued h louigelleois shear flow at tilde deiiotes a Favivt avt'iage This simiulationi is used to
cm., Mach tiunubers illlii o1 32 using dirict nunierical sII- compntare the growth late oif thie till iiileiice to that fiotii
ilations withI 643 grid pint, Thieni simiulationts did not the Incomtpressibsle stuttatutoti ti'siitts of Rogers et at (1986)
extenit fai enough Ini time toill uiiiit effects of copl" The secondl coliipressilsle sitmuilat ion is called selO12 This
ibility ol laie A iwtlio ti ti l iitlilt'i.ce, litweve they were simulation is ai refiniieiint of a 9&'3 suinuillatios I scb,96) It
absle, t') see some effects tif cillessibility on the structure has a smaller computitional doimtain relative to the integralhof the Re) nolilsstresses aitu thti pi essii attaini teris Ili the lenith~t scale of the ti uleiice thtan slial9? anth, thet efome

(LES)Exleache rt t (197) sudie de~yingisotropic ec



The initial fields tire isov opic anid P.-nei ated front ran- growth rate Wheni the tibutileiit kinetic euri gy equation i'
doni Fouirier coefficients %%tilt it specified power spectrum sealedi by the sheax rate mid A tl( lie tetitg equation is
The length scale used to notidinucusiounli- 'lthe p1 oblem is
chosenl such thant the uondiniensional pit * sicel doiiisi foi
btoth simulations is Of sue 47 x 21r x 2n Tit, uintillition, d

use an initial box-like spectiuii s-itli flui-t tin lying it a pi," d1 ST)
giv-en wpvenumiber baud Fot slia 112 the wavenuniher band
is 16 < k < 32, while toi scl,9 it is S < A < W0 lntaally the
denisity and temperature fields ate unifot t For compress-( r

ible flow, the velocity can lie split itt a solenoidal part,-2
which is divergence fie, and a dilatational pat t, which has pil'iS 'cO& O
zero curl The initial fields oif bothI siitiatiotis have no di-
Irtational velocity Howes ci tlt,- sittitlat ions qutckly develop Produitiut
fluctuations lit the detisiti . t(iniipt t ii aod dils'afitnal %e-
lot ut The intial rut. a NisIt niunui-vi fit slia 192 is 0 4 siand,-- ---

thait tot sch96 is 0 3 4~ - -'

Hotoogeneous sliest fibs ailso depends on t il- intuial lien- arek k (It (3
rate andi Reyoolds ininiit A ph sill' tocsntugful sht'ttt1"I'lo~io
rate is give, by S* = TSq 

2
1z, ,Iclh Its, S it 11utial value itoiflltattl

5 1, A lleyn~sids itutolii it-cs-aut to thle tu bitbuetii is givent
as 'A 7- = 7T

2
q

4
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volumue Ali ovt-i bat is uiseid toi(tlenote ia volknic avet age ngiil
Simulation srlilO? begins withI a i efiuicinetit oif the field tromtngiil
sc49fi at St = 10 soil exitentots St = 12 Its intended
Ilse %a as to test tit -Vutl a. it statistics calculated fiotil tilt
siniulatiotns, ltweet it alsot piavtdes the test tesolved fieldls S i ui,

of iiy of the simoulationts cpoi ted lt Blnisdell et al. ( 1991)- 0, ~+~,~
auth liovidt-5 thle hiest flossw Nusltiat tin.l

GROWTH RATES IN COMPRESSIBLE
HOMOGENEOUS SHEAR FLOW The reason for usig ti- sitaliing is thadt a contstant i iglit histit

Experiments and simuilationts of incoimpressible hotuoge- stile (IHS) in Eu1 I)itiatsc tti-its rw The first

neous shear flow show that thle tihutilent kinetic energy,

A pulttt'/2, grows exiponenitially its lititle Fig 1 compares -

tile growthl of the turbulent kinetic etiergy from simulation (a)-
sha192 to that fromu the ineotpiasible simuilations C128V top
and C12flW performed by Rotgers rt al. (1986) While theA
growth rate of the two tocottpressible simulations are com-
parable, the growtl' mate of the conipressible sinmulationi is
clearly reduced conspated to the incomtpressible simtulations t-

The development of thle turbulet Reyntolds niumber and the
nondimensional shear rate fot the three simulations is shown
to Fig. 2 The vatlues Of 'Aer anid 5' of the eooiltrc'tsible sin- -

illatiot iare coinpat able tot thotse of the two incomupressible
simulations Therefore. the teductitn in the grouwth rate of
the turbulent kin~etic energy showt t Fig 1 is due to the md

compressibility~~~s of the flo i Ue hi tiiefet.4 4 8 a 1
compessbilty o th flw istlii tiat otiet ffets,0 t

The tiililetit kinetic etigy equation is examuined inl or-
der to deteitoine whtich teitos, art- ic'ltsilnOhe for the reduced

toJ

It) .9...... 6 10 to so s so
0 4 0 is 0 84 a a st

at
ig2. Comparison t (a)h the turbulent Reynolds number

Fig I Evolution of the turbulent kitietic energy in the and (b) the nonilimenatonal shear rate for sha192 and the
compressible simulation slialO?. - - , atid tile two incun- incompressible simulations of Rogers ct al, (1986) C128V.
pressible s-muilatirs C128V, -,atid C128W, C, 128W, 0. sha192, A



termi oil the IllS is the piti.icti tet ii Theltcosiend is tile is rouighly otf tleilt -n iillgiietiii li ltIin iltatilon Ilissil
solenidcai dissiptin in it I lie.iich it he saille As ithle dIjssi- toll rate Andt Also1 ar't, tol wi111 e i'lHiS Tile two terms%
patton rate in tunrowlyesihi. tillbulenice For hlomogeneouis Involving -orrelatiois oif flit(t ottng lil .15 t essentialit
turbuilene. thle solentoidal dlissipiationi late 5I% potsortionlla /eto Anud call be lit-glect'd 11m'iN , that ib t I, both IIe

to thle ellqtriiph1 and caui be Wiott'ul 0s = ii/Rcl 5'iii'iliiil liS1ij1lntiotI itI' md,, thi, pir-lovth'ililtatlill 10111

where , is tile *.iitict, Tile thudl telill, , Is thle (1 it1 lwllll~ O 1111 i, ~lWIIilo il il'dn
latational dissipation lit(e It is lopol iilili to) tile miean ill comipressible iloiogeile sslll floN%
squared flucturiting dilatation (do et geie of Seloclt) ) anid Miodels for the dilat ationi dissipatiloilt hate bi'ieen pr
only occturs in coiprc'isibie flows. Till' fourth term is thle posed liy Sarkar et at I 19S9) fiid Zeilum C lO9lalt ). Tile
pressiire-dilataio ol ciilatiit and is llo only presenit for siiiitltolls of Blaisdell 0 al (1991 ) and Sol kat 0t 41 (19911
compressible turbulenice Tisl tel in is I esptiiisilile fot the ex- show that the mnodel if Sali oa tifiiit %ci "iwll at low
chiange of kinetic and iti a! euiie g t it.ough thle reversible to moderate rill. Machi loiilili 5. wile~ thle iidel iif Zemnii
work illille Tue lust two teim i 1ill, [t(HS ate i'oirielat ins does not scale curl eetl~ with ii em, Mancl limither A niodel
llioll g fliuctulationls If, soih 1 ,11111 ii te'lliici at tile de'- for thle hiresslire-dilatatin toll111iltlll has bseen suiggested bi%

,ii tile RHS ate i'51'ilt at low to Illodei atm' rio, Mail Ii lltll , t lilgill eil. ii'ii

Tile scaled '1'lE equation fitlia 6192 Is nollll ii itl t hut numbillersl, It( wv5'i'i. till simu~llatio w111Il'llts, i.'511& 1 ii' 1depot

fli thle inomtpressibile simuitlat ions iii Fig 3 The RHS iif lilt- tore frot all iif thv 115' nlilli'i

teach an appi oxiniately couistahit value, implllyitng exponeil politiol iate i 15 illithlt ill ill(' Ii's lolljlll'it (if1 (liIitIssl ii

growth. The growth tate foll C12SN' Is less than thlat fot tuirbullenlce hIlsigit into1 ill', I wasoIIll ill', intles easl i~silill-
Cl128Wu toaltly because of a stiallct piiidtction tetill Thie tull rate iii ciiiiiiesibii- tii iiii'n'c is fiun iii i ,ini i n~l~lg
RHS for the cotmpressible sitmuilation is reduiced comp~jaredl tile 'struture of the tothileille
it) both of the iticotupi essile, simtutlatimns We ate tilw sil it
piositionl to determine %-Inch of the tettus; iii the scaleid 'KE STRUCTURE OF COMPRESSIBLE
equation ate responisibile flit the tedilned siowtl ate lof ill', TURBULENT SHEAR FLOW
icoimpressibale simuitlationlwvsaiainiftettue~ tnii s; Ii

The producti( strto fot 51a192 is cliise to that for C128V. useful tool for incresaingiti physical tiideiistninlittg in~t-
which is less than that for C128Wti Thle reason for the differ- btii'iee To reveal comisiili stinctutres. wie l'\liltlL tile
ence in the results for the t55ii incomtpressible aimulat is divergence of the velocity situ tile Iiessitre Till' flow filds
the low Reytnolds numnber of sitlatioti C128V. Becatuae of shiiwnitare fron siutlilatiols (11)192 at St = 111 a 1116192
the difference in the itncomnpreasible aimtulation results, otie at St = 24
cannot deduce tf the production term for shn192 is redtedi Fig 4 shows conitoturs of 1tresaule iii anlr 1-.r2 pilai(' froint
biecause of compressibility effects or because of low Reynolds schI92. X1It tilte stietUilwisi' iiectiiii atid r2 is the lllric'c
number effects In order to miake ally statetmenits about com-~
pressibility effects oii the productioni term,. com~pressible stil-
itlations at higher Reynlolds tnumblers ait' needed

Tue solensoidal dissipation termi has similar val'ies iii

thle diasipatiotn term froml tiiie Iiniompressible sinmutlat ions
This result confirtusl tile nmodeling assaumipitins of Sarkar el
at (1989) atnd Zetuan (10a) that the soleniiodal dissipp
tioll tate Coiuld lie Minodeleid In tilel' aute aRy as tileilspa

tiotile in itictiipieisiitli flon's Till' mal~in reaaonl tlii RHS
is reducied fotl the complhre'ssile simutlationt I.< tile presetici'
of the additional terms ii tile TI(E equation Tile dllata-
tioital idissipationi late i% ahoult 107c of the solenoidal dist-
pation rate anld is aui eveni more aigificant fraction of tile
f115 Tile seconid comupressitle tetin in the THiE balance is
the lieieClltcdilatsttioa term It oscillates considerably but

04 Fig 4. rj-x2 plane of pressure contours in scbl92 at St
-------- Prod 12 Dark shading is htghi pressure anti light shading is low
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Fig 3 ComparionI of the scaled Ilirblcii kinetic enleigy-
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tiorof thenii leai Oiils a pill t mu of thle 1111111 is shown, of the shock Fr-omt Figi 4 mid 5 at vee that the shock is
and the motdinates oni the figiti C ale chiosen sutchi that the elongated ti tile streani-ii. Illiectitml while Fig 6 sh1ows
point with the ninoininin s-aloe (if the dilatation in the -in- that it is rather list row tin the sliatwisv ditectionl Thiu,, the
tire flow field lies tin the middle of the figure This point shock is shatped mtot e like at iiitti thaiati t( ibroiad sheet thlit
occurs in at legion with a steecp pi,esqure gradient A close-np mlight lbe expected
view of tis region sliowitig pertiti Iatitin velocity vectors is In order to detet in bow the slmecklmt Fusaite we considecr
piesettd tin Fig 5 There is a downiward streaming mfotionl their relationship to the %orticail part of the flow field The
through a low pressuro regioti which suddenly changes di- pressuire contours presenteid ti Fig 4 show that the shock is
reetion at the location of the steep hitsitre gradient. Thle inclined at toi angle of aotitt 201 iegree' to the direction of
resulting structure appears to lie anl oliinie shock embed- the mean velocity' The (ilierse bel heviot iq suggestive of

de i tletr~n'mieEdil sliocklets are ittiportn o typical strramnwi~e vortical 011 nt ties tin shear flows How-
compressible flow because they Ila% c a large dilatation di-isi- ever, it should he pointed ont that the Nortical strictures
patton, which is IsartuIly respuonibile for the reduced growthI in the current svinlatiton. ecitihile thev corrugated vortex
rate of coinpressihle tutrbtletice The coiutritiiit ion of et rong
ctiimpressiiin% tit te lie lattiaion hihiit atot is coisiltied ti
more idet ail to thle niext sectitin

Fig 6) sho(Ws tile TRluatiuc c2-Xc iPlatte t hat ae
throiitgh the poinitof iiiiiti iililat atiutti The tegion of high
preture with thle steep pi-cssinittiaduetit ret eah he bucat iii

I_
c3FigS8 2-1 plan( of lalOc i h][2 i St 24 Dark

shading ihghl pequ an ight saclg I o lsil
Fig 6 x.' -x3 Plane of pressme contours iii scbI92 at S =

12 Dark she "ling is high pressure anid lit shading is low
pressure
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sheets seel in rapidly shetued tillihitletice rather thain the PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONSh a ir p i v o t c sW 
ecl o f h g e e o d i i n e h ' r~ h a v e s e e n th a t e d d y s h o l de ts fo r n i in c o m p r e s s ib le I oflOWS nogenous shear flow These stru, tres tire regions of largeFig 7 shows contouwt (if the strcainise viflticit3 Iii the' negative dilatation and, dhejefoie, have' Isige values of theiiPanwise Plane, ssitli veliicit) vectois overlaid, There is a local dilatation dissiptioni late H-owev'er, as Pointed out by

contour of negative sticaniwise vorticity and a coisrout (if Sarkar ei al (1991), these stiitcttirrs are also highly intermit-positive streanwise vurticity which lie ion opposite sides of tentadteqsiothrfeaiesstow 
terdyjtic abote sock The dowoessia wi th adeonof shocklets contribute significantly to the dilatation dissipai-

justaboe te sockThedowmas isin he iretio of tion rate. An indicati(,-i of how inich of the flow field coil-
the shear 

taos strong coiopress:ort legionis is given by examniniog theFrom this view, a niechisiti flit the generation of the probability density, funct-on )PDF) of the dilatation and the
shocks seems clear The vot ticitv' crecates a otion in the di- probability distribution fonctioti, ot ititegiated PDF, Theserection of the shear, cithet a iiosiawash ot ait upwsh, wich are shown in Fig 10 for stinulatios 96a192 at St it 10 roint
causes highi-speeti ate) loss-spevti fluid to colle itnto contact the initegrated PDF. one crin find out liow inoth of the flowTis causes a comiipression which t esolts iii a shock has a dilatatioti tmore nlegatisc tha miii certain nitmber (neg-Evidence fit 1lii% inechanim is ujitit clatly seen iii Figs 8 ative dilatation indicating iptll es3ii) Howeser, pickiand 9 which show contouts of psressutre and w), respectively, at specific vailue (it the dlilttion whichl repiresetnts a "stronigim a spatiwise platte fromt sitnulation slial92 at St =24 Het e comlpressioii" is at best lui ti iitan iipaash occutis betweeni a pan o" contours of treatowise A better questioni tio addl e- is til whait ft actios of thel
vorticity The shock lies just abovie this itlwash. whet e thet dilatationi dissipationi rate is due to the mtost niegative di-
velocity vectot s suddenily, (hatig itlisgit andii dire, tioti latattoss ilking uip at given fractiontiof the flow field? SinceThe spatial resolution tif simiula titoi slia 192 is ittt as goodi the diatation dissipation laite is propiirtinal to thlt ineatias that of Ncl)192. The shoch showni in Figs 8 amid 9 is time sqtiared fltictuatinig dilatation, tile ianswer to tis qutestioni.strotigest iii the eune finn' field slid tepiesetits the greatest can be found by examiinitg the wveightted PDFtesislutioit Problenm III spite of the lach of resolution, it isbelieved that the itisighits gainied front this siimulation arestill useful 

'ild2'"The tmechais isicliss(di above ts not the onlyh~ plausible 
d di(d'1T,way shocklcts ina - be generated Il ider ii he ceitaiti ofthe toiechanisi, the tetulotial i'Soltioit of the eddy sitockletwoild hal e to be eiamiited This swouldi be somtewhiat uitifi- aid Probability (list I ibut I'mi funlctionlcuilt since the grid titoses in timle, Jblt suchI alitntvestigationi

shouild prtivide valtnial itfifitioatn
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The dilatation is denoted by d" These functions are plotted DELORME, P 1985 Simulation iiumersque de turbulence ho-
in Fig 11 for simulation slil92 at St = 10 Examining the mog'ne compressible aver ou sais cisaillement impose'
weighted PDF, Pd;,, we see that most of the dilatation dis- Ph D Thesis, Unieisity of Poitiers Available in english
sipation is due to negative dilatations, or compressions, but as- Numerical Sirulation of Compiessible Homogeneous
that a significant amount of the dissipation also come,, from Turbulence, Evropean Spurr Agency Technical Transla.
low level positive dilatation This is also seen for the high ten ESA.TT-1O8O, 198S. mid NASA Rcport N89 15865
resolution simulation scbl192 and, therefore, is not caused by ERLEBACRER, G., M y. HUSSAINI, C G SPEZIALE, &
poor resolution. The most extreme values of the dilatation T A. ZANG 1987 Toward the Laige-eddy Simulations of
occur infrequently and, therefore, have a negligible contrbn- Compressible Turbulent Flows. ICASE Report No 87-20
tion to the dilatation dissipation, while time moderate valuesof dilatation contribute sigificantly ERLEBACHER G. 1990 Dumect Simulation uif Compressible
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Ainteresting topic for combustion
applications. This subject has motivated

LDV measurements in two different one of the experiment described in the
turbulent free flows impacted by a normal present paper. Experiments on free
shock wave are presented. The first case is flow/shock interaction are scarce. One can
a quasi-homogeneous grid generated flow and cite those of references (3] and [4] which
the second, a coaxial jet. These two will be evoked in the core of this paper.
different experiments put into light Modelling of the interaction regions
various aspects of the physics involved in escapes the basic low speed turbulent
the turbulence/shock interaction. models, The direction to be followed to

improve these models has not been clearly
1, Introduction identified, mainly because the new physics

involved in this process need further
Supersonic turbulent flows accelerated clarifications (see e.g. (5]).

by expansion waves or decelerated by The aim of our study is precisely tocompression or shock waves involve perform new experiments on the shock/
different types of comprescible effects, turbulence interaction which could help to
The first effect is related to a rapid scrutinize the physics of this problem.
adaptation of turbulence to the variation These experiments have been conducted inin the mean density of the flow. For one of the low supersonic continuous wind
instance, in the absence of density tunnel of the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory at
fluctuations, an axial compression (or ONERA Meudon. The results presented in the
expansion) amplifies (or lowers) turbulence paper essentially concern mean and
in a similar way as an axisymmetric fluctuating velocities obtained with a two
incompressible dilatation or contraction components Laser Doppler Anemometric[11 . system.The other effects are related to the

compressible nature of the fluctuating 2, Theoretical p eliminaries
field itself. Small fluctuations of the
thermodynamic variables, whose effect could The generation of thermal and acousticbe neglected in equilis.-um flows (e.g, in fluctuations and the amplification of the
flat plate supersonic boundary layers at vorticity fluctuations resulting from themoderate Mach number), may constitute non- interaction of a turbulent field with a
negligible sources of turbulence when they shock wave have been first studied by
are coupled with large mean field Ribner (6]. This author has considered the
g.dients. Secondly, considering tbe case linear response of the flow behind a shock
of an interaction with a shock wave, the which is perturbed by an impinging single
perturbation of the shock by incoming shear wave, Several authors have then
turbulence results in the generation of reformulated and completed this linear
additionnal temperature and acoustic approach (see e.g. [7] for a review).
fluctuations which can interchange energy A second candidate, restricted to meanwith the fluctuating velocity field. The compression (or expansion) effects, is the
great majority of published experimental linear analysis of an homogeneous
results in this field concerns the compressed (or expanded) solenoidal
shock/boundary layer problem which turbulence, the so-called Rapid Listorsion
evidently constitutes a crucial Theory (RDT) ([], (8]).
configuration in supersonic and transonic These two theories are of very
aerodynamics (see (2] for a review): different nature and the similitudes
performance of airfoils, inlets or blade between them are not straightforward. The
systems is partly conditionned by such first is obviously closer to the physics of
interaction phenomena. the problem than RDT

Concerning future supersonic In a recent paper, Lee et al. [9],
combustion systems, while it is now well have presented results obtained by using
admitted that effects induced by Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), RDT and
compressibility inhibits the turbulent the "Linear Interaction Analysis" (LIA) of
mixing, one could take advantage of the Ribner. They have applied them to the case
shock capability to enhance turbulent of an incompressible turbulence passing
mixing. In particular, the various shocks through a straight shock. As for the linearwhich characterize the inviscid structure theories, they conclude that RDT and LIA
of non-adapted jets contribute for a large lead to the same amplification and
part to the mixing properties of these anisotropy for moderate shock intensities
flows. Manipulation of supersonic free (upstream Mach number M0<2). Theflows by impinging shocks constitutes an differences observed for larger shock
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intensities were attributed to unsteadiness as shown by Ribner (6], for particular
and curvature effects of the shock which orientations of the upstream mean flow and
are not taken into account by RDT. These of the impinging shear wave, the shock
conclusions may be misleading as they mask oscillations may be strongly amplified by
the very different nature of the two downstream acoustic perturbations. In LIA,
theories, this critical regime contributes for a

As for the similarities between the large part to the shear wave amplification
two approaches, in both cases the (6]. Such a phenomenum has no equivalent in
amplification factors are fixed by the RDT even if, as we said, RDT solutions are
ratio of the mean densities behind and in also very sensitive to the angular spectral
front of the shock (subscript 0): distribution of the incident turbulent

field.
c-p/p 0  (1) On the whole, the anisotropic aspects

of the problem seem to play a fundamental
Another point is that both theories lead to role in the two theories, but for very
the same transmission laws between the different physical reasons. The integration
incident and the refracted vorticity wave of the individual wave contributions
vectors, The relation reads precisely: coupled with the usual isotropic assumption

for the incident field (see e.g. [7], (9]),
kI-CKI, k2-K2, k3-K3 1 (2) which greatly simplifies the analysis, may

mask the differences between various
K and k denote the wave numbers ahead and theoretical app.,oaches.
behind the shock, and subscript 1 refers to In the most practical applications
the direction normal to the shock., Thus the (e.g. boundary layers), the incident field
spectral distorsion of the vorticity field is anisotropic and the above mentionned
is equivalent in the two theories, In directional aspects may be of fundamental
particular, the compression associated with importance for the interpretation.
a shock (C>l) induces a shift of energy
towards large wave numbers. 3. First exneriment: grid turbulence

In ROT, C=exp(-Dt), (3) interaction

where D denotes the mean axial velocity The first experiment aimed at
gradient normal to the shock, D-dU/dxl. D producing a very basic test case: an
must be spatially invariant for the flow to interaction between a nearly homogeneous
be considered homogeneous. Thus, in RDT, turbulence with a single normal shock.
the shock effect is represented by a Figure 1 shows a schlieren picture of
compression (D<0) acting on a solenoidal the flow. The turbulence comes from a grid
homogeneous turbulence during a time scale placed in the entrance section of a
given by (3) Using for example the general 100x120x450 mm straight duct. The grid,
methodology given in (8), the RDT solution whose mesh size is m-7mm, serves as a sonic
can be managed analytically. If considering throat and as a turbulence generator, at
for example the velocity component u normal the same time., It generates a Mach 1.7 flow
to the shock, one obtains with low but measurable turbulence

72- C2 fjf U11 (1)l+p()
2dE (4) fluctuations.

Zw shock second
u; ffiUll(E) dE throat

with A-KI/K, and where U (I) is the first
diagonal component of kthe second order
spectral tensor. The form given above u
introduces a directional factor P(A) which -,
reads: . >

(1-c
2 )A

2

P() - l-(l-C
2
)

2  
(5) grid 'S layer

P(p) accounts for the pressure effect control
which constrains Uij(E) to remain in a Fig. 1 Schlieien picture of the grid flowplane normal to E. The above relations show

that the result of the distorsion strongly A straight shock wave was controlled
depends on the initial angular distribution by means of a second adjustable throat
of the energy. The maximum amplification located downstream. In the absence of
concerns the wave vectors parallel to the nozzle profile, the stabilisation of the
shock (K1-O). If one supposes that the shock has been difficult to realize. After
initial oield is isotropic, (4) can be having tried different systems, we have
easily integrated. An amplification factor been able to ensure a satisfactory control
equal to CA is obtained if one neglects of the shock by means of an aspiration of
pressure effects or if the energy is the bottom wall boundary layer and a slight
concentrated in wave vectors parallel to convergence of tae channel.
the shock (A-0), Figure 1 shows that the flow is

When a shear wave impacts the shock, perturbed by compression waves issued from
it is transmitted and amplified, but the grid. These waves are damped downstream
entropy and acoustic modes are also except the intense waves issued from the
generated. RDT does not account for these grid sides. The convergence of the upper
compressible phenomena, whereas the latter wall together with the compression wave
are essential in LIA. In particular, the effects make the Mach number decreasing
amplification of the impinging shear wave from about M-l.7 at the grid level down to
is partly controlled by the perturbation of M-1.4 just upstream of the shock.
the shock surface, which is itself The axial and vertical components of
sensitive to the generated acoustic field: the mean and fluctuating velocities have
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been measured by LDV on a fine vertical points. Interactions between the shock and
mesh in the center of the duct (y0) The the incoming compression waves should also
probing mesh size is (Ax,hz)- (lomm,5mm) contribute to this non-uniformities.
upstream and downstream of the shock, and We do not observe a substantial
(Ax,Az)-(2mm,5mm) at the level of the increase of q

2
, as could be anticipated

shock. Incense smoke particles were used to from the linear theories mentioned above.
seed the flow, Each velocity value Egure 3 shows the evolution of U,
corresponds to a sample of 2000 u2 , w' and q

2 
and u/w calculated by

instantaneous values. Some corrections have averaging the results in the z direction
been tested n order to minimize the (the integration is limited to values of z
various usual bias errors. They have been comprised between -30 and +20mm, in order
found to be negligible. Another source of to avoid the influence of the side wall
errors is related to the response of the boundary layers). Only the region around
particles to the shock induced deceleration the shock is represented here,
(e.g. (10]), But the main weakness of this The presence of the peaks, preclude a
experiment lies in the low LDV signal-to- precise evaluation of the levels behind the
noise ratio obtained in such a weakly shock. However we can conclude that there
turbulent flow. is no significative amplification q

2
.

Figure 2(a) shows a map of the mean _w In Fig. 3(c), the anisotropy ratio
axial velocity U. The figure at the bottom / which is equal to about 1.1 before
shows the corresponding velocity contours, the shock increases up to about 1.25 just
The mean velocity is highly perturbed by behind the shock, then it relaxes to its
the compression waves issued from the grid initial value.,
(see Fig, 1). The mark of the diamond-
shaped compression waves can be 500 (m/6)
identified. Just behind the shock, an - without shock
abrupt thickening of the wall boundary 400.
layers leads to a slight local re-
acceleration of the flow. The velocity then 300. - oooooooOO' (a)

becomes nearly uniform.
200.100.2o ___ 50.________0o.___

200 250. 300. 350. 400.

300

WO0' 250 without shock

40200 *

2000

150 ( )

100 RT .

50 ,

100 X
M01 without shock

50.
0. 0(m) I

200 250. 300. 350. 400

2.0 0 u21W

- without shock

30 1.5

Fig. 2 View maps of mean velocity and of oft oo ()

c? in the grid flow, 1.0

Figure 2(b) shows the corresponding
evolution of (twice) lhkttibulent kinetic .s _ ______ x(m)
energy defined as q~-u'+2w . The energy 200. 250, 300. 350. 400.
amplitude is visualized fuo -45&zS25mm so
that only the bottom boundary layer is
depicted. The oscillations of the shock Fig. 3 Z-averaged mean and turbulent
lead to spurious increases of the quantities
fluctuatio energy (mainly due to the axial
component u2). The spatial intermitttency of The log-log plot of q

2 
versus x/m

the peakiness in the energy at the shock depicted in Fig. 4(a), shows a
level strongly depends on the location of significative inrrease of the eocay behind
the mean shock with respect to the probing the shock. The exponent o the decay
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changes from about -1.2, before the shcck Mach 1.3 half nozzle second throat
(a value similar to that measured to the
one in incompressible grid generated z,w

shock. The noise of the measuring system :contributes to an increase of energy in E
the lart measurement stations. ,.-

In a uniform flow, this change of
slope could be directly related to a strong U
increase in the dissipation rate. However,
before concluding, one mtst take into
account the changes in mean velocity which adapted Mach 2 jet shock
make for example the residence time of the
turbulence downstream of the shock longer Fig. 5 High speed schlieren picture of the
than upstream. This effect is taken into jet flow
account in Fig. 4(b) where lo (q

2
) has

been plotted versus log(t- Udx) As multiple reflections on the jet boundaries,
expected, the decay is reduced with This interaction is obviously far much
respect to that in Fig. 4(a), but a change complex than that of the first experiment.
of slope is still apparent, One may As quoted in the introduction, the
conclude to an increase of the kinetic structure of such an interaction is of
energy decay behind the shock, particular interest with regards to

supersonic mixing problems. But aside from
0 Ioq(q2) this interest for engineering applications,

3 0 r s loPS -1.3 - without shock our initial motivation in conducting the
two different experiments was also to

2 5 () scrutinize various physical aspects of the
*a) interaction, particularly the influence of

the initial intensity and anisotropic
2 0 structure of turbulence as well as the

slope -2.1 response of the fluctuating field to rapid
1.5 _____________ (but not discontinuous) compression or

1 0 1 2 1.4 1.6 1 8 expansion. However, we must admit that this
second test case has tu'ned out to be more

3 slope -1.2 complex than expected. This configuration
needs furthet investigation before

2 5 (b) extracting more fundamental information
than what we offer here.

Problems inherent to LDV measurements
2 0 are also present in this flow. The signal-

siope -1.6 to-noise ratio is large but the main
i 5 1

.
9t difficulty is now related to the control of

-4 0 -3 6 -3.2 -2.8 the particle population on each aide of the
jet mixing layer. A discussion of this

Fig, 4 Turbulent energy decay versus problem would take much more place than
x/m (a) and t (b) allowed. The results presented below have

been obtained by a recombination of the
results of separated seeding of the jet

4 Second experiment: jet flow interaction and of the external flow. For this
combination, an hypothesis is made on the

The second experiment concerns an rate of jet fluid concentration across the
interaction between a jet and a normal mixing layer. The arbitrarinese of the
shock. The apparatus and the flow structure latter introduces uncertainties in the
are described on the high speed schlieren statistics particularly in the intermittent
picture (20 ne exposure) of Fig. 5, A boundaries of the mixing layer. This
Mach 2 jet is placed coaxially in a problem is still a matter of investigation
supersonic Mach 1.3 half nozzle. The jet and definitive results are not yet
exit section, whose diameter is D-17mm, is available, Details are given in [11].
located in the sonic section of the nozzle However, our maip interest presently
in order to avoid the generation of concerns the changes in turbulent
external compression waves, A nearly properties during the interaction. For
normal shock is again controlled by the instance, the relative increase or decrease
necond throat, but the presence of the of turbulent energy in the interaction has
diverging nozzle is now sufficient to turned out to be almcst insensitive to the
stabilize the shock, way the data were combined., The results

The schlieren picture shows the presented below have been obtained using
structure of the over-expanded part of the silicium particles (Adrosil R972) whose
jet as well as the turbulent structure of theoretical size is 0.3 Am.
the flow. When penetrating into the mixing Figure 6 shows the same quantities as
layer, the shock bends because of the those plotted in Fig. 2. Only half the jet
variations in the Mach number. The static has been probed. One notes that the global
pressure in front of the shock is almost expansion rate of the jet mixing layer is
uniform (the jet is nearly adapted). The small. The potential core is still present
value of the ratio of this pressure and at the shock location, that is at x/D-12 .
that in the external flow behind the shock This is primarily a consequence of the
precludes a regular reflection of the acceleration associated with the divergent
oblique shock on the axis of the jet. A part of the nozzle, (see Fig. 5). The
Mach reflection occurs and a small normal convective Mach number, which is initially
shock takes place in the central part of equal to 0.26, is not large enough for
the jet. Then, successive compressions and compressibility induced effect to be
expansions develops periodically by significante
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In Fig., 6, spectacular changes are shock , q (2/sZ)
observed behind the shock. Considering the 4 i
mean velocity values (Fig., 6(a)), one finds 3000 X ,
that the jet becomes subsonic behind the - without shock
shock and then expands on a supersonic
regime followed by successive compressions
and expansions. 2000 (a)

Contrary to the grid flow, the
turbulent kinetic energy (Fig. 6(b)) is
strongly enhanced by the shock. Then, it 1000 -1.5 C-1.2 I
decays in the expansion zones and increases
again inside the compression zones. The 2000
spurious amplification by shock (b)
intermittency increases from outsideL (b)
towards the axis of the jet, as the shock %0
strength increases (see (3]),

W RDT poyr
c-1.5 C-1.20.I . C'____5______'2__I __ I

1000 { (c)

300. 320. 340 360. 3 =0. 400.

0 Fig. 7 Normal Reynolds stress components
4and q2 in the center mixing layer

mean streamline.

200 5, Discussion

Various aspects of the above results
0 are strinking and will be briefly

discussed, particularly into the framework
It0 2b) of the linear theories evoked in section 2,

2 In the grid flow/normal shock
interaction, the mean density ratio is
equal to the inverse axial mean velocity
ratio. One has C-1.5. Even if the Reynolds
stress tensor is not sufficient to check

i- .the (spectral) anisotropy, we may suppose
D that the latter, ahead of the shock, is

moderate (see Fig. 3(c)). Into the
5. framework of .otopy assumption, relation

(4) leads to u /u -1.6 (the total kinetic
energy amplification is q2/ga-1.4, the

0 transnerse components being less amplified
than u2 ). Similar values are obtained from
LIA [9]. Such amplifications are not
observed in our results. The low signal-to-
noise ratio could partly explain this

0 discrepancy. The noise intensity of the LDV
system is estimated on Fig. 3(b), Its

3/ 2 contribution to q2 is not amplified by the
sshock and this leads to a lessening of the

overall measured amplification, After
substracting the noise contribution, the

Fig. 6 View maps of mean velocity and of RDT values indicated in Fig. 3(b) are still
q2 in the jet flow, too large. It should be noted that the

local re-acceleration just behind the shock
may also contribute to slightly reduct the
energy level (however, from ROT this

Figure 7, shows the evolution of q2, reduction is not significant).
u- and w2 calculated along the middle mean One must note that, in view of the
stisamline of the mixing layer (issued highly perturbed aspect of the incoming
from the lip of the ejector and where flow, a part of the fluctuations measured
turbulence is maximum). Note that the shock upstream the shock may originate from
is oblique at this level: it makes an angle acoustics. RDT does not apply for these
of about 50' with respect ±o the vertical acoustic components but LIA does and shows
axis (see Fig., U_. Again, u2 is much more that they are amplified.
affected than w4. One also notes that As for the downstream behavior,
inside the first cell, just after the peak because of the shift of energy towards
induced by the shock intermittency, another large k (see(2)), an increase in the
compression induced amplification occurs. dissipation rate ( is expected. Tl¢

The results obtained without the shock solenoidal part of is given by E-
have been also reported. It is found that wheret denotes the fluctuating vorticity
turbulence returns periodically to its and the enstrophy. In RDT, a
initial level, without net amplification, simple Cauchy solution holds for y (see
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e.g. (1]). For isotropic initial negligible pressure and temperature
turbulence, one obtains W1-[l+2C

2
]/3 a fluctuations may arise from the shock

1.8 (for C-1.5)., The turnover time of interaction or in the expansion or
turbulence, r-q

2
/2( is thus divided by 2. compression fans. Considering that mean

This is compatible with the observed flow inside the cells is almost isentropic,
increase of the kinetic energy decay in terms (2) and (4), which are positive

tFig. 4(b). Strong increase in P has been terms, may constitute important local
also reported in the DNS of ref. (9]. sources (or sinks) of kinetic energy in the

The interaction with the jet is much compressions (or expansions). Concerning
more spectacular and reveals much larger term (1), the DNS presented in [13] has
amplifications. Crude theoretical shown that large potential energy k was
estimations of the magh~ituds for the rapidly converted into kinetic energyk on
amplification can be inferred from an RDT the acoustic time scale. Thus term (1)
solution of an axial compression or would be positive, So, except perhaps for

the values of C uced term (3), the mean gradient induced terms
from experiment. Typical results for u are are in phase with the production (9k) and
indicated in Fig. 7(b) for the compression may thus contribute to the large variations
induced by the shock and for the in the turbulence, as those observed in the
compression which follows the first experiment.
expa ion (for the latter cale, one takes
for u the lowest value of uz measured at On the whole, the amplification
the end of the previous expansion). The process seems widely different in the two
values obtained are far below those given experiments. The initial anisotropy as
by the measurements, The latter are almost well as the extra production terms induced
analogous to those reported in boundary by compressibility could perhaps explain
layer experiments (see (2]). It is the large increase in turbulence in the jet
strinking to note that a simplification of flow. These mechanisms may be supposed
relations (4) by dropping the pressure negligible in the grid flow where much less
effect (P(p)=o), which leads to an efficient amplification followed by
amplification of ul by a factor C

2
, would changes in the decay regime have been

give results much closer to the observed.
experimental data, An equivalent result can
be inferred from the theoretical References
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ABSTRACT physical processes associated with stabih ization. flamelet
quenching ideas do not seem appropriate when stabilization

The base of a lifted jet flame of methane has been takes place in the tranquil outer zone, and the concept of a
probed vnth puint Raman/Rayleigh/LIF diagnostics, premixed flame propagating against the approaching gas
yielding time- and space-resolved, simultaneous mass tow seems incompatible with the observed internttency in
fractions of N2, CH4, 02, H20, 112 CO CO2 and the OH that region
radical. The results shcw that the flame is stabilized
somewhat outside the mean stoichiometric envelope and The basic problem is that mcdels are ahead of
outside the turbulent fuel jet Whilst there are indications experimentation, not enough is known about the
of some premixed flame structure at the base, this is not instantaneous mixing - chemistry interactions in the
sufficient to support a simple turbulent premixed flame stabilization zone to resolve these model contradictions.
concept of stabilization: the flow is intermittent, and there Only recently have some such results emerged, such s theare composition fluctuations outside the flammability limits 2D images of CH4, CH and OH by Schefer et a. (1990), the
at all measured points around the flame base. There is point Raman/LIF data for a ifted H2 flame in a strong
some entranment of hot fluid into the core of the jet, where co-4ow by Barlow et a. (1989a) and the OH images in
it is possible that quenching occurs, but the results do not Hr-air flames by Seitzman et al (1990) In the present
strengthen the arguments of models proposed for flame work we have obtained Raman/OH LIF data for a lifted
stabilization along these lines natural gas jet into still air This classical geometry,

coupled with the simplest hydrocarbon fuel, is thought to be
the most suitable for revealing the features at issue, such as

INTRODUCTION the degree of premixing, the departure from eqhbnum,
and any extinction effects. Results have also been obtained,There is considerable diversity of opinion on the in the same set of experiments, for fully seated diffusion

processes governing the stabilization of jet flames Among flames as well as free premixed flames, to allow close
the models for predicting lift-off height and blowout comparion with the extremes between which the lifted
conditions, perhaps the best known (Vanquickenbome and flame is believed to exist.
Van Ti gelen, 1966) rests on the idea that the fuel is
premixed at the base of the flame which is stabilized where This work is undertaken also with a view to clarify how
the mean axial velocity equals the turbulent flame speed. locally extinguished fluid in piloted jet flames with high
This view is challenged in more recent work by Pitts (1989) mixing rates is re--ignted downstream (Muri et &I 1989,
showing that at the flame base the flow is highly
intermittent. Peters and co-workers (1983), in proposing a Stir'ner et a. 1990). This is likely to involve some de&ree of
stabilization mechanism based on laminar diffusion flame premixing and only limited information is available
quenching due to high flame stretch, also argue that there is However, we do know that when the seated flame is highly
insufficient residerce time below the flame base for intermittent in the upstream re~ion, the re--ignition is
premixinf at the mo-ecular level, so that the premixed flame noisy, and typically, the fuel is fully burnt in the
concept is not justified. However, the experiments by downstream flame brush.
Eckhoff et al. (1985) reveal 40-40 percent burnout just
downstream of the stabilization zone, indicating substantial
premixedness at the base. They also show that the reaction EXPERIMENTAL
zone is largely in the quiescent region outside the shear
layer. The great sensitivity of lifted flames to co-flow In the present experiments, a natural gas jet (-91%
velocity, established by Dahm and Dibble (1989), also CR4) issues from a vertical burner tube (of D-7.2 mm
indicates that the flame base lies outside the jet boundary. diameter and 600 mm length, standing 30 mm proud of a
The model by Byggst yl and Magnussen (1983), like that by horizontal table), at Reynolds number 28,600, into still air.
Peters and Willams (1983), is based on extinction, but this At this Reynolds number the flame is stabilized at around
is argued to occur at the smallest scales, which presumes 20 nozzle diameters (x/b = 20, x being the streamwise
that the flow is essentially premixed at the flame base. coordnate). This is the axial location at which a piloted jet
Broadwell et a, (1985) propose a description baed on large flame of the same Reynolds number is mostly extinguished
structure entrainment and extinction, a view contradicted due to high mixing rates (Stlmer et al 1990). A radial
by the results by Savas and Gollahalli (1986) showing that, traverse is obtained from r/R = 0 to 8.3 (R - D/2), as well
at least at low lift-off height, flames with a high as a set of axial measurements at r/R = 8.3, from x/D = 20
stoichiometnc air/fuel ratio, such as propane, are stabilized to 32.
outside the turbulent jet boundary, and that combustion
does not occur in the cores of the roiled-u p vortices. in a The single-point optical system shown in Fig. I is that
recent review of these ideas, Pitts (1989) concl-ides that described in Barlow et a. (1989b). The Raman signals are
present understanding of flame stabilization is poor obtained from 3 Ma, 2 J pulses delivered by a flash-lamp
Although there exist procedures which predict lift-off pumped dye laser at 532 nim. The LIF OH system operates
height and blowout quite well, models show substantial at 303 um, driven by a Nd-YAG laser. The coincident
contradictions and appear to be at variance with observed probe volumes are 0.5 mm long and 0.7 mm diameter.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION o04 4 oo .

The appearance of the flame, which is not very far from I fr
blowoff, is blue throughout the stabilisation region. This ON 0 000
high velocity flame is chosen in part to avoid soot 0 2 4 6 8 10 024 6 8 10
interference with the Rarnan and Rayleigh measurements. r/R I/
There are sometimes fluctuations around the mean axial 015 0o40
position of stabillatiou at x/D = 20 of up to 10D, rather I f I I I
more thin e in the literature. This is probably due to 0 H20 0 H2
occisio i l room draught. 0.12 0 CO 00032 8] OH

Radial profiles of conventional meaw and rms of YC 0 C02 YH
temperature, species mass fractions and the mixture fraction 009 0024
are plotted in Figs. 2-4. Figure 2 shows cold sone data
(i.e., samples conditional on the temperature being below Yco YOH 10
the arbitrary threshold 450K), Fig. 3 shows reacting zone o 06 00016 /
averages and Fig. 4 the overall averages. The mixture
fraction f, is defined by YCo

f= 2Zc/W c + Z 5/(2W 
) + (Zo, 2 - Zo)/W o  

003 
000 ,,

2Z (1) 00 0ODO '
Z0 , 1 /WC+ Z1,I/ ( 2WX)+(Z 2 - Z0 1 000 2 4 8. 1 in 0 2 4 6 8 10

where Zi is the mass fraction of elemental species i, Wj the A nil

atomic mas of species i, and subscripts I and 2 Aenok fuel Fig. 4 Radial profiles of mixture fraction, temperature and
and oxidant streams, respectively. This formulation species, without conditioning, at x/D = 20.
preserves the stoichlometric mixture at its mixing value. -- means; - .- - - ms
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The radius R. at which I, the mean of f takes the
stoichiometric value, f., vanes very little with the form of Table I Mean and rms nuxture fraction, fand f,
averaging in Figs. 2-4. Rs/R = 5 5 * 0.1 It is seen in Fig. cold fraction, ac (T<4501), fraction within flammability
3 that the peaks in temperature, products (CO 2 and H2O) limits, al (0 03<f<0 08), crld fraction within flaiwimability
and the radical OH all occur at a larger radius, around 7R limits, acfl, and intermittency factor I (I F 0 for f< 0 005)
For the overall averages in Fig 4 these peaks are even
further out. It is part of the argument for the propagating
premixed flame theory by aquickenborne and van
Tigelen (1966) that the radius where the flame is x/D r/R I f, ac  afi acfl I
stablIhzed, Rb, coincides with R. Their experiments show,
however, that Rb tends to become larger than R. at high 20 0 0 177 0 043 1 00 0 03 1.00 100
velocity, which is qualitatively consistent with the present 20 1.4 0.155 0 046 098 0.06 0 97 1 00
high-speed flame. Pitts (1989) has reported intermittency 20 28 0.117 0045 0 92 0 19 091 1 00
at R., and this is also the case here, as eeg n Table 1, 20 42 0082 0042 0 78 043 0 72 0.98
which hsts f and the intermittency factor I (u well as 20 5 6 0 n55 0 033 0 64 0.56 0 56 0 95
unburnt fractions), for x/D = 20 and some further 20 69 0039 0026 056 053 0.42 091
downstream locations. It is hard to reconcile this wit the 20 8 3 0.025 0.022 0 38 0.39 0 15 0 76
stabilization mechanism of Vanquickenborne and van 22 8 3 0 021 0.023 0 50 0 32 0.22 0.68
Tiggelen. Also, at all points near the flame base, the 24 8 3 0032 0 028 039 048 0 19 0 77
instantaneous mixture fr&..ion deviates outside the 26 8 3 0 040 0 029 0 20 0 56 0 08 0 86
flammability hmi's, 0.03 and 0.08 the fraction of the fluid 28 8.3 0 045 0 030 0 18 0 57 0 09 0 89
within the flanimmability lilis, an, in Table I is nowhere 32 8 3 0 063 0032 0,04 0.59 0 02 096
above 0 6 This is also illustrated in the probability density
functions (pdf's) of f, T and the major species, shown in
Fig 5, at five radial locatimns around the base- the
distnbution of f is much wider than the flammability limits
at all radii, This contrasts with the results by Barlow et al.
(1989a) for a lifted H2 flame, where the wide flammability
limts result in almost all of the mixture at the flame base
being able to support premixed combustion. It is seen in Fig. 5 that for radii larger than 4R,

intermittency spikes appear in the pdf's off (These spikes
are truncated for clarity in the pdl's of Y and T.) At r/R
= 28 the pilf's of CH 4 and f are almost the same,indicating very little reaction. This is consistent with the
low reactedness of H20 and CO at this radius.

At r/R = 6.9 (a Rb), all quantities show some
bimodality, partly due to intermittency, partly due to the

i ~ ,.- flame base beng sometimes above, sometimes below the
probe location. There is, however, a significnt fraction int he intermediate range between fully reacted and unrestced
fluid.

Figure 6 shows scatter plots of temperature and species
S6mass fractions, versus f at x/D = 20. Around

9stoichiometnc (. = .055) the distribution of all quantities
"I 1J6(,9except U2 and CO is strongly bimodal, as seen in the

scarcity of samples half-way between the unreacted and
eacte sta es. For f > 0.07, the distribution in Fig. 6
differs markedly from that in undiluted, seated diffusion

U
flames (Stilrner et a. 1990): there are no samples near the
'fully burnt' lines (obtained by predictions for a laminar
counterflow diffusion flame). This is because cold premizing
of fuel and air occurs down to f < 0.17 in every sample,
before any diffusion of heat and products from the reaction
zone takes place Such is also the case much further

6 downstream, at x/D = 32 (Fig. 7), where one exr,ects
I essentially a diffusion flame structure. However, here a

significant fraction of the data is unbnrnt at stoichioraetric
showing that some cold mixing is still taking place. There
is no clear evidence here of extinguishing fluid of the lnd
smen in air diluted, piloted flames (Strner et a. 1990; 3:1
air/CH4 by volume, corresponding to premixing to f =
9.16), the scatter p lots of which have the same outlines as
those of the lifted flame, except that the Intermediate region
(half-burnt, or quenched) is densely populated. In fact, the
almost complete absence of temperature samples in Fig. 7 at
9, and 900 < T < 1600K shows that probe averaging is1 g not a significant occurrence here. Further, the clustering of

the burnt samples between the laminar flame lines for f_ A
shows that the flame is fairly dose to equilibrium, s one
expects in a region of low mixing rates These two
observation enable us to infer that the wide distribution of

F 5 Probabity density functions of mixture fraction, T for f > A is not due to nonequilibrium or probe effects.
There is clearly some cold premixing to within the richp ;ormaised temperature, p(T * T = (T - Tab)/(TSd flammbifity limit, and subsequent combustion of suchP(mb), and species, p(Yi), at x/D' i 20 and various radii, samples must by definition, be premixed. Samples to ,he

•R. rich side of f= 0.08 that have already been heated have
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Fig. 6 Scatter ploti; of temperature a.nd species mass
fractions, plotted against mixture firacin at x/D = 20 Fog 7 Scatter plots as in Fig. 5, but at x/D =32,

Data from r/R = . o83are combined, in equal r/ 83
proportions. Lines denote laminar flame calculations at
strain rates 5 and 300 s-1, anid, for the reactants, frozen flow.
(The strain rate a = 2 V/RI V being the freestream velocity
and R0 the cylinder radius). 006 .......

006
obviously been involved in diffusion of beat and products Y
fIrn a nearby reaction sone, and could perhaps be classed as 004
diffusion flame events,

Figure 8 shows scatter plots of data at the flame base, 02
re-plotted versus temperature, and conditional on 000
approximately stoichiometric -Aiture, 0.9 < f/f. < 1.1 In
a premixed flame data above ambient temperature but ols 006

below 1800K would represent the preheat and main reaction YM Y !
zones wherea in a steadily burning diffusion flame, there 012 o006

would be ,no data below the quenching limit (around 1750Kfor undiluted CH4) save that at ambient temperature, 006 00o -

representing the cold approach flow. There are, huwever,
three poanile sources of such data in diffusion flames: 000 0. . 6oo6

probe averaging, signal n oe due to dust or soot (resulting
in lower measured T through raised Rayleigh scattering), 0,,,
and local quenching. It seems that none of these sources is Y"r 0-ooY

active here. unpublished 2D Rayleigh images (StLrner and
Bilger, 1990) show that the measurements in Fig. 8 are 000 0001
colected in the low turbulence zone at, and outside, the jet
boundary, where quenching effects are not expected; probe 006 0 oo
averai ng, as argued above, does not appear to be a problem
in a diffusion flame structure where gradients ate lower than 026

in a premixed flame, and finally, any soot interference on T o 4
would alo result in some H20 samples in Fig. 8 being 008 o00'-
displaced far to the left of the main cluster; this is dearly
not the case here. Therefore, the samples above ambient 004 00031
temperature but below, say, 1750K, seem to indicate a
premixed structure. Results of 2D imaging of CU, CH and 0 o 0 0 . T.24

CH4 by Schefer et &l (I ) point to a diffusion flame 0 1 Temp. K 200 1200 Temp, K 240

structure downstream of the flame base, but there are
instances at the upsream end of the reaction zone of a 'heel'
where CH seems to ndst on the lower (cold) side and OH cn Fig. 8 Scatter plots of species mass fractions against
the upper (burnt) ske of the flame image, as one expects in temperature, conditiona on 0.9 < f/], < 1.1; x/D = 20,
a premixed flame. However, this is not consistently the r/R = 6.9 and 8.3 combined. - : calculations for an
case, and the results are not easily interpreted. unstrained, premixed flame of stoichiometric composition.
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The particular species that is thought to be most useful for a propane flame that the flame base does not propagate
for discriminating between premixed and diffusion flame into the jet core but jumps from the outer edge of one eddy
structure is COI: the calculations for a laminar, unstrained, to the next. However, their fuel jet is slow and the flame is
stoichiometric premixed flame in Fig 8 show low CO 2 levels stabilized near the nozzle where regular vortices develop,
below 1600K and a steep rise in the burnout zone, whereas whereas in the present high-peed flame the turbulence is
CO, in quenched fluid in a diffusion flame would not have well developed and three-dimenional, Our 2D Rayleigh
this nonlinear temperature dependence, but %ould be linear images have shown that the higher stoichiometnc air/fuel
with T to a first approximation, a seen in the results by ratio of propane does not suffice to alter the basic structure

Stainer et al (1990). In Fig. 9, the CO plot of Fig. 8 i reported here for the methane flame

expanded and compared with results for an undiluted seated There are some indications of preinxed burning at the
flame close to extinction (obtained on the same occasion, to Tham e as u e caidnc of iemieny a the
minimise systematic bias) where local quenchi ocr e flame base, but the clear evidence of intermittency ad the
minimisemsystematic. biaswhecal qOuene occurs due wide variation in mixture frction outside the flammability
to high xing rates. Typically Ce idea of turbulent remed flame
flame are twice those of the liftea, at the same temperature. 2iiod o aorteie fatruetpeie lm
Itisalsoiseen tht f the lifted , ata le somewhat above front propagating steadily into the approach low However,
It is also seen that the lifted flame data Ue so there may be flow conditions, perhaps such as that of Savasthe laminar flame predictions. If we assume that the lifted and Gollatl, where it has more relevace.

flame data indeed represent a premixed flame zone, this
must be due in part to probe averaging: the temperature Although we have noted the occurrence of fluid
range OD0-1800K corres onds to a reaction zone width ot entrained into the jet core which may undergo quenching,

10.5 mm, approximately equalling the probe size (not this does not happen at tie flame bue' such parcels are
accounting for beam thickening by density gradients). The quickly converted downstream and seem unlikely to directly
non-linear C0 2 -T relationship would result in raised C02 affect the huae. Thus, the diffusion flamelet quenching
levels, particularly around 1400K. In a diffusion flame, the concept of Peters and Williams (1983) in support of their
lower gradients and linear COr-T correlation would not theory of stabilisation could not bargued on the basis of
cause such bias these observations The estimate by Peters and Williams

that there is insufficient time, At, between nozzle and lame
base to effect the molecular mixing needed for premixed

CONCLUDING REMARKS combustion is not borne out for this flame In calculating
The results show that the lifted flame is stabilized At, they appear not to account for the flame base being so

far out into the low-speed surroundings; here it seems that
somewhat outside the mean stoichiometic contour, where At is almost a magnitude larger However, with a fuel of
the flow is intermittent and the turbulence level is low. The lower stoichiometric air/fuel ratio, such as a H2/N, mix, the

2D Rayleigh images by Stirner and Bilger (1990) confirm stoichiometric envelope may he inside the jet shear layer,
this and also show that highly distorted hot fluid arcels giving the issue of flamelet quenching more prominence
become entrained into the jet core, and thXt a
smooth-edged outer flame envelope exists, with much larger We have studied a flame of a single fuel, with one
structures than in the shear layer The hot entrained fluid nozzle size and at one Reynolds number. Comparisons with
is consistent with the notion of flamelet entrainment by work by others indicate that there may be more than one
large structures advanced by Broadwell et aQ. (1985) but mechanism at work, depending on eometry, turbulence
contrasts with the findiLgs of Savas and Gollahalli (1986) structure and fuel type. It may well be that no single

description can satisfy the whole range of conditions for
lifted flames. Given the complexity of the problem, it is
indeed remarkable that major advances have been made in

0.15 I , - -- r+ the development of robust empirical models for liftoff and
blowoff phenomena.
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Abstract ulations can be trusted to give a realistic representation of at-
To test the consistency of large-eddy simulation we have run four mospheric turbulence.
existing large-eddy codes for the same case of the convective at- To this end four research groups represented by the authors of
mospheruc boundary layer The four models differ in sa rous de- this paper have decided to test their large-eduy models for a sini-
tails, such as the subgrid model, numerics and boundary condi- ulation of the convective boundary layer. Besides uing different
tions subgrid models, these codes also differ in many other details We

The agreement between the four models is excellent. In general run the models starting from the same initial conditions and using
model results lie within the scatter of available observat Most the same forcing. By comparing the results we expect to learn theof the disagreement between the model results can be attributed sensitivity of these models to the various parametersto the disaremete tweeo the b model hesucan be athted First we shall discuss in some detail the differences betweentothe models Next we shall specify the initial conditions and the
differences between the four models, such e g due to numerics, is t i poedure Thee we tn t a cssion f the
found to be small calculation procedure Then we turn to a discussion of the results

Introduction Description of large-eddy codes

In large-eddy simulation we seek to compute the large scales of tur- As already mentioned above we shall use in this study existing
bulence. This is accomplished by performing on the Navier-Stokes large-eddy codes which have already been described elsewhere
equations a filter operation, designed to remove the small scales (Mason, 1989; Moeng, 1984 and Schmidt and Schumann, 1989)
from these equations The resulting set of equations is then solved Therefore, we shall restrict ourselves in this section to highlighting
numerically. Large-eddy simulation is considered to be a tool to the various differences between the four models
study the details of turbulence and it is enjoying an increasing
popularity. Subgrid model

The most successful application of large-eddy modelling has
been to the atmospheric boundary layer and in particular to the The main purpose of a subgnd model is to "dissipate" the energy
convective boundary layer. The reason is of course that the con- which is passed down the cascade from the large eddies Views
vective boundary layer is dominated by large structures. These at present differ on the complexity needed to model the subgrid
are known as thermals and they are responsible for most of the terms
vertical transport processes. They make the convective boundary The most simple parameterization is the well-known Smagorm-
layer an ideal subject for large-eddy simulation, sky model, which relates the subgrid stresses to the deformation

The study of the convective boundary layer with large-eddy of the resolved velocity field by means of an eddy viscosity, KM
models has started with the pioneering work of Deardorff in the This eddy viscosity is expressed as
seventies (e g. Deardorff, 1974). Since then extensive and detailed KM = 12S
simulations have been reported by Moeng (1984), Mason (1989)
and Schmidt %nd Schumann (1989). A more geLeral review of where S is the absolute value of the strPin rate and t is the so-
large-eddy simulation of convection is presented by Nieuwstadt called mixing length. This mixing length is proportional to the
(1990). filter length.

Here, we will not add another simulation to this list. Instead The Smagormsky model is used by Mason and for a more de-
this study has a different objective tailed discussion we refer to Mason (1989), where an extension

The philosophy of large-eddy modelling Is to isolate the dy- of (1) to convecti, e turbulence is introduced. Here, it suffices to
namics of the large scales The small scales are treated by a more mention that in the context of the Smagorinsky model a funda-
or less simple parameterization: the so-called subgrid model. This mental role is played by the coefficient C, It is defined as the
approach hinges on the hypotnesis that the actual details of the ratio between the mixing length and a characteristic grid size A
subgrid model have only minor effects on the large scales. As this
may be considered the fundamental premise of large-eddy mod- C. = A. (2)
elling there are also other uncertainties. Any large-eddy model re- Mao (189) ha considered the effect of several value for C and
quires a large number of assumptions about details of the model, recommends C, = 0.32.
ranging from the choice of a numerical scheme to the selection of reond Ch = 0.32.Alongside the Smagoriosky model for subgrid streses an anal-
boundary conditions It would be very undesirable if a large-eddy ogous model is used to parameterinze subgrid heat fioxes It re-
simulation turns out to be sensitive to these modelling details. lates the temperast-e flux to the resolved temperature gradient

in this paper we im to address these q,estions and Investigate by means of an eddy diffusivity K. The KH is connected to the
whether present large-eddy mode: are in line with the philosophy by me n of a ddy u mbe
mentioned above. Do they lead to consistent simulations for the KM by means of a Prandl number
case of the convective atmospheric boundary layer? Such con- KM (3)
sistency would present a further argument that large-eddy alm- H =
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Mason Moen Nieuwstadt Schumann term

C 0 32 0 18 0 18 0.165 Next %e consider the numerical schemes. With respect to
Pr 0.46 033 033 042 _time advancement Moeng and Schumann use the Adams-Bashfordscheme, whereas Mason and Nieuwstadt employ the leap-frog me-

thod The leap-frog scheme is unstable for the diffusion terms
Table 1 Representative values of the coefficient C, anod the Prandtl Therefore, the latter authors resort for these terms to thie simple
number Pr for the subrrd model of the four large.eddy codes, forward Euler scheme

Mason and Nieuwstadt treat the advection terms by the Pliac-
A shghtly more complicated subgrid closure model is used by sek and Williams scheme This is a second-order method designed

Moeng and Nieuwstadt It is also based on a relation between the to conserve variances. Schumann uses standard second-order dif-
subgrid stress and the resolved deformation rate but in this case ferencing All three authors take second-order, central differencing
the eddy viscosity is defined as to solve the diffusion terms Moeng adopts a somewhat differest

approach. She uses a pseudo-spectral method to calculate all hon-KM = 0 12At
1 /

' (4) zontal derivatives and a finite difference technique to calculate the
where i is the subgrid energy A sere'ate equation for the subgrid vertical derivative To avoid aliasing errors in the pseudo-spectral
energy is formulated, which is t',n solved along with the other technique all Fourier expansions are truncated beyond the wave
equations of the large-eddy moel (Moeng, 1984) If we Wmplify number 2/3k_ 0the subgrid energy equation to o balance between shear production All four authors use a mixed fast-Fourier and finite difference
and dissipation we may derive a representative value for C,. In technique to solve the Poisson equation for the pressure.
case of the subgrid model of both Moeng and Nieuwstadt, we find
C, = 0.18, Bounaary conditions

Schumann adopts the most complicated subgrzd model It is a In all four models horinzontal boundary conditions satisfy period-second order closure model, in which the following simplifications icity. However, differences are found in the specification of theare made. Only for the subgrid energy a full equation, includ- vertical boundary conditionsing time derivatives and transport terms, is solved In the other At the lower boundary the vertical velocity so is set equal toequations of the subgrid model these terms are neglected More- zero. For the horizontal velocities one resorts to Monin-Obuhkovover, the production terms in these equations are limited to the similarity This means that a relation is specified between the sur-isotropic part. As a result the subgrid model can be expressed as face stress and the horizontal velocity in the first grid cell. Fur.a decoupled algebraic system of equations, which can be explic- thermore, it is assumed that the velocity and stress are parallel.itly solved For further details we refer to Schmidt and Schumann The models of Mason, Moeng and Schumann specify the tem-(1989), where it is also derived that their representative value for perature flux at the surface Surface similarity is then used to obC. is- C, = 0 165. tani the surface temperature T, from the temperature calculatedAnother detail of the subgnid models which varies between the in th, centre of the first grid volume. Nseuwstadt has to adoptfour codes is the formulation of the mixing length, In the interior a different procedure, because he defines the temperature at theof the boundary layer all four authors take the mixing length I pro- location of the w-variable. He then uses surface-layer similarity toportional to a characteristic grid size A Moeng and Nieuwstadt specify a relationship between the surface-temperature flux anduse the geometric mean A (AX Az)
1
/

, 
whereas Schumann the temperature difference across the first grid cell. Note that intakes the arithmetic average A = (Az + Ay + Az)/3 Mason uses convective conditions the tempersture profile near the surface isa non-umform grid and he provides no explicit expression of A in strongly curved, This curvature cannot be resolved within the firstterms of the grid spacing, grid cell As a result the subgrid exchange coefficients in Nieuw-Furthermore, Mason and Schumann alloy t to become propor- stadt's model are revised in relation to the standard surface-layertional to height when the surface is approached. Nieuwstadt takes expressions.

this effect into account through a different parametenzation of the With respect to the upper boundary conditons all four modelsdissipation term in the equation for e near the surface agree on stress free conditions: i.e. Ou/Oz = On/r = 0 Fur-Finally, Mason, Moeng and Nieuwstadt himt the nuixing length thermore the temperature gradient at the top of the calculationto a smaller value in stable conditions. This plays for instance a do,naln is set equal to the gradient r, which is prescribed in therole in the stable layer above the boundary layer, initial conditions as the temperature gradient above the boundary
Nevertheless, we shall see that the most important parameter layer

influencing the effect of the subgrid model is C, and perhaps to There are however, some important differences in the treat-a lesser extent the Frandtl number Pr For convenience we have ment of the vertical velocity at the upper boundary The goal iscollected these parameters in table I to avoid reflecting gravity waves from the top of the model. Moeng
and Schumann prescribe a radiation boundary condition which l-Numerics loves gravity waves to propagate out of the calculation domain

The models of Mason, Nieuwstadt and Schumann use a full stag. Mason uses an expanding grid near the top of the calculation dc,-gered grid. This means that the telocity components are defined main i conjinction with a damping lajer Nieuwstadt also useson the sides of the rectangular grid volume with the pressure in a damping layer (but no expanding grid). The role of the damp-the centre. Moeng uses staggering only in the vertical direction, ing layer is to dissipate gravity waves before they can reflect backso that in her model all variables ate defined on the same into the boundary layer. This is accomplished by adding to the
position equations of motion in the upper part of the calculation domain aThe subgrid energy e, used in the subgrid models of Moeng, relaxation term. This relaxation term then damps fluctuations atNieuwstadt and Schumann, is also defined in the centre of the grid time scales larger than a prescribed relaxation time scale Niuw-volume This means that in these models the exchange coefficients stadt takes the relaxation time scale equal to 50s at the highestare located on the same position. Mason adopts a different view calculation level The relaxation time scale in his model is thenand collocates the exchange coefficients with the w-point to avoid increased by a factor of 5 at each computation level for the nextvertical averaging of z-derivatives 9 levels down.

The resolved temperature is governed by an advection-diffusion
equation Therefore, the most obvious location for the tempera. Calculation
ture is the centre of the grid volume. This view is taken by all
participants except Nieuwstadt, who stores the temperature at the The calculations are performed in a rectangular domain. Its hot-
so-point. His argument is to avoid vertical avraging of tempe - izonvtl dimensions are 6400 x 6400m

2
. The vertical domain size

ture in the w-equation, where buoyancy is the dominant forcing is 2400m for the computations of Moeng, Nieuwstadt and Schu-
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Mason Moeng Nieuwstadt Schumann
40 40 40 40 -- Mason

N, 0 48 40 40 Moeng
L, L, (in) 6400 6400 6400 6400 0.8 --- Nieuwstadt
L, (in) 8000 2400 2400 2400
At (s) 0 65 3 4 48 10 96 Schumann
T

cPu (a) 2355 1 15 086 1.33
Storage 0.64 0 53 1 75 2.3 C-4 06
Computer IBM 3084 Cray-YMP Cray-XMP Cray-YMP 3
NT 20000 4000 2750 1100 4
N, 40 10 4 10 A

Table 2: Several stat,iscs of the computations; A., N,, N, num- ,-
her of grid points in ;he two horizontal and the vertical directions,
L., Ly, L, , horizontal and vertical size of the computation do- 2
main; At: timesiep; 

T
cpu. CPU time per time step; Storage. 1,

core storage in M words, NT- total number of time steps to ecu-
culate the time period 0 < t/t. < 11; Nt number of timesteps used .
in the calculation of averages _ _ _ _ _

mann and 800U m for the computation of Mason (remember that 0 36 12

the latter author uses a non-uniform, expanding grid in the upper t / t,
part of the calculation domain).

To hult the computational effort for this comparison study Figure 1. The total kinetic energy vertically averaged across the

we took only a usodest number of grid points. All authors use boundary-layer height as a function of dimensionless time

40 grid points for both horizontal directions. This implies a hor-
izontal grid spacing of Ax = Ay = 160m In the vertical di- temperature T and the three velocity components u, v, w.

rection Nieuwstadt and Schumann use also 40 grid points so in For z < z,i = 0.844zo
their case Az = 60im Moeng takes 48 grid points which implies z
Az = 50m. As mentioned before Mason specifies a non-uniform T = To+0 r(l -z)T

grid with 68 grid points. Near the surface his grid spacing is
Az = 20m and within the boundary layer a typical grid spacing w = 0 lr(- ",i )t.o

amounts to Az = 80m. NeAr the top f the ouvdary layer the u = v = 0
grid spacing is again reduced to about Az = 30 vi The grid then
expands to Ax = 250 m towards the top of the calculation domain, and for z > zi

Convection is driven by a constant temperature flux at the
surface of Q. =< w'T' >0= 0.06Kms

-
i This flux is directly T = 

T
o + (z - z,,)r

prescribed at the surface in the models of Mason, Moeng and u = v = tv = 0
Schumann The model of Nieuwstadt requires a different proce-
dure because the heat flux is not defined at the surface due to In these equations r stands for a random number uniformly dis-
the s-location of the temperature variable. In his case a constant tributed between -0.5 and 0 5
temperature increase was prescribed at the surface with a m1g- In individual calculations these initial profiles are sometimes
nltude of (dT/dt)o = 0.16K hour

-
i With this value of (dT/dt)o slightly modified. For instance, Nieuwstadt prescribes for the hor-

the temperature flux varied slightly during the calculation, say izontal velocity components, u and v, at the lowest grid cell the

between 0.061 Kms
-
t and 0.068 Kms-'. However, averaged over vlue 0.Olrw.o to avoid problems with the surface-layer similarity

the whole calculation period the temperature flux was found to be relationships. Furthermore, he increases the temperature at the

equal to 0.06 Kms
-
. surface by 2K with respect to the value specified by the profile

The calculations were set up in such a way that boundary-layer above Finally the subgrid energy is in his model initialized with
height would reach avalue in the neighbourhood of 1600n There- the profile pr.poaed by Schmidt and Schumann (1989)
fore, we introduce as a scahng height zo - 1600m. We can now Starting from these initial profiles we ran our models with a

define a convective velocity scale wo.0 as- w.o0 = (giTnQz,o)t/
3 ,  constant forcing Q. for a period of 10t. It was expected that

The gravitational acceleration g is taken here to be g = 9.81ms
- 2  after this period turbulence would reach a quasi-stationary state

and the reference ten,.erature To = 300K A temperature scale Next, calculations were continued for 10 < tt. < 11. Within
can now be defined as 

T.o = Q./w.o and a time scale as t. = this time interval various quantities were calculated to averages
z,o/wo With the values of zo and Q, mentioned above, w.0 over Nt timesteps. These are the quantities which we shall discuss

becomes equal to I 46ms-, T.o equal to0041K and t. = 1096 s in the following section It also means that our results have been
Note that in most presentations, to be discussed in the fol- averaged over only one time-scale. As we shall see, this is too short

lowing section, we shall use instead w. to scale the results This to obtain stable statistics especially for the higher order moments.
variable is called the convective velocity scale defined by For furher information we have summarized in table 2 various

statistics of the four iomputations.
so. = (g/ToQ,c,)i/3 , (0)

Results
whcre z, is a local boundary-layer height That means a boundary-

layer height reptesentative for the time period for which the results Firs', we consider whether our simulations have indeed reached a
are evaluated This local boundary layer height has in principle a state of quasi-stationary turbulence. To that end we have plotted
different value for each calculation, in figure 1 the kinetic energy averaged across the boundary layer

Other parameters of interest are the constant temperature as a function of the dimensionless time lit. Note that we have
gradient r above the boundary layer. This was specified to be plotted the total energy. i.e the resolved plus subgrid contribution
r = 0.003 Km

-  
Furthermore, the roughness length, whici en- The energy quickly grows in the initial phase of the computation

ters the surface similarity relationships, is taken to be zo = 0.16 en After an overshoot it settles towards a constant value, which can
The dcit, p 'ies been normalized to I sg m- be interpreted as reaching a state of quasi-stationary turbulence.

As initial conditions, we prescribe the following profiles for the In the case of Mason's computation the overshoot occurs at a
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Figure 2' The temperature flux profile as a function of dmension- Figure 3: The vauiance of vertical velocity fluctuation as a function
Fesseigu h tet ur rof dimensionless height z/z,; plotted ts the total variance (resolved
less height Z/zo plus subgrd) and the subgrid contribution

later time and it is also larger than for the other models. We Furthermore we note that Schumann's model predicts the larg-
believe this to be due to the larger value of C, in Mason's subgrid eat entrainment heat flux This is partly due to the fact that his
model, which leads to a rapid initial loss ofenergy from the random model calculates a considerable subgrid contribution to the en-
perturbations. The fact that Moeng's results are somewhat larger trainment flux. The explanation for this result lies in his formula-
than the other calculations seems to agree with her data for the tion of the subgrid nuxing length t. Remember that Schumann's
variances to be presented later subgrid model uses a mixing length which is not limited by stabil-

Another proof of quasi-stationarity is given in figure 2, where ity Therefore it will lead to lareer subgrid fluxes near the top of
we show the profile of the temperature flux averaged over the the boundary layer
time period 10 < t/t. < 11 as a function of dimensionless height. The boundary-layer height z, is defined as th. height where
Quasi-stationarity should lead to a linear temperature flux profile the entrainment temperature flux occurs Its ,alue for the four
in the boundary layer This is very well satisfied by all models, models is entered in table 3 The height of the boundary-layer

Another well-known property of the convective boundary layer seems to correlate positively with the value of the entrainment
is that the mean temperature is approximately constant over most flux. As already mentioned in the previous section we shall use
of the boundary layer. This is corroborated by the calculated this actual boundary-layer height to scale the calculation results
temperature profiles (not shown). As additional information on of each model, In connection we will also use w., defined by (5)
the temperature profile we give in table 3 the value of the surface Its value is also entered in table 3.
temperature T. calculated at t/t. = 11.

The contribution by the subgrid heat flux is small except near Variances
the surface, where subgrid effects should dominate by definition.
The anomalous value of the temperature flux near the surface in In figure 3 we present the variance of the vertical velocity fluctu-
Schumann's model should be disregarded because it is the result ations as a function of z/z,. We have plotted in this figure both
of using interpolations for statistics but upwind fluxes in the sim- the total variance, i e. resolved plus subgrid, and the subgrid con-
ulations. tributlon.

Near the top of the turbulent boundary layer we observe a neg- The subgrid model of Schumann allows a direct estimate of the
ative temperature flux. It results from the fact that the boundary subgrid contribution to < ' > Moeng and Nieuwstadt calculate
layer grows into the stable layer above. This process :s called en- the subgrid energy e. They then assume isotropy so tha for the
trainment. The minimum value of the temperature flux is defined subgrid contribution to < V2 > results 2/3e. Mason estimates
as the entrainment flux, - < d/i' >, Its value for the four models the subgrid energy from the following diagnostic relationship
is given in table 3. Note that the magnitude of this entrainment
flux varies considerably between the four computations As the e = atS(l - Rif),
entrainment flux is largely resolved, this must be a property of where Rif = g/(ToPr)&T/Oz/S

2 
is the flux Lchardson number

the individual models However, we cannot offer at this stage an The constant a is taken as 0.3 The contribution to < ,d2 > is then
explanation of this behaviour in terms of the model parameters. calculated by the same method as used by Moeng and Nieuwstadt.

The agreement between the four models is clearly excellent

Mason Moen Nieuwstadt Schumann Only Mason's model exhibits a slightly different profile. The other

10563 10312 10688 000 models only differ in their prediction of the maximum value of

s./w.o 1 018 1 010 1.022 1 029 < UP/ >

- < w'O >./Q. 0.147 0.106 0.118 0.168 We have plotted in figure 3 also some observations obtained

T,(K) 3 8 2from laboratory experiments (Willis and Deardorff, 1974 and Dear-
302 908 301527 302.542 302.5 dorff and Willis, 1985) and from atmospheric field tests (Leaschow

et al., 1980) It seems that the differences between the four models
Table 3 The actual boundary-layer height z,, the convective ve- are smaller than the scatter in the experimental data. It is there-
locty scale w. and the entrainment temperature flux - < do' >. fore not possible to conclude from this figure which model gives
representative tor the time period 10 < t/t. < 11, the surface the best simulation. We will see that the same statement applies
temperature T', calculated at t/t. = 11. to other comparisons with observational data.
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Figure 4. The variance of horizontat veloctFigure The th moment of hertical velocity fluctuations astion of dimensionless height z/z,, plotted is the total variance (Mv- a function of dsmensionles he.ght Z/z,solved plus subgrnd) and the subgrid contrnbnton,

The first term in (6) denotes the production of kinetic energyIn figure 4 we show a dimensonless plo, oi the total horizontal by buoyancy forces, This production is balanced by the viscous
velocity variance and its subgrid contribution. The subgrid con- dissipation c. its vertical profile is given in figure 6. The agreementtributions are calculated by the same method as discussed above between the four models is excellent Mason's calculation showsfor figure 3 

again a maximum near the top of the boundary layer. Moreover,In this case differences between the four models are somewhat we see that near the surface the ( calculated by the models of Mo-larger but they he still within the scatter of the observations, also eng, Nieuwstadt and Schumann increase very rapidly. The model
shown in this figure, 

ofMason exhibits a more gradua profile Schrmdt and SchumannPoints to be noted are. Mason's model shows a strong increase (1989) have pointed out that such rapid increase of c usually goestowards the top of the boundary layer Moeng's profile exhibits a together with a negative third moment near the surface (see P g.mid-layer maimum, which we believe to be unrealistic. It explains figure 5). We have also evaluated the transport terms from theher somewhat larger valuet of the boundary-layer averaged energy four simulations. They show only minor differences.found i figure 1. Finally, the recults of Nieuwstadt show a largevalue of the variance near and even above the boundary-layer top. SpectraThis is caused by his upper boundary condition, a ,i2, sces adamping layer It seems that the damping layer fails to remove In figure 7 we show the spectra of the resolved vertical veloc.fluctuations sufficiently. 
ity fluctuations at three levels in the boundary layer. Remember
that Moeng uses a spectral cut-off to avoid ahasing in her pseudo.

Higher order moments 
spectral method. Therefore, her spectra stop beyond wave number

In figure 5 we show the dimensionless profile of the third moment 
Masonof the vertical velocity fiuctuatons This variable is strongly in- Monfluenced by the thermals in the convective boundary layer A Moengboundary layer consisting of isolated therm als with inside these a .2 Shu a nnstrong vertical upward motion, necessarily leads to a positive third 

- Schumann
moment as found in figure 5.The agreement between the four models is quite acceptable inview of the observations which are also shown in the same figure. 0.9The models of Moeng, Nieuwstadt and Schumann lead to a N -negative value of < 0 > near the surface. This is considered un. 'Nrealistic because it would imply that downdrafts become stronger N

when they approach the surface. Mason (1989) and Schmidt and 0.6Schumann (1989) have investigated the background of negativevalues of < u' > in more detail They conclude that it is a con-sequence of the subgrid model
0.3Energy budget

The kinetic energy budget of turbulence in a quasi-stationary con.
vective boundary layer re%is 0 L

9 s . 0.3 06 0.9 1.2 1.5
O~ < U'LV >- (< e > + < uV >-€ (6)

P <e,,ziiw*where we have omitted shear production term, which is zero in Figure 6: The dissipation of turbulent kinetce energy as a functionthis case because < u >= 0 of dimensionless height Z/Z,
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102 To explain these differences we consider first the influence of
k0,*41OO the subgrid model The main difference of Mason's subgrid model

kt,- - . - _ with respect to the others lays in the value of the constant C,
101- "__ •z/z,-1 0 (see table 1) To test the effect of C, Mason has rerun his model

101 - with a value of C, = 0 23 At the same tinie he changed to an
equidistant grid within the boundary layer with a representative
vertical grid spacing of - 45 m However, it is expected that the
effect of the equidistant versus non-uniform grid wil. be minimal

100 Therefore, the new results will primarily reflect the influence of C,
. k@ z/z,=0 6 in Masen's model.

We found that for this new calculation Mason's results are
much closer to the other models The spectra for all four models

10- 1 agree now very well at the higher wave numbers while, as expected,

- . z/z,=0.2 agreement at the low wave numbers is hardly affected. This latter
fact supports the fundamental hypothesis of large-eddy modelling

Mason the large eddies are insensitive to the details of the subgrid model
10-2 - - Nieuwstadt Furthermore, it seems that the smaller value of C, also leads to

Schumann somewhat weaker thermals in comparison with the calculations at
Moeng C. = 0.32 As a result the vertical profiles, which for the case

of C, = 0.32 frequently exhibit a maximum near the top of the
10- 3 - boundary layer, are now much closer to the results of the other

1 2 10 20 100 models. Therefore, we may conclude that most of the differences
k zbetween the two categories of models, as introduced above, can be

explaned by C,
Figure 7. The spectra of the resolved vertical velocity fluctuations Another result, which follow from our study, is that the up-
at three levels sn the boundsr laser per boundary condition should be formulated in such a way that

gravity waves are not reflected from the top of the boundary layer
hz, - 22 whereas the other spectra continue until kz = 29.84 (in Otherwise we should expect to see increased values of the variancethe figures the spectral[ values at the last wave number kzo = 31 41 abvthbonrylerHweicesdvricsaoete

have been omitted). above the boundary layer However, increased variances above the

The spectraof Mason have clearly a much steeper slope at high boundary layer do not seem to influence the simulation results in-
wave numbers than the spectra calculated by the other models, aide the boundary layer Nevertheless, we recommend the use of a
This must be no doubt an effect of the subgrid model s radiation condition as upper boundary condition, which lets grav-

THis mastwbe nbt an tefct ofthet enigubrid mode sity waves propagate out of the domain. It seems to work very well
However, we point to the fact that in figure 7 the spectra of and it is less expensive than an increase of the vertical computa-

all models are again very close at low wave numbers, i e kz, < 10 ion domain together with an expanding grid.

This should not come as a total surprise because it consistent with Other differences between our four models which seem to have
the good agreement for the variances between all four models. had hardly any effect on the calculation results, are- the numerical
Nevertheless, it supports the fundamental premise of large-eddy mehdteeaisotesagrdgidndheealsfte
modellhng, which we have stressed in our introduction: the large methods, the details of the staggered grid and the details of the
eddies do not depend strongly o the denis of the subgind el lower boundary condition. For instance, there seems to be no

model, advantage in applying a pseudo-spectral method. Also the use of
Finally, we should note that none of the spectra seems to follow a non-uniform versus an equidistant grid seems to have negligible

the well-known -2/3 slope of the inertial range. However, there .f11
is some evidence (see e.g Schmidt and Schumann, 1989) that infuence.
at higher horizontal resolution than 402 the spectra become more Acknowledgement
realistic. U Schumann is grateful do Dr Jutta Graf. who cooperated with

him in this project F.T.M Nieuwstadt acknowledges discussioas
with J. Eggels and H Cuypers
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ABSTRACT for the pressure at a point in the flow, or for

the wall pressure in a wall-bounded flow indicates
A four-wi-e array in a flat-plate, which areas of the velocity field contribute most

zero-pressure-gradient turbulent boundary layer is o the pressure. Using data from a direct
used to make low-wave-number measurements of the numerical simulation of turbulent-channel flow,
spanwise components of the quantities which appear Kio 1989) shows that although large contributions
as source terms in Poisson's equation for the to the instantaneous pressure at one wall can come
pressure fluctuation. These source terms, from sources near the far wall, contributions to
referred to as "splat", and "spin", are analysed by the mean-square wall-pressure fluctuation drop off
use of the VITA+LEVEL conditional sampling scheme rapidly with their distance from the wall (see
and the results are correlated with the local wall also Kraichnan 1956). An alternative approach for
pressure. detecting pressure sources used in the past has

been to measure a narrow-band-frequency convection
The results show that the period be'ween velocity of the wall pressure and assume that the

successive ejections and sweeps, and the period associated pressure source in the boundary layer
between successive splats and/or spins both scale is convected at the local mean velocity (see Bull
with viscous variables (not with wall variables), 1967, Bradshaw 1967,; Wills 1970).
suggesting that high-wave-number pressure
fluctuations trigger the bursting sequence. The right-hand side of Poisson's equation

can be split into rotational and irrotational
NOMENCLATURE components.

e stress tensor - 1_, = e ,e -'4i 1)
kstreanwise wave number ij ji
L event length = L(t/6t).U.6t (see Aris 1962 p.9

7
, Bradshaw and Koh 1981), which

L event period (length between although not unique (Adrian 1982)e is physically
P successive events) - equation (4) meaningful with (in part) measurable terms.
N number of samples Equation (1) describes the generation of pressure
p fluctuating pressure fluctuations in terms of two distinct agencies
Re Reynolds number based on momentum the first term on the right-hand side (referred to

thickness as "splat") represents eddy 'collisions' existing
t time near saddle points in the instantaneous
T total record time stream-function pattern leading to a positive
u wall friction velocity pressure, while the second term (referred to as
U free-stream velocity "spin") represents large local vorticity implying
U,u,V,v,W,w,; mean, fluctuating velocity components a rapidly rotating eddy with a negative pressure

in x (streamwise) y and z directions near the axis of rotation. The present work uses
respectively this decomposition together with the VITA+LEVEL
fraction of time for which sampling conditional sampling scheme (Morrison et al. 1989)
criteriu are satisfied (identity to detect peaks in the splat and spin signatures
ratio) immediately above a wall-pressure transducer in a

6,9- boundary layer thickness flat-plate, zero-pressure-gradient boundary layer.
6t time sampling interval Correlation of these sources witn the wall

turbulent energy dissipation rate pressure isolates their contribution to it.
Kolmogorov length scale
von Karman constant Kim and Lee (1989) have shown that the
kinematic viscosity instantaneous pressure fluctuation from splat and

P density spin contributions are very nearly equal and of
u Kolmogorov velocity scale opposite sign because e .e is very nearly equal
w vorticity vector to 2 u .o However, the pr'sent work shows that

there 1 are important differences between
Superscript instantaneous splat and spin contributions (at

least in their spanwise components as measured
root mean square here), most notably nea/ where an "ejection" (u<O,,

C non-dimensionalized by wall "ariables v>O) or "sweep" (u>O, v<O) occurs., The detection
of ejections and sweeps by use of the VITA+LEVEL

1, INTRODUCTION conditional sampling soheme operating on the
instantaneous uv signature has previously been

Poisson's equation fo, the pessure reported by Morrison and Bradshaw (1989) and
fluctuation in turbulent flow shows that the Morrison et al. (1991ai, Morrison at al. showed
pressure fluctuation at a point is obtained by that,. although ejections are viscous structures,
;ntegration over the entire velocity field they are part of a larger inertial structure which
(Townsend 1976 p.43). A Green's function solution is the true universal constituent of sear-wall



motion They called these inertial structures about kly = 0.18. Taking the low-wave-number
bursts", a more prerise extension to the limit of the Iorally-isotropic range to be say, 20

definition originally proposed by Kim et al. times this, a worst-case (smallest y) estimate of
(1971)e and showed them to be. in fact, Townsend's the largest locally-isotropic wavelength is equal
(1976) "attached" eddies. They iurtner showed to about half the wire separation, 4.4 mm. This
that sweeps, which together with ejections effect result is important in the interpretation of the
most of the universal part of spectral energy results presented in the next section.
transfer in the logarithmic region, are also Subramanian et al., (1985) discuss the resolution
viscous structures, but that in this case, the of the velocity derivatives in more detail. the
associated inertial structures are large restriction of the present data to the
'detached', eddies which make thc major low-wave-number end of locally-isotropic
contribution to inactive motion (Townsend 1961, turbulence does not preclude a qualitative
Bradshaw 1967) in the inner layer. These large analysis of the results.
eddies were also called splats because that part
of the inactive motion caused by pressure 3. RESULTS
fluctuations is generated by the "splatting"
mechanism (Moin and Kim 1982): thus the In the x,y)-plane,
definition of a splat used here is a
generalization of that used by Momn and Kim in Splat' e

4 
x u Xu + Lv ( , '(2)

which a large eddy coll.des with its instantaneous y \y S x/ y)
mirror image at the wall.

where the last term was omitted because it is
2. EXPERI1MRTAL ARRANGEMENT unmeasurable with the present wire array, and.

The measurements were made on the floor of a Spin. Y f z = u * v' - 2 au av . (3)
914 mm x 914 mm closed-circuit wind tunnel, (ay ax y x
specifically chosen because of its quietness and
low vibration. At the traverse position. 3.8 m Peaks in these signatures are identified by the
from the boundary layer trip, the integral VITA.LEVEL algorithm, see Figure 1, Detection
parameters are. Re6  14,500, 6"'= 68.2 mm, U occurs when the short-time variance and amplitude
= 32.8 ms and uT  1.09 is , The hot-wire of these signals exceed their thresholds which are
probes, anemometers and data recording equipment multiples of the conventional mean-square and root
were all standard instrumentation, as outlined in mean-square (r.m.s.) signal respectively. The
Morrison et al. (1989). The signals were recorded thresholds were set by visual examination of the
on analogue tape and then digitised for subsequent instantaneous splat and spin signatures with the
processing in this case., six channels of data corresponding identity traces. Note that,
were used for which the effective real-time referred to principal axes, splat becomes
sampling rate was 68,986 sample/s per channel. (au/ax)+ (av/ay)' and spin becomes P(au/Sy)' =

2(av/ax)' thus approximately, splats represent
''all-pressure fluctuations were measured large velocity changes along the separation vector

using ENDEVCO 8507-2MI flush-mounted transducers while spins represent large velocity changes
(0 - 2 p.s.i.( for which the associated analogge normal to it.
equipment had a gain-bandwidth product of 6 x 10 . a
The effective transducer diameter is approximately 1 .....

d- = 90. The wall-pressure signal was 'backed-off' 0
by one from a transducer rigidly mounted in the L u
free stream to monitor acoustic resonances, p Y4 0o 0
diffuser-induced disturbances and vibration. For 7
further details see Morrison et al. (1991b). 0

t
3spin -

ID plat 
iS1 1O 3  

yu/v is
4

spin Figure 2- splat,; spin periods. S, splat, , spin;
TH = 0.65. ,, splat;, TH = 0.4.

splat Figure 2 shows splat and spin event periods
calculated as:

. 072 1.26 2.17 2.W9 3. 2 4.5 5.07 5.80 Lp = U Ny.
T

) To + L (t/5t). .6 (4),

time m f

Figure 1' splat and spin signatures with identity Both splat and sp~n periods show regions in which
traces., they vary as y',, like the variation of the

Kolmogorov lergth scale deduced by assuming local
The present work reports wave-number-limited equilibrium, while the corresponding event lengths

measurements of the spanwise components of strain (not shown) are approximately constant with y and
rate and vorticity made with a four-wire array about one tenth of the corresppnding event period.
similar to that used by Foss (1979)., Two Figure 2 also showc that the y variation persists
single hot wires measure au/ay directly, while a when splat periods are obtained uing a value of
cross wire between them measures au/3t and v/at threshold reduced by about 40%.
using Taylor's hypothesis to obtain au/Sx and
Sv/ax. The resolution in the two directions is Batohelor and Townsend (1956 p.382), have
set to be the same, x = dV y 0 nR-t "/u . chown that,, at Plenold m,.,lie, hugh enough for
The u-component spectra of Morrison et al. local isotropy, the mean-square pressure gradient
(1991a), taken in the same zero-pressure-gradient and mean-square viscous force, which depend
boundary layer, indicate that the centroid of the primarily on the small-scale motion, are related
energy-containing range of wave numbers lies at by an expression similar to that in isotropic
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10 5 - ~ r turbulence, viz.

1~ 20 v' (5)

L u This shows that the main contribution to the
P-1mean -square press5ure gradient tomes from the

0 smallest eddies, as the viscous force certainly
d oes and t hat it, is independent of Reynolds
number. The result impliea that even the small
scale notion, presumably decaying under the direct

104* influence of viscosity, is driven by peasa in the
pr essure field fros other eddies, and not by

0viascous forces.
0

Figure 3 shows event periods generated by

application of the, VITA.LEVEL algorithm to the uv
signature using a threshold that is a universal
multiple of the local value of -77. Both event
lengths and periods show a range in the
I oral-equilibrium region in which they also vary
as y% (the event lengths are d-scussed in detail

10............. by Morrison et al. 1991a). These results suggest

102 13 u/V 14 tha t l arge esc ursions in the pressure field,;
l0~ y~/i~ l0~ generated by the smallest eddies, trigger the

Figure 3. sweep, ejection periods, sweeps;,

o ., ejections

0U/
St N ~ 270 0 1 2'3 SPIN ~B5

__________ DUDX .

o)vix _______ voX

Uv UV

U U

P t_________

-11 -11 61 -56 0 56 1 67 2 179 
19l ~ -6 .B 6 9

Figure 4. splat-conditioned ensemble-averaged time-histories. figure 5: spin-conditioned ensemble-averaged time-histories.
1 vert. division 0.75 r.m.s. y16 0.132. 1 vert. division 50.75 r.m.a. y/6 0.132.
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burstng sequence and therefore determine its event centre. Quadrant-four motion does not
avelage frequency, as initially suggested by Offen appear to be evident. The measured conventional
and Kline (1975) and Willmarth (1975), but more rms. quantities show that iu'/ay i', about l'/Y

rerently by the calculations of Aubry et al. - 2 times av'/ x. thus vortiraty is large and
(1988). negative ir a spin and strain rate is large and

positive in a splat. The wall-pressure ensembles
Moreover, the largest pressure gradients are are similar in both cases although it is positive

most likely to occur in regions in which a splat at the centre of a splat but neglsgibly small at
(high pressure) follows a spin (low pressure) or the centre of a spin. None of the ensembles change
vice versa, and these viscous periods are likely significantly in character for sampling at larger
to coincide with either ejections or sweeps or y/6.
even a combination of both types of event. These
results therefore clearly suggest a burst-sweep Figures 6 and 7 show sweep and ejection
regenerative cycle which is similar to the Often nsembles respectively: in the case of ejections,

and Kline model. In the local-equilibrum region the negative vorticity just before dete-tic-i

vimple scaling laws apply* the eression in produces low wall pressure and the positive strain
equation (5) is proportional to I"oI , so that, rate just after detection increases the wall
where pressure changes occur over distances that pressure. Thus ap/ax is negative during an
are proportional to nr p'/p a E, and, takinr ejection while au/3x is negligsble. The wall
E-u /y,, pressure during a sweep is dominated by the

effects of the associated large-scale splat,
y y5)

4  
,(6) particularly at the downstream end of the sweep

axa (see Morrison et al, 1991b) where the
wall pressure is large and positive. Although

Thus both the r.m.t. pressure gradient due to ap/ax and au/ax are of opposite sign immediately
splats and spins and the periods between ejections downstream of an ejection, u <0 also so that
and sweeps, when scaled with wall voriables, are Bernoulli's equation is not an accurate
proportional to (u 6/v)4 for a fixed value of y16. approximation for these ti,,es. However,,

See also Morrison ct al. (1991b). immediately downstream of a sweep, uvO and ap/ax

and au/ax are again of opposite sign suggesting
Figures 4 and 5 show -ngemble-averaged that here the motion is primarily inertial. Note

time-histories for splat &ai spin events also that., immediately downstream of ejections
respectively, where the vert,al centre line and sweeps, av/ax is large and of the right sign
corresponds to the centre of events and about to suggest that 3U av, the linear term in
which the ensembles are genertred. They are ay aX
non-dsmenssonalized by the cciventional r~m.s. Poisson's equation, dominates at chess timei.
quantities. The principal *:,fference between These conclusions are corroborated by the splat
splat and spin events is the sign of the large and spin ensembles.,
peak in av/ ax, as the usual for of the linear (or
rapid) source term in Poisson's equation would Figures 8 and 9 show conventional and
:mply. Quadrant-two motion accurs downstream of conditional correlations of velocity derivatives
the splat-event centre while, in the case of spin with the wall pressure non-dimenssonalized by
-vents, quadrant-two motion occurs upstream of the conventional r.m.s. qoantities negative time

tUe/6 e/

Hz 134 - 90 -o2 037 14 Wz 3 -0 80 0 27 o .0 i3O

EXT EXT

GUOX 10

ouVo -VD - ------------ "-------

OUST UD

P t(msec) t(msec)

-1.79 -'1.67 -b as 56a C167 ?.79 -'5 79--rr Wg .6i 1 9

Figure 6 sweep-conditioned ensemble-averaged time-histories., Figure 7. ejection-conditioned ensemble-averaged time-histories.
I vert. division 0 0.75 r.m.s, y/i = 0.132. 1 vert. division 0 0.75 r.m.s. y/6 = 0.132.
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delay corresponds to a positive, downstream spin and the pressure-generation mechanisms
displacement of the wire array with respect to the probably involve non-linear terms in this case.
wall sensor. The conditional correlations during
splat (Figure 8) and spin (Figure 9) events are These results suggest the presence of a
expressed as a contribution to the total cyclic process at the wall: a large splat
co.relation. Splat and spin correlations are both initiates an ejection which has large negative
dominated oy large au/ay, which behave similarly vorticity (spin) at its downstream end. The
during splat and spin events (Figures 4 and 5). ejection is toppled by mean vorticity (Morrison et
However, the major difference between the two sets al. 1991a) to produce a sweep further downstream.
of conditional correlations lies in the nature of During this process, the 'detached' burst develops
the p5 /8x correlation its positive value during into the associated splat, which subsequently
a cplat together with the large positive peak in initiates an ejection further downstream. This
the av/ax ensemble confirms that the rapid term in process is very similar to that described by Offen
the usual form of Poisson's equation doninates at and Kline, except that the wall-pressure gradient,
these times. But in the spin correlation, 7lo/Sx @p/ax,, is favourable beneath an ejection (Figure
cha'iges sign with a negative ppac at detection 7), as Thomas and Bull (1983) also found. See
even though the corresponding av/ax ensemble also Morrison et al. (1991b) for a fuller discussion.
shows a negative peak, implying that the wall
pressure would be positive even though the 4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
ensemble shows it to be negative. Therefore it is
unlikely hat the rapid term dominates during a The VITA+LEVEL algorithm has been used

successfully to detect peaks in the instantaneous

y

-2.84 7i as -bs 95 0 ss,0 -2-04 -i 0a 95 i B5 09 02' 4 - ,

Tui /,

-44 9 - 9 99 -is 99 0 0 1,4 55 9 55 9a 5 .44 98 go -15 4 aa 50 4.99 29 59 44 g8

o Tup/V

7x Rp avso

-284 -las -5 - ' is 84 la -
-z a -i 59 -05 0 i54 14 -i as .99 0 55 I 89 5 84

psplpsp

"'54 - 5 -0 S5 B 9 244 4 - 5 -0.95 g s a g 0 8

ag
pspin

sO /6 5

1284 -1809 -095 0 a~.5~ 8 2.4 -la -iSS -5.95 5 59 204

Figure 8. conventional and splat-conditioned (---) Figure 9 ronvnti+o-sl and zpin-cond~t-aed (--
s:Pats t111.Z CudLions witn wail pressure, y/ = 0.132. space-time correlations with wall pressure. y1d = 0.132.
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splat and spin signatures. The results show that BRADSHAW, P. and KOH, Y.M. 1981. A note on

the spanwise components of e e do not always Poisson's equation for pressure in a turbulent

equal those of '/ 1 and that t4 tlmes at which the flow. Phys. Fluids 24,: 777.

differences are most apparent play an important
part in the bursting process. The period between BULL, M.K. 1967 Wall-pressure fluctuations
an ejection and a succeeding sweep (or vice versa) associated with subsonic turbulent boundary layer
contains numerically large ai/ax, which has the flow. J. Fluid Mech. 28,, 719.

effect of producing large spin, small splat or
large splat, small spin depending on its sign. FOSS, JF. 1979. Transverse vorticity

Splat and spin durations occupy (exclusively) measurements. Dynamic Flow Conference, Skovlunde,
about 10% of the time each. Thus these results Denmark. DISA A/S.
are not inconsistent with those of Kim and Lee
(1989)? who showed that the left-hand side of KIM, H.T., KLINE, S.J. and REYNOLDS,, W.C. 1971.
equation (1) is the small difference between two The production of turbulence near a smooth wall in
large quantities. The explanation is that a turbulent boundary layer. J, Fluid Mech. 50,,
shear-layer turbulence consists predominantly of 133.

vorrex sheets or internal 'shear layers' which
have nearly opposite e and u and, being KIM, J, 1989. On the structure of pressure
approximately plane ltIth nerly-atraight fluctuations in simulated turbulent channel flow.
streamlines, do not contribute significantly to J. Fluid Mech. 205,, 421.
the pressure.

KIM, J., and LEE, M.J. 1989. The structure of

The exceptions to this general description pressure fluctuations in turbulent shear flows.
appear to play an important role in generating Seventh Symposium on Turbulent Shear Flows,
pressure fluctuations which drive the bursting Stanford Univ. U.S.A. Pap. No. 1-1.,
sequence. These important pressure giadients are
proportional to u' / n in the local eauilibrium KRAICHNAN,, RH. 1956. Pressure fluctuations in
region. Moreover, the frequency of e)ections and turbulent flow over a flate plate. J. Acoust.
sweeps in the local 9 quilibrium region is Soc. Am., 28,, 378.
proportions' to .i /m)- when scaled with wall
variables. This calls into question the accuracy h IN, P and KIM, J, 1982. Numerical
of wall-variable scalIng for the investigations of turbulent channel flow. J.
shear-stress-producing eddies,, which is usually Fluid Mech., 118,, 341.

accepted as a consequence of wall-variable scaling
for the mean motion. These results also highlight MORRISON, J.F., TSAI, P M. and BRADSHAW, P. 1989.
the importance of the higher wave numbers of the Conditiona: sampling schemes for turbulent flow
uv cross spectrum (or the momentum field in based on the variable-interval time-averaging
general) that overlap with the pressure gradient (VITA) algor.thm. Expts. Fluids. 7, 173.
spectra which reach a maximum in the
locally-isotropic range of wave numbers. M&PRISON, J.F, and BRADSHAW,; P. 1989. Bursts and
Furthermore., it should be noted that the present wall shear stress fluctuations in turbulent
measurements are at high enough Reynolds number boundary layers. Seventh Lymposlum on Turbulent
for the energy-containing and dissipating ranges Shear Flows. Stanford Univ. U.S.A, Pap. No. 2-2.
of wave number to be well separated,: whereas ir.
Kim and Lee's low-Reynolds-number simulation, MORRISON., J.F. SUBRAMANIAN, C.S. and BRADSHAW,, P.
these ranges are less distinct and therefore may 1991a. Bursts and the law of the wall in
affect each other's eddy structure, turbulent boundary layers. Submitted to J. Fluid

Mech,
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THtREE- DIMENSIONAL VORTICAL SIRUCTURE OF A LARGE SCALE

COHJERENT VORTEX IN A TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
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ABSTRACT conifiguration andl appeasrs rarndonly in time anid spnor in a
The streminwe evolution of three diesioal structure hurbualent boundary layer Moreover, its vertical structuare

of an artificially ishauced vortex was Pursuedi by Msuj-ring is ambiguous buried in the background turbulence It is
velocity and vorticity fields through a simplified difficult for the hot-wane mesaru t to catch an arbitrary
conditional sampling. The artificial vortex developed port ion of the vortical structure reachinig some stage of the
dlowrstresjn thrrsg the growth, the self prseving andi the votex's streamwise growth dr-ing its lifetrsc. As for the
decay stages In the growth stage, the vertex grew ip to authors' kno~wledge. several researciers. such as tkjoxsii
have a hoiseshoe sculpture and the vorticity confined in A Sato ( 1987) and Antonia & Bisset (1991 ), havp tried to
it was increased downstream The grown-up large-scale clarify the three- dimensional structure of the coherent
horseshoe vortex reached about 1 .28 in height, 1 08 in Vertex They gave the cetieriat vertex sisilar ixirfiurationa
width arid 5 08 in stremwri lenigth The vertex became molre like a horseshoe, of which the detailed features were.
inclined forward and lost the ability of maintaining its however, still dependent upon the sampling conditions
self-sasilar corution in th eciay stage. The convection employed in each iaea'rtent.
velocity of the vertex's head was 0,56(17- in the foreging The hot-wire msiearits have giveni only obscu-e iages
two stages and was raised to 0 85LI_ in the decay stage, for the larg-scale ixdaerart vertex in a turbuilent boaundary

layer. It is easy to get a two-dimensional image of the
NOMENCLATURE colhrenat vertex by flow visaiatta. Usally, phrotoigraphds
1-. LT. L? streaiswise. nrm-al. arid snwise siex of a on visualized planes can not give so much quantitative

large-scale coherent vertex. repetively information, which somimes case the lackin objetivity
Re. Reynolds number based on the momentum in the intey-pretation of t,,e observed results. With such

thickness experimental difficulties, it seems hopeless to pursue
U. ir, w streasswise, noarmal. xaxi sanwise, omponents the horseshoe vortex changing its three-dimensional

of fluctiuaiing velocity, respetively configuration from its brth to death. Antonia & Bisset
ttime (199 1) suggeted that thee was no way except for nr'ical

LI local sman velocity simulations to solve these difficulties. Kim (1987) and
U, convection velocity of a large-scale vertex Robinson et at, ( 1989) showed the vortical structure by
UI. free-streami velocity usn LES arid DNS ntmnerical swtet, Thea' results. however.
X. Y. Z stimamwise, noial. arid spanwiar cordinates. s~n to have a few doubts becase of the saspions in

respectively their calculations, such ax the periodic boundary
Qitegrated value of spanrwis verticity condition.

8 boundarxy layer thickniess The prset experiment ais to deacrilbe the aspect of
W -! enstrophy stressiwise evolution of the large ncaLe coeent vortex by

Cor ,w ,sti-vainise. rmnl. arid saiwise verticity. determining its three-dimensional vertical structure. In
respectively oirder to make the detection by the hot-wane easy, we triel

SUPERSCRIPT'S to aid"e an artificial mieert vertex having the structure
nss value same as a natural one in a fully developed turbulent
aneibi-averasod value boundary layer, as shown by Makita et al. ( 1988, 1989).

The other types of the artificial generation of coherent
INTRODUCTION structures were exiamind by Viets et at. (1,981 ) arnd Gad]

Large-scale coherent structures are thought to play el-Hak et al. (1986., 1997) But for Gad el-Itak A Htussain
iportant roles in ioentum anid enegy ta-arafer across (1986), these works seem smom interested in the problen

a turbulent boundary layer. As Kline & Robinson (1989) of boundary layer control than the detection of the
asiriznt. the large-sale u-discontinuity sponatoneously characteristic quantities of the cohlerenrt structures in the
oberved an the hirtiulert boundlary layer rspi-tri .,( Brown resent exrrien'wt. a seed of the cohderenrt vertex was formet
& Thomas (1977). Eckelmann et al (1977), and Platuri & in the lower Part of a fully dlevelopsed ttatsiait hbouadary
Brisdisy (1978) arid the tiurbilent bulge measuredi by Kovawwa layer. Concentrated spanwise vorticity. wo i. was induced
et al (1970) can be related to the large-scale coherent there tihrc the injection of a pair of fane swirling jets
structures These observations, however, have caught a firom the flat plate beneath lire existenice of the sanwise
larg-scal ohier'at structure only by scame ciarateratic vorticity in a natural large-scale coherent motion was
features and also suggest the existence of a large-scale reported by Platuri A B,-odkey (1978). Fukunishi et at
vertical motion in the boundary layer. Actually, many (1987) showed the Psbility that a mal perttrbation of
vertical structures, such as an arch, a horseshoe. or a the npiriss vorticity plae in a shear laer griew up to be
hairpin, have been proposed based on the results of flow A txrge-"e'p horgseshoe vertex. using the vertex. filament
visalizations and hot-wire msasreawsts. as reviewed by method. lin the Present erxas-rment, the verticity saerd was
RobisoRn (1989). observed to grow Lip to be a lang-scala horseshoem vortex

The coherent ,ortex has a complex three-dimensional as it drifted downstream. The velocity vectors and the
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VOrteiCty compnnts Were nwis.SaIs atsvt the artificially locating in every 0 18 step, rii both nrals and sanwim'
siihxsd eta-tex to reirmn the streinmwise ck'veksiraint of its directions. In this way, Ili,- timewise charts of the
three dimensional configuration. ensemble averaged velocity fivIlds were obtained for the

crerit s'tructure. se Makita et at (1989) The esmnble
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE averaged valhes of the vor-ticity nargswrtds, <wi >, (w 0)

As shown in rig I at turtlaei boundary layer without a sad < w ~>, were numneicarlly calcujlatedl fromtinhes aveagedn
pressure gradient was dleveloped on a smooth flat plate made veloc:ities and their distributions were mapped The
of glass settledl in wind funnel test setin of 0.42x 0 42 stremww i erivat ive, a / aX . was obla inti from the tinie
x 5 7 mn' N~o. 40 isd roughnes was ponstedne ar the keadimi derivative, a / a t. assuming Taylor's f rozen Pattern
edge for 100 mm in streamwise length The free-stream hypthetsis. The error- by applyirg the Taylor-s hypthtlesis on
velocity V-,. was 5 msec sad the turbulence evel of the the at-an layer was allnet negligible in the prsnt case.
free stream, u/1U.., was less than 0 1 % The Reynolds teauise the contrition of the tem.s a / a t, was at ma-st
ritmr tebs;Fx on the imaontium 1hicknes. Re, . was about 10 % of each icoierent vort ic ity comnenwit. (iw, > or (i w>
1820 at 2 m doawnstream from the leading edge wtere a Pair of
injection slats was placed on the flat plate The slots were SYMMETRY 0OF THE VORTICAL STRUCTURE
2 sin at diameter satd placed 20 sanm apuart fromn eacth other Blackweldr 1981) pointed cut that cohierent structurs-c
They were inwardly facing at the injemction angle of + 45 4tauned fronmaconventional onssble averaged data were apt
deg Swirlers were inserted 'n the conduits to the slots to becomse synmsetrical even if the indtiveial realwAtiam of
As a loud seker pumip was drivent, csall puffs of swirling the coher'ent structure were asymmentrical Actually, mar of
jeots were ejected from the inection slats. The paffs were the recnt runeritcal (Robison et a]. 1989) atd expierimental
coneeda at abaot Y = 0.268 (8 -40 mm) sabive the center (Antonia A Bisset 1991) studies showed that Most of
of the slats ajad immewdiately foredn a geed of a oierent individual vortices had asymmetric structure and the
vortex. having a top spin rotation. The spanwise vorticity, symmetric cane was rare In the preset stiudy., the msagnitudte
wo , had the sae sign as that of the sean velocity gradient of the initially given artificial disturbance was in 'he
there The voliume of puffs pran eachi miaction was abojt 0 16 sae order as the backgrcsra turbuilence level Thierefore.
cc, satd confirmedot to affect the micscopic struture the individual artificial vortex was also asymmetrical
of the boundary layer if the jets were not swirled The Sstrmly deformed by the backgrounld turtuierm.
coordinates systemn was set as shown in Fig. I satd its orwji Adinsg furthe samilirig cndsitions so as to detect the
was at the center of the slots. symmetry would spoil the enasaJieney of the resent inethcal

Measremnents were made by ung as X- wire or a triple and we can show only averaged symmetric images of the
(X ) wire probe and constant temperatur', hot-wire coherent structure We prefer the averaged symmetric
.raemometersn 1c Probies were smde of tugsten wim- of 2.5 structure s an icalsan macroscoptic inodel of the large-
pi m in diameter satd their measuing ,olumes were 0 7 X 0 7 scale coherent vortex to the individual asymmetric one
X 0.2 mm' (X wa-n) andt0.7x 0.7x 0.3siMM (triple WIre The Different frorah case of wenll-scale coherent vortices
triple wire was anal to elimnate the effect of shear normal in the inner layer, the large-scale vortices iivolve
to the X-Z plane in the sanulattancu smeasurseeit of u- smaller turbulent eddies or random velocity fluctuations
satd w-conrnrants The anrasnetera had a good S/N ratio in itself We assume that the asymmentric configurati of
of so-e than 72 iB sad a frevenacy respnse flat fromt DC the individual vortex results from the superposition of
to saot 20 kHz. The data samrplinig was condtioeda by the the smller tusbulent edies on the large-scale syrtiktric
raising of electric pulses to drive a speaker Pump and coherent structure. We consider it more usieftul to grasp
procpa- delay tame wa~s taken to carriereate the trravel tow of the averaged structure in order to clarify the dynamics
the cohserenit voex frsas the origin to the swamiring point of the large-scale vortes than to determine the minute
By the rie-s t expe-imental sclieme, any arbitrary portion structure of the individual vortices deformed by such
of the cniserent vortex can be detected when it readies the fine-scale structurs.
previsusly imagined stage of its streamwise growth only
by traversing thn tint-wire Probe. The n eiled data were RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
nsemble averaged for 1024 tunes by a 12-bit digital signal 1. SIT(EAMWIE hTKIIJTt OF THE LAWGE-" R TEX

araslya-z. The t"virxal resoluion of the asnaly wa 0.4 Figs. 2a-e show the distributions of velocity vectors
msec. The ensemble -averaged velocity fluctuations, <0>, at several streaawise locations to esplain the aspect of
Wv and W,> were obtained at several stresinwise the sts-aswise evolution of the artificial vorf Velocity

Positions between X/8 0 13-45 0 At each streamwise field around the artificial vortex on the T-) plane at
Position, the measurements were made at 14 xi 13 points Z18= 0 is shown in each figure. The abscissa of the

figures represents the time. t, passing from right to
gY(s) left The right-handt side als corresonds tc. the dewratsmaiTraversing mechanism - side of X-direction in each figure. Each arrow in the

XA(u) Hot-wire Prob X -< figures denoites the relative velocity induced by the large-
----.w) scale artificial votex from which the local mean velocity

Inet nslt of the baciground trurhilnt bounarlay laer~ is sobtacted,
dneto slot ,-W, W~> e). Kovasznay et at (11970) and Brown &

Loud-Thcaeas; (1977) shiowed the vekocity vectors as enwsmle-
speakeraveraged velocities subtracted the cony lion velocity

of the coherent structure, (<1+ u>- U, Wii). Their
represetation say show, the vertical Motion more property.

V) -- Fla-plate if the convection velocity of the large-scale vortes is
c310I Large-scale uniform acrssm the tin-turit boundary layer. As desctribedi

vortex later, the convection velocity varies with the portion of

Flow 420 Adjustable flap the largle-scale, vertex. 11e prset aethod of repisetation
% givc." at least the fluid a,,titii iiJUuLed by the coherent

IN U. = !r/Sec) \ vortex correctly, though It can not give the completely
Sand roughnessacste saeo ti votclmto tth clien

Contraction nozzle acrt ng ftevria oinaottechrn
structure.

Fig-l Expffasental setup (unit asm) As shown in Fig. 2a, a flow field overlaraipe by uipward
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and circulating fluid motions is observed at X/8= 0.5
just downstream of the in~jation slots Such fluid motions,

dirrtlynd by the ijctin of the sw irlng jets. have a X18 0 5
ut still formed a typimcal Pattern of the uced flow field . .

around the coheret vortex. Inl the further downstream regio 1, 2

of X18= 2 5-5, the stron low-sed outflows are dsrv, ,

for Y/6! 0.
8

. Fikuanhi A Sato (1987) got a similar flow ,

pattern for a natural large-scale coherent vortex. The
outflow resembles to the ejection for the natural small- , -

,cale coeent motion in the ier layer (eg Willmarth S , 04~04
Lu 1972). 1km weak clockwiwe csrulating motion existing for IN *

Y /6 >0 8 dbows the head of the artificial vor-tex. The head /
reade the outer edg of the superlayer at about X18-. 12 0__0
downstream of the slots and it became a turbulent bulge

(Makita et al 1988) The mmraentum in the free-stream is
entrained by such fluid motion The outward motion of b X18- 2 5
the uprem border (baK) show so-called the 'large-scale ,

(6-scale) u-dsecontniluty' as dsmcvtid by Brown 8 Thomas 12
11977). In Figs 2b-e. the uuntud w i i ar gim of

thex arrows showing low~-spe utif lows dceasme dowiatrean 04
for about X18> 2.5. It shows that the induced velocity 08

decays downstream, and the (p)-component decays more
rapidly. In more downstream region of X18> 12, the 04
artificial vortex becomes gradually fragile and more
inclined forward as also reported by Antonia & Bisset - -------_ - - -

(1991), keepin its six almost unaltered, oe Figs 2d-e -- 0
The onvection velocity is knwn to vary with the portion of
the vortex. Judging from the velocity fieks. the artificial
vortex kept its ocherency until about X18= 45 c X185 ,

Fogxes 3a-e present jim contour mtgis of the wnwise

vorticity emponnt, (4 t>, on the symraetry plane of the ,1 . 2
artificial vortex (Z/8 6, . If the artificial vortex has a
horsesocar c rdiguation, it is Mown by the distribution of
clockwise (negative) vorticity on its symmetry plane. At - 08

X/S= 0 5, the vorticity ditributes in a quite comrplicatei d"
manner maintaining the effect of the injection of the
swirling jet Roughly speaking, -<i > distributes upper
side of the structure of about Y/a > 0.4 and i( , s

observed for about Y/8< 0 4. Such features of the - S0
distributions tell us that the induod vorticity has not Yet
attained the self-similar configuration of the horseshoe
vortex there. The upe area of -(v,w> gows to be the head d X/8 14
of a horseshoe vortex as it flows downutrei The lower side .,,

y , b a y ecndry vortex j bs "tetween the head
of the vortex and the flat plate as suggested by Jime.,
et al. (1988). The peak point of (i Y) shifts upstream . .

in the artificial vortex with the outward growth of the 08

vortex dowrmstream. owe Figis. 3a-cl. This fact says that the
vorticity peak in the large-scal coherent vortex shifts -

downstreai at the velocity smaller than the drift velocity 04

of the coherent vortex This deceleration of the peak is - . .

caused by the influence of the self-induced low-speed -

outflow shown in Figs. 2b-d. The profile of the artificial

vortex stands upright on the flat plate for X/8 2 5. As
shown in Fig 3d, the artificial vortex becomes slightly e. X/8 35
inclined downstream with its head reaching Y18. 1.2 at Y/8

about X/8= 14 Fig 3e shows the contoir map ot X18= 35. ' - " . -1.2
far lownra region from the slots, Lere. the large-scale
coherent vortex is split into small blocks before it is .. . .....

Omimi-ed out by the badiaint turt J ce n the final stage .. 08

of its stremwise decay.~.-----
The positive and negative spanwise vorticitles on the - " -. . ..... .04

symmetry plane (Z/S
= 
0) were irndpendently integrated as ... zz z

t l dXdY. (II) , .

where 0 z denotes c'culatin on the symmetry plane. The D 05U.. 50 msec/dv 0

streamwise integration was corove-ted from the timw i m'a
The streamwise change in It Q ,I Is plotted in Fig. 4, It Fig 2 Induced velocity vectors areud the artifical vortex
must be noticed that I-Q increases in allmost prapotion on symetricl T-Y plae (Z/8 0) a. sewral streamww
to X16 in the initial growth stage of about X18 S 2.5. locations. The magnitude of arm shown bottom of the

The seed of artificial vortex seims to be fostered to be a figures denotes 0.05U.
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grown-up coherent vortex having naturally receptiLle

a X /il 0 5 Y/6 s .ni tz e i thc turbulen t b layer by the el city

- 1 -- 25 -I 2 gradient., as it travels downstream in the region It .s

U \inferred hat the artificial vortex becomes able to act

-5- as a natural large ;cva, vortex before X/ ? 5, In the
0 8 self-preserv ng stt o about A / 8' " 7 5 , i he te ,i h

-10 -20 of the cofiemt vortex iradually Increases downstreai but
-60 i -Q I is kept almost unaltered In the final decay stage

25 -60 04 for X1/ 7 5. - Q I decays mnotonously duwstri at

25. 5_ 25 1. the slove of about -I.

1 " - -10The caivectei velocity. N, of the large-scale "-stex5 0-- 0 was estimated from the streamwior shift of the vortcity
peak in the head It was about 0 56U- in the growth and

the self-preserving stages In the decay stage, U. was

b A18-~ 2 5 <W >6raised to 0 85U- whih was almost emial to the local mean
/ 5 < , 102 =- 2 5  Y/6 velocity., U, at the peak position.

U. 1 2 Good cchecy in vortical structure of the large-scale
vortex is maintained at most until the beginning of the

-decay etage. There. the large-scale vortex is known to play
-1 08 some active roles ii the momentum and energy transport

-5-50 1 0 across the turbulent boundary layer In the dcayin stage,

25 5 5-25 the large-scale vvrtex sees to become merely conveyed

5 V 04 dlowrnstremn on the local mean velocity as a weak structure
1 having only passive functions for the transport process

The decay stage is the longest In the total lifetime of
'20 -30 10 ~ 0 the artificisl vortex. Not the smaller part of the natural

tuirbulent bulges ever observed im boou iary layers is, we
guess, such passive structure. The large-scale coherent

c X18 5_/6 structure is weakly organic, exoept for Yourer an, and
<W >8 does not play sm-xtant rols im dynamics of the transxrt

- 10 =' -25-5 12 me otanian in a turbulent boundary layer.
U . -,1 I0  At the beginning of the initial growth stage. r Q LI

-20 - apparently exceeds I-Q 71 fhis may be because some
4-30 . 08 excessive positive circulation is induced by some extra

initial disturbances, such as the mass effect of the

-20 5 injected puffs and the backward motion of the speaker
-4 1 5 .4 04 pump in addition to the direct secrday eiduction by the-2 5 5 / vortex. I + Q71 dec rases monotonously downstream to be

5 0 smaller than the negative value for X/81 1.25 The fact
Implies that it is difficult for the excessive positive
vorticity given to the om.-. clockwise vortex to persist
ao long in the turbulent Lusdary lai-..

a X168- 14 -Y/S
o XIS- 1-5 2. 11 E-DRAMSEKA STROMII1 OF IE LARl-SXE lVRl

-I0 1 2 As mentioned before, the artificial vortex has only

Passive structure im the decay stage. Most of the natural

-- lO =2 5 0 08 large-scale vortices ever observed are, however, those
U- 2 b i the decay stage To shmow the three-dimensiorwl structure

00 00'4

u. *.o

- . 0 0 5 - slope -I
A e• e

20- * .
e X16 35 <w ,>8 , -/8

10u -25 i5i1 ,A
-1 2 10-

growth decay

25 04 2- st je ______ stage
-5self-preserving A

-5 5stage

0 0 5 1 2 5 10 20 5050 msec/div 
X/6

Fig?, Co-,etsr . 1. s Pdi lWeibC Yurlie.iLy, m ,, on F,g 4 Streamwse evolution of circulation, ilt ,0 1 on the
symmetrical JF-Y plane Z/8 0) at several streamwise symm -trical plane. * integrated for negative vorticity,

locatison. Hatched area denotes - m distributcon A tIntegrated for pxsitive vorticity
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of the artificial vortex, the distributions of vorticity of the vortex tibes are locatedl at Z18S 0 2 arid incliredi
components at X16= 14 are illustrated with respect to forward at the angle of aboiut S0 dreg to the 1sat plate. The
<w ,>. <wi,0 on the T-Y planes in Figs 5 6 and to <wi,> 'nelnation angle is close to the vatue g~iven by Head and
on the T-Z planes in Fig. 7. Though it is alreadty it, the Blavoyiliyoy (tI 191). But, the codherent vortex beeirs mm-p
beginning of the decsy stage, the cohe-ent vortex stili inrlineil in mirev dniwnsi ream region as described before
holds thw typical 'mlf-crroistent structure of a hioresoe The distribution ol vi Jhiiw- that the, '.trcinfth of i0,

vortex so well The distribution of -<(v,> in i-g 5 shows vortical motion is highest at the leg The large scale-
the head of horsemdice on the symametry Plane. Outside of the coherent structure was apt to he grasped as a spanwise
artificial vortex at Z/la8 0 6. the island of -*< w > seems vortex. as cdie-vrxi by flaturi & MRey (1978) The preset
to be a dominant structure, which shows a neighbouring result imow that the dwmmt part of the vortical mrotion
seconhary vortex iuce by the original artificial in. exists rut at the head Mouwn Dy spawwo vortex but at the

Different fromn the case of < w ). the distributions of leg of the tsehdre sculpture
u(vi0 and <(w 0)locate apart frum the symetry plarweas

shown in Figs. 6 and 7. respectively These distributions 3. [RATION B9TWE TM. '01F AND IE CI1M OW

show the existence of a pair of the vortex tube inclined STRUCTURES
iownstream. naretilutaig the IMs of the horaeshoe vortex We ropoge a model of the Large-sale oherent vortex as
Tlae rate of conitritbution of three vorticity ixasreasts to illustrated in Fig 10 It has a horseshoe veulpture Thre
the total vorticity contained in the coherent vortex is scales of the horseshoe vortex dtesirx froms the vortrcity
nearly the wuie amng themr Atotnia & Biset (1991) obitained mapm were about 56 i strexinwa scale. 1.28 in heit, and
the arrangement of tne head and the legs similar to that 8 in horizont'il span The magnitusi, of the scale., agrees
peetedti hern for the natural large-scale vortex well wits that exroritntally given for the natural larur-

Three- dimensionalI distributions of vorticity vectors mcate isdie-rt vortex as reviewed by Cantwell (11981 ) Thie
and ernsemble-averaige emstrcgdiy. 1 WI' = <wv> ' 4 <w y)' longituonnal scale is. however, a little larger fir the

+ ( w) r , obtained from three vorticity components are present case. The head forms the turbulent bulge in the
shiown in Fig 8 ad 9 . respctively The vorticity Vemtc-s axperlayer and the fluid sotion on the upstreamn s&l (the
show a half view of the horsesnoe configuration of the back) causes the u -discontinuity, as described in Section
larm sale vortex cut by the symmetry plant Kim ( 1987) 1 The large-mcate vortex is known to xinuce the coliorent

obtainedt a similar configurstiin for a large-mcale vortex in motions. such as the outflow areund the symirptry plarre as

a parallel pipe flow by the numerical imulation. The axes shown in Fig 2d and the 'inrush' in the outside pa, t of

Y/8 - 1 10 -2 :515
-5 0-

0~ 2

02 10
2 04 04 -t 50 msec /dix

0 6 50 msee/dnv - /8

Fig.5 Three-dimensional distibution of spanwise vorticity. fig 7 Three diminsional iitini of normal viirtncity
wi . at X18 = 14. H(atched area denotes wvi distribution. wi,, at X18 14 Ilatctil area deniiites (o , iiirilbuii

Y/8

12- Y/8
-2.5 1 2

0.8 --- nO=2 ,J\ (0 25 08

0

0 02
2 5/

02 20 Z5/8

-25 04

0 6 50 msec/div -t0.6

fig 6 Three -daniisial dmstihrni of streaxina vorticity. fig 8 Three dinwirmica distibutrmn of vorticnty vectors at
wi at X18- 14 Hatched area denotes wi distribution X18= 14
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the legs for Z/8> 0 4 as shown in the velocity fields at the low-speed outflow and the high-speed inrush of the
Z/= 0.6 in Fig II The inrush representing the inward large-scale horsehoe vortex as follows. The ejection occurs
motion of high-speed fluid occurs i the layer lower than around symmetry plane between the two legs, and the sweep
the outflow, The Reynolds stress is produced around the does on the outside of the legs, Such arrangement of the
outflow and the inrush (Makilta et al 1989) eection and the sweep around the cotaerit vortex were also

Mon (1989) demonstrated that the hoirseso vortex was obtained numerically by Rctsort et al. (1989) he facts
the universal configuration of the coherent structure in give good similarity between the coherent motions in the
the turtlent shear flow. In the same way, the large-sale outer and the nner layers.
vortex in the outer layer and the small-scale one in the
inner layer must also have siilar vortical structure with CONCLUSION

each other, Under the assumption, the knowledge of the 1he three-dimnsonal vortical structure of the large-
large-scale vortex may be helpful for understanding the scale coherent vortex in a fully developed turbulent
snall-anile vortex bemuse the large-scaL vortex can be boundary layer was determined. The coherent vortex had
measured more minutely by a hot-wire probe with finite a horseshoe-like sculpture The turbulent bulge in the
spatial resolution than the small-scale one. From the superlayer corresponds to its head and the large-scale
present experimental results, the ejection and the sweep u discontinuity shows the fluis motion on its back
around the small-scale coherent vortex is analogous to Though the generation mechanism of the large-scale

vortex could not be made clear, the aspecLt of the strean-
wie development of the vortical structure were understood

Y/8 - thraut its growth. self-prewrvng, and decay stage in
1II(-)ilC = detail The lare-scale horsesho vortex kept its ciroercy

until the ed of the anlf-prervig stage drifting at the
4 1 convection velocity of 0.56U., but it came to flow

08 2 downstream on the local mean velocity of 0 85U. and than
disersed into wmall blocks in the decay stage
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EFFECTS OF ADVERSE PRESSURE GRADIENTS ON MEAN FLOWSAND TURBULENCE STATISTICS IN A BOUNDARY LAYER

Y Nagano, M Tagawa and T Tsuji

Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Nagoya Institute of Technology

Gokiso-cho, Showa-ku, Nagoya 466, Japan

to quantitatively investigate the effects of an adverse pressureABSTRACT gradient (APG) on the statistics and structures of turbulent
Measurments in boundary layers with 'moderate' to 'strong' boundary layers and to obtain the fundamental data whichadverse pressure gradients are presented and discussed With provides a guide for the development and improvement of tur-

increasing adverse pressure gradients, the velocity profile in bulence theory and modelingV4 - + coordinates hes below the standard log law, thus The main objectives of the present investigation are to an-indicating a reduction in the thickness of the sublayer Corre- swer the following unresolved questions (1) Does the stan-spondingly, the turbulence energy components as well as the dard log-law in zero-pressure gradient (ZPG) flows
Reynolds shear stress peak in the onter region of the boundary 44 In y+ + 5 0layer Higher-order moments of velocity fluctuatio;,o are also (1)
ceriously affected by the adverse pressure gradient In strong still hold in APG flows?; (2) How do the near-wall turbulenceadverse-pressure-gradient flows, the triple products of veloc- statistics behave in APG flows?, and (3) How do the higher-ity have completely opposite signs to those in zero-pressure- order statistics respond to the APG?gradient flows over most of the boundary layer There have been several papers investigating the basic char-

acteristics of APG flows For example, Samuel & JoubertNOMENCLATURE (1974) and Cutler & Johnston (1989) investigated the mean
flow and fluctuating quantities On the other hand, Kline etCp = wall static pressure coefficient l (1967) and Lian (1990) studied turbulence structures by= (-P - )/(pU2 /2) using flow visualization techniques However, the above men-H = shape factor, .= P/ tioned problems are still unsettled. In particular, the effects= mean pressure of the APG on near-wall behavior of turbulence are totallyP+ = dimensionless pressure gradient parameter inclear, which is mainly due to the hifficulties in measure-= i(dT5/dx)/pn ment Furthermo,,, al.oiigh we need detailed knowledge ofRP = Reynolds number based on momentum thickness the relationship b-ween turbulence structurc. r-d turbulence= ,O9/v statistics to develop appropriate turbulence models (Robin-S(X) = skewness factor of X, = 7/(7)312 son, Kline & Spalart 1990, Nagano & Tagawa 1988, 1990a,

7 = mean velocity in x direction 1991), there have been few studies on the APG flows whichU. = free stream velocity dealt with this subject
u, = fnction velocity, =u, v, w= fluctuating velocity components in z, y and z

directions EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
z = distance from tripping plate
Y+  = dimensionless distance from wall, = uY/v The test section is shown in Fig. 1 Working fluid (air) flows9 = Clauser pressure gradient parameter successively through the settling chamber, two-dimensional= (*/r.)dP/dz contraction, test section, plenum chamber and blower At the6as = boundary layer thckness entrance to the settling chamber, a superhigh-performance air6", 0 = displacement and momentum thucknesses filter is equipped to avoid a temporal change in hot-wire re-v = kinematic viscosity sponses caused by adhesion of dust. To reduce free-streamp = density turbulence and to establish a desirable two-dimensional flow
T, = wall shear stress

y

INTRODUCTION i 2 M 4 M 5 Pressure "Just'fli wI,
Since adverse-pressure-gradient flows often occur in various

kinds of fluid machines, it is of both fundamental and prac- 1,', 1
ical importancP to inve.It~gate the effects of adVcrsc pressure
gradients on the characteristics of turbulent boundary layers 65In this paper, we present the first report of our study planed Fig. I Test section (flow is from left to right) A
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field, special care is taken in arranging honeycomb and screens of the test section and separated by the uniform free stream,
in the light of previous works (e g, for honeycomb, Lumley so that we have concluded that there exists no influence of
1964, and Loehrke & Nagib 1976, for screen, Schubauer et the pressure-adjusting plate on the objective turbulent bound-
al 1950, and Bradshaw 1965). Thus, in the settling chain- ary layer Also, as seen in Fig 3, ideal zero-pressure-gradient
her, we installed one honeycomb (cell size. 4 7 mi, length 50 (ZPG) flows are formed in the test section
mm) and five screens (mesh 32, s w g 138, open area ratio It is well known that the standard log-law velocity profile
65 4 %). The shape of wind-tunnel contraction is designed to given by Eq (1) holds in ZPG turbulent boundary layers Be-
conform to the requirements cataloged by Uberoi (1956) and fore starting the discussion on APG flows, we re-examine this
Morel (1977) The contraction ratio is 9 1 and the cross- fact experimentally We estimate the friction velocity, u,, us-
sectional area of its exit is 50 7 mm x 700 mi Then, the ing the method similar to McEligot (1984). Thus, with the
aspect ratio at the inlet to the test section is 13 8 -1 As a re- Van Driest damping function for the ixing length, we may
sult, nearly ideal, two-dimensional uniform inflow is obtained, write the velocity profile in the wall region as
whose free-stream turbulence level is below 0 1 % and velocity
non-umfornuties in the y- (normal to the wall) and z- (lateral) U+ = 2f[ dY+
directions are within 0 17 % (2.2 mm < y < 485 mm) and 1-+ (1 + 41+)(1/2
0.5 % (-200 mm < z < 200 mm), respectively, under the
present measurement conditions. To generate a stable and where

fully-developed turbulent boundary layer, a row of equilateral 1 y [I - exp(-y+/A+)] (3)

triangle plates (length of one side 10 mm, thickness 1 mm) In Eqs (2) and (3), " = U/u, and y+ = uy/v are the
is located at the inlet to the tet section The test section is dimensionless velocity and distance, where u, is unknown and
composed of a flat-plate on which a turbulent boundary layer to be determined On the other hand, in the log-law region,
develops and of a roof-plate to adjust pressure gradients The we have
material of both plates is acrylic acid resin and its thickness y(dU/dy) = u,/c (4)
is 10 mm

Wall static p~essures were measured with a Gottingen-type Here -y can be deterrmned from measurement From Eqs (2)-

manometer eqnipped with a microscope (measurement accu- (4), together with the measurements of mean velocity, we can
racy: ±0.01 mm) The pressure taps with 0 5 mm diameter estimate values of K, A' and u, so that Eq (2) gives a best
are located at 20 acy apart form the centerne of the flat- fit to measurements. The optimum values are n = 0 41 and
plate and at 50 mm intervals from the inlet Ao th 26.5. The universal velocity profiles normalized with

Velocity measurement was done with hot-wire probes, i e,
a handmade subminiature (Ligram & Bradshaw 1987) normal

hot-wire (dia. 3 1 pm; length 0.6 mm), and two types of spe-
cially devised X-probes (dia. 31 pm, length. I = 0 6 mm- 10
6 v/u,; wire spacing Az = 0 23 mm = 2 3 v/u,) All these
hot-wires were operated using constant-temperature mode hot-
wire anemometers (Hayakawa Model HC-30W). As a travers-
ing mechanism, we used a finely adjustable positioning device "

equipped with a micrometer, the positioning accuracy being 05
± 0 005 mm. The absolute distance from the wall is deter-
mined by measuring, with a telescope, the distance between
the real wire and its reflected image on the flat-plate.

All data were recorded in analog form %ith an FM data
recorder (TEAC SR-31) and then reproduced for conversion to I

digital form The data digitized with 16 bit analog-to-digital 0 10 20 30 40 50
converter (Canopus ADF- 16) were stored in a 40 Mbyte hard- y k-m]
disk unit (Logitec LHD-34V) The real-time sampling fre-
quency was 34 08 kHz, and the number of data points per
measurement was 262,144 The statistical analysis of the data Fig 2 Velocity profile at the end of test section
was performed on an NEC PC-9801 personal computer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 08

Since the object of the present measurement is concerned 06 ° o o
with a boundary layer itself which develops on a flat-plate, L)0
this boundary layer should be unaffected by the presence of 04 dP/X'0
an opposite pressure-adjusting roof-plate Thus, we first in-
vestigated a boundary layer formed on the roof-plate under 0 2
a zero-pressure gradient condition. The result at a measure-
ment location farthest downstream is shown in Fig. 2. As - - dP/dX-O
clearly seen from this figure, a highly uniform free stream is 0-

formed over a wide portion of the channel. Furthermore, it is -0.2
confirmed that the velocity profile in the boundary layer on 0 0 5 1 0 1
the roof-plate agrees quite well with the Blasius' larunar-flow X [r)

solution Thus, this boundary layer (boundary-layer thick-
ness £ss -- 5 3 mam) is completely lamninar even at the end

Fig 3 Development of the pressure coefficient
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the friction velocity u, thus obtained are shown in Fig 4 Oh- Table I Mean flow parameters
viously, Eq (1) is valid in the log-law region Therefore, it isadequate to estimate the friction velocity by using the estab- X Ve 6 0 Ur Rs H P+ 0
ished Clauser's method (Clauser 1954), e, the law-of-the- m M/s mm M/s

wall fit, in the cases of ZPG flows. We applied this method
to nine ZPG flows different in free stream velocities, and then 523 9.08 16.2 0.390 1290 1.52 8.98x10 3  

0.76
obtained nine friLtion velocities, u, Figure 5 shows the near-
wall distributions of the apparent velocities V. (- ,4t,/u,) 723 8.18 24.6 0.307 1880 1.61, 1.81xdO- 2  

2.05versus y+ normalized by the friction velocities obtained with 925 7.54 34.2 0.251 2660 1.74 2.30X10 "1  
3.54the law-of-the-wall fit As clearly seen in Fig. 5, in the vicin- '121 6.68 46.1 0.197 3350 1.88 2.51x10 2  
4.66

ity of the wall (y+ < 3 6), U deviates systematically from
the 'law of the wall,' r = y", in the viscous sublayer as the (U,, = 10 8 m/s)wall is approached In general, this can be ascribed to the
wall proximity effect of hot-wire outputs Previous extensive
studies investigating this wall proximity effect (for example, measurements were done with the same probe as that used inOka & Kostic 1972, Hebbar & Melnik 1978, Bhatia, Durst this calibration.
& Jovanovic 1982, Janke 1987) have reported that. once msa. The profiles of r m a values of streamwise, wall-normal and
terial of a wall, and geometrical factors of a hot-wire and a spanwise velocity fluctuations ('7/u,, v'v/u, and v4 /u,)
probe are given, the amount of this deviation can be deter- are shown in Fig 6 It can be seen that all of the present re-
niuned universally, independent of values of wall shear stresses, suits in the ZPG boundary layer are in good agreement withso that 'U = f(y+). As seen in Fig 5, the apparent veloci- the existing experiments (Verriopoulos 1983, Barlow & John-
ties U i the present experiments collape very well onto a ston 1988) and the DNS results (Spalart 1988), thus indicatinge Vte fpre)sen experisent collapse vereiosno a that the present turbulent boundary layers are canonicalunique curve f(y+), being consistent with the previous find- Next, we shall present the results of experiments on adverse
ings Therefore, in the following, we use this 'urve f(y+) pressure gradient (APG) turbulent boundary layers. The dis-regardless of pressure gradients or wall shear stresses, and de- tributionsofC and d CPdz are shown in Fig. 3, and the meanterm ine u, by using the least-squares-fittin g m ethod to the flow pr mt ers a red su m mar e d o in 3, I n dthe p e nflwparameters are summ'arized in Table I In the present
data in the range 11 < y+ < 5 Consequently, the following APG flow, the, pressure gradient dC,/dz keeps a nearly con-

stant value of 0 6 over 65 nun < x < 700 nmm and then de-
creases slowly On the other hand, the pressure gradient pa-30 rameter normahzed by inner variables (Huffman & Bradshaw

P* 1972), P+ (= v(d'P/dx)/pu3), and the Clauser pressure gradi-• R9 ent parameter, fi (= (6/r.)dP/dx), increase monotonously,
* 330 1.04 thus giving 'moderate' to 'strong' adverse pressure gradients.20 ' 1330 s Q Figure 7 shows the mean velocity distributions in the

+ 0 1800 APG boundary layers These quantities are normalized bythe friction velocities obtained by using the above-mentioned

method of least-squares curve fitting, in which corrections10 
- (Bhatia, Durst & Jovanovic 1982) were done for the mean

velocity U near the wall (y+ < 3.6) by subtracting the quan-
ity AV" = f(y'+ - r' shown in Fig. 5 from the apparent

0 1 il/ L W JLU 1 -lnJ measurement U. in APG flows This figure presents the im-
110 102 Y+ 101 portant findings that (i) in the viscous sublayer, the typi-

cal linear relationship r = y+ holds; but (ii) in the fully
Fig 4 Mean velocity profiles in zero-pressure- t0rbulent wall region, the velocity profiles U+ deviate down-

gradient flows wards from the standard log-law profile given by Eq (1) The

4 ------ -Experiment (Re1620) -- Soilart
V/U, Res1410)/uT-- Barlow and(Jo nstonof(R,-1140)

, ---- -- Verrlosoulos

/, 049 5 0302 1

[:::,' ~~~2 ---- - -. _:-_::-

. 0 0.494 0 0 377
.491 .302a

0 0480 rn0.299
S0 387 0 0.242
0 3I. I I I 0 3 8

08 1 2 y+ 4 6 8 0 10 20 30,+ 40 s0

Fig 5 Near-wall distributions of apparent velocities Fig 6 Rm s velocity fluctuations in zero-pressure-
in various zero-pressure-gradient flows gradient flow
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amount of deviation increases with an increase of P+ Using Considering these respects, we have concluded that the stan-

Eqs (2)-(4), the procedure described previously was applied dard log-law, Eq (1), does not hold in APG turbulent bound-

so as to crosscheck the present mean velocity profiles As ary layers This accords exactly with the conjecture made by

shown in Fig. 8, it was found that the Von Kirmi.n constant Launder (1986) Consequently, this result also serves a warn-

was unchanged (K - 0 4) but the Van Driest damping con- ing on the use of the wall functions on wich many turbulence

stant A' decreased with increasing P+, which agreed well models rely (for detailed discussion, see for example Nagano

with a semi-empirical formula obtained by Kays (1971) as. kr Tagawa 1990b).
As seen in Fig 9(a-c), the adverse pressure gradient has

A' = 26/(1 + 30.18 P') (5) also a great influence on the distributions of turbulence quan-

The velocity profiles in i+ v s y+ coordinates were almost tities. As P+ increases, all of the velocity fluctuation com-

identical to those presented in Fig 7 ponents (V'7/u,, V77/u, and v'w/u,) become remarkably

These results in the APG flows (P+ > 0) exhibit a strikong large in the outer region of a boundary layer. The increase

contrast to those in favorable pressure gradient flows (P+ < 0) in 1//u, penetrates in the inner region systematically with

in wich the velocity prefile deviates upwards from Eq (1) increasing P+, and the umversal profile of V2/u, observed

(Blackwelder & Kovasznay 1972, Spalart 1986) Kline et al
(1967), on the other hand, reported that the r distributions
lay above and below the standard log-law according as P+ > 0 4
and P+ < 0 The marked difference between their results and
the present ones can be attributed mainly to their omission 0o o o
of wall proximty corrections to hot-film outputs and to their 3 o
over-fitting of measurements to the linear relation U = y+
up to y+ = 10 Such an over-fitting may cause the estimation . Ge

of smaller friction velocity and result in the upward devia- 2
tion of r7 from the standard log-law, Eq (1), even in ZPG --

turbulent boundary layers (Blackwelder H aritonidis 1983).
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2 3010
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02 " 10 
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o0 (a) Velocity fluctuations in the streamwlse direction
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Fig 7 Mean velocity profiles n Drs conats in Fig 9 T l 10 10 a + 10
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(b), Velocity fluctuations in the wall-normal direction
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Fig. 8 Von Kiirmin and Van Driest constants in Fig 9 Turbulence intelisitie in adverse-pressure-
adverse- pressure-gradient flows gradient flows
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in the ZPG flows disappears in the cases of APG flows. As the
wall is approached, the distributions of V/7/u, approach each C [os + r S(u) + ] (6)
straight line which coincides with the origin (Fig 10) This 2
is proper because the wall-liuting behavior of u is u cc y00=C[(u)+ -!rS(v) (7)
for y - 0. However, the gradients of the linear lines become 2
steeper as P+ increases Since the wall law, U4 

= V+, holds with
even in the APG flows very near the wall, this leads to a C = 1/{3[(7r/2)' - 1]) (8)
laer wall-hnting value of the relative turbulence intensity
x/72/-U with increasing P+, thus indicating that an increase
in the dimensionless pressure-gradient parameter P+ makes 4
the viscous region more turbulent and energetic p

The profiles of Reynolds shear stress, -- h/u,, axe also se- - 0
riously affected by the adverse pressure gradient. With in- 3 e 8 980-10
creasing P+, -117/u, increases in the outer region as shown 8 1 10

-2

in Fig I1 Thus, it should be noted that the constant-stress- 0 2 3010 -'

layer relationship -V"/u i- I observed in ZPG flows is no I 2 2 51,10' o
longer valid and the turbulent shear stress -pU-1 becomes con- .,*..siderably larger than the wall shear stress r, , i e , -V > u!, % ao

as P+ increases This too may account for the nonexistence 1 '.. s o.
of the universal law of the wall in APG bour dary layers •00

There is little knowledge of what effects the adverse pres- "-
sure gradient produces on the higher-order turbulence statis- 0 "'-JL ot '
tics Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show the turbulent transpo.t, 1 10 101 /+ 101
i.e., third-order moments, of tur. ilence energy component
u' and Reynolds shear stress uv, respectively The marked ef- Fig. II Reynolds shear stress profiles in adverse-
fects of the APG are seen on both third-order moments From pressure-gradient flows
Fig 12(a), the positive region of vT observed in the ZPG flows
for y+ > 15 disappears partly as P+ increases. Since third-
order moments (i e, triple products) are very sensitive to the
change of coherent turbulence structures such as ejections and P.
sweeps (Nagano & Tagawa 1988, 1990a), this result suggests 0
that internal structural changes occur in the APG boundary a 5 98.10 "

|
layers Also, positive values of U in the near-wall to outer 1 81-10 a

5 2 30-10-'regions indicate the existence of turbulence energy transport 0 2 51 -10-
toward the wall from the regions away from the wall This - wee
is consistent with the results of Bradshaw (1967) and Cut- N"0
ler & Johnston (1989) From Fig 12(b), it is found that a
simlar inward transfer takes place in the turbulent diffusion
of the Reynolds sear stress In particular, as P+ increases, Structural model
turbulent diffusion in the APG boundary layer occurs in the (P 251 i
completely opposite direction to that in the ZPG case 5

'rhe structural change in the higher-order turbulence statis- 10
tics in the APG flows may be predicted by a 'structural' tur- 10 102 Y+ 101
bulence model of Nagano & Tagawa (1990a, 1991).

(a) v

P' Structural model
--- 0 (P+ 2 51 x 10

-
2

)  
0

2 8,98.10 -  
o

01 81.112 0

• 2 301 0
0 2 51,11-0 "

5 2 30,10-
0- 2 51.i0

5
'

-- 5 - d
1 10 102 101

0 1 2 3 ,,+ 4 5

(b) VUU

Fig I0 Wall-limting behavior of V//u, in adverse- Fig 12 Distributions of turbulent transport (third-
pressure-gradient flows order-moments) in adverse-pressure-gradient flows
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where a circumflex denotes the normahzation by the respec-
tive r m s value, S(X) is the skewness factor of a stochastic LAUNDER, B E 1986 Low-Reynolds-number turbulence near

walls UMIST Dept of Mech Eng , TFD18614
variable X, and oer represents a sign function, I e oe = , :r
UV> 0 and orv = -I for VT < 0. As can be seen from Figs LIAN, Q X 199) A visual study of the coherent structure of

12(a) and (b), Eqs (6) and (7) well represent the structural the turbulent boundary layer in flow with advwrse pressure
change in the APG boundary layer gradient J Fluid Mcch 215, 101-124

LIORANI, P M. & BRADSHAW, P. 1987 Subminiature hot-wire
CONCLUSIONS sensors development and use J Physics E - Scientfic

Instruments 20, 323-332
The present experiment reveals that the mean flow and tur-

bulence statistics are seriously affected by increasing adverse LOEHRKE, R I. & NAOIB, H M 1976 Control of free-strean
pressure gradients The well-known 'law-of-the-wall' estab- turbulence by means of honeycombs a balance between sup-
lished for flows with a zero pressure gradient does not hold pression and generation. Trans. ASME: 1. Fluid Engug 98,
in the adverse-pressure-gradient flows. This finding is very 342-353.
important since most of the existing turbulence models in ap- LUMLEY, J. L. 1964 Passage of a turbulent stream through hon-
plications are constructed on the basis of the law of the wall eycomb of large length-to-diameter ratio. Trans A SME J
Much more drastic change in the structure of turbulen-e is Basic Egngn 86, 218-220
found in the statistics of higher-order moments of velocity

McELIGOT, D M 1984 Measurement of wall shear stress In ac-
celerating turbulent flows Ma.Plancr. uaitniut fir Sirdm-
ungsforichung (GRtingen) Bericht 109
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y Turbslnoe Meovulatrm
Hot-wire measurements in a large Reynolds , rsl etl

number single stream shear layer are reported The letbu dtd
stochastic properties of this turbulence field arefound to be self-preserving beyond x/O (0) - 200 1116napsp.r
Stochastic properties of the transverse vorticity 21
field clearly show that the population of vorticity

values at a given location are quite widely

distributed wz/Zz
] 

max - 28 at x/0(0) - 347 The

Kurtosis value is 17 at the same location These
measured ratiosalbeit large with respect to Figure 1 Test Section
velocity field statistics, are known to be too
small as a result of the spatial smoothing of the 1 Figure 1 also shows the boundary layer and amis x 1 mm sample domain Fgr losostebudr ae nme I m smpl doainrepresentative shear layer velocity profile to

1. Introduction proper scale, in the flow field. An x-y-8 traverse
Documentary measurements have been made in a system was used to calibrate the hot-wire probes as

single stream shear layer for a relatively large A function of the pitch angle and to position theR alue of t he t et ouaryla y ahe probes in the boundary and shear layers8() otHot-wire data were obtained with single wires
separation lip, specifically, R8 (o) - 7,200 These and with a compact array of 4 wires that provided
measurements include the mean cnd rms velocity (u,v) statistics when it was used at a low (200 hz)
profiles at the separation lip and for the upstream data rate and (u,v,wz) time series when it was
region: -20 5 x/8(o) a 0 Detailed results are sampled at a high (20.000 hz) data rate A
also available for the developing region of the thorough description of the probe and the
shear layer , 0 s x/9(o) 5 200 and for several processing algorithms is presented in Foss and Haw
streamwise locations In the self-preserving region: (1990) The probe is shown schematically in Figure
200 a x/O(o) s 350. 2 The data processing algorithms for this probe

The intrinsic importance of the single stream provide u, v and wz values which are spatially
shear layer, as one of the basic turbulent shear
flows,, is considered to be apparent The large averaged over the I mm x I mm sample domain For

R value of the MSU facility makes these data reference, the O(x) value at the principal location
ow vof the measurements is 89 mm and and the shearunique. Other studies with a turbulent boundary layer itself is nominally 60 (or 534 m) wide

layer at separation, a g , Hussain and Zaman [1985) Top Vies
and Wygnaneki and Fiedler [1970) have involved
small R0(o) values The present results permit

(among other matters) an opportunity to clarify the
earlier suggestion (Bradshaw 11966J) that a
distance of 1,000 0(o) would be required to obtain
a self-preserving state. Specifically, the present
results indicate that this state is achieved in a Bid. View End Vies
distance of 200 9(o) from the separation lip,, this
value is somewhat smaller than the 400 P(0) value --- .
obtained by Hussain and Zaman (1985) It isinstructive that this earlier study was executed
with a much smaller initial Reynolds number, viz.,

RP(0) - 480

Section 2 presents the experimental equipment Figure 2 Transverse Vorticity Probe
and procedures, the experimental results are
presented and discussed in Section 3 3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Boundary Layer2. RXperisental Zquipmeint and Procedure An equation presented by Spalding (1961) can
The flow system's test section see Ali, at al. be used as a reference condition. Namely,

[1985), and Haw and Foss [1989), is shown
schematically in Figure 1. This subatmspheric2
test section was evacuated by a large centrifugal Y ++e~kB~I~ku+ l~kt+. LkL _ Lku&L 1 1
fan which delivered the combined entrainment and + u 2 3 1
primary flow streams to atmospherl- pressure. The
uoatmospheric test section, which Is unusual for This inner region profile can be joined to the

such a facility, permits the use of turbulence Coles [19561 wake expression. The resulting curves
manipulators in both of these streams with a are shown in Figure 3.
concomitant low disturbance level in each. The It cao be inferred that the near wallentrainment throttles (not shown) were set such differences between the Spalding and the presert
that dUo/dx - 0 in the primary stream, profiles are a legacy of the tripping method The
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original data of Kiebanoff and Diehi [19511 2
exchibited similar behavior The tripping mtethod of
Fig I (i e ,60 cm of 1.oaLse sandpaper) oimiked 1
the mnethod used in that study 0

30 X/500 - -0, 0

20 
0

20~/60 0 -2 X/0)

I00

RE0 X/8(0) -4 S X/0(0) - 104

X/s7) X/(0 (Y -9 Y*

Fiur X/40 Mea 7eoiyPoi

5 t 50tO 50100 /00 0

3.2 Sha Lae

The~igr m ean Velocity rofiles atanme-f 0
downstream~~~ Ustea sttonerepesneiioigrn n

atai 5 fo noinll 1/9(o) 500. An error 0

08

caTbhued toa acuaeliy firfthes data suer ofuns
[1990nsfrea sttin alupesene Givn thigexressin 4/o sand

using dt ugetta asl-reevn

condtio of thax mean) veloity dyrbuin (3) X/8(0) - 208

whereio polynis al loatio no0e0afce.b h ~
oute - all + oundary la e an +mi is nominally( atX18(0) 2 77

thn e v ect arat y fiU ths 0 a06 ,ote thatuth 00.

same0 for ase use i (2),e alson dheressin theo)2
vheloetpumiee thicns: no),cn- beenbnated" 5 /9x
usoin ts 00 - y-. 0 )9xi sd iue5Ma eoiyPoie

Th D- x valu-s are v) presente in Fgr2,0wntem Rgo

these a s suppotateinfenefetb that a slf
preervwatio onditioayr nd sbtine fs orial at(o X/( 7

200. o iy ra i * u U 0 o e t a he 0 62

sam f o m , as se it ( ) , l so de cri es th e3 '1-2X



The (x) values permit an evaluation of the 020
constant df/dx value in the self-preserving region
This value is 0.0352 A control volume analysis 016.
can be used to derive the result (Bruns [1990]): 012

V 000: *
"- - O 4Y : ",:

U °  dx 004 X/(0) - 139

in the self preserving region of a single-stream 000
shear layer Independent measurements of Ve/U ° in

the same flow field by Ali, et al [1983], showed X/O(o - 104
that .3 *

hatV 000

0 0 34 5- A 0 0 35  (5) .
0 X/0(O) 6 05 3

The correspondence between Ve/U ° and dt/dx is 000

considered to support both the inference of a self
preserving state for x/e(o) 2 200 and the overall X/8(o) -34 7
integrity of the measurements 000

141 000 . 0 - 2

12- X/ (O) - 25

0.0

21 Figure 7 Standard Deviation Profiles-
21 Upstream Region

0 50 160 50 260 250 360 350

X /(O

Figure 6 Streamwise Variation of the 0 12-
Momentum Thickness

The corresponding standard deviation profiles 005
are presented in Figures 7 and 8 and the maximum04-X00 37

*" /8(0000 347

sax o'00vales Uxya ., are son inFgue9 The 000 1,',,

value of 0.1'65 is typical of other shear layer
results and the attainment of this value at -
nominally x/0(0) - 200 supports the inference that
this location serves as the nominal beginning of
the self preserving region. d000

3.2.2 C.V. Probe Rsults X/0(0) - 277

The compact voricity probe was also

used to evaluate u and u in the shear layer. In 000

general, the results are in good sgreement with
those of t e single wire; see Bruns (1990] e " /) - 243

Figure 10 presents the corresponding ;(xy"
results and Figure 11 shows the measured g ,nd 000

computed Reynolds sheer stress magnitudes.
The computed values are derved from the self- 'X/00 - 205

preserving form of the momentum and conservation of
mess equations. (Note , the latter provides the 000
u(q) distribution measured values exhibit

scatter ab ut the inferred uv(y) distribution'

A detailed analysis of the date record length 
00-•.

supports the inference that the differences between -6 -5 -4 23 .~-2 2
the measured and the computed Reynolds stress
values can be ascribed to the limited number ol ( ) " /

independent samples in the data record Figure 8 Standard Deviation Profiles

4 0 Tasrse Vorticity e easet Downstream Region
4 1 Ti Series Data was zero at that time. Haw, Foss and Foss (1989)

A short, representative record of wz(xA-347, provide detailed analyses oi the intermittency
s b-cnsiderations for this flow field.

q-0 011, t is shown in Fig. 12. The quiescent Maw, etal (1989] considered the factors
perld in the neighborhood of 0 6 sec is inferred which contribute to the uncertainty of the ie-(t),
to be a period where irrotational fluid occupied measurements. It was concluded therein that the

the probe's location. That is, the intersittency anemometer noise level ( a 1 my), the precision of
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Figure 10 Standard Deviation Profiles -0

the A/D converter (1. 25 my) , and the standard

deviation of the calibration data cf the modified

Collis and Williams [1959) form

SA, + B~ V (6) 92 0. TM Is) I 2 14 I

for wires i I ... .4, combined to give an inherent Figure 12 Representative TiMe Series

uncertainty of ± 30/eec in the wz(t) signal. of Z(t). (N(ote,, x-34
7 

0(0). ti- .11)

This magnitude is clearly quite small with lt is of interest to note that during some

respect to the typical volume eshihitod on the ,,lds- ,t-12 ec he~()vusca

figure but it is relatively large with respect to bealrgas10tmsheenvlu d7,i28

the mean value of 70/sec for the location of Fig th m. hsrgion. as well as other region,

Both the uncertainty and the mean value, are, also exhibits rapid changes in the sign Of z

however, quite small with respect to the standard This noteworthy attribute is considered in the

deviation of the wz(t) distribution, namely,, following.

1048/nec.
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4 2 Inferences Regarding the Vorticity Field ooale

The vorticity vector, Z, at the center of the 1I,
probe location can, of course, be represented by 012three scalar components The present measurement, o

if successful. resolves the z component of this 000ivector In addition, it provides a low pass 004

spatial filter given its nominally lmmxlmm spatial o02
average of the vorticity filaments which pass 000
through the sample domain, This observation
suggests that the observed w magnitudes are 00o

smaller than the true values that would be observed -
if a "point" measurement were better approximated 000
It is appropriate to use the Kolmogoroff scale as
nominally representing a "print". I - 05Q

Foss [1991] reports a Kolmogoroff value of - 000
0 08 mm for the mid portion of the present shear _
layer at x/0(0) - 347. With this value, it is 000

noted that nominally 170 "filaments" contribute to
the observed wz value at a given measurement time, - -36

Each filament, however, must satisfy the solenoidal 000

condition -7

V -, 25

that - in general implies that a given vorticity 000

filament forms a closed loop in space. 17

The rapid and strong fluctuations of the sign 000
of .z can be understood in this context Namely,

that the plane of the probe alternately intercepts
the positive and negative z components of the loops
that are convected past the probe. It is not
suggested that the alternating signs reveal a given
loop It is suggested that the vorticity field is
represented by a quite compact set of loops whose
large wzamplitudes suggest the results of r\

"vorticity amplification by stretching".- - -_-
Specifically, in the transport equation for -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 25

the vorticity vector' . *(s) U.,

Figure 13 Histogram of w. (x,y.tY

I II II 4.3.2 Mean Values (s

it is noted that term :I can increase the magnitude Bruns [1990] has quantitatively established

of Z for a given fluid element (of diameter equal the expected result that , that ay/ax << 8U/8y
to the Kolmogoroff scale) by subjecting the fluid Hence,; for u/U° - f(n), z can be computed given an
element to a positive longitudinal strain. 0 "

The quantitative values of wz give insight expression for f(n) Bruns [1990] evaluated the wz
into these effects with, of course, the values using a modified error function for f(n),,
understanding that the observed values have been see that reference for these values. Again,
spatially averaged It is of interest to contrast detailed differences, which can be ascribed to the
this perceived understanding of the single stream limited sample sizes, are evident.
shear layer -. as obtained from Fig. 12 -. with that
provided by visualizations of "large scale vortex
motions". 4.3.3 Standard Deviation Valueas(z)

4.3 Stocbaatic Representatiosa of w Figures 14 and 15 present the normalized wz
4.3.1 ilatogrms distributions and the streamwise evolution of the

The time series data at x/O - 347 have been maximum values respectively The former shows that
normalized as w2D(X)/U 1 nd represented in the shear layer thickness defined using the
histogram form,, see Fig. 13. These histograms vorticity is clearly larger than that inferred from
provide an instructive representation of:' i) the the mean velocity field and the latter reveals that
width of the distributions compaced with the mean the maximum )z value (at a given x location) Aoes
value and ii) that a larger sample size would be
required to permit the histograms to faithfully not scale on local variables It is suggested that
approximate the true probability density functions., the ximum values decay weakly with downstream
It would be expected that the p.d f. 'a would distance.
exhibit smoothly varying shapes as the source If the piobe wele able to rssolva wz nver a
location is moved across the shear layer;, this is domain of the order of the Kolmogoroff scale, the
nominally but not precisely obtained, measured standard deviation would be expected to

In this regard, it is instructive to consider approach the "true" value At present, the
the relative record lengths in terms of "convected quantitative relationship between the observed andlengths' represented by the sample. The shear the true values is unknown;: qualitatively, it is
layer width is nominally 66 and a 'convection
speed" of (U,/2) can be used for the present recognized that the true values of z are larger
calculation Given the total sample time of T - than those of Figures 14 and 15

3.5 sec, it is noted that The Kurtosis (flatness) of the measured
distributions are nominally constant across therU. active portion of the shear layer. -3 < q < 3

Ax- T - 22 75 m - 43 shear layer widths (9) $ee Brune (19901 for the detailed distribution
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These values, - 17, show that the measured Tb. "true" standard deviation and Kurtosis
populations are very widely distributed or values, i e , the which would be provided by a
reference, recall that a Gaussian distribution has measurement doma in nominally equal to the
Kurtosis value of 3 0 Kolmogoroff scale, are unknown albeit they are

certainly larger than the values reported herein
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ABSTRACT a mixing layer at high Reynolds number (Rc6 - 2 5 x 10')
were recently investigated by Bell & Mehta (1989) A plane,

An experiment was conductco on the effects of iild two-stream mixing layer was generated, with a velocity ratio
streamwise curvature (6/I? < 5%) on the three-dimensional of 0 6 and laminar irtial boundary layers which were iiom-
structure of a two-stream mixing layer at high Reynolds inally two-dimensional Measurements of the mean stream-
number (Rea - 2 7 x 10') Mixing lryers with velocity ratios wise vorticity indicated that small spanwise disturbances in
of 0 b and lamnmar initial boundary layers were subjected to the flow were initially amplified just downstream of the first
stabilizing and destabilizing longitudinal curvature by irter- spanwise roll-up (us the braid region), leading to the forma-
changing the high- and low-speed sides Measurements of tion of strea~ewise vortices The vortices first appeared in
the mean and fluctuating velocities were obtained on fine clusters contai..mng vorticity of both signs, but further down-
cross-plane grids at eleven streamwise locations using a ro- stream, they re-organized to form counter-rotating pairs
tatable cross-wire probe Well-organized streamwise vortic- The vortex structure was then found to grow in size, scal-
ity was generated in both cases talrough the braid instability ing approximately with the mixing layer vorticity thickness,
Although the vortex structures decayed with streamwise dis- and to weaken, the maximum mean vorticity diffusing as ap-
tance in both cases, the rate of decay for the unstable case proximately 1/Xt s The mixing layer apoeared to be nom-
was slower As a consequence of that the unstable layer ex- inally two-dimensional in the far-field, "self-sunilar" region
hibited noticeable spanwise variations in the mean velocity Changiig the mitil conditions slightly (by interchanging
and Reynolds stresses Both cases achieved linear growth, the ligh- and low-speed sides) has also been investigated re-
but the rate of growth for the unstable case was higher The ceitly (Plesmak et at 1991) and shown to have negligible
far-field spanwise-averaged peak Reynolds stresses were sig- effect on the turbulence structure in the far-field.
nificantly higher for the destabilized case compared to the It is well known that an inviscid instability occurs in any
stabilized case, which exhibited levels comparable to those curved flow where the angular momentum decreases away
of a stiaight case from the center of curvature (Bradshaw 1973) A popular

and widely studied example of this is the concave bound-

NOMENCLATURE ary layer flow where the instability results from the no-slip
condition at the wall The instability leads to a substantial

H Initial boundary layer shape factor increase in the Reynolds stress levels within the boundary
r (RU)2/(RU) 1 , Velocity ratio layer and, apparently, to the formation of Taylor-Gortler roll
R Local radius cells which appear in counter-rotating streamwise pairs with
R Mean radius of curvature at mid-profile an approximate spanwise wavelength equivalent to t% ice the
Ret Reynolds number based on length scale L boundary layer thickness (Barlow & Johnston 1988) On
U, V W Mean velocity in the X (stieanwse), Y the other hand, the boundary layer flow over a convex wall

(normal), Z (spanwise) directions, respectivel experiences a stabilizing effect such that three-dimensional
U, Free-stream velocity in the test section effects and Reynolds stress levels are suppressed (Muck et

U0 [(RU)i - (RU)21/K, Velocity difference al 1985) A mixing layer with curvature in the streamwise
across mixing layer direction s expected to experience similar effects, the layer

u',v',w'. Fluctuating velocity components in the is subJect to a destabilizing effect if the low-speed stream is
X Y; Z directions, respectively on the outside of the curve and a stabilizing effect if it is on

6 Mixing layer thickness (error function fit) the inside of the curve.6
ss Intal bound.ty layer thickness The subject of streamwise curvature effects on rmx-

a. Initial boundary layer momentum thickness m layer structure has received limited attention Margo-
W Streamwse component of mean vorticity lis & Lumley (1965), Wyngaard et al (1968), Castro &
(),, Maximum value at given X-station Bradshaw (1976) and Gibson & Younts (1983) investigated

(averaged over 30-70 spanwise profiles) curved single-stream layers aid showed that curvature af-
Value for high-speed side fects Reynolds stress production and turbulence transport
Value for low-speed side Wang (1984) presented flow visualization and mean veloc-

ity data for a curved two-stream mixing layer and showed

INTRODUCTION that stabilizing curvature reduced the rate of spanwise vor-
tex pairing whereas destabilizing curvature promoted three-

The plane turbulent mixing layer is a desirable free- dimensionality Plesmak , Johnston (1989) investigated the
shear flow for fundamental studies because of its relatively role of stabilizig and destabilizing curvature in suppressing
simple mathematical description and common occurance or enhancing the secondary instability responsible for the
in practice Although a great d,al of effort has been di- formation of the streamwse roll cells in a two-stream turbu-
rected toward understanding the structure and development lent mixing layer These results suggested that the Taylor-
of mixing layers, these phenomena are not yet fully under- Gortler mstability mechanism, present in the unstable ease,
stood because of their sensitivity to initial and boundary acts to strengthen the streanwise roll cells Dramatic in-
conditions (Ho & Huerre 1984) In particular, a mixing creases in the primary Reynolds shear stress and enhainced
layer originating from laminar boundary layers on the split- transport of turbulence were documpttpd in the unstablt
ter plot, de,,elop

, 
as romp~cx thuee--dinnsional structure in ,~ase. THus, the streanwise structures are believed to playthe form of stremwise vorxtucity an integral role in the generation and evolution of turbulenceThe prese and 'ole of tihc treamwise structures i in two-stream mxing layerspresence a ese The main objectives of the present study were to estab-
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lish the effects of stabilizing and destabilizing curvature on X = 189 cm, the unstable case still shows soie distortin,
the three-dimensional structure of two-stream mixing layets although the aiplitude has decreased while the wavelength
through measurements of the mean and turbulence proper- has increased. However, the contouts for the stiabe case are
ties oin large cros -plane grids In addition. in the untable almost straight and parallel, suggesting that the stteatiwise
case, the role of the Taylor-Gortler effect, if picint, on ti. ort Ht In this ( nhas ihisciytd ,lmost completely Th-e
"treamwise votticity generated through the braid instabilit) results imply that the vtuinils \)tol its h dvi , , ('1' htl-
was to be investigated ably faster in the stable case coipared to th, -niti,ihl,, -

Note also that the uixig layer is noticeably thniiit foi the
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE stable case.

Contours of the primary Reynolds shear stress, a'-7.
The experiments were conducted in a Mixing Layer for the two cases are compared in Figs 3a-c At the first

Wind Tunnel (Bell & Mehta 1989) cons:sting of two sep- meaourement station, the spanwise distribution of , 
is

arate legs which are independently driven The two streams significantly different foi the two cases Clearlh, the contours
merge at the sharp trailing edge of a slowly tapering splitter for the stable case are more like those usually observed ii
plate with at ii,. luded angle of about I' The cur%ed test plant mixing layers, although the- contours are somewhat
section (Fig. 1) ha, a fixed radius of 305 ciii, giving /R of distorted and contain local peaks On the other hand, the
less than 5%, and measures 36 cm in the cross-streani (Y) contours for the vnstable case reveal a patchy distribution
direction, 91 cm in the spanwise (Z) direction and 366 ciii with strong local peaks spaced at about 2 

cm At X = 76 cm,
in length (X, measured along the centerline arc) One -de- the contours for the unstable case exthibit a quasi-periodic
wall is adjustable and this was set to give a nomuiallv zero distortion with local peaks, while those for the stable casestreamwise pressure gradient appear almost straight and parallel Peak uiv' tes by

The two sides of the wind tunnel were run at free-stream about 12% across the span for the unstable case, compared
velocities of 9 and 15 m/s, thus giving a mixing lavei with to about 8% for the stable layer The local peak levels for the
velocity rntio. U2/U = 0 6 The high-and low-speed sides unstable case are higher by a factor of two at this stieamwise
were interchanged to produce the stabilizing and destabiliz- location and this trend of higher nv' continues to the X =ing cases In the free-stream, the measured streamsvise tur-
bulence level (u'/U,) was approximately 0 15%. The bound- 189 cm station At this location, the cross-stream extent of
ary layers on the splitter plate were laminar at these ruuning significant levels of Uv7 is also clearly higher for the unstable
conditions with the integral propeities given in Table 1 case, although the distribution of u'' shows a quasi-two-

Measurements were made using a cross-wire probe dimensional behavior for 1'oth cases. Spanwise variations
mounted on a 3-D traverse and linked to a fully automated of 6.6% are measured peak 'v'

7 
at this station for the

data acquisition and reduction system controlled by a Mi- unstable case, versus .J% for the stable .ase
croVax II computer The cross-wire probe (Dangec Model Bell & Mehta (1989) showed that the spanwise %aria-
55P51) consisted of 5 pm platinum-plated tungsten sensing tions in mean velocity and Reynolds stresses in the devel-
elements 1 25 mm long and separated by approximately 1 oping region of the mixing later were governed by the posi-
mm The probe was cahbi ated statically in the potential tion and strength of the secondary streamwise vortices The
core of the flow assuming a 'cosine-law' response to yaw, mean streamwise vorticty contours for the two cases are
with the effective angle determined by calibration The ana- presented in Figs 4a and b At X = 11 cm, the streamwise
log signals were filtered and amplified before being fed into a vortices are much stronger (by almost a factor of two) in the
fast Tustin sample-and-hold A/D converter with 16 bit res- unstable case compared to th_ stable case and they appear
olution and a multiplexer for connection to the computer in clusters, much like those seen in the stiaight cases (Bell
Individual statistics were averaged over 5,000 samples ob- & Mehta 1989, Plesmak ct al 1991) The weaker vortices intained at a rate of 1,500 samples per second, the stable case appear to be distributed in a less organized

Data were obtained in cross-sectional (Y-Z) planes with fashion The levels of maximum vorticity have diminished
the probe oriented in the uv - and uw-planes Mt asure- by the next station at X = 33 cm for both cases, although
ments were made at eleven streamwise stations within the by a larger amount for the st, ble case The distribution istest section between X = 11 to 255 cm. Typically, 1200- still more or less random for the stable case, but that for
1500 points were measured on a rectangular, cross-plane grid the unstable case now shows a regular array consisting of
at a given Ftreamwse station The grid spacing (same in counter-rotating pairs of btreamwise vortices -- this result
both directions, Y and Z) ranged from 0 1 to 1 0 cm, de- is again qualitatively similar to that for the straight case
pending on the streamwise station. The measurements of For the stable case, the organization and vorticity levels de-
U, W and were corrected for mean streanwse veloc- crease with streamwise distance such that by X = 76 cii, the
itygradient (OU/OY) effects, by assuming a linear variation measured levels are embedded within the "noise" associated
in between the cross-wire sensors (Bell & Mehta 1989) with the entire vorticity measurement scheme Although the
The streamwise component of mean vorticity (w.) was com- levels in the unstable case also decay with streamwise dis-puted using a central difference numerical differentiation of tance, an arra of comitei-rotating pairs of vortices us still
the mean velocity (V and W) measurements evident at X = 76 cm Furthei downstream, the viite size

continued to grow in proportion to the mixing layer thick-
ness, but their strength decayed In the far-field region, theRESULTS AND DISCUSSION vorticity levels for the unstable case were higher than those

Similarities and differences between the unstable and in the straight case whereas those for the stable case were
stable case- are illustrated through detailed comparisons lower
using contour plots at three streamwise stations, covering The streamnwise vorticity contour results suggest that
both, the near- and far-field development regions Included the effect of the curvature is to manipulate the streaniwise
in the streamnwise development plots are data for the straight vorticity generated by the braid instability, rather than pro-
case, run at the same velocity ratio in the same facility, but ducing new vorticity through the Taylor-Gortler instability
with straight side-walls (Plesmak et al 1991) in the unstable case, for example The straight case re-

Figures 2a-c present contours of the mean streamwise suits (Bell & Mehta 1989) showed that the streamwise vor-
velocity (U/Uo) for the unstable and stable cases. At the rces were produced through the braid instability just down-
first location (X = 11 cm), the velocity contours are corru- stream of the first spanwise roll-up (at X - 7 cm) By
gated in an irregular fashion in both cases This corrugation the first measurement station in the present study (X =
may be attributed to the presence of streamwise vortices in 11 cm), the peak vorticity levels are considerably higher for
the mixing layer Somewhat surprisingly, the stable mixing the unstable case While it is not clea from the present
layer appears more distorted at this first measurement sta- measurements if the formation of the vorticity is affected
tion Further downstream, the distortions become stronger, by curvature, the decay rate in the near-field is strongly
and more regular and correlated, across the entiie mixing aected by curvature. The effect of the s'lblizing curva-layer for the unstable case an oy X = 76 cm, the quasi- ture is to baster the dkcaj sf the atieeiuwiae suititaty, a.d
periodic variation exhibits an average wavelength of approx- hence suppress its associated effects, whereas the effect of
innately 5 cm On the other hand, the velocity contours for the destabilizing curvature is to retard the decay of stream-
the stable case are now hardly distorted. By the station at wise vortieity, resulting in more pronounced effects At all
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streamwise locations, the peak streamwise vorticity levels hypothesized that the two effects tend to counteract each
and their effects on the mean velocity and Reynolds stresses other to produce constant stress levels in the far-field
were higher in the unstable case compared to th" straight The Reynolds stress data indicate that the turbulence
case, whereas those in the stable case were lower structure of the stable case in the far-field is comparable to

Streamwise evolution of the mixing layer tlickiie- ,id that of the straight case. although the gros th rate is ome-
peak Reynolds stresses are presented belos in Figs -,t e what loweL Thw tuiluIei s itruotiue s tit unotabh'
for the unstable, stable and straight cases All the tesults also seems to have achieved equilibrium, but ditleient thall
are based on spanws.ie averaged quantities, i e the niea- that of the other two cases When comparing the devel-
surements, obtained on a cross-plane grid, were divided into opment of the straight rase with laminar initial boundary
"slices" through the mixing layer The properties coriited layers with that originating from turbulent boundary lay-
from each slice were then averaged with those obtained at ers it was noted that the asymptotic turbulence structure
other spanwise positions In effect, the mixing layer proper- was comparable for the t;1o cases, altiough the thickness
ties were averaged oer 30-70 velocity profiles measured at growth rates were different (Bell & Mehta 1990) It is be-
the defined spanwise locations Due to tire large spanwise lieved that the straight case (with turbulent initial bound-
variations experienced in the near-field, averaging is neces- ary layers) and the stable layer are structurally iidistin-
sary to obtain ain accurate representation of the behavior of guishable, and have achieved a self-similar state completely
the mixing layer independent of initial conditions We expect the straight

Figure 5a presents the streanswise growth of the miix- case (with larinar initial boundary layers) will eventually
log layer tlickiess, ,, for the three cases As suggested by achieve the same self-similar growth rate since the stream-
the mean velocity contours, at the first station (X = 11 wise vorticity decays with downotream distance It is un-
cm), the stable mixing layer is slightly thicker than the un- clear, but unlikely, that the unstable layer will also reach
stable and straight cases, but the trend is quickly reversed this same state, because the angular momentum instability
further downstream Beyond about X = 76 cm. all three mechanism is present throughout its development
cases exhibit linear growth, but the growth rates (d/dx)
are different Based on a linear least squares fit to the date CONCLUSIONS
downstream of X = 76 ciii, d6/dr = 0 022 for the straight
case, 0 025 for the unstable case and 0 020 for the stable A study of the effects of stabilizing and destabilizing
case The growth rate for the unstable case is, hence, m- streamwise curvature on the three-dimensional struture of
creased by about 14% over the straig-t case while that of a two-stream mixing layer has been completed The mean
the stable case is decreased by about 9% streamwise vorticity results show that the main effect of the

It has been suggested that the growth rate i- the linear destabilizg curvature is to retard the decay of the stream-
region is affected by the initial conditions, namely the pres- wise vorticity gener-ted by the braid mstablit This results
ence of organized streamwse vorticity (Bell & Mehta 1990) in stronger streamwse vorticity at a given streamwise Ioca-
Most of the growth in a mixing layer is achieved through the tion, producing more entrainment, and hence, higher asymp-
pairing of adjacent spaaunse vortices and entrainment of rio- totic growth rate and higher Reynolds stresses compared to
tertial fluid by these structures The presence of organized the stable and straight -ases Only a part of the increase in
streamwise vorticity, riding over the spanwise vortices, adds Reynolds stresses is due to extra production through terms
to the entrainment process, resulting in a higher net growth activated by the angular momentum instability The stream-
rate Bell & Mehta (1990) found that the straight mixng wise vorticity produces a measurable spanwise variation in
layer originating from turbulent initial boundary layers did the mean velocity and Reynolds stress distributions The
not contain organized streamwise vorticity and had a growth effect of the stabilizing curvature, on tile other hand, is to
rate of 0 019, approximately 20% lower than the case with suppress the three-dimensionality by increasing the rate of
laminar initial boundary layers Likewise, the difference in decay of the streamwise vorticity, thus leadiig to a lower
growth rates in the present study may also be attributed growth rate The spanwise variations ii mean velocity and
to the different strengths of the strearrwise vorticity ii the Reynolds stress distributions ae, therefore, much smnller
three cases It is interesting to note thn., the growth rate for in this case. The asymptotic peak Reynolds stresses for the
the present stable case is almost exactly the same as that of stable case are consequently lower than those in the unstable
the straight case with turbulent initial boundary layers case, but comparable to those for the straight case

The streamwise evolution of the peak Reynolds normal
stress components (u'

t
, 7'

2
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ABSTRACT two-dimension.1 Cartesian coordinates can be written as

The basic vortex dynamics in a plane free shear layer generated by ou OF G 0
the mixing of two coflowing fliad streams are iivestigated t*+'-** + + -' =(
Two-dimersional Euler equations are solved directly using the
second-order, explicit, MlacCormack predictor-corrector and where U, F and G are vec ors given by
Godunov methods alternately Detailed description of the numerical
algorithmn, initial conditions and boundary conditions are siven The P [ u P pv
denslty field obtained may be used for optical studies U pu = put + p G= pUv

pv Puvy p

I INTRODUCTION e L (e+p)u (e+p)v

The extraction of power from high-power gas laserq often involves and x is the streamwise coordinate, y is the cross-stream coordinate(
passing the beam through interface between gases of different indices see Fig I ) The equations written in conservation law form represent
of refraction Turbulent shear layers can produce random phase errors conservation of mass, momentum and total energy of invisid flud
in the beam that can substanltially reduce the manmttr intensity to motions The variables p, pu, pv and e are niass, strearnwisewhich the beam can be focused The main purpose of our reseach is to momentum, crost-tream momentvms and total energy respectively,understand the factors which influence optical degradation and to all per unit volume p is the pressure For ideal gas, the pressure ismake useful prediction or orrelations with respect to the flow related toequation of stateparameters In order to understand the optical properties of shear
layer, first of all, it is irrprotant to understand the basic flid
mechanics of the shear layer In the past, the investigations of the P = (7-)pe (2)
shear layer optical properties were based on the assumptions that the where r is the specfic internal energy and v is the ratio of specific
natural shear layers were homogeneous and isotropc( Suton 199, he s ti e, .=cp/cv Throughout tis paper the value of is tapen to
Legner et al 1978) There has been no study of the optical effects of be 10 ,
large-scale structures which are existing during the course of the
sher layer development In this work, the optical effects of coherent The numerical code used in the current work is a direct simulation
structures are identified of the two-dimensional compressible Euler equat!ons with no subgrid

The physical properties of patially-developt iing layers scale turbulence model The code uses the finite volume technique
between two flows of different velocities and densities are calculated which involves alternating in time the second-order, explicit
The 2-D compressible Euler equations are solved directly em the MacCoraach (1969) and Godunov (1959) methods Since the
second-order, explcit, MacCormack method and the Godunov second-order, explicit MacCormack Scheme has a lagging phase errormethod al ov and the Godanov scheme has leading phase error (Steger A
method alternately There is no subgnd scale turbulence in this direct ant 1odu), chemeasle ding phase error (tg b
numerical simulation scheme Two air streams are modelled, each Warming, 1976), considerable reduction in phase error can be
with different enthalpy, so that the density ratio is a parameter other achieved by temporal switching of these two schemes (Fromm, 1971)
than unity A hyperbolic-tangent velocity profile is adopted for the
imtial streamwose velocity distribution at the splitter plate Large MacCormac Scheme
vortical structures and their evolution are investigated for both
natural and forced flows In the forced cases, the forcing frequencies The MacCormack finite difference method is a variation of the
are the fundamental frequency and the first subharmonc The forcng two--tep Lax-Wendroff scheme This explicit scheme is second-order
is applied at the end of the splitter plate Temporal statistics of fin accurte both in space and time The ccmputational domain is shown
dynamical variables of the mixing layer are calculated, schematically in Fig I A grid of 200 by 50 is adopted The state

variables p, u, v, and e are calculated at the center of each
In Sec II, the numencal method, initial conditions and boundary e iputatonal cel, which is a square mesh, Ax =Ay A superscript n

conditions are discussed in detail In Sec. III, the results of fird denotes time t, = nAt Subscripts j, k denote position (x, 1), where
dynamical statistics computations are gyen and compared with
available experimental or numerical data for validalson purpes. The = = jAx and yk = kAy For example, pO represents the
nmerscal results for both the natural and forced shear layers show volume-averaged density at the point (x , y ) and time t. Referringthat their flad dynamical properties such u the mean velocity k
ptrome, growth rate, turbulence intensity, eatrainment ratio and to Fig 2, the indices of points and hes are shown in the fixed grd
Reynolds stress are all tn agreement with the experimental system for a general computational volume element The BHow
measurements Finally, the optical effects of the shear layer and the parameters in the center of cell are given the integer index 1, I The
coherent structures within the shear layer are calculated by passing a cell boundaries surfaces are given a fractional and one integer index;
laser beam through it with circular aperture and uniform phase The
ia-field intensity dist )ution, time averaged Strehl ratio and the surfaces are denoted u Sj, 4, Sj,., Sj.ik or Sjl4,k Viewing Uj,i
modulation transfer functon are calculated for shear layers with as an approximation to the cell average of U rather than as an
different flow conditions, approximation to the point value U(xjy-,tn) and using explicit,

backward spatial difference method in the predictor step and forward
II GOVERNING EQUATIONS and spatial difference method in the corrector step, the solutions at time

NUMERICAL ALGORITHM level n+t are determined frori the data at time level n by creating
The equations governing New'nman flid dynamics have been "interface states" at location such u (j+k), the MacCormack finite

known for more than a century However, the closed form analytic volume approximation is
;o,,ufoni = be found Only for a few opcoial c,= Now xit the
development of large, fast scientific computers and in parallel with the • Predictor Step
improvement in numerical schemes, these equations can be solved
uirectly using the methods of computational fied dynmics Since the 4 [,i _ At q, ,k + Q'.* Sj4,
basic vortex dynamics in a shear layer is essentially mviscid, it is )1k 7 7 Ji
expected that si nificant simulation can be obtained by solving the Qn
Eulaer equations based on the assumptions that there are no external + Qo, * Sj,,i4 + Q * Spk-lj
beat addition and body forces, the compressible Euler equatinas in 1A
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0 = 15q - 0 5Sq....

, + a U, The extrapolated primitive variables are subject to the limiting
criterion Just discussed above, and this set of piecewise constant

Corrector Step initial data will give a ,equence of Riemann problems

- To advance the code in one time step At, the numerical stability
S-" '- At rqv" 514a + Q , condition must be applied (MacCormack, 1969, Godusov, 1959)

, J , -, k +During this time interval, At, waves from neighboring Rbeniana
problems will not interact with each other In our calculations, Ax

vi vand Ay are of the order cf millimeter, At is ,herefore of the order of

+ k, is ',k, + Qjnkv Spk-4 ] microsecond to satisfy the stability condition

Boundary Conditions

U, + t 'Ujk + ( U.k 
+ 

A" rj k In numerical simulations, the computational domain must be finite,
Toe Vis the cell volume of cell (, theapproprate boundary conditions need to be introduced to obtain

wherecorrect fow field Based on the hypothesis that the top nd
bottom bundares are streamlines, the numerical boundary

To calculate the flux terms, second-order extrapolations are made conditions used at the top and bottom boundaries are
of the primitive variables (p, u, v, e) from the cell centers to the cell
boundaries to give extrapolated values on the two sides of all cell v=O
boundaries This procedure is illustrated in Fig 3 On the predictor and
step, values extrapolated from the left or the bottom side of the cell -- q = 0
boundaries are used, on the corrector step, values extrapolated fom
the right or the top side of the cell boundaries are used, To achieve
numerical stabslity, a simple technique is appbed, that is, all where q is p, u, or e For the outflow boundary condition, pressure is
extrapolated values of the primitive variables at the cell boundaries assumed to be constant there This is a good a proximation provided
must lie between the cell center values at the two adjacent cell that the test section is long enough At the exat plane of the
centers If any extrapolated value of a primitive variable does not computational domain, the "convective condition" of the form
satisfy this condition, it is replaced by the cell center value which is
more closer to it (Bogdanoff & Brackett, 1987) For example, as f
demonstrated in Fig 4, if the extrapolated value p hes above the T 

+ 
Uc a 0

point A, set 9pi, Pj~l,k' if it lies below the point B, then let pj4,k is used to make this condition absorptive (Lowery & Reynolds, 198f),
= J, If pl,, 'es wthin point A and B, it is this value to be used where U, is the convective velocity of the large eddies in the miring

for the boundary flux calculations layer and f is u, v, or p The convective velocity is nearly equal to
the average of the two free stream velocities U, and U, At the inlet

Godunoy Scheme plane, the inflow b)undary conditions are such that both the massflux nd energy flux ae kept constant Mathematically, they are
The basic idea of the Godunnv method is emphasized by the use of

exact solution of the gadynamcs equations with piecewse constant Pa = C1 ,
initial conditions for the construction of te finite difference scheme
Tbe use of Riemsan problem solution miahes Gedunrov's method a ~ i i
form of the method of characteristics Godunov used the characteristicp + 4. + vt) = Cs
information within the frame work of conservative method such that
Ilemann problem was solved forward in time and the solution of the where C, and C2 are constants to be determined by the initial
Riemann problem was employed to calculate numerical fluxes at cell conditions Incorporating these two conditions with the linear scoustic
edges The physical picture of the wave interactions involved is very wave equation for a wave propagating in the direction upstream from
dear in this method Detailed derivations of Godunov method are the exit and the equatlin of state, the primitive variables at the
available in many documents (Godunov, 1959, Holt, 1984) The entrance can be determined.

components of U,*: are calculated as follows, Expenment6l results show that a natural, spatial, free moxng layer
has several charactenstic features e g , the growth of its thickness is
linear with x, temporal statistics of the miz.ig layer is self-similiar In*i pv ,--At ((R f ,W-(At ] the plane migang layer simulation, those facts must be fulfilled.
However, it is known that the Euler code can not develop rapidly and

at achieve the desired roll-up using a steady inflow boundary condition
- [(Rl) ,,- (Chien %i L, 198T) In order to simulate a "natural" layer and

produre apparent vortex formation, an unsteady boundary condition
- + i s f Iis also applied at the inlet plane, I e, set

Ax~l v(yt) = AU G(y)

In the above equation, AU = U, - U2 is the differnce of the two free
t -stream velocities which measures the strength of shearing, G(y) is a

vi a (RU')1 - (RUv.. Gaussian distribution function which has a peak value unity at y-l,
a Ax 4and half width over six cells, A. is the forring amplitude [m=1,2,3,41,

--J(P+ J) ,. (m=1,2,3,41 are the fundamental frequency and its first three
Ay l'k~ i, + 1)",I, sub armonics According to the Rayleigh's inv iscid, linear stability

At (t.ory, the fundamental frequency fI satilsfles the Strouhal
eawer i (EU+PU) ^ , i1i, ralationship (Ho & Huerre, 1984)

At [(EV+PV) ,i.i.( PV), 00 =0 0 3 2  (3)

whe~e R, U and V are the density, x-velocity and y-veloctty on the
cell boundaries respectively P and E are the pressure and total energy where U = 0 5(UI + Us), which is the average of the two free stream
on boundary, where Eis related to Pby velocities, nd 0 is the Initial momentum thickness The momentum

thickness is defined by
= + 05osR(W + I )V+=

Note that prior to the calcuilation of boundary values for the q) x iu x d
piia..i,, .aiablen, the ;;t.ta: ntc! to the left and right v the .ell -"a
boundary .-- obtained b, second-order extrapolation For example, Finally, 4. [m=1,2,3,4) are random phves added (Sndhain
at the boundary Q 4,k (Fits 3), we have the two Initial states Reynolds, 1987) The forang is mtdified by introducing these random

phases to the Rayleigh modes nod it is expected that by thus
111 1 Sit modification, the pining of two vortices will occur randomly in space

-O5and in time duing the ourse of simulation and result in linear
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growth c' the shear layer thickness winch is more realistic denjt ratio The variation of momentum thickness growth rate, d,
lintial Conditions with the velocity ratio parameter, Au, is plotted in Fig 7 togither

with the experimental data, where - Note that the
In this paper, two air streams are modelled, each with different h 1 -

enthalpy, such that the densities and free stream velocities are experimental moment-;m thickness are obtained for those flows with
different The velocity ratio, A0, and density ratio, A, are defined as uniform densities, wh, .e as for the numerical calculations, the density

ratio tI I 1 The scatter in the experimental data is attributed to the
imtial conditions of the shear layer and many other reasons yet to be

U1  expolred (Oster & Wygnanski, 1982) Other fliad dynamical statistics
like the distribution of the u-velocity fluctuations, v-velocit)
fluctuations, the Reynolds stress and the entrainment ratio all show

A - that these results are consistent with the experimental evidenceP PI (Oster & Wygnansk, 1982, Koochesfahant et al , 1983) and other
Throughout the discussions, the higher speed Ui will always be in the numerical simulations (Riley & Metcalfe, 1980, Grinstein et &I ,1986)
upper part of the diagram (see Fig 1) So Au vanes from zero to uity The Forced Shear Layer
If A0 = 0, we have a single stream discharges into a quiescent amient
fluid For A = 1, this corresponds to a wake flow But the densIty For the shear layer forsed by the fundamental frequency or the first
ratio AP, can be any positive values The free stream velocity UI is subharmomc, the background noise is kept unchanged Only the

chosen equal to 7 04-10 cm/ac and Ui will aol he charged amplitude of the component corresponding to the forcing frequency is
throughout the calculation We shall vary the velocity ratio hy enhanced (Sandham & Reynolds, 1987) The time averaged isodensity

contour plots for the forced cases are illustrated in Fig 8achanging the value of U, This velocity 7 04-10' cm/see, corresponus [fundamental frequency forcing] and 8b (first subharmouc forcin]
to a Mach number of 0 2 at temperature 300

0
K The density of air at Three response regions can e classified in the forced mixing layer In

region I, growth rate is enhanced, in region I, growth rate is inhibited
temperature 3000K sad pressure of I atm is 1 2019.10" g/cm

t
, which and in region III, shear layer spreading resumes again (Oster &

is denoted by Pr The two densities p, and p2 will be expressed in term Wygnanski, 1982) It is seen that in region II, the shear layer
of po A hyperholic-tangent velocity profile is adopted for the initial thickne5s stops growing The growth rate of the shear layer is almostttreamwise velocity distribuson at the splitter plate, that is zero Vortex pairing is sp pressed within this non-growth region and

I results in a row of well-algned vortices For the case of fundamentalu.(y) Afrequency forcing, this behavior occurs earher in space, while for theiiAtay290-- subharmonic surging, the mixng layer develops quickly due to

merging of two vortices and then growth stops
where 0t, is the initial momentum thickness The tial density The effect of fundamental frequency forcing on the streaunwise
disirihution is given hy a step function development of the momentum thickness is presented in Fig 9 with

P, if y > 0 A,=0 5 and A0=1 1 This figure shows the general feature of the
pt(y) f y < momentum thickness of the forced shear layer Three regions can be

identified u mentioned above In region I, the initial rate of growth of
The initial cross-stream velocity, v, is set equal to zr and the the forced mining layer exceeds that in the natural case In region U,
pressure is set equal to 1 atm everywhere vortex pairing is prohibited and the growth rate is zero This re ron is

consistert with that shown in Fig 8a Beyond the region N, themixing layer starts growing again at almost the same rate as that of
the natural shear layer Region I starts at x=4 0 cm and ends at

IMl SHEAR LAYER SIMULATION RESULTS x=7 0 cm approxmately in this case Fig 10 shows the variation of
the momentum thickness of the forced shear layer but the forcing

As mentioned hefore, the free stream veoity U is set equal to frequency is the first subharmomc Since the cumputatonpl domain is
04103 cm/sec, and density p= 1.2019-10

" 
g/cm

t  
Choosini not long enough for the subhatmontc forcing, Region III is not seen in

U2=0 5UI, pl=Po and ps=1 lpo, so that the velocity ratio is 0 5 and this case Region II starts at x=8 0 cm and ends at x=15 cm
the density ratio is I 1 The initial momentum thickness, Oo, is set Actually, according to Olster & Wygnanshi (1982), region II t
equal to 0 04 cm and the corresponding fundamental frequency can be bounded by

determined by Eq (3) Ustn A. = 005 [m=I,2,3,4], and
incorporating the given initial inlormation, the simulations for natural . x 2
mixmg layers are conducted Y <.7 ='

Fig 5 provides a sequence of instantaneous flow visualization of the where f is the forcing frequency The numerical results satisfy the
vorticity field for the natural shear layer (the upper one is recorded above relation quite well In the region of zero growth rate, it is found
earier) The time Interval, At, between the two consecuIIve pictures that the distribution of u' has double peaks which is another
it 0 168 mse where the average time interval for a fluid element to characteristic of region II Also, the lateral distnbutan of the
traverse the computation demon is 3 03 msec Several features are Reynolds stress is negative all across the layer Due to limited space
found from this figure The sheared fluid makes deeper incursions however, figures are not shown here These phennmena were oberve
from the hugh-speed side into the low-opeed side These snapshot experimentally by Oster & Wygnanshi (1982) and ale in the
pictures clearly show the "pawrig phenomenon" between two adjacent numerical simulation by Riley and Metcalfe (1980) The trends of the
vortices Calculations ratify that after the merging Interactions among computed results to experiments and numerical results of others lend

o edd large vortex convects full confidence that the code has been validated satisfactorily
downstream at nearly constant speed whch is approximately the
average of the two free stream velocities. This vortex amalgamation
process occurs randomly in space and time which is responsible for the IV SHEAR LAYER OPTICAL RESULTS
linear growth of the mining layer The spacing between two adjacent
vortices and the sine of the vortex are increasing with the streanwise The physical properties of the unforced and forced plane nixing
coordinate x, which are required by the similarity properties of the layer obtained by sclving the two-dimensional Euler equations
mean flow directly have been examined The calculated results are consistent

with the experimental findings Of Brown & Roshko (1974), Oster d
Wygnanl (1982), Ho & Huang (1982) and other investigations SinceThe nondilmensionahzed mean streamwise velocity, ?x(,y), is the density fields are corrlated with the index of refractitondefined by distributions, the optical properties of the shear layer can be
calculated using the information of density fields

U0(x,y) The electric field amphtnde at the far-field point (xo,zj can be
written as (Goodman, 1968)

where U(x,y) is the mean streamwise velocity The dependence of the I I
nondrimensionaled mean streamwise velocity on the snilanty i(x..... )= exp(ikY) exp[t- 5y( X.+ ZoA
coordinate, n = y/(x - xo), is shown in Fig 6, where x, is the 7 ~+ 2s-
streamwise coordinate of the virtual origin of the flow The lateral ri *_ + (x,+)exp[ x-s(xx )jdd,
distribution of the mean streamwise velocity shown in Fig 6 suggests -J
that the flow is self-similar in the fully-develoned reteon [ in th, where Y is the distance between the finite aperture plane (x,n) and
case, x > 8cm I Examining the mean-velocitp p.8file, it is also found the far-field observation plane (x,sn), A is wave length of the
that the profile is not iymmnetne and the shear layer spreads more incident beam; and the far-field intensity is proportional to the
rapidly into the low-speed region square of the modulus of i(xsss) Mathematically, the far-field 'A

intensity profile is propo ional to the square oi the Fourier transform -
The growth rate of shear layer depends on both velocity ratio and of the near-field incident wave dsstrsbutions. For an umform

monochromatic and coherent arcular mdent beam, we may set
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i(x~z)=lin the above equation and then carry out the integraons to and experimental observations These calculations for the
get the far-field intensity distribution where the doman of two-dimensional free shear layer give very reliable results which can
integration is the circular region defined by the beam This be used for the optical prQperties investligations
diffraction-limited pattern is plotted in Fig 11 Note that in all
figures concerning the far--feld intensity distribution hereafter, the k brief optical calculation shows that, in general, the best image
far-field coordinates (xnzo) with respect to the center of the incdent quality, like the best Strehl -- tio, is correlated to the shear layer with

'nl,1er growth rate r ovideu .hat all other parameters are kept the
beam are nondimensionalized by _-, where D is the diar 'ter of the . mne The Strehl ri,.o in the far-field can be ,g'mficantly enhanccd
beam. The intensity distribution has a central peak valu, which is u retarding the growth rate of the mining layer via fundamental
normalized to unity The projection shows the far-field ntensity frequency or first subhrmomc forcing And ,he optical performance of
contours on the xo-zo plane This circular pattern, as a reference, is the shear layer is the best when incident beam passes through the
called the Airy disk non-growth region of the siear layer More optical results are

forthcoming
Fig 12 shows the far-field intensity distributions due to the

instantaneous natural shear layer at velocity ratio 0 5 and density
ratio 1 1 The streamwse location of the center of the beam is xc=8 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
cm, and D is equal to 5 12 cm Fig 12 shows the lobes in the far-field
intensity distribution pattern, because this beum contains five vortices The authors would like to thank J J Riely and S.D Eberhardt and
of the flow field A parameter Strehl ratio, SR, which is defined a the especially D W Bogdanoff for their suggestions in simulating the
ratio of the maximum light intensity of the diffraction pattern to that fiowfield Part of the work completed using SDSC CRAY X-MP,
of the same optical system without aberrations will be used to which is gratefully acknowledged
evaluate the optical quality quantitatively Accoring o this
definition, t he Strehl ratio is tilt corrected In Fig 12, the Strehl ratio
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Fig 13 may be regarded u a reference modulation transfer function, J Fluid Mech 165, 201-220
The MTF for the natural shear layer with An=0 5, A, =I is shown in HO, C M & HUANG, L S 1982 Subharmomcs and vortex mergingin "Ing layers J Flud Mech 119, 443-473
Fig 14 The diameter of the beam is 5 12 cm and tWe beam center BOLT, M 1984 Nume methods fluid dynamics 2nd edFoues through the point xc=8 cm It is seen that aberrations always pn, Ve1l98 erhn

wer the contrast of each spatial frequency component of image KOOCHES AHANI, .M, DIMOTAKIX, P E & BROADWELL,
intensity J E 1983 Chemically reacting shear layer AIAA paper

83-0475
As dncussed in Sec. III, excitation with fundamental or LLNE., H H, OTIS, J H THEOPHANIS, G A & FbINBERG,

subbarmomc frequency produces controlled coherent structures The R.M 1978 Laser beam degradation through turbulent
optical phase variations in the forced shear layer must be different interfaces AIAA paper 78-71
from that of the unforced shear layer In the non-growth region of LOWERY, P S & REYNOLDS, W C 1986 Numerical simulation of
forced shear layers, the large eddies do not interact with each other a spatially-developing, forced, plane mixing layer NASA
The effect of forcing is to rotate and convect those eddies No new Report No TF-26
irrotational fluids particles are entrained into the maxing zone Also, MACCORMACK, R W 1969 The effect of oiscosity in hypervelocrty
the thickness and turbulent scale are fixed approximately as a result impact cratering AIAA paper 69-354
of excitation Thus the amplitude of phase variation is small there, OSTER, D & WYGNANSKI, 1 1982 The forced nuixng layer
and this in turn can improve the optical quality in the far-field between parallel streams I Fluid Mech 123, 91-1390

RILEY, J J & METCALFE, R W 1980 AIAA Paper 80-0274
Fig 15 presents this important result In this figure, The SANDHAM, N.D. & REYNOLDS, W C 1987 Some inlet plane

instantaneous far-field intensity distribution pattern produced by the effects on the numerically simulated spatially-developing two
shear layer forced by the first subharmomic frequency is plotted, with dimensional mixing layer Turbulent Shear Flow
parameters Au=0 5, A -1.1, D-5 12 cm, A=6328 X and xae1

2 
cm In 22 4.1-22.4.8

the STEGER, J L & WARMING, R F 1981. Flux splitting of thethis case, the sine ef the circular beam is just big enough to cover teinviscid go,narmc equations with application to finite
whole non-growth region of the shear layer The lobes in the far-field difference method J of Con.pot Pbys 40, 263-293
pattern disappear (cf Fig 121 which is due to putal compensation for SUTTON, G W 1060 Effect of turbulent fluctuations in a optically
the phase errors in tins region The Strehl ratio is 0 921 The time active medium AIAA Journal 7,0 737-1743
averaged StrehI ratio is 0 89, which is a significant improvement
compared to the value of 0 47 for the natural shear layer under the
same conditions The modulation transfer function is depicted in
Fig 18 in wioch the parameters are the same as those just mentioned
The MTF is very close tv that of an abeiAtion- free system [cf Fig 8]
so the image quality is also better

V CONCLUSICNS Co~opi.Io..

A numerical simulation of the spatially-developiug, plane, free
shear layer and its optical properties have been performed. The 1,,
numericAl scheme involves alternating the second-order, explicit -
MacCormark mettod and the Godunov method so that reduction in
the numerical phst errors can be achieved The spatial shear layer U-1
calcilated is asymmetric in the sense that there are more fast fluid Ooio-
particles entrained to the mixing region than that of the slow flow
Vortex pairing phenomenon between two neghhorng vortices is Eoioo
observed which is responsible for the linearly growth of the natural
shear layer Other time averaged calculatins for the flid dynamical
variable." of the -heir layer such as the mn= growth rac, ciox
u-fluctuations, v-fluctuations, Reynolds stress and momentum Fig 1 Schematic diagram of tri computational doman.
thickness, all are consistent with the experimental measurements, For
the shear layers under periodic forcing, a regon with zero growth rate
can be identified Numerical calculations show that all the features
characteristic of this region are the same as other numerical results
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EFFECTS OF MULTIPLE-FREQUENCY FORCING

ON SPATIALLY-GROWING MIXING LAYERS

Osamu Inoue and Sakarl Onuma

Institute of Fluid Science, Tohoku University

2-1-1 Katahira, Aoba-ku., Sendai 980,; Japan

ABSTRACT MATItEMATICAL FORMULATION AND NUMERICAL
PROCEDURE

The effect of multiple-frequency forc-
ing on the development of a spatially- For details of the flow model, readers
growing mixing layer is studied numerically are referred to Inoue & Leonard (1987). We
by a two-dimensional vortex method. Forcing consider two uniform flows in a wind tunnel
Is prescribed as a superposition of the which are separated by a splitter plate
predominant frequency of an unforced flow upstream of the origin (x-0), The two flows
with Its sub-harmonic frequencies, meet at the origin and a mixing layer is
Superposition up to three frequencies is formed downstream of the origin., To simu-
considered. The effect of phase shift be- late the mixing layer by a vortex method,
tween forcing frequencies are also examined, discrete vortices with the same sign and the
Instantaneous plots of discrete vortices and same strength are shed one by one at every
various statistics up to the second order time-stop 6t from the origin. The complex
moment are obtained to see the variation of velocity potential, f, which governs the
coherent structures. Results show that the flow development for N vortices, is given by
number of merging vortices and patterns of N
vortex merging, and thus the growth of a f - Uc + I I -- log(z - En)
mixing layer can be effectively controlled n-

by multiple-frequency forcing if forcing N
frequencies and phase shifts are suitably - I X -C log(Z - zu) (1)
selected. 

nl
4
fu

INTRODUCTION - I r- log( - z ,n )

Study of the effects of multiple- where z - x + ly, and r is the circulation
frequency forcing on the growth of a mixing of each vortex, The convection velocity Uc
layer is important, because forcing may have is defined as Uc - (UIU 2 )/2, where U1 and
a possibility to drastically change the flow U (U1  > U2) are the upper- and lower-side
structures and to provide turbulence control 2
(Ho & Huerre 1984; Wygnanski & Petersen velocities of the mixing layer far from the
1987). For example, Hussain & Husain (1989) x-axis, respectively. The subscripts u and
observed in their experimental study of a A denote the upper- and lower-image vor-
single-stream mixing laye- that, when the tices, respectively. The image vortices are
mixing layer is forced by two frequencies used to approximate the effect of walls in
(the predominant frequency and It first the wind tunnel. The velocity components u
subharmonic), the growth of a velocity fluc- In the x-direction and v in the y-direction
tuatlon (r.m.s. u') depends on the phase are given by
shift between the two frequencies., u - Iv (2)

Computational works on multiple-

frequency forced mixing layers are not in The time development of an individual vortex
abundance. In most of simulations except is determined from the relation,
for Mansour, Hussain & Buell (1988) and dyn
Inoue (1989, 1991), spatial periodicity was dxn . U ___ v
assumed In order to simplify the calcula- dt n dt
tions which consider a temporal evolution of
the flow (Jacobs & Pullin 1989;, Patnaik, The simulation parameters were prescribed as
Sherman & Corcos 1978; Riley & Metcalfe follows:
1980). In this work, multiple-frequency time step: 6t - 0.1,
forced, spatially-growing mixing layers are convection velocity: Uc - 3.2 -4)
studied., Inoue & Leonard (1987) inves- velocity ratio: r (i U2/UI) 1 0.8.
tigated single-frequency forced, spatially-
growing mixin& layers and reproduced many of Forcing is applied such that each new dis-
the flow features which have been observed crete vortex that appears at the origin is

experimentally. Statistics up to the second assigned the velocity
order moment showed excellent agreement with u - Uc I v - vf(t) (5)
experiments. One of the goals of this study in addition to the velocity induced by in-
is to increase our understanding of the ef- dividual discrete vortleec. As our main
facts of multiple-frequency forcing on the interest lies in multiple-frequency-forcing
development and structure of a mixing layer. up to three frequencies, velocity distur-
For this purpose, we use the same flow model bances are assumed to be of the form,
and the same flow parameters as those used
by Inoue & Leonard.
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vf A1sin(2nf 1 t) + A2sin(2af 2t+ ai) of the mixing layer growth after the roll-up
of vortices. It should be mentioned that
vortex tearing (or shredding) was observed+ A. sIn(2nf~t * )  in Mode II when amplitude ratio, A2 /Al. was

The parameters priscribed for foL'cing are as sufficiently large (Inoue 1991).
follows:, When f-FF/3, depending on l three
forcing amplitur:es:- A1 A2-A 3O.SUc (Iixed),W

phase angles: el,12 O,±n/8,.n/4,±r/2,ne (7)

forcing frequencies:
f- F (fixed), f2 f3 . F/2,, F/3,; F/4.

In the above expressions, F denotes the 3 00
predominant frequency of an unforced flow.
The mean flow quantities and statistics are fF+F/2 (a)

obtained by averaging instantaneous values 0 f 00
over the period 200 S t S 1,400, which gives * -*/2
12,000 sampling data for averaging purpose. 2 00 a +-12

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 0 o i

In the following figurese for £
simplicity,. the expression f - f1  + f2 * f3  o Osa

I + 2 3 1 00a A
denotes the case that vI- Al.sin(2nf1 t) + £
A2*sin(2nf2t + 1 ) + A3.sin(2nf 3t+82 ) 0 a 0 o 0

Double-frequency forced flows 0 00
Distributions of momentum thickness are 0 0 ' 0

presented in Fig., 1 where the predominant 0 00 50 00 100 00 150 00 200 CO 250 00
frequency (F) is combined with Ihs subhar-
monics F/2, F/3. and F/4, respectively.. 3 00 1
When the predominant frequency is combined (b)
with a subharmonic frequency, the F-F+F/3
predominant frequency dominates the roll-up 0 01 00
process immediately downstream of the * , t -12 a
origin. The rolled-up vortices then tcnd to 2.00 a +x/2 o
merge regularly and the momentum thickness a 0
downstream of the roll-up region increases. o. g 0 0 0 a
The number of merging vortices in this 0 0 * 8
region depends on the subharmonic frequency o
which is combined with the predominant
frequency; that is, every two vortices merge 1 00
regularly when f-F+F/2, every three vortices
when f-F+Fj3, and every four vortices when a
f-F+F/4. New vortices which are produced by
mdltiple-vortux merging lead a saturation
region where vortex merging is inhibited, 0 00
As seen from Fig., 1, the thickness ratio 0.00 50 00 100.00 150 00 200 00 250.C0
before and after multiple vortex merging is x
about two for f-F+F/2, three for f-F+F/3 and
four for f-F+F/4, respectively. Downstream 4 00
of the saturation region, the mixing layer f-F+F/4
recovers its growth, The calculated flow
features discussed above are quite similar =
to those observed experimentally by He & 3 00 0 #1- 0.0 0
Huang (1982), & *

The range over which the relative phase 0 0 T a/
angle 81 varies is a when f-FF/2, 2w/3 when 2 00

f-F+F/3, and w/2 when f-F#F/4, respectively.
With this phase range in mind, the effect of
a on flow features was examined, From Fig.

1(a), we see that when f-F+F/2 two different 1 00
modes of mixing layer growth exist. That a a
is,, when 01 is close to tn/2, the mixing

layer grows immediately downstream of the 0 00
origin (40xW100). We call this mode as Mode 0.00 50.o0 100.00 150 00 200 00 250.00
I. On the other hand, when 81 is close to 0 x

or w, the growth of the mixing layer is
delayed (1009xS160).. We call this mode as
Mode II. In Mode I merging of every two
vortices occurs immediately after the roll-
up of vortices, leading the rapid growth of Fig. 1. Effects of double-frequency forcing
the mixing layer in this region.. Mode I may on momentum thickness distributions.,
correspond to vortex pairing mode (Patnaik, (a) f-F+F/2, (b) f-F+F/3, (c) f-F*F/4e
Sherman & Corcos 197 ; Riley & Metcalfe
1980), On the other hand, in Mod, II vortex
merging is delayed, leading the suppression
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different patterns of vortex merging are ob- with Fig. 2, we can readily see that in both
served,, as shown in Fig, 2. When s -n/2 double- and triple-frequency forced flows

(or equivalently n/6 from the view point of every 3 vortices merge regularly and that
the relative phase range mentioned before) the same vortex merging pattern appears for
downstream two vortices merge first. Then the same relative phase angle to the

this new vortex merges with a third upstream predominant frequency. The similar results

one. When 8= +n/2,, three vortices merge are obtained for the case of f-F-F/2-F/4
1  Momentum thickness distributions presented

simultaneously. When 1  ft (or n/3), in Fig. 4 show that when S1=0 each triple-

upstream two vortices merge first. Then frequency forced flow shows close values to
this new vortex merges with a third the corresponding doible-frequency forced
downstream one. In consistence with the de- flow. This result indicates that when 130
pendency of vortex merging pattern on 1. the role of the first subharmonic frequency

Fig. 1(b) shows that the momentum thickness F/2 in the triple-frequency forced flows is
distributions are also dependent on A1. small and the flow fields are governed by

When f - F + F/4, depending on vor- the predominant frequency and Its lower-
Wi , e order subharmonics F/3 or F/4.

tex merging patterns change and we observed When B1 .7/2, on the other hand, the
the following three patterns.

(1) Type A: Among each four vortices, triple-frequency forced flows show different

inner two vortices merge into a pair features. Instantaneous plots of discrete
first. Then this pair merges with the vortices and momentum thickness distribu-

third, most downstream vortex. Then. tions when f- F+F/2F/3 with R1-n/2 are

this new vortex merges with the presented in Figs, 5 and 6, respectively,
fourth, most upstream vortex, for different values of B2 . When 1 f/2 ,

(2) Type 0: As in Type A., inner two
vortices merge Into a pair first, every two rolled-up vortices tend to merge
But, this time the pair merges with into a pair regularly immediately downstream
the third, most upstream vortex. of the origin (409x100), indicating that
Then, this new vortex merges with the the flow In this region is governed by Mode
fourth, most downstream vortex. I of the double-frequency forced flows,

(3) Type C: Inner two vortices merge f.F+F/2 with 81-n/2. Then, an inhibited

first., Then, this new vortex merges region of voitex merging is followed
with the other two vortices (l00x9160). then, downstream of this In-
simultaneously, hibited region, every three pairs which were

Ho & Huang (1982) observed, in their mode IV produced by the every two-vortices merging
mixing layer where every four vortices tend to merge regularlye as shown in Fig, 5:
merge, that two vortices usually merge into every six vortices merge eventually. The
a pair and two pairs then form a single merging patterns of every three pairs are
structure. This pattern of vortex merging the same as those of every three vortices in
was not observed In this case of f-F+F/4. the double-frequency forced flows when
Instead, the pattern of two-stage vortex f-F+F/3 presented In Fig. 3, except for the
merging is observed in a triple-frequency case of A2-n/2. The difference of the merg-
forced mixing layer with f-F.F/2+F/4. For
more details of the flow features of double- Ing pattern between the double-frquency
frequency forced mixing layers,, readers are forced flow with B1 -a/2 and the t.iple-
referred to Inoue (1989,: 1991). frequency forced flow with 8 2=/2 may b,, due

Triple-frequency forced flows to the unstable nature of the simultaneois
In this paper, effects of triple- merging of every three vortices to irregular

frequency forcing were examined for two disturbances (Inoue 1991). As a result of

cases:, f-FF/2+F/3 and f-F+F/2+F/4. In both the successive merging of every two vortices
cases, the results showed different flow be- followed by every three pairs, the momentum
haviors depending on whether 9equals 0 or thickness distributions In Fig. 6 show about

h1 6 times larger values after the vortex mer-
i/2. It should be remembered that, when gings than the value immediately downstream
f-F.F/2. the double-frequency forced flow of the origin., When f=F+F/2+F/4 with
with 81-Y/2 is in Mode I where vortex pair- B1 R/2, every two vortices merge into a pair
ing is enhanced while the flow with B1 - 0 Immediately downstream of the origin, as in

is in Mode II where vortex pairing is the came when f-F.F/2+F/3, In the case when
delayed. Keeping this result in mind the f=F+F/2+F/4, however, every two pairs merged
triple-frequency forced flows are analysed, regularly irrespective of R2 examined in

When al-0, the triple-frequency forced this study.. The phase angle 82 affects on

flows show quite similar behavior to the the location where ..ery two pairs start to
double-frequency forced flows as follows, merge. As an example, instantaneous plots
That is.: the flow when f-F.F/2.F/3 with 1.0 of discrete vortices and momentum thickness
and is similar to the flow when distributions are presented in Fig. 7 and 8,

a 2 2  respectively. As seen from Fig. 7. Im-
f.F.F/3 with 81 e 2 , and the flow when mediately after the roll-up process every

f-F+F/2.F/4 with 1-0 and B2 -"2 similar to two vortices merge ( OSxl0), in accordance
with the flow features for the case of

the flow when f-F+F/4 'ith 01-82.. As an ex- ffF+F/2 with 81-w/2. Then, a inhibited

ample, instantaneous plots of discrete region of vortex merging follows, The dis-
vortices for the case of f-FF/2+F/3 with 11 tance of the Inhibited region of vortex

-0 are presented in Fig. 3 for three dif- merging depends on the phase shift 02 .
ferent values of 82 By comparing Fig. 3 Downstream of the inhibited region. the
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second region of vortex merging follows Ho. C. M. & Huerre, P. 1984 Perturbed free
where every two pairs produced in the first shear layers. Ann. Rev. Fluid Mech. 16,
vortex merging region (50 S x 5 100) merge 365-424.
regularly. In accordance with these vortex Hussain. F. & Husain, H. S. 1989
merging patterns, the momentum thickness Subharmonic resonance In a free shear
distributions In Fig. 8 show two stage in- layer. Proc. 4th Asian Conw. Fluid Mech.
crease in momentum thickness. As mentioned Ile A288-A291.
before, Ho & Huang (1982) observed, in their Inoue, 0. & Leonard, A. 1987 Vortex
mode IV mixing layer where every four vor- simulation of forced/unforced mixing
tices merge, that two vortices usually merge layers. AIAA Paper 87-0288.
Into a pair and two pairs then form a single Inoue, 0. 1989 Artificial control of
structure. Our results suggest that three turbulent mixing layers. Structures of
frequencies (F, F/2 and F/4) might have co- Turbulence and Drag Reduction, IUTAM
existed in the mode IV mixing layer of Ho & Symp., Zurich, Switzerland. ad. A. Gyr,
Huang (1981). Springer-Verlag, 145-152.,

Inoue, 0. 1991 Douole-frequency forcing on
CONCLUDING REMARKS spatially-growing mixing layers. (in

preparation)
The effect of multiple-frequency forc- Jacobs, P. A. & Pullin, P. I. 1989

ing (up to 3 frequencies) was examined Multiple-contour-dynamic simulation of
numerically by a vortex method. The results eddy scales In the plane shear layer, J.
showed thet the number of merging vortices Fluid Mech. 199, 89-124.
and the meeging patterns of vortices can be Mansour, N. N., Hussain, F, & Buell, J. C.
controlled by a combination of the 1988 Subharmonic resonance in a mixing
predominant frequency of the unforced mixing layer. Proc. 1988 Summer Program of
layer with its subharmonics. It Is also NASA/Stanford Center for Turbulence
found that the phase shift between forcing Research (Report CTR-S88), 57-6g.
frequencies has a profound effect on the Patnalk,: P.C., Sherman, F.S. & Corcos, G.M.
process of vortex merging and thus on the 1976 A numerical simulation of Kelvin-
growth of a mixing layer. Helmholtz waves of finite amplitude. J.

Fluid Mach. 73, 215-240.
The computation In this work was done Riley, J. J., & Metcalfe, R. W., 1980 Direct

by the use of CRAY Y-MP at the Institute of numerical simulation of a perturbed
Fluid Science,, Tohoku University, turbulent mixing layer., A 2aper 80-

0274.
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ROLE OF RPOLS AND RIBS IN RATN MIXING LAYERS
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ABSTACT tilly seregated species. The reaction-diffusion equations are

The role of large-scale coherent structures in the - + U - VCl - CIC2 + ICVC1 ,, (1)enhancement of mixing and chemical reaction In turbuient free
shear flows has been Investigated. Direct numerical simula-tions of temporally growing, but spatially periodic mixing with two similar equations for Cl, C2, and Cp, where C1, C2,layers haet been analyzed over a range of Danitrhler numbers and Cp are the molar concentrations of the two species and thethrough rollup and two successive pairings of the spanwise reaction product reepectively. The reaction rate oeffiient avortices. Mixing layer behavior with controlled forcing at the and the species dffuslvfty x are constants. We have also per-fundamental, ubtarmonic, and 30 random frequencies has formed simulations of the limiting case of an infinite reactionbeen studied. The presence of "rolts" and "ribs and their rate, which can be done using a conserved caler approach.interactions can significantly modify the species concentration Details of the numerical methods and problem definition areand Intantaneous reaction rate fields in a manner that depends given elsewhere (Lee, Metcalfe & Hussaln 1990; Riley,citcelly on the DamkOhter numbers. The ribs play a crucial Metcalfe & Orzag, 1988)role both in cross-stream transport and In wrinkling thewflme sheet, producing enhanced mixing an- chemical reactln Initial Conddtons: The simulations have been initialized usingIn both the braid and core regions of the .ow. Significant both the most unstable mode (fundamental) derived fromdifferences ae found in the product generation mechanlsms in linear stability analysis and its subharmonic at variousthe braid and ore regions of the flow. Direct comparison of perturbation velocity amplitudes (cf. Table 1) with a hy-two simulations with and without 3D modes piesent shows perbolic tangent mean velocity profile of the formsubstantial Increase in product generation possible In thepresence of 3D modes. U(z) = 4a flh( (2)

Here, AU Is the velocity difference acmoss the layer and 81 IsThe role of large-scale coherent structures (CS) In the the Initial mean vortlcity thickness. The coordinates (x,y,z)transport processes In reacting and nonreacting turbulent and velocity components (u,v,w) refer to the streamwle,shear flows Is now wall recognized (Liu 1989; Hussalin spanwise, and transverse flow directions respectively. The1986), but very little Is understood about the role as well as velocity field Is nondrienalonallzed by AU and time by )4aU,the control of CS. We have been investigating some of the where Xf is the wavelength of the fundamental. The Reynoldsmechanlsms by which turbulent large-scale coherent struc- number is defn by Re - AUI 2v, the Schmidt number Sctures enhance mixing and promote chemical reaction. In our - v/K, and the first and second Damkdhter numbersearlier work on this problem (Lee, Metcalfe A Husseain Dt - zoC-/aU and DII - zo2aC./x: the tetter two rep-1990), we found that the treamwise vorfical structures O l th z o o./ hU and D II o the e r twm ral-(caled tbs) enhance the reaction rate by convoluting the resent the ratio of the convection to the reation time sclereaction surface and enhancing the transverse transport and diffusion to reaction time scales respectively. zo Is themixing of the two Species. although the relative significance of Initial thickness of the reaction zone.
this effect Is very sentive to the species dffreivity. Forcertain Schmidt numbers (Sc), the effes of flame shortening In addition to the two-dimensional unstable modes, In moatare balanoed by flame sheet atraching by the vortex pairing slmulations a 3D velocity perturbation field was added Inprocess. Under certain conditions, the ribs remain dynaml- order to aimuliat the effect of background turbulence end tocally active coherent structures over times even longer than permit the growth of the most unstable 3D disturbmnces athe life-times of the rolls (Lasheras, Cho & Maxworthy wlo. The energy spectrum of this field had a low wavenumber1986). The ultimate breakdown of such structures Is a vaty peak, and te decna smoothly by about twL. orders ofcomplex process which can sIgnificantly affect the Inter- magnitude to the cutoff wavenumber. The Initial peak turbu-species mixing and the reaction rate at higher Sc. The lenca Intensify varied from about 1% to 8% of AU (of. Tableevolution of thes structures has also been examined 1). The Initial reactant concentrations are defned In tIrm ofnumerially by Hue & ManOur (1990) ad ROgM & Moser error functions to represent Initilly segregated species (Fig.(1990), 1). Demt regarding the tnitlalgaton procedure, equations

of motion, and use of pseudo-spectral numerical methods to
soive the equations are given elsewhere (Riley, Metcalfe &kEMC1OCtGW Orazg 1NO, Matcofe al 987).

Governing Equation: The simulations dei ted In th s paper
are of a l eporaly growing free mixing Ilyor with o blinary, SULAiNSsingle-sep, Irreversible, liothermal dheical reaction in an

ino " flow Periodic boundery COndllon We aed The simulatlons analyzed in ti work were performed usingIn the strtamen and spanwle diections, a ffwollp either (43 or 1283 Fourier modes. The inIall Reynoldsconditions In the transverse direction. The basic govering numbers as defined above ranged from Re - 60 170, andequa tiomdo0 Sok equaons with reaction- Schmit numbers ranged from So - 0.06 - 2.0. Simulationsdiffson equations desbig the Interaction of the two int- with Schmidt numbers much larger than 1 become very df-
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ficult due to the discrepancies at high wavenumber scales of At a slightly later time, t - 3.2 (Fig. 6a), flame shorteningvelocity and species concentration fields has begun to occur in the rolls, as can be seen in the cross-
sectional plane y . 0. As 1/2 saturates, flame shorteningBoth 643 and 1283 calculations were performed with the Increases, leaving the cores filled with product and hence lowgiven initial conditions. The 643 simulations involved the levels of reaction there. The ribs are beginning to affect therollup of the fundamental mode which saturated at a non di- reaction In the braid region, as can be seen by the uneven

mensional time oft I - 3.2 for runs 1-8 and t - 2.4 for thickness of the flame sheet in the cross-sectional plane x - 0.runs 11 - 21, while the subharmonic saturation times were At t - 5.3 (Fig. Sb), the pairing of 1/2 entrains non-vortical
I - 7.0 and 4.8. In the 1283 simulations, an additional fluid, and thus unreacted species, into the chemical reaction
pairing event was simulated. At the time of saturation of the zone by Blot-Sven Induction (Lasheras et 1l 1986). Thus,
quarter-harmonc f/4 mode, the ribs have become very the flane sheet again lengthens, and the total rate of product
strong, as can be seen In Fig. 2, which is an Isosurface plot of generation Increases. The spenwlse convolution of the flamethe magnitude of the streamwise vortiolty. shet due to the ribs also becomes more strongly evident. At

the saturation of f/4, I.e. during the second pairing, the newModal Energy Growth: The growth of the streemwise funda- layer of fresh reactants Is folded into the core of the rolls,mental energy (Et), first and second subharmonics (El/2 a resulting In a mulfllayered flame sheet (Fig. 6c, I - 8.5). Inthe crossectional plane y - 0, one can see the remnmts of theEl/4), and those of non-zero spaenwise modes (E3D) are shown old flame shortened cores of the fundamental modes with a newin Fig. 3. Here, we have rollup of the fundamental at t - 1.5, layer of reactants separating them. The potential Importanceand saturation of the first and second harmonics at t ~ 4.5 and of the secondary Instabilities and complex vorticat motion11 respectively. Note the suppression of the growth of the Inside the cores Is evident In their effect on the flame sheetsecond aubharmonic during saturation of the first subhar- wrapped Inside the core that is visible In the cros-setionalmonic mode, but subsequent growth by extracting energy from view In the plane x - 0 With the pairing at f/4, the flamsEf/2, as seen In laboratory experiments (Lasheras, Cho & sheet stretchingflame shortening cycle Is repeated again on aMaxworthy lt,, Lasheras & Chol 1988). Also, note the larger scale.
strong suppression of the three dimensional modes related tothe secondary instabilities during saturation of the subhr- ScmWt number effects: At larger values of DII, the flamemonica, suggesting strong nonlinear Interaction. Velocity ield sheet in the braid region wilt be thinner, and Its distortion byenergy spectra and power spectra of the species concentration the ribs wilt tend to become more Important, Increasingfields (Fig. 4) were monitored during the simulations to Product generation. As o decreases, however, the thicknessverify the accuracy of the calculation. The relatively smooth Of the ftame sheet increases, and when the flame shet thick.spectral distribution near the cutoff wavenumber is an Indi- ness becomes significantly larger than the diameter of thecation of a well iesolved field, ribs, the effect of the ribs becomes lest Important in product

generation. Of course, when both D1 aNd Di are very large,
the presence of the ribs can enhance the reaction rate untlDYAIA VUTO FSEC~R NTBLTE flame shortening within the core of the ribs occurs. Sliifir
effects can be Seen In the core regions. Figs. 7a and 7b showVortx Uine Analyss: As discussed above, the secondary In- the flame sheet In the core region at two different Schmidtstahties In the flow play a critical role In enhancement of numbers. At high Sc (Fig. 7s), the concentraion gradients aremixing. A useful technique for analyzing the evolution of larger end small scale wrinkling or distortion of the flamesecondary Instabilities In our simulations Is vortex tine sheet is more Important. Also, flame shortening in the core istraing. Although these are viscous calculations, so that there delayed due to the lower species diffustvity (s* below), andIs diffusion of vortlty, it is possible at any Instant of time to significant product generation continues much longer than attrace vortex lines which provide an excelaent means ot char- lower Sc. '.. lower Sc (Fig. 7b), only the larger scale sec-motorizing vinft loatructures aind their liiooi. The vortex Ondary Instabilities and varat modes significantly affeci theline tracing algortithm, developed at the NASA Ames Research flme sheet.

Center, Is very robust, and was carefully tested during ouranalysis by comparison with other graphical means for dies- At the Re and Sc of the present calculations, it is possible toplaying vortictty Information and by checking that the do- simulate flows very close to tIhe fast reaction limb. Ourtermination of a vortex line was Independent of the direction of Simulations show that slinificanrt features as well as manyIntegraton along ft. The magnitude of threvorlliseshown In smaller det9191i1 of the Product field In the core of the sub-the plots by a grey scalo code In which m of pak vott harmonic at D1 - 1 and - re similar. Thle suggests thatar eak or solid, while at lower levels, the lines become grey D saeut a hs eadS)t atr hor dashed. asymptotic behavior. The product in the cores is wel mixedAt early times, the kinked vortex lines in the braids get (aid gradiots) due I pan to fe random vh mtllo n ofstretched Into horseshoe shaped, counterrotating teaimwie him where fresh product a carried In from the braid region.vortices which are linked (Fig. a). At this point, the ribs T h o p resh ro t is mars hi Inf t hera r g ion -have an allpticl craos section prior to thelr ollse t e pesenc of the ribs makes this Intrface strongly con-
circular cross section, as In the model of Lin & Coics voluted.(1984). At later tImes, the stretching continues until welt-defined ribs have begun to form (Fig. 5b), By carefully ans-
lyzing the mechnlanims of their formation, Ills clear why the REACTON
ribs tend to be linked stnictures, connected to each other,rather than Independent foms. Raion Zone tretohftnWshorfernng: The temporal variation

of tt10 Product generatlon rate with Dankehiler number shows

MCAL B : -'TaFISCALJESMMONCOCAL the important effe of the large scale structuns. In Fig. 8,FRCTON the reaction enhneoment due o flame she atrtchig up tothe seturaion of the fundamental is clearly visible from It - 2
Evon of Reaction Zon: The Imprtae of tle siruciure to 4, and by the subharmonlc from I - 6 io 9. i is kitr.
to the ceml eaction Is haraeited in Figs. s-c, which eting to note that after fundamental saturation, flame short-
ar o e chemitaaca l re io n is h a ra i c ,n rate lt 1 en1ng occurs m or e rapidly at higher valu es of 4 h so thit her e
several times during the rolluip and two pairings of the I, V/2, It an Interval ( 5 io r e S) duriTh whch su gestem-
ad f14 modes In a 1283 simulation. Early in the simulation, pSic of epliu and phase In exciting ge unstale modesthe cheica reaction Is largely deternined by t dynamics Of and how crgoially the efecfts of t exicitation 'ependr on thethe 20 apenwle vortex rolp. The three-dimensional sac. Da&ThWor number. The relative Importance of the rb InOndary instablilitlea have not yet had time to grow vary large. Product genearlon le also Wong* dopedn on 01. At higherThe flame sheet Is continuous, with treat in the vortexcores Providing a mechanlm to kicrese product generation. re l ra , when ffi5horlrf oocrs soor In te

cres, the relative role of product generation In ft braid
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region, where fresh reactants are continuously brought to- Metcalf., Ralph W. and Fazio Hussain 1990 In Topological
gether, becomes more Important (Fig. 9). Fluid Mechanics, ed. by H. Moffalt & A Tslnober, pp. 859

.668.
Metcalfe, R. W., F. Hussain, S. Motnon, & M. Hayakawa 198ThProduct Generation i Sraid and Core Regions: The dramati- Turbuient Shear Flows 5 110-123

cally different evolution of the flow in the braid and core to. Metcalfe. R. W., S. A, Orszag. M.E. Brachet, S. Menon, & J. ..glons of the mixing layer produces significant differences In Riley 1987a .1. Fluid Moch. 184, 207-143.
product generation and accumnulation. Fig. 10 shows the Riley, J. J., R. W. Metcs!. 6 S. A. Orazag 1986 Physics of
relative accumulation of product in the braid and core at the Fluids 29, 406-422.
time of saturation of 1/2. The total product at each etreamwlaess Rogers, M. M. A Moser, R. D. 1990 Turbuiant Shear Flows 7location Is plotted as a function of the streamwlse oordntate x. To appear. SprInger-Verlag.
The streamwlso periodicify of the domain In this 643 Table I, Simulation parameters
simulation produces the (statistical) symmetry apparent In .......
the figure. At lower Sc, the strong interspectes diffusion In Run 0 Re Sc DI Dli Size % forcingthe braids allows more rapid generatlon of product there, and (DD
Sc, thereIs nearly10 times as much productIn thecooressIn I too 0.07 0.1 1.4 643 (2--2)
the braids, Another Important aspect of the differing nature of 2 100 0.07 1.0 14.0 643 (2, 2)
the InstablItIes In the braid and core regions Is Illustrated In (,2Figs. I1Is and 1Ib. Her*, the Instantaneous product gerneratlon 3 100 0.07 - 643 (2, 2)
at each atreemtwlse plane Is plotted In as In Fig. 10 just after 4 1oo0.7004 4 22
saturation of the fundamental (Its) and after saturation of the 5 100 0.7 1.0 140 643 (2, 2)
subharmnic (Ilb). The product generatlon, of course, In- 6 100 0.7 . - 643 (2,.2)
creases with DI everywhtere In the flow, other factors being 7 100 0.7 0.1 14.0 643 (2, 2)
equal. As the flow evolves. however, the reaction rateremains 8 l100 0.7 0.1 140 643 (2,.8)nearly constant in the braid region, where the ribs have not 9 170 0.06 0.125 0.625 I283 (8, 3)yet undergone a roeling to a larger spacing. In the cories, 10 170 0.06 0.125 0625 643 (6,6)where pairing of vortices has Increased reactant concentra-
tions, product generation rises. This suggests that early The notation (0b) denotes an initial excitation of the 21)roeling of the ribs ould be very Important In enhancing and 3D model having peak rtso velocity amplitude of aproduct generation, and b percent with respect to AU.

IMPORTANCE OF THREE-DIMENSONALITY IN PACOULCT U

GENERAIONthe
We hve wu In omedetil I th prviou setios te

sm lanIwhcny2 nst ablifti es were excited, thileaprethtte

presence of the edditional modes Increases the complexity of
the flow, and the possibility for enhanced mixing. As discussed
earlier In thlit paper, the aecondary Instabilities Increase the
stretching and convolution of the flamei sheet, and appear to
enhance product generation. That this is In fact the case Is1c
shown In Figs. 13 and 14 In which the volumetrically Inte ' AUgrated instantaneous reaction rate Is plotted as a function of
time for the two simulations. It Is clear that the presence of
the 3D modes does Increase product generationt over the entire Figure 1 Problem geometry _and Initial condittonscourse of mixing layer wth in these simulations. An tnt-
portant Issue that IS s$6ges1e$ by these comparisons is
wthether it Is possible to deternine an optimal strategy for
exciting two- and three- dimensional Instabilities that wilt
maximize product generation. This will of course depend
strongly on the varous paraefetrs such as the Reynaold and
DamkhWj numbers. Nonetheless, we feet It will be in-
atrucliva to Investigate such a possIfty for a choice of pa-
rAmeters within the range which can now be approached by 1WdIreW numerical simulation.

This workt has been supported by the, Office of Nava Rensarch/
under Contract No. NOO14-94331 Computer time hasbeen suPPlkd by NAB of the NASA Amae Researcht center.
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A NEW METHOD FOR VISUALIZATION AND MEASUREMENT
OF TURBULENT FLOW PATTERNS
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* )

*) Forschungsinstitut fur Bildverarbeitung,
Umwelttechnik und Stromungsmechanik,
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ABSTRACT which has several advantages over the currently used
methods. After a short principal description of the meth-

A new flow visualization method is presented which can od (a more detailed description can be found in Refs. 2
be applied to very complex airflows, including turbulent and 3), several flow photographs will be presented and
shear flows and bursted vortices. Based on the idea of 3. discussed, emphasizing the applicability of the new meth-
Steinhoff (Ref. 1), thin and sharp-edged smoke lines are od to the investigation of turbulent flow fields and the
placed within the interesting flow region by projecting roll-up and bursting of vortices. Finally, the procedure to
small, burning pellets through the flow. The smoke obtain quantitative results of the entire flow field using
traces hehave like time lines and can be photographed digital image processing techniques will be indicated.
using multi-flash photography. By measuring the displace-
ment of the traces between adlacent flashes, the flow
velocities can be determined. Flow photographs are pre- THE NEW VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUE
sented, showing turbulent shear flows with a spatial re-
solution of less than one millimeter and flow velocities The new method is based on the idea to produce, at one
of up to 20 m/s. Further examples show the development instant, an initially straight line of smoke within the
of a tip vortex and the bursting of vortices due to the flow at an arbitrary direction or location, normally per-
pressure field of an approaching wing. The flow veloci- pendicular to the main flow. The smoke particles in this
ties can be measured relatively accurately using the new smoke trace are very small and follow the airflow very
method in combination with digital stereometric image closely. Their motion can be used to determine the flow
processing techniques. velocities normal to the smoke trace and, under certain

The great advantage of the method is the Lagrangian circumstances, also along the trace. The smoke traces
view of the flow - common for almost all visualization have sharp edges, are very thin, can cover distances
techniques , together with the possibility to produce greater than one meter, and can be placed almost every-
quantitative results. Interesting flow patterns and their where in the flow field. They are created by heating
development over space and time can easily be studied, very small titanium pellets and projecting them through

the flow. Due to the heating the pellets are burning and
produce a trace of dense, white titanium 1, 'xide smoke

INTRODUCTION which fills the wake of the pellets. As a pellet has a
diameter of less than 1/10 of a millimeter, its wake and

Flow visualization is an important tool in the study of therefore the smoke trace is not wider than 0.5 milli-
complex flow patterns. The visualization images allow meter. The disturbance of the flow induced by the pellet
the qualitative description of the entire flow field and, and its wake is apparently very small and can be neg-
in some cases, also the quantitative measurement of lected, since when the trace is being observed, the peI-
flow characteristics like the flow velocities. It is very let has gone beyond the observation region a distance
important to obtain these quantitative data for the veri- several orders of magnitude greater than its diameter
fication of flow field calculations using Computational and all disturbances in the wake have decayed. After be-
Fluid Dynamics codes (CFD). ing placed within the flow, the smoke trace behaves like

Currently used methods, like smoke injection, smoke a time line. Using a stroboscope or several trggered
wire, pulsed smoke wire, the helium bubble technique, flashes, the light scattered by the smoke can be photo-
the spark tracer technique, or the recent phosphorescent graphed. Flow velocities can be determined by measuring
tracer techniques all have distinct disadvantages which the displacement of the smoke traces between subse-
prevent their application to special flow fields. A more quent flashes.
detailed discussion and comparison of these methods is The shooting mechanism consists of a thin glass pi-
presented in Refs. 2 and 3. Alternatives are the probe- pette and works according to the principle of an explo-
based methods (hot wire) or the Laser Veoocimetry (Refs. ding wire (Ref. 6 to 8) (see figure 1). A relatively large
40). These methods, however, are restricted to the (I millimeter diameter) titanium pellet electrically con-
measurement of statistical data of the flow or single nects two wires. Power is supplied by large capaciors.
point measurements and cannot give th* desired Legran- Due to the wire explosion the relatively large titalum
gian view'of the flow, wthi-h allows ttfe observation and pellet partially d,sintegrates into extremely small rarti-
measurement of singular complex flow patterns and their cles, which start burning (diameter less than 1/10 of a
development over space and time. This is very Important millimeter). The rest of the large pelletp which is .)f no
for the investigation of liaminaf-turbulentt transitions or further interest, and all the burning particles are accel-
bursted vortices, erated by the explosion and leave the glass pipette at a

In this paper, a new flow visualization technique and spreading angle of approximately 10 degree and at a
its application to complex fluid flows will be introduced, speed of 200m/s and more, depending on the energy pro-
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vided by the capacitors. At the distance of 0.33m an to four pre-charged flashes is used. Flash rising time is
aluminum screen (figure 2) with a small hole extracts 0.01ms and decay time to half intensity is about 0.5rms.
one of these small particles, which then finally continues Due to this relatively long decay time, the "leading

along its path through the region of interest within the edge" of the smoke trace image, i.e., the edge in the
flow. Due to this special screen arrangement, the proba- direction of the flow selocity, is diffuse. The trailing
bility is high that only one particle leaves the apparatus, edge (this is the position of the line 't the flash rise),
called "Visualization Gun". Final particle speed is be- however, is very sharp due to the very fast flash rising
tween 30m/s and 150m/s. If necessary for a high speed time. Therefore, lust the sharp trailing edge should be
flow field, it is possible to extend the particle speed used for velocity measurements. Since there is one sharp
with the present apparatus up to about 250m/s. The par- edge, the relatively large width of the line image has no
ticle, however, will slow down significantly due to the adverse effect. On the contrary, it can be helpful to de-
aerodynamic drag for longer shooting ranges. termine the flow direction by observation of the fading

of the smoke trace image.
Most of the visualization photographs presented in

this paper are part of an investigation of the complex
flow field of a hovering helicopter rotor. Two cameras

it. wrap wire titamum pellet were used simultaneously to provide a stereometric view
of the smoke traces. One of these (the side view cam-

gig" ppette era) was set to have a radial view towards the tip of
the rotor blade, showing the chordwise flow on the
blade. The other one (the oncoming view camera) was
set to have a tangential view of the rotor, looking at

sealed with cyassohthe glue the blade leading edge and showing the radial flow on
tht blade. The viewing angles of the cameras were ro-
tated slightly from these ideal positions to avoid blade
surface light reflections while keeping a good view or

length - 4Omn diameter I Smn the smoke traces. The rotor used has two blades at
fixed pitch of 10 degree at the tip with 330 twist and is

I .1.4m in diameter. The experiments were performed at a
rotor speed of 666rpm, giving a tip speed of 40.6m/s.

Fig. I Glass pipette This was actually a constraint of the available test rig.
As can be seen in the smoke photographs, however, this
should not be i limit for the method.

hlde foe im Pipat DISCUSSION OF .HE FLOW VISUALIZATION IMAGES

Figure 3 gives a first impression of the capabilities of
.- . the method in an initial test. Here, in a simple environ-

ment, the wake of an airfoil section in a windtunnel at

a very low air speed of 1.3m/s is shown (Ref. 9). The

120 straight line is the image of the incandescent pallet. In
a four-flash-sequence the smoke line shows the flow in
the wake of the airfoil.

Fig. 2 Visualization Gun

Usable shooting distance with the gun is about 0.5m
to 2.0m, depending on the particle speed, size, and tem-
perature. After thts distance, the particle becomes ther-
mally unstable and disintegrates or explodes into a fire-
work of even smaller particles.

Since the pellet is incandescent, it leaves a photo-
graphic image as it traverses the flow, separate , rn
the illuminated smoke trace. Due to drag forces on the
pellet caused by the airflow, its image is not exactly a
straight line. This effect can be large and influences the
location of the smoke trace. It is therefore not possible
to place the line at an exactly predefined position. When
the pellet has crossed the whole region of interest, the

,moke trace is ready to be photographed. At this time,
however, the trace is already influenced by the flow and
by flow disturbances. This means that the older parts of
the smoke trace have irregularities. This effect, rather
than causing a problem, is helpful for determining the
flow direction by following distinct recognizable local
irregularities over subsequent flashes.

For the illumination of the smoke traces a set of up Fig. 3 Wake of an airfoil
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As mentioned above, the method has been applied to observer. Due to the slight viewing angle of 8 degreethe flow field of a hovering helicopter rotor to provide relative to the rotor disk which is necessary to avoida much more complex environment with developing tip light reflections on the twisted blades, the blade seemsvortices, vortex breakdown due to the influence of the to move downward in the image. The smoke trace stays
fast moving rotor blades, and complex turbulent flow at about the same azimuthal rotor position during theregions, four flash sequence, which is in the image plane. The

Figure 4 presents the developing tip vortex with maxi- blade (or its quarter chord line), however, moves from amum tangential velocities in the vortex of 20ms. The position of shortly behind the image plane at the first
leading edge of the rotor blade is moving towards the flash (uppermost blade image) over the exact image

plane position at the second flash to an azimuthal po-
sition shortly in front of the image plane at the third
flash and finally to the last position, where even the
trailing edge has moved in front of the image plane
(fourth flash; lowermost blade image).

The roll-up of the smoke trace can be observed as
the effect of the roll-up of the tip vortex. At the first
flash there is almost no influence of the blade on the
smoke trace whereas at the last flash the tip vortex is
almost fully developed. The smoke trace could not be
placed exactly in the core of the developing vortex.Nevertheless it is possible to observe the radial station
of the largest tangential velocity in the vortex. The
smooth velocity profile gives evidence to this fect. If
the smoke trace had encountered the vortex at a radial
station outside of the maximum tangential velocity, a
sharp edge of the velocity profile, raising towards the
maximum, would then be observed.

Figure 5 shows the development of the tip vortex in
a 3-dimensional view, which is reconstructed using a

Fig. 4 Tip vortex at a rotor blade stereometric 'set of photographs. For thi- sketch the re-
lations have been changed to a blade-fixed coordinate
system and the smoke trace moves past the blade,
shaped by the influence of the tip vortex. Figure 6
shows a blow up of the same tip vortex in an inverted/ (bl.ck on white) and contrast-enhanced view. All the
follo%,g flow field images will be presented in a similar
technique, which greatly enhances the visibility of small
smoke ructures or faint smoke traces.

The following figures intend to show the capability of
the new method to investigate turbulent flow patterns
and the bursting of vortices.

For figure 7 two titanium particles have been shot
into a flow region in the wake of the helicopter rotor at
the same time. Figure g shows the reconstructed 3-
dimensional view of these smoke traces. The orientation
of the coordinate system is not important for the under-
standing of the figure. The smoke traces have been pho-
tographed using a two-flash-sequen-e. Mean flow velocity
can be determined to about iOm/s. It is evident that theFig. 5 3-dimefislonel rqconstruction of tip vortex roll-up tyo particles have been shot into two regions of comple-
tely different flow - one particle into a laminar flow
fiel, the other into a flow field with large local shear
flow with shear layers of a thickness of I to 5 milli-
meters and flow disturbances of more than 70% of the
mno flow velocity. The existence of these two different
flow types within a spatial range of about 20 millimeters
could be of great interest and the investigation of *he
boundary between these two regions could be performed~~using the new method.

Another interesting flow pattern is shown in figure 9,
whee little vortices of different orientation start to roll
up the smoke line at several locations. Figure 10, again,
sHOws the 3-dimensional reconstruction. Using such pho-
tographs, the orientations of the vorticity vectois of adisturbed flow region can be determined.

Depending on the load of the rotor, the wake con-
traction, and other characteristics, the tip v-vtex of one
rotor blade can come into the vicinity of e e following
blade and can have a 4trong influence on this ilade. This
phenomenon, called "Blade Vortex Interaction" (BVI),U ip vortex causes blade stress, rotor noise, and poor rotor effi-
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Fig. 7 Laminar and turbulent flow region Fig. 9 Flow region disturbed by small vortices
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Fig. 8 3-dimensional reconstruct in of the smoke traces Fig. 10 3-dimensional reconstruction of the smoke trace
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ciencv due to the induced velo( ities of the vortex. The
theoretical investigation of this problem is a very diffi-
cult task due to the unknown structure of the vortex
during BVI. Depending on the distance between blade and
vortex at ',V[, the pressure teld of the approaching
blade can cause the bursting of the vortex and therefore
produce an even more complex and unknown structure,
While the only other po sible method for an experimental
investigation of this flow type, the laser velocirvetry,,
can onls provide statistical data, which normally have to
be gathered over many rotor revolution%, the new meth-
od can visuali/e the complete core of the bursted vortex
at one instant, showing its dimensions, tangential veloci-
tes, and the dimensions of the local turbulent struc-
tures. Figure II shows such a blade vortex interaction
with a bursted vortex in a two-flash-sequence and in an
oncoming view like figure 4. The blade is turning to-
wards the observer and noving slightly downward due to
the 8 degree shift of the camera relative to the rotor
disk. The tip vortex of the preceding blade encounters
the blade at about 90% of the rotor radius. The vortex
has moved downward only a distance of 25% of the
blade chord due to the weak downwash of the rotor. Fig. 13 Bursted vortex

At the first flash (upper blade irage; smoke trace
image 'A') the distance between blade leading edge and
smoke trace is about 50% of the blade chord and the
vortex is already bursted due to the pressure field of
the blade. There is a very sharp boundary between the
bursted vortex core and the laminar flow outside that
core. Figure 12 shows a blow up of the lower part of
figure I I, together with the side view of the same flow
field. At the second flash, half a chord after the en-
counter with the smoke trace, the influence of the blade
has completely destroyed the smoke trace in its vicinity.
Figure 12 and the lower part of figure II, however,, can
still be used to determine the mean tangential velocity
of the lower part of the bursted vortex during the en-
counter with the blade. Especially the side view of the
vortex (left hand side of figure 12) shows very clearly
the turbulent shear flow in axial direction of the bursted
vortex (side view: blade moving from left to right).

A similar flow condition is presented in figure 13
Here the boundary between the bursted part of the vor-
tex and the laminar outer flow is less complex. In a
final flow photograph figure 14 shows the development Fig. 14 Distorted flow region
of a very complex flow region with many disturbances
over a relatively long time interval of in4ms. Two smoke
traces (AB) have been set into the flow.

- DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING

- °Using digital image processing the computer can help to
produce quantitative data of the velocity field. Corre-
sponding points (the earlier mentioned irregularities) on
the smoke trace images can be used to calculate the
mean local flow velocities between each two subsequent

flashes. In the following steps of the procedure, the
computer combines two stereometricaly taken photo-
graphs to produce 3-dimensional images of the smoke
traces like the examples of figures 5, 8 and 10 or
streamline plots. Even the complete velocity vector plot
of a larger flow field can be calculated, using a larger
set of stereometric photographs of that flow field and a
special 3-dimensional interpolation procedure (figure 1:
flow around blade tip including tip vortex of figure 4).
More details regarding these topics can be found in
Re's. 3 and I0. For a discussion of the possible errors in

Fig. 12 Closer view at the bursted vortex (lower part) the velocity determination using time lines see Ref. II.
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9, Steinhoff, 3. S. and Mersch, T., "A Simple Efficient
Method for Flov' Feld Measurement and Visualization

- 10./.. X - 0.0 (0.0 -* 5tli h.. cdi dg, ) Using Projected Smoke Trails,", Universi-y of Tennessee
Spac' Institute Report, 1989.

Fig. 15 Interpolated flow velocities at the blade tip 10. Muller, R.H.G., "Visualization and Measurement of
Helicopter Rotor Flow Using Projected Smoke Filaments
and Digital Image Processing," presented at the 16th Eu-
ropean Rotorcraft Forum, Sept. 1990, Glasgow,, Scotland.
11. Lusseyran, D. and Rockwell, D.,"Estimation of Velo-

FUTURE WORK city Eigenfunction and Vorticity Distributions from the
Time Line Visualization Technique," Experiments in

Using the experiences obtained by the helicopter rotor Fluids 6, pp 228-236 (1988).
flow study, new experiments will be initiated at the 12. Hackeschmidt, M., "Die heutigen Anschauungen zur

"Hochschule fur Verkehrswesen 'Friedrich List", in Dres- laminar-turbulenten Ubergangsgrenzschicht," Maschmen-

den, concerning the investigation of the development of bautechnik, Berlin 35 (1986) 12, pp 553-559

turbulent spots in a wall boundary layer. These turbulent 13. Hackeschmidt, M., "Causes of Vortex Bursting in
spots indicate the lamirar-turbulent transition by a de- Transitional Boundary Layers,", Laminar-Turbulent Tran-
tachment and bursting of lengthwise vortices which exist sition IUTAM Smposium, Novosibirsk 1984, Editor: V.V.
in an unstable laminar boundary layer. By shooting the Kozlow; Springer Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg 1985
smoke traces directly out of the wall through a very 14. Hackeschmidt, M. and Neumann, G., "Two Principles
small hole, it will be possible to observe the organi- of Application in Analogue Modeling," llth IMACS World
zation and the characteristics of the flow close to the Congress, Aug. 5-9th, 1985, Oslo; Proceedings Vol.5,
wall. The new method will be used together with other pp 57-60
methods like the "soot-oil-petroleum-layer-"method, which
will be helpful to find the most interesting regions with-
in the flow (Refs. 12 and 13). These experiments and
several other hybrid applications will be very important
3teps in the development of the new method, since it is
a consequential principle of experixiental investigations,
to apply at least two different independent methods to
get well-defined and interpretable results (Ref. 14). The
new method will turn out to be one of very few meth-
ods which can be applied to complex small scale flows

and can give qualitative as well as quantitative results.

Prototypes of the apparatus including the image proces-
sing hard- and software are available upon request and
can be adapted to different applications.
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ABSTRACT EXPERIMENT AND PICTURE PROCESSING

Two-dimensional pattern reoognition processing A horizontal cross-section of the 40 cm wide and
was introduced into two-dimersional vorticity data 3 95 cm deep open-channel water flow was illuminated

obtained by flow visualization and picture process- by a 3 m a thick I ght sheet and a pair of
ing photographs were taken over the short time span of

Several typical patterns of two-dimensional vor- about 40 ms (1 3 /u. The friction velocity u.
ity distribut on over a small unit ar a were was 0 57 cm/s The photograph density was digitized

correlated with the vorticity distribution to detect into 12 bit data with a spatial resolut.on of 2 2
the characteristic structure and arrangement of vor- viscous scales (0 32mm) using a PUS mic ro-
tex motions Ensemble averaged patterns of each densitometer The digitized data was fed into the
velocity component and vorticity around the computer and the two-dimensional distribution of
detected points were calculated velocity vectors were calculated using a cross-

correlation technique (Utami vt al 1991) The map
INTRODUCTION of the x-component of velocIty u in the cross-

section y* - 21 is shown In Fig. I In this figure,
Conditional sampling techniques (Kovasznay et al bands of low-speed and high-speed regions stretching

1970, Wallace et al 1972, Willmarth et al 1972, in the flow direction are observed to appear aiter-
Blackwelder et al 1976 & Wallace et al. 1977) have nately in a spanwise direction
made remarkable contributions in elucidating the Photographs were taken of the cross-sections of
coherent structure of turbulence since they were in- various y' locations. In this paper the pattern
troduced in the 1970s But, since the techniques recognition method was applied to the vorticity dis-
had been applied to analyze one-dimensional time- tribution calculated from the velocity vector data
series data, there have been some restrictions in in the cross-section y" - 21
the obtained results First, we can gain informs-
tion about the structure of turbulence only around TWO-DIMENSIONAL PATTERN RECOGNITION
the detected point and. seccondly, as the detected FOR DETECTING A HORSESHOE VORTEX
data sometimes contains phase shift or spanwise
shift, their ensemble average may smear out an im- FIg.2 shows the map of the y-component of vor-
portant phase of a turbulence structure ticity wo, in the cross-section y" - 21 It is com-

Recently. Johansson et al (1991) Improved the monly concluded that the fundamental structure of
technique by applying it two-dimensionally for near-wall turbulence is a horseshoe vortex The
processing the database generated from direct horizontal cross-section of a horseshoe vortex s a
numerical simulation of turbulent channel flow. thus vortex pair, which is identified as a pair of high-
removing the second restriction vorticity regions with opposite signs as in Fig. 2

In this paper, the two-dimensional pattern recog- Considering that the vorticl ty distribution of
nition method was appl ed to two-dimensional ex- horse-shoe vortices in Fig 2 has a typical scale and
perimental data obtained through flow visualization patterns, the map of vorticity (Fig 3) over a small
a-d picture processing and coherent structures of area 108 6x 108., /u. mas used to detect horseshoe
tuibuience in open-channel ilow were elucidated vortices

The authors would like to emphasize that, first, The two-dimensional cross-correiatiov coeffi-
the fundamental structure of turbulence is a horse- cient Cr(x, z) was defined as
shoe vortex and thus it is important to clarify the
s "ucture of horseshoe vortices. Secondly, there C,(x,z)
aro some typical arrangements of horseshoe vortices f f( )(x+x, z+zi ,.(x, z)}dxdz
and, in order to clarify the whoie image of coherent
structure, every kind of event generated by each ar- If $ _ a,(x+xt .Z+7,))dxdz:.f f I to.(x, z)}dxdz
rangement and hierarchical structure of vortices
should be examined Thirdly, for these investiga- where w . is the vorticity of the detecting map and

th taO dtieUamuhI eaiieiii ieognissOn teco- s is the y-component of vorticity in Fig.2
niquc applied for vorticity distribution is par- The obt.ined map of C. is given in Fig. 4. In
ticularly effective this figure. the detected points which are supposed

to be the center of a vortex pair are obtained as a
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Fig I Map of the x-component of velocity u in the horizontal cross-section of

the flow (y = 21) Contour increment is I in viscous unit
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Fig. 2 Map of the y-component of vorticlty wu in the horizontal cross- Piz.$ Map of vorticity for

section of the flow (y' - 21) Contour increment is 0 05 in viscous unit, detecting vortex pairs

local peak point of C. -value greater than the Pig 5. in which the shaded region shows large post-

threshold value (in this case, 0 6), and are shown by tive ensemble average values and the dotted region

small dots It is clear, by comparing this figure negative values The pattern of a vortex pair is

with Fig 1, that, flow velocity is low in a high C,- clearly observed in the ensemble average of velocity

value region and vice versa (PIg.5(m)) It is emphasized that streamwlse and

Fig. 4 shows that some horseshoe vortices are ar- spanwise centering are improved by introducing two-

ranged in a line forming longitudinal vortices dimensional pattern recognition as compared with the

(Utawi and Ueno 1987) The cross-section of a lon- one-dimensional

gitudinal vortex has an elliptic shape elongated in In the central part of a vortex pair, velocity is

the flaw direction and its longitudinal axs has an low (Fig. 5(b)) As. generally, some horseshoe vor-

angle 0 - 13' in the streamwise direction It is tices are arranged in a line In groups, the detected

sctc~lc thatoogItidzaI vortico: are gcncrally nap of vorttcity (Fig.5(d)) is tore elongated !n the

arranged in a staggered array flow direction compared with the detecting map of

The maps of ensemble averaged velocity and vor- vorticity

ticity around the detected points are shown tr, Isolated vortices are also observed in Fig.2 and
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P15.4 Map of the cross-correlation coefficient obtained through
the detecting pattern of Fig S Contour increment is 0 2 ~ ------- ''----.-
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-~~~ .. i~'oaeages of velocity and vor-
-OWa 6D vyCi t obtained throagh the

~ ~ ~i~~*detecting pattern of Pig.S
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Pig 7 May of the croon-correlation coefficient obtained through Pig-$ Detecting pattern for
the detecting pattern of Pig 6 Contour increment is 0 2. isolated horseshoe vortex

Pig 4 In order to detect these vortices, the EFI'ECT OF THE SCALE OF DETECTING PATTERN
detecting map of vorticity shown in Pig 6in
adopled The resultant' correlation coefficient C, is In order to examine the effect of the scale of a
shown in Pig.? The area having a high C,-value detecting map. 5 differtnt scales of a detecting sap
region is significantly smalter than that in Pig 4. were tried, in which the longitudinal scale L of the
which means tbat few horseshoe vortices are isolated central vortex pair of Pig.S was expanded or con-

and, generally. 2 -, 5 horseshoe vort ices are tracted up to L, Lu.Yu' = 5 1., 108 6. 152.0. 217 1
gathered sty a group composing a longitudinal vor- and 325 7 Some of the rusoults are shown in Pig 9.
ten MIlami et ai 1987) The ensemble averageb of a and uco, around the

The ensemble averages of velocity and vorticity dectdpitfr he as L 27. an 327ae
around the detected points are shown in PIg.8 in shown in Pig. 10 and Pig 1i. respectively. It as
t his c as e the thresahold C. -vale w,. 0 5 The clear that the larger scale detecting mar results in
Arcun- s sCiac le tilri~ ... ILIv dbuvt I00 a larger scale detected pattern Bat, as a horse-
P /u. as shown in Fig 8(d) shoe vortex having a scale exceeding 200EV /U. doesn' t

exi st in Pig. 2 and Pig. 4. the detec ted pat terns
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represents 54 detected putIns It I s noticed when

co ap a r ing F ig I I wt h I g 4 1tat Iwest Gf the -.

detected points are located at the ups trcam end of . ............

longi tudinal vortices

The maps of ensemble averaged vel oc ity and nor-

tIc it y aroond the detected po in t are shown i n...............
Pig 17(a)-(d) The map of a (Fig 17(b)) and that of .. .. .. .....

w (ii 17(c)), show quite similar patterns to those .. .

o bt a in ed b y Johanason ci atI ( 19 9 1 who used a M M 0 5 I 2

modified VISA technique It, snould be noted that (a) Velocity vectors

the VISA and VITA techniques do not detect events

other than the one given in Pit I7(a) or Fig. 87(d)

CONCI LS IONS

The t wo-d imens ionalI pattI.ern recogni1t ion tQc h- D (CM

n ique was Iint roduced fo r proc ess ing the turbu lence
velocity data obtained through flow visualization

and picture processing This processing mat shown T I 3) 0 5 a M

to he more effective in obtaining mote exact under- (h) a cowyonent of velocityu

standirs of the vortex motions is turbulence as com-

pared to one-dimensional pattern recognition

processing iK

I t was shown that horseshoe von ti ces have sowe

typical pat terns of arrangement . Some horseshoe 0 ''~

vortices are gathered into a group creating a ott- (
gi tudinill vortex and the longitudinal norticr , are "
generslly arranged in a staggered array. Some ____________<_____

characteristic propert~es of velocity distribution MA Wi Xi 0 Mi 10 Mi

and vorticity distribution in lie longitudinal vor- (c), z-cowponsnt of velocityw
t icen were shown.
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ABSTRACT Other techniques that have been or are being used to
determine vorticity actually measure components of velocity

The Vorticity Optical Probe or VOP, a technique for vectors at multiple closely-spaced points, and deduce
direct non-intrusive measurement cf vorticity, is now able to vorticity by calculating the finite-difference curl of the
determine all three components of the vorticity vector at velocity These techniques, typically employing hot-wire
well-defined locations in a water flow field with temporal anemometers (Wallace, 1986), laser velocirneters (Lang and
and spatial resolutions better than the Kolmogorov micro- Dimotakis, 1982), or particle imaging velocimetry (Adrian,
scales. These developments result from: a) the invention of 1991) are cumbersome, difficult to analyze, and generally
VOP probe particles that nealy match the refractive index incapabIe of small-scale (< I to 2 mm) vorticity resolution
and density of water, and b) data reduction algorithms that This resolution is inadequate for many applications,
fully utilize the information provded by reflections of laser specifically within liquid boundary layers or in turbo-
light from the particles. The technique nas been tested and machinery. In contrast, the maximum VOP particle size
demonstrated in laminar and turbulent Couette flows. (-50 jim) was selected to be less than the Kolmogorov

microscale in a high-speed water tunnels, thereby enabling
INTRODUCTION accurate measurement of the smallest-scale and highest

frequency fluctuating vrticity vectors in turbulent boundary
A non-invasive instrument capable of measuring and layers (Frish, 1981). The particles respond to vorticity

mapping the vorticity vector fields surrounding moving fluctuations in the frequency range from zero to 15 kHz
underwater vehicles or along test surfaces in water tunnels
has long been sought by researchers perforing fundamental VOP TECHNIQUE
fluid dynamics studies or applied studies in underwater
technology and aerodynamics. The applications are myriad, The VOP deduces the vorticity vector by tracking a
ranging from basic understanding of boundary layer turbu- small segment of a reflection trajectory as it transits across a
lence (potentially leading to understanding and control of two-dimensional surface. It is often asked: "How can one
turbulence production and its concomitant drag), to locating be assured that each trajectory corresponds to a unique
and controlling sources of flow-induced noise, and to vorticity vector?" and "How are all three vector components
studying the effects on maneuverability caused by inter- deduced from a track across a two-dimensional surface?"
actions of large-scale vortices with vehicle control surfaces. Answers to those questions are provided here.
In response to this need, the capabilities of an optical
technique known as the Vorticity Optical Probe or VOP have Figure 1 illustrates the VOP geometry. A laser beam
been extended so that is now capable of directly measunng defines the z-axis of a coordinate system. The beam illumi-
all three components of vorticity vectors in water flows. nates a non-translating probe particle spinning with an

angular velocity W/2 where w is the vorticlty vector. IheThe Vorticity Optical Probe, invented and developed laser beam and the unit vector normal to the particle's
by these authors, operates by seeding into a liquid flow mirror, called the mirror normal A, define the ft-1 plane.
transparent spherical particles that are tens of microns in The reflection of the laser beam from the mirror, defined as
dameter with each containing one or more embedded lead the unit vector t, lies in the ft-I plane, and the angle of
carbonate crystals that act as planar reflectors or "mirrors" laser reflection relative to the mirror normal is equal to the
(Fnsh and Webb, 1981). Viscous drag on the surfaces of lase rflecion relAti to the sual thethe spheres causes them to rotate with an angular velocity angle of incidence. If A i s described by the usual spherical

the phees auss thm t roatewit in nguar eloity coordinates where 9 is the elevation relative to the z-axis andvector equal to half the local vorticity vector (Jeffrey, 1922). o is the azimuth in the x-y plane, then
'the spheres are made invisible by matching their refractive
index to that of the flowing medium. A beam of laser light t n (0',, ') = (20, 4,)
incident upon such a rotating invisible sphere is reflected by
the embedded mirror. As described below, the reflected As the particle spins, the mirror normal precesses
beam is intercepted outside of the flow as it traces a path or around the vorticity vector according to the equation
"trajectory" along the surface of a detector. That trajectory
is uniquely related to the sphere's angular velocity. Methods dfl/dt = ()/2 (1)
for measurement and analysis of the trajectory developed
initially by Fnsh (1981) to deduce one vorticity component,
and expanded upon by Ferguson and Webb (1983) to deduce As a result, the trajectory of the mirror normal where it
two components, have now been refined to enable intercepts the surface of a unit sphere drawn around the
calculation of the complete vorticity vector, probe particle describes a circle, illustrated in Fig. 2. The
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Z-Axis To deduce the vorticity, a segment of a reflection
--Incient Loser Boom trajectory is tracked as it transits a sm,"jl (-0.5 st) portionof the unit circle projected onto a flat detector surface. A

computer program in essence maps the reflection trajectory
segment into a mirror normal trajectory segment on the unit
sphere, and calculates both the tilt of the axis around which

n .that segment rotates and the rotation rate, thereby yielding
- Ax~s he vorticity. The algorithm requires only know!edge of theY i orientation of the center of the detector relative to the laser

Oz  beam, and provides an output in the form of vorticity com-
ponents relative to a predefined set of axes. The program

^n Plans also provides a calculation of the vorticity uncertainty
resulting from imprecise measurement of the reflection
trajectory.

Mirror Spinnig Around X VOP PARTICLES AND THEIR MANUFACTURE

As already mentioned, the spherical VOP probe parts-
Fig I Definition Sketch of VOP Geometry cles, except for the embedded mirrors, must be transparent

and made of a material that closely matches the refractive
index of the flowing medium. The latter requirement
eliminates reflections at the surfaces of the spheres andprevents the spheres from focusing or defocusing the laser
beam and reflections of it. Ii other words, the spheres are
mede invisible so that, optically, each VOP particle appears
as no more than a spinning mirror. Furthermore, for water
tunnel studies of boundary layers or turbulence, the particles
should be smaller than the boundary layer or Kolmogorov
microscales, and they should be nearly neutrally bouyant

Until recently, the VOP particles were made
exclusively from polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA, known
commercially as Plexiglas). A photograph of a collection of
thes particles was published by Frish and Webb (1981).
The particles are manufactured using a suspension poly-
merization procedure: An aliquot of the hexagonally-shaped
lead carbonate crystals, which are typically 16 pm wide and
0.07 pm thick, is mixed into liquid methylmethacrylate
monomer at a concentration suitable to provide, on average,
one crystal per 25 pm diameter sphere. The mixture isFig. 2. Trajectory of the Mirror Normal Across the added to an aqueous suspension fluid in which the monomer

Surface of the Unit Sphere is insoluble, and then passed through a high shear created by

axis of the circle is colinear with 5; its azimuth and a food blender. The shear breaks the monomer into droplets
elevation specify the direction of the vorticity vector. The having the desired size distribution, and surface tension
vorticity magnitude is simply equal to twice the rate at which holds the mirrors within the spheres. Surfactants in the
the circle is repeated, and can be determined from the time aqueous solution prevent recoalescence of the spheres The
required for the trajectory to sweep n arc of known angular entire mixture is heated for several hours, thereby
size. The radius of the circle is determined solely by the polymerizing the monomer and hardening the particles.
elevation, a, of the mirror normal relativL to the vorticity Particles made by this procedure have now been in
vector and contains no information about the vorticity. continuous use for over a decade without degrading.
Another probe particle, having the same vorticity but a
different mirror onentation, would describe a co-axial circle. Unfortunately, these original VOP particles can be
Because each vorticity vector direction defines a unique used only in liquids having a refractive index near 1.49 that
(albeit infinitely large) set of circles, it follows that each do not dissolve the plastic. Only three suitable liquids tave
circle, and each segment thereof, corresponds to a unique been found: the organic materials dibutyl phthalate and
vorticity vector direction. p-cymene, and a concentrated (as well as highly-corrosive)

solution of zinc iodide in water. Because of the need to use
As discussed above, for each ft there is a unique f. these special liquids, VOP measurements to date have been

Thus, for each circular trajectory described by a mirror made only in specially built small-scale flow apparati.
normal, there is a corresponding trajectory described by thereflection. Since the mirror normal trajectory is uniquely Recently, acquisition of vorticity data in water flows,

reflctin. inc themiror orml tajecoryis niqely and thus the application of the VOP to a wide variety of
defined by the and a, these two parameters also define a ng flow faclition of bee VOd osside byrietyhe
unique reflection trajectory. The converse is also true - each existing flow facilties, ha. been made possible by to the

refloatiu tajentury lurr sponds to a unique combination of development of probe particles that nearly match the refrac-
ive index of water. These water-compatible particles are

and o. made from an acrylamide gel. They are manufactured by a
suspension polymerization process that is, in essence, the
inverse of the process used to make the PMMA particles.
Prior to polymerization, the gel material is a liquid
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comprised mostly of water. Lead carbonate mirrors, subtended by a lens or lens system. (Obviously, only those
initially suspended in an alcohol-based slurry, are added to mirrors that are oriented so as to reflect the laser beam into
this liquid with tle aroropriate conctnt-aton. A poly- the lens are observed.) The lens images the line illuminated
merization initiator is added to the mixture, which is then by the laser onto the slit, thereby defining the sampled
injected into a synthetic oil. The water-based gel mixture is volume
insoluble in the oil and, upon intense stirring, breaks up into
the desired droplets that retain the crystalline mirrors. The The image of the sampled volume on the slit serves
gel cures without heating in about one hour. The cured gel as a new origin for the reflections, and can be thought of as
matenial is a rubbery solid comprising approximately the center of the unit sphere, discussed previously, on which
95 percent water in a cross-linked polymer network, making the reflection trajectories are tracked. The sampled volume
the gel's refractive index and density closely matched to can be as small as l0 pm in diameter. Only those reflec-
those of water. The particles are separated from the oil by tions that emanate from within this region pass through the
washing with tap water and saved for subsequent use. A slit to impinge upon the detector. The flow is typically
machine for continuously manufacturing large quantities of seeded with a concentration of about 1000 VOP particles
these particles is expected to be operational in the near per cm3, small enough to make it unlikely, but not impos-
future. sible, for more than one reflection to be observed at any

instant cf time.
EXAMPLE VOP OPTICAL SYSTEM

b) Velocity Compensation Lens
There are a multitude of methods that can be con-

ceived for detecting, tracking, and interpreting the retlection Though the sampled volume can be made quite small,
trajectories created by reflecting a laser beam from the there are circumstances in which it is preferable to observe a
spinning VOP particles. To date, electro-optical configura- significant length of the fiowfield. Under these conditions,
tions like that illustrated schematically in Fig. 3 have been the center of the reflection trajectory moves with the image
used to develop and demonstrate the technique. The electro- of the flowing VOP particle. As a result, the projection of
optical system serves three purposes: It isolates the measur- the reflection trajectores onto the detector surface can
ement region or "sampled volume" in a flowfield seeded contain contributions i.om the velocity. To counter this
with probe particles, projects reflection trajectories onto a effect, a means of removing the translational conmbuion to
detector while removing the effects of particle velocity, and the measured reflection trajectory was incorporated into the
converts the trajectones into measurable electrical signals. VOP optics.
Each of these functions is described in the following
paragraphs. The technique used for this purpose is known as luto-

collimation. It works on Lhe principle that a ray of light
incident upon a lens is refracted to cross the focal plane of

r-%7 the less at a point that depends only on the angle of inci-
Incident Beam dence at the lens surface and not on the position at which the

ray intercepts the lens. In other words, a group of parallel
rays incident on the lens are all focused to a single point.
The VOP trajectory detector is placed in the focal plane of
the autocollimation lens, so that the trajectones sensed

- .represent only the rotation of the VOP particle.

Imaging Lenses c) Trajectory Detector

The electro-optic detector used in the current VOP
apparatus ,s a two-dimensional position sensing photodiodecoin This device is a 2 x 2 cm photodiode overlaying a planar
silicon substrate having unifcrm electrical resistivity.

Vorlicty Probe Photoelectrons are driven through the substrate and
Particles in discharged through four electrodes, each centered along one

Flowlied t°lit ,/ of the substrate's four edges. The instantaneous photo-
curre.lt is thus divided among the four electrodes according

Autocollimato, for Velocity 'x to the position of the centroid of light that illuminates the
Compensation Position surface of the photodiode.

Sensing
Photodiode The four output currents are subjected to analog

processing to yield three time-varying signals. One signal is
Fig. 3. Example VOP Optical System proportional to the illumination power incident on the

surface of the photodiode, and the other two are propcrtional
a) Sampled Volume Definition to the two position coordinates of the centroid of that

illumination, all as functions of time. Thus the segment of
As shown in Fig. 3, the volume of flow sampled by the reflection trajectory that transits the detector surface is

the VOP at any instant of time is isolated by the intersection converted to a set of analog current signals. The currents
of a laser beam with the image of a slit projected ortho- are converted to voltages by trnsimpedence amplifiers,
gonally onto the beam. The laser beam is projecteil through digitized at a fixed rate by a high speed (I MHz pvhs elunl)
a window into the flow region of interest and illuminates a a/d converter, and provided to a personal computer., The
line of the particle-laden flowfield. Reflections from mirrors computer recreates the reflection tmiectory and provides it,
embedded within the VOP spheres are transmitted out of the in the form of a sequence of discrete coordinate pairs, to the
flow through the window (or a different window), and are data reduction algorithm which calculates the vorticity and
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performs statistical analyses. Stat:stical information about is desirable for each trajectory segment to be as long as
vorticity fluctuations is gathered by analyzing hundreds or possible. However, a number of factors limit the length of

thousands of trajectones collected from a fixed sample the detected trajectory, and thus place the ultimate limia-
volume. tions on the accuracy of the measurement. The dominant

limiting factors are the size of the optical system and the
DATA REDUCTION ALGORITHM ratio of the particle's vortictty to its velocity Here, these

effects are described qualitatively Ferguson and Fnsh

The primary function of the data rediction program (1991) provides a complete quantitative discussion
is to numerically perform themapping that converts a
digitized reflection trajectory segment into r, zgment of a) Optical Limitations
mirror normal trajectory across the surface of the unit
sphere, and then find the onentation and angular velocity of The size of the optics places an upper limit on the
the circle that best fits the latter trajectory segment. The angular size of the reflection trajectory arc that can be
most efficient algonthm developed to date to perform this intercepted when the reflection sweeps vertically or hon-
function calculates least squares fits to the equations that zortally across the detector. An F1.4 objective lens is used
directly relate the rates of change of the reflection vector in the current optical configuration, intercepting slightly
coordinates to the vorticity components more than 30 degrees of arc. This is adequate for determin-

ing, with less than 10 percent uncertainty, the x and z

0'/at = awx + boy + cwy components of vorticity which primarily determine the speed
(2) and angle at which the trajectory crosses a detector centered

e'/at =di~x + e~iy + fwz on the y-axis. In contrast, small contributions by the ycomponent in the presence of relatively strong x or z
components can only be resolved with ±50 percent uncer-

where the coefficients a-f are geometrically-defined functions tainty because they introduce only small and difficult to
of 0' and 0'. For each digitized point in the trajectory, measuce changes in the curvature of the reflection trajectory
there are unique values of 0' and 0' and thus of all the a-f As .i y-component becomes stronger relative to the other
coefficients. For each pair of points, values for 80'8/t and two, the accuracy of measuring it improves. Since the data
84' at are calculated. Thus, for each N points digitized ii a reduction algorithm calculates the measurement uncertainty,
trajectory, there are 2N-2 equations that may be solved it readily identifies poorly measured y-components In these
simultaneously to deduce the three components of vorticity. cases, it is usually assumed that the y-component is zero and

only the x and z components are calculated
In principle, only three equations are needed to find

the solution. However, noise in the detector, non- b) Vorticity/Velocity Limitation
uniformities in the incident laser beam, angular dependencies
of t, lead carbonate crystal reflection properties, digitizer Measurement difficulties are encountered when the
resol-. on, and a number of other effects introduce a degree ratio of vorticity to velocity is small because a probe particle
of uncertainty into the measured position of each point along must rotate through a sufficiently large arc while within the
a trajectory. As a result, each set of three equations yields a sampled volume to provide an accurate fit to the trajectory
solution somewhat different from that of any other set The equations. When the velocity is high and the vorticity small,
most probable solution is found by a star.dard linear least the particle may be transported through the sampled volume
squares fit to all available data. This p ocedure yields the in . time that is less than that needed to collect an acceptable
vorticity components, the goodness of fit, and an estimate of length of trajectory. Thus, only a short trajectory segment
the uncertainty in the fit. may be detected, which, as described above, reduces the

accuracy of the measurement
This technique also enables rejection of severely com-

promised measurements Because the mirror normal trajec- DEMONSTRATION IN COUEITE FLOW
tones must describe circular arcs on the unit sphere
surrounding the probe particle (or, equivalently, the reflec- The three-component VOP system was tested and
tion trajectones must fit Eq. (2)), measured trajectories demonstrated in an ideal vorticity measurement laboratory,
which deviate significantly from a circle are ossumed to be the Couette flow between a pair of ,otating concentric
contaminated by some artifact. These artifacts include cylinders. This system is ideal because when the relative
multiple reflections striking the detector simultaneously, non- rotation rates of the cylinders is selected to produce a stable
spherical (i.e., broken) probe particles, extraneous seat- flow between them, the vorticity in the flow is spatially and
terers, changes in voraicity occurring faster than the time temporally uniform. It is straightforward to calculate the
required to make a measurement, etc. TraL ;tories that do theoetical value of the vorticity and compare it with
not fit the equations within limits determined by the signal- measurements.
to-noise ratio are automatically discarded.

The Couette flow apparatus shown schematically in
VOP LIMITATIONS Fig. 4 was built for this demonstration It has three

concentric cylinders, of which only the center one spins.
The accuracy of the vorticity measurement is limited The flow between the outer cylinder and the spinning central

by the accuracy with which the measured mirror normal cylinder is stable below a critical Reynolds number (based
trajectory segment can be fitted to a circle on the unit on cylinder surface velocity and inter-cylinder gap width) of
ss hre. If each point on a trajectory was measured with Re = 127. This flow was used to calibrate the three-
perfect precision, then, as described above, complete component VOP, using water as the working fluid. (Note
de'ermination of the vorticity vector could be made with that, above Re, this flow follows the bifurcation route to
only three arbitrarily-spaced points per trajectory. Because turbulence, elucidated by Fenstermacher, Swinney and
such precision cannot be achieved, and because accuracy Gollub [1975]. See Ferguson [1991] or Ferguson and "risn
improves with the angular size of the traJectory segment, it [1991a] for a description of some measurements of vorticity
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Fig 4 Couette Flow Appartus Inner fluid bounded

by cylinders with radii of 3 944 and 4.477 cm. 0.0
Outer fluid radii are5 127 and 5 738 cm -3.0 -2.0 -1L0 00 10 2.0 30

in this regime ) The flow between the central and inner cyl- (oY(sl )

inders is stable below a Reynolds number of about 100,000 1 01
As the Reynolds number is increased, this flow exhibits a
catastrophic transition to turbulence that has been used to - 08 -
demonstrate the three-component VOP's capability to track
turbulent fluctuations, with p-cymene as the working fluid. 06-

The results of the calibration in the water flow 0.4-
between the central and outer cylinders are plotted in Fig. 5,
which shows probability distibutions of each of the three cc 0.2-
vorcity components acquired approximately 500/um from
the wall of the stationary outer cylinder, with the central 00 L
cylinder spinning at 0.028 Hz The theoretical vorticity -3 0 -2'0 -1'0 0.0 1 0 2i0 30
values are x = -1 35 s

1
, wy = wz = 0 where the x-axis is

parallel to the axes of the cylinders. The z component of the z
distribution yields the correct mean value of zero, with a full Fig 5. Vorticity Component Probability Distributions
width at half maximum (FWHM) of 5 percent of the mean Derived from 128 Measurements in Outer
vorticity magnitude The x component has a most probable Section of Couette Flow. Q = 0.028 Hz.
value of 1.25 s"1 that corresponds well with the theoretical Fluid is water
value, and a FWHM of 0 13 s'l, 10 percent of the mean
vorticity magnitude. The x-component exhibits some made in Ferguson and Frish (1991, 1991a) and Ferguson
measurements centered at a value of about half the most (1991).
probable value. This artifact, which was also seen by Frish
f1981), has been attributed by Ferguson and Frish (1991) to SUMMARY AND FUrURE PLANS
pairs of probe particles that stick together in low shear
flows. It disappears in high shear and turbulent flows. The The Voricity Optical Probe is now able to measure
y-component, which as described above is difficult to complete vorticity vector statistics at well-defined positions
measure using the current optical geometry, has the correct in turbulent water flows. It is an ideal instrument for
mean value of zero but a standard deviation of approximately studying boundary layers where vorticity is high, velocity is
0.7 0 low, and access by other instruments is difficult. Prepara-

tions for the first such measurements in a high-speed water
The flow between the central and inner cylinders has tunnel are currently underway.

been used to observe the catastrophic transition to turbu-
lence The working fluid for these experiments was With the development of water compatible probe
p-cymene, which matches the refractive index of both the particles, a difficult obstacle to widespread application of the
cylinders and the PMMA probe particles. Figure 6 shows VOP has been removed. Plans to commercialize the parti-
probability distributions of the x and z vorticity components, cles and instrumentation are now being formulated. This is
scaled in proportion to the cylinder rotation rate, at two expected to facilitate installation of the VOP at university,
Reynolds numbers prior to transition, and one after transi- government, and industrial research sites. In addition,
tion. The increased width of the curves after transition, due improvements to the instrument are being developed. These
to the temporal vorticity fluctuations inherent to the turbu- include methods for concurrent measurement of a probe
lence, is quite clear. Comparisons of the data acquired in paricle's vorticity and velocity, for rapidly imaging the
these studies with numencal simulations of the flow are vorticity field (the vorticity analog of particle imaging
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Abstruct 1. Introduction

The paper deals witn the development and first prctical tests A comparison of numerical flow calculations with data
of a probe for simultaneous measurements of p.essure and obtained in experiments shows that differences in turbulent

velocity fluctuations (X-P-probe) The development of this quantities occur even in simple flows. As an example,

probe offers for the first time a possibility of considering and discrepancies such as these we illustrated in Figure 1, which

evaluating the local pressure fluctuations and their correlations shows the measured diltribution of the turbulent kinetic energy
when detenmning the diffusion term. The behaviour of the of a 180 - diffuser flow. In this case, the turbulent kinetic
probe was losely examined as well as the frequency and yaw energy was determined by means of the LDA-measuring

characteristics, which were determined by means of operational technique in a refracuve-index laser test section of the TU
tests For a first test case (relaxation region behind a 60-  Berlin /I/. The numerical data concerning this configuration 1i7

diffuser), the distribution of the pressure diffusion was are also shown in Figure 1.

measured. These results are compared with calculations

according to the k-c-turbulence-model - Calculatton 1 LDA -Data

List of Symbols

Acor Corrective factor for total pressure
Dp Pressure Diffusion Figure I Ditributon of the turbulent luneic
f Frequency energy. Comparison of LDA-measure.
k Turbulent Kinetic Energy ment with calculation (k-c)
P,P' Total Pressure, Total Pressure Fluctuation
P, Suction Pressure
p,p' Static Pressure, Static Pressure Fluctuation The dat are derived from calculations involving the standard

Q*, Q2 Calibrated Signsal of the X-Wire k-e-turbulence.model (Peric' /3/) A comparison of the curves
R Tube Radius
r Coordinate in Radial Direction shows differences regarding the absolute values as well as the
U,V,W Mean Velocity Components distribution of k. These deviations can only be interpreted if
u',v',w, Velocity Fluctuations further details about the distribution of turbulent quantities of
x,yz Coordinates

ot Yaw Angle the flow are known. If these terms are to be determined
e Dissipation precisely, it will be, amongst other things, necessary to
p Density of Fluid measure the pressure diffusion, whose determination by means

Indices of experiment requires a measurement of pressure and velocity

fluctuations carried out simultaneously at the same location.
c Centerline The present paper deals with the development of a new
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measunng technique aimed at the determination of pressure Aided by this measuring technique, by means of which the

fluctuations as well as the correlation between pressure and time-dependent total pressure on the probe's inlet is transduced

velocity fluctuation. In the paper, the concept, some test into a mass flux and measured by a miniature hot-wire probe

measurements and Fnt applications of the new probe for (mass -flow meter proportional to pressure), it is possible to

measuring these quantities (X-P probe, Figure 2) are described. produce probes of small dimensions and good frequency

response. In view of traditional pressure fluctuation probes

(e.g. microphones), suction is another basic part of the X-P-

probe concept By lowering the counterpressure in a reservoire,

Figure 4, a defined sucton rate is generated It reduces the

interference influence of the probe and, moreover, steers clear

of Helmholtz rmonances.

2. Pre-Tests

First, the probe's behaviour was examined under different flow

conditions. There are two kinds of these investigations, static
Figure 2 X.P.probe and dynamic tests

2.1 Dynamic tests

In order to determine the general frequency behaviour of the P-

probe, a calibrated microphone (Brijel & Kjaer) was used as a

reference probe In a miniature pressure chamber (Figure 5),

the P-probe and the microphone were installed in parallel

'5,

Figure 3 Principle sketch of the X.P -pro be-

As is plain from ttr name, the X-P-probe is a combination of

two types of probes. Velocity is measured by a conventional Figure 5 Pressure chamlerfvr dynamic tests

hot-wire probe in an X-areangement. Figure 3
A sine-wave pressure fluctuation was generated in the pressire

The pressure probe, working according to the principle of an
chamber. The frequency of thin pressure fluctuation was

electric vaciometer, is integrated into the 0 5 mim Pitot probe

immediately behind the X-probe, ijgsires 3 and 4. incremented from 20 to 10000 Hz, while the amplitude was

adapted to the output signal of the microphone The result of
Suction

Hot-wire these investigations is shown in the form of transfer functions

O (amplitude ratios as a function of frequency) As follows from
- - Figure 6, curve A (with suction) offers an adequate constancy

=7=: in the frequency range up to 1.5 kHz. Curve B in Figure 6

describes the much more unsatisfactory frequency behaviour of

Figure 4 Principle oftransducing the total the pressure probe wilihout suction and thus illustrates the

pressure in the electric signal absolute necessity of this measure.
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P-Probe 2.2 Static Tests
Microphone20 0!

dB2 0 ttSct In the static tests, the first step was to calibrate the output

signal of the pressure probe versus the total pressure This

procedure was repeated within the measurement range for
_ w ejo. different suction pressures The results are shown in Figure 8.

Further investigations were based on a suction pressure of 65

V Pa. It was determined by restrictions such as frequency

- , 01kbehaviour (Figure 7), the sensitivity of the probe (Figure 8) and
-__ i_ the minimum value of the total pressure in the flow field to be

Frequeey examined

Figure 6 Transfer function of the P-probe

~J~J~J icrophone

. P-Probe
• Y YI V without Suction

. AhAhAA AAAAAAA with Suction
i5 Pa

WijW u 40 Pa

Figure 8 Calibration of the P-probe at
different suction pressures

160 Pa 3. Yaw Characteristics

Because the probe is usually inclined towards the flow

350 Pa direction, a further pre-test concerning the yaw characteristics

of the X-P-probe was carried out. The P-probe's characteristics
Figure 7 Comparison of P.probe and micro- after first modifications to its head (spherical nose) are shown

phone at f=lkHz and different
suction pressures i Figure 9.

As a further step in this invest-Pton, the pressure signal of the Total Pressure Pr

P-probe and the microphone was recorded for an exemplary

frequency of 1000 Hz, Figure 7.
In the upper part of Fgure 7, the output signal of the CL

measuring microphone is shown. The curves lying below C * "o ,
-.I * U = 5 0 rns + An*

represent the output sgnl of the P-probe, obtained under + 7 5
suction pressure successively lowered from zero to -350 Pa. _ ' o o -

This shows that in the case of measurements without suction, Y. ' e Y' ,l. (, ,C 'Yaw ,, Angli lDegree] Yaw Ang!. (5egree]
the frequency is doubled; a phenomenon, which disappears at

an increased suction rate. Figure 9 The probe 's yaw chauracterirtics
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It becomes apparent that both the mean total pressure and the

pressure fluctuation show harmonic courses up to an angle of ,

±450. xi.b.

3.1 Correction Procedure , 1
In the case a yaw angle occurs, the measured data are subjected

to a correctson function. Due to the htgh number of measured .

data. this function has to be as simple as possible in order to

Inmut the evaluation tine For this reason, the measured data are n . ' *

corrected using "look-up" tables. To dray up these tables, the U(m/s)

angle behavtour of the probe "as descnbed by means of a Figure 11 Velocity profile

Bizier function. Thus, interim points were produced with the

aid of an interpolation procedure and set out tn a marix. Thi The samc figure shows the velocity values as denved from the

matrix, whose elements could be addressed directly by meas total pressure (P-probe) and the static wall pressure. The

of the output signal of the X-probe, was stored in , computer agreement of the two curves illustrates the ability of the probe

and used for correcting the measured data. In Figure 10, a to determine total pressures correctly. Moreover, the pressure

matrix typical for the correction of the total pressizre is to be fluctuations measured a- well as their correlations were

seen. A, is the correction factor for the measured total presure compared to similar results obtained in a pipe flow by other

(P-probe) and Q5.Q2 am the calibrated signals of the X-prob, authors (Komerath/edge and Strahle /4/), Figure 12.

respectively. I

C) prowl Results
*Data by Komnt et al.

r/R

Figure 12a Pressure fluctuation profile in a
ptpe flow

a.
Figure 10 Look.up table for total pressure .

4. Practical Tests/Applications * . - "" CD Present Results

To begin with, the accuracy of the X-P-probe in total presi;ure * Data by Iorenwath et al.

measurements was examined in simple practical tests. For this s u . ...

purpose, the velocity profile of a pipe flow was recorded by OR

means of a X-hot-wire probe, Figure 11. Figure 12b The up'correlation in a pipe flow
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These results can be considered as a further confirmation of the

measuring technique developed here 0 me"Ureft -Calution X I Ma

For the first practical application of the X-P-probe for C

measuring the pressure diffusion, the relaxauon region behind 0 c'

the 6o-diffuser was chosen This measurement is aimed at

detecting the turbulent diffusion in consideration of the static 0 C

pressure fluctuations. Moreover, the numencal calculations

canred out by means of a finite-volume program are to be used

as a basis for comparison. As for the calculations shown in 0

-I5-0 trs o 1 05

Fig 1, this is the k-E-turbulence model as developed by D 1u =I ,

Launder and Spalding /5/. Figure 13 shows the result of this

investigation In order to be able to compare the data in a Meaurement - Calcltition X 300 mm

general, the terms determined were standardized with U, 3 (U, 1

is the velocity in the centreline of the pipe) The flow field was

measured in radial direction by small steps of imm. In

longitudinal direction, however, a g-eater distance (30 mm)

was chosen because of the smaller gradients of the flow. The

measured values themselves were obtained from groups of

36840 measured data which are composed of the three o5

quantities U(t), V(t), p(t) The diffusive transport of k through Diffusio 1-1 t

the velocity and pressure field was determined as follows

Figure 14 Comorison of the pressure diffusion
measured with the k--Turbulence

-l p Model

D Iffusion
-1.0 0.2 1.4E-3I t i I I

-50 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

X [mm]

Figure 13 Development ofpressure diffusion

In Figure 13, the development of this term in a relaxing flow is A :omparison with the diffusion term resulting from the k-e-

depicted. Thew results show that the diffusior term changes its model (Figure 14) shows that a basic agreement exists between

sign when approaching the wall While the priicspal course of the calculated diffusion and the one determined by way of

the diffusion is not influenced by the relaxation process, it is to experiment However, dsffer-tces in quantity arise, which

he -nticed that the minimum shifts to smaller values increase in the near wall regici.
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5. Concluding Remarks

As is shown in the present paper, the static pressure p(t) and

two velocity components U (t) and V(t) Lan be measured

simultaneously by means of the X-P-probe. In axisymmessic

flows, the terms in the transport equation for the turbulent

kinetic energy can be denved from these measured 6ata, exept

for the dissipation wich can be determned indir', .ly from the

equihbrium of these terms However, the deterr, nation of the

dissipation for complex, three-dimensional flows requires

additional information on the third velocity component W(t).

Through a modification of the probe (i.e. the integration of an

additional hot wire), this aim of developinent is to be achieved.
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WALL SHEAR STRESS DETERMINATION BY MEANS OF OBSTACLE-WIRES
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ABSTRACT y. = u,.y/v dimensionless wall distance
c attack angleThe paper describes a new technique for detecting lo- V kinematic viscositycal wall shear stresses by means of obstacle-wires p densityFrom the viewpoint of similarity theorie, this tech- Iw wall shear stressnique is comparable to the sublayer fence measuring t+ = tw-d2/4.p.v2 dimensionless wall shear stresstechnique It is based on the measurement of the

pressure difference in front of and behind an obstacle-
wire glued on the surface of a test body In a further
simplified form of the technique, only the pressure in INTRODUCTION
front of the obstacle wire has to be measured For awide range of subsonic Mach numbers, the measured The determination of local wall shear stresses as wellcalibration curves show a stand, rdizable characteris- as the determination of velocity, pressure and terntic, which is independent of the diametor of the ob- perature belong to the :lassical problems in experi-stacle-wire The method is tested for different test mental fluid mechanics This applies to practicecaw (airfoil profiles, flat plate flow, relaxing diffuser orientated research , i e the optimization of fluidf ow) and compares well with other skin friction technical systems or the development and ecamin-measuring techniques ation of new laminar wing concepts and the field of

general boundary-layer research, where wall friction
is needed as an integral part of boundary layer-
similarity laws Additinnally, wall shear stress as aNOMENCLATURE 
boundary condition is a very significant parameter in
the expeimental verification of modern numericala speed of sound methods

c chord
cf = 2.tw/p.uo2 skin friction coefficient Up to now, in comparison with other flow quantities, ad diameter (wire, Preston tube) precise measurement of local wall shear stressD pipe diameter requires great experimental demands, e g /1/, /2/h sublayer-fence height Common skin friction measurement methods areL obstacle-wire length thermo-electric methods ( surface hot film ) andM =u0/a Mach number laser-optic methods ( laser interferometer , ApartP static pressure from these, there are still those methods which areAp pressure difference based on pressure measurement such as the sublayer-p A p.d2/4.p.v2 dimensionless pressure difference fence technique and the Preston tube method BothRe= u.x/v Reynolds number techniques are based on similarity laws of wallu velocity in mean flow direction boundary layers, i e the law of the viscous sublayer inu0  free stream velocity the case of the sublayer-fence technique and the lawu + = u/u dimensionless velocity of the wall of turbulent boundary layers in the case ofu= V w/P shear stress velocity the Preston tube technique Unlike the sublayer-Ur = -2.p/p reference velocity fence, which, aftpr having been c3librated individuallyx streamwise coordinate at the point of later measurements, can also be used inxR reattachment point non-classical boundary layers /2/, the standard Prestony normal distance from wall tube is only valid for simple boundary-layer flows
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Here, solid probe geometry (wall-pitot tube with more, it gives a survey of the calibration experiments

dlnside/doutside 
= 0 6 ) effects a general calibration in the range of 0 01 < Mach number < 0 8 It also

curve In the sublayer-fence technique, important describes practical wall shear stress measurements on a

restrictions result from the technical effort required tur~ulent flat plate and in a transitional boundary-

(i e fitting a measurement plug into the body wall,, layer flow as well as a relaxing diffuser flow Finally,,
individual calibration), whereas the standard classical the paper presents a further simpl:fied variation of the

Preston tube method is restricted to simple flow cases obstacle-wire technique Here, only one pressure tap

/2/,/3/ in front of the obstacle-wire is used This configuration
allows the application of the technique on almost any

This paper preserts the obstacle-wire technique as a wind-tunnel airfoil model with a minimum of
new wall-shear stress measuring method It combines construction effort First wall shear stress measure-

the advantages of the methods mentioned above, i e ments were carried out on two different airfoil models
the wide application spectrum of a sublayer fence with in sub- and transonic flows They proved the good

the standardized calibration and flexible application applicability of this simplyfied technique

of a Preston tube In its first step of development, this
new method is based on a differential pressure

measurement in front of and behind an obstacle-wire
of a very small diameter (typical 0 1 -0 6 mm, L/d 20) FUNDAMENTALS OF THE OBSTACLE-WIRE TECH-

Similar to the sublayer-fence technique, the measured NIQUE

pressure difference can be correlated to the local wall
shear stress Owing to the form of the device, which The obstae-wircu ibased ot similarty

can be easily reproduced geometrically , a standard la ofee v is uer aismla The
calibration curve can be formulated It is independent sublayer-fence techn que,, Figure la The pressure
of the obstacle-wire diameter and comparable to the direnc maure in rot o the thin

standard Preston tube calibration In contrast to the wire, Figure lb, is correlated to the local wall shear

individual sublayer-fence calibration method, this stress via the boundary-layer law through the
transformations

standardizable calibration curve leads to a wide usage

spectrum Additionally, the method requires a

relatively simple construction technique merely two p += 2 As) u(d
2

closely streamwise placed pressure taps are needed 2 ut V = V2

Here, the obstacle-wire is glued crosswise in between
them on the surface The method needs no plug in "tE (!Lt )2  Tw d/ 2  

d 2p "si2  ,y= 2 2

probes and is therefore much more flexible and

applicable than the sublayer-fence technique .u = u + , + , u 2
ul vr= 2"A/P

In the following, this paper describes the underlying
principle of the obstacle-wire technique Further-

d = characteristic wall distance, Ap = measured

pressure difference, ur = reference velocity

subLoyer fence obstocte wire These transformations, which are both formally similar

01Oiid406mmL/d920 to the sublayer fence and the Preston tube technique,
d d d yield to the required correlation between the dimen-

sionless wall shear stress and the measured pressure

difference

A= '3 P v2

i -- A,n =empirical constants

This correlation is usually determined empirically In

Figure 2a, two characteristic calibration curves of the

Figure1:, Wall shear stress measurement techniques. sublayer-fence are shown for different heights of the
a' sublayer fence, b) obstacle-wire fence
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f , . 101,  turbulent flat plate flow up to Mach numbers of

T
+ 

;. 6p7 h' f M 08 In order to determine the wall shear stress, the

10' standard Preston tube method extended to
compressible flows /4/ was used as a referential
method The results compare with those shown in

2 10 Ods 0,5mm Figure 2b and confirm both the applicability of the
Obi0 Im Od00r.m obstacle-wire technique up to high subsonic Mach
S Oh.0I1im Od. 1,0mm

; 1 10 1 + numbers as well as the standardizable calibration over
a wide velocity range, Figure 4

Figure 2, Measured calibration curves
a) sublayer fence, b) obstacle-wire 10'-

A standardizable calibration curve tan be expected for + 5fAp d2

geometrically more similar configurations like ob- i0, 0W i)P ) VJ
stacle-wires having the same diameter of pressure taps N . 7v

2

and wire First calibration experiments employing
different sized obstacle-wires confirmed this hypo- 2 > 10=

thesis, Figure 2b These experiments were carried out C

in a fully developed pipe flow ( D=50 mm, b I - +

thickness = 25 mm I The wall shear stresses in these 1 101
experiments were determined by the pressure drop in V,
flow direction that can be take as a measure for skin ]0 d=03mm

friction As shown in Figure 2b, the measuring points 100D . .

for different characteristic diameters of the obstacle-

wire make up a standard correlation between 101 10 10
3

1 10' 101 106

nondlmensional pressure difference (1) and wall shear P+= Ap (d/2)'
stress (2) This forms a contrast to Figure 2a, which p V

2

shows comparable results for a sublayer fence Here,

the influence of the height of the fence is clearlyI wlbl an cofirs he robem f mlwdal Figure 4. Obstacle-wire calibration for different
visible and confirms the problem of individual diameters and Mach numbers1: calibration Another result of such calibrating
experimentss shown in Figure 3 In this case, an

obstacle-wire ( d =0 15 mm ) was calibrated in a

104
,  PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

d d d d=0.15mm
The first practical application of the method devel-
oped took place in a transitional flat plate flow, for

both a free laminar - turbulent transition and a fixed

Ptransition I these measurements, a cahbration .urve,
A M=0. as represented in Figure 2b, was used• 0 101--7 . Figure 5 shows clearly that the obstacle-wire method

.f/_Ap_| supplies extremely good reproductions of the theorm
,etical friction laws for laminar and turbulent flows It

MOJ therefore confirms flexible applicability Similarly
convincing results were obtained in the experiments
shown in Figure 6, which were carried out in a relaxing

10 , , .. ...... flow behind an overcritical 10'- diffuser In this case,
10 105 101 again the calibration curve which had been assessed in

P= 'APjj12 a fully developed pipe flow ( Figure 2b ), was used for
p-v measurements downstream of the reattachment

point Comparative results were obtained with a

Figure 3:, Obstacle-wire calibration curve for high sublayer fence and, thus, also confirmed the method
subsonic Mach numbers presented here
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10-1 P3

App

10-2 Schultz Grunow
P2 3 PPPi tnterpolated)

Blsius10 . Bic US

STrans FixedOBSTACLE
+ Trans Free pressure taps WIRE

165 Re, 106  Figure 7: Princple of the modif.ed obstacle-wire
technique

Figure S Skin friction measurement with an
obstacle-wire (transitional flat plate flow) presented above was employed on the basis that

bodies, which are to be examined in experimental
aerodynamics,, usually set up with a lot of static
pressure taps

The resulting calibration curve of this simplified
,2- =610 '  technique for two different experiments with strongly

varied Mach numbers and different wire diameters is

E 6-10 shown in Figure8 This calibration curve differs slightly
from the results shown in Figure 2b, 3 and 4 This is

due to the lower pressure difference in case of the
simplified technique However, the results in Figure 8

confirm again that a standardizable calibration exists

/ x subiayer fence for geometrically similar configurations of the
r obstacle wire obstacle-wire Figure 9 shows both calibration curves

( cif the obstacle-wire technique in comparisin with
0 100 200 300 other calibration curves based on pressure

x [mm I measurements as a measure of the wall shear stress

Figure 6. Wall shear stress measurement with the
obstacle-wire and sublayer-feice technique
(relaxing diffuser flow)

~2

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

>10
For further reduction of the technical effort, addi- .; C.

V= I

tional experiments were made, as illustrated in Figure + d=05m1
7 Here, the pressure difference was no longer used in 0 10 ,( - < d =0.8 mm
front of or behind the obstacle-wire As the . 0- d=10m MM
characteristic pressure difference, the pressure ;<
measured in front of the wire ( P3 ) was used in 10
difference to the calculated value ' pi ) obtained by 1 102 101 101 101 106
means of interpolation of the pressure tap readings 2

upstream and downstream of the obstacle-wire point p+= Ap (d/ 2
Theoretcal examinations of this problcm are p V7

presented in /5/,, and show, too, that this pressure
difference characterizes the pressure field around Figure8. Measured calibration curve for the mod-
wall bounded cylinders The simplified technique ified obstacle-wire technique
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101 x/c 0.4

100 CAST7

SUBLAYER FENCE --

1180Inl" .- I".. - 0
1 

O BSTA C LE W IR E  
Z ,- ----

10 BAobstacle-wire
SP7 1. IN/- 2  data

APK 0 C 10's
OBSTACtE 40 ":1.0

10 s' BLADE
' - 20

PRESTON OBSTACLE WIRE (MODIFIED) 0 02 --TUBE 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,.4 0,5 0,6
M

0 10 h 1'03 Figure 11: Measured wall shear stresses at x/c =0 4 as a
v function of the Mach number for two

attack angles of an airfoil (CAST 7)

Figure 9 Comparison of the obstacle-wire technique
with other wall shear stress measuring
devices example is demonstrated i Figure 11 Here, the

transition of the boundary layer - from the low wall
shear stress level of the laminar flow to the strongly

xc= 0.3 increasing wall shear stress of the turbulent flow,

5-- " Sdepending of the Mach number - is clearly visable
5" - These first practical tests of the simplified obstacle-

U , wire technique ca.i also be considered as very
4- encouraging with regard to airfoil experiments

I, [N/m2] 25 X i

2 35 SUMMARY

1 The paper presents a new wall-shear stress measure-
ment method on the basis of obstacle-wires The basic

version of the method is founded on the pressure
0 0 I 4 difference measured behind and in front of a thin

-2 6 8wire ( typical d = 0 1 to 0 6 mm ) that is stuck between
two pressure taps Although the technique is
comparable to the sublayer-fence technique, its

Figure 10, Wall shear stresses on an airfoil (SCCH) flexibility is strongly improved because the device is
measured by means of the modified
obstacle-wire and CPM 3-technique supported by a standardizable calibration correlation

on the condition that the geometrical form ( wire
diameter / distance between pressure taps diameter
of the pressure taps ) remains similar Calibration

In a first practical application, the extended technique experiments are shown for different flow cases as well
was tested on two airfoil models The Computational as practical measurements in non-classical boundary-
Preston-tube Method ( CPM 3- triple probe /3/ / layer flows ( transitional air-foil flows, relaxing flow ),
extended to compressible flows /6/ - served as a refer- which illustrate the wide applicability of this
ential method Figure 10 shows a very good technique Finally, an additional simplification of thp
corr sponderncu the wali shear stress measured In measuring technique is discussed, employing only one
this case, only the wall shear stress at x/c =03 is pressure tap in front of the wire The reliability of this
shown, indicating the boundary-layer transition as a technique is confirmed too by calibration experiments
function of the attack angle of the profile Another and first practical applicationson airfoils
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Abstract 1 u U, - U, 1
n+l '- n-+I (7x, 3u, u- , 4.+ l13x,

The present paper considers equations for higher order mo- .U,nJ'ii = -- a ,
ments of turbulent velocity fluctuations for wall bounded flows u'Z ', '(
These are derived fiom the extended Reynolds equations for 1 a u3
turbulent property fluctuations. The resultant equations are fl =--- + 5' (2)
closed utilizing truncated cumulant expansions as an approxi-

mation for the probability density distributions of correspond- For the steadyplane channel flow and approximately also for
ing turbulence propertiesBy applying different degrees of trun- wall boundary layers, eqn (1) reduces to the following form.
cations of these expansions an alternative set of enuations for w alerusoh lwg r

moments is formulated that contains only velocity correla- u.ju.dUsbl) + I du-- 2  d - (3)
tions From these equations statistical invariants are deduced dX2  + dX 2  dX 2

and are experimentally verified employing data available in
literature and also data measured by authors Introducing the three-dimensional joint probability density

distribution

P,(u,u2,fl,) j = 1,2,3 (4)

and its marginals

1 Introduction Pe'1 )(U,,u2)= '(uu 2,l,,)dfI, (5)

It is a general pratice in turbulence modelling to operate P2(1)(u"0) = P'(u u2,fl,)dU (6)
with equations for moments of turbulent velocity fluctuations. -
These involve three different types of unknown cu. tations DJJl formed a basis for statistical consideration to close the

* higher order velocity correlations hierarcy of equations for higher order moments.
Since the exact analytical forms of the above defined dis-

* velocity pressure-gradient correlations tributions are unknown, DJJ1 proposed to expand them in
* dissipation ccerelations terms of higher order cumulants.The first terms of these ex-

pansions corresponds to Gaussian probability density distri-
Introducing assumption of local homogenity for the small scale butions and the remaining terms express deviations from the
structure of turbulance,Chou [3] developed a sistematic and normal distribution.By introducing different degrees of trun-
self consistent procedure to close sets of equations for veloc- cations of these expansions ,DJJI, showed that it is possible
ity pressure-gradient and dissipation correlations.in the liter- to formulate an alternative set of equations for moments that
ature,higher order velocity correlations are usually modeled contain onll velocity correlati.ns,
employing Millionschikov hypothesis [10) or also by gradient The objective of this work is to analyse,in more detail,the
transport equations of the corresponding moments of lower or- derived system of equatins for moments of turbulent veloc-
der [6].However,the validation of the assumptions introdured ity fluctuations utilizing double cumulant expansions for the
in existing closure schemes, i e. presented in ref.[12],revealed marginal distrlbutions (5) and (6).Equations resulting from
significant disagreement between simulated data and data pre- fourth,sixth and eighth order truncation approximations of
dicted by computer codes involving turbulence models with series expansions for the marginal distributions are consid-
menthioned closure assumptions Attemts to modify turbu- ered. Since tlese eluations involve only velocity correlations
lence closure models have not always lead to more improved it will be possible to compare them with experimental data
data predictions of turbulence properties,i.e. see ref.[7]. measured in a turbulent boundary layer Formulating condi-

In a recent publication Durst, Jovanovi6 and Johansson [4] tions leading to the asymptotic reduction of the derived sys-
(hereafter referred to as DJJI) introduced a new statistical ap- tem of equationp,for moments towards the Gaussian limt,it is
proach for treatment of equations for higher order moments of possible to deduce the behaviour of higher order correlations
turhulent velocity fluctuations. Starting from the basic con- across the entire flow field Derived functional relationships
servation laws they derived a set of equations for the central for higher order moments are validated against available ex-
moments of the arbitrary order n- perimental data obtained in different wall shear flows.

S.'
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2 Equations for Higher-Order Mo- (Rd - Rs+ 05 + .(n"-2 +15 " + 21@

ments Resulting from Truncated ' ' dx2

Approximations for the Marginal 2  :Riidu2+ Ri"di 420 Rdd, ' +
Probability Density Distributions d , dx2  dX-

pj,(l) and pj,(2) 8R," (21SS, - l05S, - 1)s,)2 d;r

p a,' 315 - 11F, + 28SF, - 210F, dx, 0 (9)
To represent marginal distributions (5) and (6) Durst, Jo- with the following notation
vanovic and Johansson [5] (hereafter refered as DJJ2) uti-
lized a specific type of cumulant xpansion which is refered in - u' uA
the literiture as Grani-Charlier series expansions They nave ' = V 2=
extensively investigated the applicability of various iclation-
ships for higher order iorrelations resulting from different de- n -
grees of truncations of these expansions Direct testing of the S, _' , ,4
predicted higher order correlations against experimental data .

gave support for the applicability of the considered type of cu- ss, = u, SF
mulant expansion over a wide portion of turbulent boundary . -"
layer. The analysed data also comfirmed that with increas-
ing order of truncations of the above mentioned series expan- HS, - 3L H F, =

"

sions more improved data predictions are obtained Thus the a'
work of DJJ2 has provided an experimental proof that Gram- The leading equation has been obtained by the application of
Charlier series expansions for marginal distributions pJti) and the fourth order truncation approximation and the remainder
p;.(2) provide sufficiently close approximation for the consid- equations by the application of sixth and eighth order tiun-
ered types of higher order correlations involved in the basic cations of the marginal distributions.
equations for moments The resultant, nontrivial set of equations for higher order

By expanding the marginal distributions p (i) and p.() moments forms the basis for the advanced statistical treat.
in the form of Gram-Charlier series expansions and by per- ment of equations that govern the the turbulent wall flows.The
forming different degrees of truncations of these expansions system is not closed and contains singular terms at the point
DJJ1 succeeded in formulating a nontritia1 set of equations where the solution approaches a Gaussian distribution These
for higher moments.The alternative set of equations for mo- terms are essential for extracting non-Gaussian behaviour of
ments is obtained by applying following methodology higher order correlations

For N"5 order truncation approximatioih we con-
sider first (N + 1) equations of the system de- 3 Derivation of Statistical Invari-
fined by (2). All correlations of order higher than ants from the Equations for High-
the order of truncation are approximated by re-
lationships valid for truncated Gram-Charher ex- er Order Moments
pansions. Since double expansion is employed for
P;,(l) and pi,(2) similar expressions are used lor The system of equations for moments was derived by expand-
representing 'uu and _u f, correlations for it > ing marginals (5) and (6) around the normal distribution
N. First (N-1) eqt,ations for moments are corn- Therefore it is natural to assume that there exists at least one
bined witb auxiliary relationships derived from trun- point in the flow where higher order correlations approachs
cated Gram-Charlier series expansions to elimi- those corresponding to the Gaussian distribution From de-
nate compound correlations uI3 from the last rived systm (7)-(9) it is possible to show that the Gaussian
two equations of the system. From these equa- solution can be obtained only at the point of maximum inten-
tions,the final form is obtained by cross elimina- sity
tion of terms that contain spatial derivatives of d.,. = 0 (10)
mixed correlations. dx2

if higher order central moments are, at the same point, inter-By applying the above procedure the following set of ap- related as follows:
proximate equations is obtained (see also [41) F, - 3 KIS,

du..'W d 5, du-- 15F, - 30 - SF, K2,(IOS, - SS,)' (11)
,ta; + , -u - 6R

1 
d-_4R ", ._. _ d -0 (7)dx, 'dr ' dx ' F-3 dx2 315- HF, + 28SF, - 210F, cK 3,(21SS, - lO5S, -H.5)2

..- '+~ ,t,,2 In the above formulas K',,, K,, and K3 , are arbitrary con-
(l,- 10/)d + 45R,' , 5 , stants. Requesting an unbounded domain of joint variationdX -5 -- - of higher order moments (K,,, > 0), it follows from (11) that

ii u3 + 6' (1SS - SS,)2 d;' the point of maximum intensity zero skewness and minimum
dx2 +  1F, .- 30 - SF, z-- (8) flatness coincide in the boundary layer.

Additional constraints for higher order moments can be
formulated by considering the possibility to condensate the
system of equations (7)-(9) Successive applications of re-

iNontrivial is a senre that the system also pseses non-Gausan lationships for higher order correlations derived for N"a or-
solutlios
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der truncation approximation of series expansion (5) to the
equations obtained by applying (N+2)" order truncations of Z FZJ = S - const (19)

marginal distributions will reduce system (7)-(9) towards the 3

leading equation defined in terms of fourth order correlations, - (10S - SSJ)' n (20)
Since the system is not trivial the above described procedure - 15F, - 30 - SF,
will provide conditions that define a close form solution for
the probability density distribution of velocity fluctuations in ZZ(

3
) (21SS - 10'5S - 1F' est. (21)

integral form 315-HF,+28SF,-210F,
Transformig eqns (9) and (8) empoying the relation- The above terms are therefore indentified as statistical invari-

ships valid for sixth and fourth order truncation approxima- ants
tions we obtain

5F - 15 + 61ira (105s, - SS) 
- 

0 (12) 4 Experimental Verification
-1+iii15F, - 30 - SF,

SS, -. lOS 4.1 Verification of Dynamic Equations for

SF, - 15F, -30 Higher Order Moments

7SF, - 105F, + 210+ The experimental data base of Johansson (81, taken in a fully

developed turbulent boundary layer employing three-dimen-

l (21S S 0 (13) sional LD anemometry, is used to verify the derived set of
315 - HF, + 28SF - 210F, - equations (7)-(9) for higher order moments Individual terms

HS, -. 21SS, - 105S, of the above listed equations and final sums were computed
from stored LDA data files Verification examples are shown

HF - 28SF, - 210F, + 315 in Figure 1-2.

To enable matching of above deduced algebraic relations for Experimental data confirm that the derived system of equa-
moments to the leading equation of the system, we express tions holds in the viscous sublayer, logarithmic region and in
eqn (7) as follows the outer part of the boundary layer. In the buffer region

experimental data systematicly deviate from predictions.This
+R +' Ri.i , du ?I2 Rdu tendency is due to the singularity present in the equation for

dX2 dx2 dx, dx fourth order truncation approximation and also due to the
weak convergence of terms representing velocity-pressure gra-

Ri.i.S du _ (14) dient and dissipation correlations [4). The general conclusion

F -3 dx2 drawn from the analysed data supports the validity of the

By comparing eqns. (12),(13) and (14) we conclude that they derived system of equations for moments across 95% of total
will tend towards a self consistent form only in the following shear layer thickness.
limiting case

--- 0 4.2 Verification of Statistical Invariants13 - F R
'1  

(15) In order to verify the results of the derivations of section 3 a
SF, - 15F - 30 literature survey was performed to collect most of the avail-

able data on higher order moments of turbulent velocity fluc-
Hence the limiting compressed form of the system reads tuations in wall shear flows. A summary of all collected data

52 is present in Table 1
- 6 -4 lim - (16) Verification examples for invariant ZZg) are shown in Fig-

ures 3 and 4 in the form of cross plots of higher order moments
S, - 0 , F, - 3 Experimental data support the validity of derived invariant

( ? S  - 5) sS fir streamwise velocity component across the entire flow do-
5F" - 15 + 6im 1O SF - SF 0 (17) main. For the normal velo, ity component the deduced in-

variant also holds excluding the buffer region (see also Figure
SS, - 10S, , SF, - 15F, - 30 4-b).Deduced relations between higher order moments are in

lira (21SS, - 105S, - HS,)' 0 agreement with conclusions drawn from Figures 1 and 2 re-
315 - HF, + 28SF, - 210F, - 0 (18) garding the validation of derived system of equations across

the boundary layer.
HS, -s 1055, ,, HF . 210F, - 525 An extension of the analysis presented in this paper per-

where F, , orresponds to the flatness factor evaluated at the mits conclusions to be drawn on the joint variation of higher
wall order moments of all three fluctuating velocity components.

The obtained algebraic counterpart of the initial system This is given in Figure 5 summarizing the existing knowledge
of equations for moments is valid only at the flow boundaries on the behaviour of these quantities in wall bounded flows
(R - 0). Functional forms (16), (17) and (18) are indential Orderliness, as shown in Figure 5 might help to better under-
to the deduced inttrrelations between higher order moments stand turbulent momentum transport across wall shear layers
(11) found around the point of maximum intensity. Therefore 4.3 Limiting Values of Higer Order Mo-
we can write down interpolation formulas for kernalh that ap- mnents on the Wall
pear in the equations for moments, The condition of asymptotic matching of equations for mo-

ments (16) leads to the relation between invariant ZZt' ) and
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fl a tn ess facto r F , e va lu ated at th e w a ll a s fo llo w s:[ 8 o a s n , T G L V m su e nt of h g r o d r

wedlas ollws[8]s Johansson, T G LDV measurements ofh.gher order
F '" 3 + 2 Z Z,(

)  (22), mixed moments in a flat plate turbulent boundary layer

Comparison of evaluated data presented in Figure 6 shows Report 880120, Department of Applied Thermodynam-

good agreement with numerical simulations of Kim, Mon and ics and Fluid Mechanics, Chalmers University of Tech-
Moser [9) and experiments of Krephin and Eckelmann [11]. nology, 1988

[9] Kim, J.,Moin, P. and Moser, R., Turbulence statistics
in fully developed channel flow at low Reynolds rtumber.5 Conclusions and Final Remark, Journal of Fluid Mechanics 177, pp. 133-166f, 1987.

In this paper attempt was mad. to fermulate a statistical clo- [10] Kolovandin, B A. and Vatutin, I.A. Statistical transfer
sure for equations that define higher order moments Utilizing theory in non-homogeaious turbulence. lnt J. Heat and
properties of truncated cumulant expansions, as an approx- Mass Transfer, pp. 2371-2383, 1972.
imation for probability density distributions, an alternative
set of equations for moments was formulated that contains [11] Kreplin, H.P and Eckelmann, H , Behaviour of the three
only velocity correlations. The resultant set of equations pro- fluctuating velocity components in the wall region of a
vides an interesting insight into the behaviour of successive or- turbulent channel flow Phys Fluids 22, pp. 1233-1239,
der moments of turbulent velocity fluctuations across a shear 1979.
layer. Analysis shows that the point of maximum intensity, [121 Mansour, N N.,Kin, J. and Mom, P Reynolds-stress
zero skewness and minimum flatness coincide in the boundary and dissipatisn rate budgets in a turbulent channel flow
layer NASA Technical Memorandum 89451, 1987

From statistical considerations of the derived set of equa-
tions for moments invariants are deduced that interrelate all
even number moments with the first lower odd moment The
resultant nvariants are in fact conditions for a closed form
model for probability density distributions of turbulent ve-
locity fluctuations The reconstruction of the entire density
distribution from moments is extremly difficult but the rela-
tions (19)-(21), and specially the invariant ZZ, ), do resemble
properties of inverse Gaussian and hyperbolic probability den-
sity distribut:ons These distribution functions play a central
role in contemporary statistics of non-Gaussian processes [21.
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Abstract parametr,,ed by 6/a and a+ A comprehensive review of

Direct numercal simulations of turbulent axial flow over the experimental studies of this flow is provided by Luep-
cylinders have been conducted to study the effects of trans- tow (1988). For the flow regime stulied here (large 6/a and
verse curvature Two cases with Reynolds number Re6 = small a

+
), experiments are particularly difficult because the

U-6/v - 3400 and layer thickness to cylinder radius ratios long and thin wires usied make aeroelastic interactions dif-
(6/a) of 5 and 11 have been simulated. Both cases are in ficult to isolate.
the regime of large 6/a and small a+ = aun/p, the cylinder Close to the wall the total stress must be inversely pro-

radius in wall units All essential turbulence scales were re- portional to the radial coordinate (Glauert et al. [19551),
solved in both calculations A large number of turbulence which leads to a viscous sublayer velocity profile that de-
statistics were computed The results are compared with pends on the cylinder radius (Rao et al. [1972) Exper-
the plane channel results of Kim et al. (1987) and with ex- iments, however, have shown the viscous sublayer profiles

periments. With transverse curvature the skin fiiction co- to be independent of transverse curvature. It has also been
efficient increase- and the turbulence statistics, when scaled observed that when both 6/a and a

+ 
are large the mean

with wall units, are lower than in the plane channel. The velocity profiles exhibit a logarithmic region with a slope
momentum equation provides a scaling that collapses the that decreases with increasing 6/a (Lueptow et al [1985])
cylinder statistics, and allows the result9 to be interpreted But if 6/a is large and a+ small, there is no longer a log-
in light of the plane chanr.el flow. The azimuthal and radial arithmic region (Luxton et al [1984]) These studies have
length scales of the structu-es in the flow are of the order of also shown that transverse curvature acts to lower the tur-
the cylinder diameter. Boomerang-shaped structures with bulence intensities away from the wall (y+ > 20) However,
large spanwise length scales have been observed in the flow close to the wall the axial intensity was found to be larger

than in the flat plate in some cases (Lueptow et al [19851)
1. Introduction Finally, in visual studies of the flow, large structures (larger

than the cylinder diameter) have been observed to sweep
The importance of transverse cirvature on the develop- past the cylinder,, which should have a profound effect on

ment of turbulent boundary layers hds been recognized for the flow.
many years However, the experimental data avilable on To study the effects of transverse curvature with large 6/a
transversely ,-urved flows is limited, in part because of the but small a+,, we simulated a model of the axial flow over
difficulties in performing measurements (e.g., Willmarth et a cylinder has been smulated. The model flow is described
al [1969, 1976], Luxton e! al. [1984], Lueptow e a [1985, in section 2. The velocity field statistics and the scaling
19871) Early interest in transversely turved flows arose are discussed in section 3. In section 4 we examine some
from the need to predict the skin friction on bodies of revo- of the structural characteristics of the flow. Throughout
lution Recently, the need to calculate the drag over cylin- the paper, r, 0, and z denote the radial (normal to the
drical bodies of very small diameter, as well as the desire wall), azimuthal, and axial directions, respectively, and the
to understand the acoustic characteristics of axisymmetric normal coordinate is y = r - a. The velocity is denoted by
flows that develop over long towed bodies, has renewed in- (v,v,,v,) and the vorticity :s denoted by (w,,,w 5 ) The
terest in these flows. Furthermore, because the area over friction velocity is u, = l , and the Reynolds number
which turbulence is generated restricts the number of wall Re, = u,6/v.
sbiaAtuiss piesmint, tlh,.se ilows tair miipurtamt for the umdci-

standing of the structural mechanisms of wall turbulence 2. The Model Problem
The presence of a second length scale (the cylinder radius, The boundary layer is modelled by truncating the semi-

a), in addition to the boundary layer thickness (6), results infinite domain in the radial direction at r = a + 6, thus
in a two-dimensional space of possible flows that can be r E [a, a + 61. The flow is driven by a mild pressure gradient
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6/a L
l  

L
+  

n,
+  

A
+  

A
+  

bta a
+  

Cf Re5  Re, Re.

5 2690 270 14 4 25 0 03 604xll0
-

' 3300 180
11 4524 137 14 1 13 5 43 807-i0-' 3368 214 674

11 21 9 87xi(-3  3418 239 311
Table 1 lesolution parameters

Table 2 Mean flow parameters

For a boundary layer o%er a cylinder, dynamical equilib-
riumm near the wall (ar, = rr) leads to the near-wall velocity

/ .- profile u
+ 
= a+ln(1 + y+/a +) (Rao et al 119721) This is

P !a good approximation for the simulated velocity profiles for
U

4 < 10 (Figure 1) Up to second order in y+, the pro-
file is u

+ = y+ - y+
2

/2a+ Thus, the curvature effects can
only be significant near the wall if a+ is sufficiently small
In paiticular, to attain a 10% departure from the planar

1 result at y+ = 10, a
+ < 50 is required. In the current

simulations a
+ 

5 43, which results in the departure From
the plane channel shown in Figure 1 In many experiments

FIGURE 1 Mean-velocity profiles: plane channel, (e 9, Wiilmarth et al (1969), Ran et al 11972], LuepLow
cylinders with - 6/a = 5 and ---- 6/a = 11, pla- et al 19871) there is no perceptible effect of curvature in
nar law of the wall (u

+ 
= y+, u

+ 
= 2 5lny

+ + 5 5), cylinder the velocity profile in the viscous region because a
+ 

is to
law of the wall (u

+ = a+ln(1 + y
4

/a+)), - - a
+ = 21 large (e g, a+ 140 ann 6/a 2 7 in Lueptow et al [1987])

In some of the experiments by Luxton et al (1984), a+
.- Q f,mly develoned On the surface of the cylinder no values close to those of the simulations were used (Table
slip boundary conditions are imposed. At the outer edge of 2) Similar to what is shown in Figure 1, a degeneration
the domain we require vlr=,+6 and the surface shear stress of the log-law was observed However, their viscous region
'(0(VIr)/r,,..4, Ov,/r1=,+6) to be zero The incom- velocity profiles follow the planar case profile, u

+ = y+.
pressibihty constraint at the wall and the pressure field Several mean $Iow parameters are reported in Table 2 for
boundary conditions ar- enforced as in Kleiser et al. (1981) the curved cases as well a., the plane channel (

6
/a = 0,

Fourier expansions are used in the axial direction, which is Kim et al. [1987]). BeLause the Reynolds numbers (Re,) of
nomogeneous, and in the azimuthal direction, which is per- the three simulations are similar, the differences can be at-
odic Chebyshev expansions are used in the radial direction tributed to the effects of transverse curvature. In agreement
Since large velocity gradients are not expected at the outer with experimental observations (e g, Luxton et al. [19841),
edge of the domain we use a radial coordinate mapping, the skin friction coefficient is larger than in the plane case.
which concentrates tha grid resolution at the cylinder sue- However, in our simulations this effect is larger than ob-
face at the e-pense of the resolution at the outer edge of served experimentally. The difference may be because in
the domain, experiments Re. is much higher (e.g., in Lueptow et al

Two cases with 6/a = 5 and 6/a = 11 were computed. 119871, Re. - 4 x 103).
The number of modes in (r, 0, z) was (96,64,192) for the
6/a = 5 simulation and (96,128,320) for the 6/a = 11 sim- 3 2 Turbulence Intensites and Reynolds Shear Stress
ulation Table 1. summarizes the numerical parameters for
the two simulations, where L,

+ 
is the length of the computa- The turbulence intensities normalized with it, are shown

tional domain, L#, = 21ra+ is the perimeter of the cylinder, in Figure 2 As expected, the streamwise component is
L# is the grid resolution in the axial direction, and and the most energetic component and has a peak which moves
A* are the the grid resolutions in the azimuthal direction slightly towards the wall with increasing curvature. The
at the wall and at the outer edge of the layer, respectively smaller turbulent kinet:c energy content of the curved flows
3. Turbulence Statistics is to be expected since there is a smaller surface area over

which vorticity fluctuations can be generated. However, the
The statistics presented in this section were collected after total production and total dissipation of turbulent kinetic

the flow had reached a statistically steady state. They were energy per unit surface area for the three flows are similar
obtained by averaging over the domain in 0 and z and in Thus the cylinder surface is not less efficient as a source of
time from data covering 3 6/u, units, turbulent kinetic energy; rather it has to supply a larger vol-

3 1 Mean Velocity ume. The decrease of turbulence intensities with increasing

In transversely curved flow the added length scale pro- 6/a is in agreement with several experiments (Lueptow et

vided by the radius of curvature gives rise to three possible aL. (1985, 1987] and Luxton et al. (1984]). In particular, for

llv* Legimcs If 6/ is small, the effects of curvature ire comparable a+ (Luxton et a. (19841), the maxmnum value

insignificant and the flow is like the flat plate flow If 6/a of ,/,/U. a Ult.1 agrees well with experiiments. Iloacvcr,,
and a

+ 
are large, the transverse curvature affects only the for larger a

+ 
(Lueptow et aL. (19871) the maximum value

outer part of the boundary layer. If 6/a is large but a
+ is of V',/u, is higher than in the flat plate, contrary to the

small, then the inner part of the boundary layer is also be current results.
affected by the wall curvature. For the axial flow over a cylinder, the stress equilibrium
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FIGURE 4 Reynolds shear stress normalized by u, cylin-
ders with - 6/a = 5 and ---- 6/a = 11; plane
channel

4is given by the equation

+ + - ( ) + (1)- , + d + (a + y), 2 a + "6

(b) when scaled in wall variables Tile total stress and the
Reynolds shear stress for tile two simulations, as well as the

*4 4 " equilibrium stress for a plane channel, are shown in Figure

Y 3 Transverse curvature effects on the equilibrium stress are
clearly evident.
As Figure 4 shows, the Reynolds shear stress is strongly
reduced by curvature The location of the maximum of
the Reynolds shear stress profile is a function of 6/a and
moves towards the wall with increasing 6/a This trend,
however, does not affect the position of the maximum of
the production (-FWd'v/dy) of turbulent kinetic energy

. located at y+ 12
" $ S The Scaling

(c) The momentum balance in the axial direction expressed
40* in equation (1) shows that, with transverse curvature, the

y + total stress (r) depends on the curvature parameter (,/a).
Comparing this expression with the corresponding one

FIGURE 2 Root-mean-square velocity fluctuations nor- for the plane channel, r
+ 
= 1 - y/

6
, suggests a new velocity

malhzed by u,: (a) Axial intensity, (b) Normal intensity, (c) scale U = u,/ F (y/&, 6/a), where
Azimuthal intensity;, --- plane channel; cylinders with

6/a= 5 a d ---- /a =11 F(yl,61a) =16+ Y6 ( + Yl )-1 (2),

a6 1+2.16 (2

Note that F is a function of the parameter a/A as well as
the distance from the wall Also, in the flat plate limit,,
6/a - 0 = F(y/6, 6/a) - 1, the planar result (U = u,), is
recovered

The axial turbulent intensity and Reynolds shear stress
scaled by U are shown in Figure 5 The turbulent intensi-
ties and Reynolds shear stress collapse very well with this
scaling However, the maximum of the production of tur-
bulent kinetic energy (Figure 6a) is not well scaled Also,

' f . Nclose to the wall (y+ < 20), the scaled dissipation of tur-
bulent kinetic energy (Figure 6b) decreases with increasing
curvature.

0 5 M0 .55 i 4. Flow Structures

y/b The streamwise (V/7) and radial ( /r) vorticity inten-

FIGURE 3 Total stress and Reynolds shear stress nor- sities are shown in Figure 7. The minimum in V occurs
malizcd by u,. Total ,trcss. -- plane dannel, cylinders at the same location as in the plane channel and the lo-
with - -

6
/a = 5 and 6/--- a = 11 Reynolds shear cal maximum becomes progressively weaker with increasing

stress, cylinders with 6
/a =0 5 and ... - - /a =. 11 curvature. According to the interpretation of Kim ci al.

(1987), the attenuation of the local maximum of N7 sug-
gests that the curvature weakens the strength of the near
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FIGURE 5 Axial turbulence intensity (a) and Reynolds FIGURE 7 Axial (a) and normal (b) vorticity intensities
shear stress (b) normalized by U cylinders A ith -- 6/a = normalized by u, and v --- plane channel; cylinders with
5 and ---- 6/a= 11, ---- plane channel -6/a = 5 and ---- 6/a = 11

(a) (

FIGURE 8. Contours of azimuthal vorticity fluctuations

(w,), normalized by u, and v,, on a cylindrical surface at
y+ ; 5 (a) 61a = 5 (half of the computational domain);

60 65 (b) 
6 /a = 11 (third of the computational domain) The

Y +  
contour increment is 0.09 u./v and the positive contours,

- cylindrical surface is unwrapped.

observed to have a constant mean spacing (about 90-100
wall units) in the three simulations In the 6

/a = 11 case,
less than two mean streak periods fit around the cylinder

4perimeter (137 wall units) This restriction is evident in the
contours of w, at y+ 2 5, shown in Figure 8 At this loca-
tion w, _ -Onv'/Or, so the regions of positive w: correspond
to the low speed streaks

(b) Contours of w; on a surface parallel to the cylinder at
0 s0 y+ 

- 10 are shown in Figure 9. The boomerang-shaped
Y,,+ structures evident in the figure are the outer part of shear

layers that lift off from the cylinder They occur only whenFIGURE 6. Production (a) and dissipation (b) of turbu- y/6 < 0.2 and have large spanwise length scales (Figure 10),
lent kinetic energy normalized by v and U: cylinders with embracing as much as 1800 around the cylinder The en-

/a = 5 and ---- 6/a = 11; ---- plane channel hanced coherence of the flow relative to the plane channel

;low is also evident from azimuthal views of w', (Figure 11),
wall streamwise vortices. In agreement with this V has which also show fewer large scale structures as the trans-
a maximum of decreasing magnitude slightly closer to the verse curvature iiiieases.
wall than is the plane channel.

The cylindrical geometry imposes a surface area limita- 5. Conclusions
tion on the existence of the streamwise streaks, which are Two direct numerical simulations of turbulent flow over a
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FIURE 9 Contours of azimuthal vorticity fluctuations
( ), normalized by u, and v, on a cylindrical surface at

10; (a) 6/a =5 (half of the computational domaiin),
(b) 6/a = 11 (third of the computational domain) The
contour increment is 0 08 u',/v and the positive contours
arc dotted The cylindrical surface is unwrapped. (a)

~ ,
\ --- i'(b)

• ''t ' o t (,

FIGURE 11 Contours of axial vorticity fluctuations (w,),
normalized by u, and v, on an axial plane (a) b/a = 5,

'(a) (b) 6/a = 11 The contour increment is 0.03 u'/Iv and the

positive contours are dotted.

layer Away from the wall (y+ > 20), the production of
turbulent kinetic energy collapses very well, however, its
maximum close to the wall (y+  _ 12) does not collapse
The dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy does not col-
lapse close to the wall (y+ < 20), the range over which the
viscous diffusion is also important. Thus, close to the wall
the effects of curvature are not accounted for by the scaling
alone

(b) The, streaks have a spanwise spacing similar to that of the
plane boundary layers As the curvature increases, the near-
wall streamwise vortices are weakened and the number of

FIGURE 10 Contours of azimuthal vorticity fluctuations large scale structures is reduced Large, boomerang-shaped
(w,), normalized by u, and v, on an axial plane- (a) 6/a islands of w, with large spanwise lepgth scale were observed
5, (b) b/a = 11 The contour increment is 0 08 u'/v and around the cylinder surface These are several indications
the positive contours are dotted that the transversely curved flow is more organized than its

wire were conducted to investigate the effects of transverse planar counterpart
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Abstract Another interesting characteristic of the flow is that both
the mean vorticity (or mean shear rate, S = dUldy) and tur-

Turbulent plane Couette flow was numerically simulated bulent shear stress (-pUU) are symmetric about the center
at a Reynolds number (Uwh/v) of 6000, where U is the rel- plane (y/h = 0), yielding a finite production rate (-p St ") of
ative wall speed and h is half the channel-height Unlike in turbulent kinetic energy even in the core region (say, 0.2-0 5
Poiseuille flow, where the mean shear rate changes its sign at < y.L/h < 1, where y.. is the distance normal to a nearest
the centerline, the sign of mean shear rate in plane Couette boundary) As a consequence, the profiles of turbulence inten-
flow remains the same across the whole channel, This differ- sities (u- , 7, 7) differ significantly among the three compo-
ence is expected to yield several differences between the two nents (see El Telbany & Reynolds 1982), indicative of a high
flows, especially in the core region The most significant and degree of anisotropy in the flow. We hypothesize here that the
dramatic difference observed in the present work was the ex- structures of turbulence (both statistical and instantaneous) in
istence of large-scale structures in the core region of the plane the core region of plane Couette flow would be quite different
Couette flow The large eddies are extremely long in the flow from those of Poiseuille flow, which is driven by the pressure
direction and fill the entire channel (i.e. their vertical extent is gradient. This issue has not been addressed before. In the
2h) The large-scale structures have the largest contribution vicinity of the walls, say y.L/h < 0.1-0 2, however, structures
from the wavenumber (k~h, k.h) = (0, ±1.5), corresponding of turbulence in the two flows are expected to be similar, since
to a wavelength A./h t- 4. The secondary motion associated the near-wall dynamics of a turbulent shear flow is primarily
with the kzh = 0 mode consists of the large-scale vortices The controlled by a mechanism universally represented by the 'law
large eddies contribute about 30% of turbulent kinetic energy, of the wall.' Identification and characterization of the possible

new structures in turbulent plane Couette flow is one of the

1. Introduction central questions addressed in this study. It is our goal to un-
derstand the mechanism by which the shear arising from the

Plane Couette flow is a paradigm of shear flows because boundary movement produces turbulence structures different
of its simple flow geometry and fundamental fluid-mechanical from those generated in a pressure-driven flow
characteristics. A fully-developed plane Couette flow has a Despite its apparent importance as a paradigm of shear
constant shear stress, r = p dUldy - ptM (equal to its value flows, turbulent plane Couette flow has been very difficult to
at the walls, r. = pdUldy).), across the entire channel, realize in a laboratory, and therefore it has not been studied
-1 5 y/h < 1, be it laminar or turbulent. This promnent extensively. In previous experiments (Reichardt 1956, 1959,
property results directly from the zero mean pressure gradient Robertson 1959; Robertson & Johnson 1970, Leutheusser &
in the flow as it is driven by shear generated at two plane, Chu 1971, El Telbany & Reynolds 1980, 1981), the length of
solid boundaries that are in rectilinear, parallel movement (at the shearing boundary realized by employing either a (flex-
speed U.) relative to each other (see Figure 1). ible) moving belt or a fluid interface had to be made short

(Lo/h = 10-80) since in most cases it is prone to deform at
[ -- Uw I high speeds (or at high Reynolds numbers). Because of the

difficulties arising from the moving boundaries, only the pro-
/ rfiles of mean velocity, turbulent intensities and turbulent shear

i/ laminar profile stress were obtained in most experiments, and measurements
h Yof higher-order turbulence statistics, if any, were limited to

l// 1) the streamwise direction or to the time domain (Robertson

& Johnson 1970; Aydin & Leutheusser 1979, 1989). Direct

1X, U numerical simulation approach taken in this work is ideally

suited to study structures of turbulence in plane Couette flow
without having such problems

hIn this paper, we report the existence of the large-scale ed-rbulent profile dies in a numerically-simulated turbulent plane Couette flow
Some details of the kinematical characteristics of the kinemat-
,cal characteristics of the large-scale structures are presented.

FIGURE I Schematic of the flow geometry of plane Both the instantaneous and statistical structures of turbulence
Couette flow- - , mean velocity profile in a turbulent in the flow are compared with those in plane Poiseuille flow
flow; ...., linear velocity profile in a laminar flow.
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2. Numerical methods kh = 1 5, which corresponds to a wavelength A,/h a, 4, con-
sistent with the instantaneous contours shown in Figure 2

A brief description of the numerical methods ernplo)ed in The topological configuration of these structures may ap-
the present work is presented here The three-dimensional, pear to be similar to that of tihe near-wall 'streaks' However,
unsteady Navier-Stokes equations were solved numerically for the lengthscales, A, and A,, of these structures in the core
plane Couette flct at a Reynolds number (Re = fUh/v) of region are much larger than those, A, and A,, of the streaks
6000; the Reynolds number Re,- = Urh/v based on the wall- in the sublayer A

+ 
: 5000-7000, A+  - 900, A+ a, 1000

shear velocity/t = (vdU/dpI'/ 2 
is about 170 The particu- and A+ ", 100, where the superscript + denotes a length-

lar choice of Re,- was made so as to compare with the compu- scale made dimensionless by the viscous scale 1, = v/tfr and
tation of plane Poisnuille flow by Kim, Mon & Moser (1987) the subscripts x and z denote the streamwise and spanwise
conducted at a comparable Reynolds number Re, = 180. Note directions, respectivel -. The wide difference in lengthscales
that the chosen value of the flow Reynolds number, Re, is uggests that the generating mechanism of these large-scale
higher than the reported critical Reynolds number, 1000 structures is different from that repsonsible for generating the

The simulation reported in the present paper was rar- wall-layer streaks
ned out by using a pseudo-spectral method with Fourlr and A direct numerical simulation of a turbulent flow is mean-
Chebyshev polynomial expansions in the horizontal (,, z) and Igful only when the essentil scales (both large and smal)
vertical (y) directions, respectively. The spectral -xpansion in the flow under consideration are properly represented by
of the main computation reported here had 128 x 129 x 192 the computation We have carried out many other compu.
(3170304) modes in (x,y, z) In order to eliminate alias er- tations with different sizes of the computational domain to
rors, the Z-rule was employed in the horizontal directions, make sure that the existence of the large-scale eddies such as
the !-rule was not employed in the vertical direction because those i Figure 2 is not an artifact of the lmited streamwrse
of the incompatibility with the no-slip boundary codition at extent, B., of the computational domain. It was a pleasant
the wall. The resulting number of the collocation points was surprise to find that the large-scale structures still persist and
192 x 129 x 288 (7133184) in (z, y, z). No-slip condition are elongated in the flow direction to fill the computational
was used at the walls, and periodic boundary conditions were domain with the alternating variation in the spanwise direc-
used in the horizontal directions The domain of the main tion even when the streamwise dimension was extended up to
computation has the streamwise and spanwise dimensions of B//h = 102470 (Of course, in this case the 'small' scales were
(B,, B,)/hi = (4r, is) Many other coaputations with differ- not properly resolved.) It was concluded that the presence
ent sizes of the computational domain were also carried out of the veM-Ianre.scale eddies is a true characteristic peculiar
to ensure that the present choice of the domain size was the to plane Couette flow Therefore, it is obvious that a com-
optimum choice (for details of this aspect, see §3) putation with a manageable number of modes 5typically of

The time advancement was made through a low-storage, the order of 100 in each direction) cannot represent both the
third- ,rder Runge Kutta method for the nonlinear terms and
the second-order Crank-Nicolson scheme for the viscous terms
The initial field consisted of finrte-amphtude random distur- x/h
bances (about 10% of U.) in all components of velocity with
the linear mean profile, U/U. = j(y/h+ 1). Subsequent devel-
opment of the basic statistics such as the mean velocity pro-
file, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent shear stress was
monitored in order to determine whether the flow reached a
statistical-steady state. The initial computation was started
with a coarse resolution (32 x 65 x 48 modes), and when the -
flow reached a statistical-steady state the number of modes
was successively increased The final statistics were compiled
after the flow reached the statistical-steady state with the final
resolution, 128 x 129 x 192 modes.

3. The large-scale structures FIGURE 2 Contours of the instantaneous streamwise
In this section, the existence of large-scale eddies in the velocity (u) at the center plane (y/h = 0) of plane Cou-

In hissecio, te eistnc oflare-sal ediesin he ette flow: -,u_ 0; ....-, u < 0 Each tick mark
core region of plane Couette flow is reported. Figure 2 shows ente lo ci of a g pi o th cma-
contours of the instantaneous streamwise velocity (u) at the tion lo ain of a (4i p t utional domain (B,, B,)/h = (4r, '7r)
center plane (y/h = 0). There are two pairs of high- and
low-speed regions (denoted by solid and dashed lines in the
figure) that are highly elongated in the flow direction and al- largest eddies (of the order certainly greater than 1000h) and
terriating in, the spanwise direction Note that the eddies are the smallest dissipating eddies (of the order of h/Re,, which Is
almost uniform in the flow direction (i e. the eddies do not about 0 005h in our case) similtaneously; the ratio of the two
meander sideways much) The spanwise size of each region scales is as high as 200000. We do not really have to include
as determined from inspection of the c-iuntours is about the the largest scales in the computation, however, as long as the
channel-height (2h). In plane Poiseuille flow where the mean large-scale eddies contained in the computation are properly
shear rate changes sign at the center plane, there are no such treated and the omitted larger scales do not affect the flow
organized structures of turbulence in the core region The dynamics significantly On the other hand, we mus~t repr~nt
spanwise (one-dimensional) energy spectrum, O..(kh), of the the finite, large scales in the wall layer (the sublayer streaks)
streamwse velocity (not shown here) has a distinctive peak at whose lengthscale is AX - 1000, and they play the dominant
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+1 eddy motion independent of time and the streamwise direction

(i e., time-averaged k, = 0 mode), and hence it may be called
tlw large-eddy motion

P, 
Contours of i in the yz-plane (perpendicular to the mean-l flow) are shown in Figure 5(a) The lengthcales associated

z/h with these large eddies are now more apparent; statistical cor-relations associated with these eddies will be discussed in the

FIGURE 3 Contours of the instantaneous streamwise next section. Note that the small-scale eddies that are quitevelocity (u) on a yz-plane (an end view) of plane Cou- strong in the instantaneous field (see Figure 3) are not present
ette flow - , u > 0, -----, u < 0 Each tick mark in the time-averaged k5 = 0 mode any more.
denotes the location of a grid point on the computa- In Figure 5(b), the velocity vectors, (i),@), projected ontional domain (By, B2)/h = (2, Sr). the yz-plane (an end view) show that there exists a secondary

motion in the core part of the channel and that the secondary
flow consists of large-scl vortices that fill the entire chan-role in the dynamics of the flow Hence the present choice of nel (For visual clarity, every fourth data points in the bothB./h = 47r is appropriate The spanwise extent B./h = Sr of directions were selected for the vector plot ) Because of thethe present computation was determined so as to contain two large lengthscale of the secondary motion, the magnitude of itspairs of the large-scale eddies Note that the size of the eddies streamwise vorticity in the core region is only a few percent of

is not known a prori and the present choice of B,/h was made the shear rate at the wall.by examining flow fields computed with much larger domain In order to compare the magnitude between the velocity
in the spanwise direction components, the profiles of velocities are shown in Figure 6To examine t' e vertical extent of the eddy structures, con- as a function of the spanwise distance at various selected ver-tours of instantaneous u are drawn on a yz-plane (an end view) ticul locations Figure fi(a) shows how smooth the variationin Figure 3 The figure shows that the eddies are as tall as the of the streamwise component is with the spanwise distancewhole channel height, 2h, and hence the aspect ratio of the The wavy profile dominates the whole channel except near the
large eddies is close to unity In the wall region, however, walls, and the amplitude of the predominant wave is as largethe presence of eddies of much smaller lengthscales is evident, as about 10% of the relative wall speed, Uw The waviness ofThese small wall-region eddies are identical to those found in the vertical component in Figure 6(b), however, is confined inthe wall region of a plane Poiseuille flow (cf. Kim et at. 1987) the core region only, and there is a rapid attenuation when the

the two-dimensional energy spectrum, 4i(keh, kh) = 761',  walls are approached. The maximum amplitude of the verticalat y/h = 0 (Figure 4) shows that the energy density has two component is about 15% of U,. The high correlation (180*distinctive peaks at (kr, kz)h = (0, ±1.5); their magnitude is out of phase) between the streamwise and vertical components

" ch, (a)

z/h
klh - (b)

FIGURE 4. Distribution of the two-dimensional energy zh
spectrum O(kh, k,h) = 1 at the center plane (y/h = FIGURE 5 Velocity field of the time-averaged k, = 0
0) of plane Couette flow, showing that the energy den- mode (or the large-eddy field) in plane Louette flow-sity has two distinctive peaks at (k, k,)h = (0, ±1.5). (a) contours of ti in the yz-plane (perpendicular to theNote that the magitude of the peaks is about seven mean flow), where - , V > 0, ----, 0 < 0, (b) veloc-times larger than the next largest contribution. ity vectors, (0, 0O), projected on the yz-plane.

about seven times the next largest contribution. This domi-
nant contribution of the (k,, k,)h = (0, ±1 5) mode persists in the core region gwes rise tu a substantial contribution to theeven close to the walls (the ratio is about three at y../h = Reynolds stress, -p30, from the large-eddy motion (see §4)
0 001), indicating that the large eddies have a significant ef- The profiles of the spanwise velocit) in Figure 6(c) shows thatfet across the whole chane, the spanwise component is almost antisymmetric about theTo further investigate the characteristics associated with center plane, y/h = 0 (cf Figure 5b), and that the variation isthe large eddies, we decompose the flow field as v = U+V +v'. lute strong even near the ,alls Th mxi mui aiiipitude ofwhere the field 4 = (i,, , ) is obtained by averaging over t arid the spanwise component is about 2% of Uw. Comparison with

x and subtracting the mean value, U, averaged over t, x and the profiles of the other components reveals that the spanwisez, and v denotes the residual f.eld The € field represents the component is 90' out of phase with the others, leading to the
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secondary flow of roll-cell type shown in Figure 5(bo 02 .. . . .
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In Figure 7(al, comparison of the mean velocity profile, U,

is made between the computation and experiments conducted
0o0 0.985 at different Reynolds numbers (Re = 2900, Reichardt 1959,

Re - 2 x 104-4 x 104, El Telbany & Reynolds 1980) Note that
02 0914 the velocity profile at high Reynolds numbers changes rapidly

within the narrow region close to the walls (say, y.±/h <_ 0 1),
and that it has a seemingly constant slope in the core region

02 -0634 (ly/hi _< 0.5). The mean velocity gradient at the walls, S. =
dU/dyi., grows substantially with Reynolds number, whereas
at the center plane the slope, S, = dU/dyI1h.o, decreases

0 02 0.000 with increasing Reynolds numbers The value of S, is about
5% of the wall value (the total stress) and it is about 30% of

0 05 -0 634 the value in an equivalent laminar flow with a linear velocityprofile Thus, the total shear stress in the turbulent case is
about ten times higher compared with the laminar value

002 -0.914 The near-wall profile, U+ (made dimensionless by the wall-

shear velocity, U,), vs y+ (the distance normal to the nearest

002 -0 985 wall scaled by the viscous length, t, = P//1,) is shown in
Figure 7(b) The dashed and dotted lines denote the law of
the wall: U+ = YN and U

+ 
= (1/K) Iny+ + B (where K = 0 4

0o0 -o 999 and B = 5.5), respectively, which fits the experimental data
at a higher Reynolds number (El Telbany & Reynolds 1980)

-02o Figure 8 shows the profies of turbulent and total shear
0 0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 stresses across the channel. The shear stresses are symmetric

z/h about y/h = 0, and the uniformity of the total shear stress
(rrI. = 1) is apparent, indicating that the flow has indeed

FIGURE 6 Profiles of the velocity components of the reached a statistical-steady state. Near the walls, the turbu-
hine-averagf ' = 0 mode as a function of the span- lent stress (-pUV / .) increases rapidly with the distance from
wise distance at various vertical locations (a) i(z/h,1 1/h); the wall. (Hence, the mean shear rate, dUldy = (r + p2-)/o,
(b) D(z/h, y/h); (c) s7(z/h, yh). decreases rapidly in the same vicinity of the walls ) In the core
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200 - I I FIGURE 9 Profile of turbulent kinetic energy in plane

(b) Couette flow - , q2 of the full field, --- , q2 
of

150 the k= = 0 mode, ----, q
2 of the residual field

\1 in the vicinity of the wall (say y.L/h < 0 11, the contribution
from the large eddies is about 30% over the whole channel,
indicative of the importance of thn large-scale eddies in ener-

50 getics.
The profiles of turbulence intensities (u'+, v'+,, w' +

) in
00 Figure 10(a) show good agreement with the measurements (El

0 0 Telbany & Reynolds 1981) at a higher Reynolds number The
id id12 profiles are almost constant in the core region, suggesting the

Y existence of homogeneous, stationary turbulence states
FIGURE 7 Mean velocity profile in plane Couette flow Comparison with those in a plane Poiseuille flow (Figure
(a) global profile, U/fl, vs. p/h; (b) near-wall profile, 10b) at a comparable Reynolds number (Rer = 180, Kim et
U
+ 
Vs Y +  - , present simulation, 0, Reichardt al. 1987) shows that the intensities in Couette flow are signif-

(1959), 0 , El Telbany & Reynolds (1980), ----, U+ 
= icantly higher at most locations in the channel, except in the

+;.., U
+  

(1/x)ln ,++B ( 0.4 and B 5.5) vicinity of the wall (y+ < 30) where the Couette values are

12 30
120 (a)

10 0a

08 20

o° I
00 0o ..

-10 -05 00 05 10
y/h 30

FIGURE 8 Profiles of shear stresses in plane Couette (b)
flow -.- , total shear stress (r/rw); - , Reynolds
stress (-p-"V) of the full field; --- , Reynolds stress
of the k, = 0 mode, ------ Reynolds stress of the resid- 2 0

ual field.

region, the total shear stress is completely dominated by the ; 10 -

turbulent stress and the viscous stress is only a few percent --1
It is of interest to examine how much the large-scale eddies

contribute to energetics In Figure 8, the contributions to the 0 0 .
Reynolds stress from the large-scale eddies and residual field 0 0 200 40 0 60 0 80 0 100 0 1200
are drawn. The contribution from the large eddies increases /
with the distance from the wall and at the center line it is
about the same as that from the residual field Therefore, FIGURE 10 Near-wall profiles of turbulence intensities,
the production rate, -(dU/dy)UD, in the core region has a (u1+, v1+, w'+) vs p+. (a) plane Couette flow (present
gubstantial coi,tibutwiln.1i the lalge-stbl eddie. linputation), (b) plane Poiseuilie flow (from Kim et al.

Figure 9 compares the contributions to turbulent Kinetic 1987). - , u'+; . ,1+; -- , W'+ Symbols are
energy from the full, large-eddy and residual fields. Except the measured data from El Telbany & Reynolds (1981)
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ABSTRACT
The effect of an impulsively staited transverse pressure

gradient on turbulence structures in a planar channel flow
was studied using direct numerical simulation In agreement
with experiments, the sinmulation shows a reduction in the P X
Reynolds shear stress. It also shows a drop in the turbulent
kinetic energy These effects were found to be related to the
break-up of the near-wall velocity streaks The strearnwise '
vortices are convected in the spanwise direction, breaking
the original streak structures as they cross over them. It
was also found that the vortices with the same sign as the FIGURE 1 Schematic of three-dimensional channel flow
developing mean streamwise vorticity were weakened

is 101- where r., is the wall shear stress for the 2-D chan-
INTRODUCTION net flow. The spanwise pressure gradient and the mass flow

Several experiments have shown a reduction of the in the x-direction are kept constant Additional compu-
Reynolds shear stress when two-dimensional (2-D) turbu- tations were performed in the minimal channel of Jimenez
lent boundary layers are turned by a transverse pressure and Moin [6] The minimal channel is a channel flow for
gradient [1,2,3] This result is somewhat surprising, since it which the computational box is the smallest possible that
can be argued that the cross flow would add energy to the can maintain turbulence It contains only one or two dom-
flow. Turbulence models most commonly used in 2-D flows mating structures and therefore provides a much simpler
do not predict these reductions This effect cannot be ac- setting to analyse the flow dynamics.
counted for by coordinate rotation, since many experiments
hase shown a drop in the invanant structure parameter, EVOLUTION OF STATISTICAL QUANTITIES
al = 2 , where u',v',w' are the velocity fluctua- A d'taled description of the evolution of turbulence
tions in the x, Y, .directions respectively, and q is the turbu- statistics for the 3-D channel flow is given in Mon et al
lent kinetic energy The reductions must therefore be caused [7]. The changes in first- and second-order statistics are
by changes in the structure of the turbulence Turbulence outlined below.
in boundary layers contain eddies with long lifetimes which All statistics were obtained using averages in T and z
have been found important in the generation of Reynolds directions and ensemble averages of 9 realizations All ye-
shear stress and turbulent kinetic energy [4] Direct nu- locities are normalized by u,, the shear velocity of the 2-D
merical simulation makes it possible to study the dynanics channel flow, and length scales are non-dimensionalized by
of these eddies in detail. This paper describes how, when the channel half width 6.
subjected to a spanwise pressure gradient, the eddies are The mean velocity in the spanwise direction, W will grow
changed so as to reduce the turbulent kinetic energy, the linearly in time outside a Stokes layer near the wall; the
Reynolds shear stress and other statistical quantities, wall is the source of mean streamwise-vorticity, 0 At

early times, the spanwise boundary layer grows like the cor-
NUMERICAL SIMULATION responding laminar boundary layer. The stronger --%, the

The numerical method aid the 2-D initial data for this longer it takes before W deviates considerably from the lam-
study are the same as those described in Kim, Moin and mar profile.
Moser [5] This computer program simulates a fully de- In spite of a constant mass flow in the x-direction, the
veloped turbulent flow between two parallel plates (see streamwise component of the mean wall stress, T, is re-
Figure 1). The flow is homogeneous in the horizontal (z, z)- duced by about S percent. The mean streamwise velocity
planes where a Fourier expansion is used to represent the ,U, is reduced throughout the viscous sublayer. Farther out,
flow variables. A Chebychev expansion is used in the direc- U is shghtly larger in the 3-D case maintaining the constant
tion normal to the walls. The Reynolds number based on mass flux
the channel half-width 6 and the 2-0 centerhne velocity is The drop in turbulent kinetic energy is mostly caused by
3200, and the number of dealiased modes is (128x129x128) a reduction of the root-mean-square (rms) of u' (see Figure

At time zero, a spanwise pressure gradient is imposed on 2). The rms of v' is shghtly reduced as well, whiie the rms of
a flow field from a statiitically 2-0 channel fo"' The flow ic' rize. a 1Y' builds up. Except in the viscous sublaycr, the
passes through a transiant before its mean flow eventually vorticity component most affected is the vertical component
relaxes back to 2-0 in a new direction. It is the transient w. (see Figure 3) It's rms is reduced across the boundary
period we are interested in The spanwise pressure gradient layer, with maximum reduction around iy' = 15 where it
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FIGURE 2 Root- mean-square of the 3 fluctuating velocity FIGURE 4 Probability density function for u' at y+ = 10.
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FIGURE 3. Root-mean-square of the vorticity component -200.0 0.0 200.0 400.0
normal to the walls. - 2-D flow, 3-D flow r., r
,,t = 0.156/u, between each curve.

has its maximum Note that w, is invariant to a coordinate FIGURE 5. Probability density function for r, and fluctu-
rotation parallel to the walls. In the viscous sublayer, the ating r, - : 2-D flow, . 3-D flow t = 0 6u,/6
rms of w, grows with growing r, (spanwise wall stress) and after 0 is imposed.
the rms of w', is reduced.

The reduced statistical quantities will reach a minimum of u' (see Figure 4) show that its rms is reduced because the
before they recover toward a new steady state. The time at most intensely negative u' events have become less intense,
which the minimum is reached, vary for different statistical whereas for positive u' there are smaller reductions, but
quantities between t= 0 6 £/u, and 1.1 6

/u, over a wider range. This is true at all locations across the

boundary layer. Rms of omega, is reduced in the same
PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS manner since in the viscous sublayer, w,' = -u'y.

Probability density functions (PDFs) are useful in relat- The reduction of high u-events is more pronounced than
ing changes in statistical quantities with changes in turbu- is indicated by the PDFs of u'. This is especi. lly true in
lence structures. By comparing the PDFs for the 2-D and the viscous sublayer, where the change in U is considerable
3-D flows, we can determine the range of values in a flow The change in the total streamwise velocity is given by th,'
vanable that have been most affected It is then possible PDF of u. To get the PDF of u', the PDF of u is shifted
to search the iniftintineois flw f&ld for these values and U units to the left Since near the wall U is smaller in the
examine the events that create them in tht 2-D and the 3-D 3D case, the 3D PDF is not shifted as far as the 2D PDF.
cases. This accounts for the significant weakening of high-speed

The changes in the turbulent kinetic energy were found events which is not pronounced in the PDF of u' changes for
to be mainly caused by changes in the rms of u'. The PDFs low-speed events appear more pronounced This is clearly
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FIGURE 6 Weighted joint probability density function for ks

u' and t' at y+ 10 - 2-D flow; 3-D flow t=
0 6u,/6 after - is imposed.

2-

FiGt'RE 8 Energy spectrum E 1 at y = 105 for (a) 2-D
flow, (b) 3-D flow t = 0.6//u, after 4. is imposed Contour
levels 10-1,10-1,10-3,10 - 1.

FIGURE 7 Contours of u'-values at y
+ 
= 10(a) 2-D flow,

and (b) 3-D flow t = 0 6u,./6 after *, is imposed. u' = -3.5
)and 20 (- ) (obtained from the PDFs of u' in Figure 4) ii a 2-D and

a 3-D flow field The contours are quite elongated, which

seen in figure b, which shows the PDFs of r, and r. The indicates that the changes have occured within the wall layer

reduction of the streamwise component of the mean wall streaks. The low-speed streaks are longer and narrower than

stress, 7j, is due to a reduction in the high velocity events the high-speed streaks This is fairly independent of the

The PDF of w, also displays a reduction of the most contour levels chosen to highlight the streaks In the 3-

intense values This alteration is consistent with changes in D channel fow, both the low- and the high-speed streaks

the structure of the streaks, since the affected values of ,, become sho. t, r

are found along the borders between high-speed and low-
speed streaks where high values of -9 are fousnd CHANGES IN THE STRUCTURES

The weighted joint PDF for u' and v' shows (see Figure The energy spectrum of u,
6) that the reduction in the Reynolds shear stress is mostly

caused by a weakening of ejections (second quadrant) The En =< 6(k , k,, y)s(k., k,, y) >
changes are consistent with the PDF of u' ', the ejections are
wcakcncd bt .u= the most intensely negative u' have dis- where i is the Fourier transform of u, i is the complex
appeared while the sweeps (fourth quadrant) are weakened conjugate of i and k. and k, are the wave numbers in the
in the middle of the range of positive u' streamwise and the spanwise direction respectively, shows

Figure 7 shows the contours of the affected values of u' the turning of the structures with the flow (see Figure 8)
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FIGURE 9 Top view of streamwise vortice above the wall FiGURI 10 Conditionally averaged w, conditioned on
stiess. - : highr,, .low r,. (a) 2-1) flow; (b) 3-D high wall strus at the origin t = 0.6 u,/b after is

flow with spanwise flow in the positive :-da,-ertion Both imposed.
flow fields were initialized from a 2-D minmal channel at
t= 0.1256/u, earlier

It can also be seen that the largest structures (inner con-
tours) have turned less than the smaller ones The largest
structures are affected by the outer part of the flow, which ,f

has turned less. Moreover, the smaller structures may hey,
been created after the imposition of the pressure gradient A.

The rms of w. fluctuations have a local maximum arour I
y+ =20. It has been found that contours ofw, fluctuation, of v o
magnitude twice the value of this local maximum are faly
reliable detectors of streamwse vortices Examnmunato, of
the mnstantanous flow fields clearly shows that the stream-
wise vortices turn when the spanwise boundary layer ,;rows
to their height above the wall. _

before the vortices start turning, they are convect d side- 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
ways in the spanwise direction In the 2-D minimal channel tilme
streamwise vortices can be found between low-speed and
high-speed streaks This is seen in Figure 9a, where the FIGURE 11 Wall stress evolution in the minimal channel
dominant ¢ortey is shown with contours of the wall stress 2-D flow,---- 3-D flow with negative -,, 3-D
below it. The weaker vortex of oppposite sign is not in- flow with positive -
cluded for clarity Note that the flow field has been extended
four fold using the periodic boundary conditions in x and z and two cases of 3-D flow . flow turning in the positive-
d,rections The sense of rotation of the streamwise vortex and negative z-directions. Only a small portion of the in-
stiown is such that it pumps high-speed fluid down into the termittant evolution of < rr >v, is shown ( see Figure 6 of
high-speed streak and lifts low-speed fluid up from the low Jimenez and Moin). The spanwise pressure gradient is im-
speed streak When the spanwise mean flow is developed, posed at the starting point of the curves. In the case which
the vortices are shifted in the spanwise direction relative sets up a streamwise mean vorticity with the same sign as
to the nea<,-all streaks They then pump high-speed fluid the dominant vortex present at that time, the vortex disin-
down into the low-speed streak and up from the high-speed tegrates faster causing a lower wall stress Both 3-D cases
streaks Both streaks are thus weakened. This is seen in have a weaker wall stress than the 2-D case, because both
Figure 9b, which is the flow corresponding to 9a, hut with a experience the shift effect.
sp-wise flow in positive z-direction imposed t=0.125 6/u, Later the vortices start turning Computer animation
earier. shows that the streaks are broken as the vortices cross over

In the "natural" channel (as opposed to the minimal them. Streaks begin to be formed in a new direction and
channel), the distribution of vortices is more chaotic, but the turbulent kinetic energy and the Reynolds shear stress
their average location is the same as in the minimal channel, begin to recover
The conditionally averaged field of a4 conditioned around
high wall stress events in the natural channel flow is shown CONCLUSION
in Figure 10. It is clear that a spanwise shift has occured The reduction of the Reypolds shear stress, turbulent ki-
The corresponding plot conditioned on low wall stress shows netic energy, streamwise mean wall stress and the rms of W.
a similar shift, have been related to the break-up of the near-wall streaks.

Figure 10 also shows that there are differences in the evo- The weakening ot the streaks occur because the streamwmie
lotion of vortices with positive and negative signs. The vor- vortices just above them are shifted relative to the streaks
tices with the same sign as the generated W are weakened and cut across them. We have also observed reduction of
Tis effect also appears in the minimal channel. Figure 11 the intensity of the streamowise vortices with the same sign
shows the time evolution of the wall stress for the 2-D flow as the mean streaowise vorticity.
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Abstract In the direct resonance theory (Gustavsson 1981, Ben-
It is shown that the ideas of selective amplification and di. ney and Gustavsson 1981), oblique vertical vorticity modes

redc resonance, based on linear theory, do not provide a selec- are forced by the 'ertical velocity. The physical process
tion mechanism for the well-defined streak spacing of about is entirely similar to that for the streak generation men-
100 wall units (referred to as 100+ hereafter) observed in tined above and consists of a redistribution of momentum
wall-bounded turbulent shear flows For the direct resonance in oblique planes by oblique rolls. Because of the oblique-
theory (Benney & Gustavsson, 1981, Jang et al., 1986), it ness, the tNo types of fluctuations (oblique rolls and oblique
is shown that the streaks are created by the nonlinear self- streaks, or in mathematical terms vertical velocity and vor-
interaction of the vertical velocity rather than of the diectly tiwity) are in general influenced by the mean flow in two
forced vertical vorticity. It is then proposed that the selection different ways. The small vertical velocity fluctuations are
mechanism must be inherently nonlinear and correspond to governed by the Orr-Som.nerfeld equation, while the vertical
a self.sustaining process. The streak formation is only one vorticity fluctuations obey an advection-di!uasion equation
stage of the complete mechanism and can not be isolated The argument is that thc forcing of the vertical vorticity
from the rest of the process. The 100+ value should be con- by the velocity should be most effective when the eigen-
sidered as a critical Reynolds number for that self-sustaining value of the velocity mode is identical to an eigenvalue of
mechanism. For the case of plane Poiseuilie flow the 100+ the homogeneous vorticity equation (a so-called direct res-
criterion corresponds to a critical Reynolds number of 1250, onance) The reouance condition it only satisfied for well-
based on the centerline velocity and the channel half-width, defined streamwise (z) and spanwise (z) scales, thus provid-
which is close to the usually quoted value of about 1000. ing a scale selection. If the" "resonance" condition is met, the
In plane Couette flow, it corresponds to a critical Reynolds vorticity is expected to reach "large" values. The nonlinear
number of 625, based on the half velocity difference and the self-interaction of the "large" verticai vorticity then gives rise
half-width to downstream rolls (downstream vertical velocity) as shown

by Jang, Benny and Gran (1986), and these rolls lead to
1., Introduction streaks as explained in the previous paragraph. Unfortu-

An intriguing feature of wall-bounded turbulent flows is nately, our analysis does not support this approach either.
the existence of bands of low- and high-speed fluid, elon- The direct resonance criterion does not r.,cearily select the
gated in the Rtreamwise direction, and with a very consis- most amplified vorticity fluctuations. This is because the
tent spanwise spacing of about one hundred wall units, i e. "resonance" always occurs for damped modes. So the maxi-
100v/u., where u. = (vdU/dy,.) 1/ is the friction veloc- mum vorticity amplitude that can be obtained is a function
ity. The streaks are known to initiate a lo -dized instability of the damping rate, and there are non-resonant modes with
that leads to a "bursting process," during which most of the a lower damping rate which can reach larger amplitudes. In
turbulence production takes place (Klne et al., 1967, Kim fact, the largest vorticity amplitudes are obtained for down-
et i, 1971). Large momentum is exchanged between the stream modes, as reported recently by other authors also
wall and the outer fluid during the bursting process, thus (Gustavsson 1991; Henningsson 1990), but, as discussed in
sustaining the turbulent flow. the previous paragraph, the downstream fluctuations do not

It is now fairly well accepted that the mechanism for streak yield a significant scale selection. So this approach can not
generation is a rapid one, riieaning that the linear distortion explain the streak spacing either. In any case, our analysis
of fluctuations by the mc.n shear strongly dominates the also indicates that the generation of downstream rolls is a
noninear effects (Lee et al, 1990). The physical process is result of the nonlinear interaction of the oblique vertical ye-
a redistribution of downstream momentum by cross-stream locities and not of the vorticities, thus bypassing completely
motions (downstream rolls) which are decoupled from the the "resonant" amplification of the oblique streaks.
mean flow. The important question remaining is to deter-
mine what imposes the characteristic streak spacing. A nat- The final part of this paper presents an introduction to
ural suggestion is that the linear mechanism itself leads to a on-going research aimed at providing an understanding of
favored scale (selective amplification). The inner-layer of a the scale selection and the mechanisms taking place in the
typical turbulent boundary layer being about 50 wall units near-wall region of turbulent boundary layers. We propose
thick, the scale of the largest downstream roll would be also that the streak spacing should be considered as a critical
around 50+ and these would induce streaks with a spanwise Reynolds number for a self-sustaining nonlinear process, of
wavelength around 100+. The flaw in that reasoning is that which streak formation is one of the elements. The nonlin-
it rests on an intuitive, yet false, assumptions that rolls are ear process would not persuts for scales lower than about
necessarily circular while in fact they can be elliptical. Our 100 . This is the case, of course, if the largest scale al-
analysis indicates that while the linear mechanism provides lowed in the domain is smaller than 100 +. Therefore a link
a scale selectiin, it is much too weak to be significant and is established between the 100+ characteristic streak spacing
does not correspond to the value of 100+.. The weak scale and the critical Reynolds numbers, above which turbulence
selection shows up in the vertical vorticity spectra but not in can be maintained. The 100+ criterion has the potential to
the downstream velocity spectra. In a turbulent boundary be a more universal value for shear flows than other mena-
layer a peak appears in both spectra. nires of the critical Reynolds number. It translates into a
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value of 1250 based on the channel half-width and the cen-
terline velocity in plane Poiseuille flow, and 625 based on 100
the half width and half velocity difference in plane Couette
flow. The self-sustaining nonlinear process in question would 80
consists of the following elements First, streaks are created-
by downstream rolls, the streaks then break down due to an
instability of inflexional type i. tinted by the spanwise in- 60
flexions, the vertical shear might significantly influence the ,
nature of that instability. The streak instability leads to ."

the formation of vortices which reinforce the original down- 40- -- -

stream rolls, and the process repeats itself provided the scale
is larger than 100+; otherwise it losei intensity and eventu- 20
ally decays The complete process is expected to be itself
unstable, or at least "broadband", so that the flow appears
disordered if the largest admissible scale is sufficiently bigger 0 ..
than 100+. In order to capture the process in its simplest 102 101 li0 10
form it is necessary to experiment in a domain whose largest
scale is close from 100+. log(th/u.)

Insection 2, the idea of selective amplication by the linear
nechanism is examined. In section 3, we reexamine the direct FIGURE 1. Maximum pointwise vertical vorticity response
resonance theory of Jang et al. (1986). The self-sustaining to a single downstream even OS mode v = 188, s
mechanism for marginal turbulent flows is presented in sec- A+ = 94; + , + = 63, o , All = 47, o ,, , = 38 x
tion 4, followed by a short summary in section 5. A

+ 
= 27

In this paper, z, t, and z denote streamwise, normal (to
the wall), and spanwise directions, respectively, while u, v,
and w denote corresponding velocities, respectively. Wheref

2. Linear Analysis and Selective Amplification f fj.,5 dy(
A number of papers (e.g. Lee et al, 1990) show that the

mechanism for streak generation is linear. The argument and /n(Y), p, represent the eigenmodes and eigenvalues of
is that in the near wall-region the time scale for the mean the homogeneous si-equation. Note that the vertical vorticity
(dU/d/)-i is much shorter than the time scale for the nonlin- response corresponds to streaks, as opposed to vortices.
ear effects, measured by q2

/e, where q is a turbulent velocity When the OS eigenvalue w is close to the Squire eigenvalue
scale and e is the dissipation rate. The evolution is then p., the n-th coefficient will behave as texp(-tp.t). This
dictated by linear equations and streaks are created from corresponds to an algebraic growth followed by exponential
the redistribution of the downstream momentum by vertical decay, as p., corresponds to a viscously decaying mode. For a
and spanwise motions. The mechanism is a simple advection significant algebraic growth to occur the real parts of w and p
and is most efficient when the fluctuating fields are elongated must be sufficiently close. Otherwise the modes will decor-
downstream. The question here is to examine whether the relate. Furthermore, the viscous damping must be small.
linear mechanism favors spanwise scales of about 100+. The Thus one expects and verifies numerically that the largest
mathematical description of the mechanism is briefly stated responses occur for downstream modes (a = 0) for which
in the next few paragraphs, the real parts of the eigenvalues vanish (downstream modes

The governing equations for the fluctuating field, obtained are not advected) and the decay rate is inversely proportional
by eliminating pressure and the continuity constraint, are: to the Reynolds number.

The possibility of a scale selection by the linear mecha-
( + U _ V2)v - = NL, (1) nism wu investigated numerically, by introducing a down-

+ •x-- B=NL
2

(1/ stream OS mode, normalized such that the maximum ver-

t9 a I2 dU 0 tical velocity was unity, onto a turbulent mean profile with
(5 + 1 - ) + T v 

= NL, (2) R = 180, based on the friction velocity and the channel half-width. The mean velocity profile was chosen as a Reynolds-
where v and q denote respectively the y-component of ye- Tiederman profile, defined by
locity and vorticity, and U is the mean velocity. The right-
hand sides, NL., NL, represent nonlinear terms Flows in dU Ry
a channel will be considered in this paper (plane Poiseuille Ty (1 + vi)
or plane Couette flow) with the boundary conditions v =
ov/9y = n = 0 at the walls, located at y = ±l.

In the linear case (NL,=0), the equation for v is homo- v= - {1 + [ KR(1 - y')(1 + 2y')
geneous and admits eigensolutions of the form: 2 3

v = (y)e(tae+#-t (3) (1 - exp((1 + y)R/A))
2

} 
2  

1
(3) 2

where 6(y) satisfies the Orr-Sommerfeld equation. In gen- where K and A were chosen respectively as 0.525 and 37
eral, for a turbulent mean profile, all of these eigensolutions The forced responses of the vertical vorticity are shown
are decaying. 'he v-equation on the other hand, is non- in figure 1. It can be seen that there is a peak around
homogeneous for v fluctuations with a spanwise variation. A

+ = 35, but it is too weak to represent a significant selec
When forced by an eigenmode of the v equation, the linear tion. The strenwise flt,ctuating velocity responses would be
response of the vertical vorticity hu the form: obtained by multiplying the vorticity by the wavelength and

the largest response would correspond to the largest wave-
q = (It, 0)e, 1c+PX) (4) length. This does not match the experimental observations.

with - t) gven by: which show a scale selection both in the velocity and vor-
ticity spectra. In any case, the "peak" does not correspond

-"- "-"t to the typical value for the streak spacing, which is between1_(y, 0 = 1 A., '?.(y) (5) 80
+ 

and 100 +
. We must conclude that the linear mechanism

n W does not provide a scale selection.
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3. Direct Resonance Theory

In the direct rewnance scenario, streaks originate from a
three-step process (Benney and Gustav-son, 1981; Jang el
al, 1986) The first step is linear and consists of the resonant - -
forcing of the vertical vorticity by the velocity, exactly as
in the previous section, but focuses on oblique disturbances, Z 10
for which the nonlinear effects can be less trivial. The sec- 7L..
oud step is the nonlinear interaction of the vorticity with 4s
its mirror image across a vertical downstream plane. This
would create downstream vortices which, finally, give rise to 0.5
the streaks. That sequence of interaction is illustrated by
the following diagram.

f (,, et t(a,±) 0

"* - v(0,20) 00 05 1.0 15

i(0, 2), - 'i(0, 2/0) tu./h

A nonlinear theory was developed in Denney and Gustavs- FiGURE 2 Linear (lower curves) and non-linear (up-
son (1981) and applied to turbulent boundary layers in Jang per curves) vertical vorticity response for direct resonance
et al (1986) Using a turbulent boundary layer profile, - , (a, 0)- (0 9, 7 07) (forced by 14th OS mode), - -,
Jang et a. found that an OS eigenvalue coincided with a (0,14 14); --- , (0.8,6) (forced by 13th OS mode),
"Squire" eigenvalue (a direct resonance) for the horizontal (0,12).
wavenumbers, a+ = 0.0093 and 0+ = 0.035. The common
eigenvalue was equal to w

+ 
= 0.090 - i 0.037. They showed

that the interaction of that mode with its spanwise reflex- 1 25
ion induced streamwise vortices with a spanwise wavelength
around A+ = 27r/#+ - 90+.

One problem v ith the direct resonance concept is that it 00 - -- -- ....Z7. --.

must assume not only that the eigenvalues of the two linear
homogeneous operators are close, but also that the damping 075 . -- -.-- - --
rates are small. Otherwise, as discussed above, the algebraic /
growth will be quickly shut off by the exponential viscous
decay Another problem comes from multiple resonances or -050--- -- .... --- --- -.----

near-resonances There is no a priori criterion for which one
should prevail. 025 -.

The possibility of the direct resonance route to streaks I -// L
has been explored in the turbulent channel flow (Kim et

al, 1987). The Reynolds number is about 180, based on 0.0
the channel half-width and the friction velocity. A direct 00 05 1.0 15

resonance is found for
tu./h

0+ 0.005 0+ "" 0 039 FIGURE 3 Linear and nonlinear vertical vorticity response

for direct resonance: - , (,O/) = (0.9,7.07) (forced by
with the corresponding eigenvalues 14th OS mode), - - , (0,14.14), ---- , (1 6,12) (forced

w+ =0.07871485 - t 0.02168581 by 19th OS mode); , (0,24).

p+ =0 07871461 - t 0.02168558 To understand what goes on it is necessary to analyze the
nonlinear interactions. The computations and the theory are

These values are different but close to the values reported started with a pair of oblique rolls such as:
above for the turbulent boundary layer. The nonhinear in- v = cos /z (vi (y, t)e' + v*(Y, t)e')
teraction of the pair of modes (a, ±/) leads to streaks with
a spanwise spacing of about 80+. The vertical vorticity re- The linear processes then introduce a pair of oblique streaks
sponses are displayed in figure 2 The initial conditions were
such that the maximum v amplitude was 0.1 with no ver- q = sin/Oz(,71(y, t)e

'
*i + 1*(y, t)c - 

)
tical vorticity. As indicated by the subscripts, this direct The nonlinear effect of the primary interest is the gener-
resonance occurs at the 14th OS mode and the 15th Squire ation of streamwise vortices V(y, t) coo 2/z. The complete
mode, where the modes are ordered according to their decay equation for V(y, t) is obtained from (1) with the nonlinear
rate. Although this result looks encouraging, the picture is forcing provided by the pair of oblique rolls After some ma-
not as clear when one analyzes other modes. nipulations (see e.g. Benney, 1961, Lin and Benney, 19062),

For instance the linear response obtained from the 13th one finds:
OS mode for slightly different wavenumbers is very similar
to the direct resonance mode, but the nonlinear response is a 1 02 02
even larger (figure 2). The response to the 19th OS mode - - 4/0)] (' 42 

V

for (a,/) = (1 6,12) revealed rather confusing results (figure

3). The linear response ib almost four times vlarger than the W
direct resonance one, but the nonlinear response is much 0( + 40'# i +vw)+4/ 01(e vIv + t w),
smaller. One would exp-ct that if the linear response was where wi is given i terms of vi and 9i by

four times larger than for the direct resonance modes, the
nonlinear response should be sixteen times larger than in the &I
direct resonance case. w= k

- (-/ - + Ing,)
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as opposed to the half height. In more general terms, the
75 - characteristic length should be taken as the smallest of half

I Ithe channel height and width. Doing so it turns out that

50 - -- - - - - - - - turbulence can not be maintained if u.A,/v < 100, which
i corresponds to UcA,/(2v) < 1250 (A,/2 is the half-width),

S2.5 -- ------- ~ - - irrepectively of the value of Uh/i But 1250 is close to
the usualiy quoted value for the critical Reynolds number in

0- ... channel flow. If one had reduced the height h as opposed

to the width A,, "turbulence" would have also disappeared

.25 -- " "- when U/zv < 1250 or u.h/v < 100.
.j"In order to capture the self-sustaining process in its sim-

-50 plest form, the next step is to reduce both dimensions (2h
and A,) to their minimum value, so as to eliminate all unnec-
essary scales. One should be reminded at this point that the

.0 -005 0.0 05 0 streaks are expected to be an essential element of the whole
mechanism. The streaks are created from the redistribution

of downstream momentum. From the distribution of the
y/h mean shear in a channel flow, the simplest self-sustaimng

FIGURE 4. Forcing terms for the direct resona non-laminar flow should then consists of a pair of opposite
Fance mode at streaks in the spanwise direction and in the direction per-

time when ri is maximum- V, Fv; 9 , F.; and a , F, pendicular to the walls as well, i.e one pair of streaks in
either half of the channel. In Couette flow, where the mean

with k2 =s
2 

+ 0. The right hand side can be rewritten as shear has only one sign, the simplest solution should corre-

the sum of three forcing ternms F.. + F,5 + Fs, where spond to only one pair of streaks in the middle of the chan-

nel Thus, the simplest marginal channel flow should have

0202 8 0 i4  1,v s, #2 &• dimensions u.A,/v = 100 and u.2h/v z 100 (correspond-
F., =4"- - (vivt) + 4 T4 - , - (vivi) ing to Re=1250, based on the centerline velocity), while the

simplest marginal Couette flow should have u.A,/v = 100

and u.2h/v t- 50 (corresponding to Re=625, based on the
itBo 32 half velocity difference). Note that the laminar mean veloc-

F.,- , -- +4)(vii V' - ql~i v)+ ity profiles (parabola for plane Poiseuille flow and linear for

4032 0 a aplane Couette flow) are used to estimate the wall-shear veloc-

- 0, '1 - v7)7 ity, and the actual critical Reynolds numbers are expected
F 5& 5; to be somewhat lower than 125U and 625, accounting for

higher wall-shear velocities associated with turbulent mean

4a
2 3

2 a profiles.
F,, =--(viivi ) A number of simulations of both flows were performed,

V ay 'and the result support the above reasoning. Turbulent Cou-
ette flow, for instance, could not be maintained at Reynolds

In the direct resonance theory, the oblique streaks (r'i) are numbers of 330 and below (based on the half height and half
supposed to be much larger than the rolls so that only their velocity difference) but was maintained for over 2000 eronvec-
nonlinear interaction, i.e the term F,,, is considered The tive time units (2h/2U.4 ) at a Reynolds number U.h/v =
three forcing terms for the direct resonance case at the time 400. Thus the non-laminar flow was maintained for over 5
when v(o, ±-#) reaches its maximumn amplitude (cf figure viscous units (h /v), a time scale over which the slowest de-
2) are shown in figure 4. Figure 4 shows that the domi- caying scales would decay by a factor exp(-2 51r

2) if they
nant forcing term is the nonlirear interaction of the oblique were not sustained. The computed flow fields in the near-
rolls (vi) and not of the "directly forced" oblique streaks wall region indicated strong similarity to those obtained at a

(Rdi) Thus the formation of the streamwise vorticity is ow- higher Reynolds number (Lee & Kim 1991). The main mech-
ing to the nonlinear interaction of the vertical velocity of the anism appears to be the breakdown of the streaks owing to
oblique rolls, not the vertical vorhtscai as proposed in the di- a spanwise inflectional instability (figure 5) The complete
rect resonance theory. We must conclude that the formation process is still somewhat too disordered to firmly establish
of streamwise vortices, and the streaks they induce, are not the mechanisms at play Energy transfer between the streaks
directly associated with "direct resonances." and downstream rolls are being investigated to clarify the

nature of the self-sustaining mechanism. It is also planned

4. Marginal Flow to investigate these flows with certain symmetries imposed

In view of the failure of the linear mechanism to provide a upon in the hope of further constraining and clarifying the

scale selection, we hypothesize that the selection must com- nature of the fundamental self-sustaining flow.,
from the original disturbance. In a turbulent flow the dis-
turbance seems to arise from the breakdown of the streaks 5. Summary
themselves (the bur"#ing process). Thum the 100+ selection The streaks, well-defined bands of low- and high-speed

must come from the complete self-su iainng mechanism fluid present in the near-wall region of turbulent shear flows,
Our conjecture is that disturbances with a spacing smaller are an integral part of the bursting process, by which mo-
than about 100+ cai not be maintained. The 100+ should mentum is exchanged between the wall and the outer fluid.
then be considered as a critical Reynolds number. This con- The formation of the streaks is well described by linear the-
jecture is consistent with the observation made by Jimenez ory and corresponds to the rotation of the vertical mean

and Moin (1991) They show that for a channel flow at three shear by downstream rolls to create a spanwise shear. The
different R '- ,.lds numbers. Uh/v = 500, 3000 and 2000, linear theory, however, does not provide an explanation for

(U is the centerline velocity, h is the half-height), the flow the well-defined scale selection (100+). The amplitudes of
returns to a laminar state when the spanwise width of the the streaks obtained from the linear equations for a range

periodic box is reduced below about 100 + . of scales around the observed 100 + did not show any signifi-
We observe that for channel width of about 100 + the chan- cant peak. The direct resonance theory (Jang et al., 1986) is

nel is very narrow. The characteristic length for the scaling based on the same linear mechanism but for oblique distur-
of the disturbance should then be taken as the half width bances, whereby oblique rolls create large oblique streaks. A
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__the case. In fact the largest responses occur for downstream
modes which do not show any signifcant scale selection as

- b'stated above Futhermore the analysis of the numerical ex-
periments indicates that the d wistream rolls are created
owing to the self-interaction of the oblique rolls rather than
that of the oblique streaks

Our conclusion is that the scale selection comes from the
complete self-sustaining nonlinear mechanism which consists
of the creation, destruction and regeneration of the streaks
The observed characteristic scale of about 100 wall units
corresponds to a criical Reynolds number for that process,

I -below which it would not be self-sustaining This establishes
a link between the 100+ streak spacing and critical Reynolds
numbers below which turbulent flows can not be maintained
Numerical investigations support this view and a more com-
plete account of that work will be presented in a forthcoming
pubication
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pai 1f Lie large oblique streaks then interact nonhc:sr'ly
to yield downstream rolls, which themselves create down-
stream streaks In the direct resonance theory, the scale
selection comes from the fact that the creatu of oblique
streaks by oblique rolls would be more efficient for su'me
particular scales. Unfortunately, this was not found tr, be
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ABSTRACT jet fluid concentration) by stacking the set of images

We investigate the far-field evolution of large-scale (frames) sequentially to form a x - y - t volume and

structures in both a natural and circularly forced round extracting an isoconcentration (isovalue) urface from

turbulent (Re = 4000) water jet Sequential axial the data. With proper image processing this surface

PLIF cross sections are acquired of the flow, resulting shows the evolution of large-scale structures in the
in a 2D time-dependent (x - y - t) dataset. Af- flow both inside dnd a, the surface of the jet.
inr app20pratiedepntal imaxe processg th daa g A This three-dimensional visualization technique is
ter appropriate digital image processing, the marching useful for revealing aspects of the instantaneous flow
cubes algorithm is used to extract a 3D isovalue sur- physics, but the method is computationally intensive,
face from the volume This surface compactly shows which makes acquiring flow statistics difficult For ex-
the global far-field (x/d 30) evolution of the flow ample, the relatively brief 20 s sequences used here
In both flows the 3D surfaces clearly show the far- each consist of 100 449 x 351 images, resulting in
field existence and evolution of large-scale organized about 15MB of raw data. Since we would need a
structures. As expected, the helical instability mode record many times longer to perform any statistical
is dominant in the far-field of the natural jet. Circular analysis, the memory required merely to store the data
forcing amplifies this helical mode, and increases its and the additional resources required to compute their
spreading rate. statistics are impractical. With data compression and

faster computers these difficulties may be overcome,
INTRODUCTION but at present we consider that our approach com-

plements the work of researchers such as Tso & Hus-
Although the existence and nature of large-scale sain (1989), who used conditional sampling of point

or coherent structures has been exhaustively investi- measurements of the velocity field to detect organized
gated in the fully developed or far-field region of mix- structures and calculate the probability of their oc-
ing layers (Brown & Roshko [19741), there has been curence.
surprisingly little work on large-scale structures in the Related volumetric visualization techniques have
far-field region of turbulent round or axisymmetric jets. also been used on other flows Jiminez et al. (1985)
In the near field of the jet, the early work of Crow & first used volume rendering in the mixing layer, while
Champagne (1971) showed the existence of "a large- Aguf& Hessel:..K (1988) visualized in three dimensions
scale orderly pattern." However, the inherent three- the near field of a pulsed coflowing jet. In both of these
dimensionality of these structures in the far-field made cases, Taylor's hypothesis was used to relate time to
them difficult to detect until newer diagnostic and im- space, and therefore the reconstructed object resem-.
age processing techniques allowed interior details of bles the flow seen in the experiment More recently,
the flow to be visualized (Hesselink 1988). Dimotakis Mungal et al (1991) have used volume rendering to
et al. (1983) were among the first to present evidence investigate the dynamics of high Re (2 x 108) jets
of far-field organized motion using x- t diagrams from Their x- y- t volumes, which bear little resemblance
a movie sequence of planar laser induced fluorescence, to the actual flow, are the three-dimensional analogs
or PL IF, axial cross sections of a jet Given large- of the x - t diagram, and show evolution and pairing
scale structures in the far-field of three-dimensional of large-scale organized structures.
free shear flows, we are interested in answering two Our technique of isovalue reconstruction differs
major questions in this work: 1) how do these struc- from volume rendering in that it extracts and recon-
tures evolve over time?; and 2) what is the effect of structs a single surface from a volumetric dataset,
circular (instead of axi;I) forcing on the supposedly while volume rendering uses transparency to render the
dominant helical instab;lity mode7  entire dataset as a single object. Since volume render-

Our approach involves acquiring a sequence of ing reveals all structures simultaneously, its results are
PLIF axial cross sections of both a natural and cir- often difficult to interpret because of the lack of high-
cularly forced turbulent round jet under identical con- contrast and easily recognizable internal structures in
ditions (Re = 4000) We analyze the experimental turbulent flows. In fact, Mungal et al. have elimi-
results (consisting of millions of measurements of the nated the transparency from their volume renderings,
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creating an opaque outer isovalue surface, to avoid stead of decaying as 11x This rescaling is crucial if we
confusion Our technique (Ning & Hesselink [1991]) wish to follow the structures as theyspread and diffuse
provides a more accessible inte.prm.tation of the flow, downstream. The 100 gray scale images are stacked
and has the additional advantage ot being considerably sequentially to form a x - y - t volume (Fig 1), and
less computationally intensive median and uniformly lowpass filtered over a 333

set of sample points to remove artifacts and reduce
noise. Finally, since we are interested only in the large-

EXPERIMENT scale structures of the flow, the images are smoothed

The flow visualized here is a round turbulent jet twice with a uniform lowpass filter over a 5x5 window
with a Reynolds number based on the nozzle diameter to suppress the smaller spatial scale details
(do = 0 48 cm) of 4000 Pressurized air drives water Isoconcentration surfaces at a specified threshold
containing 4 x 10- 5 M disodium fluorescein from a (in both cases 170 out of 255 gray scales) are recon-
reservoir tank out the nozzle at a steady exit velocity structed from the filtered images using the marching
into a hexagonal tank of still, clear water about 1 m cubes algorithm (Lorensen and Cline [1987]) This al-
deep The dyed ,uid is pushed through a honeycomb gorithm thresholds the volume at the specified value
section in the reservoir tank before exiting the nozzle and uses linear interpolation between the images to re-
to eliminate swirl The jet nozzle can be forced either construct a surface consisting of triangles. The num-
circularly or axially with a variable speed motor. Both ber of triangles in the surface is a rough measure of
the hexagonal and reservoir tanks are filled and al- the convolution of the surface. These surfaces can
[owed to sit for at least three hours before each run to then be viewed with an interactive display program
eliminate stray currents and temperature differences which rotates or translates the isovalue surface in real
Since the mean turbulent "flame length" becomes in- time. The capabilities of our in-house software are il-
dependent of Re above 3000 (Broadwell & Mungal lustrated and described in more detail in Yoda & Hes-
1991), our flow should be fully turbulent selink (1990). Less than half an hour of CPU time is

We illuminate the flow along the jet axis from the required on the Iris workstation to reconstruct these
side with a light sheet 1 mm thick from a 20 W copper surfaces, which occupy about 50MB of memory each
vapor laser (MetaLaser Model 251) pulsed at 6 kHz.
Each 40 ns laser pulse is brief enough to effectively
freeze the flow within a slice The sheet illuminates the RESULTS
region 30do to 83do downstream of the nozzle; this From various analyses of the stability of the ax-
corresponds to 1.5-4 local jet diameters (d = 0.44x, isymmetric jet in the far-field, it is known that for
where x is the downstream location) in the far-field normal mode disturbances the two most common in-
of the jet. The optics for forming the light sheet are stability modes present in this flow are the n=0 or
designed so that the relatively thick light sheet has axisymmetric mode, which produces a vortex ing-like
a Rayleigh range slightly greater than the region of structure, and the n=1 or helical mode, whii pro-
interest The images are acquired at normal incidence duces a single helix. Batchelor & Gill (1962) con-
by a VHS videocamera (JVC Model GF-700) with a cluded from their analysis that the helical mode is

0 1 ms shutter at the rate of 30 Hz. Each videotape the only mode which would produce amplified distur-
frame therefore images a single pulse of the laser, and bances in an inviscid jet. Fig. 2 shows a sketch of the
the laser pulses are synchronized with the videocamera proposed far-field instantaneous scalar or concentra-
framing rate tion field of the jet for the axisymmetric (from Dahm

Individual frames of the videotape are digitized at [1985]) as well as the helical (from Mungal & O'Neil
a rate of 5 Hz; the interframe spacing is then 0.2 s
vs. local characteristic times tc of 0.4-2.8 s (tc =
d/uc, where uc, the centerline velocity, is related to
the initial nozzle velocity Uo" uc/uo = 6 2/(x/do)).
Frames are acquired from 6 4 to 26.4 s after the start
of the jet, resulting in 100 images per dataset This
time range gives us data on fully developed flow with
no wall (or floor) effects

These 8-bit images are downloaded to a Silicon
Graphics Iris workstation (Model 4D/220GTX), and
expanded with linear interpolation in the horizontal (y) Xcoordinate by 1.684 to square the rectangular video
pixels We then ensemble average the 100 images, ex-

tract the concentration c0(x) along the vertical cen-
terline (i.e. the jet axis) of the average and rescale the
average as well as the entire dataset row by row by the
vector ro(x) = 255/co(x) The centerline concentra-
tion of each image is therefore self-similarly rescaled Figure 1. Schematic of image stacking for isovalue
to be constant and maximum along the centerline, in- surface extraction
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[1989]) mode. These sketches implicitly assume the
Lagrangian mixing picture of Broadwell and Breiden-
thai (1982) where external fluid is entrained by the
large-scale structures and is molecularly mixed at the
smaller spatial scales Now if the entire shaded area

- -corresponds to an interior axial view of the jet, only
the left and right edges of this area would be visible
in our surfaces. The bumps on these edges should
then become "bands" on the side surfaces (the x - t
plane) of the x-y- t volume. And by comparing the
left and right side of the isovalue surface and seeing if
they are in or out of phase, we will be able to deter-
mine whether the natural jet is in the axisymmetric or

Figure 2. The proposed far-field instantaneous con- helical mode, respectively.

centration fields of a round turbulent jet in the ax- Two types of jet flow are presented here, both at

isymmetric (left) and helical (right) modes. Arrows Re = 4000: a natural jet and a circularly excited jet

indicate entrainment of external fluid. The darkest (Strouhal number St = 0 3) with a forcing amplitude
shading corresponds to the highest concentration fluid of 1 5 mm (,-" 0 3do) The fundamental associated

with forcing at this critical St is "the most dispersive
wave on a jet column" (Crow & Champagne) Both
datasets are obtained, processed and reconstructed
under identical conditions.

The natural jet

Fig. 3 shows the fiist and last images from our
dataset, while Fig. 4 shows the corresponding three-
dimensional isovalue surface In this view the down-
stream coordinate x increases from bottom to top, and
time progresses from left to right A point light source
is placed infinitely far away in the upper left-hand cor-
ner to highlight the parallel bands in the Gouraud
shaded surface which are the large-scale structures

Figure 3. First (left) and last (riglt) images of the traveling downstream (up) as time progresses (to the
natural jet dataset (6.4 and 26 4 s, respectively, after right). We see from their spacing that these coherent
the start of the jet). Flow in the 449 row by 351 structures increase in size as the local jet diameter in-
column pictures goes from bottom to top. We have creases. The number of bands or structures evident
deliberately limited the number of distinct gray scales at the top (x = 83d) is le-- than that at the bottom
to 5 instead of the usual 255 to better enhance the (x = 30d0o). Since the structures are of the dimen-
contrast between different gray scale levels (black=0, sion of the local jet diameter d, which scales with x,
white=255). the structures must grow either by entraining external

fluid or by pairing to produce a yet larger structure
(Dahm).

The speed of the coherent structures (i e the slope
of the bands) seems to decrease with downstream dis-
tance. We do not, however, see a continuous 1/x
decay in the slope, which would be expected on the
average from the scaling of the local average centerline
velocity. This result agrees with the one-dimensional
findings of Dimotakis et aL., who observed that the
speeds in their jets decreased abruptly with each pair-
ing event, and that the average velocity seemed to
decrease "smoothly and monotonically only in an en-
semble average sense."

A more interesting result is the frequency with
which the coherent stnctures occur-they appear to
be present at all times in the flow-and the large
downstream distance (in some cases the full down-
%tream view of 53d.) over which these structures
maintain themselves, Tso & Hussain conservatively

Figure 4. Natural jet isovalue surface at threshold estimated from the results of their conditional sam-
170 out of 255. pling scheme that large-scale structures (whether ax-
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isymmetric or helical) existed in the jet about 15% the same as for Figs 4 and 6 The same "bands" are
of the t,me, but our results show that these struc- evident, and they appear to be deeper because of the
tures are always present. The robustness of the co- forcing than those for the natural jet (this surface is
herent structures agrees with the results of Tso et al. about 1 1 million triangles, vs 900,000 for Fig 4)
(1981), who concluded from hot-wire measurements
that structures on the order of the local jet diameter
d persist for up to 3d downstream As a further note,
we observe that these surfaces at Re = 4000 are very
similar to those seen by Mungal et al for the natural
jet at Re = 2 x10 8.

Lastly, what is the instability mode of these struc-
tures? Since we are interested in analyzing the entire
volume, rather than examining the individual images,
we decided to try to examine the axi- or antisymme-
try of the three-dimensional isovalue surface about its
x - t central plane. This approach allows us to qual-
itatively analyze the surface, instead of using more
difficult quantitative correlation techniques (which we
are presently pursuing). Each image is flipped around Figure 5. Flipped version (left) of the first image
its vertical centerline (whose location is actually de- of the natural jet (Fig 3 left) and its average image
termined from the ensemble average), and is aver- with the original (right). Note how much smoother
aged with its original version to produce an image the outlines of the averaged image are compared with
that is vertically symmetric (Fig. 5) Now if there the original and its flipped version.
exists sufficient overlap between the image and its flip
and the gray scales in the images vary smoothly along
the horizontal coordinate, the symmetric surface re-
constructed from these images at the same threshold
(170 out of 255) should be qualitatively smoother than
the isovalue surface shown in Fig. 4. We should there-
fore see little difference between the symmetrized and
original surface where the jet is in the (axi)symmetric
mode, and a significant difference where the jet is in
the helical or antisymmetric mode.

Fig. 6 shows the symmetrized version of the surface
in Fig. 4 It is obviously much smoother,, even to the
extent of almost completely eliminating the bands at
the lower downstream locations The surface in Fig 6
is about 700,000 triangles, while the surface in Fig. 4
is about 900,000, indicating more surface convolution
Two regions seem to be consistent between the sym-
metrized and original surfaces-the upper left hand
corner, and the rightmost band of the dataset, mdi- Figure 6. Symmetrized surface for natural jet at
cating that the jet is axisymmetric there. The sharp threshold 170 out of 255. This isovalue surface is
contrast between the two surfaces implies that the jet from the averaged images (example shown in Fig. 5
probably switches between these two modes at differ- right).
ent instances of time, instead of following a mixture
of both modes at all times. Hence our results sug-
gest that the helical mode is the more dominant one
in the far-field of the round turbulent jet, as predicted
by Batchelor & Gill and also shown by Tso & Hussain
It is important to remember that swirl has been elim-
inated in the jet, so there are no helical components
in the initial conditions of our flow.

The circularly forced jet

Fig. 7 shows the first and last images from our
circularly forced (5t = 0 3) dataset. Note the strong
antisymmetry of the axial cross section and how much
the outer boundary deviates from the centerline as
compared with Fig 3. Fig 8 shows the correspond- Figure 7. Similar to Fig. 3, but for the circularly
ing isovalue surface. The orientation of the surface is forced jet datasit.
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The structures again increase in extent and decrease creases They are surprisinlv robust in many cases
in velocity as the jet progresses downstream We no- maintaining themselves over the entire downstream
tice here, too, that the coherent structures are present distance observed (about three to four local jet di-
at all times in the flow, and that they maintain them- ameters). The helical instability mode is the more
selves over most of the downstream range shown.

The most interesting result from this dataset arises
from our two-dimensional ensemble average. If one
looks at the rescaled ensemble average from the forced
jet and compares it to that for the natural jet (Fig 9),
the increase in the spreading rate of the jet is clearly
evident Using the first visible edge (around a gray
scale level of 50 out of 255, or 20% of the centerline
concentration), the natural jet has a spreading angle
of about 190, while the forced jet has a spreading
angle of about 220. Our results in the far-field are
not as striking as those of Lee (1985), who reported a
near-field spreading angle of 500 at the same St with
circular forcing of amplitude 8% of do This increase in
the angle may be no surprise, considering the amount
of radial momentum that is initially imparted to the
flow by the nozzle forcing.

We also symmetrized this dataset, but because of
the greater deviations from the centerline, the overlap Figure 8. Similar to Fig 4, but for the circularly
between the image and its flipped version was much forced jet dataset
smaller and therefore the difference between the origi-
nal isovalue surface and its symmetrized version is not
as significant. Fig. 10 shows the symmetrized surface
for the circularly forced jet; it is not nearly as smooth
as the surface in Fig. 6 It is nevertheless noticeably
smoother than the original surface in Fig. 8-note for
example in Fig 10 the much shallower corrugations at
the top of the surface as compared with those in Fig 8
This symmetrized surface is about 800,000 triangles,
vs 11 million triangles for the original version.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have applied a new technique for analyzing and
interpreting large scalar datasets by extracting an iso- Figure 9. Ensemble averages over 100 jet cross sec-
value surface from a sequence of axial cross sections of tions for both the natural (left) and circularly forced
a round turbulent jet This technique has enabled us (right) datasets.
to easily observe the evolution of the turbulent round
jet and the effects of circular nozzle forcing on the
far-field instability modes in this flow We wish to
emphasize that our technique gives results that could
not have been readily obtained using more traditional
approaches Although n, may have some impression
of large-scale structures .. the overall zigzag shape of
the jet while watching the videotape of the flow, their
frequency, robustness, velocity and mode are all much
more readily evident in the x - y - t isosurface rep-
resentation Furthermore, all of our two-dimensional
data (vs. point measurements) are represented in
our results, and the data are not preconditioned We
therefore believe that the results here more fully cap-
ture the physics of this flow.

We see that large-scale structures exist at every
instant of time in the far-field of both the natural and
circularly forced turbulent round jet at Re = 4000.
The coherent structures increase in extent as the local
jet diameter d increases, and their convection speed Figure 10. Symmetrized surface for the circularly
decreases as the local let centerline velocity uc(x) de- forced jet.
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dominant mode in the far-field of the natural jet as Hesselink, L 1988 Digital image processing in flow
predicted by Batchelor and Gill. visualization. Ann. Rev. Fldid Mech 20, 421-

Circular forcing of the nozzle has a pronounced ef- 485.
fect on the far-field structure, amplifying the helical Jim6nez, J., Cogollos, M & Bernal, L P 1985 A
mode of the jet The spreading angle of the forced jet perspective view of the plane mixing layer J Fluid
increases byabout 15% from the natural jet because of Mech. 152, 125-143
the additional radial momentum imparted by the noz- Lee, M 1985 Bifurcating and blooming jets. Ph D
zle forcing. To our knowledge, these are the first far thesis, Stanford University.
field measurements on the circularly forced turbulent Lorensen, W.E. & Cline, H E. 1987 Marching cubes a
round jet. The omnipresence of these coherent struc-
tures in both types of jets suggests that they play a high resolution three-dimensional surface construc-
significant role in the physics of three-dimensional free tion algorithm. Computer Graphics 21, 163-169
turbulent shear flows (perhaps in mixing as suggested Mungal, M.G., Lozano, A. & van Cruyningen, I.
by Broadwell & Breidenthal). 1991 Large-scale dynamics in high Reynolds num-

Until now, this new volumetric visualization tech- ber jets and jet flames. Expts. in Fluids (to ap-
nique has have been used to extract mainly qualitative pear).
ftatures of the flow. However, this technique can and Mungal, M G & O'Neil 1989 Visual observations of
should be extended to obtaining quantitative results a turbulent diffusion flame. Comb and Flame 78,
We therefore plan to next obtain the instantaneous 377-389.
three-dimensional quantitative concentration field of Ning, P C & Hesselink, L 1991 Adaptive isosurface
these flows at various Re (by sweeping the laser light generation in a distortion-rate framework. Pro-
sheet), and to further develop quantitative data anal- ceedings of the SPIE 1459 (to appear).
ysis techniques Tso, J & Hussain, F 1989 Organized motions in

a fully developed turbulent axisymmetric jet. J
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ABSTRACT

Experimental measurements of naturally occurrsng on- turbulence However, most of the measurenients reported
stability modes in the azIsymmetrt shear layer of a high were for x1D < 1 at a Reynolds number of 42,000 FRom
Reynolds number turbulent let are presented The region the standpoint of practical applications there is a need to
up to the end of the potential core wai dominated by the study the evolution of modes over an extended region of
aisymmetric mode. The azimuthal modes dominated only the jet and at more representative Reynolds numbers
downstream of the potential core region The energy con- There have been several other investigations of rnsta-
tent of the higher order modes (m > 1) was significantly bihty modes in jets (Kusel et al, 1989; Corkse et al, 1991)
lower than that of the azisymmetric and m = ±1 rodes In these studies, a ver) low level of excitation was used to
Under optimum conditions, twc frequency ezcita!'on (both organize shear layer instabilities and to raise the large scale
at m = a) was more effective than s cgle freo e nv ex. coherent structures over the background levels, in addition
citation (at m = O) for jet spreading enhancement. An to providing a phase reference for the measurements. Even
extended reg0on of the jet was controlled by forcal comp- though the levels of excitation were of the same order as the
inations of both axisymmetric (m = 0) and helical modes naturally occurring fluctuations, the jet displayed different
(m = ±1) Higher spreading rates were obtained when characteristics For example, in the work of Corke et ii,
multi-modalforcmg was applied 1991, low amplitude acoustic excitation of the jet at the

INTRODUCTION natural fundamental frequency of the axisymmetric mode
suppressed the occurrence of the helical modes observed by

The study of the fundamental aspects of natural jets Drubka, 1981. in the same jet facility For this reason, it is
as well as their excitability and control is of great practi- necessary to document the evolution of natural instability
cal importance and shows promise for enhancing mixing, modes without any acoustic excitation
controlling separation and reducing jet noise

Although a vast body of data exists, most of the obser- Cohen and Wygnanski (1987-a) calculated the natural
vAtioghabeenad in da deants, jest fows Therse evolution of disturbances in the axisymmetric mixing layer.

vations have been made in ideahz, d "clean" jet flows There Linear stability analysis was applied to a family of mean
is a need for studying these phen menu in jets that are more velocity profiles for the first seven azimuthal modes after
representative of industrial applic, ions, i e, high Reynolds assuming that the flow is iiviscid and quasi-parallel These

iniber, fully turbulent initial condition, and high core tur- calculations showed that at xrD = 0 125 the amplification
bulence In addition, the focus needs to be at anid beyond rates of the first four azimuthal modes are almost indistii-
the potential core Such an understanding is essential if any guishable from one another As the mixing layer widens the
further progress is to be made in the application of these relative importance of the azimuthal modes diminishes and
techniques to technologically relevant situations, at the end of the potential core, only the m = 1 and the

In a jet excited by naturally occurring disturbances, m = 0 modes remain amplified Their calculations reveal
the large scale coherent structures occur over a band of fre- that at the end of the potential core, mode I emerged as the
quencies and over various azimuthal mode numbers, The dominant instability This was also predihted by .\ichalke
nature of these structures has frequently been characterized and Hermann (1982) and Batchelor and Gill (1962), and
using correlation functions (Drubka, 1981, Sreenivasan, reported by Mattiigly and Chang (1974) and Zaman and
1984, Chan, 1977, Gutmark et al, 1988) Correlations of Hussain (1984) It is suggested, therefore, that the m = I
streamwise velocity with circumferential separation can in- azimuthal mode is prevalent at the end of the potential core,
dicate the relative domnance of the axisymmetric or the and one expects this mode to control the evolution of the
aziniuthal waves For example, the correlations are inde- fully developed jet. However, the experimental evidence for
pendent of circumferential separation if the flow consists the existence of spinning modes in high Reynolds number
of circular vortex rirgs If the correlations show a circum- jets has been rather sket, hy. Direct proof, through detailed
ferential dependence, they may be due to azimuthal waves measurements, has yet to substantiate these findings
developing on the circular vortex rings, or by a transverse
flapping of the jet. The modal spectrum representation The degree of jet spreading offered by single frequency

provides the capability of resolving the naturally occurring plane wave excitation may not seem attractive enough to

axisymmetric and azimuthal modes over a range of frequen- pursue for practical applications However, when the "pre-

cies ferred mode" frequency becomes neutrally stable, its sub-
harmonic, which is then amplifying near its maximum rate,

Sample mode spectra have been reported c,revi,,'ly can he nsed to cau-e further mixing ciuhmcnient The de-
(Petersen et al., 1987) but have not been u,, a to churac- velopment of a subharmonic in a free shear layer has been
terize the evolution of the various instability modes trig- observed by several researchers An analysis was presented
gered by natural disturbances. Drubka (1981) examined by Kelly (.967) which showed that there exists a mecha-
the evolution of modes in an unexcited jet for both lam- nism for the generation of a subharmonic wave in the case
liar arid turbulent exit conditions at various levels of core of a flow with a hyperbolic tangent velocity profile It was
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shown later by tlh and Huang (1982) that the spreading EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
rate of a mixing layer can be manipulated significantly by
forcing near the subharmonic of the preferred frequency The axisymnietric jet facility (Figure 1) consists of a

30 ir. diameter plenum chamber which is supplied by 40
Furthermore, when the shear laer is excited sinul- psi air through an 8 inch line 1low control is made possi-

taneously by the fundamental and subharmome, an inter- ble through a main butterfly valve and a bypass plug valve
action could occur leading to a large augmentation of the The plenum tank includes acoustic treatment as well as
subharmonic amplitude Some aspects of this problem have flow straightening and turbulence reduction hardware The
been addressed by Ho and Huang (1982), Mankbadi (1985), front end of the plenum tank consists of a contraction which
NMonkewitz (1988), Cohen and Wygnaiski (1987-b), and Ng ends in a 3 5 inch diameter nozzle with a 10 inch straight
and Bradley (1988). sectionat theend A trip ring was used on the flange, which

There have been no experiments reporting two- attached the nozzle to the plenum tank The trip ring en-
frequency interactions and their effect on the spreading rate sured that the nozzle exit boundary layer was fully turbu-
of high Reynolds number (- 10') jets with a turbulent ini- lent Details of the trip ring and the nozzle exit boundary
tial condition, possibly because the levels of excitation re- layer are documented in Raman et al (1989)
quired to bring about the two-frequency interaction in these The high amplitudes equired for the multi-frequency
jets are too high to be provided by conventional acoustic inteiactions were provided by Ling elertru-pneunatic
drivers In addition the two frequency experiment is corn- drives (Model EPT 9B) These drivers operate at an an
plicated by a multitude of parameters which need accurate supply pressure of 40 lb/sq inch each, and are capable if
documentation For example, the work of Ng and Bradley pr essureque ncy if < 1 ) e waef(198) a a e(D of bou 16000 docmens te pase producing low frequency (f < 1000 1Hz) complex waveforms
'(1988) at a Re(D), of about 16,000, documents the phase with an acoustic power tip to 4000 watts The 40 psi airdifference between the two waves and their amplitudes in supplied to the Ling drivers is exhausted into the plenum
the input signal, which would be completely different from tank by elbows which turn the flow upstream into the tani
that present in the flow at the jet exit There is therefore a Downsti -an of the elbows, a screen and hioneycon.b section
need for a controlled parametric study of the effects of two- conditions the flow The exhausted air passed through this
frequency excitation on a high Reynolds number jet with a flow conditioning and provided the air flow through the
turbulent nozzle exit boundary layer nozzle Measurements made at the nozzle exit showed that

However, two-frequency plane wave excitation also has the mean axial velocity profiles were uniformily "top-hat"
its limitations since the axisymmetric mode only domi- and unaffected by this unusual air supply scheme The
nates tip to the end of the potential core (Batchelor and turbulence intensity measured at the jet exit was 1 5% as
Gill (1962)) Control in the region downstream can be compared to 0 1% for the normal air supply scheme (see
gained only by forcing modes that are amplified in that Ramian et a (1988), Raman and Rice (1989))
region Documented attempts to control the spreading An azimuthal array of acoustic drivers is used to in-
rate of a high Reynolds number turbulent initial condi-tio je bymuli-mdalforinghav ben qitelimted put various modes into the jet The driver array consists
tion jet by ult-modal forcing have been quite limited of 8 acoustic drivers mounted on a support ring with an
The available data deals mainly with the initial region of equal circumferential spacing The desired forcing condh-
low Reynolds number jets with laminar nozzle exit condi- tions at the nozzle exit were produced as follows An Stio n s ( S tran g e an d C r ig h to n ( 1 9 8 3 ), C o h e n a n d W y g n a u ~s k i t o s a h o z e e i e e p o u e s f l o s A(1987-b), Cork and Kusek (1991)) channel signal generator was used to produce variable an-

plitude and variable phase signals at a prescribed frequency.
In summary, the objective of the present work is to These signals were then amplified aid input to the acous-

study natural as well as excited jets under conditions of tic drivers The unsteady velocity perturbation caused by
technological relevance, i e , high Reynolds number, fully the acoustic excitation was measured at the jet exit (at
turbulent initial condition and with a focus on the region r/D ,.$ 0, U/UCL = 0 8) using 8 hot-wire probes and the
at and beyond the potential core modal content was determined The iterative fine tuning

of the inputs and measurement of the modal content at
the jet exit was continued until satisfactory forcing condi-
tions were obtained. This was necessary because the trans-

Acoustic driver Probe

r- Air supply holder -,
4sAxisymmtric mode generator

gn rato -Md esrmn

(4 acoustic drivers in the plenum)s

Inflow~~( trottwire probes)tyonro

rA u

congurein 1seceatcoilteciaiooacln
'-h

cninisection /,

Azimuthal mode / I ,,
geeatr / ' Mode measurement

(8 acoustic drivers) -Japparatus
(8 hot-Wre probes)

Figure I.--Schematic of jet excitation facility
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fer function associated with the system (amplifiers, cables, Results will be shown for one case at M = 0.2
acoustic drivers, and tubes) caused the input phases and (Re(D), = 400,000), with a coxe turbulence intensity of
amplitudes to be different from those measured at the jet 0 1% and a turbulent nozzle exit boundary layer The
exit The radial traversing ring is used to traverse 8 single data in Figure 2(a-d) show that the energy content of the
or x-wires simultaneously is the radial direction, higher order modes (7n > 1) was significantly lower than

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS the i = 0 and en = :±:1 modes The initial region of the
Jet is domnnated by the axisymmetric mode, whereas the

Naturally Occurring Modes in a Jet region downstream of the potential core is dominated by
The modal decomposition representation at a discrete helical modes Drubka (1981) found that when the distur-Tirequeny moda dhsecrmtn repesento aaicrizete bance level in his laminar exit boundary layer was of thefrequency of the spectruns can be usedl to characterize the order of 5% the probability of finding either mode (0 or 1)

flow as consisting of vanous modes of motion of the vorti- wae 0 5% the oblit of < eithe mode or1
cal structures at that frequency The modal spectrum wa 05, near the nozzle exit (D < 1) The present work

determined by measuring the unsteady streamwise velocity (Figur e nitia ron t t eisynmetc mode is dominant

using 8 hot-wires positioned at intervals of 45* about the in the initial region But beyond the end of the potential

circumference of the let cross-section. Linearized signals core (x/D 6) the helical modes dominate The damping
from the hot-wires were input to a spectrum analyzer to of the axigymmetric mode beyond the potential core is in
omth hro-wspwer e icputrosspectrum reranaly o agreement with the predictions of Batchelor and Gill (1962)

obtain cross-spectra The cross-spectra are randomly trig- Mos (1976)
gered ensemble averages over a long time interval. Using
the signal from hot-wire number 1 as reference, 7 cross- The stability analysis of Strange and Crighton (1983)
spectrum magnitudes and phases were evaluated at each predicted that helical waves would be more amplified than
frequency with the 7 cross-spectra (magnitudes and phases) axisymmetnc waves at the preferred frequency Even
as input the magnitude and phase of the first 3 modes in though the helical modes have a higher growth rate (Raman
the clockwise direction and the first 3 modes in the counter- (1991)), the initial region of the jet is dominated by the ax-
clockwise direction %,ere determined, by solving the 7 simul- isymmetric mode. This result is attributed to the type of
taneous complex equations To generate the modal spec- natural disturbances occurring at the jet lip For the 8 89
trum, the decomposition is performed at every frequency cm nozzle used, the cutoff frequency for all nonaxisym-
in the chosen range The modal spectrum then consists of metric modes was 2270 Hz (Skudrzyk (1971), page 431)
the amplitude of the mode plotted as a function of the fre- Therefore, acoustic disturbances in the frequency range of
quency The modal decomposition was performed at every 0 - 1000 Hz arriving at the jet lip through the nozzle are ax-
5 Hz up to 2000 Hz using 8 circumferential measurements isymmetric Some of these disturbances are of a relatively
providing the magnitude of modes m 0, ±1, ±2, -3 as a high amplitude (due to plenum resonances) and they couple
function of frequency

m - +3 m - -3 m -3

(a):: -! :- M -2c)xD

L -E-

m = +1, M m - M =? r +1 [-1

m 0'

-1OUNC, ZZ FRE JNAy, HZ

(a) x/D = (c) x/D= 6

S+e m a M M - -3

-2 -

0 2000 02D

FREQUENCY, Nz FREQUENCY, Hz

(b) ID = 4 (d)l ID =8
Figure 2.-Acial evolutlon of the natural modes in a Figure 2 --Concluded.

circular Jet, turbulent initial boundary layer,
velocity measurement at -IC 0.8, M *0.2,
Re(D) -400 000
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with naturally occurring disturbances in the initial region ,," -
0

. /... " 0,, -°0 In- V, i W W -
of the shear layer Therefore, the axisymmetric "natural I I
excitation" is much higher than the azimuthal "natural ex- ,0 - W '

/  ;"s \ -

citation" and this in turn causes the initial region of the jet " V \ ,
to be dominated by the axisymmetric mode. .. - - -

Multiple Frequency Axisyrnmetric Mode = 0) '" I' '22 
0  

1. i i5 .... i o * 2,0

Forcing I

Figure 3 shows the development of the piase-averagc 10 -

velocities of the fuodpmental and siibharnsonic for the N
Strouhal number pair 0.3, 06. The initial forcing level of V ..

the fundamental is kept constant, whereas the forcing level
of the subharmomc is varied from 0 1 to 3 percent, In Fig- i'. -

ures 3(a) to (c), both the subharmonic peak and the axial -* " S 0. 00" 55 it 0 , * -'* S. *°- ....0

location of the peak depend on the intial phase difference '.

Figure 3(d) shows that the peak attained by the sub-ar-,\I
monic is not highly dependent on the initial phase differ- \0' I I \, I
ence when the initial subharnimc forcing level is high. The 0 o I

finding that at high forcing Funplitudes of the fundamental t \ ,, \ \/

and subharmonic, the subharmonic is always augmented ir- - - - ,
respective of the initial phase difference is not only useful ,.i -i t .- \

but it will have a favorable impact on the design of practical I I\ f\ [I %
excitation devices I/' "I t . I

The top row in Figure 4 shows the development of the ' ' I I

phase-averaged velocities along the jet centerline for axial , , t I \.
distances up to 9 diameters (potential core length - 6 di- _ "
anieters) The four cases i,'presented are' the fundamental 0o
dione, the subharmonic alone, both f and f/2 at phase = Or - 0s 0u, , W 9,. 0s0-0 U, (0,0, 0 od) U1,, 0  0 V,

180", and finally both f and f/2 at phase = 0 Though
the waves do not grow to very large amplitudes individually, Figure 3.-Axial evolution of phase-averaged unsteady veloaty
the two-frequency interaction causes the subliarmonic to be components on the jet oenterline for various Initial phase
augmented to very high levels (or suppressed), depending differences and subharmonlc foring levels. (St - 0 3, 0 6,

on the initial phase difference between the two waves The ut 0.3U1, M 0 2).

second row shows the jet center-lie velocity along - ith F-
the unexcited case for comparison The last row shows r
the momentum thickness development with axial distance 1-
Very clearly under optimum conditions, two-frequency ex- I,

citatiotn is more effective than single frequency excitation
for jet spreading enhancement The data presented in Fig-
ie (3) and (4) is at M = 02 (Re(D) = 400, 000), with " [ "\

a core turbulence intensity of 1 5% and a turbulent nozzle
exit boundary layer Measurements at Re(D) up to 870,000 , - -- --

are reported in the paper by Raoan and Rice (1989) -- -

The jet centerline velocity and momentum thickness ' t I -

variations are both used as indicators of jet spreading en- '\
hancement A drop in the centerline veloci.y indicates a 0'- ' - -

higher jet spread for most cases. There is, however, a re-
versal in the jet centerline velocity trend between z/D = 1 ....... ..
and 3 This is not to be interpreted as a "reversal of spread- -
tng" Due to the shortcomings of the jet centerline velocity ' -son
as a "spreading" indicator, the momentum thickness is con- .. '-

sidered to be a better indicator of jet spreading enhance-
ment The jet centerline velocity is, however, retained as - - - . , - "
tt shows a direct relationship between subharmonic aug-
mentation and the "eating up" of the potential core of the
jet The high growth rate of the subharmonic wave causes
it to cxtract energy from the mean flow, which causes the i

destruction of the potential core Based on the theoretical gqski FtUPeay F-&s T--t C F-tesin

work of Mankbadi and Liu (1981), the results of Figure 4 ( =0, (b) t =A ( 0., 00
can be interpreted as follows: the local regions of mean flow il/* =00t2U Vb =
"acceleration" might be attributed to modes evolving into O i =03U,, 6
their "damped" region where energy is pumped back into if/3 =0 W2 U, iillS. =0002U,
the mean flow from the oscillations, with accompanying de- Figure 4 -Two-frequency excitation effects on jet
crease in the momentum thickness growth rate centerline phase averaged and mean velocities

and jet momentum thidness
The difference between single and two-frequency opti- in Figure 4 (top right), this two-frequency excitation sup-

murm excitation results is most pronounced on the jet cen- presses the coherent subharmonic growth, and additional
terline velocity The two-frequency case with phase differ- spreading from forced pairing does not result. Some ran-
once equal to zero produces the sanme spreading as the single dom pairing may still occur, as rmght be expected in the
frequency excitation at the fundamental frequency As seen single frequency excitation case
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Multi-Modal Forcing

Based on the results presented thu, far. plane wave
(In = 0) excitation would be expected to be effv' t iNS an ii. .il.
in the region up to the end of the potential core, siice be-
yond thig point, the axisyminetric mode is damped Con-
trol of the region beyond the potential core could be ac- s
complished via the forcing of the helical modes. Hence, a
combination of both plane wave and helical mode forcing ,
would be expected to be even more effective for contioling 6 / Si• 06
the jet than either excitation applied alone Results will be _ 7 . -1 M 15

shown for one case at a Reynolds number of 400,000, with
a core turbulence intensity of 0 1% and having a turbulent *

nozzle exit boundary layer 0 7 6 s ,'
Figure 5 shows the evlution of modes f or a iore-

ing case. I = ±1 at St(D) = 0.15, and m = 0 at
St(D) = 0 6. The forcing here is in the range of the natu- A CIr i,

rally preferred frequencies determined from the modal spec- " nOoeeo B, 0,, ABC
trum for the unforced jet The forcing levels measured at I.. CACISCO AT C C 0 -0
U/Uc = 0 8, x/D = 0 were (0o/U)s(o)=o S, 0 

= 
0 06 ttlC1 ate0 B! A,, A I',l, CI

and (fio/U)s(,)=o, is,± 
= 

0 02 The modal decomposi- A T EXC TED SJMLTA; :LY Ar- 0

tion technique used for generating these results is the same st(0) 0 6 MD StD 0

as that for the unexcited case However, only the coherent
part of the signal at the excitation frequency was used - '

In the initial region, the axisymmetric mode (m = 0) 3

grows to about 0 percent of the jet exit velocity Note that 4
the modes in Figure 5(a) are evolving in the presence of .,
each other Figure 5(a) shows that the I = 0 mode is am-

plified and saturates in the initial region of the jet As the
I = 0 mode becomes damped, the m = ±1 (combined and I

denoted by a single curve) grow and peak around x/D = 6.
beyond which they are damped Figure 5(b) shows the mo-
mentum thickness plotted versus axial distance. i 2 4 S a 10

Curves are shown for the following cases unexcited, Figure 5 -Multi-modal excitation results
plane wave (m = 0 at St(D) = 0 6), helical modes (m = (forci levels, 00/O 0.06,
±1, at St(D) = 0.15), and the multi-modal case (m = 0 at (St(D) - 0.6, m = 0) (40/U - 0.02,
St(D) = 06 and m = ±1 at St(D) = 015) The last two (St(D) -0.15, m - ±1))
cases are represented by bands bounded by 0, and 0,.
since 0 varies aimuthally Compaing Figures 5(a) andsinc 6 aris aimutall Coparng igurs 5a) nd iiimal condition, with a focus at and beyond the potential
(b) one observes that the local regions of higher spreading coeth concions ar a fols
rate (steeper curves in Figure 5(b) for r/D between 0 and core The conclusions are as follows

2, 4 and 6) correspond to regions of wave amplification (1), The evolution of instabilities resulting from naturally
in Figure 5(a), and local regions of lower spreading rate occurring disturbances at the jet lip was studied using
(flattening of curves in Figure 5(b), for z/D between 2 and the modal frequency spectrum The region up to the
4, greater than 6) correspond to regions where the waves end of the potential core was dominated by the axisym-
are damped The jet's spreading rate is enhanced in a 2- metric mode. The azimuthal modes grew rapidly but
step process In step 1, due to m = 0 (z/D between 0 and dominated only after the potential core region For the
2), and in step 2, due to m = ±-1 '(xD between 4 and 6) jet excited by natural disturbances the energy content
The above interpretatior is also supported by the theory of of the higher order modes (m > 1) was significantly
Mankbad and Liu (1981) lower than the axisymmetric and m = ±-1 modes

The low frequency helical modes along with the ax- (2) Based on the results from the naturally occurring jet
isymmetric mode of the multi-modal case (Figure 5) are instabihty mode experiments, target modes for efficient
more effective in producing higher spreading rates in the excitation of the jet were determined The effect of ex-
downstream region (5 < x/D < 10) Therefore, the choice citing a high Reynolds number, initially turbulent jet
of the forcing frequencies would vary depending on the re- simultaneously at fundamental and subharmonic fre-
gion over which maximum control is desired From Fig- quencies was studied The initial phase difference be-
ure 5 it is clear that the combination of a plane wave and tween the two waves was vaned in steps of 4 5* The
two opposing helical modes provides a higher degree of con- effect of varying the initial forcing levels was also stud.
trol over the spreading rate of the jet than either excitation ied. It was found that at high amplitudes of fundamen-
applied alone The plane wave enhances spreading up to tal and subharmonic forcing levels, the subharmoc
the end of the potential core, and helical modes (m = ±1) augmentation and the axial location of the peak are
cause the jet to flap beyond the potential core independent of the initial phase difference This find-
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS ing will have a very favornhlre impact on the design of

practical excitation devices Two-frequency excitation

The overall objective was to study natural as well as ex- is indeed more effective than single frequency excita-
cited jets under conditions more representative of practical tion in jet spreading enhancement The spreading is
applications, i e high Reynolds number and fully turbulent quantified by-
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ABSTRACT In experimental studies, both ring-like and helical
organized motions are observed to occur over

We stud, the three-dimensional evolution of a helically approximately equal times in the jet's evolution (eg
perturbed nominally axisymmetric let by means of Mattingly and Chang 1974, Browand and Laufer 1975) In
inviscid vortex filament calculations, For the case of a helix-dominated flows, the individuality of ring-like
helical perturbation only, the streamwise vorticity vortices is replaced by either a single helical vortex
forming in the braids is of the same sign everywhere If which coils around the jet column, or by double helical
the helical symmetry is broken by introducing an formations (Tso and Hussain 1989). Processes similar to
additional azimuthal perturbation, we observe the pairing which occur amongst vortex rings in ring-
emergence of concentrated streamwise braid vortices all dominated jets, also occur in the single helical vortex of
of the same sign, in contrast to the counterrotating braid helix-dominated jets (Browand and Laufer 1975) Even at
vortices of riig-dommated jets A Kelvin-Helmholtz-like extremely high Reynolds numbers, coherent structures
instability of the braid vorticity layer plays a significant in the form of helices are observed by Mungal and
role in their generation while for a jet with R/O -22 6, Hollingsworth (1989) as well as by Dimotakis, Miake-Lye
rotation of the vortex helix prevents it fiom going and Papantoniou (1983). Their studies both suggest that
unstable, we observe in a jet with R/O -11 3 the reduction the mechanisms behind the large scale structures'
of this rotation and the near exponential growth of the generation and sustenance is largely Reynolds number
vortex helix's radial corrugation independent Since these large scale structures dominate

the jet's evolution, it appears worthwhile to model the
transitional 3-D evolution of a jet dominated by helical

INTRODUCTION vortices with inviscid simulations

The present investigation represents an extension of Past studies have shown the vortex filament technique
our earlier study focussing on the three-dimensional (Leonard 1985) to be an efficient tool for simulating tie
evolution of nominally axisymmetric jets (Martin and vorticity dynamics of jets dominated by ring-like vortices
Meibu~g 1991) Whereas we previously considered the (Martin, Meiburg and Lasheras 1990, Meiburg, Lasheras
evolution of jets dominated by axisymmetric coherent and Martin 1991, Martin and Meiburg 1991) and for
structures, we now analyLe the effect of non- comparison with experimental results Accounting only
axisymmetnc modes. The motivation for doing so comes for the rotational elements of the flow field, one is able
from theoretical as well as experimental studies that have to efficiently gain considerable insight into the full
demonstrated the importance of non-axisymmetric or three-dimensionality of jets dominated by rings We will
helical modes in axisymmetric jet flow. In particular, the again employ this technique for lets dominated by
stability analysis by Batchelor and Gill (1962) illustrates helical-type vortices
the importance of both axisymmetric and non-
axisymmetric modes While axisymmetric disturbances In our analysis of ring-dominated lets we observed
lead to instability of velocity profiles with relatively thin three-dimensional features involving a counterrotating
let shear layers, non-axisymmetric disturbances satisfy streamwise structure in the braid region and a growing
the conditions for instability regardless of the profile three-dimensionlity of the rings Furthermore, the rings
chosen. For a bell-shaped profile which models the of a let were shown to be capable of undergoing
downstream developed region of a jet, only non- instabilities similar to the one discussed by Widnall et al
axisymmetric disturbances of azimuthal wavenumber 1 (1974) for isolated vortex rings, with their waviness
are amplified. From their study, we can conclude that increasing exponentially (Martin and Meiburg 1991)
further downstream, as the profile of a jet becomes While flow visualization experiments and simulations
more smooth, helical perturbations can be more have predomiantly concentrated on the secondary
amplified than axisymmetric ones By writing the streamwise structure in ring-dominated jets, the nature of
linearized disturbance equation in terms of the ratio of jet a secondary streamwise structure in helix-dominated jets
radius to momentum thickness, Cohen and Wygnanski has largely remained unexplored We will study the form
(1987) furthermore demonstrate the dependence of the of this secondary structure and its interaction with the
let's stability on the strcamwise ftoitioi, Fur large values prinitay helical vortex. Purthermore, the observed
of this ratio, maximum amplification growth rates are instability of the jet's vortex rings to additional azimuthal
identical for helical and axisymmetric disturbances perturbation raises the question of similar instability
Smaller values of this ratio, corresponding to mechanisms in helix-dominated lets as well (Widnall
downstream development of a jet, show the non- 1972)
axisymmetric disturbance growth rate overtaking that of
the axisymmetric disturbance for all frequencies
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NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE By applying Gaster's (1962). :ransformation we then

We employ a vortex filament technque similar to the obtain the wavenumber Ps for our temporally growing
one used in earlici studies of plane shear layers (Ashurst case with RiO -22 6 as approximately 1
and Meifurg 1988), wakes (Meiburg and Lasheras 1988),
and jets (Martin and Meiburg 1991) Vortex filaments are The helical peiturbition we impose takes the form
,.sed for the representation of the vorticity field In the
jet, the filaments initially have the form of vortex rings x'= e R cosox + mO)
Each filament is represented by a number of nodes,
through which a cubic spline is fitted to give it a smooth where m is the azimuthal wavenumber The perturbation
shape The non-divergent nature of the velocity field in initially displaces the centerline of a vortex filament a
incompressible flows, along with the definition of distance x, into the streamwise direction The amplitude
vorticity, then allows us to obtain the velocity field via the e of the perturbation is taken to be five per cent of the
Biot-Savart law (Batchelor 1967) By applying the laws of jet radius The overall form of the displacement is then
Kelvin and Helmholtz for an inviscid fluid, the velocity the same for all vortex filaments Htowever, there is an
for each node can be obtained and its position advanced azimuthal phase shift in successive filaments which
according to results in the helical nature of the overall perturba~ion

R=u,t) Fig 1 demonstrates the roll-up that results from this

The Biot-Savart law for the velocity field is evaluated
assuming an invariant vorticity distnbution of algebraic
shape about the filament centerline (Ce g , Metburg,
Lasheras and Martin 1991), following the concepts
outlined by Leonard (1985) The incorporation of this
vorticity distribution into the Biot-Savart law reduces the
evaluation of the velocity field down to a line integral
over all the filaments in the flow field

we limit ourselves to the temporally growing
problem Periodicity is assumed in the streamwise
direction Since the Biot-Savart law involves integration
over the entire vorttcity field, a number of periodic
imagLs of the filaments must be included in our
integration Earlier studies demonstrated that by taking
into account three images each in the upstream and the u/
downstream direction, the velocity profile obtained is
sufficiently close to the fully converged value
Consequently, we carry along three images in our
calculations

We take the velocity differenc between the -x1- O - 077289
centerline and infinity as our characteristic velocity The minimu = -O 1i1791

thickness of the axisymmetric shear layer serves as the
characteristic length scale In these units the radius of the
lets considered here is 5 The Biot-Savart integration for
the velocity is carried out with second order accuracy by
employing the trapezoidal rule, while the time-stepping -

is performed with a prdictor-corr,.ctor scheme also of
second order accuracy We typically discretize the
axisymmetric shear layer into 59 filaments per
streamwise wavelength of initially 120 nodes each. As the
flow develops a three-dimensional structure, the vortex '-
filaments undergo considerable stretching. The spline
representation of the filament centerlines then allows us
to introduce new nodes to maintain an adequate
resolution Furthermore, the time step is repeatedly
reduced :,s local acceleration effects increase The
filament co e radius decreases as its arclength increases
to con.',ve its total volume -'

EVOLUTION OF A HELICAL WAVE ALONE -O

We will first focus on the evolution of a nominally y
axirymmetric jet perturbed by a single helical wave of Figure 1 The helically pe-turbed let with R/0-22 6 at time
azimuthal wavenumber 1 A let with a ratio of radius R to 2 81 a) Side view of the vortex filaments, b) streamwise
momentum thickness 0 of 22 6 will form the basts of this vorticity contours at x-4 Observe the growth of a vortex
discussion. Based on this value, we can determine a helix, corresponding in this case to the region of negative
maximalyv amplified wavelength for a helical distiirbnce streamwise vorticity The strat field set up by the hclix
from the calculations of Michalke and Hermann (1982) leads to a reorientation of the braid vorticity, which
These authors give spatial growth rates versus the non- becomes aligned with the direction of extensional strai,,
dimensional frequency as a function of the ratio R/8 in thereby resulting in the formation of positive streamwise
spatially evolving, inviscid lets under helical disturbance vorticity
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helically symmetric perturbation We show a side view of Figure 2 shows the resulting evolution of the flow later
the filament centerlines along with contours of the in time While the vortex helix continues to strengthen,
streamwise vorticity at a representative streamwise the streamwise vorticity contours illustrate the nature of
location For clarity, we plot in the side view only those the braid vorticity, which is a flattened sheet of helical
portions of the filament centerlines whose y-location is shape, occupying the space between the vortex helix
greater than zero. Instability of the axisymmetric shear The braid vorticity appears to spiral around the
layer leads to the formation of a helical vortex As in the concentrated opposite-signed region of streamvise
case of a ring-dominated jet, a strain field with a vorticity due to the vortex helix, as it begins to wrap
stagnation point forms in the braid region between around the vortex The helical symmetry of the present
successive segments of the helix However, the problem prevents any concentrated streamwise
stagnation line itself is now a helix The axis of extensional structures from forming in the braid region Some
strain in the braid region correspondingly orients itself insight into how a secondary streamwise structure might
normal to the emerging helical vortex While the evolve in a fully three-dimensional evolution of the
streamwzse vorticity contours contain a more helix-dominated jet, can be gained by considering the
concentrated repion due to the helix, there is a growing recent work done by Lin and Corcos (1984) on plane
opposite-signed region due to the braid vorticity As tite mixing layers The braid vorticity of the mixing layer is
braid vorticity reorients itself in the strain field of the modeled as a two-dimensional sheet of streamwise
growing helix, streamwise braid vorticity becomes vorticity undergoing a constant plane stran The resulting
increasingly generated evolution of the braid vorticity layer is found by Lin and

Corcos to be strongly dependent upon its aspect ratio
In the helix-dominated let, the aspect ratio of the braid
vorticity tends to infinite value, while in ring-dominated
lets the aspect ratio is of finite order This suggests to us

z ,that the instability within the braid region of a
helix-dominated jet can evolve quite differently from that
which occurs in ring-dominated lets In the following
section, we will Lr";,e the fully three-dimensional
evolution by breaking the helical symmetry of our flow

EFFECT OF NOZZLE CORRUGATION

Figs 3 and 4 show the results of a calculation in which
we introduce an additional perturbation in the
citrcumferertial direction as well This disturbance
periodically displaces the filament centerline in the radial
direction ir addition to the axial displacement of the
helical wave In this way, we duplicate the effect of nozzle

1/ corrugation The calculation shown in Figures 3 and 4
contain 5 waves around the azimuthal direction and
correspond to times 7 89 and 15 70 respectively Again
we consid..r a jet with a ratio of R/0-22 6 The streamwise
view of the filament centerlines indicates the form of the

x .additional corrugation, while the side view of the
-1, . -,,, 03 3535, filaments again shows the emergence of a strong helical
rnmr -0 907195 vortex However, the helical vortex now displays a wavy

modulation along its length As in the case of a
ring-domnated jet emerging from a corrugated nozzle,
the radial displacement brings the local and global
induction effects into p!ay. cf Meiburg, Lasheras and
Martin (1991) The increased self-induced velocity of the

.) ~ outer sections of the vortex helix with greatest radius of
/ / curvature, tends to accelerate those sections into thle

/streamwise direction, more so than the sections of the
I vortex helix located closer to the let axis

The streamwise vorticty contours show concentrated
\ structures, all of a single sign, forming within the braid
/ region, This is in marked contrast to the counterrotating

Stream1WiSe Vortices which emerge in ring-dominated
lets The sheet-like nature of the braid vorticity layer
suggests that a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is responsible
for the braid structure With time, these axial vortices
intensify under the extensional strain field of the vortex
helix Fig. 4 shows their collapse to very concentrated
tubes We expect this collapse to he strongly dependent

io -to -to -to 09 tO 00 upon the strain produced by the vortex helix "Ihe
concentration of the vortices is therefore dependent

Figure 2 The helically perturbed let at time 8 75 a) Side upon their proximity to the helix
view of the vortex filament., b) streamwise vorticity
contours at x- 4 'Tt: stidCAiwise braia vorticity nas toe The side view of the filaments in Fig 4 indicates the
nature of a thin layer of infinite aspect ratio Due to the growth of the streamwise amplitude of the vortex helix
helical symmetry, concentratea braid structures do not waviness, while the streamwise view indicates the near
form in this calculation elimination of the radial amplitude of this corrugation In
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Fig 5, we plot the evolution of the streamwise and radial Hermann, the decrease in R/0 results in a streamwise
amplitudes of the vorex helix waviness along with the wavelength of 3t for maximum amplification. Again, an
angle y, where tan Y is given by the ratio of streamwise to equal amplitude helical wave is introduced along with a
radial amplitudes Variation in y will then indicate a corrugation Side view and streamwise view of this

rotation of the helix It is interesting to note that while calculation are shown in Fig 6 The side view of the
the counterrotating braid vortices of a ring-dominated let filaments shows a fairly small streamwise amplitude of

act to increase corrugation, no such increase in radial the vortex helix waviness at this time, while the radial
amplitude occurs in the helix-dominated jet The radial amplitude grows in a nearly exponentf i fashion (Fig, 7)
amplitude a, slowly decreases, while the streamwise This is consistent with the graph of y for this calculation,
amplitude as initially increases due to the self-induced which demonstrates an almost vanishing rotation rate of

velocity of the helix, and later levels off As with vortex the helix, in contrast to the previously considered let

rings, it is expected that a reduction in the rotation of the with a ratio of R/0-22 6 The near exponential growth of

helix is necessary for it to undergo instability (Widnall the radial amplitude ar thus suggests that a vortex helix

1972) However, y increases continually for the present instability is occurring
let parameters as the helix continues to rotate, thus not
allowing for an exponentially growing instability

CONCLUSIONS
While there is no evidence for a vortex helix instability

for the above let parameters, we expect that by Our aim has been to shed light on some of the inviscid

increasing the momentum thickness of the jet, the core mechanisms that govern the three-dimensional evolution
radius of the helix will increase as well, thereby reducing of nominally axisymmetric jets. By means of vortex
the helix's self-induced velocity and its rotation rate filament simulations, we were able to gain considerable
Consequently, we perform a similar calculation for a jet insight, into the vorticity dynazrics and flow

with R/0-l 3. From the calculations of Michalke and characteristics of such jets perturbed by helical waves
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Fig 5 The temporal evolution of the radial (ar) and
streamwise (a.) amplitudes of the vortex helix waviness

for the case R/0-226 These amplitudes are obtained by - 0 . 0 40 0 ,1

comparing the curve connecting the computed vorticity

maxima in all planes x-const with a helical curve of equal

streamwise wavelength. Also plotted is the angle y, Fig 6 The helically perturbed let with R/8- 113 at time

were tan(y)-a/a The decrease in a, and the leveling ff 19 84 1) Side viCw And b) strearnwise view ot trte vortex

of a indicate that the continuing rotation of the vortex filaments For this reduced value of R/0, the vortex helix

helix (as reflected by the growth in y) around its develops a stronger waviness (visible especially in the
unperturbed centerline prevents the development of an streamwise view), thereby indicating the possibility of a

exponentially growing instability vortex helix instability
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ABSTRACT

Variable density turbulent rectangular jets are thermally insulated The pa/Pj ratio is varied between I
investigated theoretically and experimentally. 'he and 2 In the experimental part of the study, the mean and
theoretical description capitalizes on Rodi (1978). but fluctuating longitudinal and one transverse (along the
introduces a new definition for the effective channel width small dimension of the exit section) velocities are
The experimental results are obtained by LDA and fine- determined by laser Doppler anemometry The mean and
wires in strongly heated air jets Issuing vertically from a fluctuating temperature fields are determined by cold-wire
long rectangular channel Into still air Both approaches anemometry Experimental details are given in Sarh (1990)
indicate the that axial decay rates of the mean velocity In the present paper, the main emphasis is put on the
and temperature increase when the density ratio between structure of the turbulent velocity field. A theoretical
the ambient medum and the jet is increased The use of description of the density effects on the centerline decay
the effective channel width defined here allows the global rates of the longitudinal mean velocity and the mea
density effect to be taken into account The effect of temperatuie is also developed by following the method
keeping constant jet exit parameters when the density first Introduced by Rodl (1978) A new definition of the
ratio is varied is also discussed effective channel width to take Into account the global

density effects is proposed The predictions of the
theoretical model are compared with the present

INTRODUCTION experimental results

Variable density effects on turbulent mixing are of
importance in several applied situat .ns Mixing of THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
turbulent jets with a medium having a ifferent density is
a common engineering feature (G, ,ldin et al, 1986, In turbulent rectangular jets Issuing into a quiescent
Fulachier et al, 1989) The mixing iI jet engines exhaust medium, it can be shown that the mass flow rate Q is
gases, or of industrial gaseous eifluents with the related to the momentum flux Mq by the following
surrounding atmosphere are relevant examples In relationship (Rajaratnam, 1976)
turbulent reacting flows, turbulent jet diffusion flames are
often modeled as non-reacting strongly variable density Q05 = C I
flows, in order to Investigate the modification of the flow ( X M p )o-"5 I (1)
field by heat release In Iwo phase high pressure systems,
such rocket con' istion chambers using liquid where p Is the density. x the downstream distance and C1
propella.ts or diesel ,ines, the turbulent mixing of the a constant At constant static pressure. Mq is independent

of downstream distance and, for uniform exit conditions,spray with the surr ,,iding gaseous atmosphere can be eultMq I =pu2H- weeHi h hne it
analyzed as the mxing between two different density equal to Mq PjU H where H is the channel width

gaseous flows whe . the chamber pressure is higher than
the critical therm dynamical pressure of the liquid, as Is Q C (2)
often the case (X Ms{ P 05 1

The present paper focuses on the influence of the
density ratio between the surrounding atmosphere and the For a small density difference between the jet and the
jet, Pa/Pj, on the mixing and development of turbulent surrounding, the density In Eq (2) can be put equal to Pa

rectangular jets These open jet flowr are Investigated at For a strong density difference, a bulk density Pb can be

LCSR, Orleans in connection with studies of the structure introduced so that

of turbulent diffusion flames stabilized on rectangular 2
burners (Sarh, 1990) The air jet Issues vertically into still dy
air from a rectangular channel which has an aspect ratio A
of 10 (1,05) and a length of 500 mm. A fully developed Pb e 2
turbulent velocity field is thus obtained at the exit The U dy
1000 and 10000) and of the aspect ratio (A = 10 and 25) on

the mixing characteristics of isothermal turbulent where y Is the transverse coordinate In the present work,
rectangular jets has been previously determined (Sarh, in order to simplify the analytical treatment, we propose
1990, Sarh & Gbkalp. 1991) to use the centerline density pc Instead of Pb in Eq. (2)

The difference between Pc and Pb in our experiments is
The density variation is obtained by preheating the air less than 4% (Sarh. 1990) By introducing Pc and

flow before its entry into the rectangular channel which Is Qj= pj Uj H, Eq (2) becomes
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05 05
Q 0 , =1 5(PC (3) 2 P AT, F (,) d

ITTjAT. AT, -
%here He is the effective channel width and is equal to 1+f ( -- 1) G()

H e  = H c (4 )..ET 
C T( 1 1 )

This definition is different from the one generally used in 'e
the literature (Thring & Newby. 1953, Ricou & Spalding, e Lu Pa F(9) drl
1960, Pitts. 1991) where the equivalent channel width (or 2 L a-diameter) is expressed as Uc°. "T, I AeP

H , = H P - (4 b is) 0 A +-

(12)

Rod[ (1978) and Chen and Rod[ (1980) solved the Finally, by combining the Eqs (10-12). the following set
conservation equations for variable density turbulent nun- of equations is obtained
buoyant free jets by applying the classical boundary layer
hypotheses Integration of these equations over the jet
cross section. and the use of the perfect gas law to relate At, 1 13
the gas density to the temperature yields the following T (13)

equations . AT,. Cl { , 12

l~ -2 P

2 e U dy = Mqo 
(5)

; 0 13e - 1 13 (i

2 Ye cp JATdy =N (6) Uco C -I I(

0

where ye is the total jet width, Mqo the ontial momentum
flux ard No the initial enthalpy flux del,ed as where 11, 12 and 13 refer to the integrals in Eqs (10), (11)

NO = j Cp U AT H and (12) respectively These equations are similar to those
established by Rodi (1978), except that the density ratio

! p in addition to pa/P,, appears in these equations The
The main assumption of this model is to suppose that in equations are solved numerically by an iterative procedure

the far field, where density differences are smeared out using the Pa/P ratio as a parameter In solving these
because of the mixing the transerse profiles of the mean equations, we used the following values for the constants
longitudinal velocity and of the mean temperature are A 

= 068. R 14 and C1 
= 
06, obtained from our

geometrically similar ad conform to the following measurements for the weakly heated jet (Sarh, 1990,
equations Sarh& Gkalp, 1991)

U = F(q) = exp(-A q
2 ) (8)

Uc RESULTS

AT G = ex A 2 (9) Theoretical predictionsAT,
The predicted variation of the centerline decay rate

constants for the axial mean velocity Uc and the mean
where R is the ratio Lt/L u between the temperature and temperature increase ATc are plotted on Fig I against the
velocity jet half-widths and n = y/Lu is the reduced density ratio They correspond to the following linear
transverse coordinate A, R and Cl are determined from relations
the experiments By combining Eqs (5 -7) and Eqs (8, 9)
the following set of equations is obtained ( ) 2KU(XC , (16)

rUC 2 Pa F(q)
2 d = AT

AT .fK T  -C T )  (17)
2 U2 " 1 +~ o( 1) G (n)

P.0 ATco Pj0

(10) where the subscript o refers to the exit section The higher
decay rate of the temperature is confirmed for all density
ratios This implies a more efficient mixing of heat as
compared to momentum Fig I shows that the velocity
half-width is only very weakly influenced by the variation
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of the density ratio This result seems to contradict the Figs 4 compare the experimental and predicted
increase in tie decay rates with the pa/pj ratio, but could variations of the mean centerline quantitie, and of Lu As

be explained by the strong influence of the density shown on Table 1, the experimental results correspond to

variation on the virtual origins of the jet When plotted in air jets issuing from the rectangulat channel with a

logarithmic coordinates, the data of Fig I show a power constant Reynolds number equal to 5000 for each density

law relation with the same exponent (which is expected ratio The agreement between the experiments and the
from Eq (9)) equal to 081 for the d, cay rate constants of theoretical predictions are quite satisfactory (see also

the velocity, KU and the temperature, KT Fig i). Figs 5 present the application of the effective
channel width to the normlization of the experimental

Theoretical predictions of the effect of the density ratio results The density effect is again taken into account by

pa/PJ on the centerline variations of the longitudinal mean the normalized downstream distance (X - Xo)/He This
velocity and the mean temperature and on the normalization procedure gives also excellent results when
downstream variation of the velocity half-width Lu (from applied to the experimental results of Pitts (1986, 1991), as
which the data of Fig I are extracted) are presented on shown in Sarh (1990)
Figs 2, for different values of the density ratio ranging

between 0 2 (dense jet) and 5 (ight let) The predictions When the density ratio increases from I to 2, the mean
for the isothermal (or the weakly variable density case) velocity decay rate KU increases from 0 19 to 0 35, and the

are also presented It is observed that the centerline decay virtual origin CU from 2 35 to 6 5. The corresponding

rates of the mean velocity and temperature, increase ior variations for the ;,lean temperature are respectively (for
increasing density ratio, indicating an increase in mixing the density ratios equal respectively to I I and 2) 0 23 to
etficiency It is also observed that, as expected, the 0 35 and 0 56 to 5 As predicted above, the axial decay

linearity of these evolutions with downstream distance is rates and the virtual origins of the mean velocity and the
perturLed when the density raelo pa/p departs from unity mean temperature increase for lighter jets The same data
This shows that the introduction of tie ratio Pc/Pj in the indicate however a decrease in the variation rates of the
previous equations Improves the representation of the velocity and temperature half widths, KLU and KLT
global density effect on the development of turbulent free Indeed, between the weakly and strongly heated cases, ihe
jet flows It is clearly shown that the downstieam values of these two parameters change from 0 127 to 0 089
variation of Lu is much less affected by the density ratio and from 0 19 to 0 144 respectively It is noteworth) that

this result confirms the above predictions of the variation
The predictions also show that the virtual origins CU of LU with the density ratio (cf Fig 1) For both density

and CT vary with the density ratio a value very close to 0 ratios, the temperature half-width is higher than the
for the isothermal or the weakly variable dc nsity cases, velocity half-width
positive values for lighter jets and nega .,e values for
denser jets This result is also predict J by Thring & The downstream variation of the normalized mass flux

Newby (1953) for heated axisymmetr, jets, and more obtained by integration of the transverse mean velocity

recently by Pitts (1991) for isothermal it variable density profiles is shown on Figs 6, for the isothermal and heated

axi.ymmetric jets jets having the same exit Reynolds number of 5000 It is
observed, first, that tile entrainment capacity of the light

The capacity of the effective channel width He. jet is higher and, second, that the introduction of the

introduced here, (Eq 4) to acromodate for the global effective channel width H e accounts well for this global
density effects on the centerline variations of mean flow density effect The first point abuse is in agreement with

quantittes is confirmed on Fig, 3, where the curves of the results reported by Rieou & Spalding (1961)

Figs 2 are replotted against tile normalized downstream

distance (X - Xo)/He, wher Xo (
= 

CU or CT) is the For isothermal turbulent plane jets, the constant C1 in

respective virtual origins for each density ratio Eq (3) was found to be equal to 0 63 by Rajaratnam (1976)

and to 057 by Schichting (1968) Our results for the

Comparison with exp. imental results turbulent rectangular jets give C1 = 0 60 for the isothermal
case and C1  0 88 lor pa/p 2 The entrainment rate E

The experlment.i results obtained in this study on the (not shown here), defined as
axial variation of ihe mean velocity and temperature are
compared in th, section with the previous predictions d( Q)
The experimental conditions corresponding to isothermal,
weakly heated and strongly heated cases are summarized E = -
on Table I. d()

nature of isothermal weakly strongly shows a maximum value located at X/H 
= 

9 5 for both
theraet heated heated isothermal and strongly heated jets (Sarh, 1990) The

maximum values of E are respectively 0 111 and 0 138
- - - Hussain & Clark (1977) have shown that the location of the

&T of ejection (K) 0 25 300 maximum entrainment rate is strongly configuration
dependent, and is smaller than X/H < I for a turbulent

pa/P - 1 1 2 plane jet. but varies between X/H =8 and 10 for a

Pap turbulent rectangular jet The maximum value of E is also

Exit velocity (ms) 155 18 51 Reynolds number dependen. and decreases with increasing

Re for both jet configurations On the other hand, for the

Re 5000 5000 5000 same Reynolds number, the values of Emax for a turbulent
plane jet ale approximately twice those of a turbulent

F 254 216 rectangular jet This Is generally explained by the different
nature of the Initial boundary layers and It Is believed that

0050 0106 a jet with laminar initial boundary layers has a higher

Table I Experimental conditions entrainment capacity (Hussain & Clark, 1977) This should
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then explain the lower values of the entrainment rate for a constant This experimental study is (urrently being

turbulent rectangular jet Ahich has turbulent Initial extended by increasing the density ratio to higher values

boundary layers In our experiments, the fact that the exit by investigating the mixing of Isothermal jets with very

Reynolds number is kept constant between the isothermal different densities

and strongly heated cases implies that the Reynolds

number is not the factor which explains the ine ease of the

entrainment rate in the strorgly heated case REFERENCES

Another important discussion in the literature on BIRCH, A D et al (1978) J Fluid Mech 88 431

variable density turbulent jets concerns the role of the CHEN, C,J & RODI, W (1980) Vertical Turbulent Buoyant

initial or exit conditions (Fulachier et al. 1989), Indeed, Jets, Oxford Pergamon Press

when investigating the effects of density variations on the FULACHIER, L et al (1989) J Fluid Mech 203' 577

development of turbulent jets, it is important to decide GOULDIN, F.C et al (1986) Progress In Energy and

which iitial parameter to keep constant for varying Cco nbustlon Sciences 12 257

density ratios the jet Reynolds number, the jet exit HUS iIft, A K M F & CLARK, A R (1977) The Physics of

velocity, the mass flow rate, the initial momentum flux or Fluids 20 1416

the initial enthalpy flux For example, Pitts (1991) and PITTS, W M (1986) Effects of global density and Reynolds

Birch et al (1978) kept constant the exit Reynolds number, number variations on mixing in turbulent axisymmetric

whereas Sforza & Mons (1978) and Panchapakesan & Jets, Rep NBIS 86-3340

Lumley (1988) fixed the initial momentum flux This point PITTS, W -1 (1991) Experiments In Fluids 11 125

should be considered when comparing the results on RAJARATNAM, M (1976) Turbulent Jets Amsterdam

variable density effects found in the literature Elsevier Science Publishing Co
RICOU, F.P & SPALDING, D B (1961) J Fluid Mach 11 21

A contribution to this discussion may be obtained from RODI, W (1978) Influences of density differences on jet

our experimental results where, for varying density ratios, development, University of Karlsruhe Cited in Chen and

we kept constant the exit Reynolds number or the initial Rodi (1980)

mass flux or the initial momentum flux Figs 7 show that, SARH, B (1990) Contribution & I'ttude des Jets turbulents

for the three modes of operation, the heated jet axial mean A masse vohlmique variable at des flanmes turbulent, de

velocity dcays faster than that of the Isothermal jet Figs diffuslon Thbse de doctorat d'Etat, Universit6 Pierre et

8 show the centerline mass flux normalized by its exit Marie Curie, Paris

value for the three modes of operation The mass flux on SARH, B & GOKALP, I (1991) Influence of the Reynolds

the centerline is systematically higher for the heated jet number and of the aspect ratio on the development of

However, when the initial momentum flux is kept constant, turbulent rectangular jets Submitted for publication

the differences between the isothermal and heated jets are SFORZA, P M & MONS, R F (1978) Int J Heat Mass

reduced and confined to the far do,.nstream region Transfer 21 371

Finally, Figs. 9 show that the normalized centerline THRING, M W & NEWBY, M P (1953) Fourth Sympolsum

momentum flux is not influenced h the density ratio (Int) on Combustion, Williams and Wilkins, pp 789-796

whatever the mode of operation These results need to be PANCHAPAKESAN, N.R & LUMLEY, J M (1988) Paper

confirmed for stronger density variations presented at the Euromech 237, Marseille

CONCLUSION

This paper has focused on the global density effects on

the mixing behaviour , i turbulent rectangular jets The

theoretical description utilized the classical work of Rodi 0.8 to",?

(1978) It has been sl ,wn that the effective channel width K o

defined by using the ratio between he centerline density I .s a s - -

and the jet exit deisity accounts for the density effects on I - + -+ u

the centerline dc cay rates of mean quantities These t 0.4- -

effects indicate that the axial decay rates of mean velocity -411

and temperature increase when the density ratio between 02

the ambient medium and the jet is increased and thus ' 2
show enhanced mixing efficency for lighter jets A weaker ""

influence on the velocity half-width is also predicted It is ! 1 3 4 5

shown that the decay rate of the temperature Is higher P,/ J
than that of the velocity for the density ratio range

explored (02 to 5), indicating that heat is mixed more

efficiently than momentum Fig. I Predicted variation of the global jet parameters with

the density ratio Comparison with experimental data

These theoretical predictions have been compared with
the experimental results of the mixing behaviour of heated
turbulent air jets issuing vertically from a long rectangular
tha.nel into still sir It is found that for a density ratio

varying between I and 2 and for a constant exit Reynolds

number the previous theoretical predictions have been
confirmed. It has also been suown exp '"mentally that the
axial velocity decay rate increa,,es with increasing density
ratio, whether the exit Reyni. d number, the initial mass

flux rate or the initial momeintum flux rate are kept
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LARGE-SCmLE STRUCTURES IN WAKES BEHIND AXISYMMETRIC BODIES

S Cannon and F Champagne

Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering
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ABSTRACT

An experimental study of the evolution of turbulent wakes
behind axisymmetric bodies was carried Out uslg arrays of
hot-wires and flow visualization The bodies-sphere, disk, and
several disk-shaped screens of varying solidity--were tailored rLOs
to generate the same momentum area The results indicate that
the wakes develop In an approximately self-preserving manner, zIRErim.
with at least two characteristic velocity scales required Flow
visualization studies show that the existence of large-scale
coherent structures coincides with the presence of a reverse azimuthal coordinate
flow region behind the bod/ Two-dimensional Fourier analysis x-component of velocity
of data from an axisymmetric rake of hot-wires reveals that v- r-comnt of velocity
these large-scale structures are predominantly helical with d - body ter
both m - +1 and -1 azimuthal modes present Special R
processing of these Ujts allows the amplitudes of the dominant 0. tim (U. - )r dr w similarity length scale
±1 modes to be determined as a function of lime The relative Ro 0U
parity betweo.n thee dominant modes is discussed, u0 - similarity velocity scale

INTRODUCTION Fig 1 Cylindrical coordinate system and nomenclature for
Turbulent wakes behind axisymmetric bodies in the absence wake profiles

of a pressure gradient have been the subject of many experi- mechanism that uses a single stepper motor to move all eight
mental investigations (see Torobin and Gauvin, 1959a,b) The wires simultaneously in the radial direction This arrangement
results of these studies have generally supported the
traditional hypothesis that wake evolution proceeds in a self- allows for decomposition of the velocity signals into azimuthal
preserving manner, based on a length scale to (Fig 1) and a modes -3 to +4 (the numbers represent the direction of travel
;Ingle velcity waile uo (Hwang and Baldwin, 1966, Uberoi and and number of cycles the signal repeats itself in 2x ofsrymuth, 1970, Bvileque and Lykoud , 1978) This support is azimuthal distance), Further, the velocity signals from three of
Fre h 1970 observainshate ndLykouis 197atis sot id the wires in the array were used to educe time-varying signalsbased on observations that the streimwise variations of t0 and mlsigtepeec ftem-:1hha oe

uo were found to be proportional to x
113 and x-2/

3
, respec- indicating the presence of the m - ±1 helical modes

tively, the exponents obtained from the traditionial self-
preservation analysis Usually, this fit is obtained by intro- The wakes behind a solid disk and screens of varying
duction of a non-zero virtual origin, x0 It should be noted that solidity were studied to provide a variety of initial conditions
the local Reynolds number (tOUO/v) dcreases with downstream in terms of the strength of vortex shedding from the body The
distance for the axsymmetric wake, eand this is fundamentally downstream region 35 < xo < 130 was investigated, it corre-
inconsistent with the concept of complete self-preservation sponds to t0 < x/d < 38 for the solid disk The momentum
Large-scale coherent structures associated with vortex area 02 Is defined by
shedding have been observed In the wakes of sxisymmetric R_
bluff bodies, they give the wakes a contorted appearance 02 . D o s " 

)
rdr - const (1)

when viewed from the side in flow visualization experiments
Tho azimuthal periodicity imposed by the axisymmetric -
boundary conditions enables the decomposition of streamwise The momentum area was the same for all wake generators A
velocity components into circumferential Fourier modes. Fuchs limited hot-wire study of a sphere wake was also carried out
at a (1979) show that in the near wake behind a disk and to provide Information for comparison with the earlier studies
cons, the helical mode (m - 1) governs the large-scale mentioned above
structures at the vortex-shedding Strouhal number A similar
result was obtained by Achenbach (1974) for spheres The EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
manner in which these structures form and evolve has been the
subject of continuing controversy (Jeffreys, 1930, Achenbech, All the experiments were carried out in The University of
1974, Po and Kao, 1977, Berger at at., 1990). The focus of the Arizone's low-speed wind tunnel The 19 7-m-long tunnel is a
controversy stems from efforts to reconcile Interpretation of closed-circuit type with a 0,61-m-wide by 091-m-tall test
experimental observations with Thompson's Circulation The- section that Is made up of a I 22-m-long removable nounting
rem The analysis of Pao and Kao for sphere wakes suggests section followed by a 4 88-m-long measuring section A
that a double helix with a closed-end start-up loop does not complete description of this facility is givon by Cannon (1991)
violate Thompson's Theorem and therefore provides a viable The test bodies are suspended in the middle of the mounting
explinati. , 'or their experimental observations, On the other section with 0003-in. .ungstn support wires The support
hand, Berger at al suggest the presence of a single helix that wires pass through horizontal slots in the two walls and are
changes its sense of rotation randomly in time, i a, the attached to a set of sliding frames This mounting arrangement
alternating presence of m . 21 helical modes provides dampening to effectively eliminate atresmwise

motions of the mounted body and for fine adlustment of the
The nature and evolution of the large-scale structures were distance between the aft end of the body and the measuring

studied using hot-wire anvmomotry and smoke-wire flow visu- probes when the axisymmeibic rake is used All measurements
alization Flow visualizafion utilizing a 2-D sheet of light gives are referenced to a cylindrical coordinate system whose origin
only a partial picture of the typically 3-D flow fields that Is at the rear end of the wke generator (Fij 1)
develop behind the axisymmetric bodies. Information on the
azimuthal organization of large-scale structures in the present The wakes were generated by a disk and three disk-shaped
study was obtained from 2-D Fourier transformation of the time screens of varying solidity a (ratio of solid to total frontal
series of the stresinwise velocity component measured simula- area) Additionally, a sphere was used to study the momentum
neously at eight equally spaced points on a circle of radius r balance that exists In the wake and the axial variation in the
The measurements were obtained with a novel traversing 1-D spectra These wake generators provide a variety of initial
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conditions to the oncoming uniform flow field, but are tailored a characteristic streamwise wavelength associated with large-
in size so as to generate the same momentum area, 2, an& scale structures of approximately 25 0 The passage frequency
thus the same drag force, 0 The average value of 0 is of the large coherent structures associated with this
approximately 7 5 mm The solid disk is 28 0 mm in diameter wavelength yields Sid - 0 15 for the disk (Red - 132 x 104)
The diameters of the three screens are 37 5 mm, 30 9 mm, and Spectral measurements for the disk wake display a peak at Std
309 mm, and their solidifies are 049, 062, and 084, - 013 These values compare well with the vortex-shedding
respectively The diameter of the sphere is 467 mm The disk frequency Std 0 14 measured in the near wake of a disk by
and screen wakes were investigated for their sensitivity to Hwang and Baldwin (1966) at Red - 1 9 X 104 In contrast to
body alignment to the flow direction This was not a critical the wakes of the disk and highest solidity screen, the free-
issue for small misalignment angles up to 30 The measure- stream boundaries of the wakes of lower solidity screens
ments were made at a free-stream velocity of 7 m/s with appear to be less irregular and contorted Note that this
streamwise fluctuations of 00003 U. 0 , the corresponding observation applies to both the near and far wakes of the
Reynolds number (Re - OU /v) is 3,500 To obtain adequate lower solidity bodies, indicating the absence of large-scale
resolution of wake deficits as small as 001 U_ , the free- coherent structures that scale with the width of the body
stream temperature of the wind tunnel was controlled to within
a drift range of 0 030C The presence of smoke upstream of the smoke-wire in the

near wake of the disk and highest solidity screen (Figs 2c,d)
All the velocity measurements were obtained using hot-wire is evidence of reverse flow, which may indicate that u 0 > U. 0

anemometry and digitally recorded with a 12-bit A/D converter upstream of the smoke-wire Sequential photographs of the
onto a Mescomp minicomputer The mean flow measurements near-wake region, taken with the spacing between the smoke-
and the momentum balance measurements were obtained with wire and the body fixed, alternately show both the absence
linear rakes of either straight- or x-wire probes A special and presence of smoke upstream of the smoke-wire, an
axisymmetric rake (provided by Professor Heinz Fiedler) of indication that the axial extent of the recirculatlon bubble
straight-wire probes was used to explore the modal structure oscillates in time No smoke is present upstream of the smoke-
of the a = 0 49 screen and disk wakes wires for the lower solidity screens (Figs 2a,b), and none was

evident for a variety of spacings between the wire and body
The smoke-wire technique was used to provide flow up to and including a distance as small of 025 of the body

visualization of the wakes in 2-D slices, Three smoke-wires diameter, this confirms the absence of reverse flow for the
spaced 5 mm apart were employed to provide a thicker sheet lower solidity screens While no attempt was made to
of smoke for better visualization of the highly irregular 3-D determine the value a . a 0 for which reverse flow exists Figs
wakes The vertical sheet of smoke particles emanating from 2b,c suggest 060 r u0 s 085 The main difference between
the wires is illuminated by a rotating laser beam from a 2-watt the four bodies is the degree of venting in the direction of the
argon ion laser The full width of the wake is scanned within flow It is clear that for a fixed Re#, a decrease in solidity
2 3 maec The sweep rate of the laser beam sets the exposure corresponds to a decrease in the maximum normalized wake
time for the photographic records of the smoke-particle deficit in the near wake, with the eventual disappearance of
streaklines Trigger delay switches were used to synchronize the region of reverse flow that is attached to the rear of the
the camera and the heating of the smoke-wires to the motion body The co-existence of contorted large-scale structures
of the stepper-controlled laser beam with a recirculation region is consistent with the findings of

Monkewitz (1988) regarding the effect of wake deficit on the

FLOW VISUALIZATION occurrence of absolute instability of the near wake

Side-view (x-r plane) photographs of the near and far WAKE SIMILARITY
wakes behind the disk and screen bodies are presented in Fig

2 The smoke wires are visible under the darkened triangles at The differences in wake width observed in the photographs
the top of each photograph, ano the bodies are apparent to were quantified using hot-wire measurements of the u velocity
the right of the wires in the near-wake photographs The most component taken at different x-locations downstream of the
distinguishing feature between the bodies for which or - 1 00 bodies The characteristic ecale* u and I5 were determined
(disk) and 084 and the bodies for which a - 062 and 049 is for each body in order to examine the degree to which the far
the shape of the large-scale structures associated with wakes (uo s; 0.1 U.) are self-preserving and to compare their
coherent vortex shedding The wakes of the disk and high- growth rates Normalized radial profiles of time-averaged
solidity screen are wider, more contorted, and appear to have velocity,

(b

Fig 2 Flow visualization comparison for disk-sheped bodies of different soliditles: (a) v 0 49 screen,
(b) a -062 screen, (c) a - 0.84 screen, and (d) solid disk (a, 1)
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for each body are presented in Fig 3, if is the normalized 0 0 8

radius ri!o The normalized profiles for each body collapse
fairly well, indicating the mean velocity field develops in an
approximately self-preserving manner, though not as self- ,
preserving as the mean velocity field in turbulent wakes
behind 2-D planar bodies (Maali, 1989) All the screen wakes -

exh'bit the same self-preserving form, whereas the disk wake
profile is relatively flatter in the center region and has a
sleeper slope near qt - I

S (O -Screen (t) Screen 0
049 a 0 62 0 200 400

N ( - u0 )'/

o(a) Length Scales

000- 0 4

16d,.k
o /

a 0

'0 N - l

N (c) Screen (d) D,sk

0 =0 84

00 0 200 400

(b) Velocity Scales

0 'a Fig 4 Comparison of charscteristic Scales

0 1 2 30 1 2 3

Fig 3 Self-preserving mean velocity profiles. ^,

The variation of (V 0Io)3
1
2 and (1o/0)3 with (x - xo)/e is

shown in Figs 4a and 4b, respectively One value of xo , the o
virtual origin, was chosen for efch wake generator so that the
momentum integral constraint, t1vO0 - constant, is satisfied and o
the to data grow in a least squares fashion as (x - x0)1/

3 
It

should be noted that when we plotted Ulu o and 1o versusxlO, the data appeared to fall between the exponents predicted

for vscous-dominated growth (1O i, x
1
/
2 

and =0 a x-) and 0
those for turbulence-dominated growth that are given above o
When x0 was chosen based on the viscous exponents, a plot
similar to Fig 4 was prepared using the viscous exponents
The data appear to fit the model as well s those indicated for
the turbulence model The concern with the choice of gruwth 0
exponents was motivated by the fact that the local Reynolds o 0 1 2 3
number decreases with x Attempts to fit u0 and to data to the

function y - u[(x - xo)le]b using a least squares curve in order
to independently determine xo, a, and b have so far been (a) Scaled by =0
unsuccessful The data shown in Fig 4o &how that the bluff
body wakes spread more rapidly because of the vigorous o
action caused by the large-scale uhucture associated with
vortex shedding The data show some clustering of both length
and velocity scales to either side of a - ao, which Is
consistent with Fig 2 0

The turbulent velocity field behind 2-D planar bodies is
self-preserving based on the velocity and length scales u0 and
to of the mean flow field (Marsali, 1989) Previojs experimental
investigtions (Uberoi and Freymuth, 1970, Bevillaqus and I
Lyko is, 1978) have generally supported this same conceptfor axisymmetnic wakes. However, Hanze (1975) and, moreo

recently, George (1987) suggest the possibility that at least
two velocity scales, =u and ul, (a scale for the turbulent
Reynolds stress), could be required for self-preervation of the 0

streamwise component of the mean momentum equation for 0
wakes behind axisymmetric bodies-:L case of incomplete 0

similarity Measured distributions of u
' 

normalized by Vo(i) -n
for the or - 0.49 screen are shown in Fig So. The direction of '7
the arrow in the figure shows the direction of Separation of the
profiles with increasing x values, this spread indicates that the (b) Self-Scaled
normalized diatributions do not collapse. It s clear that u0
decays more rapidly than the rm of the velocity fluctuations Fig 5 Collapse of variance velocity field for u 0 49
Figure 5b shows the same distributions but, here, normalized screan wake
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by the average peak value u11 for each distribution The frrm the measured Reynolds stress distributions determines
improved collapse of the self-normalized )rofiles indicates
that a niw velocity scale is required aiv, that incomplete ujZ The choice of ul to scale the turbulent velocity field is

ayexist As the turbulent Reynoi s stress supported by the constant value of the ratio u/ujj The
silarity may xwa sphere wake results verify that more than one velocity scale is
not measured for the disk and screen wakss, we will use the required for salf-preservation of the mean and turbulent
scale ull to characterize the turbulent velocity field To velocity field, which is contrary to some earlier studies
determine if the two velocity scales ire converging with
increasin x, their ratio (square root of ul to u0) is plotted LAHGE-SCALE STRUCTURES
versus downtream distance to log-log scale for the screen
and disk wake* in Fig. 6 The two scales appear to maintain Time series for the streamwise velocity component meas-
separate decay rates to the d,.,vnstream limit of the present ured simultaneously at eight equally spaced points on a circle
investigation of radius r were obtained for the disk and a - 049 screen

wakes using the axisymmetric traversing mechanism These
data allow for a 2-D Fourier transformation with respect to
time and azimuthal coordinate Normalired power spectra

. , -n
5 

~x
0 IA(St 0 , m, ri) of the azimuthal modes m - -3 to +4 were

measured at x/ 0 105, q - 1 The spectra are normalized by
the sum of the amplitude terms over all frequencies and mode

numbers Frequency-weighted modal spectra, StA are
presented in raster format (by mode number) in Figs 8 and 9

- for the disk wake stnd a - 049 screen wake, respectively Also
presented are the frequency-weighted 1-0 cepctra StIF(Sto, 0,

. ~x ,3 ri) for each of the eight azimuthally spaced locations The disk
- 0 4 - wake is distinguished by spectral peaks in is m " ±1 mode

_x
0  

spectra at St - 0036 (Std - 0 13) and peaks in tae 1-5 spectra
: 0 62 -VOWat the same Sts In contrast, the m - ±1 mode spectra for the

a 0- 0 84non-shedding screen exhibit a broad, lower amplitude peak
o i, ak near S4 - 0.052, while the corresponding .-D spectra display

no evident peaks The relative amplitude of the spectral peaks
10110 for m - i1, along with that of the other modes, is shown in

11 1Figs 8c and 9c The amplitudes of the m - 11 modes dominate
x - X. the disk wake at the shedding frequency The modal spectra

for the disk wake show differences in shape at frequencies
Fig 6 Departure of variance from mean velocity scale below the shedding frequency, with the even-mode spectra

being considerably flatter than those for the odd modes The
Besides assessing the convergence of tho gowth rates of low-frequancy structure of all the mode spectra for the screen

velocity scales, Fig. 6 also provides a comparison amongst the wake appear to be similar in shape
different wake generators of the size of the turbulent scale
relative to that of the mean scate For example, the ratio of the Contours of constant SteA as a function of normalized radial
two scales is approximately one for the disk wake and location it and either frequency (at in - 1) or mode number (at
approximately one-third for the a - 049 screen wake Thus, the peak value of SAO) were examined for the disk and the a -
when comparing the wakes at downstream locations where the C 49 screen wakes For the disk wake, the contours in the St-it
defect velocities are the sam size, the bluffer bodies have a plane emphasize the dominance of the +1 (and -1) modes at
higher average level of turbulence available for continued Ste - 0036 in the spectra The peaks in the contours are
mixing and spreading of the wake centered near the radial location i - 1, which is also the

location of the highest vefocity gradient (and where the peak
Given the ambiguity regsding the growth rates falling in the variance profiles occurs) For the screen wake, the

between those for viscous- and itiroulence-dominated growth contour levels for the +1 (and -1) modes at St, - 0052 are
and the fact that at least two length scales appear to be largest near q - 0 and then diminish in prominence with
necessary for sel!-preservation, we decided to examine the distance from the center of the wake
streamwiae momentum balance in these flows A sphere wake
was chosen for study, as it has been reported on more The sharp peak in the spectra at the shedding frequency
frequently in the Itersture than ife disk and screen wakes persists throughout the far wake of axisymmetric bluff-body
The size of the sphere was chosen to have the same wakes like that of the sphere and disk Additional spectral
momantum area as the osk and screens, thereby maintaining measurements of the s.reamwise velocity component in the
Rev constant Transverse distributions of mean and turbulent sphere wake exhibit a single peak at Ste - 0027 (Std - 017)
velocity fields were obtained using a linear rake of x-wire which is invariant with x. This invarliance is expected for a
probes Measurements were extended to the region where globelly driven or absolute instability This characteristic
uo/Ua 2- 001 The results verified that the momentum balance Strouhal number St, - 017, obtained at Aed - 21,800, may be
is between the convective acceleration and turbulent Reynolds compared with the range of absolutely unstable values of 0 17
stress terms and that the momentum integral constraint is !; St2b !; 021 calculated by Monkewitz (1988) His calculations
satisfied. The measured values of uo and 1n show the same assumed parallel flow and were for a family of wake profiles
behavior as their counterparts for the disk wake, though the in which b refers to the radius at which the wake defect
sphere wake s slightly wider As is the case with the other velocity is 05 U® and the centerlinn defect is u0 - U.
generators, the uo and ult velocity scales for the sphere wake
are distinct and non-converging to the end of the measuring Unfortunaely, A varying mode spectra have not yet been
domain (Fig 7) The downstream variations of vsu/i2-= and obtained in the wake behind the a - 049 screen Its frequency

-12miux are also presen.3d in Fig 7. The average peak value of peak amplitude would be expected to vary in a manner
consistent with a convectively driven instabilt,-to move
toward lower frequencies at a rate inversely proportional to
the wake spread rate
TEMPORAL VARIATION OF m - t MODES

0 iu ,,/u As mentioned previously, tte nature of the large-scale

structures associated with vortex shedding in the wakes behind
axisymmetric bodies is a controversial issue Information on
the azimuthal organization of these large-scale structures was

>{-- .. /Uo obtained at WlO - 100 for both the disk and non-shedding
U 0CF C Iscreen using the axisymmetric rake

u - A thee-.oint method of analysis was devised to provide a
> discr:mt;.snt for tt, time-varying features oi his - ut1

structures In tie analysis, the measured date are represented
by Fourier modes and it is assumed that the spectrum
measured by each probe has the same shape Let the de-

--' . ..... meaned and varianc-normalized velocity measurement by the

10' 101 t0, probe at azimuthal location 0 be represente by Ho(t, w)

(x - x en) Such a signal that Ic filtered to pass only angt.ar frequency utand rmodes m - it could be expressed by

Fig 7 Uniformity of turbulent velocity scales fcr sphere
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Fig 8 One- and two-dimensional Fourier decomposition results for disk wake (W/O - 105,. 0 83)
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Fig 9 One- sod two-dimensional Fourier decomposition results for a - 049 screen wake (x18 - 105, vt .0 91)
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ho(t, w,) - H
1

(t, w) - Holt, ) 341

- b, sin)¢ + wdt .v 4i, s - b-,sin0 - wt - - (3) A - : ------ 2 03

where H(t, ) contains all the terms in Ho(t, o), except for -.

the two components at m - tl for w - w, In the above equa- 2

tion, the b's are the am plitude coeficients of the ±1 m odes at 1 ",92"- ---

w - w, and the 4s are phase shifts relative to I - 0 Data from
probes at 0 - 0, 0f2, it can be combined to yield discriminants -0 -..
for the n - +1 and m - -1 modes at frequency w-ow , 53 0 9

5b.,(7 , w,) - h (t. w,) - h,12it + ,)0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30
-2b, i nisj x + 4'1,I (4a) Tne (filter periods) T.ie (fI e r periods)

(a) Disk Wake (b) 0T - 0 49 Scr.sen
bh-l(7, w,) - h,12 (t + d,) - h,(t. xs) (w, Sty - 0 036) (w. Ste - 0052)

- 2b. sinwr + 4.-1, (4b) Fig 11 Comparison of mode discrimmants for disk and
o-049 screen (x/O - 105)

where r is the time reference of the combined signals In

practice, the filtering is accomplished in the frequency
domain We utilized a Gaussian shaped filter with an e-

1 
roll- dominance occurs approximately twice every 30 fitter periods

off width of 0 125 w, the outputs so processed will be labeled There are extended time periods for which the ratio of the
as 6h, 1 and 6h.1  

discrimmants is 1 (by comparison with the maximum
excursions), but periods of nearly equal length are also

This method of analysis is first demonstrated for the forced evident for the forced wake
wake behind a bullet-shaped body (see Cannon, 1991) because
that wake is dominated by the m - +1 mode If will thus The hypothesis that coherent vortex shedding occurs as
provide a figure-of-merit to assess the results for the disk and unwinding double helices (Pao and Kso, 1977) would get some
screen wakes Fig 10a is in the same format as Fig 8b and support from a result that the two discriminants remain in a
demonstrates the dominance of the m - +1 mode over that of state of parity, but this was not found to be the case for either
the m mode for the case of forcing at Std - 0 27 and in - the shedding or non-shedding wakes Even so, the time traces in
+1 For this case, the peak amplitude is in the vicinity of i - Fig 11 suggest that shedding occurs as double helices during
075 The different stages in construction of the mode some of the time periods During other periods, one of the
discrnminnts are shown in Fig. l0b The bottom three rasters modes will clearly dominate the other Since the principal
are the de-meaned and variance-normalized velocity signals results of the mode discrimination analysis are the same for
from three hot-wire probes that ere located at azimuthal the shedding and non, shedding wakes, there s no evidence to
positions 0 - 0. r/2, r The scale of the ordinate is in terms of suggest that the strength of the coherent vortex shedding
standard deviations of the Ho(t, w) signals and the dashed affects the natural interaction that occurs between the two
tines correspond to the position of the mean values The modes It is interesting to note that even for the case of a
velocity signals are filtered and combined, per Eq (4), to wake forced in one azimuthal direction, the other mode will
obtain the mode discriminenta restored on lines fr (in - +1) occasionally dominate
and five (m - -1) The discrimmants are then tied and
doubled in amplitude to obtain rasters six (m - + nd seven CONCLUSIONS
(n - -1) and then smoothed and differenced to obtain the top At least two velocity scales are required to collapse the
raster The dashed line in the top raster represents a zero mean and turbulent velocity fields for the wakes studied,
difference in the amptitude of the two dliscriminants For those which indicates that incomplete similarity exists It has been
time periods when the dashed line and the solid raster line are shown that the ba;ance is between the convective acceleration
colinear, the two modes contribute equally to the spectral and the Reynolds stress terms in the momentum equation Flow
structure (at St - 027) When the raster lies above the dashed visualization resulta indicate that the presence of large-scale
line, mode +1 is dominant, below it, mode -1 is dominant titructures coincides with the presence of a recirculation
Instead of taking the difference between the rectified signals, bubble in the near wake, both of which are dependent on
their ratio is taken and plotted to logarithmic scale as the body bluffness The axial extent of the recirculation bubble
second raster from the bottom of Fig 1 Cc (it - 047) The other appears to oscillate in time Two-dimensional Fourier analysis
rasters in Fig 10c represent the result of the processing indicates that coherent structures of modes m - +1 and m - -1
sequence illustrated in Fig 10b, but for the other radial exist in both the shedding disk wake and the non-shedding
locations at this axial station. For these rastars, the dashed line screen wake Analysis of the parity between the +1 and -1
represents the point at which the ratio of the two discriminants modes suggests tiat there are periods when one mode will
i, 1, and each tic on the ordinate axis represents a factor of clearly dominate the other, and other periods when the two
ten increase in the magnitude of that ratio A change in the modes will both be present in equal strength Temporal
positive direction from the dashed line corresponds to the m - variation in the parity between the two modes does not appear
+1 discrimmant being larger Note that the different rasters do to depend on the strength of the coherent structures that are
not share the same reference time and so time-based present
comparisons between ihe rasters are not appropriate
Comparison of Figs 10a and 10c reveals that, even though the REFERENCES
mn +1 amplitude (at Sid - 027) dominates the in - -1
amplitude by almost two orders of magnitude in the spectra, Achenbach, E 1974 J Fluid Mech. 82, 209
that dominance occurs only on average for the mode Berger, E, Scholz, D,. Schumm, M 1990 J. Fluids and
discriminants In fact, there are poriods when the m - -11 Structures 4, 231
discrimmant is an order of magnitude larger than the m - +1 Bevilaqua, P M, Lykoudis, P S 1978 J Fluid Mech 89, 589
discriminant For this particular case, it appears that the cross- Cannon, S C, 1991 PhD thesis, Univ Arizona
over from m - +1 dominance to m - -1 dominance occurs, on Fuchs, HV,, Marker, E, Michel, U 1979 J Fluid Mech 93,
the average, once every 30 filter (and, in this case, forcing) 185
periods for up to 7 periods in duration George, W K 1987 Private communication

Figure 11 compares the ratio of mode discriminants for the Hinze, J. 1975 Turbulence, McGraw-Hill

disk and r - 0 49 s,,reon wakes The discrimmants are rastered Hwang, NHC, Baldwin, LV 1S56 J Basic Engi 88D, 281
as a function of time (normalized by the center frequency of Jeffreys, H 1930 Proc Roy Soc (London) A 128, 376
the band-pass filter) in the same manner as that for the forced Marasti, B 1989 PhD thesis, Univ Arizona
wake of Fig 10c Identifiable features in the plots for the two Monkewitz, P.A 1988 J Fiaid Mech 192, 561
wakes appear to be the same. For both wakes, the period of Pao, H-P, Kao, T W. 1977 Physics of Fluids 2, 187
time for which tne m - +1 discrimmant is larger than the m - Torobin, L., C3auvin, WH 1959a Can J Chen Engr 37,
-1 discriminant is about the same as for the converse situation, 129
and the maximum excursions from the dashed line (where the Torobin, LB , Gauvin, W H 1959b Can J Chem Engr 37,
discrimiants are of equal amplitude) are about the same in 167
both directions and comparable in amplitude to that of the Uberoi, M, Freymuth, P 1970 Physics of Fluids 13, 2205
forced wake Cross-over from in - +1 dominance to in -1
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ABSTRACT where D is the molecular diffusion coefficient appearing in the

Lagrangian methods are used to examine the mass balance equation,

distribution of particles in a two-dimensional turbulent.' - D V' C (2)
horizontal flow. The concentration field is viewed as resulting r
from a distribution of line sources of particles. The influence
of gravity on the behavior of the particles from one of these For point source diffusion of a fluid )article in a
sources is assumed, on average, to act independently from the homogeneous isotropic turbulence Taylor (1921) showed that
turbulence Two cases are considered gas-liquid annular flow
in a two-dumensional channel and sediment transport

IN-RODUCTION 
I.-.. v- R (t) dt (3)

A Lagrangian method for analyzing particle distribution
in horizontal turbulent flows is explored. The central idea is Here 7ris the mean-square of the x-component of the turbulent
to describe the concentration field as resulting from a velocsty fluctuations and RL(t) is the Lagrangian correlation
distibution of small sources of paricles coefficient. A Lagrangian tune scal. and length scale can be

This method had been used previously at the University defined as

of I-s-nows to describe the fully developed temperature field f rf R, (t) dt (4)
that exists when a turbulent fluid is flowing between a hot and
a cold plane (Hanratty, 1956; Eckelman & Hanratty, 1972)
The flow was assumed to be homogeneous; the hot plane was
represented as a series of heat sources, the cold plane was
represented as a series of heat siks. The contributions of - A't1.
these sources and sinks were summed to give the temperature
field. In the context of this analysis the spatial variation of the It is noted from W that the turbulent diffusion coefficient is
Eulerian turbulent diffusion coefficient is interpreted as time-depndent At small times it varies linearly with tune,
resulting from the time-dependency of point source turbulent
diffusien (Taylor, 1921) Hot or cold particles close to a wall e _ 

- 
t (6)

have, on average, have been in the field for shorter times than
hot or cold particles in the center Because of the tume-
dependency of point source diffusion the effective turbulent
diffusivity is smaller close to a wall. Conversely, temperature e - 7"T (7)

gradients in the center of the channel are characterized by the
long time turbulent diffusivity defined by Taylor It has been shown that the distribution function

Binder and Hanratty (1991) used tdeie ideas to describe describing the spread of fluid particles from a line source isBiner nd anrtty(191) sedthee ueasto esebe Oauasian The distribution can, therefore, be given as a

droplet distribution and deposition un a vertical gas liquid solution of the following equation

annular flow This paper describes recent work by Binder

(1991) which considers horizontal turbulent flows where the a I c C + Q OF / y 6(r/ r (8)

effects of gravity can cause a stratification of the particles. Ti I W C 8'8"

POINT SOURCE DIFFUSION for a source located at y', t' The source strength Q has the

The spread of particles from a point source in a L :s of m-ss per unit area and the delta functions, effectively,

homogeneous field can be represented by the change of the have the units of reciprocal length and reciprocal time

mean-square of the x-component of the displacement, X' (t) This theory can be applied to solid or liquid spheres if

For molecular diffusion, the ability of the particle to respond to turbulent velocity
fluct,. .tions is taken into account. The reciprocal time

I d (I) constant of the particle ,s defined for a Stokes drag as
2 dt ";l

p - dp'= .== 9w d h i a

where d4 is the particle diameter.
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The dtei" .onless group Ptl is the ratio of the do not lose their identity on hitting the top boundary We
Lagrangian tune scale of the fluid to the particle time scale picture them as rolling along the unterface and being
For large PT, (small particles) the particles follow the fluid reentrained (almost immediately) by gravity and turbulence.
motion closely The dimensionless group r = rv"/u is a
measure of the ratio of the stopping distance of a particle to In both annular flow and sediment transnort t is
the thickness of the viscous wall regiun For T > 20 the usually greater than 20. Therefore, the analysts of a wall

particti s travel by *ree flight from y* = 30 to the wall so their source is simplified by assuming plug flow and a
deposition is not influenced by non-homogeneities in the homogeneous turbulent field Consequently, the diffusion time
turbulent field close to the wall can be related to distance in the flow direction by the equation

dt = dx / U, where U is velocity of the fluid
Measurements by Lee et al (1989) show that

The equation describing the concentration field
resulting from a point source is

__ _- fr,(10) WC it-t C - p( - t ~
(7) 0.7 + P- r " -  y5  (11)

a Q 8(y y') 8(t ' t)

For small terminal velocities (VT;' v' < 1), a decrease of [riLF
causes a decrease in (7'), P,,, and an increast in the From considerations of conservation of mass and of the free-
Lagrangian length scale, Sip However, the particle diffusivity, flight mechanism for impaction on the wall the following
r,, remains the same as the fluid dsffusivity, Ep For VT / v" equation is derived for the boundary conditions for a single
> I the particles fall through the turbulence so rapidly that tp source

* EF
T

INFLUENCE OF GRAVITY ON THE BEHAVIOR OF f (t 0 t p Cs
WALL SOURCES X 2 (12)

Two systems ha-e been considered to show the effect -
+  , (t - t), ac

of gravity on turbulent dispersion: gas-liquid annular flow in

a two-dimensional channel and sediment transport
Term V (t - t' is the average deterministic velocity

In annular flow, liquid moves as a layer along the caused by the gravitational field It is defined by the equation
bottom wall at y = 0, and is atomized at a rate per unit area of
RA A differential length of thsislayer in the flow direction can -n -V p _ 2 C_(13),
be considered as a line source of drops These drops diffuse m, t- I P L CD ,,
away from the wall and eventually leave the field by

depositing on the bottom wall or on the top wall, located at
y = H The fraction of these droplets depositing on the top where m, is the particle mass and C. is the drag coefficient
wall is Fi and the fraction depositing on the bottom wall is The particles entrained from a liquid film (on the top or
P~j = I - FI. The liquid depositing on the top wall eventually bottom wall) or from the sediment bed (on the bottom wall)
builds up as a layer, which also provideo sources of droplets are pictured to enter the field at a velocity proportional to the
Bicause of the effects ot gravity the droplets tend to stratify turbulence velocity. Because of the limited information about
so that the concentration is larger at the bottom and Fas - Fa how the particles enter the field the proportionality constant is
Under f&ily-developed conditions the rates of atomization from taken as unity For a particle source on the bottom the
the bottom, RAn, and top, RAT, walls are equal to the rates of boundary condition is that at t = t' velocity V. - R )12 For
deposition, R., and Rr, and RAT / RAS = Far / F., where Fr, (1112

is the fraction of particles from a source on the top wall that a source of drops on the top wall V. V tv ta

deposits on the bottom wall. Sedunent particles that entered the field at t t' and strike the
top boundary at t = t, are considered to form a source on the

The problem in sdiment transport considered in this top wall for which the boundary condition for (13) is that

paper is one in which all of the particles flowing i the liquid V. - - (,I, V (t - t') Equation (13) gives vehtocts
originate by entrainment from a layer of sediment on the
bottom wall (The analysis is easily extended to take account less than the free-fall velocity. VT Only particles that have
of particles in the entenng liquid by putting line sources in the been in the field a long tme will reach free fall
body of the liquid.) This bottom wall may be considered as a
series of line sources of strength R~dx A fraction of the RESULTS

sediment coming from one of these line sources can redeposit
nn the bottom wall, F,,, and s frartion F., will reach th, 'op Calculated results for annular flow and for sediment
of the liquid, which may be a free surface or a channel wall. transport are found to b- dependent on two dimensionless
The solid sedme.nt particles, unlike the drops in annular flow, groups. Term PT,, represents the inertia of the particle and
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may be thought of as a measure of the particle size The Figure 2 gives calculated ratios of the fraction of
Froude number, v*2

/gH, is a measure of gravitational effects particles that reach the top wall, FT, to the fraction of particles
The product of these two groups, FrPk.t.L, varies inversely as from a source on the top wall that deposit on the bottom wall.
the ratio of the temiunal velocity to the friction velocity For The values of Pt., correspond to annular flows but the curvcs
example, for Stokesian drag do not change much for larger fkrp The results for PT, = I

FrP[r - 0 046 v'/V, (14) correspond roughly to sediment transport This plot can be
S0 vused to define flow regimes For Fr PTv -e 0 4 a negltgible

amount of particles reach the top wall Both gravity and
For gas-liquid annular flows the Sauter - mean diameter turbulence are affecting the disibution For very much

is such that 0 01 < OT, < 0 1 and VT / v" < I Consequently, smaller values of Fr PTr. (not studied in this research)
V7),2 (-v),= turbulence has negligible effect and the concentration

Forv unent transport /v a liquid, PTI is much larger so that distribution is controlled solely by the particle trajectories,(VI 1,7 in aThis would correspond to the saltatton regime in sediment
(-I, rL, and C, are approxnsately the same as the values for transport For Fr fie.. > 6 diffusion is dominating and the

the fluid particles should be unifornly distributed

Figure I b gives the behavior of a source on the bottom to ---- ----
wall for PTr.p = 1.0. Fr = 10 and frr.kFr = 10, a case for which
turbulent diffusion is domnating over gravitational settling -
At x/ = 0 and at small xiH the maximum occurs at the wall
because f - 0 At larger xlH deposition occurs at the bottom
wall so the maytnum moves away from the wall in order to 06
satisfy (12) at the wall Figure Ia gives the behavior of a tl
source on the wall for a case in wich both turbulence md 0.4
gravitational settling are affecting dispersion of the particles 001
Fr = 10. Pt. = 0.01 and PkLpFr 0.1. It is noted that the " PU-ol
particle spread is greatly reduced 02 - P.10

121

10 - .0 I 1 10 too 1000 100

* Fig 2 Relative rates of atonuzation in horizontal annular

flow, RAA . versus Frfk.

4 Concentration fields at different locations in a channel

are calculated by adding the contributions from a number of
2, sources Figure 3 gives the fully developed concentration

fields for sediment transport of particles of a single size. (This
.. 0 calculation can easily be extended to include a distribution of2 04 b) 03 i 0 sizes ) The values of Fr Pr.1, for which these calculations

were made are typical of laboratory studies of sediment
transport

5M.5 Calculations have also been made of the dimensionless

bulk concentration (or sediment load), given by Cv/RA, as a
function of Or,, and Fr Under fully developed conditions
RA = R. and the dimensionless bulk concentration equals
(kD / v*) , where k. is a deposition constant defined as
ko=RdC,. Such calculations for gas-liquid annulqr flows
reveal that kD /v' has a mmunum at a certain value of r, (or
particle size) For greater fk, nirbulent diffusion controls
deposition, for lesser f. gravitational settling controls. As

uO 0a consequence, calculations for sources of a range of drop
S0 sizes reveal not only a stratification where larger drops are

r/tH located closer to the bottom- but also a ripenmg for which the

Fig I Concentration profile of an instantaneous source on the istribution of drop sie in the fluid is different from the
bottom wall. a) Fr = IO, Pz, = 001, Re - 100,000, distribution at the source

b) Fr = 10, .  10, Re = 100,000
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I U c V ., Lc ( 'C (16)

10 1 The condition at the upper boundary is given by (15) and the
:10 one at the lower boundary is fixed emipmcally

to The present analysis differs from these approaches in
IQ .:-" - P" o.t'LiQ a number of ways: The condition at die lower boundary is

P0 5'u.
E r s defined by specifying the rate of entrainment R,(x) or the

1i .- Fr Pi -strength of the sources The deterministic velocity is not fixed

o0 
°  at the terminal value The tine-dependency of turbulent

i01 diffusion coefficient is used rather than a spatial variation
00 02 04 0 0i is The condition at the upper boundary is different from (15).

y/H The dispersion of particles with a size distribution is taken into

account in such a way that the relation of the size distrbution

Figure 3 Concentration profiles normalized with the bulk in the fluid to the size distribution at the source can be

concentration for sedimiti transport calculated The influence of particle inertia on particle
turbulence .an be taken into account are in rigorous way.
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ABSTRACT MEASURING TECHNIQUES AND APPARATUS

The paper describes the experimental investigations The presented investigations were based on the
into the transport- and dispersion behaviour of particles following test parameters. The flow channel consists of
in turbulent gas flows The particles are introduced as a vertical pipe of up to 3 m in length, with a diameter of
strands into a quasi-point-like fashion on the axis of the 50 mm The average velocities of the downwards-
inlet flow of a vertical test-pipe The decay and fan-out of flowing gas at the pipe axis were 5, 10, and 20 m/s
the particle strands within the turbulent gaseous flow is (which correspond to Reynolds numbers of 16 000, 33
investigated together with the dispersion of the particles 000, and 66 000) The disperse phase consisted of
These aspects are to be viewed here as a exemplary three narrow glass sphere fractions with particle sizes of
situation involved in the investigations concerning the 20-25 lim, 40-50 iam and 90-100 gim To avoid
interactions between disperse phase and turbulent fluid agglomeration, the particles were purified, dried and
phase. Attention is especially focussed on the carefully sieved. The fluid phase was air.
descnption of the distribution states of the disperse
phase, i.e the spatial distnbution of the particles as well The particles were introduced in a quasi point-like
as the frequency distributions of their velocity. ,jshion into the inlet section of the flow, 25 mm above

the inlet funnel using a dosing apparatus especiaiiy
developed for the investigations. The heart of this

INTRODUCTION device Is a small tube possessing an internal diameter
of I to 6 mm. A longitudinal ultrasonic oscillation at a

The transport and dispersion characteristics of frequency of 33.9 kHz serves to avoid both the formation
particles of a disperse phase in fluids is of relevance in of particle bridges witnin the inlet, and also guarantees
a variety of technical, natural and ecological sectors a constant mass flow rate, which can be varied from
This presentation describes this behaviour under 0 15 to 10.0 g/s by varying the internal tube diameter.
defined model conditions in a turbulent pipe flow An
important factor is the manner in which the particles are The spatial distributions and the flow characteristics
introduced into the pipe flow. One possibility is to of the particles as they issue from of the dosing
introduce them in a quasi-point-like region as a compact apparatus and through the turbulent pipe stream are
strand in the axis of the inlet pipe se in This instance registered and recorded with the aid of short-exposure
is not only suitable for companson with certain mooel photography, high frequer,;y cinematography, and
calculations, but is also of practical int'nrest pulse holography The short-exposure photographs are

taken both directly at the particle dosing apparatus
It is demonstrated how the highly-concentrated outlet and at a transport distance of 103 mm in tne pipe

particle strands decay within the turbulent pipe flow and through glazed windows. High frequency
how the particles are distributed across thee cinematography is used to investigate the flow of the
downstream pipe regions. One of the main aspects of particles from the dosing apparatus. The pulse
the investigations is the characterization of the three- holography finally serves the main body of the investi-
dimensional distribution states of the particles of the gations
disperse phase.

The spatial distribution of the particles through the
The applied measuring techniques mainly Involve complete pipe cross-section at transport distances of

thort-exposure photography and double-pulse holo- 285 and 3000 mm have been reproduced by means of
graphy The lrtttor, being a whole field method, in-line holographiy (Schafer et al , 1987). From these
findamentally differs from temporE ,y-averaging holograms, sub-sections were then evaluated, i.e the
measuring techniques (such as phase-Doppler- location, size, and velocity of all particles situated within
technique) in that the instantaneous distnbution state of this sub-section at the instant the hologram was taken
th' particle collectives may be exactly determined in were correlatively measured. From ths data, the graphs
addition to their size and velocity illustrated in Figs 2 up to 6 have been calculated. Being
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a whole field technique, pulse holography particularly
yields data from which the instantaneous three-
dimensional dspersity state of the collective concerned
is revealed, and hence more exactly characterized The
characterization does not only employ the concentration
profiles but also the frequency distributions of the
distances between the particles and the frequency
distnbutions of the local number concentrations This
delivers information concerning the homogeneity of the
three-dimensional particle distribution state (Neumann
& Umhauer, 1989)

Fig 1 Strands of particles of the fraction 40-50 pm
mass flow. 0.97 g/s; tube diameter (dosing

apparatus) 2 mm
velocity of the pipe flow (fluid phase). 10 m/s

a) directly after leaving the dosing unit
b) after a transport distance of 116 mm

RESULTS

Here only the results are presented which concern
the particles within the 40-50 lum size range and

velocities of 10 and 20 m/s

Fig. la illustrates the still coherent particle stra,.-
upon leaving the dosing unit through a 2 mm tube. The
velocity of the fluid phase was, in this instance, 10 m/s
The particle strand is still closely packed, although in
the lower regions, necking can already be observed
Here, the strand is accelerated and torn apart by the air
stream, so that after flowing 116 mm through the pipe,

the particles are already carried as disintegrating
clusters (Fig. 1 b), from which particle trails issue. Fig lb
was taken from a glazed 14 mm wide slot in the pipe.
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pipe length 1,0 1050= 280 mmM
280 mirnKG15,31EK1

IL = 285 mm

#o
L = 3000 mmHg (s/s )

V) S0,6-
0,5 nearest neighbours

E

'random arrangement0,0

101 100
L 3000 MM relative distance s / sk

Fig 3. Normalized cumulative frequency
distributions of the distances between nearest
neighbouring particles (Neumann & Umhauer, 1989,
1991). The curves plotted represent the spatial
arrangement of the particles after the two transport

% distances and the random grouping.

quantitative descnption of the spatial arrangement of the
particles. The graph demonstrates the cumulative

* distributions of the particle spacing, i e the distance
" . °between any single particle of a collective and its

nearest neighbour. The abscissa is normalized with
respect to a specific average distance, in order to gain a
particle concentration independence (Neumann &

50 mm Umhauer. 1989, 1991) The data refer to a particle
Fig 2: Particle distribution across a pipe section collective of the same hologram as in the previous
Prjetion of Pthe pariclstruate with a thins n illustration, but here all particles inside a cubical volume

ProJection of the paricles situated withn a thin layer have been evaluated. The dotted curve represents the
distnbution state at the shortest transport distance of

direction; rean flow velocity. 20 m/s; disperse phase 285 mm, and the full line that of 3000 mm. The curve
glass spheres 40. 50 g~m formed by the crosses, is that which would exist for a

mathematically randomly distributed, infinitely large
In contrast, Fig 2 illustrates situations which particle collective, void of mutual interactions (Raasch &

onginate from the evaluated data of two double-pulse Umhauer, 1989). This curve can be used as a measure
holograms. All particles in a thin layer (0.35 and 0 7 mm for comparison. Inhomogenities in the particle grouping
thick respectively) across the pipe at transport distances which are larger than those of the random structure,
of 280 and 3000 mm have been evaluated. From this lead to a shift in the cumulative distribution curve
data, the spatial particle distributions across the pipe towards smaller particle spacings. This is verified by the
cross-section which existed at the instant of the median values of the three curves, which are (S/Sk)50 =

hologram exposure, are plotted. After the short transport 0 52, 0.56, and 0.58 for the respective shortest, and
distance of 285 mm, one can still observe a disinte- longest transport distances, and the random distnbution
grating cluster From a high central concentration, three
particle trails drift outwards in the direction of the pipe The frequency distnbution of the distances between
wall. After being carded 3000 mm, the particles appear the nearest neighbouring particles is a microscopic
to be more ore less uniformly distributed across the pipe measure of the spatial particle grouping The term
(with local fluctuations which are to be expected for microscopic is applied because here only the distances
turbulent flows), The results of the evaluation of other between closely neighbouring particles are considered,
holograms bhows a similar behavicur whilst the globai spatial distributions across the whole

cross-section remains unregarded Contrary to this the
In addition to the representation in Fig. 2, which profiles illustrated in Fig. 5 may be regarded as a

allows a qualitative assessment, Fig. 3 offers a macroscopic description of the spatial distributions.
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A further possibility of quantitatively characterizing

the spatial particle distribution is illustrated in Fig. 4
This is the frequency distribution of the local particle Fig 5 radial profile of the particle velocity vz in main

number concentrations, which Is derived in the following stream direction and the number concentration CN after

manner. The total evaluated sample volume V., which a) 285 mm and
contains N particles is sub-divided Into k sub-volumes of b) 3000 mm transport length in the pipe
equal size AV For the case in question here, t.e. where
k = N, each sub-volume AV contains, on average, just
one single particle (expectation E = 1). Due to the
random distribution of the particles caused by the flow The profiles of the particle velocity vz and the
turbulence, however, the individual sub-volumes will, tn number concentration CN have been plotted as function
reality, contain no, one, two or more particles. The of the pipe radius r in Fig. 5. For this purpose, the thin
compilation of the concentration frequency distributions layer of evaluated particles depicted in Fig 2 have been
rests on the determination of the frequency of each such sub-divided into a number of equi-areal rings. The
case I.e. the number of sub-volumes which contain no, mean velocity and number concentration of the particles
one, two, three etc particles are determined and plotted contained within the indvidual rings were calc.lated.
for each criterion. Such a distribution Is discrete, As a
variation of this method a number of sub-volumes can At the shc-t transport distance of 285 mm in the pipe,
be combined, so that an expectation E > 1 emerges the Inlet flow cond;tions are still predominant rhe
The concentration frequency distribution of a collective velocity at the pipe axis Is still a little lower, than at the
of statistically random-distributed particles is inevitably a wall regions, due to the axially-introduced particle
Poisson distnbution strands, since the high concentration of particles indeed

noticeable retards the flow. After a transport distance of
Fig 4 Illustrates the concentration frequency 3000 mm the profile of the particle velocities is similar to

distribution plotted for a collective of particles distributed that of the fluid velocities with the exemption of the wall
at random (Poisson distribution) and for the particle region.
collectives evaluated at transport distances of 285 mm
and 3000 mm. The distributions may be observed to Fig. 6 finally demonstrates the frequency
differ significantly Whilst the concentration frequency distributions of the particle velocities at the two
distribution of the particles at the larger transport investigated transport distances in the form of a
distance reveals an almost completely random standardized number density distribution and a
d!stribution, that of the shorter distance Is quite definitely cumulative number distribution. As Fig. 5 already
not the case. suggests, the distribution at the short transport distance

is considerably narrower. Moreover, the mean value for
Figs 5 £nd 6 yield Information concerning the this distance is somewhat lower in comparison to the

particle kinetics. These are based on the particle mean value for the larger distance (see the means and
velocity components in the main flow direction v.. standard deviations spocified In the diagrams.
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper concerns the descnption of the decay
and dispersion of a particle strand, transported within a
turbulent gaseous pipe flow by means of experimentally
obtained data. Special emphasis was laid on the
charactenzation of the spatial grouping of the particles
of the disperse phase

The approach of a completely random spatial

distribution of the particles in the flow with increasing

flow distance has been quantitatively characterized in
two different ways by specifying the frequency
distributions of the particle spacing, and the
specification of the frequency distnbutions of the local

(relative) number concentrations. After 60 pipe
diameters of transport distance (at a velocity of 20 m/s
and for particles of 40 -50 im diameter) an almost
completely random spatially particle distnbution was
established After this transport length the frequency
distribuitons of the particle velocities have probably
reached their final shape

The further results could not be presented due to the
confinements imposed on the length of this contribution.
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ABSTRACT number cause enharnement of turbulence due to wake shed
< at a diig However, as will be shown later, the present studyThe interaction between small solid particles (d/q < miat lit~ates that particles with low Reynolds number , Rr, < 1

volumetric loading ratio i = 5 x 10' 
, and a decaying homo- m n als th a the t hb lence nergy

geneous turbulence is studied using direct numerical sinula- can also increase the turbulence energy

ton The results show that the particl- increase the fluid Gore and Crowe [5] reviewed the available experimental data
turbulence energy at high wave numbers. This increase acts on turbulence .-odulation in particle-laden flows and pro-
as a barrer to the nonhnear energy transfer from the low posed that the critical parameter that predicts whether the
wave number range Associated with the energy increase at turbulence will be augmented or suppressed with the addi-
higher wave numbers, there is a larger increase in the dissipa- ton of particles is d/f where d is the particle dimeter and
tion rate of energy The net result is a reduction in all the tis the Euleria integral length scale of turbulence They

turbulence length scsles, hence lower turbulent diffusivity of concluded that the cintal salue ss d/f r 1, above which

the carrier fluid turbulence Gravity results in a significant turbulence intensity is increased and below which it is sup-

turbulence anisotropy and an increase in the diffusivity of the pressed Obviously this proposal is too simphistc since the

particles and fluid in the gravity direction The correlation particle niateria density and flud viscositymwhich affect the
ik = E, < - u,(v, - u,)/T, > can be positive or negative and pril aeildniyadfudvsoiywihafc h
thus acts as a ource o sink of canid rbe ulee onege a particle response time, and particle load ng ratio were differ-
thus acts as a source r sink of fluid turbulence energy in all these experiments Furthersore, our present re-

sults show that turbulence intensity increses for d/t ; 10
-s
,

1. INTRODUCTION contradicting the proposal of Gore and Crowe

It has been known for more than three decades that the addi-
tion of a small volumetrut concentration (5 10

-
') of particles The purpose of this paper is to examne i, some detail the

(solid or liquid) to a turbulent flow modifies the structure interaction between the particles and turbulence in a much

of turbulence This modification produces transport rates simpler flow than the inhomogeneous flows reviewed above

of momentum and mass (i e turbulent mixing rates) that In particular, the papei is concerned with the physics of the

are different from those in flows without particles Avail- two-way interaction between a decaying grid-turbulence and

able experimental data show that the addition of particles a large number of solid spherical particles dispersed within
may increase or decrease the turbulence kinetic energy of the Grid turbulence was selected for the study because of its spa-may tial homogeneity and the independence of its properties on
carrier fluid However, there is a lack of understanding of than loweoity Wm the e fe of t par-

the mechanisms responsible for increasing or decreasing the the mean flow velocity We examine theeffect of the par-

turbulence energy Most of the current understanding of tur- ticles on the time development of tvrbulence energy and cs-

bulence modulation in particle-laden flows is basd oni the few sipation, their spatial spectra, and the effect of the modified

available experimental observations which are valid only for turbulence on the dispersion of particles
the conditions of the corresponding experiment and cannot
be generalized The method of direct numerical simulation is used to solve

the three-dimensional, tine-dependent Navier-Stokes equa-

When fine droplets or solid particles ( diameter d < 250p) are tions which include all the forces exerted by the particles on

injected into a free -rbulent jet the turbulence intensity Is the fluid The volume fraction of the particles is large

reduced, thus lowering the spreading rate of half width of the enough (i = 5 x 10-') to modulate the turbulence, but small
jet ( Rletsrom and Sokolov [8], Popper et al [11], Modarress et enough such " at there is no collision between the particles.
al [10 ], Fleckhaus et al (3], Tsuji et al [13] ). However, there
are other experiments (eg Levy aid Lockwood [9]) which Only one other direct numerical simulation study (Squires
show that the addition of large particles ( d > 50 0p) increases and Eaton [12]) has bc-i reported recently conerning the

the turbulence intensity in a free let whereas smaller parti- two-way interaction of particles with homogeneous turbu-
cles (d < 250 u) suppress turbulence in the jet. Recently, lence However, that study considered only rtationary

turbulence by forcing the flow at the low wave numbers
llardalupas et al [6] measured the velocities of the particles Statinarty of turbulence was achieved by the addltwa n of
and fluid in turbulent particle-laden jets They showed that Stioatyftrbeicwsaheedyteadtonf
the rateofdsprerbuofttherhalf-widthjofsthe inraed th energy, at each time step, at a tate (qual to that of the en-th raeOf spread of the half width of the jet increased with

n gthe loading of Kt glass beads, whereas it decreased rgy disspati. Cleai.y, the uesus obLamied infl a ficked
increasing the loading of si beads simulation are questionable when the goal is to quantify the
with .ncreang the loading of -h0# beads Hetsrom (7) sug- changes in the fluid turbulence energy spectrum caused by
gested that particles with low Reynolds number , , cause the particles As will be discussed later in section 3, the
turbulence suppression, while particles with higher Reynolds adttion of particles may increase or decrease the turbulence
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energy, a result that cannot be obtained from a stationar% Equation (4) describes the balance of forces acting on the pal-
turulence simulation Firthermore, the particle motion tilde as it moves a!ong its trajectory The term on the left
equation used in that tudy [12] included oely the drag force hand side is the inertia force acting sn the particle due to its
The present stud, shows that neglecting the effe ts of gras ity ,i i-leratton lie term, ot the right side are kespectively the
on particle motion results in a significantly diffetent ieliaioi fotie due to t'i..,.ii1 '1iiI imiii. dig fld pressu gr.rad
of the turbulence in the carrier fluid ent and viscous st r, sws, i nertia ol %it tii I it ass % I- ,i1 dl,.

2. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION due to unsteady relative acceleration (Basset), and buoyancy
F is the inverse response time of the particle The response

The exat tite-dependent, three dimensional Navier-Stokes time is the time for momentum transfer due to drag F is
and continity equations are solved in a cubical domain with calculated from
periodic boundary conditions The mean flow is vertically3
upwaird in the positive x3 direction The two other coordi- F = l/- =(- ) C,, (--~u -i,5)

nates X1 and .x2 are ir the horizontal plane Gravity aits Go PP
downward in the negative X3 direction 'rite fluid is m- The quantities a,in5 p,p are respectively the particle radius,
cenpressible and has a constant kinematic viscosity, v The mass and material density CD is the drag coefficient, which
dimensionless gove, ing equations are is assumed a function of the Reynolds number of the particle,

ot, a9 I 0"u, ap Ip = 2aplu, - v,j/p The fluid density and viscosity are p
-

+  
'), (
*
aU - -- - fT , (1) and p 'I ne derivativ- d/dip is with respect to time following

the moving particle, whereas Du,/DI is the total accelera-
dOu _ 0 (2) tion of the fluid as been by the particle, D,, = a" -us,
81, evaluated at the particle position i. Details of comput

The last tern' in eq (1) i the force exerted on the fluid by ing particle trajectories and particle dispersion statistics are
N particles pei unit mass of fluid, in the x,- direction, and given by Elghobasht and Truesdell [2]
calculatc I fromi

N 3. RESULTS
f, E fk.. , (3) Here we compare the results of four cases (A,B,C and D) to

k=1 examine the effects of the two-way interaction between the
where f,, is the instantaneous local sum, in the x,- direc- particles and turbulence Only in case A the particles do
tion, ofthefirst four forces on the RllS ofeq (I)belowacting not affect the flow ( one-way coupling) All the other three
on one particle k Normalization of f, is consistent with the cases have the same volumetric loading ratio, i = 5 x 10- '
other terms in eq. (1) N is the instantaneous number of The particle diameter is the same in all cases, d = 100p, and
particles . [N = N(xhX,xs,t)] , within the control volume is smaller than the Iolmogorov length scale throughout the
at which eq (1) is integrated When we stuony the dis- flow development in all the cases (0.08 5 d/iq < 0 15) Also
persion of particles without effects on the fluid (i.e one-way the particle Reynolds number, Rp, is lens than 0 3 throughout
coupling or equivalently particle-free flow), we set f, equal
to zero The direct effect of the particles presence on the We examine the effect ' particle inertia in the absence of
continuity equation of the fluid, eq. (2), is assumed neghigi- gravity, by increasing tht initial particle response time, T.,
ble since the volume fraction of the particles is less than 10-' from 0 02 sec in case 1B to 0 10,5cc in case C This is achieved
The equations are discretized in an Elenan framework us- by increasing the material dens.ty, p, from 570kg/m in
ing a second-order finite-difference technique on a staggered B to 2850kg/rn3 in C The fluid density, p, is constant (
grid containing 641 points This grid permts an initial mi- = 1 kg/os

5
) Thus, the mass loading ratio in C (=1 425) is

croscale feynolds number RA., = 35. Few additional simu- five times that in B (=0 285). Case D, with the same 'r,
lations ,-ve been performed with 963 grid points and higher as in A, examines the effect of gravity on particle dispersion,
RA which produced similar reults to those in the present hence on the turbulence This is accomplished by prescrib-
paper However, the computation cost ( both memory and log the ratio of the initial particle drift velocity Vi., to the
cpu time) with the 96' grid and two-way coupling is quite initial rms velokity of the fluid it, Tahh- I below stimrn,arizes
high at present. A typical simulation requires about 65 cpu the conditions of the four cases presented here 'The last two
hours on the Convex C-240 computer or about 35 cpu hours columns co'stain the ratios rp/r-K and r'5/ri , where the value
on the Cray-Y-MP8/864 This is mainly due to the large to the left of zt is at the time of particle injection and that
number of particles to be tracked for the same volumetric to the tight is at the end of the simulation The turnover
loading ratio used here The Adams-Bashforth scheme is time of the large eddies is ry = t/u,,,,, and the Kolmogoro,
used to integrate the equations in time. Pressure is treated time scale is rK - (=/c)i/2 It is seen that (rp/r) < I tn
implicitly, and is obtained by solving the Poisson equation in all cases, whereas /r-rh < I for the light pa,' te and > I for
finite-d fference form using a fast Po'sson solver. More de- the heavier particle
tails about tho numerical method are discussed by Gerz et
al [4].

The instantaneous velocity of each particle, v,, in the z, di-
rection, is obtained by time integration of the following La- Table 1. Conditions of the cees studied
grangian equation of particle motion Case Coupl ve,s/no rp.(s) r./TK s- 5 /rj .

mav,/ dtp)= mnF u, - v,A 1-way 00 002 0' .? 009 009
+m/ (Du,/Df) B 2-way 0,0 0.02 07 02 009 000

2

+mj (Du,/Dt - dv,/dtp), C 2-way 0.0 010 36 1 1 043 0 08
+6a p)i; v[ ddr(-nv,) (4) D 2-way 04 0.02 07 = 05 009 0 004

+(mp - /)9g,
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3.1 Turbulence modulation tude of S (Fig 4)

3.1.1 Effects of inertia Now (-S.) is proportional to the production rate of the dis-

Figure 1 shows the time development of the turbulence kinetk spation rate t Yet the total dissipation rate e shows a

nergy normalized by its itial value for cases A,B,C and D piak at T = 2 (, Fig 6) coinciding with the mrmitrn value

The particles are injected, at dimensionless time T = 0 75, of (-S.) This indicates that tht- increase is e is a tesulh

with their velocity equal to that of their surrounding fluid of direct paricle/fluid interaction at the small scale level and

In case A (one-way coupling) the particles do not influence not due to a nonlinear transfer of energy from the low wave

the flow, and thus the dashed curve A follows the standard number motin This is evident i Fig 7 which displays the
decay rate of grid turbulence Case B (two-way coupling) spatial spectrum of e(k) at T = 2 The figure shows that

is for the light particles in zero gravity, and thus the main case C has the highest magnitude of e at high wave numbers,

force of interaction between the particles and the fluid is the anc. lowest at low wave numbers relative to all other cases

drag The figure shows that up to time T = 2 0 the particles This augmentation of e due to the direct particle/fluid inter-
in case B cause the turbulence energy to be slightly higher action will be discussed further below

than that in case A After that time, the particles cause a
slight reduction in energy relative to A Thus, the effect of However, for times T > 2 , and due to large r, the energy

the light particles on the turbulence energy is negligible of turbulence in C experiences the highest rate of decay, rel-
ative to A. First, due to the transfer of energy from the par-

Now, case C, with larger rp and higher mass loading than B, ticles to the fluid, the relative velocity fluctuation (v, - u,)

shows a significant deviation from both A and B Because of changes sgn from positive to negative at T 1 as seen i
the large r., the particles in C experience the highest relative Fig 5a. This figure shows the time development of the cor-

velocity fluctuations as seen in Fig 2 which displays the time relation < ui(vi - ui)/sr > which represents the time rate

development of < v >=< (n- u)' > for the four cases, of change of turbulence energy due to the particles. This is

Up to T = 1 the particles in C provide a source of energy to seen from the exact dimensionless transport equation of tur-

the decaying turbulence, as will be discussed later with the bulence energy after spatial averaging in the periodic domain

help of Fig 5-a This transfer of energy from the parti- for homogenous turbulence,
cles to the turbulence occurs at the small scale level since the dE/dr = < 0 u,((v, - u,)/r. > - c (7)
particle diameter is less than the Kolmogorov length scale
This is seen in Fig 3-a which shows the three dimensional = T - , (8)

spatial spectrum of fluid energy, E(k), at T = 2. Case C where
has highest energy increase relative to A in the high wave
number range This supply of energy to the turbulence at 'P = = < -D ,(V, - u,)/r > , (9)
high wave numbers is in sharp contrast to what happens in
particle-free turbulence where the energy is extracted from and e is the rate of energy dissipation Figure 5-a shows that
the mean flow at low wave numbers It is important to note up to T = 1, T, is positive, hence a reduction in the decay
the effect on the low wave number part of the spectrum due rate of E The magnitude of E(t) itself after particle injection
to the input of energy to the small scale. Fig 3-a shows a depends on the initial amount of energy transferred from the
reduction of energy in C, relative to A, in the low wave num- particles to the turbulence at injection and the subsequent
ber range This is explained with the help of Fig. 4 which rate of change dE/dt. Figure 5-a indicates that in case C, *1
displays the time development of the skewness of the fluid becomes negative after T = 1, and its maximum magnitude
velocity derivative occurs at T = 2 This results in the peak value of the total

Is 3/ dissipation rate, e(t), at T = 2 as shown in Fig 6, and a_13. (( u/~ ' / 3[  ((8u /Ox )1)]  . (6), subsequent decay of c(t), due to the reduction of the magm-

_)tude of %P1. When ID, diminishes to nearly zero for T > 5.5,

S. is a measure of the average rate of production of enstrophy (dE/dt) in C approaches its value in B.

by vortex stretching or the rate of nonlinear energy transfer It is important here to comment on the significance of the
from smaller to larger wave numbers The turbulence is con- physical meanng of the correlation 1P Elghobashn and Abou-
sdered fully developed at about T = 0.6 where -S ze 0 4 Arab [1] derived the exact equation of turbulence energy for
The prticles are nejected at T = 0 75. In case A where a fluid laden with particles and classified the correlation 'P as
the particles have no effect on the flow, the magnitude of S " extra dissipation". It was believed that this quantity would
gradually increases to about 0 45 indicating no interruption most probably be always negative because either (a) the fluid
to the energy cascading process. Case B with the lighter par- and particle velocities have, on the average, the same sign,
ticles, the smallest < v,,,. > (Fig. 2), and smallest energy hence their correlation , < u,v, >, would be positive but
increase at high wave numbers (Fig 3-a), shows the smallest
decrease in the magnitude of S. (Fig 4), but otherwise the its magnitude would be less than the fluid autocorrelation

development of S. is similar to that in A. < u,u, >; or (b) the velocities have different signs, then the
whole quantity is negative regardless of the relative magni-

Case C exhibits the largest rate of reduction in the mag- tudes of the correlations. However, the present study indi-
tude of S., relatwe to A, < T < 2, idicating a decrea,,! cates that it is possible that u, and v, have on the average

nitudrte of trativer ofA 1nerg fro <2 indatge sa esa the same sign and < u,v, > is larger than < u,u, >. Here,
in the rate of transfer of energy from the large scale to small the turbulence is decaying and a sufficient concentration of
scale motion. The supply of energy from the particles to the particles, with sufficient inertia is "dragging" the surround-
high wave number turbulence acts as a "dam" which results pilea, rsulien inea ti valuengf the corron
simultaneously in (i) increasing the level of the total turbu- ig fluid along, resulting in a positive value of the correlation< u,(v,, - u,) > ,.hence a iourr, ,f e'norgy ( iw" Fig 5-a,
lence energy (Fig. 1), and (i)reducmg, the rate of nonlinear all cases for T 1 and cas B for T > 2.2). Thus it -s
energy transfer or equivalently the rate of vortex stretching alcase for ta casse ort o > Ts it is

recomm.-nded here to reclassify the correlation 'P as; an extraat the low wave numbers (Fig. 3a), hence the lower magii-
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,out1e/sink of energ3 due to particle/fluid interaction The. that in A. This is expected since the rate of growth of the
ietonmendation is strongly .upported by the results of the length scales in BC and D is less than in A. The dissipation
next section rate e(t) in BC and D (Fig 6) is higher than ii A, hence a

reduction in the Kolmogorov length scale relative to A Fur-
3.1.2 Effects of gravity thermore, the increase of E(t) in C and D relative to A is less

than the corresponding increase of 6(t), hence a reuiuctioi of
Case D is identical to B except that the gravity in D is the integral length scale, f
nonzero We see in Fig 1 that the energy decay rate rhe long time diffusivity of the solid particles in the xi di-
in D is significantly reduced, relative to the other three case, retong tig d0ffus also reduce in te tothrughut he omptatona tie Tis an e eplaned rection (Fig 10). is also reduced in B and D relative to
throughout the computational time This can be explained A However, in C due to the higher r, the initial inertia
via Fig 8 which displays thethe particles accelerates the surrounding fluid ( Fig 5-
of the anisotropy tensor of the fluid turbulence, B_, defined a), and thus the velocity autocorrelation of the particles is
as higher than that in a fluid that is not influenced by the parti-

< uu, > cles This higher correlation results in higher displacement

2E -and larger diffusivity than in A Of course the velocity auto-

The figure shows that the deviation from isotropy is greatest correlation dirrunisies with time, and the particle diffusivity

for case D, whereas it is negligible for the other cases In par- i C approaches that in A

ticular, the respective energy contributions of the three com-
ponents < u2 >, < u2 > & < u2 > in D are 26%,28%&46% Now, the sinificant role of gravity in augmenting the tur-
at T = 4 and 19%,20%&61% at T = 8 In other words, the bulent d iffusivity the solid particles and siultaneously aug-of <n) toE isalwys argr thn te oher menting the diffusivity of the fluid points is seen in Fig 11
contribution of < 03 > to E is always larger than the other Cases B and C, with zero gravity, show the same asymptotic
two components, and it increases monotonically with time behavior as i Figs 9 and 10 ( note the difference in scales
Thus, the higher values of E(t) in D relative to the other be orain Fis 9 an te the d inocales
cases is due only to the increase of < u, >, the component in of the ordinate) Case D, on the other hand, shows a mo.neffet o graityon he prtiles tonic increase of the diffusivity with time, asd at the end
the gravity direction The effect of gravity on the particles of the simulation it is about two orders of magnitude higher
is transmitted to the carrier fluid via ts as indicated in Eq than that in the lateral directins
(7) and shown in Fig 5. It is seen that for T >_ 1, T1 ( '11)
is negative and small whereas T3 is a large positive Again, 4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
the effect of T, is felt first by the smallest scales as discussed The interaction between small solid particles (d/l < 1), at a

earlier, and then is gradually transmitted to the larger scales volumetric loading ratio 4 =- 5 X 10-
4

, and a decaying homo-
as evident in Figs 3-a (T = 2) and 3-b (T = 8) At T = 2, geneous turbulence is studied using direct numerical simula-
there is an increase in E(k) at high wave numbers, though tion The results show that the particles increase the fluid
less than in C. At T = 8, that increase propagated to the turbulence energy at high wave numbers. This increase acts
low wave numbers, i.e the effect of the energy dam is now as a barrier to the nonlinear energy transfer ,rom the low wave
felt by the large scales The reason that the energy dam in number range Particles with higher rv (case C) result in an
D caused, for T > 4, an mcreas, in E(k) at low k, whereas it initial net increase of the turbulence energy relative to that
caused a reduction in E(k) in case C is that gravity is a per- of smaller 

r
. particles (case B), but a net reduction at longer

manent source of energy The effect of the high inertia (rp), times Associated vith the energ increase at highcr wave
on the other hand, in C depends on the sign of *,, a positive numbers, there is a larger increase in the dissipation rate of
sign results in an energy source (T :< 1) and a negative sign energy The net result is a reduction in all the turbulence
results in a sink of energy length scales, hence lower turbulent diffusivity of the carner

fluid turbulence due to the two-way coupling.
It should be emphasized here that the energy increase at the Gravity results in a significant turbulence anisotropy and an
low wave numbers in D is due to the reverse cascading process increase in the diffusivity of the particles and fluid, in the
rather than an energy production at the large scales. This is gravity direction, by two orders of magnitude relative to the
evident in Fig 4 where case D has the smallest magnitude of zero gravity cases
(-S.) for T > 4. Figs. 6 and 7 also show the corresponding The correlation T = k, < 4iu,(v, - u,)/-r > can be
behavior of e(t) and e(kj positive or negative and thus can be considered a source or

sink of fluid turbulence energy (Eq (7)).
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SECOND-MOMENT PREDICTION OF DISPERSED PHASE TURBULENCE
IN PARTICLE-LADEN FLOWS
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6 Quai Walter, 78400 Clhatou, FRANCE

- the dispersion effect due to the correlation between
ABSTRACT the gas pressure fluctuations and the instantaneous

A new approach for the modelling of the statistical distribution of particles is negligible compare to the one
characteristics of heavy particle clouds in turbulent induced by the fluctuations of the drag force
two-phase flows is proposed, taking into account of the Mass balance
dragging by the fluid turbulence and the interparticle a ba
collisions, This model is based on separate transport a , = 0 I)

equations for the dispersed phase Reynolds stress tensor
components and th- fluid particle velocity correlation Uk, is the mean velocity 1-component for the
The proposed closure assumptions allow to compute continuous (k=) and dispersed phases (k-2) respectively,
dispersed dilute two-phase flows and lead to classical 0

xk is the volumetric fraction and Pk the mean density
results derived by applying kinetic theory when Momentum balance
interparticle collision is the doiamating phenomenon a

The model is used to predict axisymetric dilute alp'k-, +U kpskUk.Uk -Olk-LPI+QPg
particle-laden jets and a confined swirling gas-particle aa (2)
flow The numerical results compare favourably to aak<
available experimental results The model accounts for, X P pa u") k
among other phenomena, the influence of the radial u" is the fluctuation of the local instantaneous
r m s velocity measured at the nozzle exit on pirtlcle velocity and < . >k the averaging operator associated to
dispersion and the high anisotropy of the particle phase k,
fluctuating motion observed in the main flow

aopkUk, ' Ck"<P uI>k  < p "",>k = 0
INTRODUCTION P1 is the mean pressure of the continuous phase,

Turbulent dispersed flow is a particular class of two- Is, is the part uf the interfacial momentum transfer
phase flows, observed in many industrial devices and rate between phases which remains after substraction
characterized by the presence of a continuous fluid of the mean pressure contributions.
phase mixed with solid particles, liquid droplets or gas
bubbles By assumption, the representative length and Finally, the closure of the average field equations is
time scales of the dispersion (inclusion size, achieved using constitutive relations for the interfacial
interparticle distance, particle relaxation time ) remain transfer term li, and the second-moment correlations of
small with respect to the ones of the whole flow the Reynolds stress tensor < p u",u" >k

The two-fluid Euleran approach adopted here leads to
solve separate mean balance equatiots for each phase THE INTERFACIAL MOMENTUM TRANSFER
coupled by interfacial transfer terms For dilute particle In oispersed two-phase flow, the mean spacing
concentrations, the closure assumptions required for the between particles is generally assumed to be very small
turbulent correlations and transport coefficients are with respect to the variation scale in the mean flow, and
based on the I.agrangian analysis of the separate the averaging method associated to the dispersed phase
particle behaviour (see for example. Elgobashi and can be written at any point as an ensemble average
Abou-Arab, 1983) Thus, the particle statistical taken over the large number of particl.s included in a
characteristics are assumed to be mainly controlled by reference time-space domain centred on the point, Thus.
the interaction with the fluid turbulence On the other if particles are assumed to interact only slightly, the
hand, the set of equations obtained from the Eulerian momentum interfacial traiisfer term lk,, can be obtained,
approach may be used for the prediction of gas-solid by averaging, from the analysis of the balance of forces
flows with dense particle concentrations (Lun t al., acting on an isolated particle in a turbulent flow A
1984) But, in this case, the particle random motion is special care is required during averaging process in
mainly controlled by the interpartlicle collisiona ard order to take into account the dispersion effect due to the
practical closure assumptions are derived from the local fluctuations of the momentum transfer term
kinetic theory. For heavy particles the momentum interfacial
AVERAGE FIELD EQUATIONS transfert term reduces to the drag force contribution.3Cn 1' Iv

In the two-fluid model formulation, the ficid equations -,=-1;= o 2< PI IV,-- = p>> P (3)
for each phase can be derived directly from the local
instant conservation equations in single-phase flow by where Co , the locl drag coefficient, may be written
density-weighted averaging with in addition average 2,[ ] Re Rebalances of mass, momentum and energy at the C Re L

interfaces The average field equations used in this
paper are achieved by restricting our attention to v,, a uz,- au is the local instantaneous relative
isothermal mixtures, where no phase change occurs, and velocity defined on each point included in the
according to the main assumptions that , particillate phase,

- the granular stress due to interparticle collision and
the molecular viscous stress in the gaseous phase are us, is the translation velocity of the partcle, with
negligible compare to the kinetic part of the total stress diameter d, which contains the point,
tensor, the so-called Reynolds stress tensor u, i. the characteristic velocity of the surrounding
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flow field, def,ed as the instantaneous fluid flow locally second (11) is modelled according to Elgobashi and Abou-

undisturbed by the presence of the particle Arab (1983). in terms of the fluid turbulent time scale
The _,ui flow field, locally undisturbed by the If we assome no statistical bias due to the correlation

particles presence, remains turbulent and. assuming between the particle distribution and the local

that the spatial average of the disturbances (wakes) due instantaneous fluid turbulent kinetic energy, we obtain
to the presence of the particles is negligible, we have < u qia-2 q (121

u ,, U a", p, PUI,=< pul >1 <PU"i,>1= 0 this late equality (12) clearly implies that the particle
presence leads to destruction or production of the fluid

Neglectig t e inflence of the drag coefficient turbulence according to the local value of the fluid-
fluctuations along the particle trajectory, we finally particle velocity covariance q12 = < u , U"

2
, >2 with regard

obtain by averaging C to the fluid turbulent kinetic energy

-12~,". is2 pFuV,, F= 4 , (4) Table I Coefficients of the turbulence model

V,, the aver aged value of the local relative velocity . Cc o r I .
between each particle and the surrounding fluid, can be 0 09(* 1 92 (*) 1 44 1 1 3 1 2

epressed in function of the total difference between the (-) Turbulence round let model, see Rodi W (1972)
mean velocities AU,= UL,- U,,and a drifting velocity V, THE PARTICULATE FLUCTUATING MOTION
due to the .orrelation betwcn the instantaneous
dtstrtbutioa of particles and the velqi(.ty fluctuations of Characteristic times
the undisturbed tluid flos It is convenient to define several time scales in order

V -to characterize the particulate flowV,,= [U2, -U I -v, vd= < ul'>2 -ul'= < u"J '>2 P
"112, the characteristic time of particle entrainment by

The drifting velocity Va , takes into account the the fluid motion or particle relaxation time, relates to
dispersion effect due to the transport of particles by inertial effects acting on the particles
turbulent fluid motion, According to the limit case of -IP,
particles with d~ameter tending towards zero. for which I12 = F D - (13)

the drifting velocity reduces to the single turbulent Pi

correlation between the volu"eiric fraction of the I

dispersed phase and the velocity fluctuation of the 
T
1a the time scale of she fluid turbulent motion

continuous phase, the velocity V,,, is written as follows viewed by the particles or eddy-particle interaction time,
is mainly affected by th," mean relative movement of the

V -D , - (5)1 ,aparticles (crossing-trajctoriten effects) and, following
a2 a, a, au,1 Cuanudy (1963). can be written

Based on sheore.al analysis of particle dispersion [ lI / (
mechanism in homogeneous turbulence (Deutsch ann ,ti 3 , (14)

Simomn, 1991), the binary turbulent diffusion tenseor is the C direction parallel to the mean relatie velocity,
written in terms of the fluid-particle velocity an
correlation tensor and an eddy-particle interaction time , [ ii-

I ' , (6) Z, 
T
i I +4Cp k, ] j (15)

in the orthogonal directions Comparisons with results of
THE FLUID TURBULENCE experiments and numerical predictions using Large Eddy

Simulation lead to a practical value of Cp = 045Closure assumptions

Closure assumptions are achieved considering only 4, the inte"particle collision time, can be written in
the turbulent fluid motion at large scales with respect to the frame of the kinetic theory as
the mean particle diameter, -

< pu",u">, Z pu"lu"ih>i ''= [n2O2g2
-  

(16)

Thus, the fluid turbulent predictions are carried out n2=c 6/itd3 is the partie number density
with a standard q2 - E model supplemented with additional
tcrms taking into account the interfacial turbulent Q2='i d' is the colhsional section rate
momentum transfer (Simonin and Viollet, 1990a)

The fluid correlations arc computed with the help of g-= V1L.6 3L6-q is the particle-partcle relativ velocity
the eddy viscosity concept 9- r v

< '> , Ui+ au",1 We must notice that the previous expression given for
<[x , ax, I the particle-particle relativi velocity is not fully

(7) accurate in turbulent flows due to the spatial extension
2
8,[ p2q] +v U----- of the Euleran velocity correlation function and leads to

3 ,1 pi aJ over-estimate the interparticle collision time but only
I = when the particles are inclined to follow the fluid

3 fluctuating motion ( tF1< 1t2)
I,', the time scale of the energetic turbulent eddies or Dispersed dilute two-phase flows
turbulent dissipation time, is obtained directly from the The concentration of particles in turbulent two-phase
turbulent kinetic energy q,

2 
and its dissipation rate e, flows is said dilute if the interparticle collision influence2! C g q, is negligible and so the dominant process in the particle

2  ,- (9) random motion is the dragging along by the fluid

turbulencc('j 2 and T 12T 2 )
Particle source terms In such flows, the turbulent prediction in the

The particle fluctuating motion is assumed to dispersed phase may be achieved by extension of results
influence the fluid trbulence through the following on dispersion of discrete particles by homogeneous and
source terms for q

t 
and c,, respectively steady turbulent fluid motions in the framework of

fl,= o2iplu'o<U"Iv,,,>2 VdV,,] (10) Tchen's theory (Deutsch and Simonin, 1991, Transport
ceffcients and velocity correlations are given in terms

It- CO5 e, / I9 of the mean characteristics of the continuous turbulent
r lmotion with the help of the particle relaxaton time and

The first equality (10) can be derived directly from the eddy-particle interaction time ratio.

instantaneous fluid momentum equations While, the However,, this approach, which assumes local shaking
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ot particles bv the fluid turbulcn, and neglects the Fluid.particle covariance equation
prodution induces by the mean particle velocity The fluid-particle correlation field between
gradien: and the memory of injection conditions, leads fluctuating velocities must be approximated and.
in particular to underpredict ,hc dispersed phase unfortunately, there are no direct measurements of the
turbulent kinetic energy and the particle dispersion in correlations to serve as a guide Nevertheless, closure
particle-laden turbulent jets (Simonn aid Viollet, assumptions must be consistent with the modelling of
1990a), Improvements may le achieved using transport fluid turbulence when the particle relaxation time is
equations for the particle statistical cqarxcieristtcs. But a tending towards zero with regards to the eddy-particle
separate treatment of the particle Rey:,olds tensor interaction time, Thus, in our approach, covarancc
components is required, owing the fact that the tenisor components are computed with the help of the
atsotropy of the dispersed phase turbulence plays a eddy viscosity concept ,
dominant part in the particle dispersior mechanism < . ["2> =Ul 1U
Particle collision influence a , (18)

The extension of gas-particle flow modelling to dense u jsi
situations prescribes to take into account the particle + I .

J 
Pql2+pav +s[Ut

collision influence. Howeser, as we restrict our attention 3 a s, J
to pancle clouds ni too dense ( at < 01 ). the exchange of 1 0
nsomentum due to ,rticle collision is neiligible (Lun ct v12 = Tq 12x, 2  q12 = < U" i." 24>2  

(19)
al , 1984) and the random motion of particles still The fluid-particle covariance .squation is written in
provides the principai mechanism fot the macroscopic an approximate form which privileges the particulate
transport of quantities suc

h 
as momentum and energy transport

Therefore, contribution to stresses can be derived in
the frame of kinetic theory of gases Grad (1949), by dq1 2 + q2 v12

8
q12

assuming a special form for the particle distribution Oatp - a x ta x-- ( a x
function espanded in Hermite polynomials, has obtained
explicit foms of the collision terms appearing in -CC< pu aU ,>2---x -02< pu"2,U"l,>2aU.

l

transport equations, up to the triple particle velocity ax- a x
correlation Thus, following 3rad's approach, the -- the first tern, n the right-hand side of the equation
interparticle colli on influence for mono-sized elastic represetnts the tArbulent transport of the covariance o
hard spheres reduces to a return-to- isotropy - the secosr takes into account the destruction rate
contribution in the particulite sir--s equations due to viscous, action in fluid and is modelled in terms of

Finally, the equation srt jovernmng particle the eddy-partic interaction time,
fluctuating motion includes tro sport equations for th
kinetic stress components ui & , dispersed phase and for tit = qa/T12 (20)
the covartance between the "-petty fluctuattosir of the - the third one represents the interaction between the
two phases fluctuati-ig motions.
Particulate stress equations r u v21)

uaX,±-j <U' 2, U"% >2 =-IA.. 2P2<ll"2u,U"2,",>? o apS
at n s., - the last two terms represent the production by the

a 1 1 . - > aU,] mean velocity gradients
us2p2[< U L >"-, >x2 We must ntice that the eddy viscosity formalism leadsa. to neglect anisotropy of the fluid-particle correlation

- X2P2!J< usiu">, -2: q field induced by crossing trajectories effects through
r " 3 the eddy-particle interaction time expressions (14) - (15)

_22r1.2< >1-R12,, Local shaking by fluid turbulence
For tIte simplest case. that of dilute dispersion of

12 heavy particles suspended in an homogeneous, isotropic
- the first term on the right-hand side of the equaton and steady turbulent fluid flow, the equation set

represents the transport of the stress by the velocity governing particle and flu:d-particle velocity
fluctuations, and is diffusive in chararter , correlations leads to the following expressions

- the second term represents the production by the 2 q , [ j
mean particle velocity gradient , i12 il" J q, (22)

- the third term. which takes account of the
iterparticle collision (c, = 4/5), leads to destruction of
the off-diagonal correlations and redistribution of '117 2 q L_ (23)
energy among the various normal stresses ,+

- the late term represents the interaction with fluid which are consistent with the analytical expressions
turbulent motion and leads to creation or destruction of obtained in the frame of the Tchen's theory (Deutsch and
the particle velocity correlations according to the fluid- Simonl, 1991), using exponential form for the fluid
particle symmetrical correlation tensor R,2,,', turbulence Lagrangian function viewed by the particles

R,=1[ u",u"2,,, + < u":iuia2] In homogeneous shear flow,, the particulate tiscosty
2 t may be obtainc from the second-moment equastons,

Diffusive transport modelling providing that the difference between the fluid and
The triple velocity correlation contribution is particle mean velocity g-adienis is negligible

approximated with a gradient diffusion model n terms of v i I IrF 22 (24
a diffusivity tensor obtained from the third-moment 2 = Vi2 * ii(

equations, by neglecting convective transport and mean we can notice that she particulate Schmidt, Sct = v2 ' / D2 ,, is
gradient effects ' about 1/2 for "large" heavy particle (q, < 1)

K it F + These closure assump.tons have been u'cd with some

K2 ,,,4 -1-- ---- c 21"u,>- 1 + * (17) success for the prediction of dilute particle-laden

412 ", 12J turbulent jets (Simon and Viollet, 1990a)

Coefficients are given either by the kinetic theory of RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
gases or by standard fluid turbulence second-moment Numerical method
closure (Launder er al, 1975) A two-dimensional numerical code, named Melodif,

12
-  

12= 
-  

C,-, 025 has been developed for several years at the "Laboratotre
S 2522C,
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National d'Hydraulique" for predicting fluid-inclusions particle shaking assumption (23). wh,.h are almost
(inclusions standing either for bubbles, drops or equal to the predictions using a separate transport
particles) turbulent recirculating two-phase flows This equation. So, Algebraic stress model, accounting for the
numerical code is based on finite discret:zation and an anisotropy of the fluid turbulence viewed by the
incremental version of the original fractional step particles (partially due to the crossing-trajectories
method (Stmonin and Viollet, 1990b) effects) would be uefully used in pla"e of the eddy-

The practical extension to kinetic stress transport viscosity assumption (18) and the' .voartiancc transport
modelling was achieved by a standard treatment of equation, which are the more questionable
additional equations But. in order to enable economical approximations of the model
second order discretization and to a old numerical Figures I to 8 show some large discrepencies in the
oscillations, particulate stress components are computed predictions by using the kinetic energy transport model.an the pressure half-staggered subgrid due to the particle dispersion overvaluation. As a matterof fact, in the two-fluid formalism, the dominant

Particle-laden turbulent jets (test cases I and 2) contribution to heavy particle dispersion in turbulentFigures 1 to 8 show comparisons of numerical jets is issuing from the kinetic stress contribution in the
predictions with velocity measurements in axisymetric momentum equation, as proportional to the mean square
particle-laden turbulent round jets (Modarress et al , of the radial velocity fluctuations And, the kinetic
1984) The flow set-up consists in a 20mm diameter energy transport model, which accounts for the
vertical pipe discharging air and particles is a low production by the particle velocity gradient leaning on
velocity coflowing flow particle diameter d=50pm , the eddy-viscosity assumption, leads to overpredict the
density ratio pa/p =2550, mass loading ratio o0= 0 32 and radial velocity fluctuations (figures 5 and 6) in spite of a
0 85 for test cases I and 2 respectively Measured flow good level for the turbulent kinetic energy (figures 3
conditions at the pipe exit were completed by presumed and 4). On the other hand, the local shaking assumption
salues for the rms velocity in the radial direction given which does not account for the initial conditions on the
in terms of the axial ones .V'2 = 07 u"21 velocity fluctuations leads to underpredict the effective

The computations were performed by using the dispersion close to the injection zone This analysis is
particulate stress transport model, the analytical confirmed by the comparisons between predicted and
expressions obtained in the frame of the Tchen's theory measured particle mass flux distributions (figures 8). ,s
(22) to ('4). as well as a consistent particle kinetic the initial onditions on the radial v.,losity fluctustios
energy ransport model based on the eddy-viscosity are probably not the exact experimental ones, further
assumrton There s no adjustment of the parameters comparisons have to be made with measurements
used ii the equation set, coefficients are given either by including a more complete description of the injection
the kiu ce theory of gases (Grad, 1949) or by standard conditions
fluid turbiltence moment closure (Launder et at , 1975) Gas-particle swirling flow (test case 3)
Finally, as the interaction with the fluid turbulence has In order to test the proposed closure assumptions and
a prominent influence on the radial particle fluctuating the numerical method in a complex flow configuration,
motion, the eddy-particle interaction time is computed computations were performed for a coaxial swirling
using the orthogonal expression (15) with respect to the confined flow with a central nonswirling particle-laden
mean relative velocity direction jet The predictions, with the particulate stress transport

The rumerical predictions with the kinetic stress model, were compared with experimental data obtained
transport model are in a very good agreement with the by using a phase-Doppler system, which allows the
experimental data for the gas and particle mean axial simultaneous measurement of particle size and velocity
velocity distributions (figures 1 and 2) at downstream (Sommerfeld and Qtu, 1991) The test section consist of a
location x/DI=20 (velocity profiles are normalized by the I 5m long tube with an inner diameter of 194mm, and
corresponding single phase centerline value Uos,). Fluid measurements have been performed at several cross
turbalent quantities such as kinetic energy (figures 3 sections in the test section, including the inlet, for a
and 4) and Reynolds shear stress (figure 7) are correctly swirl number of 047, by using glass beads with a mean
reduced from their one-phase jet levels by the presence diameter of 

4
5tam distributed between 20 and 80g m

of the particles (turbulent quantities are normalized by Figures 9 to 14 show some numerical results for three
the squarc of the predicted gas centerline velocity U.,,) characteristic particle diameters d=30, 45 and 60pm, and
Concurrently, the kinetic stress transport model the predictions are compared with the corresponding
accounts for the high anisotropy of the particle experimental data at location x=155mm downstream the
fluctuating motion as observed in the available injection, across the central recirculating region
experimental data (figures 5 and 6) As might be Unfortunately, the fluid flow prediction s not
expected, the anisotropy stands higher for the particle accurate enough to allow quantitative analysis of the
kinetic stress tensor than for the fluid one, because the particulate results As a matter of fact, the rate with wich
redistribution among the various components by the vortex loses its energy is ovcrcitmated by using q2.
interparticle collision is quite ineffective (due to the low E model arid the fluid prediLtion suffered from
particle concentratioi) in comparison with the one substancial deficiency in the tangential momentum
induced by the pressure-strain correlation (figure 13) and the maximum reverse flow velocity

The surprising thing is that the closure assumptions (figure 9). We can notice that, due to the low particle
assuming a local shaking of particles by the gas concentration level, the particle influence on gas
turbulence lead to limited discrepencies for thc gas and turbulence is quite negligible for this configuration
particle mean axial velocity distributions and for the However, the particle velocity prediction accounts for
fluid turbulent characteristics, even when the model typical phenomenon according to the experimental
leads to underpredict the kinetic energy of the observation Thus, the particles have much higher mean
particulate fluctuating motion (figures 3 and 4). As a axial velocity than the air flow in the core of the test
matter of fact, detailed analysis of the numerical results section (figute 9) and so penetrate the central reverse
show that the di3crepancy is due essentially to the flow region. Due to their higher inertia, the larger
underprediction of the axial velocity fluctuations particles have the higher velocity and some of the
(figures 5 and 6) mainly controlled by the mean particle largest are able to cross the recirculating region. The
velocity gradient production but which are ineffective radial and tangential turbulent velocity fluctuations of
in these particular flow configuration Whereas, the the particles are lower than the fluid fluctuations. and
particle radial velocity fluctuations, which play the the smallest particles exhibit the highest fluctuations
domnant part in the part:acc dispcrton mechanism, are (figures 12 and 14) On the other hand, the axial velocity
controlled by the momentum transfer from the gas fluctuations of the largest particles may become higher
phase turbulence and are predicted with a reasonable than the fluid ones (figure 10) Thus. the measured
accuracy in the frame of Tchen's theory, velocity fluctuations of the particles are not only a result

This result must be related to the predictions of the of the inlet conditions and the interaction with the fluid
fluid-particle velocity correlation tensor by using local turbulence alone, but also exhibit the mean gradient

velocity production
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ABSTRACT

Experimental results are prisented which demonstrate AM-0-KAY
near-wall flow behavior for fully-developed flow in a square iWIFIVERs

duct The results include axial mean velocity, secondary NSA ULTRA AIE -

flow velociti, Reynolds stress, and local wall shear stress FILTERS Z22

distributions The data are analyzed in order to develop wall rLOW N/; I
O "

functions for the turbulence kinetic energy and its
dissipation rate which are appropriate for non-circular duct o.u ,ICA LINED OFF
flows Comparisons with experiment show that the proposed
model is superior to previously proposed wall function C L I mu N3 ..... .25 ,i

models E SCREEN

INTRO UCTION i.ING C60T im

Previous experimental work on developing and fully-
developed turbulent flow in a square duct with smooth walls
has focused primarily on the measurement of flow variables DI

in a quadrant of the flow (Brundrett and Baines, 1964,

Ahmed, 1971, Mailing and Whitelaw, 1976, Gesmner et aI ,R L ANA L._,.

1979). In more recent work, the nature of fully-developed .
turbulent flow in a square duct with one or more roughened
wells has also been examined (Fujita at &,, 1989, Yokosawa Fig 1 Schematic diagram of overall flow facility
at al, 1989) In all of these studies the emphasis has been
on global measiraents In order to develop a basic
understanding of the flow, as influenced by corner generated
secondary flows and well roughness affects By contrast,
the present study focuses on mean velocity and Reynolds T 7.
stress measurements in the near-wall region of a square
duct The Intent of this paper Is not only to present data
which can assist in the development of turbulence models
applicable to streamwise corner flows, but also to /
demonstrate that previously applied wall functions must be /
reformulated if predictive capabilities are to be Improved

The discrepancies between predictions and experiment I "
can be Illustrated by referring to results based on the k-e y / 0un i
transport equations models proposed by Rodi at aI. (1982) v-11. *

and Nskayama at a1 (1982) Their models underpredict I \\\ \j\'\1
secondary flow along the corner bisector of a square duct, so /
that U and k contours in the duct cross section do not --- . x-......-

penetrate as deeply Into the corner region as their
experimental counterparts During the intervening period
between 1982 and the present time, there has been very Fig 2 Measurement region relative to a duct quadrant
little improvement in the ability of codes to predict the
mean velocity and Reynolds stress fields simultaneously in
square duct flows Updated versions of results presented at trapezoidal-shaped measurement region shown in Fig 2 In
the 1980-81 Stanford Conference still reflect the order to base Reynolds stre results in the corner region on
shortcomings noted above (Nakayama at al, 1983, Demuren more data, additional dlat were taken in the triangular-
and Rodi, 1984). Results based on recently developed non- shaped region Immediately to the left of the corner bisector
linear versions of the k-c and k-A models (Hur at &l, 1990, (CB). These results were then imaged about the CB in order
Bishnoi, 1990) and a non-linear algebraic Reynolds stress to calculate representative (average) values for the
model (Barton at al, 1991) also show less-than-complete Individual stress components Axial mean velocity
agreement with experiment, which demonstrates that distributions were measured by means of a flattened
further work on model development is still needed, boundary layer probe. Secondary flow profiles were

measured by using a rotatable normal-wire probe in
EXPERIMET.AL PROGRAM conjunction with a Wheatstone bridge and nulling technique

Local wall shear stress values were determined by making
The overall flow facility used for the present series of measurements with three different diameter Preston tubes

expe',merts Is shown in Fig I The results ,re basod on The six Reynolds stress components wars obtained by
data taken at a location where the flow is nominally fully making measurements with normal and rotatable slant-wire
developed, namely at x/D - 84 where D is the duct width probes connected sequentially to a constant temperature
Three operating Reynolds numbers were employed, 250,000, hot-wire anemometer. Detaile of the probe configurations.
120,000, and 50,000 (Re - UbD/v where U is the axial bulk calibration techniques, and data reduction procedures are
velocity). In the present paper the emphasis will be on given In two theses which form the basis of the present
results obtained near the wall y . 0, specifically within the paper (Lund, 1977, Epplch, 1982)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ,

Axlai mean velocity contours measured in the near
corner region at Re - 250,000 are shown in Fig 3, contours 4
measured at the other two Reynolds numbers (120,000 and x .1
50,00) are qualitatively similar in appearance The
corresponding secondary flow profiles measured in the same
region are shown in Fig 4 (W component only) A comparison
of the two figures shows that the axial mean velocity
contours are relatively unaffected by the presence of the 0

secondary flow, which is In contrast to its known distorting
influence in a full quadrant of the flow (cf Fig 7 in Mailing0
and Whitelaw, 1976 or Fig, 3 in Gessner et al , 1979) 0 0
Although the strength of the secondary flow Is maximum

near the wall y - 0 (refer to Fig 4), axial mean velocity 0 277 019
contours in this region remain essentially parallel to the r 400 076
wall, except in the Immediate vicinity of the corner 0. -- ?.i( nxpUn)BASEDONdn/
bisector rigure 5 shows that the local aanli shear stress iw
in the interval of Interest (0 6 xIs % 0.1) decays
monotonically as the corner is approached. o 0,2 04 06 0 to

0 00O A4 006/o1
010- u/ut Z/0

V 00
D 05 Fig 5 Local wall shear stress distributions at

006 T V oo Re - 250,000
91 040

0 3 0 the interval 001 5 z/8 S 0.1 are truncated on the CB, and
00o o20 profiles beyond z/e - 0 1 are terminated at Ymax - 0 Ia The

"-= 0 010 results In Fig 6 shoA that local law-of-the-wsll behavior
/ 1applies In the near-wall region, even in the presence of a

secondary flow which Is superimposed on the axl&; mean
tlow. These resulta complement those previously obtained
by Loutheusaar (1963), whose results exhibit more scatter
than the profiles shown In Fig 6 and do not extend to the002 immediate vicinity c the corner In addition to the results
shown in Figs 3-6, tabulated data ire available in the t,esis
by Eppich (1982) for the six Reynolds stress components at

0 selected points within the measurement region shown in Fig
0 004 ge0 005 00 2 Corrslonlng axial mean velocity values are tabulated in

a/a= the thesis by Lund (1977) for the three operating Reynolds

numoers of this study The remainder of this paper will
focus on analyzing these results from the point of view ofFig 3 Axial mean velocity contours at Re - 250,000 wall function specification for turbulent corner flows

It should first be noted that the near-wall flow
O 0 appears to be in local equilibrium, inasmuch as the law-of-

the-wall applies in this region. If secondary mean strain
rate terms are deleted in the Reynolds stress transport
equations, then Gessner and Emery (1976) have shown that00ee "the following expressions apply for turbulent corner flows
in local ecuillbrium, namely

0o< -- k
2 
2U

n/a uv "-c"T (1)- k
2

aU

0- 0/2 (3)

o0 002 004 00, oe008 00 (-'8U --- UU/ u- - u w az (4 )

Frg 4 Secondary flow component )( profiles atC3ili'Re - 250,000 V (5)

wherb uv and uw are Reynolds shear stress componerts,
The nature of the results shown In Figs. 3-5 implies aU/ay and au/az are primary mean strain rate components, k

that the two-dimensional form of the law-of-the-wall may is the turbulence kinetic energy, e is the dissipation late, Ap
apply approximately in the near-wall region, In order to is Prandtl's mixing length, and c. Is an empirical constant
investigate this possibility, law-of-the-wall velocity (specified as 0.09 in this study). Equation (3) can be written
protiles were plotleo at different spanwise locations, as in alternate form as
shown in Fig. 6, where U* - U/U,, y* - yU.,/v, K - von
Karman's constant (specified as 0.40 in this study), and U, is -2 -2
the local friction velocity calculated from the line k 1 ( uv + uw )12/

distributions shown in Fig 5 (U1, * 47), Profies within f2 C- U'
2  

(a)
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As an alternative, Demuren and Rod (1984) have
25- - ............. proposed the following wall functions for corner flows in

r WALL local equilibrium, namely*

20 BIECO
-y 01O . k 1 F -

U- (7)

U , U.. -" y .+C and
10 O 0,-52) / z

69 00 409 U3 KFit(8)
5 a o020 10120O

0 060 31910 where, for the measurement region defined in Fig 2,
6 100 5540

0 0 100 1000 F I 19U/2y(9Y P' +(au/ay)219

Equations (7) and (8) were derived by assuming that - /uvU2
Fig 6 Law-of-the-wall velociy profles at - 1 0 in the near-wall region and by noting that u/vy =

Re - 250,000 Ut/(y) from the law-of-the-wall. In order to investigate
2 3 - 2the validity of Eqs (7) and (8), k1U/ , Cy/UT, and -uvIU,

values were evaluated on grid lines y - constant within the
measurement region shown in Fig 2 from data taken by

which implies that the reduced form of this expression Eppich (1982) The results are shown in Figs 8-10
commonly applied as a wall function in two-dimensional Superimposed on these figures are the values of these

fs nparameters corresponding to the Demuren-Rodi (D-R) wallflows, namely - // is applicab Ile to streamwise
1, U . i a, , t function model In reference t9 Fig 8, it can be sen thatcorner flows only if (uv

2 
+ uw2)11

2
1U, 1 0 throughout experimental values of -uv/U. are near unity on the wall

the near-wall region Figure 7 shows that this condition is bisector (W1), but then decrease to approximately 0 5 on the
satisfied on the wall bisector where uw is Identically zero corner bisector (CB). A similar 3trend exists for
On th. corner bisector, however, where uw = uv on 2the experimentally measured values of k/U,, which decrease
basis of aymmetry considerations, (uv2 + uw2,t/21U

2 
a along each grid line as the corner is approached (refer to Fig

0 7, at least beyond the immediate vicinity of the corner 9) This behavir 2 Is not simulated by the D-R model, which
where low turbulence Reynolds number effects Influence t predicts that k/U, should increase by a factor 412 betweenresults This Reynolds number (Ret / was evaluated the We where F, - 1 and the CB where Fi - 2 when c. is

k
2
/(v)) prescribed as a constant (refer to Eq. ()) The D-R wall

by equating e to the turbulence kinetic energy production function model also overestimates ty/U, on grid lines y •
rate, P, corresponding to the right-hand aide of Eq (4). From constant, as is evident from Fig 10, where experimental
the results shown in Fig. 7 it can be concluded that the two- values cluster about 2.5 (1I/K with K - 0 40), but values
dimensional form of the wall function for k is inappropriate referred to the D-R model increase from 2 5 on the WB to 5 0
for turbuleint corner flows (21K) on tne Ce (refer to Eq. 8)
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14 .  T I I I I ,Before discussing alternative wall functions,

_Re y/x.OI0 comparisons will be made with the results of other

0 , investigators in order to demonstrate that the trends seen in
O 120,000 EPPICH ) Figs 8 and 9 have been observed by2 other irestigators

Figure 11 shows distributions of - uv U and WU, measured
0 - -TV', o U,2 " by Po (1975), Lund (1977), and Eppich (1982) in the same

S- MuODEL 0 05flow facility (Fig 1) at x/D - 84 and Re - 250.000 The

0 -'-- 006 results of all three investigators are in close agreement and
-uv" confirm2the trend1 seen in Figs 8 and 9 Figure 12 compares
U2 -uv/U, and k/U, distributions measured by Eppich (1982)

o-._- • with similar distributions based on data obtained by
0 Yokosawa et al (1989) in a square duct at approximately the

I C _.o a e 002 0 1 same streamwise location (x/D . 90) for an intermediate
00 0 0 Reynolds number (65,000) Also shown in this figure are

ce distributions based on Ahmed's (1971) square duct flow data
0a l 0 - at approximately the same Reynolds numbers as those Of

\1 Eppich's study Ahmed's data were taken at a streamwise
0 1 oi location where the flow was not yet fully developed.

o Q02 004 o 008 OL020 060 00 although the boundary layers on opposite walls of the duct
z/a had already merged (x/D - 26 5). In general, the resuqts Of

all tpree studies show the same trends, namely - uv /U, and
k/U, values which decrease as the CB is approached The

Fig 8 Reynolds shear stress distributions slight differences between Eppich's results and those of

Yokosawa et a, may be due, in part, to the different flow
systems used in these two studies Whereas Eppich's data
were taken on the suction side of a centrifugal fan at a
streamwise location where the duct was continuous (refer

Y/OOO I to Fig 1), the data of Yokosawa et al. were obtained near
250,000 CE r,a open end of a square duct which was fed by a blower

0 20000 EPPIC 1i652i upstream and discharged into the atmosphere
03 50,000

2 - C.
2
i (C,-

009)  
4 - I f j I

e 0-R MODEL * u- - 1.0

c10 O Y o 0o

2
06 C1 002

g § ,~~ %oo

wa a0

01 , 1105 We,

o 002 004 006 008 Q0 020 060 100 02 0 EPPiCH (i902)

z/a t" LUND (1977) Ri . '2W,O00
7' PO (1975)

Fig 9 Turbulence kinetic energy distributions 60o

40- Ca j_ ,_ _ _ y/0.01o

6 1 I I e I ' I

4 o 20 44 0 250,000 k"

0 120,000 EPPCH (1i82) Cs R 040 C
2 ,0I 0o, V

- "( - 0i40i60

.y 4 u o-c MODEL 2 C; (C'O09)

U, ce 0 OQO6 ------ / I J0 I -

14.6 004 006 006 OiO 0'20 040 060 060 LOO0 z/a

4 O0_j Fig 11 Reynolds shear stress and turbulence kinetic
ce 0 ~ 002 1energy diatributions (based on data obtained in
0-' 0 _ flow facility shown in Fig 1)

2 0 0we

O__1_L__ 0 _ _ _ ll Some insight into the validity of Eq (6) for modeling
0 002 004 006 008 0o0 020 060 IO near-wall behavior can be gleaned by Interpreting the

z/o results shown In Fig 11 and 12 relative to a reduced form of
this equation which applies along the wall bisector of a
square duct where uw = 0, namely

Fig 10 Dissipation rate distributions (e P)

k4(10)
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4 - - A similar approach can 2e taken to develop a corresponding

- ouV'ii y/a.00 expression for uwlU t from Eq (12) if these two

o - expressions are substituted into Eqs (3) and (4), then the
- I oa following wall function forms for k and t apply, namely
UT Cs

06 -2

C- F2 3

0Re 1DC U y ( 2 
Fp  (15)

020 125,ooo 84 EPPICH (1982)

C0 00,000 84
65,00 90 YOiO4AWAETAL (i989) A comparison of Eqs. (14) and (15) with Eqs (7) and (8)

* 22,000 26 shows that k/U' and Ey/U, now depend on FP and F 
,

6 06 49,400 26 5 AHMEO (1971 respectively, rather thtin Fp and F/ , respectively, as in the

0-R model In order to utilize Eqs (13) - (15), it is

40 CS 0 y/=00 necessary to specify a functional form for Prandtl's length

L e'e'-tI-I scale, AP For fully-developed flow in a square duct at high
*0 gg Reynolds numbers, this can be done by means of an

2 0- expression based on Buleev's (1963) length scale, as

40 referenced by Gessner and Emery (1977), namely
4o0- CsB ~i i 007I

2" p 1 112 ." z2 112 .+ 21/2 +(ya2 Z2) (16)

0 
3 

1 1 1 I I I

004 006 008 z/ 0 060 00 where yr - 2a - y and zi . 2a - z, and all four walls nfluencc

length scale behavior at a given point in the flow If the

Fig 12 Reynolds shear stress and turbulence kinetic flow develops from an initially uniform axial mean flow at

energy distributions (based on data obtained in the duct inlet, then length-scale beh&ior in the near inlet

d ifferent flow facilities) region can be modeled as that for an unbounded corner for
which y, - - and z .-. Under these conditions, only the
two walls which bound a corner Influence length scale

Equation (10) is based on the premise that secondary mean behavior in the corner boundary layer,, and Eq (16) reduces

strain rates (e g, aV/3y and aWlaz) are negligible in to

comparison to the primary mean strain rate on the, WB 2

(aU/ly) If this is SO, then measured values of -uv/U, and y6  + Z z2)112 (17)
k/U, on the WB should be compatible with Eq (1T to the Y 

+ 
Z - )y

2 
+

e.tent that if -- uv/Uz - 1.0 on the WB, then k/U should
equal 1 on this traverse n reference to F, .U2 Equations (16) and (17) were utilized in conjunction wi(
eqal on th nistventle Inreferene Fig. e e Eqs (13) - (1f) to plot the modeled behavior of -- uv/Ut,
vaiues on the WEI lie consistently above the line 11r4;c6 even k/Us an2 yU.ln h alen onrbacoao_ /U2Ua . and ty/U,= along the wall and corner bisectors ofa

though -uvlUx = 1.0 on thia traverse. Similar behavior can square duct for comparison with Epplch'a (1982)

be seen in Fig 12 with respect to Yokexawi et al results perimental results The results are shown in Figs 13 -

Whereas k/U0r -= i'4con the WB, -uv/Un a 0.8 on this 15, which also include line distributions based on the D-R
traverse, which again Indicates that Eq (10) Is not satisfied wall function model In general, the wall function
identically on the WB These observationa imply that Eq (6) expressions given by Eqs (13) - (15), in conjunction with

is not adequate for modeling near-wall flow behavior, and either Eq (16) or Eq. (17), lead to distributions which agree
that thie equation must be modified to account for secondary well with experimental values measured on both the wall

mean strain rate effects This would be a formidable task, and corner bisectors of the duct Distributions referred to
however, so that in this paper only an approximate analysis the two-wall length scale model are, in fact, in better
based on primary mean strain rates alone wilt be pursued in agreement with experiment than distributions referred to

order to develop an Improved wall function model in the tour-wall length scale model, which indicates that the
comparison to the one proposed by Demuren and ROMi (194) former model may also be applied when the flow is fully

The development begins by considering the expressions developed Distributions referred to the D-A wall function

for uv and uw derived by Gessner and Emery (1976), which model are In good agreement with experiment on the WB, but

are based on Eqs. (1) - (8) referenced in this paper, namely seriously overestimate local2values on the C8 In reference
to Fig 14, for example, k/U, based on th% D-R model is 47

- 2 aU [Y8U) (aUV1l /2 on the CS, but experimental values of k/U, are much closer
uv ---1 + !

11 )  
to 3.0. Thus, k values on the C are maintained at
artificially high levels when the D-R wall function model is

2 au [Ira ? 1/2 employed This behavior may account, in part, for the

uw L- +  az J (12) inability of predicted k cont'aLs, as calculated by Rodi at a14 (5
3
y) (5--)] (1982) to penetrate as deeply into the corner region as their

It the expression for Fp given by Eq. (9) is introduced into Eq experimental counterparts

(11) and au/oy is replaceo by U,/(gy) from the law-of-the- CONjL a FRIARKS

wall, then Eq (11) can be written in alternate form as
Turbulence and mean flow measurements have been

A 
2  made in the near-wall region of a square duct for fully

U - (13) developed flow conditions. Analysis of the results has led
to the development of an improved wall function model This
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0 t2 Buleev Further work will be required to develop a more

06 re5~0presentative wall function model which includes
___._ secondary mean strain rates in its forml/ation Thib

06- 0 ,0 onclusion is based on the observation that uv ,U an IkU
0 20,000 EPPICH o9e2i distributions in the near-wall region appear to be influenced

-uV 0 50.000 by the convecting action of the secondary flow
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ABSTRACT i3g angle between direction of velocity gradient vector

A second-moment closure, which was previously valtoaed and that of external streamline

in various tso-dimensional boundary layers, is applied to three 03 angle between direction of wall shear stress vector

lands of three-dimensional boundary layers. The turbulence and that of external streamline

model faithfully rep " :ces d fully-developed pressure-driven /3, angle between direction of shear stress vector and
flow , a skewed velocity profile itself does not cause difficul- that of external streamline
ties in prediction For a shear-driven flow and a flow on a A reference length in Case 2 = 0 0254m
swept wing, the predictions show 'niuted success It is also 8 boundary layer thickness
shown that the decrease in the structure parameter is partially f dissipation rate of turbulence energy
accounted for by the effect of "secondary" velocity gradient V kinematic viscosity
terms in the stress transport equations 7, r, total shear stress components in 8, i directions in

Case I
NOMENCLATURE

o1 ratio of shear stress magnitude to twice turbulence The overbar implies averaging, and the superscript 
+ 
de-

energy notes nondimensionalizing with U,, V, and density

C slat, friction coefficient
d distance from wall INTRODUCTION

f angular rate of rotation of free-stream velocity vector The prediction of three-dimensional turbulent boundary lay-
in Case 1 ers is one of the most challenging problems in turbulence

k turbulence energy modelling Although several authors (Rotta 1979 , Brad-
n, unit vector normal to wall shaw 1987 , van den Berg 1982) suggest that the "standard"
Q magnitude of velocity vector stress-redistribution model should be revised to reproduce
Q, magnitude of velocity vector at boundary layer edge such flows, predictions at the second-moment closure level
Re Reynolds number it, Case I = Q,(2/fv)

11
2 are rather scrce Testing of turbulence models at this level

U, mean velocity vector in a variety of such flows is clearly needed before a suffi-
u, velocity fluctuation vector ciently general model is established This paper presents the
V, velciyuttion vec results of testing of a second-moment closure of Launder &
U, fricticn velocity Shima (1989) [with some model functions recasted as in Shima
U, V, W mean velocity components in Z, Y, - directions (1989)] in three kinds of three-dimensional boundary layers

(or in 8, y, 8 directions in Case 1)
N, V, u, velocity fluctuation components in x, y, z TURBULENCE MODEL

directions (or in i, y, 8 directions in Case !/  The turbulence model is a full second-moment closure that
u', t", w' turbulence intensities in i, y, 8 directions in Case 1 is applied right up to a wall It can be summarized as follows

z, Cartesian coordinates Stress transport model
z' distance from leading edge measured along wind

tunnel axis in Case 3 D 2

X, z surface coordinates in and normal to external "T 
P
; -

streamline direction (In Case 2, z is measured from + t, + 0( - (J,, - a', (I)
the location where the flow encounters wall motion axk aXh

x, surface coordinates in ,and normal to a direction P, ( - ', - ) (2)
approximately parallel to [but strictly, separated by Z, 'X(
an angle of 208/(Re2

UC) from] direction of wall ( )
shear stress in Case 1 tit- = -Clk u--J- 6o} (3)

y normal coordinate, measured from wall / 2 \ (41
angle between directii f d,, ..t, Ve.ti and that . -C, P ,, 3')
of external streamline $(,'( n
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3 3 j L1/2Case 3 3D-TBL on an infinite swept wing [experiments by
-iknknj - uk'--- ,)- (5') van den Berg & Elsenaar (1972) and by Elsenaar & Boelsina

(1974)]
Cases I and 3 are pressiure-driven, while Case 2 1% shear-

3 3 k 312 driven Ca.e I is a fully-deseloped flow, while Case, 2 ant
,n- ( inn, - (i) are developing flows These cases are collectivelN expected to

cover essential features of 3D-TBLs Note that Cases 2 and 3
, -Cu dz.._ (7) have been employed m test cases by man) workers , see e g

t O 5  () van den Berg et al (1987)

0XI RESULTS

C1  I + 2 58 4A2
'1 ' [1 - exp {- (0 0067R, ) (9) In Case 1, the velocity profile is skewed by the pressure gra-

C, = 0 75A
'1 ' (10) dient at right angles to the free-stream velocity vector which

rotates at a constant angular rate When the flow is fully
C. = -2C,/3 + 1 67 (1) developed, averaged quantities ii the rotating frame depend

C,= nax[2(C2 - 1)/3 + 0 5, 0]/C2  (12) only on the distance from the wall Fobes 1 - 3 show the

4 1 - 9A 2/8 + 9A,//8 (13) mean velocity and stress profiles in a coorirtate system with
the i-axis approximately parallel to the direction of the wall

4, = aa, '(14) shear stress , see Nomenclature for details. The skewed mean

A3 = aa~ak, (15) velocity profile is faithfully reproduced by the model (Fig 1)

The stress profiles are also reproduced well, though some dis-
i = u-/k - 26,/3 (16) crepancies are evident in the outer layer (Figs 2 and 3) Mid-

Rr = k
2
/vc (17) way in the boundary layer w' becomes greater than u' due

to the skewing (Fig 3) ;, this feature is also captured by the
C. = 0 22, C= 25 (18) prediction Overall, the agreement between the direct simu-

transport model lation and the prediction is satisfactory As shown in Fig 4,
DE (Chowever, in this case the shear stresses are in rather close
-- = (Ci+ 1 1 + 02) 'P C 2

0(C k O + 9c() Re = 767 xyz axes
+xu a(9 ONS by Spalart

=e- 2v, ( -/ (20) 20 - Prediction

ZI (/0418) in y+5.5

I 5A(P/s - 1) (21)'

V2= 0 35(1 - 0 3A2 ) exp[-(0 002RIr)
12

] (22) Y

Ca = 145, C,2 = 19, C, =018 (23)

The model described above was proposed as an extension
of the high-Reynolds-number closure of Gibson & Launder
(1978), and was successfully applied to a wide variety of two-
dimensional boundary layers (Launder & Shima 1989 , Shima 10

-  101 10 10

1989) In three-dimensional boundary layers, however, its sue
cess will be limited because, when the transport terms are Fig 1 Mean velocity (Case 1)
negligibly small, the model gives the same direction to the
shear stress vector and the velocity gradient vector Our aim 0 Re = 767 ;y2 axes

in the prestit study is to show the capability and limitation -,+ r' + _/F + _-+ _vw +
of a second-moment closure of this type is + A x 0 ONS by Spotort

The numerical solutions a,. obtained with an adapted vet- ----... . . . Predicction
sion of the parabolic solver PASSABLE (Leschziner 1982) O 1

For details of the turbulence model and the solution proce- 0 _ ,-

dure, see Launder & Shirna (1989) and Shima (1989) + \ " -5V + , -t/W 
+

TEST CASES 7
01

The following three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers

(3D-TBLs) are considered cz+ W

Case I 3D-TBL created by a rotating free-stream velocity
vector [direct numerical simulation by Spalart (1989)] -0.4

Case 2 3D-TBL formed when an initially two-dimensional 0 05 ytUr O
boundary layer encounters transser- sall i r,,tio [e.periisenlt

by Lohmann (1976)) Fig 2 Shear stresses (Case 1)
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alignment with the mean shear The result of this case idi- X10-2

cates that the present irodel well reproduces a fully-deseloped M
3D-TBL in which the lag between the shear stiess direction P eta Ltmonn
and the velocity gradient direction is small 2 - Predicton

Attention is turned to Case 2 Lohmann (1976) generated
the flow field on a cylinder with a stationary front section and
a rotating aft section Since the effect of transverse curva- -..

ture is not entirely negligible, this case has been calculated as I 0

aii axisymnietric boundary layer using cylindrical coordinates
The results are shown in Figs 5 - 9 In the velocity profile, the
propagation rate of the influence of the wall motion is some-
what underpredicted (Fig 6) The flow has a nearly constant
stress layer in the vicinity of he wall As seen from Fig 7, in 0 05 0
the layer, the prediction produces reasonable levels of shear
stress components parallel to the wall [the data values being 80.
somewhat too low according to Lohmann (1976)] This leads
to the good prediction of the magnitu le and direction of the 70
wall shear stress (Fig 5) In the outer layer, the experiment It
shows a rapid growth of the transvcrse shear stress component ----

(Fig 7) and the resultant lead of the shear stress direction 60 a
ahead of the velocity gradient direction (Fig 9) This behav-
ior is not captured by the model The redistribution model 50
should be modified to reproduce the large difference bet en
the two directions For other stress components, TT (Fig 7) 40
and normal stresses (Fig 8), laige discrepancies are evident 0 5 4 0 15
The developing process of these stresses n the experiment is
clearly different from that in the prediction (though the pro- Fig 5 Magnitude and direction of wall shear stress (Case 2)
files at other stations are not shown for brevity) For instance.
the maximum in the measured 7' profile is still increasing at 1.0

25- Re 767 ;y! axes -

y D 0 ONS by Spalart Q A Data Lohmans
2 " Prediction

1 .5-

1.0 

+

v
"

05-

U'4

0 00
9, y/0 0 1.0

yf/Ur Fig 6 Mean velocity (Ca.e 2)

Fig 3 Turbulence intensities (Case 11

01 Re = 500 4 1.0 x 1 O-t L WV -[1W

)Dtw fo ohmnn

-a a DNS by Spotort I -^ Predictin

Prediction

-2- X1

lk 0.5

-4 . I"

-5n

0 0.5 1.O 0 0.5 tO
yrIUr 0.5 y/16 1

lig 4 Direction of velocity gradient and shear stress (Case 1) Fig 7 Shear stresses (Case 2)
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the station (z/A = 8), while the predicted maximum almost faithfully reproduced by the model, but the turn angle of its

attains its asymptotic value direction is underpredicted (In Figs 12 - 16, only the results

Finally, the 3[)-TBI, oil a swept wing, Case 3, is conid- of "External Flow B" are presented for brevity.) Figure 13

ered The experiment simulat"- an infinite 15' ,,icpt wing dhows that even when the wall friction is reproduced fairly

in a wind tunnel The predictions are compared with the well, the maxima it th licar ,tre.c, parallel to the wall are

experimental data in Figs 10 - 16, where the distance z' is too high Perhaps the tbree-dimensionaity is not a main rea-

measured along the tunnel axis Two sets of velocity varia- son for this discrepancy since such a result is also obtained

tions at the boundary layer edge (assuming constant pressure

across the boundary layer) are tested "External Flow A"

uses measured wall pressures, while "External Flow B" Pc k Dta van den erg-ES tiaor- MOdet Approx 1 rac'~

ploys measured flow angles at the edge Il tis case, partic- --- Model Approx 2

ular attention is given to the effect of approximation of the -3

stress production and rapid redistribution terms "Model ,40

Approx 1", as in usual practice, just retains the terms with Eaternat FLowA

01/iy, WOcy, while "Model Approx 2" further retains the Etro o

terms with aU/icar,0/8z -

Figures 10 and 11 show that the magnitude and direction 2

of the wall friction in downstream regions are too sensitive 2

to the external flow condition to draw a definite conclusion

on the model performance , the sensitivity has been pointed I
out b) several authors (e g Cousteix 1982 , van den Berg separation

out b)int Experiment
et al 1987) In Fig 12, the magnitude of mean v.locIty is 0 -- . ... .

05 1.0 X, 1 5
05 i~o x' in 1

xlO
s

XlOZ 4
u2External Flow B

2%2, I , a Data Lohinonn 3
i - - --- Prediction i -

2 .

, 0x/A =8

Sepacatil n Separation
in Experiment

0
I 0.5 1 1 5

Fig 10 Skin friction coefficient (Case 3)

0
0 0 5 1.0

a Data van den Berg-Elsenor

- Model Approx 1 I Prediction
Norial stresses (Case 2) 601 ---- Model ApprOx. 2

S .8 External FloW A a

10 Data Lonmonn 30'-

& ~~ a L--m
. . Prediction

q 0
4xtd 8 0.5 1.0 1.5

ai m

0.5 ~60

0 Externat Flow B

a.* 30a'

0 30 60 * 90 05 1.0 1.5
flk ,!kr  * Y m

Fig 9 Direction of velocity gradient and shear stress (Case 2) Fig 11 Directmi' ot wall shear stress (Case 3)
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in two-dimensiorial bounda'y layers in adverse pressure gia- station
cients Our main finding in, this cane is that, as Figs 13 aiid 4 7
1.1 indicate, the terms with "uccoudars" velocity ;radients C3 A Data van den sarg-ELsnoora
considerably augment the stress -componenits u~ tirig on thes- Model Approx. I I redictoplanes normal to the wall r1 -U" aiid ri3 This effect can --- Model Approx. 2 t~
readily be traced to the exact stress production terms Tlhe X0-
production of those stress components associated with the 5
secondary"' velocity gradients is, in contrast to that of the1

stresses acting on the plane parallel to the wall, by no means Ia
negligible, due to reletuvely large magnitude of the stresses EuternaL Flow Bthremselves This effect partially accounts for the 4

cecrease in
the she.-r-stress/eiiergy ratio, though quantit- .'c agreementg
is not satisfactory in Fig 15 due to the iverf dicted shear u
stresses Potentially, the inclusion of thie "secondary"' eruns2

Station

-s o3 a Dnto Elsenoor-Boelomo 0 05 /0 .0
- Md(Appron rei inc

-1 Mode( Approx 2 X1rei o

\ EuternaL Rlow B 3- EuenlFo B

2 '

0 2 461

00 10 20 30 40
-ID4

4 Fig 12 Magnitude and direction of mean velocity (Case 3
Station 4 x' = 0 820m, Station 7 z' =I 120m)

10 MCOC)o . . .. .. .. ..

4 External P10w 8

Station 7'

2 4 6 0n A. Data Eloenoar-BoelumaY m 
Model Approx. I 1 rdito

X1-1 -- -- Mode Approx 2 Feito

1 ,f 8. 5 Etra o

,.7' \'~~~ External Flow BEtealFo B

0 .( .0

2

02 ;' m 4 6 /0N
0 2,--,-. 2

Fig 13 Shear stresses (C-use 3 ,Station 4' z' -0 
7 95m,026x0

Station 7' z' -I 095-n) Fig 14 Normal 0 tresses (Case 3)
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station Station 7'

& Data Elseinoor-BaetSrna a Data ELsenoar-BoesMO
- -- Prediction - - Prediction

External, FLOW B External FLOW B

02-Model Approx. I Model Approx 2
0 21M odel Approx. 2 5 10 -

Model Approx 13~' . 1

1. 0

0 05 1.0 -30 -20 -0 0 8g , 0 10 2030

Fig 15 Ratio of shear stress magnitude to twice turbulence Fig.16 Direction of velocity gradient and shear stress
energy (Case 3) (Case 3),

can also ir-prose the shear stresA direction, as suggested by Boundary Layers (ed If H Fernholz & E Krause),
Cousteix (1 182) and by Cousteix k. Michel ,(1987) However, pp 286-297. Springer-Verlag
Fig 16 shows that the term% make the direction even closer to COUSTEIXJ & MICHEL,R 1987 In Perspectives in
the Nelocitv gradient direction in the outer layer Turbulence Studies (ed Hf U Meier & P Bradshaw),

pp 439-472 Springer-Verlag
CONCLUSIONS ELSENAAR,A k BOELSMA,S H 1974 NLR TR, 74055 U

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results GIBSON,M M & LAUNDER,B E 1978 J Fluid Mech 86,
(1) At skewed velocity profile itself does not cause difficul- 491-511

ties ir prediction , the present model well reproduces a fully- LAUNDER,13 E & SHIMA,N 1989 AIAA J 27, 1319-1325
developed fl,w LESCHZINER,M A 1982 An introducion and guide to

(2), Even in developing flows, the model gives a close align- PASSABLE Dept Meh Engig , UMIST
ment of the shear stresses with the mean shear, but it does LOHMANN,R P 1976 Tr-ans .4SME, J Fluids E~'gng 98,
not necessarily lead to unacceptable predictions , the magni- 354-363
tude and direction of wall friction in a shear-driven flow are HOTTA,J C 1979 In Turbul-nf Shear Flows 1 (ed F Durst
well reproduced However, the pressure-strain model should et al ), pp 267-278. Springer-Verlag
be modified to give more accurate prediction of mean veloc- SHIMAN 1989 In Proc 7th Symp Turbulent Shear Floijs,

itv profiles and turbulence structures A niodification whose pp 5 3 1-5 3.6. Stanford Uiiiversity
effect is limited to developing flows is desirable SPALAI1T,P R 1989 J, Fluid Mech 205, 319-340

(3) The decrease in the ratio of shear stress magnitude to VAN DEN BERG,B 1982 In Three-Dimensional Turbulent
turbulence energy is partially accounted for by the effect of Boundary Layer s (ed H H1 Fernholz & E Krause), pp 1- 18
"secondary' velocity gradient terms in the stress transport Springer-Verlag

equations VAN DEN BERG,B3 & ELSENAAR,A. 1972 NLR TR,
72092 U
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ABSTRACT

typical of impingement cooling in engineering applications or those

Budgets of turbulent kinetic energy are presented in the vicinity of the beneath V/STOL aircrafts hoverng in a headwind In this application

stagnation zone created by the impingement of a turbulent jet on a flat the ift jets interact strongly with the ground plane resulting in itt

plate through a low-velocity crossflow The analysis is based on laser- losses, in enhanced entrainment close to the ground (suckdown), in

Doppler measurements of the time resolved velocity held, which have engine thrust losses to~lowing re-ingestion of the exhaust gases and

been earned out for a velocity ratio between the let and the crossflow in possible aerodynarec instabilities caused by fountain impingement

of 30, for a Reynolds number based on the jet exit conditions of on the aircraft underside These flows contain in general separated

60 000 and for an impinging distance ot 5 let-diamelers, and provide regions bounded by a turbulent stream and include short zones of

a basis for better understanding of several related but more complex large ccurvature, which impose mean velocity etfects on the turbulent

practical flow fields The results quantify the time-averaged vortex field As a result, and according to the analysis of Castro and Bradshaw

structure developed in this type of flows, as well as the decrease of (1976), there are zones ot the flow which do not satisfy the

the Reynolds stresses in the region of strong (stabilizing) curvature, requirements of the thin-shear-layer approximation (e g Bradshaw,

which characterizes the impinging zone, followed by their fast 1973) and may be atfected by extra rates ot strain Our understanding

increase before tinaily decreasing The nature of the turbulent of these phenomena is particular deficient and this limits the extent of

transport of Reynolds stresses is analysed and the related implications fault diagnosis and the development of calculation methods used to

for the calculation of complex turbulent flows is diccussed simulate and predict flow situations with practical interest These

methods should Include a turbulence model, which must reproduce
NOMENCLATURE the etfect on Reynolds stresses development of the large

D - Diameteroflet nozzle deformation rates expected to occur in impingement regions To

H Height of crosallow channel achieve these objectives detailed measurements of all the accessibie

Turbulent kinetic energy, k 3/4 (u
2 

+ v
'2  

terms in Reynolds stress transport equations should be obtained and

discussed This paper is aimed to help to fulfil these requirements andRe - Reynolds number based on jet exit conditions
presents a detailed analysis o an impinging let through a low-velocity

U Horizontal velocity component, U - U + u crossflow with a considerably small height

V -: Vertical velocity component, V V + v

X - Honzontal coordinate (positive in the direction of the Measurements of the velocity charactenstics of normal impinging free

crosslow) jets on a flat surface have been reported for relatively large

Y - Vertical coordinate (positive in the direction of the let flow, i a, impingement heights, and normally for H/D>10, using either probe

downwards) and optical techniques as reviewed for example by Araujo et at (1982)
Z - Transverse coordinate (zero at central plane, positive in the Oualitative information on the effect of the impingement height in a

direction towards the lateral walls confined flow feld has only been given by the visualization studies of
vT Turbulent viscosity Sanpalli (1983) Experiments on the aerodynamics of jets through a

confined crossflow are much scarcer, and have been reported not

Subscripts only for large impingement heights, but also for low velocity ratios

I Jet-exit value between the jet and the crossflow, VI/Uo Sugiyama and Usam

0 . Crossflow value (1979), Andreopoulos and Rod (1984) and Shayesteh at a (1985)

report hot-wire measurements for ratios H/D higher than 24 and for

1 . INTRODUCTION values of VyUo respectively up to 1 96, 2 and 16 Kamotani and

Greeber (1972) present results for H/D.12 and Stoy and Ben-Hain

The study of a let in crossflow which subsequently undergoes 11973) give pilot-tube measurements for values of H/D of 3 05 and tor

impigement on a ground plane provides a basis for understanding the let-to-cross-flow velocity ratios up to 6 8 Only Crabb, Durao and
essential dynamics of complex practical flow fields, such as those Whitelaw (1981) report LDV measurements, including those of the
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shear stress, but for values of H/D.12 and for velocity ratios up to 2 3 lot exit mean velocities of 3 m/s, giving rise to Reynolds lumbers

based on let eyt conditions of 60000 The nozzle e,:1 velocity

This paper is one of a senes on turbulent impinging lets (e g Barata et -haractenstics resemble those of a potential jet wilh a centerline

al, 1989, Barata et al, 1991) which have been aimvj to document the turbulence intensity approximately equal to 2% The crogstlow mean

effoct of the complicating influences summarized in the paragraphs velocity was 0 1 t's, corresponding to vubooity ratios between the Jet

above so that some of the calculation methods which have proved and the crosstlow of 30 Measurements obtained in the crosflow

satisfactory in simple shear layers can be extended with some without the jet have shown that the local turbulence intensity of the

contidence to complex impinging flows Laser Doppler measurements crosslow was 18% and that the wall boundary layer in the let
are reported for a let Reynolds number of Re - 6 x 104, a velocity ratio impingement region had an uniform thickness around 10 mm

between the let and the crosstlow of Vj/Uo - 30 and for the jet exit 5

let diameters above the ground plate The results include mean and The velooty held was measured by a dual beam, forward scatter laser

turbulent velocity characteristics along the horizontal and vertical velocimeter, which compns. i an argon ion laser operated at a

directions, and respective correlations, in a plane containing the let wavelength of 514 5 nm and a nominal power around 1 W, sensitivity
nozzle axis and aligned with the crosslow The measurements are to the flow direction provided by frequency shifting from acousto-opic

used to estimate the convection and production terms in the transport modulation (double Bragg cells), a 310 mm focal length transmission

equation of turbulent kinetic energy, which are discussed to improve lens and forward-scattered light collected by a 150 mm focal length

knowledge of the nature of turbulent transport in impinging zones lens at a magnification of 0 76 The halt-angle between the beams was

The analysis quantity the extent up to which the size of the existing 3 4
° 

(4 640 in air) and the calculated dimensions of the measuring
terms in the transport equations is changed by extra strain rates volume at the e

"2 
intensity locations were 2 225 and 0 135 mm The

associated with the flow distortion in the impingement zone, although horizontal, U and vertical, V, mean and turbulent velocity components

they do not contain them explicitly were determined by a purpose built frequency counter interfaced with

a microprocessor in the way descnbed by Heitor et at (1984) TheThe remainder 0f this paper ,.iudes three sections. which descnbe
fluctuating velocity components were also used, together with those

the experimental configuration and procedures, present the results at 45", to compute the local shear stress distnbuion, v , as shown
and related discussion end summarizes the more important

conclusions by Maling and Whitetaw (1976) Measurements were obtained up to 2
mm from the ground plate with the transmitting optics inclined half-

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND PROCEDURE angle of beam intersection and with the scattered tight collected off-

axis
This section provides information of the flow investigated and of the

instrumentation used to obtain the results The error sources Errors incurred in the measurement of velocity by displacement and

associated with the measurements are bnefly considered together distortion of the measunng volume due to refraction on the duct walls

with assessments of accuracy The arguments associated with these and the change in refractive index were found to be negligible and

assessments are based on previous expesments and are provided in within the accuracy of the measuring equipment Non turbulent

condensed form Details can be found in Barata (1989) Doppler broadening (systematic) errors due to gradients of mean

velocity across the measunng volume, e g Durst e at (1981), may
The experiments were carded out In a honzontal water channel, 1 50 affect essentially the variance of the velocitv fluctuactions, but for the
m long and 0 5 m wide, made of perspex, which was built to allow present expedmental conditions are sufficiently smalt for their effect to

multi-jet impingement experiments with vanable blockage ratio, HID, be neglected the maximum error is of the order of 10"
4
V 2 and occurs

but in the pisent study a single let of 20 mm exit diameter has been on the edge of the impinging jet Systemetic errors incurred in the

used at a fixed impingement height of 5 iet diameters The crossflow measurements of Reynolds shear stress can arise from lack of

duct extends 200 upstream and 55D downstream of the jet entry accuracy in the onentation angle of the normal to the anemometer

which is symmetncally located at 12 5D from each side of the wall The fnnge pattern and can be particularly large in the vicinity of the zones

let unit comprises a nozzle with an area contraction ratio of 16 and a charactenzed by zero shear stress For the present experimental

settling chamber 0 56mm long, which begins with a flow distributor conditions, and based on the results of Melling and Whitelaw (1976),

(with a aperture of 7 degrees) folowed by flow straighte'iers The the largest errors are expected to be smallar than -2 5%

faciity has a redrculahng system whereby both let and crosstlow water

is drawn from a discharge tank and pumped to a constant-head tank or The number of the individual velocity values used in the experiments

supplied to the let unit via control valves The uniformity of the to form the averages was always above 10 000 As a result, the largest

crossflow was ensured by straighteners and screens statistical (random) errors were 1 5% and 3%, respectively for the

mean and vanance values for a 95% confidence interval following the
The origin of the horizontal, X, and vertical, Y, coordinates is taken at analysis of Yanta and Smith (1978)

the centre of the jet exit In the upper wall of the tunnel X iq prin illve in

the crossflow direction and Y Is positive vertically downwards

The present results were obtained at the vertical plane of symmetry for
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION vorticity, rather than by the direct action of turbulent stresses, and

makes our data particularly interesting to assess the accuracy of

The results presented in the following paragraphs include calculation methods which should combine the ability to predict the

measurements of mean and turbulent velocities, which are discussed large effects of flow distortion on the turbulence of the impinging
together with estimates of the convection and production terms zone together with the downstream voritex pair decay

nevolved in the Lidget of turbulent kinetic energy The presentation

involves the use of profiles, isometric profiles and contours The Figure 2 shows the measured mean velocity distnbution in the vertical

choice depends on the intention of the figure and no attempt has plane of symmetry and Identifies respectively i) the impinging let,

been made to provide all data with the same uniformity of precision which Is slightly deflected by the crossflow with the impingement point

The contours have been drawn using a br-cubic interpolation between at X,'D . 0 2, it) the radial wall lets formed after a large distortion of the

measurements obtained along 11 (eleven) vertical profiles, and 14 flow by the impinging plate, and ii) the upstream recirculting flow

(fourteen) horizontal profiles covenng more than 300 measurements region noted before due to the interaction of the crossllow with the

stations in the region .10<X/D<7 and 0 75<Y10.x4 9 The estimates of backward wall let The flow pattern is peculiar in tiat it results from the

the terms in the transport equation for turbulent kinetic qnergy are considerably large jet-to-crossflow velocity ratio and small

approximate because of the error in evaluating the spatial gradients, impingement height used throughtout this work As a consequence

but the values are sufficiently accurate for establishing the relative the influence of the Jet exit conditions on the development of the

importance of the separated terms in the equation The purpose is to radial wall let is small ard the downstream part of the let lifts from the

assess the importance of extra source terms denved from the large ground plane with a maximum inclination of 3 8 * at X/D - 2 5 The

flow distortion in the impinging zone and to examine the implications observation is importait in that it influences the skin friction and the

for calculation schemes rate of heat transfer to the ground plate in the practical appications In

addition, it can be associated with instantaneous flow separation close

Prior to the detailed measurements the visualization studies of Barata to the wall, as dlcussed by Walker (1978) for an Impinging let in the

et al (1991-a) have identified the formation of an impingement region absence of crossflow

characenzed by considerable deflection or the impinging let The flow

becomes almost parallel to the ground plate and originates a Figure 3 shows contours of turbulent characteristics and indicates two

recirculating flow region far upstream of the impinging let due to the regions of intense velocity fluctuations, namely the shear layer

interaction of the backward wall let with the crossflow The result s the surrounding the Impinging let and the impingement zone itself Both

formation of a ground vortex wrapped around the impingement let i are located in the zones where the highest mean velocity gradients

the way shown in the sketch of Figure 1, which resembles the occur and are associated with near-Gaussian velocity probability

'horseshoe" vortex structure known to be generated by the distributions suggesting the absence of discrete frequency

iti YD
0

3

-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6

Figure I Sketch of flow development for a jet impinging on a flat Figure 2. Mean velocty field at the vertical plane of symmetry (I a,

surface through a low-velocity crosstlow Z - 0) for Re - 60 000, V/Uo - 30, H/D . 5 Measured

streakhnes over 0 2 seconds

deflection of a boundary layer by a solid obstacle, e g Baker (1981) It

should also be noted that the two counter -rotating vortices trailing

away from the impingement zone develop in a way indepent of the oscillations Along the impinging jet, the asymmetry of the

vortex pair known to exist in a "bent-over' et in crosstlow far from the distributions of the normal stresses is associated with the

ground (e g. Crabb at al 1981, Andreopoulos and Rodi, 1984) The comparatively large mean velocity gradient that occurs along the
"kidney" hape type of velocity contourc found In those situations 0o downsiteain udge of the jet The results snow that the turbulent flow

not characterize the present imping ng jet, which gives nse to a radial is anisotropic in that along the impinging jet, with the exception of the

wall jet independent of the upstream structure of the impingement initial potential core, v, is the largest stress with 0 7!9 u2 v.2

zone This flow pattem is creat by skewing of pre-existng sparse 5 0, along th walf ets 10 t1
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0 Ao We have addresed the question of wether the nature )f turbulence
- -

.- o .,O has changed owing to the strong stabirizing curvature imposed to the
a) flow by analysing the development of structure parameters, e p

Harsha and Lee (1970) Figure 4 a) shows that the correlation

20- -coefficient of shear stress falls from values around 0 55 in the shear

layer of the impinging let to values smaller than 0 2 in the impingement

__P fk_ zone, but increases again up to 0 5 alcong the wall lets The
I//; distmbution of the structure parameter uV k, figure 4 b), also confirm

that the impingement zone is significantly ffected by streamline
2, curvature which increases the shear stress on the upper side and

) 0 I' decreases it on the lower side in agreement with tie detailed
b) I-observations of Castro and Brasdshaw (1976) For ex tmple, the

values of u'vT/k plotted along a curved line fohowing the centre of the

A. shear layers bounding the impingement and wall jets fall from around
5 0 1 0 3 to 0 1 In the impinging zone anc, then, overshoot again the typical

value of 0 3 along the wall jets before decreasing further downstream
2i o of the impingement zone All cnteria suggest the present

impingement zone Is characterized by considerable departures from

x,1o ronventional values of dimensionless turbulence parameters,
o 2 6 oi implying unconventional behaviour of the dimensionless *constants"

- in any turbulence model that IS adjusted to fit the data-.0-- III£
-- +=' e)x/D

.i0~' -A 0
__3___.__2_____ .5

.0D5 1

o0 .03

Figure 3 Contours of turbulent velocity characteristics at the o D 50tvertical plane of symmetry (i e Z . 0) for Re - 60 000, ==o___ .3

VJUo - 30, HD - 5 .o I o ol

a) Va 3nce of horizontal velocity fluctuations, b)
u'2 

/Vj
2 

x 103i 0 oto 6 6 1 2 2 e r

b) Variance of vertical velocity fluctuations, sa
u'2 N12x 103  

o 2. .0 D

c) Reynolds Shear stress un'v/1V2 x 103 o o3 D3

o .03 o

The sign of the shear stress sv is consistent with the direction of D z
' . 03

the mean flow, with near zero values at the centre of the impinging let
Away from the impinging zone the sign of the shear stress aviS

related with the sign of the shear strain in accordance with a turbulent Figure 4. Distribution of turbulence structure parameters at the

viscosity hypothesis, I e uv' vT (0 U l/Y+a V IPX), where vT is a vertical plane of symmetry (I e, Z 0) for Re 60 000.

turbulent viscosity Along the impinging let the shear strain D'1aX VyUo = 30, HID- 5

dominates and u'v.VT a V/X, while along the wall jets a) Correlation coefficient for Reynolds Shear -tress, Ruv

aU/OY>P V/X I and the shear stress changes its sign and may be = uv ,7

represented by u'v' vT a U/MY Around the impinging point the b) Ratio between shear stress and turbulent kinetic

values of a U/MY and aV'/OX have the same order of magnitude and energy, uv /k

the "thin shear layer approximation" is (e g Bradshaw, 1973) is no

More ,klid A3 a consequence, tne HLInolds shear stress decrease

as expected in the region of high stabilizing curvature, but fse rapidly The advection and production terms in the transport equation for
further downstream with values of av/V,

2 
higher than those typical turbulent kinetic energy have been calculated from the results

of "well-behaved" plane shear layers obtained in the vertical plane of symmetry and are shown in hgures 5
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20 orepresents 
a gain of turbulent kinetic energy The production terms

are exact since the transversal denvates vanish at tIhe symmetry plane
1 0 t'y e, a V aZ . 0) and uw' .u'v' . 0

Along the impinging let, and particularly for Y/o < 3 5, the distrbutions
00' of figure 5 resemble those for a turbulent free let (e g Tennekes and

Lumley, 1972) with production by shear stress has the largest term in
-1 0 the outer edge of the jet and likely to be balance by turbulent

1 0 dissipation Along the centre of the let advection is the largest term, is
3associated with the spread of the let and represents a 'oss of turbulent

energy, which is likely to be balanced by turbulent diffusion With theapproach of the impingment zone turbulence production is large and
comparatively higher than the largest rate of production by shearstress along the impinging let, but is through the interaction of normal
stresses with normal strain and is comparable with the advection term,

I a which represents a gain of turbulent energy Turbulent diffusion and
Y/D= 4 dissipation are expected to be large and to balance these terms Thi4

001 is not surprising given the large distortion of the mean flow in the
impingment zone and confirms the likely dominance of extra source
terms in the balance of turbulent energy due to streamline curvature Itshould be noted that the present analysis has been referred to tixed
honzontal and vertical directions similar to those used in any simple
calculation scheme aimed to simulate the present flow, and that a
more convenient discussion may have to consider a referential0 0 , 
following a curved line, as choosen by Castro and Bradshaw (1976)
However, for the purpose of this paper the conclusions presented

-0 here are valid and can be used to assess the extent up to wh ch
current calculation methcds for thin shear layers can be extended to

Y/D. 4 9 simulate complex impinging flows
00 

The relevance of the present results to Ine development of

engineenng calculation methods is that many ol the pnnciples used in
-2 5 current schemes tor 'well-behaved" shear layers and undermined,such as the estimation of a length scale from the shear layer thickness-s o 'or 

the gradient-diffusion hypothesis !or turbulent transport Based on-2 -0 1 the detailed results of Castro and Bradshaw (1976) for a mixing layerXID bounding a normally impinging plate jet with a irrotational ",re, one isFigure 5. Horizontal profiles of the production and convection forced towards the conclusion that a futher level of allowance forterms in the conservation equation for turbulent kinetic history effects on the distortion of the turbulent flow in theenergy determined from measurements obtained for Re impingement zone is necessary, for instance though transport- 60 000, ViUo - 30, HD - 5 equations for one or more of the empincal constants in engineenng
a) Y/D - 3, b) YD . 3 5, c) Y/ - 4 0, d) Y/D . 4 3. e) models of turbulence This requires analysis of quantities which areYID - 4 9 

not directly measurable and should involve a more detailed study ofKEY, 0 - Advection 3K1X + K/3Y length scales in complex flows than we have been able to make in the
- Production by_ normal stresses present case

U,2 a Ux v2 aV/aY The results of figure 6 shows that these features of the flow are limitedA - Production by shear stresses i) the impingement zone and that the budgets of turbulent energyIb (d U soY + V lax) across the radial wall jet resemble those for a conventional wall let (e gInbalance (diffusion plus dissipation) Tennekes and Lumley, 1972), with production by shear stress as the

largest term and balanced by turbulent diffusion and dissipation (see,
and 6, normalized by V

3, 
respectively for ive honzontal profiles along for example the profiles X/D . ± 1 5) The decelaration of the radial letthe impinging et and for rne vertical profiles along the upstream and is associated with an increase of the advection term, which representsdownstream waijets The advection term was evaluated assuming a gain of turbulent energy and becomes comparable to the rate ofthat k. 3/4 ( u 2  

V ) and is plotted so that a negative value production by sher stross at the sam e veiliala station at xtU t ± 4
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X/0=-1o -7.5 -5 - -2.

i-02 -01 00 -02 -o 00 01 -05 00 -to 00 -40 -20 00 20 40

X/OA5 1.5 25 4

2 

2

-50 -25 00 25 50 -25 00 25 -25 00 2,5 50 -15 00 15 30

Figure 6 Vertical profiles of the production and convection terms in the conservation

equation for turbutent kinetic energy determined from measurements obtained for

Re - 60 000, VjAJo - 30, HID - 5 Symbols as In figure 5

the interaction of the backward radial let with the crossutow

This decelaration process is particularly important upstream of the The shear layer surrounding the let is a region of intense velocity

irpiging let due to the interaction of the backward radial let with the fluctuations with maximum values located in the region of highest

crosslow, and at X/D - -5 production of turbulent energy across the mean velocity gradients The sign of the shear stress s consistent

flow is almost zero and advection is the dominant term, as within other with the sign of the shear strain in the sense of gradient diffusion

recirculating flows (e g Chandrsuda and Braoshaw, 1981 At viD - - hypothesis, with the exception of the impingement zone and of the

7 5 the approach of the stagnation point associated with the formation stagnation zone associated with the formation of the ground vortex,
of the ground vortex which wrappes around the impinging let is where it is noted large effects of flow distortion on the tubulence

charactenzed by a fast increase in the production of turbulent energy otructure parameters that determine the empirical constants in
through the interactiv i of normal stresses with normal strains engneering models of turbulence Inspection of the terms in the

Advection becomes small amd the distribution of figure 6 resembles conservation equation of turbulent kinetic energy confirms that this

that for wake flows (e g Taylor and Whilelaw, 1984) .gain, te behaviour Is associated with the interaction between normal sttresses

observation has important implications for the development of and normal strains Also, turbulent diffusion and dissipation are likely
calculation methods because the turbulent structure of the flow in this to be Important in the balance of tubuient kinetic energy, particularly in
zone is influenced by the similany of the normal strains a Vl1X, and those zones The evidence suggests that the calculation of complex

a tilaY, which precludes the use of gradient-diffusion hypothesis for impinging flows must be found from modelled transport equations

turbulent transport if the length of the ground vortex is to be rather than from a turbuleft-viscosity hypothesis and that allowance

conveniently predicted for history effects on the distortion of turbulent length scales should

be considered
4. CONCLUSIONS

Laser-Doppler measurements of the flow field created by e single let ACKNOWLEGEMENTS
impinging on a ground plane through a low-velooty crossflow for Re -

60000, HID - 5 and VJUo - 30 have allowed to characterize the The expenments were performed at the "Centro de Termodnmica

turbulent transport processes typical of impinging flows associated Apltcada e Mecinica dos Flukclos da Universidade Tdcnica de Lisboa -
with a large penetration of the impinging let through the crossflow CTAMFUTLINIC" The assistance of Mr Filpe Carnall in plotting the

The results identify the formation of a fairly thin radial wall jet, which results is gratefully acknowledge Thanks are also due to Miss Paula
gives Mse to a ground vortex wrapped around the impinging eft due to Marques and Miss Maria Neto Pereira for typino the manuscipt

Note: This paper has been abbreviated by the Editor because it exceeds the given limit of six
pages. 8-3-6
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ABSTRACT

A Reynolds stress transport equation model and -he has obtained predictions of the spreading rate of
k-c turbulence model have been applied to the such wall jets by introducing modifications to the
calculation of the flow resulting from the k-t model (Hanjaltc and Launder, 1980) to account
orthogonal impact of a circular jet on a solid flat for the influence of the extra rate of strain,
surface. Comparisons of model predictions and associated with lateral divergence of the flow, on
measurements made in the radial wall jet region of the process of length scale augmentation However,
an impacting air jet demonstrate the superiority of the inclusion of wall-damping effects using the
the Reynolds stress transport model In approach of Ljuboja and Rodi (1980) was found to
particular, the latter model accurately reproduces decrease agreement between theory and experiment.
mean velocity profiles within the wall jet region.
including the magnitude and location of the maximum In ch, present study, predictions of the
velocity. As a consequence the spreading rate of impacting jet obtained using the standard k-c
the radial wall jet is predicted successfully. turbulence model are compared with those derived
None of these flow characteristics is adequately through use of a Reynolds stress transport equation
represented by the k-c model. Predictions of model (Jones and Musonge, 1988) in whi.h the
normal ano shear stresses also generally confirm influence of streamline curvature arises naturally.
the superiority of the higher order turbulence Also, because pressure reflections from the wall
closure, necessarily impede the transfer of energy from the

streamwase direction to that normal to the surface,
not just in the immediate vicinity of the surface

INTRODUCTION but also in the outer free shear layer beyond the
maximum velocity, the influence of wall-damping

The impact of a non-reacting, circular jet on a terms within the Reynolds stress transport equation
solid flat surface is of interest to many model has also been investigated. It is in fact
engineering problems. For the case of orthogonal this process which is responsible for both the
impac'ion, the flow is axisymmetric and is directed slower growth rate of the radial wall jet as
radially outward along the surface giving rise to a compared to a free jet, and for the strong
radial tall jet, This flow configuratio.. is used scns'tivity of the flow to streamline curvature
in many practical applications to effect cooling, Predictions derived from both turbulence models are
heating and drying, as well as being of importance compared with experimental data on an impacting air
to the operation of vertical take-off and landing jet obtained by Poreh et al (1967).
aircraft Of particular interest in the present
work, this type of flow is also encountered
frequently in assessments of the conseqvences of VATHEMATICAL MODEL
gas releases on both onshore and offshore
installations involving high pressure pipework and Governing Equations
gas handling plant. In addition, such flows are an
important test case for the development and Predictions given in this paper were based upon the
validation of mathematical models of turbulent solution of the ensemble-averaged Naviec-Stokes
flows since they not only contain both free shear equations using either the k-t or the Reynolds
layer and near-wall regions, but also zones of stress transport equation turbulerce model. For
strong, boundary-induced streamline curvature, solution, the equations were written in - form

appropriate to axisymmetrac flows but, for ioasoc
Although the case of the turbulent wall jet of brevity, are given below it, Cartesian tenso

has received a great deal of attention (Launder and form.
Rodi, 1983), theoretical predictions of the precise
flow configuration described above are more rare. For an incompressible Newtonian fluid, the
However, the main conclusion of the work, in terms ensemble-averaged forms of the partial differential
of predictions derived using the widely adopted equations which describe the conservation of mass
two-equation, k-& turbulence model (Jones and and transport of mean momentum may be written as
Launder, 1972) is that the spreading rate in the
similarity region of the radial wall jet is au - 0
generally underpredicted (Malin, 1988) by - (1)
approximately 25 percent. Sharma and Patankar ax
(1982) did however obtain closer agreement with
experimental data by using non-standard values for and
the k-& model coefficients. This discrenancy can
he attributed to the failurz of all turbulence dUi I -BP + 8 av (8+8 au) umodels based on the Boissinesq stress-strain - , (2)
relation to account adequately for the sensitivity dt p ax ax I lx ax
of the wall jet to streamline curvature effects I x
induced by the lateral divergence of the flow. The with
assumption of an effective turbulent viscosity also
means that although the position of zero shear d a 9 + U 8
stress within the wall jet region is predicted - -- 1 (3)
well, the position of the maximum velocity is dt at 8x
wrongly predicted since the shear stress does not
vanian at the velocity maximum within such flows and where the upper and lower case U's denote the
but at locations closer to the wall Halin (1988) mean and fluctuating components of velocity
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respectively, p the fluid density, P the mean

pressu . and v the kinematic viscosity This set - 3C +C us 0 unuSj
of equations is only closed when the Reynolds - , - -I (9)

stress Tit is approximated through the use of a 2 ax ax

turbulence odel.
aid where the model constants were taken as C =

In the k-c turbulence model (Jones and Launder, 0 22, C - 1 50, C - -0 53 C - 0.67 and Ci 2 3 4

1972) the Reynolds stress is assumed to be related -0.12 The turhulence energy dissipation rate is

linearly to the mean sate of strain via a scalar then obtauned from solution of the equation
eddy viscosity;

dc-S (C ku n -C, c(i0u CC c2

ii -u 2 6 k -v Sn + 1)
(4 O d x c Osx k am k

3 Smx Ox)

with C :.18, C = 1.40 and C - 1.90
where k - u-/2 is the turbulent kinetic energy,

vt  - C (k tr is the turbulent eddy viscosity and Wall reflection effects were incorporated in
is tie dissipation rate of turbulence kinetic the second moment closure by including wall

energy. Values of k and c are obtained from corrections in the pressure-strain model according

solution of their modelled transport equations to

dk -a (v 8ki-us N -c A -C. clusinnO . - 3;usn n
- _ - ~ 13 1 (5) i3,1 Wi ki , i k l

dt Ox to Ox) Ox k 2

and

- 3 I fj (11)

de -08 as c -C 5 c S -uBU C C
2  

2 nx- - )sL ii - L£5 ,(
Lit ax a % k OX k

and
where the model constants were taken as C - 0.09,
Cc, - 1.44, C - 1.92, Ok - 1 0 and a - 12. A 

,  
- Cw (A 2nkn, - 3 Aik 2nkn

In second moment turbulence closures, the 1 2
Reynolds stress is obtained directly from solutions
of modelled partial differential balance or -3 A n n) L

tranvport equations. The modelled Reynolds stress - ,, (12)

transport equation used in the present work may be 2 , x
written as (Jones and Musonge, 1988)

where n is the unit vector normal to the wall and

L is a
1 

length scale characterising the energy
d (TuT) + H 00 + Cu - 0 containing motions. The function f reduces the
-- 1 ) -- effect of the wall correction with increasing
dt dxL Ox, distance from the wall, and was taken as

f k'
2
/(C n x ) with C - K/C "" and K the

von Karman constant The tonstantt C and C
- Cs k us u 8 iu -26 c were calculated by setting the Wi 5 , -N,15 5 1 3-3,5 13,2 - (convection and diffusion) terms to zero, i.e

Ox, r 3 local equilibrium, in the equations for thin, two

(7:, dimensional shear layers and by assuming that only
a single component of mean strain is significant
These constants we e then derived,, assuming

where the pressure-strain terms are given by experimental near-wall values for '/k - 0.22 and

us/k - -0.25, as C - 0.30 and Cw2 -0.27

AJ35 -C 1  -; 2 653 k Computational Procedure and Roundary Conditions
- l J-(8)

k 3 The computational results presented below required
solution of the full axiwymmetric forms of the
appropriate transport equations. The equations

and were solved using a modified, axisymmetric version

of a computer program described in detail elsewhere
(Fairweather, Jones and Marquis, 1988). The

AL2 Caj Ulu. Uu + C, DU + u 0) numerical solution method embodied in the program
,"2- -- iU_ - used a cylindrical polar grid and employed a

Ox. Ox, O x staggered velocity storage arrangement in order to
prevent uncoupling between the velocity and

+C UI SO .+.5 presawure fields. A linearised implicit

J- ' consersacise difference scheme was used, with

Ox j ax convection terms being approximated by the second

order accurate (bounded) TVD scheme originally
proposed by Van Leer (1974) and adopted more
rewutly by Zhu (1990). Central differences were
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used for all other terms and the resulting model are seen to overpredict the magnitude of the

quasi-l-near algebraic equations were solved using maximum velocity by as much as 30Z, with the
a line Gauss-Seidel method with solution of the position of the peak velocity being unrealistically
velocity and pressure fields being achieved by a close to the flat plate In contrast, the second

pressure correction method (SIMPLE). moment turbulence closure gives good qualitative
and quantitative predictions of the velocity

The experimental arrangement used by Poreh et profile. In the absence of terms to account for
al (1967) consisted of a cylindrical chamber from the effects of wall reflection the latter model
which air waq ejected vertically downwards through does tend to slightly overpredict the distance of
a circular, sharp-edged orifice, with the jet the peak velocity from the impacted surface: the

impacting a horizontal flat surface placed beneath inclusion of wall reflection terms reduces slightly
the jet source. This arrangement was approximated the deviation between theory and experiment Both
for the predictions by the configuration shown in turbulence models also appear to underestimate
figure 1, where all the experimental results slightly the mean velocities within the outer
examined below were obtained from a release with a regions of the turbulent wall jet.
mean exit velocity of 104 ms

"
, and with d - 51mm

and (H-h) - 610mm. The k-c model overpredicts the radial decay of
the peak mean velocity and underptedicts the

The boundary conditions applied assumed spreading rate of the radial wall jet as shown in
symmetry along the jet centreline and for all figure 4 The rate of decay of peak velocity is,
surfaces within the computational domain however, in reasonable accord with experimental
finite-difference solutions were patched onto fully findings, although the spreading rate of the wall
turbulent, local equilibrium wall law profile . On jet appears to be underpredicted by an amount
the impacted surface the matching point was at a similar to that found by other workers (Malin,
fixed distance from the wall for all 1988). Predictions of the Reynolds stress
finite-difference grids and was located at a transport equation model are in much closer
position corresponding to a value of y'0 100 agreement with experimental data, particularly when
everywhere. The remaining boundary corresponding wall reflection effects are included.
to r - constant was treated as an entraining
constant pressure surface In performing the Measured and predicted normal and shear stress
calculations the sensitivity of computed solutions profiles at the same four radial locations
to the positioning of the constant pressure surface examined above are compared in figures 5 to 8
and the height h was investigated, and in the Overall, there is little to choose between
results presented below these boundaries were predictions derived using the k-c turbulence model
located sufficiently far away from the jet source and the second moment closure without wall
to have a negligible influence on the flow reflection effects. The inclusion of wall
Because of uncertainties in the initial conditions, reflection effects in the latter model does however
the jet source was assigned mean velocity and cause damping of the r.m s. normal stress
turbulence quantities typical of fully developed perpendicular to the impacted surface resulting in
p~pe flow. The validity of this approach was better agreement with experimental data, although
however tested for one particular flow, with U, - as a consequence the remaining two normal stresses
- ll3ms

" 
and d - 25mm, for which measurements are predicted less well In all cases however, the

mean velocity and turbulence quantities are magnitude of both the normal and shear stresses is
available in the free jet region mid-way between overpredicted by the second moment closure,
the jet source and the impacted surface (Tsuei, particularly in the outer regions of the wall jet,
1963), with good agreement between theory and with similar results being found for k-c
experiment being found, predictions with the exception of the r-. component

normal stress. The position of zero shear stress
Numerical solutions were obtained using is predicted well by both variants of the second

expanding finite-difference meshes of 40 x 26, 75 x moment closure.
46, 146 x 60 and 146 x 133 in the r and x
directions respectively, with the mesh expansion Differences between predictions and
ratio being less than 1 05 in the regions of experimental data may, however, be to some vxtent
interest, Results obtained with the four grids associated with errors in the data. Measurement
suggest that the fine mesh computations were of local turbulence intensities made within the
essentially free of numerical error (considered wall jet were much larger than corresponding
further below). intensities found in two-dimensional flow over a

plate, pipe flows or circular jets. Values of the
local radial turbulence intensity were in fect as

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION high as 0.7 in the outer regions of the wall jet
and 0 5 close to the wall (Poreh et al, 1967). The

Calculations performed using both the second moment constant temperature, crossed hot-wire anemometer
turbulence closure and the k-c model indicated that technique used in obtaining mean velocities and
essentially grid independent solutions were both normal and shear stresses within the flow
obtained using the most refined mesh referred to considered is known (Tutu and Chevray,. 4975) to be
above. This is illustrated in figure 2 which prone to errors when used in such high turbulence
compares profiles of mean and r.m.s. fluctuating intensity flows, resulting, in particular, in
radial velocities through the radial wall jet Reynolds stresses below actual values Allowance
region, derived using the second moment closure for such inaccuracies in the measurements
without wall reflection effects, at the position of considered above would, however, only further
greatest variation between predictions made using confirm the superiority of predictions derived from
the various grids, i e at the largest radial the transport equation model.
distance from the stagnation point.

Figure 3 compares experimental measurements
and predictions of the mean, radial velocity at
four radial locations within the turhulont will jct
region. Results obtained using the k-c turbulence
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CONCLUSIONS 9. Sharma, R.N. and Patankar, S V. (1982),

"Numerical Computations of Wall-Jet Flows",

The k-c model and a Reynolds stress transport Int J. Heat Mass Transfer,, 25, 1709.
equation turbulence model have been used to predict
the flow resulting from the orthogonal impaction of 10, Tsuel, Y G (1963), "Axniyinmetric Boundary -

a circular air jet on a solid flat surface. Layer of a Jet Impinging on a Smooth Pl te
Comparison of predictions with measurements made ih Ph D. Thesis, Colorado State University.
the radial wall jet region demonstrate the
superiority of the second moment closure, with the 11. Tutu, N.K. and Chevray, R. (1975), "Cross-Wire
transport equation model accurately reproducing Anemometry in High Intensity Turbulence",, J
mean velocity profiles within this region of the Fluid Mech.,. 71, 785.
flow and as a consequence the spreading rate of,
and the radial decay of maximum velocity in the 12. Van Leer. B (1974), "Towards the Ultimate
wall jet. Predictions of normal and shear stresses Conservative Difference Scheme. II
also generally confirm the superiority of the Monotonscity and Conservation Combined in a
higher order turbulence closure, particularly when Second-Order Srheme", J Comp Phys ,, 14,. 361
the influence of likely errors in the experimental
data used for comparison purposes is taken into 13. Zhu, J. (1990), "A Low Diffusive and
account. However, the present comparisons do not Oscillation - Free Convection Scheme",,
provide a rigorous test of the wall reflection Submitted for Publication.
model, while it gives reasonable results when the
mean flow is parallel to a solid surface it is
known to produce undesirable effects in other
circumstances. For example, in the vicinity of the
stagnation point of the present fl w where the mean
flow is predominantly towards the solid surface the
wall reflection terms quite incorrectly act to
augment the fluctuations normal to the wall. To
F a more detailed evaluation of the present
and alternative wall reflection approximations
further experimental data is needed particularly
close to the stagnation point
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Figure 1. Schematic of a turbulent impacting jet. Cigure 3. Measured and predicted mean velocity at
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Figure 2.. Effect of grid refinement on mean and Figure 4. Radial decay of maximum mean velocity
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Abstract Space limitations preclude the possibility of folly reporting numer
ical aspects of the present research The computations hae been

The paper considers the problem of modelling turbulent transpoi t made with a version of the TEAM code, an axisyrimetrie ellip
in stagnating jet flows via second-moment closure In the case of tic solver (7] appropriately adapted to incorporate the tiansport
colliding jets it is shown that a new model introduced at TSF 7 models described ii §2 and §3. Grids of up to 100 (axial) x 90 (ia
is more successful than the usually adopted srheme in predicting dial) have been adopted with a concentration of the axial nodes
the high spreading rate of the radial fountain For normal jet im across the viscous sublayer and a coicentration of the radial nodes
pingement against a plane wallit is found that the usua'ly adopted to cover the mixing laver springing from the jet exit Quadr~tic
model of pressure-reflection effects gives a correction of the wrong opstream interpolation has been adopted for mean-flow vaiables
sign in stagnating flows A new version is proposed that gives to reduce Pumerical diffusion It was found that these fine-gri t
satisfactory agreement with experiment in iipingitg strain fields restuts gave barely perceptible differences from earlier ones oh
while maintaining the desired form for flow parallel to the surface taned with mesh spacings roaghbly twice as large in regions wheie

propeity gradients were steepest Results may thus be reasoioabl

I Introduction regarded as grid independent

The flow created by the orthogonal impingement of a turbulent 2 The Model for Free Shear Flows

jet onto a plane surface is one of considerable interest from soth
fundamental and practical standpoints It is a configuration that The starting point f!.r the present computations is the free flow
gives rise to very high levels of convective heat transfer coefficients form of the model whose appliL *on to a diversity of homoge
and, thus, is one adopted in numerous industrial heating, cooling neous and inhomogeneos flows was reported at TSF 7 in Stanford
and drying processes At a more fundamental level it can be said [3,41 The transport equation for the Reynolds stress, u--,l, may
to be a flow that, while being geometrically simple and cail, be written in the symbolic form
defined, is emphatically different froa a simple shear flow Four

major differences from that of a boundary layer flow are worth
noting - *( 1 ) +,,-noting RE = d,) + P,, + o>,,I + (6,,2 - c.) (1

where the mean strain generation rate, P,, is handled exactly
$ a substantial transport of turbulence towards the surface The dissipation (r,,) taken as isotropic while diffusive transport

(convective in the outer region, diffusive across the sublayer) (d,,) is modelled by the rudimentary generalized gradient-diffusion
hypothesis (5,3] The turbulent (1) and mean strain (2) parts

* stress generation near the stagnation point primatily by tiOt of the non-diffusive pressure interactions in the Reynolds stress
mal stress/normal strain interactions (f--,i) budget are represented as

e strong streamline c.rvature 0,,=-3 l(A 2 A)i/7e (a,, + 12 (isasi - i/aA 26.,)) - e,., (2)

o turbulent velocity fluctuations normal to the wall larger than 0,12=-0 6 (A, - i/ 3 ,;Pks( + 0 3u,il (Pk/kf)
those parallel to the surface -02 + _ + M- + n

The first of these is what produces the particularly high levels of -0 6 (A2 (P, - D,,) + 3a. a., (P- 0 - D..)] (3)
Nusselt number, the last, as we shall see later, demands a major The numerical coefficients in eq (2) are computer-optiuized values
rethink of approaches to modelling the tole of the wall on the while all except the second 0 6 in eq (3) are determined by kine
near-surface pressure-strain process. matic constraints (3] Finally e (the dissipation rate of kis obtained from
The impinging axisymmetnc jet (together with the related case ibn f

of a colliding co-axial jet) has thus been selected as a principal de r0[_ 192 0d. (4(,. \ d 4

flow for guiding the extension of UMIST's second-moment closure 3 5 + ,4A/2A) C 0 \ - +d 4
for free shear flows (reported at the 7th Symposium on Turbulent
Shear Flows (3,4]) so as to be applicable in the vicinity of the There are small evolutionary changes in the above model from
wall Parallel research concerning the modelling of channel flow is that reported in 13) that have .rought minor improvements to
reported elsewhere in these proceedings [10] predictions of the test flows considered in that paper

Section 2 details the form of the model for free shear flows and In §3 the question of including 'wall reflection' contributions into
reports the computed behaviour for a pair of colhding amsymmet- the model of the fluctuating-pressure correlations will be exam-
ric jets [11] while the problem of the impinging jet is the focus ined in order that the impinging jet moy he computed Ho--ve.cr,
of Sectcn 3 In Loth §2 and §3 computational results are also to provide a test of the model for free flows in an essentially similar
generated with the widely adopted model of Gibson and Launder strain field to the impinging jet the case of two identical, collid-
[6) which we henceforth designate as the "basic" model ing, axisymmetnc jets (shown schematically in Fig 1) is consid-

ered. Witze 11] studied such a flow experimentally and found
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there were considerable differences between th, ies iltant i arlr beneficial effect The term is also included iu the , evuation ,in
"fountain" and the superficially identical flow produced bv a ia ploved outside the sublayer (i e in j (4)) though tire effect on thO
dial nozzh, in particular, the iolliding jets lead to a gro th of the Reynolds stresses there is ninor As will be seen liter the tict1
radial-jet half width of about 0 37, some thiee teime, itgoi tliari esrts a ;er powerful Influence in hnrnrititig the leel Of NII sIlt
that of the usual radial jet Figure 2 conipaii tIle ,nloiti,I ,iil nttinjer near the tign.itollri Omni

menasured growth of the radild jet half wsidth The basic iiodel Regarding the hanlling t a,,ll t,,t to I ,- t ti, hilyv tui1l
produces a neaty uniform rate of growth, essentials, the same is lent region, the baic mnodel [6] ,dopts, the following noti i ron

for the consentional radial jet The present model, howesv e its terms
pla). a greatly enhanced rate of growth osOr the region ftora 3

to 6 diamieters lownstreamn Cort espondinglv, the development of = 5 ,i- (6)
the centreline mean velocity in Fig 3a is captured with far greatml h .5rt
fldeht than wsith the basic model The origin of the unproed < 2=0 3 (Ok.,, , - 121,2i'101; - 3/20.ku i:i,) (7)
behaviour lies in the dissipation rate equation, eq (4) The mean- E 7)

strain terms herein are only about half as large as in tie foi ii of It has been argued [9] that the magnitude of the above terirs
the e equation adopted in the basic nodel This, together with is unrealistically large becase they are partly compensating fot
the presence of the stress itrariants as parameters in eq (4), io weakneses in the free-shear-flow form, of 0,i1 and 0,,2 adopteut in
why the nesw form gives values of e that respond less rapidly to tne basic model In recent work at UhIIST [10,9] only the process

sudden changes in the mean strain field The fluctuating velor 0, 2 has been retained because Brasseur and Lee [2] have shossn
try leel (Fig 3b) is generally lower with the press.' model tha- that the process 0,,2 is associated with much larger wavelenglh
the basic closure simply because the far too weak spreading tate interactions than 0,,i it would thus be the former process that
with the latter produces steeper mean velocity gradients, again would most "feel" the rigid boundary That is the practice adopted
experinmental data broadly support tire new model here also

Nevertheless, Figure 2 suggests that agreement is nut complete Following [9] we take.
At small r/D, in particular, the computed jet width is less than
half the measured We suspect the physical rtason for this is that 0. = 0 3 (4.2nnn6.s - 3/2 ,k2nnsk -

3
/guknkn,) -L- (8)

high velocity eddy packets approaching the collision plane will cen U

trifuge across to the other side of the flow while low velocity ed
dies will be rapidly turned, Fig 1 In terms of the stress tiansport wh-re I. is a length scale normal to the wall I. -,unvn,/e

equation, this process gives rise to non-zero values of triple veloc and r, is the distance front the wall Xtnk (or here simply x)

ity products on the symmetry plane of thc radial jet, a feature The impinging-jet test flow selected for consideration is a currently
that is not captured by the very simple model of d,, adopted in unpublished hot- wire study at UIMIST with the jet discharge 2
the present study The continued high rate of spread beyond 6 diameters above the plate. Fig 4 The air delivery pipe is long
diataeters downstream that is displayed by the experiment (but enough for the flow at discharge to be fully developed, the pipe
not by the computations), may also be a carry-over of the "cen- flow Reynolds number is 23000 Figure 5 compares at r/D = 1 0
trifuging" process occurring in the collision region, that is to say, (which is typical of the behaviour at other stations) the expert
after crossing the symmetry plane the high-energy packets (Fig 1) mental data with computations for the basic model (including
will find themselves moving outwards relative to that plane and wall corrections eqs (6) and (7)), the present model without wall
tili tend to continue in that direction. reflection correction, and the present model with eq (8) as wall

Fortunately, in the case ,f impingement on to an senpermieable correction Without a wall. correction term the present model

surface, the physical process discussed in the above paragraph will leads to worse agreement with experiment than the basic model

be absent normal velocity fluctuations and turbulent shear stresses too high
and consequently a too diffused mean velocity profile results Yet,
to our initial astonishment, when the wall correction was added,

3 Model Adaptations for Impinging Near-Wall Flows agreement with experiment became even worse! In fact, the ex
planation for this behaviour is not difficult to discove Broadl)

3.1 Flow Field Behaviour eq (8) impedes the transfer of mean-strain generation into or out
of the normal stress perpendicular to the wall In a simple parallel

This section considers two types of near-wall adaptation: modifica- shear flow there is no direct generation in that component and the

tions to 0, arising from pressure fluctuations at the wall itself and wall reduces the transfer of energy generation to it that arises fI oi

the handling of viscous influences within the near-wall sublayer 0,2n Hence, ao desired, the norral tonponrt ui
2 

is ieduted In

Concermng the latter, while strict consistency would require the an impinging flow, hossever, the greatest generation rate is iii the
adoption of second-moment modelling across the viscous sublayer component normal to the wall and eq (8) hinders the share-out of

itself, at the time these computations were imitated there was no this generation to fluctuations parallel to the wall It is this that

satisfactory model based on rate equations for W. and e in this produces the physically spurious behaviour in Fig 4
region even for the far simpler case of flow parallel to the wall. Ac- This anomalous behaviour is intrinsic to eq (8). Evidently a differ-
corhngly, we have adopted the widely used low-Reynolds-number ent formulation is needed that will damp the stress component nor

k e model of ref [8] to cover the near wall sublayer An amendment mal to the wall irrespective of the strain field From examining all
to the original form of the e rate equation is the inclusion of an possible combinations of linear products of mean strain, Reynolds
additional source term S, due to Yap (12] (the "Yap correction") stress and unit vectors normal to the wall, the following form was

arrived at as one exhibiting broadly the desired behaviour in both

S = 0 83 (/1) ((5 a plane channel flow and in the impinging jet

k )00 -0 044 o iiJ'9 (nn,6,, -
3
n.an,) f,

where 1 = e - 2v(Ok/ox8,)2, a quantity that vanishes at the .- 3 O 3 n n a 3 )

wall, I is the length scale k/i/c and I. is the 'eqtiibrium' near- -0 08k (!-. nol.a ,j -=!3 i nia - ! - njn,ai.

wall length scale taken as 2 5 times the distance from the wall The aUi n

effect of the term is to reduce the excessively large length scales +0.6k -sl nin. '(nina - 1/3nsn6,,) I.
that otherwise arise iU tie viscous sublayer in urLuzntaites where k3/2

there is a large diffusive transport of k towards the wall. The f '
term has been widely applied in the UMIST group over the past

3 years in separated and three-dlmensional wall flows to generally The first line represents a simple redistribution of the turbulence
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energy production into components paiallel to the wall, whilst the beyond) The influence of the turbulent heat flux model ii the
second adds more varied effects The third line is only effecttve fully turbulent region is by comparison weak For this reason no
in so impinging flow The results of employing this new wall attempt has been made here to devise a wall torrection to P,,)
correction in the impinging jet are lhowni In Figuies 6 0 IN hile analogous to eq (9)
the fluctuations normal to the wall, Fig 6, are stiU r theli too gl Ftf
near the stagnation point (riD = 0 5 and 1 0), there is a ery s i structi- to noste tlt ,.01( t of the ,tp (tieR 1',
considerable improvement in the overall behaviour As a result the r equation Fig 9 shows the present o i e tl t uti wait tt t ,f N lt
of the more accurate shear stress predictions, Fig 7, the iieai number, employing the present model without sval r'ltectitt, kst
velocity profile is now also in generally satisfactory accord with and without the inclusion of the source term, eq (5) Without the
th . measured data (a feature which serves to confirm the lnteiial term the stagnation point value of Nt is overestimated by a fat tel
consistency of the experimental data) of 4 This result is broadly in accord with 'Isp's [12] expenete

for heat transfer downstream of ,ii abrupt pipe enlargement The
inclusion of the term reduces Nu considerably though the heat

3.2 Convective Heat Transfer transfer coefficient is still too higit by 30 60% for values of ID
less than 2 0 Such a departure ¢ sm the experimental data is to

As remarked in §1, there is considerable practical interest in heat be expected, however, for we have seen in Fig 5 that the level of
or mass transfer to/from the surface on which the jet iiliiges (ui)1

m 
computed with the basic model is appreciably too high at

Baughn et al [11 have made very careful Nusselt number mea rid 1 whereas at riD = 2 5 (not shown) it is in reasonable
surements for dynamic conditions essentially the same as the flow accord with measurements
considered in §3 1 The jet temperature is the samie as the al The computed distribution of the Nusselt number obtained with
bient fluid and a uniform heat flux is applied to the wall Heie the present model is shown in Fig 9 Agreement with the measured
we compare the measured distribttion of Nu wiih the bebaeioui profile is now considerably closer though for r/d < 2 the average
predicted by different models value of Nu is still about 15% above the experimental data. This

The model for thermal turbulent transport is as follows Acioss discrepancy can, we suggest, again be attributed to the computed
the near-wall viscous layer where the k c model is applied, we ais level of (;')i/2 being moderately too high in the stagnation region.
sign a uniform turbulent Prandtl number of 0 9 (the usual value) Indeed, the marked rise in Ni that the experimental data exhibit
Over the remainder of the flow transport equations for the turbu from riD = 1 5 to 2.2 is plausibly associated with the measured
lent heat fluxes are solved Where the stress field is deterined increase in the level of (W2)1/2 in this interval. The computations,
with the basic model, the heat fluxes are obtained from the corie which fail to predict this rise in Nu, show, consistently, a decrease
sponding model of thermal turbulence 16] With the preseit d) in the level of (i")i/2 over the same interval.
namic model, we adopt the analogous treatment of the scalar-flux
field (3] 4 Conclusions

Du.O
D6 do + P,0 + gs - Cs (10) The following conclusions may be drawn from tlus computational

where the production term Pe is handled exactly, d,o IS e study of colhdmg and impinging jet flows
sented by the GGDIH and the dissipation is assumed isotrosic
(cj, = 0) The pressure scalar-gradient correlation is obtained 9 The new second-moment closure for free shear flows intro-
from duced at TSF 7 performs distinctly better than the widely

used basic modal [6) in Lapturing the enhanced spreading
0,.-l 7 [1 + 1 2(AA)

l
i

'
] Ri/2' [s,-'(1 40 6Ai)- 0 8.,U-kO rate of the radial fountain arising from the collsion of two

+1 la,&.,7u] - 0 2A /2 Rkok,, 8 opposed coaxial jets
Oz, # The wall correction to 0,2 proposed in [6] in fact produces

+0 A -O- -0 u - + 1/3u, a change in the near.wall Reynolds stress levels of the trong
- 0 s + 8) 7 sign in the case of a stagnating flow

n aA new version of 0, has been developed in the present study
+0,1sa,sa~

~ =/
,, .(u + -out \ (eq (9)) that improves performance in stagnating flows with

ol ) out detriment to the behaviour in simple shear
-0 ,,,. + 2aP /k * The great importance of the "Yap correctio", eq (5), in ht

0.15as, - a,,,+-' iting the near-wall length scale and thereby avoiding exces-a, , sive levels of Nusselt number in the vicinity of the stagnation
u0 , [7.., ( + u .t-' point, has been confirmed

- U, flU ,1
- 76 au-(a,, + 11-, (11) Acknowledgements
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FAR-FILD TURBULNCE STRUCTVU1 OF THE
TIP VORTEX SHED BY A SINOL RECTARGULAR WING

William J Divenport and Gautam Sharma
Department of Aerospace and Ocean Xngineering

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Blackeburg, Virginia 24061, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION

The tip vortex shed by a single rectangular NACA Only abbreviated descriptions are given here,
0012 wing is being studied. Helium bubble flow for full details see Shama (1991) and Devenport and
visualizations and extensive hot-wire velocity Sharme (1991)).
measurements have been performed over a wide range of
conditions with the intent of revealing the far-field Wind tunnel
turbulence structure of this flow. Experiments were performed in the Virginia Tech

At all conditions the vortex appears insensitive Stability Wind Tunnel. This closed-circuit facility is
to probe interference and relatively stable. Some very powered by a 600 horsepower axial fan. Its test
low frequency (fc/U.. - 0.005) lateral motions are section (figure 1) has a square cross section (1.83m
present but these have an amplitude of less than *5% x 1.83m) and a length of 7.33m. Flow in the empty test
of the wing chord. These motions dominate turbulence section is closely uniform and has a very low
measurements made close to the vortex center. Away turbulence intensity (<.05%, see Choi and Simpson
from the center the effects of the motions are much (1987)). one wall of the test section has a number of
smaller, however, end the true turbulsnce structure is plexiglas and glass windows through which observations
visible. This is dominated by the wing wake which may be made.
forms a spiral around the core.

INTRODUCTION Mason and Harchman's (1972) wing was used. This
has a rectangular planform, a NACA 0012 section and a

Surprisingly little is known about the far-field blunt wing tip. The chord and span are .020m and .122m
turbulence structure of wing-tip vortices despite the respectively. It is made from solid brass. The wing
fact that it is important to many applications. Thus was mounted vertically at the middle of the test
lack of knowledge is a result of the fact that tip section (figure 1), the root being bolted to a
vortices generated in wind tunnels tend to be unstable turntable assembly flushed into the upper well of the
(see Baker et al, (1974), Lee and Schett (1985) for wind tunnel. The turntable allowed the '.ng to be
examille) and sensitive to probe interference (see rotated to any angle of attack about its quarter chord
Gaaparek(1960))., Useful velocity and turbulence location. To eliminate possible unsteadiness and non-
masurements are thus often impossible to make. Ono uniformity resulting from natural transition, the
solution to this problem has been to make mesurments boundary layer on the wing was tripped. For flow-
on the wakes of full-scale aircraft (see review by visualizations 19m-wide strips of 120-grade sandpaper
Donaldson and Bilanin (1975))e Howver, such work is were glued to both sides of the wing, with their
difficult and usually dee not yield turbulence leading edges at the quarter-chord location. For
measurements. Another solution has been to use a split velocity measurements 0.Smm-diameter glass beads wor4
wing configuration. Here a vortex is generated at the glued to the wing in a random pattern, covering a
junction between two wings placed tip to tip at equal strip extending from the 20% to 40 chord ocations
and opposite angles of attack. Although this type of with an average density of 200 beads/imn. A few
vortex appears more Stable than that produced by a velocity measurements were also pe-formed with no
single wing it does not have the same initial trip.
turbulence or mean-flow structure, since it is
produced by the roll-up of two shear layers rather
than one, and is presumably influenced by the wake of
the nacelle that is commonly used to join the two wing
tips. The turbulence structure of vortices generated
in this way have been studied by Phillips and Graham
(1984) and Bandyopadhyay et al. (1990).

A possible exception to the problems of
stability and sensitivity in wind-tunnel generated
vortices lies in the work of Mason and Harchman
(1972). They mad( man-velocity masurements using a
5-hole yaw probe on a tip vortex generated by a single w
rectangular NACA 0012-section wing placed in the
Stability Wind Tunnel at Virginia Tech. Their results
suggest that this particular vortex was comaratively
stable and imaeneitivo to probe interference.

The aim of the present investigation is to make
detailed measurements of the turbulence structure and X /
Spectral properties of Mason and Marobmansm vortex
over a range of conditions. The investigation has
three parts consisting of,

(L) helium bubble visualizatlons to examine the
stability and Sensitivity of the vortex,

(ii) single-point measurements of mean-
velocities, PReynolds Stresses and spectra,

(Wii) two-point *eaurseents Of correlations and
spectra.
This paper describes some of the results of parts (i)
and (ii).

Turbulence smeasurements made in this
investigation are to be used to improve methods for
the prediction blado-wake interaction noise in
helicopter rotora (G1egg (196)). This is of special Figure 1. Schematic of the Stability Wind Tunnel test
interest to NASA Langley who are sponsoring this work section showing the wing (a), traverse gear (b) and
under grant MAG--1119. coordinate system.
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To eliminate flow-induced vibration the wing was controlled stepper motor located at the downstream end
braced at its mid span with two pairs of 2.4mm- of the steel tube, connected to the probe stem by a
diameter steel cables stretched horizontally between shaft, sprockets and a timing belt.
the wing and the two side walls of the wind tunnel The axial end pitch sensitivity of all sensors
(figure 1). These cables were covered with a 4.8-mm of the cross and triple-wire probes were measured and
thick shroud of airfoil cross section to minimize and taken into account during the data reduction, see
stabilize their wakes. Sharma (1991). We are working on, but have not yet

The wing was initially placed at zero angle of implemented, a direct angle calibration procedure for
attack, with an accuracy of about ±0.i*, using a the triple-wire and corrections for the finite size of
removable wing tip containing 48 static pressure taps. the triple wire measurement volume (2.6mm in width).Other angles were then measured relative to this For cross and triple-wire statisticalposition, measurements, between 30000 and 90000 velocity samples
Flow-visualization eaulnient (depending on local turbulence level) were taken at

each probe position over a total sampling time of
Flow visualazationswereperformed using a Model about 50 seconds. For spectral measurements, data were3 helium bubble generator manufactured by Sage Action collected in 50, 10240-point records at a 30 kHzInc. The generator produces helium-filled bubbles from sampling rate. At selected locations 10240-pointa probe head supplied with soap solution, air and records were also measured at a I kHz sampling rate.helium. The flow rates of these are controlled by aseries of valves. In the present expeLiments the valve

so, ngs were adjusted so that most of the bubbles RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
were lighter than air and would thus centrifuge intothe vortex core. Bubbles were injected into the flow Figure 1 shows the coordinate directions (x,y,z)by positioning the probe head 0.54m upstream of the (u,v,w) to be used in presenting results. The originleading edge of the wing tip. To minimize flow of the streamwise coordinate Ix is the leading edgeinterference the probe stem was covered by a 22.5-me of the wing tip at zero angle of attack. coordinatesthick shroud of airfoil cross section. At no time did 'y, and 'z' are measured from the nominal vortexthe bubble probe have any visible influence on the center. Distances Are normalized on the wing chord 1c
flow. and velocities on the nominal free-stream speed U2A Varian arc lamp (Model P15OS-7) supplied by measured using a pitot-static probe located inSage Action Inc. was used to illuminate the bubbles, forward part of the test section. Angle of attack a isFor most visualizations the arc lamp was mounted in measured rotating from the x to the z axis.the diffuser flction of the tunnel well downstream of Flow visualizations and velocity measurementsthe test section. Photogiaphs of the bubbles were were performed at Reynolds numbers (Rez - Urefc/v) fromtaken using Mamiya and Canon SIR cameras with ASA 3200 130000 to 530000, angles of attack from 0 to 2.5o andand ASA 100 color, and ASA 3200 black and white films. streamwise positions (x/c) from 20 to 30. A full listExposure times ranging from 2 to 60 seconds were used: of conditions is given in table 1. Because of the
Hot-wire anemometrv

Single, cross and triple hot-wire probes were
used. All sensors were operated using Dantec 56C01 and
56C17 anemometer and bridge units interfaced through
an Analogic HSDAS-12 A/D converter to an IBM AT
compatible computer. The HSDAS-12 can sample 4channels simultaneously at rates of up to 100kHz per
channel, Raw data was linearized and processed on line
using an 18-8 laboratories PL1250 array processor and
also stored on optical disc cartridges. All probes
were calibrated before and after each traverse.
Corrections for temperature drift (typically 1 to 20Cper hour) were applied according to the method of
Bearman (1971).

A traversing gear mounted in the wind tunneltest section (figure 1) allowed the horizontal andvertical positions of probes to be controlled from thecomputer. The probe holder, a 23.6-mm diameter steel
tube aligned with the free-stream, positioned the tip
of the probe approximately 0.84m upstream of thetraverse gear. Two 6.2-me diameter rode were used tooffset the axis of the probes from that of the holder
by ll4mm (see figure 2(b)), Thus the probe holder didnot have to be placed in or near the vortex core for
the probes to be positioned there.

The single hot-wire probe (TSI type 1210T1.5)was used to measure profiles of mean velocity and
turbulence intensity and spectra in the wing boundarylayer as it left the trailing edge. The cross andtriple hot-wire probes (Dantec types 55P51 and 55P91)
were used to measure radial profiles of all mean
velocity, Reynolds stress and triple productcomponents in the vorcex at 20, 25 and 30 chordlengthsdownstream of the wing. Auto ali cross spectra of all
velocity components were also measured atrepresentative radial positions. To obtain these datawith the cross hot-wire probe it was necessary to
rotate it about its axis in steps of 45o• The.e
rotations were accomplished using a computer-

an Rec x/c Trip Flow vie. Hot-wire

0 400000 30 yes /
2.5 400000 30 Yev / /
5 130000 30 ye / o
5 260000 30 Yes / /
5 400000 30 Yes
5 400000 2S yes / /
5 400000 20 Yes / /
5 530000 30 Yes / /
5 530000 30 No /7.5 400000 30 Yes / / Figure 2., Helium bubble visualizations performed at Re

- 13O00., (a) Side view of the vortex at x/c - 20 witAthe wing at 50 angle or attack (a). (b) Side view ofiaole 1. Angles of attack (a), Reynolds numbers and the vortex at x/c - 30, a - 55 in the presence of thestreawise positions (x/c) of hot-wire measurements dummy probe. (c) View of the vortex from downstream,and helium bubble flow visualizations, a - 7.5.
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volume of sultas, only a representative sample will vortex are clearly visible in the W component profile.
be presor r, discussed here. Note that some of the Thee increase to a peak at the edge of the vortex
velocity measurements listed in table 1 are still In core, which appears to have a diameter of about .09c.
the process of being reduced and analyzed. The small core size in circumstantial evidence for the

relative stability of the vortex and its insensitivity
Flow visualizations to probe interference. The U profile shows an axial

The purpose of the flow-visualizations was to velocity deficit of about O.12U f here. The normal and
examine the stability of the vortex and its shear stress profiles (figurls 3(b and c)) are
sensitivity to probe interference. A dummy probe, .. mina~ed in t to rigion by a strong central peaks.
attached to the traverse gear, was used to simulate v /Ure and w /Ur , by far the largest normal
the effects of the cross and triple hot-wire probes on stresses, reach peek values of 0.019 (14% turbulence
the vortex. Photographs were taken with the probe at intensiy) and 0.012 (11% turbulence intensity).
positions inside and outside the vortex, and - ,/U 

, 
by far the largest shear stress, reaches a

traversing through the core at approximately 10mm/s. value of 0.006.
Figures 2(a, b and c) are long-time-exposure

photographs of the vortex in the presence and absence
of the dummy probe at Re - 130000. While these 1
photographs have been selected for their clarity, they (a)
are representative of the flow patterns seen at all 10
other conditions. In all three pictures the flow is 0 

-

from right to left. Figures 2(a and b) were taken 129
through the transparent side walls of the test
section. Figure 2(c) was taken from inside the 0 8
diffuser looking upstream. Note that these pictures
are not instantanous views of the flow. They are 0 3
views averaged over the exposure times of 2 or 4
seconds. As a result the paths followed by the bubbles 0 2
appear as streaks.

The center of the vortex is seen in the photos 0 1
as a straight line generated by the streaks of the

lighter-than-air bubbles passing along it or 0 0
centrifuging into it. in all the photographs this line

appears to have a finite diameter. This is most likely -0
a result of small lateral motions of the vortex core. 0 U
The extent of these motions may be estimated by -02 V
comparing the line diameter with the dimensions of the -0
dummy probe. In none of the photographs do the lateral 0 W
motions appear greater than O.047c (f the diameter of 0
the main part of the dummy probe). The frequency of -0 10 -0 05 0 00 0 05 0 10

these motions appears to be low since successive
bubble streaks along the center of the core are almost 20
parallel (figure 2(a)). 0 (b)

None of the photographs show, and at no time 8 v
were we able to discern by eye any influence of the + ,2.,03
dummy probe on the bubble streaks at or close to the 1 2
probe tip (the measurement point). Figure 2(b) does 1-
show some influence of the probe on the bubble
streaks, but only well downstream of the tip. 14

Velocity mteurements 12
Table 2 summarizes measurements made at the wing

trailing edge with the single hot-wire probe. Note 10
that, at all but the lowest Reynolds number, the
boundary layer leaving both sides of the wing was 8
fully turbulent.

Figures 3 through 6 show mean-velocities, 6
Reynolds stresses and spectra measured with the cross

and triple-wire probes during a z-wise traverse 4
through the center of the vortex at x/c - 30, Re -
400000, a - 50 with the trip attached. This set of 2
conditions will be referred to as the baseline case.,
Note that the center of the vortex was located before 0
each traverse by searching for the point of zero mean - 0 10 -0 05 0 00 0 os 0 0
W and V component velocities. Analysis of the 

results

from the traverses themselves suggests that the vortex
center was located with an accuracy of better than 6
tlio (*0.01c). 

0 -1in the vicinity of the vortex center (figure v
3(a)) the mean-velocity field much as would be 4 , -u .n _
expected given the results of Maeon and iMarchman _____

(1972). The tangential velocities associated with the 3

2

ac Side Re 6/C State I

0 S 400000 0.044 Turb 0
P 0.044 Turb, -1

2.5 S 400000 0.049 Turb.
P 0.040 Turb. -2

5.0 S 130000 0.05, Trans.
P '.W 4 Trans.. -3

8 260000 0.052 Turb.
P 0.038 Low Re Turb. -4

S 400000 0.052 Turb. _1
P 0.037 Turb.
8 530000 0.055 Turb. -61

P 0.037 Turb. -0 10 -005 000 005
7.5 S 400000 0.069 Turb.

P 0.034 Turb

Table 2. noun y-layer thickness (6) and state at the Figure 3. Velocity profiles measured with the cross-
wing trailing edge with the trip at various angles of wire probe in the vicinity of the vortex core
attack (a). (5) - suction side, (P) - pressure side. normalized on U,,,. Baseline case., (a) Mean velocities.
State inferred from mean-velocity and turbulence (b) Reynolds normal stresses. (c) Reynolds shear
intensity profiles, stresses,
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Those large stresses are quantitatively And discussions of previous workers studying split-wing
qualitatively consistent with the small lateral vortices (in particular of Phillips and Graham (1984))
motions of the vortex observed in the flow there appears to be little or no region surrounding
visualizations and the steep W gradient in the core. the core where successive turns of the wing wake have
They are clearly not roeasentetive of turbulence merged to form a continuous axisymmetric structure.
structure. The fact that v and w are not equal and This may reflect differences in the lift distributions
-vw is not zero at the vortex center indicates, , the wings or, alternatively, may be an important
surprisingly, that the motions are not isotropic but difference between split wing and single wing
have a preferred direction, vortices. Since the former are associated with the

The effects of the vortex motions can also be roll up of two spiral wakes rather than one we might
clearly seen in velocity power spectra measured at the reasonably expect them to produce a much larger
vortex center (figure 4). These spectra are plotted in axisymetric region of merged turbulent flow.
terms of non-dimensional frequency fc/Ur,, where f is
in Hertz. Because of the implied scales !rt is unlikely
that turbulent velocity fluctuations are associated
with frequencies much below fc/Ur

f 
- 2. However, this I1

is where the spectra contain the vast bulk of their (a)
energy. The peak frequency of the vortex motions 1 0
responsible for this energy is remarkably low - about
0.005. This implies a streanwise length scale of about 0 9
200 chord long'.ho (40m). Corresponding cross spectra
show a strong coherence between V and W velocity 0 8
fluctuations between fc/U,., - 0.001 and 0.1.- This is
consistent with the anisotropy of the motions apparent 0 3
in the Reynolds stresses. While the distinction
between the unsteadiness and turbulent parts of the
spectra plotted in figure are not that clear, it 0 2
seems likely that most of the energy above fc/Ur,.f - 2
is a result of turbulent fluctuations. Reprocessing 01
the raw data using a filter to extract this energy it
may be one way to deduce the Reynolds stresses 0 0

assec iated with the true turbulence structure of the 0core. -0 1
Away from the vortex center the effects of the 0 U

motions are smaller and the true turbulence structure 02 V V
is visible (figure 5). However, this structure is + W
somewhat different from that we had expected. Here the -03 n . 5
measurements show two, if not three, distinct half -15 --10 -05 00 05 10 5
turns of the wing wake as it spirals around the
vortex. These appear as peaks in the normal- and
shear-stress profiles (figures 5(b) and (c)) and 020
inflections and depressions the W and U profiles -- 1 (b)
(figure 5(a)) respectively, centered at z/c - +.75, V y

2
.l0

-.31 and +.19. In contrast to the results and + w2.103

0715

0-0 010

10-1 -

10-2 - 005

10-3 0 00
-15 -10 -05 00 05 10 15

+ -U.!O
3

10-5 - 0

002

10-6 7 0 "'" ,
'*

10 -7 -00

2 -002
10-7 0 Ou,/Uj

2

0 G /~V
2

10-7 1 -004
10-4 10- 3  10-2 10-1 100 101 102 -15 -10 --05 00 05oo o1

fc Uref ZIC

Figure 5. Velocity profiles measured with the cross-
Figure 4. Velocity autospectra measured at the center wire probe over the entire vortex, normalized on U
of the vortex in the baseline case using the triple- Baseline case. (a) Mean velocities. (b) ReynodI
wire probe. normal stresses. (c) Reynolds shear stresses.
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The behavior of the tus lence stresses in the - turbulence levels in the spiral wake decreasespiral wake is worth noting w" i- ssily the Igeet @lowly with distance downstream. Otherwise they appearstress, being typically 1.5 times u and twice v . The to be strongly dependent on the propertien of the wingmagnitude of the normal stresses falls by about 40% on boundary layers. Most notably, removing the wing tripeach half turn of the 2iral. The @hear stresses at Re. produced a 60% reduction in turbulence normal(figure 5(c)), of which -uw is the largest, drop even stresses in the wake at x/c - 30.more rapidly. This may indicate that the greatercircumferential shear experienced hy the wing wake CONCLUSIONStowards the vortex center inhibits th4 development of,or breaks up, large stress-producing turbulent eddies. The tip vortex shed by a single rectangular NACAThis conjecture, however, is not entirely supported by 0012 wing is being studied. Helium bubble flowvelocity spectra measured in the spiral. Figure 4 visualizations and extensive hot-wire velocityshows autospectra of w-component velocity fluctuations measurements have been performed with the intent ofmeasured at z/c--0.5 and -0.25, to either side of the revealing the far-field turbulmnce structure of this2nd half turn of the spiral wake (see figure 5(b)). flow. Measurements have been made at Reynolds numbersNote that the discrete peaks in these spectra at non- Re from 130000 to 400000, streamwis* positions fromdimensional frequencis (fc/U j) above 20 re the x/C-20 to 30 and with the wing at angles of attackresult of electrical noisevielile because of the low from 0 to 7.5
° .

overall turbulence levels. Despite the substantial At all conditions flow visualizations show the
difference in turbulence levels at these locatione the vortex to be i. ,eneitive to probe interference at thespectra are almost identical. They both have broad. measurement point. It is also relatively stable. Somepeaks centered at about fc/Ue

f - 2, corresponding to very low frequency (fc/Ulg - 0.005) lateral motionsa streamwise length scai
4  

(assuming Taylor's are present but these have an amplitude of less thanhypothesis) of about c/2, a distance approximately t5% of the wing chord. Interestingly, these motionsequal to the width of the wing wake at x/c - 30. It is have a preferred direction.an open question as to whether such large structures Despite their emall magnitude the lateraltruly do exist in this region of high circumferential motions dominate turbulence measurements made close tovelocity gradient. Two-point velocity measurements, the vortex center.. Mean-velocity profiles, howeverdue to be made in the near future, should be able to clearly show the core which at x/c - 30 has a diameteranswer this question. 
of about 0.09c. Away from the vortex center theVelocity measurements made at other conditione effects of the motions is much smaller and the truein table 1 reveal a flow structure qualitatively turbulence structure is visible. This is dominated bysimilar to the baseline case. Some quantitative the wing wake which forms a spiral around the core. In

effects are worth noting; 
contrast to the results of previous workers, there- the core size, as indicated by the mean appears to be little or no region surrounding thecircumferential velocity measurement, appears almost core where successive turns of the wing wake merge toindependent of Reynolds number, angle of attack (i.e. form a continuous axisymnetric structure. Turbulencecirculation) and wing trip. The increase in core shear and normal stresses within the spiral wake falldiameter with streamwise position is slow being no as the vortex center is approached suggesting that themore than about 0.006c between A/c-20 and 30. circumferential shear generated by the vortex inhibits- the low-frequency unsteadiness of the vortex or breaks up the larger etress-producing eddies.appears similarly anisotropic at all conditions. It Much of the data taken is still to be reducedincreases in magnitude with distance downstream but and analyzed. Included here are long-time recordappears unaffected by angle of attack. Its variation triple hot-wire measurements at the center and in thewith Reynolds number is complex, it being greater at outer part of the vortex. These data should reveal theRe -130000, and fl at Re 130000 and 530000 than position of the vortex as a function of time, and mayat.; - 400000. ultimately enable us to eliminate the contribution of

- the distance between successive half turns of the vortex motions to the turbulence measurements madethe spiral wake increases with distance downstream and in the core.angle of attack, as would be expected. It does notappear influenced by other factors. ACKNOWLNDGEMNTS
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ABSTRACT
Data obtained front three-component laser Doppler ve- It 1 oo.2

locimetry (LDV) in the unsteady tip vortex behind a rectan- - .
gular NACA0015 wing oscillating simusoidally in pitch about M 0 -

O_its quarter-chord axis, are presented These instantaneous
LDN' data have been used to obtain Information on the dis-
tribution of phase locked velocity and vorticity components
across the vortex, as well as the phase locked circulation asso-
ciated with the vortex Some data on the turbulence intensity 0
Iii thfe vortex have also been preseiited The data indicate that U
the oscillating vortex flow is sigificantly non-quasi-steady
Many of the detailed data obtained in this study are the first
of the kind and have been archived for possible future use
as a database on unsteady turbulent tip %ortex flows St.. St

INTRODUCTION 
- O

Fis c IN e
The study of the structure of the unsteady longitud-

nal %ortex (the so called "wing-tip vortex") in the near wake Figure 1 The experimental set up
behind a rectangular wing has important practical applica-
tions, notably in helicopter aerodynamics Flow-visualizatiou tested was a rectangular wing of NACA 0015 profile with astudies in steady flow behind a stationary wing have shown chord (c) of 30 cm and a semispan of 60 cii The wing wasthat tit the near-wake region (0 < x/c < 1), of the wing ocillated sinusoidally in pitch about its quarter-chord (c/4)tip, the flow is characterized by the rolling up of the shear axis by a Scotch-Yoke Mechanism driven by a speed-regulatedla)er coming out of the trailing edge, into a spiral. The D C motor The mean angle of incidence (a) was 10 degreesflow in this region is highly three-dimensional and exhibits The amplitude (Ac) and frequency of oscillation (f) were 5strong spatial velocity gradients A comprehensive project degrees and 1 Hz. respectively. At the test-section velocityto study the dynamics of this roll-up process in steady and (Uoa) of about 8 m/s, this oscillatin frequency correspoids tounsteady flows is currently in progress at Washington State a 'ieduced frequency' k - rfc/Uo ;t. 0 1, which is relevant toUniversity, The results on the steady flow have been reported helicopter rotor-blade dynamics The iean Reynolds numberelsewhere (Zheng and Ramaprian 1991) The present pa- of the flow in the tunnel was about 1S0,(000per reports the results from the unsteady-flow experiments A three-color, six-beam, fiber-optic bawcd LDV system.WVhile there have been several quahtatise flow-visualization mounted on an automated three-di tiensional traverse wasstuiies on unsteady wing-tip vortices, such as those of Frey- used to obtain the three components of velocities in the flowunuth (1987) and Freymuth, Finaish and Bank (1985, 1986), field to a resolution of 0 2 nsm x 0.1 mm xO I mm Theand on unsteady three-dimensional flows over wing surfaces expeiimental set-up and coordinate directions are shown instli as those of Adler and Luttges (1985), Gad-el-liak and Fig Itlo (1986) and Freymuth (1989), there are no detailed quan. The seeding for LDV measuremets was provided by in-titative data on unsteady wing-tip vortices reported in the troducing fine water particles from an ultrasonic humhdufietliterature, to the best of our knowledge Phase-locked mena- through perforations on the pressure side of the wing surfacesuretuents of velocity, vortirity and turbulence are reported Information of the phase angle and instantaneous directionti this paper The ultiniate objective of the present on-going viz ,. "up" or "down") of motion of the wing during the os-
research pioject is the understanding of the process of in- cillatimg cycle was obtained from an optical encoder (winchtei action between the loigitudinal tip vortex and the span- had a resolution of 4096 parts per revolution) mounted onwi betading-edge vortex under condi ons of dyaniic stall in the pitching axis. This was recorded simultaneously with thewiseeadg-dgens orte tinster coiow s dac salso n u velocity signals from the three LDV frequency counters Thethsuee-uitieinsiona unsteady flows. The data can also be issed -to model the near wake in the wing-tip region more accurately instantaneous velocities were subsequently ensemble averagedthan has been possible in the past over a large number of oscillation cycles (ranging from ':q tn

500) to obtain phase-locked averages of the flow propertesEXPEIIMENTAL DETAILS at sarious phase positions during the cycle 'I lie results pie
seitld in this paper were obtained at the duwnstruarn locationThe c-xpertments were conducted in a low-speed wind (I) of 30 cm correspondipg to a-/c as I Meassiements weretunnel of test section I m x I m in cross bection The model obtucd across the vortex (in the y - z plane) at about 500
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-)Iai tvr t raiisit itted ovr '-etler lit to a NIASS( 0NI P %t00
4 (otirriter for processiing and displaY, Thle data presented in

. . . .thiis paper were obtained from a very long experiment, which
*ianr in a frill auitomrateid niode for nearly a week

. li. .ii. ..t. ..s.. 'I It( i iitn al~u 1 0 dotii liaw' b "Iir aiirir''M'I[i,-
: : : :: : : -'org thle well knloN 11 1)1iir Ipie of Irrilr I1 rrli Iirsr 0s I

0 for example, Mvenendez and Ranirapriar 1989) Ali% instanrta
ireous flow property ili) a, y, z, ) is thius represenitedl bi'

N rl(e,, , .t) <4 > (X.r1. Z.r0) +1 0(eT, 11, Z,r0, ) (1)

-4 %liii' < ilr > Is thle enrsemrbli 'masraged oi tire plhase liiiked
. .. .. .(oioiririt and 0r the i aiiioiir r orritioriet iif (D I'lie phrase-
. .... Ii oil ie criritrierit is obtrarined iry avr'iasgirig tire irstanrtanreous
. .. .. .. .. ale in'sirasri id at tire same angle of irudenire dlurinig a isun-

bet of iff erenrt oscillation Ns T e 'in rstaintaneoris randoi
-8 uriritricom ioent m~ is then olitarieil fromi eq (1) 'Thle iiean square'

urliileirt intensity (P(x, y, : ) in obtarined as [< 0- >1
-4 0 4 8 whreie tire sviiihols <> denote ensembile averaging as definrerd

y (C Ml abrove Note also that by averaging thre eiisemible-aversiged

irritrsover a comoplete oscillation cycle, one can obtain
Figure 2 The measurement grid tie time averaged property, ID

RIESULITS

t)ot s %Intc fned afiniegrrrl lie grid size arid dist rrbutio roil;tniv muto etie nomainotiencr r' slecieri so as to span the legion of significanut vor tic iry y 'r extenssivtie L auta of deied informaton ta nly
rlrrirg the eintire oscillation cycle arid providle a spatial res- Iyirresngtr D aahsbe trdo aeOl
rrlrtrirr adequate for the evaluation of the vortierty %ector sonic typical results will be presented and discussed here
Figure '2 shows tile grid used it) tire present measrenrts VeoiyDsrbtnwthnte otx
lIn this paper, the %orticity components WY~ arid W,' have beenr Vlct itiuinwti ieVre
obtained by assumring 89 < U > 10x to be nearly zero This Grey level shaded Contours oif thne phase-locked loisgi
alihrnrriiatron will he dropped as data at several downstream t ild iii scoit) < f' > acroiss thre tirp-vrrrtex are sliossi iii
lorcations become available in the near future I- igs, '1(a) ann 3(b) for six typical instaritaneois aingles of in

'le data front thre LDV and thre encoder iere acquiiredl cirlirci' froni 5 to I5 degrees. I, igre 3(a) correstponids to
on ir IBNI PC based data acquisition system The dlata re' "pitch rip" situation (inrcreasinrg o), Nrile Fig 3(b) cir-

(b)

Figure 3 Contours of < U > within the vortex for in 5,~ 7,91, 11, 13
and 15 degrees. a)Pitch-up. b)Pitch-down. Minimum contour
value is 0.65. Contour interval is .05.
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Figure 4 Typical distribution of the cross stream velocity vector
D; < V > +Z < W >) for a = 10 degrees. a)Pitch-up. Maximum
magnitude 2: 0 4U_. b)Pitch-down. Maximum magnitude ;:
0 6U-.

esioiids to the "pitch-down" situation (decreasing a) I, velocity vectors (. < V > +k < W >) acioss the vortex are
seen that in both cases, the velocity in the interior of the shown in Figs 4(a) and 4(b) The figures refer to an ingtar-
voitex is generally lower than in the fiee stieai Ilowev' , tiieous angle of incidence of 10 degrees Figure 4(a) corre-
certain interesting features of the flow are very strongly ,)- spoilc to the pitch-up iiotion of the wing and Fig 4(b) to the
parent For example, it is clearlN' seen that the decrease of iitch-down motion The magnitudeof thecross-strean veloc-
vilocity is not monotonic across the vortex from the rim to- ity is shown by the length of the airow us these figures The
ward the center Rather, spirals of low velocity can be easily axis of oscillation of the wing is shown by the dashed straight
(list iiguished in the contours, even though in some cases, they line in each figure. Once again, departure from quasi-steady
are "broken" These spirals correspond to the shear layer behavior is clearly seen both with respect to the location of
fioi the inboard regicns of the flow, which is in a process of the center of the vortex and the distribution of the velocity
ioling tip to form thc axial tip vortex One can also notice vectors across the vortex The magnitude of the cross-stream
iontouis of velocity higher than the local freestream veloc- velocity vectors was found to be of the order of 0 5Ua
ity These are also associated with the flow arriving into the From plots like Figs 4(a) aid 4(b), one can locate the
voitex from 'egions of high velocity in the suction side of the center of the tip vortex with reasonable accuracv It was
iiboad regions of the wing Another significant feature that found that the spanwise coordinate of the vortex center es-
can be seen from these figures is the non-quasi-steady na- sentially remained constant during the entire oscilhation cycle
ture of the flow, n umely, that the flow structure at any given at approximately 0 Ic in board of the wing tip The vortex
angle of incidence is different for pitch-up and pitch-down sit- center, however, moved up and down during the cycle Figure
uioni In other words, the instantaneous flow "remembers" 5 shows the z- coordinate of the vortex center as a function
the wing loading history it passed through. The spiral is far
more organized and the flow more nearly axisymmetric during
most part of the pitch-up motion than during the pitch-down
iiotion This difference is due to the fact that during the
pitch-up motion the boundary layer over the inboard regions
of lhe wing tends to remain attached to the surface resulting
,i a wak, that is less turbulent and better organized This 0.0
Oicar ]aser rolls up into the tip vortex. The flow over the wing
lirmi the pitch-down motion tends to detach itself from the Q

si, fsi(e, especially at the larger values of a. This results in a
icn e turbulent and disorganized wake that rolls into the tip Cn

soulx These changes do not, however, manifest neither im-
r-di,tely, nor without distortion at the measuring station -0.1 s

Tis ij due to the lag introduced by the time requ.red for
the effccts to be convected from the originating regions to
the inme., urement location, as well as due to hysterisis effects
Itence, tiere is no clear one-to-one correspondence between
the result., for the pitch-up and pitch-down motions Also, -0 2 ' __' _____. ... ___...._______ ,_,___....__

,, iuc~-.o, nspuidence cannot be explained as the result of 0 0 0. 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0
a simple phase shift This non-quasi-steady behavior of the Time (sec)
flow is an uiniortant feature that can be observed in all the
Ilow properties studied Figure 5 Vertical movement of the vortex

Typical disributions of the phase-locked, cross-stream center during the oscillation cycle.
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(a)

Figure 6 Distribution of < wr > across the vortex for n - 5, 7, 9, 11,,
13 and 15 degrees. Minimum contour value is -30 Contour
interval is 2.0. a)Pitch-up. b)Pitch-down.

0 0---0--------- I--

_00

-0 2 -0 2

-01 00 G 02 03 -0 1 00 01 02 03
y/c y/C

(d) (b),

Figure 7 Typical distribution of the cross-stream vorticity vector

() < wy > +T < w, >) across the vortex. a = 100 . a)Pitch-up,

b)Pitch-down. Maximum magnitude of vorticity 2 0 2 <
in both case.
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of timne during the oscillation cycle While the up and (town IIIogIIIitoiaIl direct ion is well oigaiiiil during the pitib-up
montion of tire vortex center corresponding to a similar no- ploti's \,I\ lit tle ci iss stivcaiii li(Its I, seen In tile slieai
lilli of the wing tip is expected(, it is interesting to note thle Foct[iin lg lic pitll-Iloiln moutioni M uth iiilicates that 11his

tilaxe difference bet a eu the two inoilns Also significant is lax 'er was ilctaihed fromn the winig surfai e when it started
hie iit ortion front the sinusoidal shapic in the~ ninton of itle ii is ng tlowards the tip
%itei' center These are fiurt her evidences oit tlie non ituasi- Integrat ion of the axial vorticity oser the area of tie s-or-
i'.iik lsattice of the flow I c\ tit to ally radius c yields the circulation associated is t I

Vorticity Distributions within the Vortex tils \I liiiity ariiiiid a circle of that raius Figures 8( a)
ind 8(b) siiss typical distributions of the eiiseiible awserAgeil

Theii high density of data points obitaiiied in this exper- '1(iio <~ I' as a fiiiction of thle ulistaiice froii Itle
unenlt miadie it possible to estimate the comlponenits of thbe viii te center for ses eral angles of incidence d urinig plt h-ulp
ilia~i hoc ked vocticity of the flow withini the vortex, Soome iiii lit ch lossi mlotions Also showii fur i oiiparlsol ti eal
i% piii's cesilt-s for the evolution of the axial vorticity com-1 igut e are th lierst ribiit ions of the tinie as erag. circiilatioii IF
ilillnntu ,(]iriing the pitch-up aiid l1111 -dossi phases of the allil the circiilat ion l'r corresponding to filie bneau angle uf iii-
iscillating cycle are showii in Figs 6i(a) aiir 6(b) It seas ohl- ciulejce of I1l degrees, ti steady flow There is no slicitaciilar
sren i that nearly 85/o of the axial \oruticit' iwas i unleit rateil iilt lce bet weeni thle latter two distrcibiitioiis llos usr, thle
sil iiti a radius of the order of 0 Ic It is, however, seen that ii rciilat ion distribhutio v11 aries conlsiderably durn g thle oscilha-
thlure is a sign ificaiit dist ribatioii of axial vorticity over this t ion i c Aiid tis variationl is sigiiificantls' iioiiquasi-steady
radius This distribution is due to viscous aiid/or turbulent The (irciilat ion cuin g t ire piti-doivo motionl is substantialy
diffusiiin The mnaximumn (negative) vorticity is obsersei near lirger than uiiring the 1iitci-iip process, rliis can be seeni bsN
the center of the sortex. Tl'le magnitude of this sortirity is compring the istribuions at a given ai, say 10 degrees. diir-
genierally higher, and the vorticity distribiitioii more ilonax- Iing tie uip aiiil dioiwn mot ions Since the strenugth

1 
of the axial

is) liumiutric during the pitch-dowii motion 'Ile liol-i-uahi- sii i is irelateil to tire spanwise dist ribhutionl of lift over tii,
steady niatuire of the floiw is thus once againi appiarenit, iing, one caii concloude that the latter istribiitioii is quasi-

As the shear layer from the iiiboard regions of the wing sleadn duiring thie pitching cycle Thre ciniilatioi has liot
sii iface rolls tip into the tip vortex, the spaliwise curt icity readieu a constant salue in sum of the distrcibutioiis at thu
carriuui by it rotates into the axial ai rectioli aiid aiigments sitial Icr angles of hr'. dence This is possibly due to the fai
thu( axial surtici ty of the tip vortex I hits is clearly seen froiii thiat hu( i oll-up of thre qhear lay cis at smuall values of oi is
Figs 7(a) aiid 7(b), which show uspil at iilots of ttire cross- slii andu lieiii r iot oiiipls'te at this diiwiistiea caidisaice
streami %orticity sector (3 <z WY > t-k< W2 >), across the The seed particles introduceid hear the outiyuard regions of
vortex, for a = 10 degrees during the pitch-up and pitch the vitig idrlint spread far ( ouigh to allowe the mleasure-
(town portions of the cycle Once againi, the roll-up process itelits to b., cotiniued to more iiihoard local ions in the iwake
result ing in thre transfcr of the cross-streamn vrirticity to the (I t, , larger values of e)

0.5 0.5

04 0 0.4 Cu.0+

A +C
". 0~l 2 
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V "V 0.a

0 1 0N

0.0,'02 C

00.
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(a) Wb

Figure 8 Variation of circulation < r > with distance r from the
vortex center. a)Pitch- up. b)Pitch-dowri
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(,d) (b)

Figure 9 Distribution of turbulent intensity i" across the vortex for
a = 10 degrees. a)Pitch-up. Maximum contour value is 0 11,
Contour interval is 0.01. b)Pitch-down. Maximum contour
value is 0,18. Contour interval is 0.02.
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ABSTRACT intense than unfixed ones such as that around a

The turbulent near wake of a two-dimensional body cylinder. Our st.Jy employs the similar measurement
Influenced by a vortex shedding due to a fixed and data reduction techniques used by other
separation on one side has been measured by a Investigators of vortex-shedding type wake flows.
direction-sensitive multi-component spiit-film probe Since we emphasize the near field where there Is
and the flow characteristics were studied In terms of Instantaneous and mean flow reversals, we have
the phase-averaged statistics of the turbulent applied the direction sensitive multi-component
velocity components. The contributions to the total split-film techniques to measure two simultaneous
apparent shear stress from the periodic motion and velocity components. The detailed data were
the random fluctuation are comparable In one case, obtained for two cases and were analyzed to reduce
but the phase-averaged Reynolds shear stress is the conventional and the phase-averages of
fairly well described by a positive eddy viscosity, fluctuating velocity components.

INTRODUCTION EXPIKRIENTAL MElIMODS

It is not yet nossible to carry out the direct The geometry of the investigated flow Is shown In
Navier-Stokes simulation of turbulent flows of at Fig. I. The model is a 30mm thick 25 cm long wooden
high Reynolds numbers, and, although progress Is board with a variable-length trailing edge piece
being made (eg. Le Balleur, 1989), the numerical attached to one side of the aft portion of the body.
solutions of the Reynolds equations are still Fig.i also shows the arrangement of the
unreliable particularly when there Is a separation field-measurement and vortex-detecting probes.
region of large extent. One of the reasons is that A special probe shown in Fig.2 that consists of a
many of these models do not adequately account for cylindrical film split Into four elements was used to
the flow unsteadiness when separation Is involved measure the instantaneous velocity components In the
The turbulence models must also be examined in these center plane of the test flow. Each of the split
unsteady conditions, elements is operated on independent anemometer

Detailed near wake structures of bluff bodies bridge. If the temperatures of the elements are
involving vortex shedding have been investigated by balanced, two instantaneous components In the plane
many workers(e.g. Perry & Watmuff(1981), Cantwell & perpendicular to the sensor axis can be reduced.
Coles(1983), Klya & Sasak](1985), and Perry & The magnitude of this velocity component, or the
Steiner1987)). These studies are mostly concerned effective cooling velocity is first obtained by
with vortex shedding in otherwise symmetric inverting the relation between the cooling velocity
configurations. However, such flows as the near and the sum of the squares of the outputs of the four
wake of an airfoil with upper-surface boundary layer elements, which Is like the usual King's law of
separated, imply more one-sided pattern(Nakayama. cooling used In the regular hot-film method. Next,
1985). Even at high angles of attack, the flow the direction of the flow in the plane perpendicular
structure is somewhat different from the near wake to the sensor axis is determined by finding the
of symmetric bluff bodies. Perry & Steiner(1987), for direction at which the Interpolation of the outputs
example, report that their measurements with
inclinec. flat plate showed the globally-averaged
velocity field to be quite different from the
theoretically anticipated pattern. Even when the
global average shows one-sided separation vortex,
the shedding was found alternating. Present PHSEOETECTOR

SINGLE WiRE PROBE
experiments were conducted as a step to understand y (STAT0NARY)
turbulence structures and to provide information for FLOW U0 VARILE .
turbulence models under the Influence of these
asymmetrical vortex shedding-type unsteadiness. -- H I

in order to make the flow field easy to model, we Ih X
chose a configuration that has a fixed separation ROUGHNESS h.f 1
point. The model Is a simple two-dimensional 4-WAYSPITFILM

streamline body with a sharp corner on one side that m(TRAVER5S

forces a flow separation and flow reversal. This
fixed separation made the overall flow condition
more stable, but the vortex shedding was less Fig.i. The model and experimental setup
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with respect to azimuthal angle between the SPLIT FILM 1

velocity vector and the reference direction(one of Y' V FILM4
the split planes) direction on the sensor would give / F 4

the maximum In this Interpolation, orly the largest ' /u SPLIT FILM2

three outputs are used to avoid the output of the zSPLI F X

element that Is In the separated zone. ---- >' PRONG

The detailed description and the performance of
thethis split-film method Is given In Nakayama(1991) I/PROBE STEM
The diameter of the sensor cylinder Is only 0.15mm
and the active length Is 2mm. The response
characteristics of this probe was compared with that
of regular hot-wire probe and a laser doppler
anemometer The mean velocity In the region with
Instantaneous flow reversal was compared with the Fig 2 4-way spit film probe

laser anemometer was found to agree very well., while 2
the frequency response characteristics were
compared with a single wire probe in the rerlon CASE L/h=2 3
where the velocity fluctuation is small and found the
response adequate for the present flow.

The phase of the vortex shedding was detected by a o
separate single-wire probe located Just outside the
wake about one model thickness downstream of the
trailing edge as seen In Fig.1. Examples of this 2
signal for the cases In which the detailed data were
obtained are shown In Flg,3. The moment when the CASE Lh=3.4
output of this phase-detector probe shows a peak Is
arbitrarily chosen as the phase reference, and the
phase angle 0 Is measured from there.

The shedding frequency over a range of Reynolds
number Reh based on the body thickness and geometry
parameter L/h, were investigated prior to the -0 0 20 30 40 50
detailed measurements, and the results are shown in
Fig.4. The results are seen to be very similar to the t (msec)
the case of a rectangular trailing edge with a Fig 3. Signals from phase detector wire,
splitter plate(Nash, Quincey & Calllnan(1963) and
Bearman(1964)) attached along the centerline, If the
present body thickness h is interpreted as one half
of the thickness of the rectangular trailing edge and 0 32
the length L of the overhanging part of the body as a Reh x 10

- 3

the splitter plate length. It can be said that the 9 188
overhanging part of the trailing edge acted like a 0 28 a 0 a 37 5

splitter plate, and the criteria for the shedding and St * 563
the frequency are seen to be very similar,, too. The
maximum Strouhal number is obtained at around L/h-3 0 24 & 75 0

and the shedding ceases at about L/h-5 which Is * 40 8
related to the reattachment of the separated flow. 5SEAIANIMS)

The present detailed results were obtained at L/h-2.3 0 20o oNV
and 3.4, which are on opposite sides of the peak .. _o
frequency. The strength of the vortex shedding was
very different for these two cases although L/h Is 0 168

not very different. The Reynolds number Reh was L/h
fixed at 20,000 corresponding to the free-stream
velocity of 20 a/s. Fig.4, The vortex shedding frequency

The signals from the split-film probe and the
phase-detector probe were simultaneou.ly sampled
and digitized real time by a MetraByte A/D converter where i- Is the global mean, V is the periodic mean
operated on an IBM compatible computer. The data component, and 6 is the randomly fluctuating
were also recorded on floppy disks so that they component. We use < > to Indicate the averages at a
could be re-reduced using different methods constant phase, or the phase average. Then the

phase average of velocity u Is given by

DATA REDUCTION <u>- i-. i (2)

In the present flow with semi-periodic vortex
shedding, we use the same notation as used by The phase-averaged Reynolds stress components, that
Cantwel, and Coles(*983) and Reynolds & Is the Reynolds stresses If the flow Iq ensidered
Iussalidi1972), The instantaneous velocity component periodically unsteady, are <usu'>, -v'v'>, <u'v'>, etc.
u Is written as While, If the overall flow Is Interpreted as a

stationary flow, the total Reynolds shear stress, for
u -U b u" (I) example, Is (u-_ (v - and can be expressed as

the sum of two components, 6I 9 and u'v'. We have
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reduced al these Reynolds stresses Involving - total shear stress
velocity components u ,nd v, but not the spanwise .... contrbutiontrom
compo ,Pnt w It became evident, as the data were periodic motion
analyzes that, the random fluctuation components
consisted of cycle-to-cycle fluctuation as well as (a) Uh23

the purely turbulent fluctuationcs The problem of
the phase Jitter was discussed by Perry and
Watmuff(1981), but in the present case, the ambiguity /
due to phase Jitter was not as serious The variation
in the cycle period is excluded from the random
compon, nt b) subdividing the Individual periods toI,
between succesIve peaks of the phase signal Into
equal subdivisions. The contribution due to the
cycle-to-cycle fluctuation In the strer.-tts is
included as a random component. (b) L/h=3 4

GLOBAL AVERAGES___ __K

The global averages of the velocity components
are shown In the vector plots of Fig.5 The sum of
the global averages of the periodic and random

fluctuations 02 OT , which is roughly
proportional to the global turbulence energy Is
plotted In Fig.6 together with the contribution from Fig.6 Global averaged turbulence (0+u)

2 
+ + v')

2 
and

the perlodi motion Similar plots corresponding to contributions from penodical motiori +
the Reynolds shear stress are given in Fig.7. From

these plots, It can be said that these flows are like
the flow downstream of a backward-facing step, with
the length of the wall too short to reattach. In total shear stress
both cases, the separation bubble extends ... contribu'on trorn

downstream of the trailing edge, but it is more for periodic motion

the case of L/ho2. 3. It Is this fact that the flow (a) Uh=r2 3
does not reattach the wail induces the vortex
shedding In the case of L/h=3.4, the separation
bubble closure point Is very close to the trailing
edge, In both cases, the turbulence intensities and
shear stresses are seen to be very large Just
downstream of the bubble closure point. The
relative magnitudes of the global averages and the
periodic flow contributions Indicate the Importance
of the periodicity of the vortex shedding It is seen
that, In the case of L/h=2.3, the contributions from
the periodic motions are very large, while In the (b) h-=3.4

case of L/hx3 4. they show up only at downstream
locations This point is remarkable sinc' he vortex
shedding was found to exist up to L/h=5.

(a) L/h=2.3

Fig 7. Global averaged shear stresses -(0 +U( + v) and
contnbutons from periodical motion -0 .

- ..- -1 PHASE AVERAGES

-- The averages of the Nelocity vectors at constant

phase angles are shown in Fig.8 and 9, for the two
test cases from 0 =0 to 3000 at 60* Interval, The
estimated phase-avraged positions of the dividing

Z= -streamlines are hand drawn In Fig8. The strength of
(b) LUh=34 "Z i= the vortex shedding Is seen to be very weak In the

'- zz case of L/h=3.4, and the flos pattern for most of the
phases are almost the same, except the last few x

- - __ positions In the case of L/h-2.3, the shedding is
-. ...- : - seen very strong and one can see how the Individual

: - .- .- ." . .- i - - vortices are generated and convected downstream
The shedding pattern Is seen to be such that rh
bubble closure point and the dividing streamline
move up and down rather than changing th, length of

Fig 5 Global averageofthevelocityvectors the separation bubble. It Is seen, however, that
even in this ese, the motion In the separated shear
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Figl 8 Phase-averagedl velocity vectors, L/h - 2 3 Fig 9 Phase-averaged velocity vectors, L/h =3 4

layer upstream of the trailing edge Is seen to be small,, the results only at three phase angles are
rather phase- Ind ependen t suggesting that It is not shown. The changes of the distribution of this
the large vortex structure In the separated shear quantity at different phases Is seen to follow the
layer that Is causine the vortex shedding. In fact, undulating motion of the dividing streamlines.
additional data taken at locations more downstream The distributions of the phase-averaged Reynolds
than the presently shown region, Indicate more shear stress -u v are shown In Figs. 12-13. It Is
ppt nd|i' Mnt| Sq Arp fitPtotw Pve? for I /h

= , 
4 seen again that the periodic motions are quite strong

The phase averages of the turbulence energy as In the case of L/hff2.3 but It Is almost Insignificant
represented by (u2 ) + (v' ) are shown In Fig.l10 and 11. In most of the regions for the case of L/h=3.4, It was
Since the periodic motion foc" L/h-3.4 case Is very pointed out by Cantwell and Coles(1983) based on
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Fig 11. P' .1se-averaged turbulence (u'2) + (v2 ,L/h -34. Fig.13. Pnase-averaged shear wmes (u'v), L/h .3.4.
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their measurements In the wake of a circular cylinder random motions depend on the strength of the vortex

that the turbulence generation is strong at the shedding. When the overhanging length of the
saddles. By comparing the present turbulence data trailing edge Is shorter than about 3 times the body
with the phase-averaged vector fields of Fig. 8 and thickness, the vortex shedding is strong and the

9. It can be said that the turbulence Intensities are periodic-motion contribution becomes significant, In

high near the saddle point, which, In the present either case, the eddy viscosity defined as constant

case, Is located at the phase-averaged phase angles appear to stay positive

separation-closure point. Also It seems that the
high turbulence Intensity and the high shear stress REFERENCES
are related to the strong turbulence production
Indicated by the area of large velocity gradient BEARIAN, P W 1965 Investigation of the flow behind
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CONCLUSIONS

The vortex-shedding characteristics and the
turbulence structure of the turbulent near wake ot a
two-dimensional streamline body with a sharp cutout
for a fixed separation, have been determined in
detail using a spilt-film probe. The contributions to
the total apparent stresses from the periodic and
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EIGII IIf SYMPOSIUM ON
TURBULENT SIHEAR FLOWS 9-4
Technical Untiersitv of Munich
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AN EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF SOME TURBULENCE MODELS FROM A THREE-DIMENSIONAL

TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER AROUND A WING-BODY JUNCTION

by

Semih M Olymen and Roger L Simpson
Department of Aerospace and Ocean Engineering

VirginIa Polytechnic Inatitute and State University
Blacksburg,, VA, 24061, USA

ABSTRACT vorn.al stress is maximum (Figure 1) Snce most Of the

Detailed three-dimensional LDV measurements have turbulent kinetic energy of the flow is stored in the
been made in a three-dimensional turbulent boundary
layer that approaches a wing-body )unction. These normal stress term, the flow along this path must
measurements are used here to evalurte several follow approxmately the path of the shear and
turbulence models These models require or imply a turbulence producing eddies. The data show that the
relationship between the angles of the turbulent eddy viscosity of the flow i' not isotropic, but that
shear-stress and mean celocity gradient vectors. In the ratio or eddy viscosities perpendicular and
the present flow these angles are not only different parallel to the direction of the mean velocity vector
but do not follow any simple relationship. The ability component parallel to the wall at the point in the
of several turbulence nodels to calculate the layer where 731 is maximum is close to unity The
magnitude and direction of the shear stress vector is
examined Among the best are the Cebeci-Smmih and shear-stress vector direction in the flow lags behind
Johnson-King models the flow gradient vector direction (blpmen, 1990).

NOE CL TU A is not a constant of 0.15 as
2

i

AFS angle between a axes of the tunnel and
free-stream coordinates expected for 2-D flows, but is mach lower near the

ANS angle between x axes of the tunnel and wall for 3-D flows The skin friction velocity is not
mean velocity vector direction at the the scale of the turbulence in such a flow. Table 1
maximum normal stress location gives some important characteristics of the profiles

J3, wall shear stress direction with respect to measured.
x axis of the free-stream coordinate In the next sections, selected Algebraic Turbulence

( quantity in free-stream coordinates Models will be described and then their perfolmance inAll other quantities are explained in the teat simulating the shear-stress magnitudes and the shear
stress vector directions throughout the layers will be

I. OUTLINE OF THE PRESENT WORK discussed comparatively The data used were from
stations 0, 2,, 4,, 6.

In the present study, a three-dimensional boundary II. SELECTED ALGEBRAIC TURBULENCE MODELS
layer (3D TBL) formed by a cylinder setting on a flat
plate was studied. The pressure, skin-friction, mean Turbulence models selected were chosen among the
velocity, fluctuating velocity and Reynolds stresses models electeswere nchosengamongithweremeaure anduse inexamnin th valdit of models which did not necessitate solving the governingwere measured and used in examining the validity of con~tinuity, momentum, and turbulent transport
some turbulence models in the calculation of the
turbulence structure of these types of flows equations. This restricts the discussion to algebraic

The body used is a 3 2 elliptical nose, NACA 0020 eddy viscosity models
tail symmetric profile which has a chord length of The comparison of the computed and experimental data
c=30.5 cm (12 inches), maximum thickness of t=? 17 cm was performed using two parameters, a magnitude ratio
(2 824 inches), and height of 22 9 cm (9 016 inches) and direction angle difference which are described
The measurements were carried out in the Boundary below. The shear stress vector in the plane parallel
Layer Tunnel at firginisa Tech The nominal reference
velocity was Urf=

2
7 m/sec and the Reynolds number to the floor with components of -W, and -- ri. i,

based on the momentum thickness at 0 75 chord upstream
of the body on the centerline of the tunnel was Re.- be expressed using complex numbers in the form ioen ,
5936 (olymen, 1990).

The mean velocity and stress data for all components
were obtained with hot-wire (HW) and laser-Doppler where oI]-- i/,.-v€ ) 

/
i and a is the shear stress

velocimeter (LDV) techniques. Due to the differences
observed near the wall between the HW and LDV data the angle. The ratio of the measured and computed shear
LDV measurements were taken twice with both sets in stresses presented in the complex form give two
close agreement. This permitted the study of the parameters:
uncertainties of the mean velocities and the stresses. M rd aPressure distributIons on the wing and the on the T. Magnitude raio
bottom plate were obtained with a Scanivalve and an
inclined manometer. Skin friction vectors at several Deic flrection angle difference
locations on the wall were measured by Alinqger (1990)
with an oil-flow laser interferometer technique.

The future development of turbulence models still where m denotes the measured quantities and c stands
necessitates reliable, complete data sets of flows for the computed values. If a model were able to
which are encountered in enginesring practice. This calculate the magnitude and the direction of the
test flow is encountered in many cases of engineering measured shear stress vector data perfectly, the ratio
interest, for example in the wing/body )unction on of magnitudes would be 1, and the difference between
aeroplanes and the appendage and hull )unction on the shear stress directions would be cern.
submarines The boundary conditions and the All computations were carried Out using the data in
characteristics of the approaching boundary layer to free-stream coordinates,, and U and W denote the mean
the wing were carefully documented. Pressure data were velocity components in the xFS and z; directions,
taken at closely enough spaced locations to obtain iepii ly. F i , Lh. -ii- - "1- -
pressure gradients from the data. vector at the boundary layer edge; y,$ is in the

Another important aspect of the present study is perpendicular direction to the wall; ZF$ completes a
that it is a unique data set which documents the flow right-handed coordinate system) The necessary mean
characteristics on a line along the direction of the flow gradients to calculate computed shear stresses
mean velocity vector component parallel to the floor,, for each flow were found by fitting a parabola to 5

consecutive points and computing the gradients at the
at a point in the boundary layer where 3 kinematic third or the middle point. Except at the zeroth
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station, the shear stresses at the wall were taken In this study, vT defined by Rotta was used as the
from Ailinger (1990). At station 0, the wall stress inner layer eddy-viscosity and the outer layer
was found using the 2-D Law of the Wall Clauser plot. eddy-viscosity was kept the same as the Cebeci-Smith
The required mean flow quantities were also taken from model. For the present data, three different anisotropy
the data, as if the solutions of the governing constants, T=0.3, T=0.5 and T=0.7, were tested.
equations were same as the data The necessary maximum
shear stress magnitudes in the layers for the II.C. PATEL'S MODEL
Johnson-King model at each atation were taken as the
measured maximum shear stress magnitudes which satisfy The third model selected is the one equation (k)
the realizability conditions (Schumann,, 1977). model of Wolfshtein (. 1969), as used by Chen and Patel

II.A. CdId-SMITH MODEL ( 1988 )in the k-e turbulence model with the fully
elliptic Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations to

The asen-Smith model used in this study is the ose compute the flow characteristics in the boundary layer

described by cebeci 1984 ) The model uses two or wake of axisymmetric bodies The eddy-viscosity indesrlbd b Ceecl( 984) Te mdeluse to this model is dofined as:
different eddy-viscosity definitions, one described
for the inner region and one for the outer region

In the inner region, the eddy-viscosity is definedas l ~~1=clvl-exp(-RiA,)] JC=C - /

J= )2.(a))c 2 RYv- Turbulent Reynolds number.

1=Ky F-l-exp(-_,./A) A,=70 c=0 09 K= 418 , k=TKE-
v
2

v'= , u'

=v[(!2Yc &2 ) -1} il and the stresses in cartesian coordinates could be
ay By computed using( Stern, Yoo and Patel, 1988

A=26 e=0 4 =u,,-2vS,+2k51 2/3

s2 ,=j (U77, U3, )
8=1 1! o"j

in which I is the mising length, F is the van Driest =0 If 1-3

damping function, u is the friction velocity, and ri

is the wall shear stiess magnitude.
The oter regicn eddy-viscosity is given by After neglecting the derivatives other than those

with respect to y, the osrerses in this aly are
vso, 0 01688:y,U, computed using

8;(if _uc"2d -Vi"u,. ,,

,
= [1+5 

5(
)
'
]-1  

The validity of the equations for the turbulence
model as given was defined to be restricted to the
viscous sublayer, buffer layer, and a part of the

where y is Klebanoff's intermittency correction, and fully turbulent layer. Therefore, the comparison with

6hc ks'he displacement thickness. The boundary layer the data is only meaningful below y+-lo ( Patel and

t hkn e 6 is defiped as the point in the layer where Chen, 1987

* MS ) / U' is 0.99. By using a smoothing
function, the eddy-viscosity distribution in the layer II.D. JOHNSOM-KINO MODEL
can be defiLoad as. The eddy viscosity model introduced by Johnson and

v,'vn,4l-eYp(-v5 1/no)] King ( 1984) for 2-D flows subject to strong pressure
gradients and separation was extended to 3-D flows by
Abid ( 1988 ). Instead of using the wall skin friction

and the shear stresses are found by using- as the Cebeci-Smith model does, the model utilizes the
maximum shear stress in the layer to define the eddy

-au - aw viscosities and the Van Driest damping function which
- Ys=vr is effective near the wall. The inner layer eddy

viscosity, which has the same form as the Cebeci-Smith
model, differs due to the use of the maximum shear

II.B. ROTTA'S MODEL stress in the layer. The model is defined as follows:

This anisotropic eddy-viscosity model is based on ( F(I-) 
/

work by Rotta ( 1979 ) An analysis of the pressure P /) 1/.
strain terms in the governing equations for the F=l-exp(-y-------) lKy , -=(Ul )m A-'l5
stresses led hotta to an anisotropic eddy-viscosity "4' P
model ( Rotta,, 1977 ) The model uses an anisotropy
constant T The outer eddy visconcty was also modified to take

T= (vzansvazs into account the effect of the maximum shear stress inthe outer layer. The outer layer eddy viscosity is
tv I I -I..defined as:

defined as the r. 'o of the transverse eddy-viscosity v'0-.(o 0166)yf(V.-vcdy
to the streamwise eddy-viscosity in local free-stream
coordinates

By assuming T constant in the layer, vT in the where o is found when the relation
free-stream coordinates can be computed as

au~ r '.c acw= c- Ty Bi 1 , ptU *y.P T

is satisfied at the location in the layer where the
shear stress is maximum. Once o is found the shear

and the stresses are related to the mean flow stresses are found using

gradients with --V=V
U 
au -W-V Ow

o,-ot,41-exp-vvto) ]- -,

- ,. u" Ow,

d o a 
h.-. U. W

-vo-n,)u0a- *a,,--) vm'V2 o(leCp(-2 ,/02 ).

where

U
2
cTW -W'_, + ,TU2 UW The maximum shear stress magnitude was found by

W ,- w , ( UW ,Johnson-King and Abid using an ordinary differential
equation derived from the T.K.E. equation, which is
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valid along a path where the shear stress is maximum, magnitude ratios within th- near wall and outer
In this study it was assumed that this equation could regions. None of the models was able to calculate well
exactly compute the maximum shear stress The location the stress direction Except Rotta's model, which
of it in the layer, which would be found once the overpredicts the direction in moat of the stations,
governing equations are solved, was also assumed to be they all seemed to work equally well. The range of the
found accurately. Once these assumptions are made, the computed magnitude ratios and angle differences at
constant multiplier o in the v0 equation was found by y*=200 for the pionent flow studied may be found in
Newton iteration and by using the experimental T. and Table 2
mean flow gradients Even though the Cebeci-5mith model overpredicts the

magnitude ratio for the almost 2-1 flow station, the
1II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION calculated ratios decrease for the downstream

stations. The angle differences in most of the
The comparison of the computed and measured stress profiles are on the positive side

magnitudes and angles for the present data are Rotta's model with anisotropy constant T=O.3 for the
presented using log(y/t) as the abscissa of the plots, present data calculates the angle differences and the
To distinguish the nufferent regions in the layers, magnitude ratios in a wider band compared to the
different symbols correspond~ng to inner, semi- Cebeci-Smith model. The constants T=O 5 and T-0.7
logarithmic and outer regions were used Also the result in magnitude ratios and angle differences
uncertainties in the dependent variables were found between the predicted values of the Cebeci-Smith model
using the uncertainties in each oxperimental and T-0.3.
shear-stress and assuming that the computed In the same y+ range Patel's model was observed to
shear-stresses did not induce any uncertainty These calculate magnitude ratios lower than the Cebeci-Smith
uncertainties are plotted as bars at each point. The model for stations 2 and 4 but the ratios were much
uncertainty of the magnitude ratio was also used to closer to I in the inner regions For magnitudes,
eliminate the data points which had large Patel's model is the best of these four in the inner
uncertainties The data presented are those with region. The angle differences are the same as the
uncertaintles less than ±1 and whilch satisfy the Cebeci-smith model.
realIxzabllity conditions (Schumann, 1977), ( Figs The Johnson-King model in the form used in this
2-5). study underpredicts the magnitude ratios in the almost

The Cebeci-Smith model at the zeroth station of the 2-D flow station of the present data, especially in
present data set seems to overpredict the magnitude of the outer region. For the stations where 3-D flow is
the computed shear stresses in the inner layer and developed, the scatter of the magnitude ratios are
underpredict in the outer region ( Fig 2 ) Since this around 1.0 and in a narrower band than the
flow profile is closely 2-D and since the model was Cebeci-Smith or any othex moael.
developed using available 2-D data, the ratio of In conclusion, none of the models predict the shear
stresses should be I The high shear stresses observed stress data well especially near the wall. A good
are attributed to the uncertainties, and the ratio of model near the wall should capture the fact that T is
magnitudes is i, within the limits of the uncertainty, much lower near the wall for a developing 3-D Flow
in most of the log and outer regions. The direction than for a 2-D flow with the same mean velocity
difference is zero at this station within the gradient=. If there must be choices made among these
uncertainty limits. Station 2 profiles shw a higher iIfVIT model resulted in lower magnitude ratios near the wall

and higher magnitude ratios in the outer region. The
within the inner region and part of the log region shear stress direction difference was most noticeable
Although including the uncertainty bands, the in the near wall and beginning of the log region.
magnitude ratio is still 1.0, the values were seen to Rottals model with T=0.3 seems to be effective in
be a 1.2 in the part of the log and outer regions.The raising appreciably the magnitude ratios in the log
direction difference at this station was seen to be region, in the range y/t-0.01-0.1, ( Fig 3 ). This
decreasing down to 0* at the log region starting from effect at station zero was negligible. At station 2,
a value of - 60* in the near wall region. At station the log region values were seen to be shifted up as
4 the inner layer and part of the outer layer ratios much is 0.1, but the effect was reduced in the outer
were seen to be less than 1. However, most of the log regi n. This is due to the use of v, only in the inner
region values were I within the uncertainty bands, region. Very near wall values were also less affected
Angle differences at this station reach to 900 near than the log region values. The increment in the
the wall and decrease down to zero in the log region. magnitude ratios for station 4 was similar to the
At station 6 the decrease of magnitude ratio near the station 2 values. The maximum shift in the magnitude
wall is most visible. The low, near wall values ratio at station 4 was -0.5. While the ragnitude ratio
steadily increase to reach to a maximum at y/t-O.05 for most of the outer region of station 4 was 1.0,
with a value of -1.65. The outer region values were and the near wall ratios were less than 1, the
seen to be i.0 including the uncertainty bands. The logarithmic regions had ratios on the order of -0,9-
angle difference was seen to form a peak at y/t-O.015 1,6. At station 4, while the very near wall direction
at a value of -50* and a lower peak at y/t-0.08 at difference was - 100% it was seen to be - 30- in the
-25*, Overall it was observed that the Cebeci-Smith log and outer regions. In the upper part of the log

At station 0, even though the very near wall and region and the lower part of outer region, the

most of the outer region magnitude ratios are less magnitude ratio increase at the next station was also
than 1.0, the log region values were resn to be-l., accompanied with a direction difference increase. The
and the direction difference at the same station was increment at y/t=0.03 was -0.7 for station 6. Station
zero in the most of the layer ( Fig 5 )6. Within the direction angle difference increment was seen to be

uncertainty bands, log region magnitude ratios of - 25* for the log and outer regions.
station 2 are ul.l. Near wall and outer regions show Using different anisotropy constants, T-l.5 and 0.7,
underestimated ratios. The log region and outer region to compute a , results in the magnitude ratios and
directions of the two stress vectors were the same, direction dilferences which are between the results
which was reached after a gradual decrease starting found using Cebeci-Smith (T=1) and Rotta's models withfrom a value of - 10* near the wall. For stat ion 4, T-0.3. For this data set, it was observed that using

the values are scattered within 0.7-1.1, closer to 0.9 an anisotropic eddy-viscosity amplified the existing
in Cho average. The high direction difference on the differences of the measured and computed shear stress

order of m l00 near the wall decreases to zero in the magnitude and directions as compared with the
logarithmic region. At station 6 the near wall values Cebeci-Smith model.
as soon in most of the profiles were lower than 1.0. Discussion of Pael's model is restricted to the

Starting with y/taO.03 the ratios were close to being inner layer for y' values less than 150 Patel's model
1.0 in the uncertainty bands. The difference in the was seen to calculate the magnitude ratios very near
directions of the computed and experimental stress the wall lower than the Cebeci-Smith model (Fig 4).

vectors parallel to the wall were seen to be reaching For the zeroth station, in the log region, the
to a peak at y/t-0.02 at a value of 50. Further out magnitude ratio was -1.0, and the stress vector
in the layer, the difference wan gradually reduced and direction difference was seen to be zero within the

was zeno within the bands in the log and outer uncertainty bands. The magnitude ratio for the second
regions. station was again seen to be 1.0 within the

uncertainty limits, and the direction difference

IV. CONCLUSIONS except near the wall below y < 4 anot CZC. Otatia,
4 magnitude ratios were seen to be -1 within the

Overall, the Cebeci-Smith model and the modification uncerta nty limits especially in the inner layer and

to it by using Rotta's anisotropy constant were seen at the teglnning of the semi-log region. The 100*
to overpredict the magnitude ratios in the logarithmic angle difference in the near wall region reduced to
and outer layers and underpredict very near the wall. zero in the log region. The gradual increment in the

Even though tie Johnson-King model inherently includes ratio observed in the next profile was accompanied by
the maximum stress to find the stress distribution in les difference in the directions. The magnitude ratio
the layers, it was observed that it underpredicted the starting from the near wall is seen to be increasing

up to -1.05 at y/t-O.04. The angle difference at
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EIGIITi SYMPOSIUM ON
TURBULENT SHEAR FLOWS 9 -5
1 echnical University of Munich
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL SEPARATED FLOWS

F.McCluskey, P E Hancock. and I P Castro.

Department of Mechanical Engineering.
University of Surrey, Guildford. GU2 5XH, U K

ABSTRACT indicative of the flow near the surface, and to some
extent, of the whole flow further away, so standard

In a preliminary study, three regions of thrce- surface flow visualisation techniques were used as an
dimensional separated turbulent flow have been initial means of assessing the suitability of particular
considered, in the first instance, by means of surface flow geomemnes Mean flow velocities and some Reynolds
flow patterns The three regions have particular stresses have been measured by means of pulsed-wire
significance in terms of extra rates of strain Some mean anemometry
velocity and Reynolds stress measurements have been
made using pulsed-wire anemometry in one of these - a Detailed studies of the turbulence structure within
nominally spanwise-invariant region Even for large supposedly two-dimensional separations have been made
aspect ratios (compared with those used for previous by Ruderich & Fernholz (1986), Casi & Haque (1987) and
detailed studies) the type of flow near the 'upstream side- Jaroch & Femholz (1989) However, it is suggested here
wall' may affect the flow near reattachment, and the that even the flow of Jaroch & Fernholz, which had the
wind-tunnel side walls cause an apparently significant largest aspect ratio in these studies, may have been
spanwise variation in pressure significantly affected by three-dimensional effects

orginating from the wind tunnel side walls Wolf (1987)
has made surface measurements and some simple mean-

NOMENCLATURE flow measurements is a separated flow generated on a
swept thick flat plate Handford (1986) has made detailed

Cp Surface pressure coefficient measurements in a highly three-dimensional separation
hf Fence height above splitter plate downstream of a profiled smooth body with a blunt rear
p Pressure end, mounted on a plane surface.
P0 Free-stream pressure upstream of fence
U,V,W Mean velocities in x-, y-, z- directions
Uo Free-stream velocity upstream of fence SOME SEPARATED FLOWS
u,v,w Fluctuating velocities
XA Distance to attachment line (normal to fence) A useful way to vtw the outer par of a separation is as a
s,y,z Spatial coordinates - figure I mixing layer subjected to extra rates of mean and
W Width of separation (= 610mm) fluctuating strain, where the latter strain is imp-.rl by
WA Width of nominally spanwise invariant region the recirculating flow (and is always three-dimetsinaal,

of course). If aU/ay is the primary re'an strain r tc,
5 Height of separation bubble where (for the moment) x is the direction of the mixing

layer and y is perpendicular to it, then for a two-

INTRODUCTION dimensional separation the extra strain rates ate aV/ax,
aU/ax and aV/ay (Johnson & Hancock, 1991) All three

An understanding of separated flow and ability to predict are associated with curvature of the mean streamlines
its behaviour is of major practical importance in many and the second and third sum to zero by continuity
fields of engineering and applied sciences Accurate and Depending on its sign, curvature has either a substantial
detailed prediction of the various features of such flows, suppressing or intensifying effect on the turbulence
necessary in many applications, will be a demanding test structure Castro & Haquc (1987) found thai

of turbulence modelling Of course, the mean flow of (suppressing) curvature effects are weak compared with
most separations of practical importance is three- the (intensifying) effect of the strain imposed by the
dimensional. Sensibly, at least in a primafacia sense, recirculating flow. The recirculating flow is also
most detailed investigations of turbulence structure have subjected to straining by curvature of the mean
confined attention to (nominally) two-dimensional streamlines as well as by mean shear. For a three-
separations Such separations may be sub-divided into dimensional separation further extra rates of strain
two groups, namely 'open' and 'closed' separations, the anse; the t.rns in these at aW/ax, aw/ay. au/az, av/az
distinction being whether or not the separated flow and aW/az.
reattaches on the surface from where it separated,
forming a closed separation bubble. Most detailed Three reinas A major feature of three.dimnsional
investigations of closed separations have been made on flow is that, unlike the ideal two-dimensional separation,
sharp-edged configurations, the advantage being that the mean flow is not co-planar. Therefore, an obvious
the separation point (or line) is fixed, modification of a two-dimensional separation is one in

which the flow, while not co-planar, is otherwise
The present work comprises a first phase of experimental invariant in the spanwine direction Such a flow has the

work, currently in progress, extending work already advantage that it minimtises the additional measurements
done at the University of Surrey on two-dimensional required. and should be relatively easy to handle
separated flows A main objective of the current work is computationally However, it is less useful if history

to establish a number of three-dimensional separated effects associated with spanwise convection are not

flows for detailed investigation, followed by more detailed small, and several features typical of three-dimensional
measurements in one or more of these Initial separations are precluded
investigations were by means of standard surface flow F
visualisation techniques Surface streamlines are igure I illustrates a portion of a periodic separation
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Ilpi re.malie cinsraints Integrating the continuity

Flow "equation over the x-y plane (to an arbitrary closed

boundary in the plane) gives

JI(aU/x) dx dy + J'(aV/ay) dx dy + f.(8W/a7) dx dy = 0
Separation /

line .By Green's theorem the first two terms become contour
integrals, to give

-- Udy - JVdx + 1J(W/ai),dx dy = 0, (1)

(C where the contour integrals are taken counter clockwise
x Now, on a (projected) streamline dy/dx = V/U, so

Fig I Regions A, B, C, downstream of separation line [Udy - (Vdx = 0 (21

along a streamline The third term in equation (1)
represents the net mass flow into or out of the plane and
equations (1) and (2) imply that a separating streamline
is not the attaching streamline except in the spanwise-
nvariant case (where a/az = 0), as illustrated in figure 2

for a separation on a fence and splitter-plate, where it
i) has been supposed the flow is from B towards C. Figure 3

A is an illustration of the flow in the three regions
(assuming symmetry in B and C and spanwise invariance
in A).

) EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

In all cases reported here the separations have been
developed on a fencc-plus-splitter-plate arrangement (as
in figure 3), with the splitter-plate mounted horizontally
in the centre of a wind tunnel working section of 0.61mwidth x 0 76m height, The plate thickness was 3mm and
the fence height, hf,. was 4mm for the surface patterns,

Fig 2 Streamlines on x-y planes, i) Region B and 3.5mm for most of the remaindet Surface (limiting)
(aW/az > 0), ii) Region A (aW/az = 0), streamlines were determined using conventional surface
i) Region C (aW/az < 0) paint and the ink-dot method of Langston & Boyle (1982)

which, unlike surface paint, is able to distinguish the
stress vector direction, and was also found to be better in
regions of very low shear stress. Mean velocits,3 and

line, where the flow upstream of separation is from top to Reynolds stresses were measured by means of a 'small'
bottom. Three regions, A, B and C are identified, as arc pulsed-wire probe, of 6mm pulsed and sensor wire

the axes to be used in the discussion of each region, y is lengths, supported from the underside of the Spitter

perpendicular to x and z. Region A is the spanwise plate and passing through a small hole in the plate

invariant region (if one exists) - that is, where a/az is Interference effects associated with the probe support

everywhere zero, Assuming that the flow is spanwise- were negligible Surface pressures were obtained by
invariant in A and symmetrical in B and C (about the x.y means of pressure tappings. The upstream speed was
planes) then some strain rate terms are zero, as shown about 9m/s, limited primarily by the maximum-velocity

below (aU/ay is the primary strain if x is taken in the of the pulsed-wire anemometer
mixing-layer direction, and y perpendicular ) The
pressure gradient is also included

In region A' (aU/ax) * 0, (0U/y) * 0, (U/laz) = 0,\,
(PV/3x) * 0, (aV/ay) * 0, (dy/az) = 0, 8
(awlax) * 0 (3W/ay) * 0 (wlaz) = 0

and (ap/8z) = 0

On planes of symmetry in B and C' A

(aU/ax) * 0, (aulay) , (aU/laz) = 0, /
(3V/3x) * 0, (Viay) a 0. (aV/az) = 1, ec -

(wlax) = 0. (aW/ay) = 0 (aW/az) * 0 Fencea \ /and (ap/az) =0

Thus the flows on the symmetry planes of B and C appear C , .. /
to be of particular interest in that, compared with the
two-dimensional case, only aW/3z is non-zero and is Y
expected to be of opposite sign in A and B (see below)
However, -xperimental determination of aWlaz would
need careful measurements either side of the symmetry
plane Of iosurse, a symmetrical geometry is only a
necessary condition for symmetrical flow not a sufficient Sp~ltiii plate
one The flows in Regions B and C, as distinct from flows
on the symmetry planes, are examples of more general ,

three-dimensional flows A further feature of symmetry
of flow in Regions B and C is that mass flow is conserved
between the symmetry planes through B and C, and this Fig 3, Sketch of separation and attachment
would have computational advantages in a domain streamlines downstream of a fence-plus-
between these planes splitter plate
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RESULTS As the sweep is increased S1 moves rapidly to the
"downstream side" - ic to the left in figures Sa. b and c -

Suorface vireamngs Figures 4 and 5 show the limiting and the focus, F3, becomes apparent The existance of S5
streamlines for a fence and splitter plate spanning the (in fig 5b) was clearer from surface patterns (not shown
width of the tunnel, for sweep angles of 00. 4', 10*, and
251 Saddle and foe singularities of shear stress are
indicated by S and F. respectively (No node singularities
were observed in these cases) As the sweep angle is
increased the singularitics move; the numbers attached (a)
to each denote corresponding singularities Assistance
in interpretation in some pans of the surface flow was
gained from surface patterns (not shown) downstream of
a larger fence which gave a larger distance to
reattachment and greater detail, but at a reduced aspc.t
ratio Reducing the thickness of the boundary layers on
the wind tunnel side walls by means of end plates fitted ~ -I
parallel to the side walls resulted is very similar surface
patterns though of slightly reduced aspect ratio

The aspect ratio of the present measurements, W/ -If = 155,
is more than twice as large as than that used by Jaroch &
Fernholz, and considerably larger than that used by
Ruderich & Fernholz and Castro & Haque However, the
surface lines in the centre of the unswept case (fig 4a) (b)
are not highly two-dimensional. Though not observed
clearly there was a secondary separation line at roughly
XA/8 (-4hf) from the fence, possibly with a node of
separation in the region of X The motion between the
fence and the secondary separation was obviously weak,
but it should not he automatically supposed that the flow
in this region is therefore uninportant Another
possibility for the surface pattern in the region of
appears to be a saddle of separation and a pair of foci oh _ "-
opposite sense, as illustrated is figure 4b The latter is
considered more plausible in that it is consistent with the
patterns observed at non-zero sweep, and with the
pattern (at zero sweep) observed by Jaroch & Fernholz at

an aspect ratio of W/hf = 63 That is, there is no 'switch'
in the type of surface pattern, though the foci F3 and F4
(figure 4b) would appear to become stronger as the
aspect ratio is reduced, and change in strength as the
sweep is increased. The pattern of Jarch & Fernholz (c)
appears to imply that S2 and S3 are "pushed" near to the
side walls as the aspect ratio is reduced below some
threshold; crudely, supposing S2 and S3 do not move with
respect to the side walls until they are very close this
threshold would appear to be about 50 On this bas s,

previous detailed measurements would appear to have
been significantly affected by three-dimensional effects
- ie by significant (negative) JW/az

, 1 ' i Fig 5 Limiting streamlines for swept fence.
a) 40,, b) 10

°
, c) 250

Fig 4 Limiting streamlines for unswept fence a) 00.. Fig 6 Limiting streamlines for 'cranked' fence - 100
b) conjecture near X - not same scale as a). sweep
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here) downstream of a latger fence Above about 100 (in figure 7b) are probably fortuitous Surface-pressure
sweep the centre portion of the separation appears to be measurements down.tream of a smaller fence (hf=3mm)
reasonably spanwise invariant. but for smaller sweep exhibited relatively smalcr spanwise gradients, as
angles the presence of F3 near the centrc suggests a still expected Wolf (1987) implies that the spanwise pressure
larger aspect ratio is required, assuming the position of gradient was negligible for an aspect ratio WA/XA of
F3 is primarily associated with the flow pattern on its about 5, ompArcd with the piesent WA/XA of about I 5,
downstream side FI and 52 do not move much for sweep where WA is measurcd parallel t, the sepatdtion line
angles less than 10,, but would seem to move rapidly to
the "upstream side" (right side in figure 5) for larger Making the simplistic assumption that the pressure does
sweeps, (Surface patterns were also observed at sweeps not vary with y, a change in Cp of A Cp , implies a
of 20, 60 and 80, but not at intervals between 100 and 25'.) fra.tional change in external velocity of 0 5ACp So. for
S3, S4 and F4 are moved to the downstream side as the
sweep is increased F4, perhaps, becomes very weak ACp = 005, say, the velocity near the edge of the
Figures 5b and c suggest that about the central 20-25% of separation will change by 2 5% Broadly, this is in
the span - te, abou I 5 reattachment lengths - is agreement with the measured variation with z of the
spanwise invariant, and it seems highly likely that a velocity near the edge, though it is also lose to the
spanwise-invariant region would not exist for W/hf < accuracy :hat can be expected for the velocity
-120 The distance to attachment measured normal to the measurements However, although in these terms ap/az
fence is roughly invariant with sweep, though the fairly small it is not small compared with the expected
distance to the secondary separation increase, to roughly magnitude of the stress gradient av--/ay which also
8 h f for sweep angles greater than about 10 appears in the z-momentum equation. Taking W as
Surprisingly, the limiting streamlines of the secondary comparable to uv in a two-dimensional mixing layer, ic
separation were repeatedly obstived to be closely about 001U0

2 (Johnson & Hancock), and the length y as
parallel to the fence, rather than towards the secondary comparable with the bubble height. 8, then (in non-
separation line as would be normally the case, though dimensional terms) ,lp/az in figure 7b is of the same
this behaviour may be associated with the motion in the magnitude as avw/ay Also, although aplaz is an order of
direction normal to the fence remaining relatively weak magnitude larger than ap/ax in the downstream half of

the separation, it is comparable with ap/ax in the
In view of the above constraint on aspect ratio we would upstream half Thus, although the limiting streamlines
not expect to see a spanwise-invariant region in figure 6 of figure 5c) appear to be closely span-wise invariant it
There is, nevertheless, a clear topological similarity does not follow that a3/)7 is negligible In that the width
between the central regions in figures 5b and 6. of the apparently spanwtsc-invariant zone is not much
Moreover, in these regions, there is good quantitative larger than one reattachment length this is not
agreement in the limiting streamlines between the surprising, but neither was it obvious that ap/az - and
attachment and secondary separation lines Thus, it does
seem reasonable that a region of spanwise invariance in
the pattern would have existed for the case of figure 6 ".> (a)
had the width, W, been larger, by about 25% 07 z- 380- i

Importantly. these results also suggest that if a region of
spanwise invariance existed it would be quantitatively 0.
independent of whether the flow from the 'upstream N
side' originated near a wind tunnel side wall or from a o
Region-B flow The region B flow is somewhat distorted 0 2 7 - o'rn

in the flow of figure 6 because of the proximity of the /
wind tunnel wall) 0.

In a geometry (not shown) symmetrical to the wind 03
tuinel side walls the region B flow was found to be
symmetrical However, compared with the foregoing
cases the aspect ratio was then effectively halved, and 02
either F3 and Ft had merged or one had become very
weak, neither SI nor S5 were observed In a systematic 01
study of separated flows as outlined earlier it is
preferable that a spanwise invariant region should exist o _------_---_-----_

adjacent to Region B, requiring a total aspect ratio, W/hf, oo 50 0 o s 250
approaching 300 The flow in Region C (not shown) was X(rrM)
also found to be symmetrical in a symmetrical geometry,
with SI on the symmetry axis, and F3 and its mirror (b)
image either side 0-

The variation with sweep of the distance to reattachment, 0-aap-^,o0n+ 0
XA, in the nominally spanwitse-tvariant region, as x-50rr' "
measured from the surface patterns was constant at about " 00 -

29hf, and agreed with measurements made by means of a I

simple two-tube pressure-difference probe This x- lofra l.-..._ .........
distance is consistent w ith the blockage dependence 04 *.,,,,,,

given by Smits (1982) Wolf also found the distance XA
independent of sweep angle 0t -,,,,,_-,

urface pressures Figures 7a and b show Cp as functions 02 -

of x and z respectively, for the geometry of figure 5c, but
with an hf of 35mm From the limiting streamlines (fig o01" -x -

Sc) one would anticipate the central, say, 20% or more to
10 cu,,f oPaiwoo. ,orlancc Ilcccr, ZtCp,3c is --

clearly not zero in this region, changing sign about 0 to 20 z(CM) 40 0o

half-way along the bubble The general form of figure
7a is in good agreement with that measured by previous Fig 7 (a) Cp vs X/XA in the nominally spanwise-
workers (eg Smits, 1982) The spanwise variation in Cp is invariant region (b) C p vs z at fixed x,
caused by the presence of the wind tunnel side walls, symbols not labelled refer to other x values
primarily on the external flow and the linear variations (250 sweep)
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presumably at ]cast sonic other af/sc terms - would be
significant at the aspect ratio of figure 5c In simplistic i I t (a)
terms, if the pressure fields associated with the regions t
near the wind tunnel side walls were constant. ap/az ,
would vary inversely with the width of the nominally
spanwise-invariant zone Wolfs geometry had a higher '---.. --
aspect ratio so that ap/az was probably smaller than in o____ ,__
the present case (but not zero), unless there is some
fortuitous difference arising from their use of a bluff
thick plate rather than the present fence-plun-splitter - -
p l a t e 

i I p u' I t

A partial explanation of the spanwisc invariance of the
limiting streamlines follows by supposing the velocity
field, but not the pressure field, to be spanwise-
invariant A two-dimensional velocity field implies a
spanwise-tnvariant surface stress pattern, while in the o. -
equations of motion it permits the pressure to vary ,,, , -- (b)
linearly in the spanwise sense - te p=f(x,y)+k7, where k is u ____""__u _

a constant Such a dependence cannot apply above the 4
separation as it implies non-/c-o vorticity ,' • •

Mean velooities and Reynolds Stresses Figures 8 and 9 c"4 -" ---- '2
show U and W, and u7, w and TV measured in three ": ---" ---- -- -
planes 0 4XA apart, in the nominally spanwise invariant i - . ,-t.-, -
region (As for the pressure distributions, the planes -

were in fact parallel to the tunnel axis, rather than
perpendicular to fence, as probe traversing was easier, uw
but U and W are, respectively, perpendicular and parallel - ,
to the fence), Measurements, not Inluded here, were also
made at x/XA = 0 54 and 1 09 U and W show very little
variation with z One noticeable point is that W is almost Fig 9 As for fig 8a (a) and 8b (b) but at X/XA = 094
constant over most of the separation near reattachment
(ic at 094 and 1 09) The measurements of stress in the
three planes are generally in good agreement, although
the scatter in w is rather large This amount of scatter
was the worst observed "Uiw is substantial, and Figures 10 and 11 show U and W, and u, w7 and *0- in
comparable %ith V in a two-dimensional mixing layer nominally spanwise invariant zones, where . one case

the cross flow originated near a wind-tunne: side wall,
and in the other case from a Region-B flow (as in figure

-- i - - 6 but at 250 sweep) In the latter ease the fence height
was smaller in order to maintain a comparable aspect

" ratio for the spanwise invariant region Midway alongthe two separations there is little difterence in the mean
_ . _ . velocities or stresses, the slight difference in negative U

________u ____,__ --_ being attributable to the s,,all difference in /XA
i however, near reattachment, the differences in U nearF +--.- ! -,- - - the edge of the separation, and in the stresses, are more

____
-
__

- - -
_ marked Thus, though provisional at this stage, it

-, appears that there is some residual side-wall effect even
. *. , at the present, comparatively large aspect ratio

Fig 8a U and W in three spanwise planes 0 4XA apart
x/XA =0.27(25' sweep) U,.., ,a, W,LA,1 A A m
(Symbol order is in direction of increasing z) II

U

I 0 5 r

00 -- =- -- 5- .'I " ---

°° *o- io x S I Ci i i 01 C,nrI L 0o° 1*

Fig 8b - w and u in the three planes of a) Fig l0a U and W open symbols geometry as in fig 5cFgI 8b u w7 , - A, W, >,- ,# (Symbol (x/XA = 0 54) Filled symbols- crankeo fence as
order is in direction of increasing z) in fig 6, but 250 sweep (x/XA = 058)
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CONCLUSIONS

____-__Three types or regions of three-dimensional separated

04.0 _ flow have been considered, and are of particular interest
in terms of extra strain rates Even for W/hf =155 surface
flow patterns showed distinct three-dimcnsionality in

_______ the unswept case The topology ol the surface pattern
seems to show a continuous change as the strength of the

cross-flow increases Some singularities become strong,
while others become very weak Spanwise invariance in
the surface flow is a necessary though not sufficient

CC,'- condition for gctiuzne spanwise invariance. The wind-
u tunnel side walls cause signtficant departure from

" -------- spanwse iaancc even for W/hf = 174, though the
effect on the flow structure. except perhaps near the

o .surface, is smell. The effect of flow near the 'upstream
o M o oil 02 025 sidewall' may be significant near reattachment even for

YC large aspect ratios of W/hf = -170 Flows in regions B and

C (figure 2) are symmetrical

Fig l0b 
2
, w

2 
and U-w corresponding to fig l0a
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LARGE EDDY SIMULATION APPLIED
TO THE MODELLING OF PARTICULATE TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS

IN TURBULENT TWO-PHASE FLOWS

E Deutsch and 0 Simonm

Laboratotre National d'Hydraulique - EDF
6 Quat Waticr, 7840 Chatou, France

ABSTRACT granular stress due to interpartilcle collision and themoIclular vis.cous, sire',, in the fluid phase are
Statistical characteristcq of particles suspended in an negligible

homogeneous and steady fluid turbulence have been
studied using Large Eddy Simulation (L E S ) Mass balance
Computations hase been carried out for three typical ±op. + 1- aPkU =
patticle/fluid density ratio (P2/pI = 2000, 2 and 0001) d x, 

=

with the particle equation of motion ,ncluding dragg. U is til mea veloLity i-component for the
fluid pressure and added-mass forces continuous (k=l) and dispersed phases (k=2) respectively,

Numerical predictions are compared with analytical at is the volumetric fraction and p, the mean density
expressions obtained by an extended approach if the
Tchen's theory which takes into account crossitg- Momentum balance
trajectories effects In parallel, the computation of the okpN± Uk, +-.opkUj U l-, - O_.p + oparticulate transport coeffic tents validates closureat axdi ax2
assumptions used in the frame of the Eulerian two-fluid dmodelling with a special care about the separate axk
ontribution to dispersion induced by the transport of

partLicles by the turbulent fluid motion u is the fluctuation of the local instantaneous velocity
and , v the averaging operator associated to phase k,

INTRODUCTION ink pkUk. = ak< PU,>jk < pu",>' = 0
This study takes pars in a more general work on the P, is the mean pressure of the continuous phase.numerical prediction of turbulent dispersed two-phase Ik, is the part of the in erfacill momentum transferflows using Eulerian equations for both phases In this rate between phases which remains after substraction ofapproach, the general equations set governing particle the mean pressure contributions

motion in homogeneous and steady turbulent two-phase
flow leads to identify several terms which contribute Interfacial momentum transfer
simultaneously to the particle dispersion mechanism If we consider a dilute dispersion of small rigid

Thus, the correlation between the instantaneous spheres in translation with relative motions of low
distribution of particles and the fluid velocity Reynolds number, the resulting force induced by thefluctuatun, at large scale with respect to the particle surrounding nonuniform fluid flow on each pointdiameter, induces a separate contribution which included in the dispersed phase can be written
predominates for particle diameter tending towards zero
Based on semi-empirical analysis, this contribution may dv , ds, debe written in terms of a binary turbulent dispersion t ,: p1F~y ..- PICA III -pICHi -Ld t --
coefficient proportional to the mean product, between - (3)
velocity fluctuatiots of the two phases and an eddy-
particle interaction time (Simonin, 1990) P pig,]

In order to analyse the accuracy of closure 'd-
assumptions used to compute dispersed phase transport
coefficients mean-square of velocity fluctuations and vi is the local instantaneous relative velocity definedfluid-particle turbulent interaction term, we have on each point included in the particulate phase and
investigated the statistical characteristics of particle given by v,, = uz,- III
clouds suspended in an homogeneous and steady fluid -
turbulence using Large Eddy Simulation results u2, is the translation velocity of the particle wshich

contains the point,

BASIC EQUATIONS uI, Is the characteristic velocity of the surrounding
flow field locally undisturbed by the presence of theAveraged field equations particle but which remains turbulentIn the two-fluid model formulation, the field equations The first three ternis on the right-hand side of Eq (3)for each phase can be derived directly front the local correspond to the drag, the added mass and the Bassetinstant conservation equations in single-phase flow by history force respectisely The last two terms are due todensity-weighted averaging witn in addition average the stress applied on the particle by the undisturbed

balances of mass. momentum and energy at the surrounding fluid flow The dervative d/dt is used there tointerfaces By assumption, the mean spacing between denote a time derivative following the moving particle
particlcs is assi,med to be very small with respect to the Sin-e Tchen's proposal, several papers have appearedscale ol variations in the mean flow Therefore the correcting o modifying terms in the equation ofmethod of averaging associated to the dispersed phas- p art-ee -ot:o Acc ordtng t," Catgnol (11)3), Ilic,can be expressed at any point as an ensemble average approximate form ued there is valid at low particletaken over the large number of particles included in a Reynolds number, if the representative time of thereference time-space domain centred on the point, variation rate of tfie undisturbed fluid flow is of the same

Restricting our attention to isothermal mixtures. order as the characteristic time ,f the viscous effectswhere no phase change occurs, the field equations for acting on the particle At high particle Reynoldsthe two-fluid model is written assumitig that the number, we must notice that the fluid velocity
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derivatives in the equation (3) should be expressed in D, D 2, I U 2,2>-b<u' u 2j>2

terns of the change along the fluid element trajectory
This modification could be especially important in Finally, the effcct i Ne dispersion tcnsor of the
predicting the motion of bubbles in a liquid particulate phase is obtained a% the sum of a binary

Finally, constitutis e relations for the nt t.ra i . It turbulent dispersion LeOcHILC t and 3 contribution due
transfer terms t, in the basic Eulerian equations may to the random mtion it partiiles and the Iluctuations ot
derive by averaging from the particulate expression the fluid pressure and added iiaiss loite

,  
I his lat1

SpeCLia care is required to take into account the contribution is proportional to the particle relaxation
dispersion effect due to the fluctuations of the time and so beltities negligible ,ihen the particle
monientum transfer terms (Sitionin, 1990) diameter tends towards zero And the other hand, the

equation (11) points out the prominent part plays by the
EULERIAN MODELLING OF PARTICLE DISPERSION mean-square of velocity fluctuations when the particle

relaxation time is increasing Thus, accurate predictions
Particle dispersin in homogeneous turbulence of particle-laden turbulent flows in the Eulerian

In the framework of the diffusion approximation, he formalism require reliable knowledge of the individual
flus induced by the random motion of fluid (or discrete) components of the dispersed-phase Reynolds stress
particles is written in terms of the gradient of the tenstor (Simotin, 1991)
volunietric fraction as

kUk,= Dk 'iAk Particles suspended in turbulent, fluid flowax,' ' (4) The traditonal approac~h used to u.,mputc the

ihc effective turbulent diffusion (or dispersion) tensor statistical characteristics of the particulate fluctuating
components are given by motion, is based on a direct extension of fundamental

c t results concerning the motion of dicrete particles

2, di Y ,,(51 suspended in an homogeneous and steady turbulent fluid
flow In the frame of the Tchen's theory, thz dynamicwhere < YkY >k is the time-dependant displacement e Juation for particle motion is Fourier transformed to

tensor of fluid (k=l) and discrete (k=2) particles the frequency domain where it can be solved directly
For long time dispersion, the dispersion tensor can be For this purpose, we now introduce the Lagrangian

related to the velocity correlation field by orrtlation tensor - associated to the fluctuating motion
,= su 

, 
< u. 4  ",,(x dxt (h of the fluid computed along the particles trajectories

= u'lit) "1o ft+ f>2 < o 1,>2
<  

U' 1,>2 (12)
where the I agrangian correlation lensors R, and R2 are
computed along the fluid and discrete particles which corresponds with the energy spectrum tensor E,
trajectories respectively and correspond with the Then, from the particle motion equation (3), using
energy spectrums E, and E2 by Fourier transformations Fourier transformations, we may establish a linear

Finally, it is convenient to define a Lagrangian relation between energy spectruns with the help of the
integral time scale so-called particle response coefficient Q ,2 IGouesbel et

= al , 1984) wr.tten analytically in terms of threef0 R,(0d, (7) dependant dimensionless parameters

In order to steady turbulent dispersion phenomenon Ec,(wto)= Qt,(xil, to , C111/_t/,b ilia) (13)
in the two-fluid model formalism, we consider a dilute
distribution of particles lt << 1) suspended in an Thus, the turbulent correlation tensor, the effective

homogeneous and steady turbulent fluid flow T' n, the dispersion tensor and the mean-square velocity of the

particulate flux car be written dispersed phase (but also the velocity covariance
between phases) can be computed by numerical

"iUia= Ct2[V,,, + Vda integration using a given form of the fluid Lagrangian
correlation tensor . , for instance one obtains

V,, the averaged value of the local relative velocity, corlto R
ciii be obtained from the momentuni equation (21 as u , , ( )( di (14)

u2,u 1a- -bT12< u'ait] -L
2 f

where 112 , the fluid-particle Lagrangian integral time
where t"2 is the characteristic time of particle scale, or edd) -particle interaction time, characterize the

dragging by the continuous fluid motion or particle fluid turbulence viewer, by the particles
relaxation time But, we must itiLce itiit the fluid correlation tensor

F;-- 1 -[ I -I R , which leads to the previous results, is written in
x2= F *Ct b - [I +CAoI hC (8), terms of the fluid velocity fluctuations encountered

1CA Pi along the discrete particle trajectories In general, this
correlation tensor can not be identified directly with the

V,, the drifting velocity, is equal to the correlation standard one RI computed along the fluid element
between the instantaneous distribution of particles and trajectories As a matter of fact, this identification is
the velocity fluctuattons of the undisturbed fluid flow probably the more questionable approximation of the

Tchen's theory and is justified by the assumption that,
Va, < u,>2 - U,= < u1,>2 (9) during its motion, the neighbourhood of each particle

will be formed by the same fluid element But, for
,-nd takes into account the dispersion effect due to ristance, for a non-zero mean relative velocity between
particles transport by turbulent fluid motion According phases, the modifications in the fluid turbulence viewed
to the limit case of particles with diameter tending from a reference frame moving with the particulate
towards zero, for which the drifting velocity reduces to phase lead to the so-called crossing-trajectories effects
the single turbulent correlation between the volumetric which clearly reduce the dispersion of the particles
fraction of the dispersed phase and the velocity of the
continuous phase, the velocity V,,is written as follows - Crossing-trajectories effects

_L -c _ aI Using a slightly different method than the one
V ii-. 2,i ax, a, ax, (10) proposed by Csanady (1963), we can note that, when the

I instantaneous displacement of the particles is dominated
Thus, according to the previous expression of the by the mean relative velocity, the Lagrangian

particulate flux, the effective turbulent dispersion correlation " il stands for an Eulertan space correlation
tensor for discrete particles can be directly related to the of the fluid velocity fluctuations Thus, restricting our
fluid-particle one attention to homogeneous and isotropic fluid turbulent
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flows, the Lagrangian correlation, parallel to the mean local instantaneous cquAtions Nevertheless, from an
relative velocity direction L is written approximate form of the fluid velocity fluctuation

1equation of the Langevin type. we may obtain a practical

exit(T) cxV 1 15) form of the second-montent equation, which reads,
neglectiing convectise and ditfusive Iransport, as follows

where the eddy-paricle interaction time is given by <u "u",>2 1-- i i 1,

ti:iT i I 2, (2)

" <2 2 T 12 U x-1a _ + U" 2,U'lc n>2--
qlt , asxm x,,

qi is the fluid turbulent kinetic energy. I L is the

Thus if the fluid Reyntlds shear stress viewed by the

Euleriati lengtli-scale and Ti is the fluid Lagrangian particles may be computed with the help of the eddy

time macroicale % IscOsity concept in terms of the eddy-particle

Neglecting the 6 asset for~c, we can c nipute interaction time and the fluid-particle velocity

analytically frot equation (131 the longitudinal velocty correlation, providing that the mean gradient of the

siriance of the dispersed phase, and the velocity relative velocity may be neglected, we obtain the eddy-

covariance between the two phases, in terms of the fluid viscosity of heavy particle clouds suspended in

turbulent kinetic energy viewed by the particles homogeneous turbulence as

• i :1 q, (24)
<h i 2 3 1 =

1n' (17) where qt <rj n< u';,>2 and U"t U' utu'>2

<_ u 2 b + 'l ....

u Like the dispersion coefficient, the particulate eddy-
uiscosity is written as the sum of two separate

we can nOtice that previous expressions are affected by contributions proportional to the eddy-particle
inertial and crossing-trajectories effects simultancously, interaction time and the particle relaxation time
through the characteristic times ratio 11, respectively According to the effective dispersion

If the nstantaneous distributton of particles and the coefficient expression, the Schmidt leads to I / 2 for
fluid turbulent kinetic energy are uncorrelated so that "large" heavy particles (7,<< 1) And the other hand, the

2 u 2/3 2 previous expression is consistent with the modelling of
I u,72 u 

>
1 i the fluid turbulence when the particle diameter is

we obtain from (14) the expression proposed by Csanady tending towards zero (TI, >> I)
for the cffective particle dispersion coefficient On the contrary, if the fluid turbulence remains fully

- isotropic corresponding to a zero fluid velocity gradient,
D = 1 z25tz l the effective eddy-viscosity of the particle cloudsDtt D. 1 (18) reduces to the following expression

Comparison of the prevtous equation with experimental I IrT in 1
results (Wells and Stock, 1983) shown a good agreement v= - 2-q1 q' (25)

and leads to the approximate value of 2= 0 45
Following Csauady proposal, we may assume same which is decreasing with the particle relaxation time,

forms for the lateral turbulent characteristics than for but has the same limit than (24) for "large" particles
the longitudinal one, but with a different eddy-particle
interaction time because of the continuity effect LARGE EDDY SIMULATION METHOD

"t T. 1 '41) P, 1, (19) Fluid turbulence predictionsThe computations of particle trajectories in

Finally, the flud-particle dispersion coefficient may homogeneous fluid turbulence require the knowledge of

be written in terms of the vcli.)city covariance and the the instantaneous three-dimensional velocity field

eddy-particle interaction time as Though the Direct Simulation is the approach the most
I = satisfactory from the theoretical point of vue. it is not

D0 T= -2"1 Ut"22 (20) practical owing to the limitation to low Reynolds number

Thus, substituting analytical expressions for the kinetic turbulence But, as the dominant process in particle

%tress tensor components in the definition of the displacement is the interaction with the large scales of

effective particle disperstatn tensor from the two-fluid the fluid velocity field, we can used Large Eddy

model formalism (I1), we obtain the equality (14) due to Simulation with a good accuracy The numerical niethous
the direct Fourier resolution of particle motion equation used there have been developed for many years at the

"Laboratoire National d'Hydraulique" (Khoudi. 1988)
Particle kinetic Stress in simple shear flow The fluid equations are unchanged by the presence of

The computation of particle velocity fluctuations the particles since the volume fraction of the particles
depends on the interaction with the fluid turbulent and the interfacial momentum transfer are assumed to
motion, but is also modified by the mean gradient of the be negligible The homogeneous and isotropic
particle velocity Restricting our attention to dilute turbulence field, obtained from simulation using 643 god
concentrations of heavy particles, we may obtain from points, stands still artificially by adjustement of the
the second-moment transport equations (Simonin, 1991), spectrum by comparison with the theoretical von
by neglecting convective and diffusive traneport, the Karman-Pao form Fluid turbulent characteristics

following equation for the off-diagonal correlations correspond to the initial measurements of Wells and
u 2,,U"2.t R 0, 1  Stock experiment (1983) in a grid-generated turbulence

au, D< aU, 1(21)
2 l. /, a tax t /. - I Particle tracking algorithmJ In order to minimize numerical bias, statistical results

where the first contribution, which results from the for each case were obtained from an ensemble of about

local dravgtlg by toe flid tirhiivn otton, ta equal to 25(00 poril" trajectortes Spectal attempts were made in

p the treatment of the particle motion concerning the
projection of instantaneous flu,d characteristics on the

1112" 
0  

11 1[,tu 2 >, + < a'ta"i,>2 (22) position of the particles and the time integration of the
dynamic equation (Deutsch and Simonin, 1991)

The set of equations governing the fluid-particle The particle momentum equation was time advanced
correlation tensor cannot be derived exactly from the using a second-order Runge-Kutta scheme with the same
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time step as for the fluid velocity field calculation The crossing trajectories redues the dispersion of the

particles were released with an initial velocit) equal to particles, but also the particle and fluid-particle velocity

the local instantaneous fluid velocity To remove the correlatton%. unequally in directions parallel and

influence of the release conditions, the particles were normal to tite mean relative velocity.

allowed to disperse somewhat before the statistics were Figures 14 show an extremely good agrcccnt

caltulated The Basset force contribution is assumed to be bctween simulated velocity correlations and analytical

negligible, this assumption may reduce the practical expressions 117) obtained in the frame of the Tchen,

accuracy of the simulations for the lightest particles but theory Finally, figure 15 shows an improvement in the
does not affect the comparison with the theoretical accuracy of the losare assumptions used in tire Eulerian

results obtained in the frame of the Tchen's theory and iwo-fluid modeling for non-iero mean relative velocity

based on the same assumption Particle kinetic shear stress
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION The influence of the mean velocity gradient on the

heavy particle kinetic shear stress is studied based on
Particles suspended in turbulent fluid flosss particle clouds with a x

5 
linear variation of the mean

In a first step, computations were carried out for z ro- velocity component U 2 1 imposed by a non-uniform
mean relative velocity (without gravity) and three external force field acting on the particles
typical particle/fluid density ratio (P2/Pi = 2100, 2 and Firstly, figures 16 and 17 show that the computed
0001) with various particle diameters in order to modify paiticle and fluid-particle velocity correlations stand in
appreciably the particle relaxation tie good agreement with the analytical expressions 117)

The results validate the theoretical expressions And the other hand, the particle dispersion coefficient,
derived, in the frame of two-fluid model formalism, for which may be computed front the displacement tensor
the hispersion coefficient ifigure 3) and the velocity (5) in the x2 direction, is in very good agreement with
fluctuations (figures 4 to 9) in terms of the fluid the theoretical expressions obtained in the frame of two-
turbulent characteristics viewed by the particles Thus, fluid modelling and is correctly reduced according to an
in order to improve the accuracy of Eulerian predictions, average crossing trajectories effect (figure t9M
the closure assumptions should take into account the Concerning the L E S predictions of the particle
tendency of the fluid-particle Lagrangian integral time Reynolds shear stress component < u' 2 1 U'23>2 influenced
scale, or eddy-particle interaction time, to increase for by the particle mean velocity gradient, figure 20 shows a
large values of the particle relaxation time (figure 2) fie agreement with the one obtained is the sum of the

As the particle dispersion coefficient can be written separate predicted contributions from (21) Thus, the
as proportional to the 'eddy-particle interaction time" separate contribution R 1, due to the particle dragging
using Eq (14), it may be pointed out (figure 3) that the by the fluid turbulence is decreasing with the increase
particle dispersion coefficient may be greater than that of the particle relaxation time
of fluid elements But, for practical purpose, this effect And the other hand, figure 21 show the separate fluid-
must be compared with the increase of effective particle velocity correlations which contribute to the
dispersion lup to ten times more) observed in particle- particle shear stress We obtain a fairly good agreement
laden jets predictions (Simonin, 1990) and due to the with the semi-empirical equation (23), specially for the
memory of injection conditions on the particle velocity component < a" u", 3 >2 influenced by the particle mean
correlations distribution velocity gradient Unfortunately, a part of these

And the other hand, the results of simulation for the correlations is due to the residual anisotropy of the
lightest particles (P2/Pt = 0001) exhibit large statistical predicted fluid turbulence and thus limit the accuracy of
bias (figure 1) due to the correlation between the the analysts concerning the particle eddy-viscosity
distribution ot the particles and the local instantaneous However, figure 18 shows the comparison of the
fluid turbulent kinetic cnergy, corresponding to a theoretical expressions (24) and (25) for particle eddy-
strong preference to collect in regions of low velocity viscosity with the effective one computed as the particle
According to the analysis based ott the Fourier shear stress predictions and the mean velocity gradient
transformation of the dynamic equation (Gouesbet et at , ratio The deviation between predictions and the
1981). the kinetic energy of the lightest particles is equation (25) is tiue to the residual fluid turbulence
locally larger than the one of the fluid turbulence anisotropy in the L ES predictions Thus, the agreement
viewed by the particles (figure 6), but, due to the is increasing with the particle relaxation time, when
statistical bias, remains smaller than the average dispersion effects are mainly controlled by the random
turbulent kinetic energy of the whole fluid flow motion of particles, and finally, the results iahdates the

In addition, Figures 10 to 12 show the separate limt value 1/2 obtained for the particle Schmidt (1r < 1)
contribution of the fluid-particle dispersion coefficient
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ABSTRACT Q - density of internal heat
sources in a particle

The paper is aimed at the derivation - particle dvnamic and thermal
of a closed system of equations for relaxation times
dvnamics and heat transfer in turbulent Tp - time of particle interaction
flows The equation for the probability with qas high energy
density of particle velocity and pulsations
temperature in a turbulent flow a set of T - Lagrangian time macroscale
eouations for velocitV and temoerature of turbulence.
moments, the closure technique fir the WC.) - Havisaid function
system of equations for the moments or 9 - distance from wall
velocitv and temperature fluctuations as - viscous sublayer thickness
well as applications of the derived f - turbulent viscosity of gas
equations for transfer of momentum and heat G5 - turbulence Prandtle and
transfer in the near-wall reaion and in a 3chmidt numbers for single
tree iet are presented phase flow,

C. Cj SK - constants in K-E model,
X - longitudinal and radial

INTRODUCTION coordinates.
di- particle diameter,

Presently for modeling of two-phae D- nozzle diameter
idispersed) turbulent flows use is mostly mo - particles loading ratio.
made of the method based on the combined V0 - nozz)e gas velocity
Eulerian-lagrangian approach equations of V- nozzle gas velocity in
motion and energy for the continuous single phase flow,
carrier phase are presented and solved in T.,T- gas temperature in nozzle
terms of Eulerian variables while the and environment
equations of motion and energy of the
dispersed phase are written and solved
usinq Lagrangian variables, i e by PROBABILITY DENSITY EQUATION
integration along the individual particle
(droplet) trajectories Accounting for the The flow and heat transfer of solids
stochastic particle motion in this case in a turbulent gas flow is considered
sianificantl" increases calculations assuming maximum possible solids volumetric
because the statistically valid information concentration where particle-particle
requires sufficiently represe-tative number interactions may be neglected Velocity
of realizations With decreasing particle and temperature fluctuations of particles
size the number of realizations to obtain are caused by their entrainment into the
statistically valid averaged turbulent flow of the carrier chase I e
characteristics must increase due to larger by the interaction with random fields or
contribution of particle interaction with gas velocity !rnd temperature due to viscous
smaller eddies Therefore application of friction and thermal conductivity
the Lagrangian technique for modeling of The motion and heat transfer of a
the dispersed phase dynamics is probably single particle are described as follows
reasonable with regard to the inertial
particles only The Eulerian approach to d.'
the cescription of the disperse phase is ___ V d ,i L14
based on the continuum presentation of the a - --
particle ensem',le and, hence, allows theuse of numerical alaorithms close.i their
forms both for the disperse and the carrier ,A

phases The approach provides adequate - - •
description of particle inertia movement dr it
induced effects, it would be a rational
alternative to the Lagrangian technique

Then kinetic equation for the particle
ensemble is used instead of Lagrangian

NOMENCLATURE equations for a single particle, the
probability densitv distribution of

- tis particles with respect to coordinates.
p , - particle ci:-dnate velocity velocities and temperature is introduc d

and temperature Dlj IW)
F- external force 1
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Averaaino in equation (3) is made
using realizations of random turbu,,nt f 7"T .''4i1, ),
fields of velo ty Tt ') and temporo.ure rJ t P e-DKdf/
i(je 2') of the carrier phase t <a' J5
Differentiating Eq (3) wlth respect to time 0
and accounting Eqs (1) and (2) and
representing the qas velocity and C
temperature as averaged and pulsating (e(7 N _417&Psusmiandst-Uzt,UZ f T t7 . we obtain [e

summands 41, -V U_ 0 <1
d~o 9Pj

-_ ( )-u _____.

One can see computation of the deqree
For the closure of the equation for of particles entrainment by turbulentP the required correlations pulsations of the carrier phase, two-time

:- > correlation functions of _as velocity and
< a 'P S Y <Z2 temperature pulsations along the particle

path are required Stepwise approximation
of two-time correlation functions /I'/

are derived usinr the Furutsu-Novikov gives
formula /I/. assuming random fields

to be Gaussian

(,(xI,7)e&7, =J ( ih 7z(:l, > N J =L - exi ( t; ),

< (5,, 1 , = -ep( T/- l ).

- Introducing Eq (6) in Eq (4) we obtainwhere- - random process in space -., the closed equation for the probabilitv
"- random process dependent density distribution of particles whth

functional - functional respect to coordinates, velocities and
derivative Using Eq (5). accounting Lemperature in a nonuniform turbulent flow
Eq (1) and (2) and I gnorino the spatial
nonuriformity of fields I7. t ae arrive at

a =.~ uu,f ? :9.:U'u'- iP ./.< ('7'. )p
f'-~LI '?,.P ,.>: ~~~i -f.< >$ j,. > V. + )P,,, .

>(- # <',u U'> "+

It is worth noti-ng that in the casgj of

where <11'1> <14''>. <z ' - single-time 8' -correlated wi-th tie random fields 1!
moments of gas velocity and temperature iF , i e . ignoring the fi-nite ti-me of thes
pulsations turbulent pulsation decay, fi-rst two terms

in the rigcht-hand part of Eq (7) equals
zero, and the equation becomes that of the-Fo0ker-Plank type For the case ofa

-f < _,_ _a _ _ _ _,)_ ,_j .. -___ a ' homo en ou s and te dy-s tat turbul nc .'? 5 It 2 wothe norm al d istr ibu taon is the solution of

the Eq (7). With larger particle size

where particle entrainment decreases, thef.-./ ' "- A-II.(T /'t )Uk( ; z - prob.,iity density dictribution te.,,ls Lo
become a beta - function0 ua - 1"1{ Mzl ,-- = . .- ' '[lt ('Y-
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ThE EQUATIONS FOR MOMENTS order correlations of velocity and
temperature fluctuations include

the probability density eauation was convection diffusion. generation of
used to derive the system o epuations for pulsations because of gradients of the
the second order and triple correlations of averaged small-size particle volocity and
particle velocity and temperature temperature generation and diss.pation due
fluctuations Average particle to the interaction between the particles
concentration velocity and temperature are and the fluid flow turbulent pulsations
defined In the case of a homooeneous steady-state

turbulence the algebraic expression for
r/d rzV [Zf ;C{ =./ n , turbulent stresses, turbulent heat fluxesOfddz~ V7Vtd'd O'-m/idVp.Aand small-size particle and fluid flow

temperature fluctuations was drawn from the
Intearatina Eq (7) on the velocity and euations tor second moments

temperature we obtain equations tor
particle concentration average velocity , '. -
and temperature. second order correlations <V/ 6. 1v-O.= ufue+Lt -"'
of oar'Acle velocity and temperature =d ju+ j ,. t.
fluctv:,tions QL~ Tu+t

Jv + ti~r-< >=t <  ,

For the inhomoaeneous turbulent flow
eauations for triple correlations are used

.- ,c-- J<Vw>, _. UV to determine diffusion terms in the
-v,_ - eouations for second moments To describe
04 JIM the momentum and heat transfer in the
1 , disperse phase in terms of second moment

V9,) euation the terms defining time
variations, convective transfer and
initiation of pulsations due to averaged

Sd velocity and temperature gradients are
+O.ra9 aV/ F /7 ignored in the third moment equation

- ..--,-... - Assuming normal distribution of
H. ex, t: fluctuations which allows presentation of

') M70 4th moments as h sum of products of second
4-Vz+u 8> 0 (o) moments, the relationship for triplex coorrelations for particle velocity and

kt temperature fluctuations were derived

Ix,, ",

_ _ _ ! #_I__

,IR V)7, -w,, dk ,K.. K

SI , lY 1 9 '1 1 I# -i

< U. t + .

With the particle relaxation time+ u= -K 77/ u ,
)  

4 tending to zero the above relationships
dXX ,r , become as those proposed by Launder B E et

al for a single phase fluid /3,4/ Also

V p"' 2 (J 1 these ,relationships are capable of closing
. > ( < - . iw(i>the system of oquations for tranefer of

ft momentum and heat for small-size particles
The equations (91. (101 for the

oarticle average velocity and temperature
incorporate terms for turbulent stresses NEAR-WALL REGION INCLUDING VISCOUS SUBLAYER
and turbulent particle heat flux resulted
from the particle entrainment into the Turbulent transport models based on
puisating 11ula, transrer ox momentum and differential equations for second moments
heat due to turbulent diffusion caused by for the dispersed phase velocitv
the nonuniform particle space distribution fluctuations are capable of accounting for
The equations (1i) - (13) for the second nonlocal effects due to particle inertia

10-2-3
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Therefore such models can be to advantage type correlation similar to Boussineso
used tor particle dynamics calculations in correlation tor single phase turbulent
the near-wall reaion where laroe gradients stresses
o f all turbulent characteristics are
observed The widely applied aloebraic ,,local equilibriu ) models for exmle -V>yp ..
/5 - 9/ for prediction of the near-wall 3 P 3 '. V

reion turbulent stresses of the carrier
phase may aive larae errors where turbulent viscosity coefficient for

Main aualitative effects in the dispersed phase is governed by botn the
apnroximatino the carrier phase pulsations particle relaxation time and turbulent
were revealed by using a simple model eneroy
incorooratina a viscous sublaver with no
pulsations. and a turbulent region with / .
constant pulsations i e < ,-
The time of particle interaNion with aas
turbulent pulsations are considered The , particle turbulent eneroy
constant 7-= 5/a , The equations for < >12 was obtained from the
Particle concentration and pulsation differential equation derived from (11)
intensity of particle veloct obtained with accounting (14) The carrier phase
rrom ecuations (8). (9) (11). (141 were characteristics are described by the K-E
analvticallv solved by joinino turbulence model modified to account for
decompositions for the above regions The the particle effect on turbulence The
boundary conditions for velocity pulsations equations for the gas turbulence energy
were asU' y/d-u at 0. ,=aU:>/R and its dissipation E are

Distributions of velocitv "pulsation
intensity vs the particle inertia A a ), A
parameter are shoun in Fig.1 , x1( " i'J4<I-

0.6

04 0 .5,
(r <aa> C

Fir3t terms in square brackets of
.2 Eos (17) and (18) are defined by the

pulsating interphase slip, while second
terms - by the averaged slip and nonuniform
particle distribut2on. The degree of
particle entrainment into the
micropulsating motion of the carrier phase

i0 is defined in Eq (18) as

0
Figure I Particle pulsation intensity in where turbulence time microscale, with the

the near-wall reaibn assumption on isotrop:c small-scale
pulsating motion is described by

The small-size particle pulsation re The time of Particle
intensity equals to zero in the viscous interaction with high energy gas pulsations
sublaver while the intensity of the is approximated by
large-size particles in the viscous
sublaver and on the wall is a non-zero Ip 7,( / 1 F'111-)]
value The velocity pulsations of the f
dense phase can be described by the where A 2/3)'24. spatial turbulence
nonlocal model only and is explained by the macroscale The time macroscale of gas
diffusion-controlled transfer of pulsations velocity pulsations ir determined by
fron the turbulent region to the viscous
subliyer due to particle inertia

The proposed set of equations for
two-phase flows comprises no extra

TWO-PHASE JET FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER empirical constants The described system
of equations was used for calculating two-

In free jet flows turbulent phase round jet characteristics for a wide
characteristics are substantially closer to range of particle size and mass
isotropic state than in the near-wall concentration Fin. 2-4 show results of
flows Therefore, turbulent stresses in a these calculations. Predictions and
let flow dispersed ohams can be alcIlAetd eper manfe /10 11' are compared showing
using the particle turbulent energy good agreement Most important calculation
equation only To simplify calculations of findings are- increased range and
two-phase jet flows, the set of equations decreased thickness of a two-phase jet as
for second moments of particle velocity compared to a single phase jet;
fluctuations (11) is reduced to a gradient laminarization effect of particles on the
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I.Oe ... 2.0

0-0-0-0- \6 * 0

0 m

- eg a

00 .05 R/X 0Oi
Fiaure 2 Centre-line longitudinal mean Figure 3 Radial distributions of mean

velocity of gas (1) and particles velocity of gas (I) and particles
(II) distributions a. dpo170 um. (III a MO -0 32, b /7 -0 85
b Jt.,-500 um c single-phase c single-phase flow
flow

A A A A a0
.02

a

0/oD 2

Figure 4 Gas (II and particles (II) Figure 5 Radial distributions of particles
veloc itv pulsations intensity temperature, -50 um a. X/D -5,
a 1770 -0 32. b. au =0 85 b.X D -10: c X/D -20
c. single-ohase flow

tluld flow Good agreement between the The turbulent Prandti number obtained
pred ctions and the experiments for the
average velocity distributions and the U ) 1
intensity of pulsations for the dense phase . - (t .,#" ----f5-r'
proves the validity of the proposed model
to describe particle dynamics in turbulent illustrates the effect of the particle
jets thermal-physical properties ( particle

The two-phase round jet heat transfer dynamic and thermal relaxation times) on
was calculated using the equatior for the transfer of momentum and heat
turbulent heast flux of the dispersed phase The results obtained by both
(12) accounting (15) or the formula, techniques are close This conclusion is
resulting from Simplifying the equation for illustrated in Fig 5 showing radial
the turbuleat heat flUx -o 0 distributions of the particle temperature

2( fe in diferent jet ,sections ( I using
equation for <11,> II -using Eq (19))
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Therefore oarticle turbulent Prandtl
number may be recommended for two-phase 3et
flow heat traster calculations

Thus the proposed model can
adequately be applied to predict transfer
of momentum and heat in the near-wall
region and two-phase free jet flows
irequiring no extra empirical constants
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A TIME-CORELATED STOCHASTIC MODEL FOR PARTICLE DISPERSION IN

ANISOTROPIC -URBULENCE
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Manchester, M60 IOD, UK

ABSTRACT where 7 is the 'particle relaxation time"

The dispersion of particles, tracked by a LaGranglan
method within a continuous carrier modelled by an Eulearian ( - /(5)
scheme, is effected by imposing on the particle turbulent CD
velocity perturbations cf the carrier fluid Wthin a
Reynolds-averaged framework, these perturbations must be The above expression for tt is obtained by solving a simplified

extracted, by some sampling method, from statistical and linearised form of the parmcle-motion equation with Vf

information provided by the turbuletnce closure. This paper held invariant Sampling for a new fluctuation uf is performed

presents a sampling scheme which accounts (.) for the after the interval ts  Shuen et al (1983) suggest the

corrdation in time between successive perturbations, and (it) modification

for the directional correlation in space reflected by anisotropy
of the normal Reynolds stresses and the fimte ialues of the t .- e/(

2
/
3
k)° 1 (6)

shear stresses The scheme is intended to be used in
conlunction wsti Reynolds-stress closure in modelling two- and while Kllo & Stock (1986) proposed that (6) be multiplied b

three-dimensional flows The properties of the correlated a flow-dynamics-related constant which experimental studies

sampling method are first illustrated by tests which aim to suggest to lie in the range 0 15 to 2

reconstitute the loint PDFs pertainang to anisotropic states
identified by prescribed sets of Reynolds-stress components All the above methodologies share the same three
The scheme is then applied to particle dispersion in a free imiortant weaknesses
shear layer (i) No account is taken of the fact that turbulent fluctuations

are correlated in time, te u(t)u(t+6t) does not vanish
unless 6t is large

INTRODUCTION (iI) There is no clear-cut rationale for prescribing the
magnitude of the aforementioned time scales

Within a statistically ste'dy Eulerian framework, the (m) No account is taken of anisotropy and the fact that

motion of the caiTier is described in terws of its time-averaged cross-correlations of velocity fluctuations are non-zero

velocity, Vif The instantaneous velocity, Vf, is thus given by The third item above might be acceptable when an
• + eddy-viscosity approach is used for characterising tarrier

Vf - Vf + Vf . (0 turbulence However, when a Reynolds-stress model is
employed, the traditional approach does not exploit effectively

Ir were known, modelling particle dispersion would not the information arising from the Eulerian framework
be an issue, for dispersion would arise naturally as a
consequerce of the randomly time-dependent nature of " f But Recognising the above limitations, Itrlemont et at (1990)
the fivctuation is sot knorn or simply determinable Rather, have recently propo,'d a model which accounts for temporal
the correlations itiii (the Reynolds stresses) are usually given as correlatin and ansotropy va a combination of LaGrangian and
the outcome of a turbulence model The central task is thus correlation unct ions iOt or roceed
to construct a model which is able to provide a description for Eulerian correlation functions Our work, proceeding
to constuct ahe moly hichnisoetooide ao dhesrcriation f independently in parallel to that above, has given rise to a
f -inich, while obviously not conforming to the rcl variation, modelling framework which, whilst sharing the same philosophy,

gives the same dispersion effect, viewed in statistical terms, adopts a different, arguably simpler route to representin

The traditional approach to modelling dispersion i dispersion without dependence on the details of the statistical
Texr traditionl approachnto odeling dut ro n ufIs to sampling process and on time-scale assumptions This paper

extract an isotropic tu.bulent velocity fluctuation uD from the exposes the modelling framework in detail an, verifies its
predicted carricir turbulence energy and a Gaussian PDF having vaity
a standard deviation of (213k)0

'
5, without taking temporal validity.

correlation or directional anisotropy into account This TEMPORALLY AND DIRECTIONALLY CORRELATED
approach was first proposed by YU et al (1978) Irrespective SAMPING
of the computational time step adopted for advancing the

solution, vf is extracted, by random sampling, from the same Prhminarv considerations
PDF The question of the period over which uf acts on a
pArticle is addressed via two time scales, the eddy-life time, Attention is focused in Fig I ox a tingle discrete particle
tQ, and the eddy-travsit time tt The nteraction period is at time t-t, located at lpt-lt relative to an origin '0
evaluated from

ts - sin (tl,tt) (2Y- --- -

Several proposals have been made for determining the above - I , / _
time scales Uosman and oannides (1981), evaluate tg from rp,t-&t

- e/I'rIl 2e - C kS//, (3), oL
tt - In (I - l/(l,p - 1 j) (4) FIg I Motion of particle and carrier-fluid

picket in tlmb Interval 6t
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At time t, a fluid (i e carer) particle originating at 0 is seen to be simply R(6t) Since
rft-trrp t-6t, will have moved to rft while the discrete
particle il, m gem rat, be located at Op t The task is to
determine the carrier fluctuation at rpt The velocity e1 - -- tt O (14)

fluctuation of the carrer phase at time t at t h may it faows that

be related to the velocity fluctuation at t-St by

( i'rt -((U 1RUt s1)} - 7trf- RftY 6t (15)

ft () ft Y +If the PDFs describing ut and nt-t are assumed Gaussian

where .fi) accounts far effects arising from prevus lme levels, in shape, that governing et is also Gaussian, and P(dt) follows
whie dt represents effects arising from randomness during the from
time interval t Similarly, the ca rer velocity fluctuation at I - u t - R4 6)uL A)

location rp,t can be related to the fluctuation at location rft  P(dt)-. ,. - exp f -t - R(St )t.-r)
by 12 (Ut - R ? 6t )u!.t 16 2

('U, - R(6t6t)1 c
"4 " - (16)

,'t W , + Hence, with R(6t) and turbulence intensities at t and t-6t

Unless the discrete particle is large and dense, and the time given, '12) and (16) allow ut to be determined for any chosen
step 6t is long, it may be assumed that the departure of ?, step~t and a previously sampled value ut_6t
from i7,t is sufficiently modest for the statistical state of e
fluid at both positions to be close In this case, the velocity Temoral and directional correlation
fluctuation at the particle's position at time level t is simply
represented by equation (7). This restriction, whilst not Attention is now directed towards ansotropic turbulence
essential, simplifies the modelling considerations to follow and Assume that at any time level, t, te velocity fluctuations are
may be leadily relaxed at a later stage, if desired, via the use to be sampled from a directionally correlated PDF P( tlt.6t)
of an Eulernan correlation function in conjunction with relation which is conditional on the ,elocity fluctuation ;t-bt sampled at
(8) The task is thus reduced to determining the matrix (0} level t-6t The nature of the PDFs will be considered later
and the vector 4 An analogous path leads to similar The Statistical correlation between t-t and f is assumed to
expressions for {,) and t The primary objective pursued be described by the (as yet unknown) correlation functions
below is to 'Ietrievel -, by some sempling process, in such a Rij(tt)
%ay that a sufficiently large set of sampling events satitsfies the
statistical constraints imposed by the available time-averaged R - --u ur-At R - - - Rx / - t-, l t
correlations of the velocity fluctuations z ' t -St

Temooral correlation
A arc.sR vt , t Vt .t

Au a precursor to the full model, it is instructive to RyX -/ v_U'r/7 yy / _-t Y - t
restrict attention to isotropic turbulence The present approach t i-St t t- t t 15
is based on the proposition that temporal correlation between
velocity fluctuations at two successive time steps at which
sampling is performed be accounted for via the itme-correlation Rzx w -Si,t z w...L. t .w vz-A R w t-
coefficient RIMI) defined as //79/9. ZO I--1.

ct-St t 1-t t c-t
(17)

R(St) - - -,-_ (9) from which (6t) has been omitted, for brevity, and which may
1-St be expressed compactly as

According to Hinze (1975), a reasonable approximation for - Xx Ry 
x  

1
R(at) is R y Rz (18)

R(St)-exp{-tt/T) (10) izX Rzy Rz I

With toe subscript It' denoting 'rft' henceforth, the
If k and e are the only turbulence parameters available from turbulent fluctuation t=(ut,vt.wt)T can be expres.t by
the Eulerian framework, the time scale T may be assumed
given by

ut - (Oxx ut-St + Oxy vt-Zt + Oxz wt-6t) + dt
T - '(C 

° 
'
t
k' s/ )/(a/sk)u . . (11)'

vt - (
0
ytt + tlyy v1 -81 + Byz wt-.t) +

where r may be determined oi the basis of analytical and

experimental considerations wt - (Ozx ut-at + 13zy vt-6t + 1izz wt-6t), + dtz

Given 8t, k, and a sampled fluctuation ut_.t (the subscript

If' is omitted heiceforth for brevity), the objective is to or compactly as

construct a PDF whose variance is not simply (2/3k). 
s 

but t "
which reflects correlation (9) There are two quite different V 1  v it-t + 3t (19)

routes to achieving this objective, both lead to identical end
points and are detailed in Zhou & Leschziner (1991) Here, Multiplication of eq (19) by ;Ttaot followed by time-averaging
the gist of one route is outlined - denoted by the operator V - gives,

For isotropic turbulence, equation (7) for ut, may be EN t .vT - ") - (20)
wr,.len

ut - Out-bt + dt (121 where the left-hand side is

where 0 and dt are here scalar quantities which are to be r _ 7i,6
determined From utut-6t utvt-1  utwt-.t

ENtVt (C - t tut -a, vtvt_6t

uu-(t 1Ut-6t ut-6t + et ut-6t " u 6t wtut.6t wtvt_.tt  wtwt_6t
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and

R xx T tIi 5 t Rvy A -1 R TI 5 , XZ/i7AY3,

t A~ 2 t ,9I~i 5 t R(L) )- {t6 t lcvl
1

14 zx ) F :5 tR iry/ A ' tilt ___, n/iicovl& 7CX (30)
In the above, n identifies the dimensionality of the problem,

(21), e the numbr ot elements correlated via (con) The question
while the right-hand side becomes is now how to effect by computational means a sampling

[ -- T+ T - -iT methodology which reflects the correlation implicit in equation
E[({#)vt-6t t) vt -at " E(vt-6t Vt-_It) (30)

vt-6t), If Z is a set of random components with independent
standard normal distribution N(0,1). then the correlated

- 0. (COVl;-tt + 0 (22) components of the vector k may be determined, in principle,
'ro m

In the above, (coy) is the covartant matrix of t-at,
3
t - 181 2 (31Y

leovl * E(" 
-
) -vE v 

2  
s - -j T

-  
Where {B)=b U  Is the matrix elpressing the degree ofwov wJ [ ' 7-- correlation betwee components of dt. Post-multipltication of

(23) equation (31) by T gives

which is thus fully determined within a Eulearean solution E( t  
T ) 

- E[18(2 (lBI)T ]-(B} E(2 IT) {BTB 1(B)T
itheme for the carrier phase employing a Reynolds-stress t

turbulence model The r h s zero in equation (22) arises (32y
because dt is clearly not correlated to the fluctuations at t-6t and hence,
Hence, equation (22) may be written

(cov)at - {B21 B}T (33),
(C) - i0) (cov} -t_6t

or which obviously contains products of elements b only. The

10 - 1C) (24)5 variables Z1, Z, and Z3 may be taken 7o represent
n6t  ucorrelated velocity perturbations (of incorrect magnitude,
however) in the linearly independent co-ordinate framewo.k

Reference to equation (21) shows (C) to depend on Reynolls (1,2.3) Because of the spherical symmetry of constant P(Z)
stresses and correlation functions only Hen'- if the latter are surfaces, there is a degree of ambiguity In relation to the
known, all elements of (0) may be determin orientation of Z relative to dt (and ) This ambiguity offers

some flexibility in 'aligning' the 2 and /; co-ordinate

Attention is next directed towards d1  tn,s is obtained by system- Here, we have chosen to align dt x (one of the three
manipulating equation (19), rearranged to give components of dt) with the Z direction. In this manner, (B)

can be made to become lower triangular (ie b,2 = b,1  = b 2 3
=0) An element-by-element comparison of the left- and

at - 4I - (0) 'Vt-6t . (25), right-hand sides of the above equation then leads to:

Multiplication of (25) by its transpose and time-averaging gives 2 b b2 i -

b,,b~ bd' 22
bll~~~~ -xd dd-x , bxbdt txt

Ed, 3tT) _ dtxm dexdey dcxdtz b,,b3, " dtx ba, + b;2 " dxy (34)
/dtzdtx dtz.dty d t Z2 3 23 ~

--( 4T -T Tf b,' + b,, , b,, - -z

- E[(, ( t0) v t)(vt -Vi-l0l)
From which the coefficients fol low as

E[(;t vt) -( ) "[((tst v01
E( -T T T -iT T b,' - (dtx - 0, b, - 0

- vtb6t) - b(26) bl-b -(t,-b,

Use of the definition for (C) given in equation (21) allows (26) b2, - [ b

to be written.
T TT b22 -0 b~ s, - (d (35),

1cov }lt- (cov } - (0 ) C )
T 

- (C 1{ 0T+ ( }l cov v t (l O )
T  

b"3 -i

Vt Vt-It (dtv.dt- - b ,b
(27) b12 - ( ddb i2

From equation (23) it s apparent that the last two terms in
eq (26) cancel each other so that: b,, - (dtz'- ba,

2
-

(cov}(2  - {cov4 _ 1p}{C}T (28) Hence the elements of dt become

The next task is to relate the elements of the vector dt to dtx - bi Z,
(cov)J To thi end, an assumption Is required about the dty - b, Z, + by, Z? (alt(

natre of the PDF gverning me vectorial fluctuation ; and b
hence also 4 Here, all components are assumed to be dtz - b,, 2, + bs,, 2 * is, 21
governed by Gaussian distributions This permits ; and at to
be described by the int normal distributior: In what follows, tests are presented in two-dimensional

space only In this case the components of (0). after
expanding equation (24), take the following forms

p(I) - (2j )-lCO(.sexp{- ()T (cov)' } (29)
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xx - , (,,, t .- 6 -t P(d x,dtyy "2- _

ICOVtI;7 7t,tt) extif (70tdt 2 Ft-x dtdX 7drl)
1  (41)

O vs. - T o- 
2xd-tTI c7 =tyl -2(dj7 ) I

Oxpy (Rxy--' f dt, -2 _t--6,d dy d- dr,

Vt'6t / - For any pair (dtx.dty), the above thus yields P(dtx,dty) Given. Rxx/out/u t-6t ut-tvt-at any particular choice of pairs v-6t, relations (19) allows the

(37), corresponding pair vt and the Associated value P(u,v) to be
- ,v, ,(R determined, since the elements of 10) are knoownyx cv y/ t/ tt - t

. Rv/ vFt St-t t-It; To test the conditional sampling process documented in
Section 2, a large number of pairs [Z 1 ,Z2] (typicall), 8000)

yy- t ( I - - - were udependently sampled from standard normal PDFs, from
COV I which the correlated fluctuations u and v were obtained, subject

-6t - / to the prescribed triples (-P, v
2
, uv) and values for ut_6t,

RyX/ -Vt/ t
- 6

t ut-btvt-6t) vt_6t and 6t used above The number of 'events' in which a
pair (u,v) fell within any prescribed range (iu,Av) was

Moreover, equation (27) gives determined, and this was held to represent the probability of
that event occurring.

- - I ixy ttVtt It as instructive to consider fist the case in which the

+ (
0 
xUt-6tVt-6t + 0Xf V x )0xy] time step t is large, a' which case temporal correlation is

oegligibly weak Here, 6t was chosen such that the ratio
ItT,, varied between 4 and 5. Figs 2-4 shows contours ofty " t - ( t-t +"yt-vt-) P(u,v) for three triples U2,v, and v In all three, the normalT_ t - 6 ; t (38) stresses are identical The first case is uncorrelated, reflected by

+ (oxxut-tvt-at + oxyV t t)Byy] uv=O, while in the second and third cases correlation is

imposed via a positive or negative -v value Each figure
- -[(Oyx-',_ -6t + 0yyUtatVt_6t)YX contrasts the 'expected' PDF (obtained via (41)) with that

reconstituted from the sampling methodology As is evident,
+ (0yxUt-6tvt-6t + 6yyV--- t)y] there is close agreement between the pairs Typicilly, the

stress triple computed from the sampled set differs from thatThese expressions are then used in equations (35! and (36) originally prescribed by about 1%. The slight tendency for the
centres of the sampled PDFs to wander into the third (-u,-v)
quadrant is due to a programming detail relating to the

There remains the important question of how to obtain the allocation of sampling events to squares (luAv), coupled with
correlation functions Ril While some experimental data has the relative coarseness of the (Au,dv) grid; this is thus a
been reported for these functions, the data are jodged to be cosmetic flaw which is easily cured
insufficiently general and conclusive to be used in the present
content We have therefore followed Bertemont et at's The performance of the scheme in the presence of time
suggestion (1990) and adopted the following forms and directional correlation is illustrated in Figs 5 and 6 Here,

St is small, typically 1/2 of T, and the choce made for
p -c r _It (ut.,t.v,_t) is (0 2,0 ) or (-.-0 2). Again, the figures

,ij - V e- p f - Tt ,j (39), contrast the 'expected' behaviour with that arrived at via theTIj sampling route Two features deserve to be hghlighted here.
First, although the stress triples are identical to those adopted

(no summation on i or in denommnator' with T1  being for Fig 3, the PDF is considerably narrower This is entirely
equivalent to expresion (t0). in accord with expectations, for temporal correlation implies

that the degree of randomness associated with the link
Ttj - l(C is k' 5/ )/ ( -" /'u )c (40) I  (ut-6t,vt-6t) +-i (ut,vt) diminishes with decreasing t

Second, the contours are seen to be bised towards the
(no summation on i or j) The value of r was taken as 0 8 on sampling origin at t-6t Here again, this Is expected As Itthe basis of an optimisation carried out by the authors for increases, tests show that the centre of the contours shiftsthesisoftanropt imiren [ o cried out bytheauthorsf towards the origin (0,0) Overall, the agreement between the
isotropic turbulence [Zhou & Leschzincr (1991)] expected and sampled behaviour may be said to be satisfactory

and to confirm the validy of the approach

VALIDATION Particle disersion

Basic characteristics of samling semet We report initial results obtained from the application of
the present model to the dispersion of fine water droplets in a

The validity of the present sampling methodology may be free shear layer, examined experimentally by Lazao & Lasheras
verified by contrasting the PDF fields obtained from the jont (1989) The two-dimensional experiment involves thc mixing
normal distribution (30), in conjunction with relation (19), with of a spray with a stagnant a,r region At the start of the
the corresponding fields reconstituted by repeated sampling via mixing region, information is available on mean velocity,
the route (31) to (36) To this end, a set of Reynolds stresses turbulence intensity, mean-particle concentration and mean
uuI needs to be chosen together with a dissipation rate c and droplet dimeter
a time interval 6t It should be evident that, in practice, these
would be available within an Eulern Reynolds-averaged Modelling of the above flow proceeded in two parts the
treatment of the carrier phase Hence, the correlation functions flow field was first computed with a boundary-layer algorithm
RI, may be evaluated from (39), and from these follow the incorporat, 6 the seconoi-moment closure of Gibson and
elements of () via (37) This then permits the correlations of Launder 11976) and applied over a low-adaptive 61x400 grid
dt, and dt to be determined from (38), from which the The aerodynamic field was then Interpolated to a 31x61
cosarij s., Y dt u- t i , t:j ;it whiudh patl t lainang wan petfumieal. The

particle stream at the initial plane was represented by 144
For two-dimensional conditions, the PDF (30) may be groups, each relating to a different lateral position In the spray

expanded to read, stream aid each contaiming particles of a mean diameter
(varying between 10 and 30 gam) commensurate with
neasurements A total of 6000 time steps iiire performed,
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and 144 particle groups were discharged at intervals of 100 that the method yields velocity fluctuations which, in a
time steps Hence the total number of groups discharged was statistical sense, satisfy the constraints imposed upon it by the
86400 However, at any one time, the maximum number of given set of correlations of the fluctuations The method is
groups tracked and processed was 2880 If more than 2880 being applied to particle dispersion in an anisotropic shear
groups resided in the solution domain, only the latest 2880 layer Intial results given herein are encouraging and justify the
groups were tracked The sampling time step lt was taken as tentative conclusion that the method gives a statistically realistic
4 l0-5 seconds This value was chosen such that the fastest representation of particle dispersion
particles trave'ed no further than one tenth of the grid size
within the time step REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT

On the basis of modern theory of particles The relations between
stochastic processes the closed equation intensity of particles motion usually
for probability function ,PDF) velocity are derived ii. local-equilibrium
and coordinates of particles in approach, when a pulsation
inhomooeneois turbulent flow has been characteristics of particulate phase in
derived The gaseous phase turbulent a given point are connected with
pulsations are approximated by the characteristics of fluid flow in the
random Markov process with fixed same point(Rizk & Elghobashi. 1985.
correlation function The system for the Shraiber. Gavin, Naumov & Yatcenko
averaged velocity dnd pulsation motion 1987, [erevich. Yeroshenko &
or dispersed phase are presented The Zalchik, 1989) The local-equilibrium
boundary conditions for the equation approach is valid only for small
accounting particle-wall interaction are particles whose relaxation time is
given The equations have been solved smaller than the life of
and tne deposition rate.intensity of energy-containing turbulent eddies
normal veiocity of particles~particle kturbtlent time macro scale) For
concentration profiles~averaged velocity inertial particles, whose dynamic
of dispersed phase have been obtained relaxation time exceeds the time scale
Predictions are in a good agreement with of turbulence nonlocal transfer is
measurements significant in :nhomogeneous turbulent

flow The analysis or such flow ic
INTRODUCTION only possible on the basis of nonlocal

models In channel flows uf inertial
Three general approaches allow to particles the intensity of particle

model two-phase turbulent flow gas velocity does not become zero on the
with particles One is the Lagrangian walls unlike the pulsations of fluid
approach usually krown as a trajectcry velocity The intensive turbulent motion
mosel' where the turbulent motion of of particles normally to the wall
individual particles which of traced by determindH the particles deposition from
s~lving their equation of motion The turbulert flows.and averaged slip
trajectories of many particles(usually velocity The diffusion and free-flight
thousands) are realized in order to form model are used to estimate of the
the averaged characteristics of inertial "-ansfer of pulsation energy of
d'spersed phase The fluid velocity particulate phase toward the walls
pulsations are modelled as Gaussian (Fridlender & Johnstone 1975. Reeks &
no'se with given auto correlation Skirme. 1976) Note. that the slip
function (Kallio& Reeks 1989, Govan, velocity is of great importance to
Hewitt & Ngan 1989.Kyle &Eaton 1990, calcuite the diffusion coefficient and
Scuen. Chen & Faethl983) turbule, t intensity of dispersed phase
Lagrangian-type trajectory models give a These effects usually are called as
detailed and realistic benavior of crossing trajectory effects' (Yudlne.
particles in pulsation motion of fluid 1959. Cs~nedy 1963, Nir & Pismen 1979.
But stochastic model is computational Reeks. 1960) Correct description of
e-pensiLve and diffi:ult to specifying motion of particles near the channel
boundary .ayer turbuience ,especiailf in wall is possible only if we have into
the shear flows Tn= second, considerait:n 're interationm t't 2'r
E Ila rr, spprcach. often particles ..c bo-nco,', 7c t.-',
cailso a two-fiuid' model, wnere the approach to mooel the motion ol
particles are treated &s a continuous particles in turbulent
phase The motion of the particulate chear flows is method of probability
pnase is mathematical / described by density functions of characteristics of
equations of mass mome.m and energy dispeised phase In the problem of
concervat~on The difficult task it, turbulent fluid flow this method has
E..-:lan metno-l des.:z .toons of been discussed (Lundgren.
closed equations ror first and second 1969.Pope,1985.Chung 1976)
moments of velocity pulsatlon of

EQUATION FOR PPOBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION

Equations of motion for single particle are

d ?i

VP -velocity of particleRpi -coordinates of particle.LJK(XJt)- velocity
of carrying gas We use description of probability density function of velocity and
coordinates of particles (PDF) in the following way

Y)CxcY,) = S(x- Rp(t))&(YVIp(O)

We averaged over the ensemble of turbulent realisation and obtain the non-closed
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equation for PDF

'W ) + -- L 'L ["U ' _ K 9 < u Kq >

where LJK (jc,)= <UK(xt)> + UKCX=), -ver-ged v crit ,(X,)
pulsat)on gds veiocity

Modelling pulsation gas velocity as gaussian stochastic process SKlyatskin, _0)
w, find the following expression

0

oUO =f xi (X<L:A)l u Cx >
where functional derivation looks as

S P CJx'V,+) _ _ Cb W1 p

As a re-ult we obtain approximate solution for functional derivitions

The expression for correlator < isK)> as*

This expression is d scribed n terms of probability of particles transition

Using the equation or particle motion, we find the following equation eeksitO0

i i-s *i

wher, aW=v -<- ver!,ged drift velocity.irptifr detLpjp isic
veiccity of singi> part~cle Th' function (OX{ lij£) gives the density or
probability of particle tranci on from point COC, to point (C X,)
,he disolacement of the solid particle is compocen 'of the inertial moverant '(second
term in the argument of 4 -function) the movement under tne external mass force
and the displacement together with turbulent eddies, the velocity of which is cal-
culated on the trajectory of reference particle (the last two terms) The dispiace-
mont of fluid edd'es witn trajectory crossing the single particle path we denote by
R-. d-ti , .f , s) Uslng the variables we obtain

In the assumption of Gaussian type pulsation of particle velocity 4e can write
a closed expression for transition probability function

ap

rinally we have a closed equation for PDF
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-~~Ep+ Vr ~ K V<UV

(,FJ 7- 1a<P Lv (> ~V ~~6mt ~ ~~Ck

Note that the above equation for PDF is similar to Fokker-Planck (Ahmadi &
Hayday, 1988, Chung, 976)

EQUATIONS FOR FIRqT AND SECOND MOMENTS OF PARTICLE VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS

The equation of particle num er concentration <A/(X,+)'>- fdV<(P('V+)> is

The equation of averaged velocity of dispersed phase <A<.> fdVV<(> iu

<___ 'j<V7 '6 < 4VK> <U -______> _ __K-a& __A;

w'nere 'DLK C(<Lk>+?<(,'UK> - coefficient of turbulent diffusion of
particles The system ot equations for secona moments of particles velocity pulsa-
tion is

'Z- X K > X-

Note that operator . in the right side of PDF equation describes 'collisions'
of particles with turbulent eddies We suggest th3 procedure for solution t',- abo, ve
PDF equation which is similar t. the Cbapman-Enskog methods of solving kinetic equa-
t'ons 1n the theory of gases As d zero approximation we ave equilibrium relations
tor the velocity distr.bution cf particles The full form of PDF in tne approimation

Tee second correlation of ve.,oct 0 pulsations for f dipo sdfhs

The triple correlation of th' velocity pulsatiosns is oetermined in terms cof .idy
diffusio- of particles

'K7 V kb +d ~ - <Al>J'> L1KKR- - -

Thus we have the system of closed equationo for conicentration, momen~tum and

pulsation energy of dispersed pnase balances

THE SOUNDARV CONDITIONS

The boundary condetions are formulated in the frame of wall-particle intera d-
tions We assumed that reflected particles have lower speed than dropped ones Vohe POF of reflected particles (is connected

ThusF of particles before collisiose ,q o )' with the channel wall

where function y describes the interactions dispersed phase and boundary

h coefficent of restitution of impul s in e -th direction Usilng the balance
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of rate transfer characteristics of deposited and reflected particles, the boundary
conditions are formulated for equations of mass, averaged velocityand the level of
turbulent pulsations of particles normal to the wall

T +,az

Note that boundary conditions for particle consentratiocn in homogeneous flow
is similar to reflected bo-unldary conditions for Brownian motion

(Mennon & Sahni985)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For illustration let us consider a scale of particle pulsation becomes
problem in the approximatioan of smaller However, for inertial
homogeneous turbulence Neglecting the particles V . >>i , order in high slip
effect of particle inertla velocity " >4., Lagrangian time(e@ - 0 onT)[macro scales of scale of particles is about particle
turbulent pulsations of fluid velocity relaxation time
on the particle pathrwe defined relation We calculate the intensity of
between Th@Llp aord Eulerian pa.'ticle turbulent pulsations in the

• [ £ L I and Lagrangian(l, case of inhomogeneous turbulence in a
/. macro stales pipe Figure 3 compares the results of

Tp_ ~ TL L author calculations I ' =0 3) of the
- - ) 
-  

normal pillsating velocities of particlesT E' -Lq )  T-E L with the results of stochastic
-" -- simulations and experimental data We see

---. .. // = I  
thts the infertlity' of particles(, .-i'/

+Te )increases, the dspersd phase
', For cons derably drift velocity the penetrate more and more into viscous sub

scales of the pulsation fild of gas layer. whi, results in the non zero
-: along the path of the particle coincide values of the pulsating velocity on the

with Eulerian macro scales For low channel wall As the infertility of
drift ve l¢c it;, the turbulen, field particles further increases, thearound te particle has the Lagrangan intensity of turbulent fluctuations goes

i sracterist acs For exponential dow (Hnire. 1959. Pismen & Ni, 1978
approximation we have( MEh, n_- [_I, This is due to the lower inti-ainment ofF_ r illustration/luspcnsid . I heavy partcles into the turbulent

-,n t po/x motion Figure 4 compares author
hmogeneou calculation results with the

t~Li5L/pL{+'J1~ ip/~21+~) 4 experimentai data on the deposition rate
of particle from turbulent fiw

It s possible to obtain analytical The calculatilons show substantial
formula f r Lagrngan tlme scale of slip velocity of dispere phae snd gas
particle velocity pulsations Wecause of the intensive momentum

{. . transfer between the turbulent core ar td
LOnear..wall .... cn ;rt f...... ri-.---E , LFj ad L'' gas suspension ,tFguere t In talo :.

Mc S i es the particle velocity in the core is

smaller than carrie phase velocity, but
Figure 1 2 show dependence of in the near-wall region the particle

Lagrangian scales of particle on velocity exceeds of the gas The
relatve velocty x/M - poston in the predictions and experiments are n
wnd-tunnel test secton g 5, ato satsfactoiy areement Figure 6 +
& Yamasto, 1g87) We see that as the -tube radius in universal
slip vedocity of small inertial courdinates Vm/Um - relation of mean
partlces pt 1f becomes velocities of phases)
swit ificart turbulent Lagrangian tlme

Fig 1 The effect of slip velocity on Fig 4 Particle deposition rate points by
Lagrangian autocorrelation time of par- Papavergos & Medley, 1984,l nes - calcula-
tiee velocity pulsatiotcs ipoonts by tionsl
Wells & Stock,,1983,ines-calculationsl 1 - R+=5 E3, 2 - 3 E3,, 4 - 1 3, 5 - 6 2

o- /M=41 2 - 7p r -. 1f71
Fig 5 The averaged veloisty of dispersed

Fig 2 Lagrangian autocorrelation tme phase in the ppe mR+=2300m
dependence o1 particle dynamic relaxon i -~+=1 E~tr 2 --'+ I E5,nt=t,o n 8.
time lpoints by Snyder & Lumley 1977, 3 -p++=l 5 5, -'tr+wa E5*.
lines - calculations 2=0, 5 -'e+-i 

5 4 akF=i - 0 8, 6 - -- 1 £6

1 - x/M=30.2 - 45. 3 - 90 R=, a =0 8
Fig 3 Particle pulsation velocity in the Fig 6 The mean velocity of particles in
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Abstract The major problem in modelling the turbu-
lent particle dispersion in a Lagrangian

Transport processes of monosized droplets frame is the determination of the actual
in a turbulent swirling shear layer were gas velocity experienced by the droplet
investigated experimentally and theoreti- In the present approach, it is assumed,
cally. A model experiment was designed that that for the calculation of stochastic
represents the spray dispersion produced by droplet trajectories the gas turbulence
airblast atomizers, can be characterized by a Gaussian pro-
Based on the experimental results a sto- bability density distribution (PDF) and a
chastic dispersion model was developed, predefined Lagrangian autocorrelation
The analysis of the numerical results em- function R of the velocity fluctuations,
phasizes the importance of an accurate de- Thereby, the turbulent kinetic energy of
scription of gas phase turbulence charac- the gas phase is distributed over a range
teristics. of frequencies (hence the name "Spectral
The implementation of a socalled "Multiple- Dispersion Model"), This means, that the
Particle-Option" enables the model to re- model accounts for gas velocity fluctua-
solve instationary dispersion characteris- tions being connected with "eddies" of
tics. different sizes. Such a 3rocedure was

first proposed by Desjonquarrs (1987)., The
present approach is described in detail in

Introduction Blumcke (1991),
At its core is a digital filter, that nu

During the last years it became more fea- merically generates the velocity fluctua
-

sible to design combustion chambers of mo- tions for the Lagrangian trajectories, as
dern gas turbine engines with the aid of demonstrated by Olivari&Benocchi (1987)
numerical computations, see e.g. lurrus The transfer function of such a filter has
(1989). For that purpose a suitable de- to be identical with the autocorrelation
scription for the transport of the liquid function of the Lagrangian velocity fluc-
phase in the two-phase flow is essential tuations and therfore requires as input
Therefore, the main scope of the present parameter the Lagrangian integral time T
investigation is the development of a so- or length scales I . The transfer functioh
called "Spectral Dispersion Model" and its is now z-transfcimed and the discrete
evaluation with detailed experimental re- transform is multiplied with a random num-
sults. To furnish the experimental data ber sequence having d Gaussian probability
required for that purpose ,the experiment density distribution and a "white noise"
should exhibit come essential features of spectrum, i.e, the convolution theorem in
the two-phase flows found in combustors its discrete form is used to generate step
with airblast atomizers, In order to ensure by step a number sequence that exhibits a
well defined boundary and initial condi- Gaussian PDF as well as the behaviour of a
tions for the liquid phase, a model experi- digital filter with a predefined spectral
ment was designed that clearly separates function, The filter output signal is then
transport phenomena from effects origina- multiplied by the RMS-velocity to yield
ring from the atomization process. the actual velocity fluctuation. Each of
The present paper describes an approach for the veloc +-y components is assigned to one
the modelling of turbulent particle disper- digital fi. er, This technique, which can
sion and the application of the model to easily be extended to account for aniso-
the experiment mentioned above, tropic turbulence, Bldmcke et al. (1990),

enables the calculation of the trajectory
Two-Phase Flow Model of a fluid particle.

Due to the inertial force, the spectral
The axisymmet:ic gas flow field was de- manipulation technique, working solely in
scribed by the time mean equations for con- time, is not sufficient for the provision
servation of mass and momentum, supplemen- of velocity fluctuations along the path of
ted by a standard k-C-turbulence model, The a droplet, see Fig.lae Therefore, a fluid
numerical predictions were based on a fi- particle and a discrete particle are al-
ri--!,T e methcd using a compuLLiunal ways followed simultaneously in the dis-
mesh of /9 x 61 nodes. persion model . To that effect the spatial
The liquid phase is considered in a Lagran- evolution of velocity fluctuations between
gian fr.me. The assumption of a dilute the location of the fluid particle and
spray is justified by the low mass loading that of the discrete particle also have to
as well as by the large droplet spacings be resolved by the spectral manipulation
in the experiment considered here. technique, which is now applied in the
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space domain as long as the droplet stays scales enter the procedure twice via the
in a correlation domain. A correlation filter transfer function and the dimen-
domain is defined by the volume, in which sions of the correlation domains
there is a coirelation between the velo-- The link between length and time scales
city fluctuations at the location of the also requires to assume the same shape of
fluid point and that of the particle. Lea- the autocorrelation functions of the digi-
ving its correlatioz, dcmain, the particle tal filters working in time and space.
experiences a crossing-trajectory-effect, As has been mentioned, associated with the

linkage is the burden of storing the fil-
a: Trajectories of a fluid and a discrete ter input sequence. This problem was over-

particle, resp., come by storing only one very long sequen-
ce of input signals, On this very large
vector each particle is assigned to a se-

- G - fluid particl parate start index and a separate incre-
ment for every velocity component.

--g- discrete par- Thereby, it is guaranteed that each velo-
ticle city component of every particle experien-

ces an individual filter input sequence.

R__G Diagnostics

For the measurements of gas- and particle
velocities a two component Laser-Doppler-
Anemometer (LDA) was used. The dispersion
and velocity of tle monosized drops were

y measured under 9 scattering angle to
limit the nominal measurement volume size,

This size was varied from about 5Ox5Ox200
Am near the nozzle to 150x150x600 Am

b: Link of the two digital filters further downstream in order to adapt to
I: Trajectory of a discrete particle the different droplet concentrations.

in the time-space-domain The liquid mass flow was determined by an
II: correlation domain in time algorithm proposed by Saffman (1987). A
III: Correlation domain in space validation test of the algorithm using

monosized dioplets showed a good agreement
11-) between measured and theoretical data.

R xThe errors of this measurement technique
were estimated to be less than 20% for the
present investigation, Hassa (1991)., The

L _ same error marvin is claimed for the re-
S(I Rproducibility oi the measured data, mainly

(icaused by minor fluctuations of the
operation charact ristics of the droplet
generator.

Model Experiment

The purpose of the model experiment was
aSt aS the quantitative evaluation of models for

the turbulent dispersion of particles in a
flow exbibiting the features of gas tur-
bine combustor flows, that are relevant to
dispersion: a swirling recirculating shear

Fig. 1; Spatial evolution of gas velocity layer, creating a strong source of turbu-
fluctuations lent kinetic energy where drops prevail,

before they are vaporized in a combusting
The initial position in the new correlation environment-
domain, sketched in Fig. lbI, is then re- Consequently, the gas flow in the model
established while the digital filters are configuration, Fig. 2a, consists of a
restarted. swirling air jet discharged in a low velo-
The remaining task of the proper matching city co-flowing air stream. Great care was
of the two digital filters, working in taken to ensure the axial symmetry of the
time, Fig. IbII, and space, Fig, lbIII, flow, see Hassa et al. (1988).
resp., requires that the filter input sig- By the use of a monodisperse di plet gene-
nals have to be stored. The ma-ching in- rator the initial conditions for the lq-
struction originates from an assumed link uid phase: location, size, velocity and
of Lagrangian time and length scales concentration of the droplets are known.
The anisotropic Lagrangian integral length For this investigation, water droplets of
scales L of the coordinate directions i 23, 30 and 44 Am were produced with ini-
can be 4alculated following Hinze (1975) tial velocity fluctuations of about 2%, By
as: positioning the generator off-axis in the

i = C L*TL*rms, (1), annulus between the swirling and the non-
swirling airflow - the analogon to the

where C is a model constant and u , is atomizing lip of an atomizer nozzle -, tne
the rooi mean square of the PDF of Abity axial symmetry of the liquid phase flow is
component i. With the experiment of Snyder& lost and it becomes fully threedimension-
Lumley (1971), serving as validation test al, reflecting the ability oi studying
case, the constant C was set to 0.4 as a threedimensional effects by a Lagrangian
result of computer oitimization.e dispersion model even if the underlying
Hence, the Lagrangian integral length gas flow is axially symmetric.
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a: Schematic layout of the experiment

1 inner airflow
2 coaxial airflow 2
3 swirler
4 swirl channel 5
5 droplet generator ".
6 annulus
7 flow straightener

0

. . . . rmm)
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Fig. 3: Snapshot of the drop dispersion
b: Calculated isothermal flow field after the point source located

Dff-axis: Perspective view of a

r [mm) reconstructed hologram

-- --------...
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Fig., 2: Model experiment "Turbulent Par-
ticle Dispersion"

The ultimate prerequisite for the evalu- Fig., 4: Position of the cartesian sector
ation of the particle dispersion model is where drop quantities are shown
the knowledge of the correct gas flow field x - Position of the drop ejection
including the Reynolds stress tensor and
the dissipation, The comparison of calcu- sion process of 44 km diameter droplets
lated and measured data showed a reason- gives Fig., 5, where calculated number flux
able, but not yet sufficient agreement for
the mean gas flow field, BlUmcke et al. [kHz/mm]
(1988)., Therefore, measured data, like the
mean gas velocity and the turbulent kinetic
energy, replaced whenever possible the cal-
culated data., The turbulent input parame-
ters of the Lagrangian code are formed by a o oo,
combination of the values from k and c . ,, os
While e could not be measured, the calcu-
lated Lagrangian integral time scales were --

judged by the evaluation of measured power
spectral density distributions of the gas
fluctuations, Hassa et al., (1990)., 4

U00 00
Results o o.

., olo

The three dropsizes considered in the ex- 0e l
periment are within the range of interest o 0
for airblast atomizers. The particle Rey- .o, \,
nolds numbers were kept similar to the ones .0 .~ SO 4
in a combustor in order to provide a rough "
check for the applicability of the chosen " '

particle drag description. Moreover mean In w

and turbulent particle Stokes numbers of '
the model experiment are within a range
guaranteeing that the droplets react on the
gas flow in about the same way as in a com- Fig. 5: Perspective view of the calculated
bustor, Hassa et al., (1990). flux density distribution of the

44 Mm-drops in 3 cross-sections
Fig. 3 shows a perspective view on a re- C attention: scale splits I
contructed hologram of the dispersion pro-
cess of the 44 Mm-droplets. There, two dif- density distributions over three succes-
ferent dispersion regimes were identified: sive cross-sections of the experimental
the acceleration regime, characterized by facility are shown. In order to resolve
drops staying together in chains, and the graphically the threedimensional dispersion
regime, where the drops reach the mean gas in the radial-tangential plane, only a rec-
velocity and disperse in clouds, Bltmcke tangular sector of the whole plane is
et al (1988). sketched, as indluated in Fig. 4.
An overall impression of the mean disper- Under the action of gas turbulence, the
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droplets disperse more and more, while they The analysis of the comparison between
are highly accelerated by the mean gas flow measured and calculated mean particle ve-
field. As can be seen in more detail in locities at a height z = 37,5 mm, Fig, 7 I
Fig. 6b, there exists a preference for the and Fig 7 I, resp., reveals the reasons
dispersion in the circumferential direc- for this behaviour of the numerical simu-
tion, which cannot be seen in the measure- lations. In the measurements there can be
ments, Fig. 6a. These discrepancies lead to seen a quite different gradation of the
the structure of the relative error of the mean velocity distributions of the three
number flux density as is exemplary shown components, resulting mainly from the his-
in Fig. 6c. The relative error of the num- tory of individual droplet trajectories,

i.e. from inertia effects. only in the ra-
a: Measured flux density distribution dial velocity component the gradation qua-

litatively resembles that of the underly-
r.sn(y) [mm] ing gas flow, while there is a very smooth

5 5 15 25 35 45 distribution of the axial velocity compo-
kHz/mm' ] I 60 nent, contrary to the results of the simu-

lation. This latter fact is primarily due
-50E to the differences observed in the radial

ABOVE IV -50 component: The dispersion model doesn't
00 100 reproduce the range of the radial veloci-
000 090 40 E ties of the droplets (from -8 m/s up to 10
070 ODD m/s) on the base of the measurements of

060 070 1 -30 the gas flow - where in the region under

04 060 I I consideration only positive radial veloci-
030 040 -20 ties exist - under the assumption of Gaus-
020- 030 sian probability density distributions of
0D 020 "the velocity components,
005. 0 z=37.5 mm -10 Some deviations from the Gaussian shape of
002 002 44 um particle the PDF were observed in the experiment in
ow 0 0 the radial velocity component combined

with a high degree of anisotropy of the
Reynolds normal stresses, Hassa (1991):

b: Calculated flux density distribution The radial normal stress component domina-
tes the two other components in the shear

r . sin(q) (mm] layer
-5 5 15 25 35 45 The measured radial velocity distribution

kHz/mm' 1 60 of the droplets causes an extensive ex-
change in the radial direction., Because of
the inertia of the droplets, this increa-

ABOVE 150 -50 sed exchange results in a smooth distribu-
to-l ISO tion of the mean axial velocity component
oB 0 as well as in a high turbulence intensity
070 000 of that component. Additionally the steep
o+ o70 "30t. gradients of the underlying mean gas flow
00 0B +, amplify the differences between measure-
0: 0 0 L ment and simulation in the tangential ve-030.040 20 l locity distribution. Therefore it can be
020 030 concluded that the wrong prediction of the
0 0.0
005 0 z=37.5 mm "10 radial velocity component of the droplets
002 005 is the main reason for the discrepancies

BOW 00 ur particle 0 observed in the calculated drop disper-
sion.
In order to investigate the influence of

c: Relative error of the calculated flux the shape of the gas PDF on the dispersion
density process calculations were performed which

r.sin) [mm] were based on extremly bimodal probability

-5 5 5 25 35 45 density distributions of the radial gas ye-

-5___5___5 ___35 45locity component, also simulating the in-
creased level of the radial normal stress.
Thereby, it could be proved that the shape

% ] -50 of the PDF can determine the flux distri-
bution via the radial velocity distribu-

ABOE80 4 tion.
BOO. woo These calculations show, that the disper-

4000 8000 sion model can treat more information than
. 4000 + - 30. the k-c -turbulence model of the gas phase

o 20)0 " delivers. "Large-Eddy-Simulations" yield-
2000. 0 -20 ing information about the shape of the gas.40 0 00 2 PDF's might be a remedy here.
.000. -4000 Another difficulty in the calculations
"0000.- 000 z=37.5 mm -10 arises from the uncertainty concerning the
BE o 44 um particle used empirical correlations for the deter-

n p l mination of the Lagrangian integral time

and length scales. These uncertainties are
Fig, 6: Comparison between the measured and mainly reflected in the differences bet-

the calculated flux density of the ween calculated and measured variances of
44 pm-drops at z = 37.5 mm the droplet velocity distributions.

The analysis of the measurements of the
ber flux density accumulates to 80% in the smaller droplets delivers no additional
mea8irement plane z = 49.0 mm., information related to the quality of the
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I: Calculated velocities II: Measured velocities

r . sin(f) [mm] r • sin(?) [mm]
-5 5 15 25 35 45 -5 5 15 25 35 45

[m/s 60 1 1 1 1_60

ABOVE 4000 "50 -50
3500 4000
2100 3500 -40 -40 E
2800- 3100 +I4S4 E
2500 2800 axial velocity
22100 2200 + 30 -30-, component
2500 280 U4 -axilvlct
1100 100 0
1300 1800 -20 -20 u
1000 1300
700 1000
400 700 z375 mm -10 z=375 mm -10
oo 4 00

BELOW 00 44 um particle 0 44 urn particle 0

r stn(?) [mm] r • sin(T) [mm]
-5 5 15 25 35 45 -5 5 15 25 35 45

[m/s]I I I 60 1 1 , I 60

ABOVE 1500 -50 -50
000 5100 -

00 1500 40800 80 ________44

400 :00 radial velocity
200 400 30 30- component
000 -200 + +

400 20o -20 200
.800 400
800 - 800L

, 0 800 z=375 mm -10 z=375 mm -10

Eow 100 44 urn particle 0 44 ur particle 0

r .sin() [mm] r. sn)) [mm)

-5 5 15 25 35 45 -5 5 15 25 35 45

[rm/s ]60 1 1 60

ABOVE 4000 50 -50

3500 -4000 E
3100 3500 -40 -40
2500. 310 tangential velo-
2 O2500 D -30 city component2ZOO 250 -30 .30
WO 220

130 1100 -20 -20 u
1100 1300
70 1000
400. 700 z=37.5 mm 10 z=375 mm 10

BELO 400 44 urn particle 0 44 un particle

Fig. 7: Comparison between calculated and measured mean velocities of the 44 pm-droplets
at z = 37.5 mm

presented dispersion model, emphasizing be described by the macroscopic properties
the fact, that the influence of particle of stochastic turbulence. The aim of the
relaxation time is correctly reproduced by "Multiple-Particle-Option" (MPO) is real-
the dispersion model. For more information ized as follows:
the reader is referred either to Hassa 1., All particles are handled simultaneous-
(1991) or Bixcke (1991). ly.

2. Starting form a randomly sampled drop-
Instationary dispersion characteristics let, called "leading" drop, the MPO re-

cognizes neighbouring droplets found in
Another interesting feature of the disper- the correlation domain of the "leading"
sion process, which is important for mi- drop and assigner individual filter
xing processes in two-phase flows, is the output sequences to them. These are
existence of droplet clusters, moving correlated because they are based on
through the model combustor. Similar ef- the same starting index and increment
fects were also observed in plain-jet ate- on the vector of filter input signals
mizers, Farago&Chigier (1990), as the "leading" drop. The only differ-
This transport phenomenon, which is appa- ence is caused by the individual posi-
rent in the snapshot of the dispersion, tions of the particles,
Fig.3, can be modelled assuming that neig- Thus, the drops are subdivided in
bouring drops experience correlated gas groups, respectively exhibiting a simi-
velocity fluctuations, as far as they can lar dispersion behaviour.
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3, The individual droplet remains in that is suitable for the quantitative ealuation
cluster as long as it stays in its own of dispersion models.
correlation domain. If the droplet has A theoretical model for the description
left its correlation domain, the MPO of liquid phase transport processes in tur-
searches another correlation domain of a bulent swirling flows was developed,
"leading" drop, to which the droplet can The analysis of the deviations of mea-
be assigned, If there is no such corre- sured from calculated data for the disper-
lation domain, the droplet itself be- sion process in the model experiment empha-
comes "leading" drop with its own start sizes the importance of the correct de-
index and increment on the vector of scription of gas phase turbulence proper-
filter input signals, ties in the vicinity of the nozzle.

Instationary dispersion characteristics
Fig. 8a shows a typical arrival time sta- were numerically simulated proving the fact
tistics plot, measured at the position of that the dispersion of droplet clusters is
the maximum number flux density at z = 10.0 effected by the macroscopic stochastic gas
mm. The character of the droplet chain ob- turbulence.
served in the first dispersion regime, is
responsible for the high probability of References
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MEASUREMENT OF WALL SHEAR RATE IN
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STRACT the response of the sandwich probe to an imposed sinusoidal

This paper shows how electrochemical probes can be flow variation with an amplitude that is large enough to create
used to measure the wall shear stress for unsteady flows - even temporary flow reversal In practice, the insulation layer
when the oscillations are large enough to cause temporary flow between the two rectangular electrodes caiuot be made
reversal at the wall New experimental results are presented negligibly thin Therefore, an important aspect of the

for turbulent flows with and without imposed simusoidal flow calculation is the determination of the effect of insulation

oscillations Of particular interest is the finding that large thickness on the behavior of the sandwich probe.
amplitide flow oscillations can cause a decrease in :he tune -
averaged drag THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION The behavior of a wall shear stress probe can be
calculated from the mass balance equation

Small mass transfer probes, mounted flush to a wall W W
over which a fluid is flowing, have been used for many years - + Sy - D (1)
to measure the wall shear stress in flow systems. A chemical T

reaction is carried out on the surface of an electrode under
conditions for which the reaction rate is fast enough that the wheie S is the velocity gradient at the wall This is solved for
concentration of the reacting species is zero at the surface and the boundary conditions that C = Ca at large y and that C = 0
the electrochemical process is controlled by the rate of mass at y = 0.
transfer, N, to the test electrode A solution of the mass The solution of (1) for a steady flow is given as
balance equation for steady flow conditions shows that the
measured electric current is proportional to the one third power KL 0.07 J (2)
of the wall shear rate, S. 0.807

The sampling volume is the concentration boundary-
layer over the electrode, 5, Because of the large Schmidt where L is the electrode length and K is the mass transfer
number characterzing the process and the small size of the coefficient Finite difference methods can be used to calculate
probe, 8, is typically 0 003 - 0 02 mm. As a consequence, the from (1) the time -varying mass transfer coefficient, K(t), from
electrochenical probe is capable of measuring flow closer to the time - varying velocity gradient at the wall, S(t). Of course
a boundary than any other known technique. However, its use what needs to be solved is the inverse problem: K(t) is known
has been mainly limited to forward moving flows with small and S(t) is to be calculated.
amplitude oscillations. This paper describes a new method that
has been developed to apply t s technique to situations in Mao & Hanratty (1991a) have recently developed such
which large amplitude oscillations exist and in which the flow au inverse analysis Suppose, that at tune t, the velocity
is changing direction at the wall gradient S(t) and the concentration field are known The

velocity gradient at t+tAt is assumed. Equation (1) is used to
The present practice m using wall probes in unsteady calculate, by finite - deference methods, the concentration field

flows is to apply a pseudo-state approximation whereby the and the mass transfer coefficient at t+At. If this calculated
relation between the mass trasfer rate and the velocity mass transfer coefficient agrees with the measurement the
gradient developed for steady flow is applied to an unsteady assumption is correct; if not, a new assumption is explored
flow. If oscillations of small amplitude are imposed on a mean
flow, a linearized form of the mass balance equation can be This approach has been successfully employed us
used to correct for frequency response. turbulent flows (Mao & Hanratty, 1991b) without flow

reversals. In these studies data are digitized at 25,600 points
Mao and Hannatty (1991a, b) developed an inverse mass so considerable computer time is needed to solve equation (1)

transfer method which recovers shear rate variations from by trial and error techniques at each of these points. In order
measured mass transfer signals from a single electrode. This to study reversing flows equation (1) is solved for the case of
can be used in reversing flows if additional information on the two rectangular electrodes separated by a layer of msulation
flow direction is given They suggested that t%o rectangular about one-half the thickness of the electrodes.
electrodes in a sandwich arrangement, as reported by Son &
Hanratty (1969) and by Py (1973), can be used to provide EXPERIMENTS
information about flow direction. However, this idea could not
be implemented because the frequency iepoiic of the Experiments were carried out i a 5 ;t.u pipe. An
sandwich probe was not understood, especially in large aqueous solution, 0.1 M in KI and 2 x 101M in 1, was
amplitude unsteady flows. Consequently, the inverse mass circulated The test rection was made of plexiglas In the
transfer method has been used to determine turbulence studies without imposed oscillations, a platinum
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wire, 0 0127 cm in diameter, was inserted into the test sectiot were found to be 0 39, 0 96 and 4 2 A measured frequency
and polishid flush with the %all It served as the cathode in an spectrum is shown m figure 2
electrolysis cell and a stainless steel pipeline with much larger s is 0h30 i
area served as an anode The test electrode was controlled at 10 -T- TT
a high enough voltage that the reaction was mass transfer
controlled The current flowing in the electrolysis circuit is
then proportional to the mass transfer coefficient. For the
conditions studied the diameter of the electrode made
dimenstonsless with wall parameters was less than 5, so no 10

4  
8 y

spatial averaging of the velocity fluctuations occurred
(D1

For experiments with large amplitude flow oscillations U)
a sandwich probe was used It was made from two pieces of I
0.0102 cm duck platinum sheet. The actual dimensions of 10'
each of the electrodes was 0 011 x 0 093 cm The thickness of , 0

3

insulation between them was 0.0024 Lin "5

RESULTS sx
Figure Ia shows a signal representative of the measured 2

variation the velocity gradient, S(t) in a turbulent flow. Figure 10
lb shows the dimensionless mass transfer coefficient obtained
from the results in figure Ia by a direct finite difference
solution of (1) Figure Ic shows values of S(t) calculated from
K(t) shown us figure lb by using inverse mass transfer ..
calculations The ability of these methods to analyze a
randomly varying signal is demonstrated by the equivalence of 10 O1 o 1 1 1 02

the tracings figures la and Ic. n(1/sec)
I . I I I Fig. 2 Spectral density function of s,

2 20 o quasi-steady method, A linear theory correction,
V inverse method

) 1 (Re = 29270, sampling frequency. 64 Hz)

0-
Figure 3& shows the dimensionless time - varying wall

1.0- 2b velocity gradient for a case mn which a large amplitude
oscillation was imposed on a flow The Reynolds number was
10,610. The dimensionless circular frequency was Wn =

Z 0.5 0 0506 It is noted that negative values of the velocity gradient
at the wall were measured.

0.0- The phase - average of a large number of cycles gave
the results shown in figure 3b. The tune average of this gives

2 2c: = 0.89. Thi indicates an I I per cent drag - reduction since
S was made dimensionless with the time - average of the

) 1 Vvelocity gradient with no oscillations.

0 - Figure 3(c) gives the root-mean-square of the
I I fluctuations of the phase average This indicate peaks near
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 locations where <S> is going through zero These results

could be real, but a more likely explanation is errors in the
t (sec) iteration procedure us this region. These errors could be

Fig. Ia. Input of velocity gradient variation avoided but a larger number of iterations and considerably
more computer time would be required.

Fig lb Prediction Nu" using Fig. 2a as in the input of
velot~ity gradient variation Because of the importance of the discovery of drag -

rediction, numerical experiments were carried out to determine

Fig. 1€ Estimated S using Fig 2b as mput for the whether this result was associated with errors in the iteration
inig.s c Es mast aSusg p bm aprocedure. A turbulent fluctuating signal such as shown in
inverse mass transfer problem figure Ia was added to a signal given by S = 1 + 2 cos ox.

The combined sigs,al has flow reversals of the type shown in
The analysis of the random signals obtained from figure 3a and a time - average of 1.0.

laboratory measurements revealed small but significant This combined signal was used to calculate a time
differences from results obtamed by using linear theory to vr i s trane ral a d t cal sl ti o
correct for frequency respon~e The root-mean-square (made Varying Mass trnsfer rate by &dffect numerical solution of (1l)
dcmionless wth the time ge Th veloco y raient) te The inverse technique was then used to analyze this K(t). The
sesand the flatness of te flune tutavr g ',,l rhca sti phase average of the reittlis are shown in figure 4. The

caiculated intensitieq in 41 show the same type peaks at flow
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teversals that were obtained by analyzing the laboratoty
measurements However the phase average is approxumated by
S = I + 2 cos (ot so that S= 1 0 This suggests that the diag - 0

reduction observed for turbulent flows with unposed' large %

anpitude, sissotidal variations is real -% 00

$1 M 10 .- *. .

2 -I

V/) 0 I TO i a 33is IN

-2o

-3
-4 2V

81.1 81 6 82 1 82.6 83.1 83.6

t(sec)

A 2 0 " 00

V( 1 (b)0 07

_ 1.25 Ja.

1.00 rFig 4 Nwnerical expernents with a signal given by

A 0.7 5 - (c) S = I + 2 cos ox + turbulence. Results gives

V 05 0,*., S = 0997 and /= 0363

0.25 ....
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ABSTRACT
aBSTRAl strends in unsteady flow features from these data. Such a

iWa iher ies s (WSS) meauremets in pulating flows c

in diverging channels are reported. The toal divergence only emerge from a set of data covering a significant

angles were 2.40 and 6. The velocity oscillations at the range of the flow parameters.The purpose of the present

diffuser entrance had amplitudes of 20 and 40% and work is to attempt to obtain such a general --although in

frequencies ranging from e-.0.0015 to 0.04. It is found no sense complete-- picture of this flow famil. A major

that the time-mean WSS value nd WSS turbulent difficulty for systematic meaurements is the complexity

intensity are increased by forced oscillations. The of these flows since, besides the Reynolds number, they

oscillations of WSS are sraller-and the modulation of the depend upon four additional parameters. namely the

turbulent intensity of "ie WSS are larger than in constant amplitude and the frequency of the imposed oscillations

area unsteady channel flows in similar forcing conditions. (when the unsteadiness is periodic), the pressure gradient

These effects increase with the divergence angle of the and its treamnwise variations. Divergence angles B =2.41

channel, ond 6" were selected in order to have a mild anid a steep

NOMENCLATURE adverse pressure gradient, not too steep, however, so us to

b() = half height avoid separation in the channel.

r = wall shear stress u. bshear velocity APPARATUS
Is viscous Stokes lenglth ;frequency parameterI Stokes lnt e paramete The flow facility is the same as the one described in

'I tsu pv cm i 2/ o m2 TARDU (1988) except for the test section which in the

x --=-+t': triple domposition of t into time mean, present experiments wus diverging. After the first 1.6m of
periodic and turbulent parts cT> -+; phase average of t the channel the wall can be inclined with respect to the

4"r'>z' '.t' phase average of Vgl charmel axis. The Im long test section (= 20 h0 ) can thus

A; Ag., 0;, O* amplitudes and phases of the be transformed in a diffuser with a total divergence angle

fundamental modes of mid r that can be set at any value between Omiad 40*.

a; = ATP aid K; - A/ '-" relatives amplitudes

-jim .i ratio of measured in unsteady md stady flow MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

for the same time mean inlet conditions The velocities were measured with LDA or with hot film

probes (BINDER at al 1985). The former was used for
INTRODUCTION meam velocity measurements while the latter we used for

The aim of this investigation is to determine to which the determination of the oscillating flow characteristics

extend time mean adverse pressure gradients affect the on the channel axis. The wall shear-stress was measured

features of unsteady turbulent wall flows. In previous with flush mounted hot-film gages at four different

adverse prer gradiet experiments (SCHACHONMANN stations along the test section (see Table 1).
& ROCKELL (1976). WUSTE, HOUDEVIE & The calibration procedure consists in determining the

JAVELLE (1977) MENNDEZ & RAMAPRIAN (1983) relationship between the centreline velocity Uc and the
SI4PSON, CHEN & SHIVAPRASAD (1983) wall shear stress t from the measurenat of Wauly

BRE 'NTON, REYNOLDS & JAYARAMAN(1990)) only neo the wall with the DA (Fig 1). With the I vs. Uc

a few different cases could be explored so that, despite relationship the wall hot film gage (WHFO) calibration

their interest, it is net possible to infer some general curv E vs.r (Fig 2) has then obtained (or E vs. Uc).
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Because of the low velocities near the wall the sensitivity forcing frequency and on the geometry. For a given

of the WHIG is poor especially in comparison to the nominal amplitude all the geometrical parameters were

offset caused by parasitic non-convective heat losses. The kept constant and only the frequency of oscillation was

reproducibility of the measurements is about ± 7%. The changed. This does insure neither an invariable time-

maximum error on t is estimated to be at most 15%. Data mean flow nor an invariable oscillating flow when the

acquisition and phase averaging wer made on an PC frequency is changed. The changes in the mean flow rate

computer equipped with an A/D board (12 bit accuracy). were, however, quite small since the headloss through the

diffusor is small compared to the total headloss. This way

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS of proceeding is, of course, not ideal, but for this study it

l.Tbe steady flow conditions, seemed more important to cover a wide frequency range

The time-mean entrance condi,'ms for all flows than to maintain the amplitude strictly constant.

investigated were, Uc 0 a 17,5 cm/s and Reh0 a 8 750. The amplitude and phase of uc(as of any other quantity) are

The pressure gradient (PG)N was determined from the obtained from Fourier analysis of the phase averaged

momentum balance. The values are given in Table I where velocity <u& (see TARDU 1988). "Amplitude" and

they are non.dimensionalised by 6 and (l/2)pUe 2 and "phase" will hereafter be used to designate the parameters

multiplied by 103. fhie values of (PG)uk have simply been of the fundamental mode. The actual amplitudes are,

computed by assumnin dp/dx - - U, d(U)/dx. The real smaller than the nominal values which are roughly reduced

pressure gradient is about three times smaller than the by the value 0.75.

one computed by assuming potential flow with uniform

velocity profiles in the diverging channel. PESULTS

The decrease of the friction coefficient (multiplied by 103 The results at different stations are plotted versus the local

in Table 1) mad mcease of the Clauser pararmwer value of 1,+ (or versus eo=I1(I,+)2) since it was shown

P=C* c (aplax) with downstream distance show that the in TARDU (1988) that this is the correct similarity

flow encounten increasing more adverse conditions and parameter for the near wall flows in particular for v in the

approaches separation. case of parallel wall channel flow. It is recalled that I

vaies with u,, which varies with X position.
sta.h hm s'. 6 p Cf (PGj (0 )N

SI 59 9.04 6.27 3A 3.23 5.7 3.5 1- Time-mean properties
S2 74 13.1 8.91 4.9 2.80 6.7 4.4 IME-MEANWALLSHEAR-RESS
S3 83 19.7 11.3 6.4 2.34 7.4 5.0
54 99 23.6 15.0 12.7 1.13 8.3 6.0 Te ratio of g in unsteady flow with respect to the stady

TABLE 1 Flow paraneters 0u6. steady value is plotted on Fig. 3. The most striking

feature of these figures is the large increase of the ratio in

2 - Oscillating flow conditions, both geome'ries in the high amplitude and high frequency

Oscillations with three different amplitudes and six forcing regime. In the 6' diffuser the ratio reaches the

frequencies were imposed on the mean flow. The three value two. Worth noting is that the highest ratios are

nominal amplitudes at the entrance were : 10, 20 and 40%. reached at the most downstream station where the pressure

The six forcing periods were : 2.7; 4; 8; 16; 32; 60s. gradient is the largest. These results are highlighted by

The corresandig values of the V parameter the fact that this ratio remains equal to one in the constant

Ia=(* s)0-0 m atthentrarcewee: (.+)p=7;9; 13; areachannel.

18; 27; 36. There is. of course, some scatter in the data, but even the

The mean flow rate and hence the mean am= pessimistic estimate of 15% error quoted earlier can

conditions to the diffuser were always the same In certainly not account for the measured increase in t in the

steady flow. The eccentricity of the driving mechanism flows forced at 40% in the diverging channels.

of the pulsator was adjusted so as to produce either ±10, BRERENTON, REYNOLDS & JAYARAMAN (1990) aso

±20 or ±40% ((sue)o) velocity variations with respect to found an increase in T in unsteady flow. This increase is

the mean in the quasi.steady regIme ((a 0 = about 8% in their case for an amplitude ao. . - 15% in a

nominal amplitudes at diffuser entrance), The actual pressure gradient equivalent to those in the 6° degree

amplitudes at the entrance dependent somewhat upon the diffusor.
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TIME-MEAN RMS-VALUE OF THE TURBULENr WALL than one, values of order 0.8 may be explained by

SHEAR STRESS R.UCIUATIONS destructive interference of the shear wave with the
It is first recalled that the ratio Y] I'/ , from strongly damped wave reflected by the buffer-layer where
experimental data and direct numerical simulations, in the effective viscosity suddenly increases, but for values
steady turbulent wall flows is about 0.36. It was found by of order 0.2, the same reasoning would require that the
TARDU (1988) that this value is not appVeciably modified she wave suffers n-srly no damping which is rather
by forced oscillations in channel flow (i.e. channel with unlikely. Quite a different mechanism should, therefore,
parallel walls; by "channel" we shall hereafter mean be operating.
channel with parallel walls) even when their amplitude The increase of the ratio with la+ when V > 15 does no
near the wall is so large as to produce periodic flow longer seem to occur. This statement is only conditional
reversal. because the I,+ 'xlues in the wide angle diffusor are
With the reference level 0.36 drawn on the graph of Fig. smaller thin in the small angle diffusor owing to the
4, it is immediately apparent that the turbulence level of v smaller values of u' , In any case, it is clear that under the
in the adverse pressure gradient flows is almost same forcing conditions the wall shear stress oscillations
systemacali,, larger than this value. Turbulence levels of are considerably smaller in strong mean adverse pressure
0.6 which represent more than a 50% increase with gradients than in a mild or favourable pressure gradient.
respect to the standard reference value are actually not The phase shift of t with respect to the phase of the
uncommon in these flows, centerline velocity are shown on Fig. 6. The full line is
These are not only largc increases but very high absolute again a schematic representation of the channel data. It is
turbulent intensities. A relative RMS-turbulent intensity recalled that in this cuae the phase shift data is
of 0.60 implies the existence of frequent instantaneous remarkably well correlated by the Is+ parameter. As for
values larger than one, i.e. of instantaneous flow reversal. the amplitude, it is seen that measurements from the 2.4 *
Since the hot film rectifies the velocity signal, the diffusor follow the same trend as those from the channel
present measurements are on the conservative side. with notably larger values, however, at high frequencies

OW larger values at low frequencies when 1,+ Z 20.
2 - The aecllletlug flow propertlias The first impression from the phase-shift results of the 6
THE THEWALLSHEAR.STRESSOSCM TIONS. diffusor (Fig.6b) is the large scater among the data
It was shown that the amplitude of the viscous Stokes points. There re large differences from one station to the
solution A; Stokes - 2 A;/l, (we BINDER at -I other and in soine instances also from one frequency to
1985), was a useful reference quantity for the amplitude the next at the same station. One part of this scatter is
the wall shear stress oscillations in the cluael flow certainly due to experimental uncertainties which are
since it does involve the centreline amplitude (in all compounsed by the added effects of two factors: firstly the
rigour this should be the amplitude at infinity) and a relatively small value of the maximum phase shift of g
frequency dependence. The same scaling is adopted hre. which is only 1/8 or 1/6 of the cycle and, secondly, the
The mean curve. from the channel experiments is the solid small amplitudes of z in this geometry which slows down
line drawn on Fig. 5. It is seen that in the 2.40 diffusr the statistical convergence of <'>, the much the more so
(FiS.5 a) the variations of the amplitude ratio with I, + is that the turbulent intensity is high as observed earlier.
roughly the same as in the constant area channel : at high Despite these irregularities it is possible to guess a
frequencies the values are of order one and at lower general trend when following the points corresponding to
frequencies the valuu increase with le+ due to the the same measuring station: at small %+values the phase
progressively larger effect of the turbulence on the shift is only about 20 to 30 0, it increases with I+ ,

oscillating wall shear-stress. The amplitude ratio in this reaches a maximum value betwnen 45 and 60 "when 1,+ =
geometry is, however, systematically larger than in the 15 to 25 and finally decreases to zero as may be expected.
channel. There is no explanation for the fairly large From the amplitude as well as the phase shift data it is
scatter of data points at the present time. also quite clear that a stronl adverse pressure gradient has
The amplitude behaviour in 6' diffusor displayed on a large effect on the oscllating wall shear stress.
Fig.5b contrasts sharply with that of the previous figure.

The amplitude ratios are almost systematically smaller
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MO ULATION OF THE TURBULENT WALL SHEAR turbulent shea stres fluctuations, the data hu been

STRESS FLUCTUATIONINTENSITY reploted on Fig. 8 by normalhjng aY' with the iocal
The modulation q of the phase averaged wall shear centerline velocity amplitude au . In order to have a
stress intensity is defined by : VV - <%'-'> -;T9 where feeling for the values of the ratio aj. / aZ, it should be
< =*,'> - <%2>. (<>)2. X"N is also the response of the remambered that in the quasi-steady small amplitude limit
turbulence to the forcing. Since the turbulent intensity is in charmel flow the value should be 7/2. Values around 4
driven by the shear via the production and since the shear are, therefore, "normal" in the cae of small amplitude
scales with wall shear stress, V' may be considered as the forcing. The large scatter among the data points of Fig.8b
result of the t-oceillation. The ratio of relative amplitudes makes it difficult to draw any definite conclusions.
ay. /aq may then be interpreted us the response function The decres of aq', / ar with increasing frequency is
of the turbulent wall shear stress fluctuations to the clea for the 2.4 * diffusor flows but not for the 6 0 diffusor
periodic forcing. If the system were linear, this ratio flows because of the scatter especially at the high forcing
would be independent of forcing amplitude. It should be frequencies. One does, however, observe many values of
stressed that this ratio involves four independent this ratio around 4 or above - even as large as 6 - which
quantities, reveal quite strong modulations of the turbulence. Such

The results are presented versus cat on Fig. 7 (m+=2/ls 2). large values in the case of 40% amplitude forcing are
Again, the full line is a schematic indication of the bsurd. Indeed <"'%'> is strictly positive so that ar, % 1.
channel flow results. How is then a.gI ,, / ag 2! 4 possible when (&Go = 0.4 ?
Two features are immediately apparent on these figures. The answer lies in the fact that the local a. can be
Firstly, the turbulence response in the diverging channels appreciably smaller than (aja)O. Some particularly large
follows the same trend as in channel with parallel walls, values of /, I aQ may, of course, be due to
in particular the amplitude ratio ap. / af starts underevaluations of the centerline amplitude.
decreasing when e+ - 0.005 and stays at a roughly

constant low level. It is also confirmed in a variety of CONCLUSION
situations that the turbulence modulation decreases with From the measurements of the wall shear stress in
increasing frequency once e+> - 0.005. Secondly, the unsteady turbulent flows in diverging channels, it may be
ratio a,. / af is systematically higher in the diverging concluded that imposed oscillations :
ducts than in the channel. The increase of the turbulence modify the mean flow at th5 wall to considerable extend
response is particularly large in the 6 * diffusor. nearly a if their amplitude is large and their frequency is high ;
factor two with (a) 10=l%. It iSseen recalled that in the increase the time mean turbulent intensity by as much as

quasi-steady linear approximation limit (TARDU 1988): 50% ;
2. It is seen that values of this order ar reached - produce smaller shear stress oscillations than in

in the 6 * diffuor. From the quasi-steady linear channels with parallel walls when the adverse pressure
approximation limit, saturation effects have to be gradient is steep and modify their phase shift ;
expected at large forcing amplitudes, so that , N a - produce larger modulations of the turbulent shear sres
cannot remain independent of amplitude under these fluctuations with respect to the centerline velocity
conditions, oscillations.
It is not sure that the ratio a- , I a is the best way to These effects are, in general, more important when the
account for the effect of the channel divergence on the adverse pressure gradient is steeper. Since an increase in
turbulence modulation since its variations incorporate the wall shear stress and in the turbulent intensity delay
those of at It has, in particular, been observed in the separation, these conclusions are in agreement with the
previous section that the hear stress oscillation is observations of airfoil stall retardation by imposed

considerably reduced in the strong adverse pressure unstediness.
gradient. The increase in k,", / 4f in the diffusers as
compared to the values in the channel we, therefore, at ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.
least partly, if not esseatially, due to the changes in the Financial Support of the European Research Office of the
shear stress oscillations. US Army under contract DAJA 45-87-0015 is greatfully
In order to give another view of the modulation of the ackowledged.
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ABSTRACT the adverse pressure gradient boundary-layer experiments of Bre-

The effects of high frequency organized unsteadiness on wall- reton et &1 (1990, 1991), when the frequency of forced oscillation
bounded turbulence have been studied experimentally at higher was of the order of the burst frequency, phase-conditioned turbu.

frequencies than have been achieved in previous investigations A lent motions tended towards a 'frozen' state everywhere except

detailed examination was made of the contention that non-linear in the region of peak pioduction of the parent boundary layer
resonant interactions mght be found if oscillation were induced (y+ c 11, at Re, = 3200), where a small first-harmonic oscillation

at a frequency characteristic of turbulence in the parent bound- in (u'u') could still be detected (where ( ) represents the phase av-
ary layer It was found that the response of turbulence to forced erage and u' the turbulent component of streamwise velocity) It
unsteadiness around and above the burst frequency constit*-tcd a was not clear if this peak would disappear at higher frequencies of

monotonic approach to a "frozen state * No resonant behavor was oscillation. No modification of profiles of mean velocity or of time-
detected However, when the period of forced oscillation reached averaged components of the n..ynolds-stresas tensor was observed.
a timescale characteristic of the lifetime of a low-speed streak in The conclurions of this study were that all periodic production of
the sublayer, the streaks underwent spatial organization with a turbulence was primarily a modulation of the robust turbulence
significant reduction in their spanwise meandering motion This producing motions of the parent (mean) boundary layer, and that
effect is a minor one and does not appear to be a precursor to any any resonant interaction might only come about if both spatial
resonant behavior and temporal control of the turbulence producing motions could

be achieved The conclusion that there is no noticeable interaction
INTRODUCTION over other ranges of frequency has been supported by a number of

While unsteady turbulent flows are of prime importance in large other studies in other unsteady turbulent boundary-layer, channel,
numbers of engineering systems, in which unsteady forcing covers and pipe flows when the frequency of forced oscillation apr roaches
a broad range of frequencies, studies of their response to organized the estimated burst frequency (Shemer et at (1985), (Cousteix &
unsteadiness have focused predominantly on low-frequency effects, Houdeville 1983)) At frequencies of forced unsteadiness very much
where information is accessible with relative ease The purpose of higher than characteristic turbulence frequencies, the observation
this study is to carry out a detailed investigation of the response of a smooth approach to a "frozen" state has been supported by
of wall-bounded turbulence to forced oscillation at high frequen- the experiments of Brown et at (1969) - in these experimente
cies, superposed upon a mean flow, in order to address the issue phase-conditioned friction factor measurements exhibited a quasi-
of whether forced oscillation around the burst frequency in the lamunar dependecce on frequency, and turbulence was reported as
parent boundary layer can cause interaction with the turbulence "frozen
producing motions of the mean flow. Amongst the numerous observations of comparability between

The motivation for this study is that it has long been speculated steady and mean unsteady effects, several contradictory findings
that non-linear resonant interactions might be found if oscillation have been reported at high frequencies of forced unsteadiness
were induced at a frequency characteristic of turbulence in the Amongst the first to look at the detailed structure of unsteady tur-
parent boundary layer While a number of investigators have re- bulent pipe flow were Misushina ct at (1973, 1975), who inferred
ported measurements in the neighbourhood of the burst frequency that significant changes in turbulence structure occur when the fre-
in unsteady flow experiments, they have, in almost all cases, been quency of oscillation reached a critical frequency which scaled with
restricted to a single data set at a fiequency thought to be coin- estimates of the burst frequency While the trustworthiness oftheir
parable to the burst frequency - usually the highest attainable data has been the subject of some criticism (Tardu et at, 1987),
in the particular apparatus A survey of the relevant literature their findings have still to be contradicted by a comparable study
reveals differing opinions on whether such any interaction takes Ramaprian & Tu (1983) studied oscillatory fully-developed pipe
place The pipe-flow experiments of Ramaprian & To (1983) re- flow at different frequencies of forced unsteadiness and reported
vealed an orderly decrease in amplitude of phase-dependent turbu- slight difference in profiles of mean quantities for oscillation close
lence intensity with increasing frequency, towards a 'frozen" state, to the burst frequency, attributing these effects to non-linear inter-
as did the channel flow experiments of Binder & Kueny (1981) In actions caused by the imposed oscillatory flow More recently, Mao

& Hanratt) (1986) measured the wall shear in oscillatory pipe flow,,
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at frequencies which appeared to be as high as the mean-flow burst bronze pipe section Rotational position and speed of the profiled

frequency They noted that the phase-conditioned turbulence in- sleeve were controlled by a DC motor and amplifier with position

tensity in wall shear constituted a distinctly non-linear response feedback, which operated under the control of a laboratory corn-

to a harmonic phase-conditioned wall shear strew, which they at- puter The average area presented for outflow from the test section

tributed to an unexplained interaction between organized flow os- to the sump resulted in a mean flow Reynolds number (referenced

cillation and turbulence close to the wall Abrams & Hanratty to centerline velocity and pipe diameter) of 11,700, corresponding

(1985) also noted sirrlarities between flows with forced spatial to a burst frequency of about 17 Hz (according to the correlation of

variation and those subjected to forced temporal variation In their Luchik & Tiederman (1987), and consistent with hydrogen-bubble

studies of flow over a wavy wall, they observed relaxation effects in visualization and VITA measurements). Forced oscillation at up

the phase of the response of turbulence to a wavy surface of short to 10 Hz could be achieved in this apparatus, with temporal vari-

wavelength, consistent with non-linear behavior observed in their ation of phase-averaged velocity always a good representation of

high-frequency smooth-wall pipe-flow results (Mao & Hanratty, a sine wave The ampbtude of flow oscillation decreased with in-

1986) In the channel-flow study of Acharya & Reynolds (1975), creasing frequency, consistent with the impedance characterization

the response of a fully-developed turbulent channcl flow to forced of the pipe by Shemer ct al (1985). In these experiments the am-

oscillation was compared at a low frequency and at a frequency of plitude of oscillation at the pipe centerime varied between 19% of

the order of the burst frequency Although their correlation tech- the mean centerline velocity at 0.25 Hz and 12% at 3 0 Hz

nique allowed measurement only of the first-harmonic response, Phase-conditioned and time series measurements of streamwise

some of the discrepancies between data at the twn frequencies were velocity were made using a lasr-Doppler anemometer with fre-

attributed to interaction with the turbulence-producing mottons quency shifting and a counter, which was interfaced with a labo-

More recently, Tardu & Binder (1987, 1989) have considered as- ratory computer to allow phase-resolved measurements of the in-

pects of turbulence structure in these flows Using conditional stantaneous velocity of the flow Since highly repeatable periodic

sampling techniques to monitor bursting activity, they observed motion could be imposed by the flow-control apparatus, a phase-

a strong modulation of bursting frequency during each oscillation averaging procedure was adopted for decomposition of flow var-

and identified differences in educed bursting characteristics when ables into mean, oscillatory and turbulent componentU All mena-

the oscillation frequency approached the burst frequecy Their re- surements were averaged over at least 1000 ensembles Statistical

suIts showed that one effect of imposed oscillation at a frequency convergence in data was assumed to have been reached when the

of the order of the burst frequency was to decrease the average fractional tolerance (a measure of differences in (u'u') ove ihe first

ejection frequency, while maintaining the same burst frequency. and second halves of the data set, normalized by the rms level in

Moreover, bursts which result in multiple ejections, and bursts (u'u')) reashed 0 1% For oscillation at 3 0 Hz, the typical number
which produce single ejections appeared to react differently to im- of cycles required to satisfy this tolerance was around 5000.

posed oscillation, leading to the notion that, in unsteady flow, each The relatively low Reynolds number of the flow allowed the use
might be governed by somewhat different mechanisms. of hydrogen-bubble visualization to study timelies and streak-

In summary, there are a number of different experiments, con- lines of the unsteady flow, in the manner outlined by Schraub et

ducted in different flows, from which contradictory conclusions al (1065). In order co view timelines initiated a constant distance

have been drawn concerning the interaction between turbulence from the wall, a very thin flat strip was inserted at the surface,

and forced oscillatory motion in the neighborhood of the burst at the observation station in the manner described by Achia &

frequency of the mean flow. The objective of this study was to Thomoson (1977) Visual information was recorded using either

conduct a systematic study of effects of forced oscillation on wall- phae-conditioned photography or a high speed video camera (Ko-

bounded turbulence, over a wide range of frequencies which would dak Ektapro Motion Analyzer).

exceed by an order of magnitude the mean-flow burst frequency

A turbulent pipe flow is a good candidate for a study of this kind EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

because the compact geometry of this flow translates to lower me- Measurements of the time-averaged values of mean velocity (U)

chanical power requirements for forced oscillation at high frequen- and mean square of turbulence 7 acros a radius of the pipe were

cies than its channel-flow or boundary-layer counterparts The in good agreement with reference steady-flow data and showed no

parameter space of the study (Reynolds number vs. mean flow variation with frequency, even when oscillation was forced at six

burst frequency (as estimated by the correlation of Luchik & Tie- tunes the estimated burst frequency of the mean flow These re-

derman (1987)) is shown sn Fig 1, together with the parameter suIts are well established and consistent with those of nearly every

space covered by other pertinent pipe-flow studies unsteady flow experiment and so are not shown here. Of more

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS interest were power spectra of u', as deduced from time series
measurements from which the phase-averaged velocity had oeen

The test facility comprised a standard recirculating water loop subtracted These power snectra are shown in Fig 2, for forced

with a constant-head tank, sump, pump, and a test section of oscillation at frequencies as high as 8 Hz, rnmasured at y+ = 15 -

translucent pipe (57mm in diameter, 160 diameters long, assuring close to the position of peak production of turbulence in the parent

fully-developed flow over most of the test section) The final stage boundary layer While there is considerable low-frequency noise in

of the tet smtiuai ie of buu~e, and flow control was achieved by these data, caused by the iffering lengths of time series processed

motoring a profiled sleeve around a longitudinal slot milled in the
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and the variance of the FFT as a power-spectral estimator, the had been subtracted Spectra of the square of u' are shown in

general trend is one of qualitative agreement There is no convinc- Fig 6 for time series measured at yr = 12, with cecillation at

ing evidence of any re-arrangement of the spectral content of the 0 5 Hz and 2 0 Hz From the high-frequency content of the spec-

flow, reinforcing the notion of invariance of all scales of motion of tra, it appears that there is no obvious broadening due to instru-

the parent boundary layer to forced smusoidal oscillation mentation noise for the case of forced oscillation at 2 Hz, even

The high-frequency response of the organized component of though the signal level (shown in Fig 5 is significantly lower)

strearnwise velocity is illustrated m Fig 3, in which the amplitude The spectra reveal enhanced organization in magnitude of ' at

of (u) at its first harmonic is plotted in the near-wall region For the fundamental and second-harmoni. and hint at the possibility of

freqLencies above I Hs, these profiles are m good agreement with al peaks appearing at highcr harmonics The second harmonic

the asymptotic high-frequency (Stokes) solution to the strearnwise arises through the non-linear character of the periodic Reynolds-

momentum equation in the oscillatory field of flow. They also ii- stres equations in coupling first harmonic shear ((auIla)) and
first harmonic Reynolds stress ((tve)) to yield a second-harmonic

lustrate clearly that, at these frequencies, all oscillatory shear is

confined t, a very thin region within the viscous sublayer and so production term for (u'u'). Through the same coupling, multiple

is unlikely to provide direct interaction with the turbulence pro- higher harmonics in (u'u) may be generated in this kind of flow

duemg motions of the parent boundary layer However, it appears that the energy in (u'u') is only transferred
d r hfrom the fundamet.tal to higher harmonics when the period of c-
The first harmonic response of the streamwise component of cillation approaches a characteristic time scale of the parent flow

turbulence is shown in Fig 4, normalized by t,, the friction veloc- (burt frequency, large-eddy turn-over time, etc.).

ity of the mean flow In this figure, the amplitude of the square t enca roee resu ti t ce u e

root of th2 oscillatory component of (u'u') is plotted - the square T nuia on show in Fig.l5 is tr nce ao he n-

root represents a more robust statistical measure which is less sen-
ice and not noise Thus the proportional role of higher harmonics

sitive to false measurements than the phase average of the square

of ' (though it is more indirect in relevance to decomposed forms grows as turbulence approaches a "frozen' state, though it is not

of the Navier-Stokes equations). It is clear from this figure that the clear that higher harmonics supercede the first harmonic response

trend is a monotonic one towards "frosen' turbulenv, with inc in- importance.

ing frequency, with the peak in the turbulence response coincident The coincident in position between peaks in amplitudes of pe-

with the peak of turbulence production in the parent boundary riodic measures of turbulence and turbulence production in the

layer (V
+ 

c- 11). It is worth pointing out that the amplitudes parent boundary layer reinforces the contention that the former is

of the phase-conditioned turbulence response are extremely small, predominantly a modulation of the latter Thus it is informative

Therefore they are very sensitive to minor cycle-to-cycle variations to exarzune statistical features descriptive of turbulence produc-

in the organized forcing, which are interpreted as turbulence by the ing motions in this region In Fig 7, conditional averages from

phase-average decomposition We were initially misled by such or- time series of the t Alent component of streamwise velocity are

ganized variation (in the form of a noisy signal from a position presented, as d'duced by a positive-slope VITA technique These

encoder, which produced the effect of an occasional phase shift in conditional averages span a range of frequencies of oscillation from

(u)) which manifested itself as a second-harmonic response when steady flow to 2 Hz The general trend in these results appears to

it exceeded in amplitude the true turbulence response However, be one of qualitative agreement at all frequencies, with no dramatic

once this problem was resolved, second harmonic motion was al- dependence on frequency There are, however, subtle variations

ways an order of magnitude smaller than that at the fundamental which may be indicative of structural change in the motions which

frequency are identified by this particular statistical technique This notion

The phase dependence of the deviation of (u') from its mean is appears to support the more detailed investigations into identifica-

shown in Fig 5 for three selected frequencies, measured at V+ - 12 tion of structural information in unsteady turbulent flow, carried

The attenuation of phase-dependent variation n turbulent inten- out by Tardu et al (1989) which characterized subtle changes in

sity with increasing frequency may be seen plainly, together with statistical measures of this kind with frequency variation.

the obvious variance from a sinusoidal response For the phase av- Further information on possible modifications of the structure

erage of u'u' measured at 2 0 HI, a Fourier decomposition still re- of the near-surface turbulence field was sought using hydrogen bub-

veals a dominant first-harmonic response The similarity between ble visualization A high-speed video camera was focused on the

thes data and the equivalent measures of turbulence in wall shear flowfield downstream of a platinum wire positioned at y+ t- 15 and

strew (Mao & Hanratty (1986)) prompted a more thorough ex- the evolution of timelines during unsteady oscillation was recorded

an.ination of whether the variance of these data from a sinusoidal Video footage demonstrated clearly that streak initiation (and the

response was due to an inability to distinguish between harmonic peak level in u'u') becomes organized in time by the superposed

components and background noise, or whether it did indeed repre- oscillation, favonng tlJe beSinning of the deceleration phase when

sent the growing importance of higher harmonics with increasing the flow is most susceptible to the wyet-unidentified destabihza-

frequencies tion effect which drives the bursting phenomenon. This result was

This issue ass exaamiinnl by eatuiiting the power spectrum of ronsistont with measurements of the phase of (utu'), relative to

the square of u' (and thus organization in nagnitude of u'l from that of the oscillatory forcing, and in agreement with similar mea-

a time series of u(t) from which the phase-averaged velocity (u) surements made by Tardu et a. (1987). As the period of forced
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oscillation was decreased, the streak signature (indicative of fea- outward diffusion over shorter distances, as frequency of oscillation
tures of the robust turbulence producing motions of the mean flow) increases A monotonic approach to 'frozen" turbulence follows,
began to survive whole periods of oscillation Moreover, the dying characterized by a proportionally greater energy content in higher
signature of a streak generated during the deceleration phase of the harmonics. It does not seem to matter whether the characteristic
previous unsteady cycle appeared to mark the position upstream turbulence time scale is gauged as a reciprocal burst frequency, a
of which new streaks were most likely to appear during the next large-eddy turnover time scale, a streak lifetime, ir a turbulent
deceleration phase of the unsteady cycle, kinetic energy/dissipation rate ratio, as these art all character-

Selected frames from these recordings are shown in Figs 8, 9 izations of the robust turbulence producing motions of the par-
and 10 for the cases of steady flow, low-frequency unsteady flow (at ent boundary layer and are all of the same order in a given low
one seventh of the mean-flow burst frequency) and high frequency Reynolds number experiment in wall bounded turbulent flow
unsteady flow (at a frequency approximately equal to three times While it appears that temporal forcing can impose weak organi-
the mean flow burst frequency) In the steady flow sequence, at- zation on some aspects of turbulent motion, there is no evidence of
tention is drawn to the apparently random appearance of a new aoy resonance or strong interaction with the turbulence-producing
streak (at the bottom of the frame) below the existing one (near m-itions of the parent boundary layer The spatial disorganization
the top of the frame), as it twists and loses its coherence For the of these motions prohibits such simple interference The weak in-
sequence at low-frequency unsteadiness, the streak (towards the terference which is achieved by temporal forcing arises when the
top of the frame) forms durir- #'e deceleration phase and main- time scale of forced oscillation approaches that of the response
tains it characteristic "V" signature as it meanders before being of turbulence, and promr tea subtle organizational effects in the
swept downstream during the acceleration phase of the unsteady localization of turbulence-producing motions These effects are es-
cycle (during which the final frame was taken, sentially cosmetic changes to the signature of an active motion and

In the high-frequency case, the sequence of images spans a com- appear to have no effect on uu'
plete period, beginning with a well-established region of low-speed REFERENCES
flow in the center of the frame As this region is swept downstream
during the acceleration phase, the characteristic "V" signature of Abrams, J & Hanratty, T J Relaxation effects observed for
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Fig 6 Spectrum of the square of u' at ti - 12 for oscillation

at 0 5 Hz and 2 0 Hz, representing the frequency dependence of

organization in magnitude of u'

Fig 8 The decay of one streak and the disorganized initiation of another, in steady flow.

The time sequence is from left to right.

Fig 9 The deceleration-phase growth and acceleration-phase downstream convection of a streak,

.n low-frequency unsteady flow

Fig 10 The downstream convection of one streak and the subsequent initiation of a new one in
its wake, in high-frequency ursteady flow.
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1. Abstract. with 11 [-1.1]. k is denoting the wavenumber equal
to :. 'Ji & R., and R, is the Reynolds number based on the

The aim of this study is the understanding of the value of the velocity in the middle of the channel and the
behaviour of turbulent wall shear flows submitted to time half height of the channel. In the non linear case, the
dependent external forces Experimental studies and solution of the Navier-Stokes equations at supercrtical
theoncs! =...erations [3,4,6,71 have already given some Reynolds numbers, with the imposed mean gradient and the
insights on the infuence of an imposed unsteadiness on continuity equation, provides u- with the turbulent value of
turbulent motions in the case of pulsed plane channel and the velocity and the pressure fields. These equations are-
boundary layer flows the time averaged turbulent quantities
seem to be unaffected by the imposed periodical forces, au, au a, _ +

mostly at high frequencies, and the phase averaged f-+U =- --( )6 --, + -R u
quantities follow merely the evolution of the linear viscous T ' - 1- ( ,xx
Stokes solution on the major part of the flow domain a'.
However these expenmental results may be completed and x
tuned by means of numerical direct simulation This
numericsl work, completed in the case of apulsed plane
channel flow at a mean Reynolds number <R,> = 2000 for As it is commonly done, we will use the triple
the steady case, brings out that non linear interactions can decomposition, to bring out the non linear interaction which
be found between the turbulent flow and the imposed may arse between the mean turbL,.ent field and the imposed
unsteadines., in the range of low frequencies where the force
computations have been carried out.

U(.xr2-x3,) = <-(x 3) + <&>(x3,t) + U(x 1 .xr. 3,t)
(2)

2. The continuous problem.
where <U> is the mean steady part, <U> its mean time

We are interested in the case of a plane channel flow dependent part, and u' its turbulent fluctuat.on. Taking the
driven by a periodically time varying mean adverse advantage of the direct simulation procedure <U> is
pressure gradient This problem has an exact solution in defined as the mean value taken by U over planes of
the linear case, called the Stokes solution U,. It is obtained hoinogetieneity x 3=cte and over a large number N of
by solving the following ec istion cycles for a given phase angle i

aU, I a2
U, aP <U>(x 3") =

a+ C COS atut)) N I L Lat -- tTl 3 N It) - T LL r'U(Xi,X2,xa,n0uT+.)ddX

(I) (3)

which solution is the real par of. where Li and L2 are the streauwise and spanwise
dimensions of the channel

U,(X3 31) e+- 1)- 2 X P( 1 X2)
- e e3
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3. The numerical method. Thei,:fore, destabilization is achieved by adding the suitable
2-D and 3-D Tollmenn Schlichting waves [1,21 of

The numerical method has been developed for direct wavelength ct i 25 After a transient state the computed
simulations of plane channel flows and i- detailed in [1](2). field becomes fully turbulent The dimensions of the
The Navier-Stokes equations in velocity-pressure formula- computational bex are 2n/a. it. 2, respectively in

uon, are discretized on a non uniform cartesian grid and are streamwise, spanwise and normal to the wall directions,
solved by a semi-implicit finite difference scheme which is discretization is achieved with 18x32x65 points respectively
second order accurate in time and fourth order accurate in in these directions
space. The pressure defined at the same discretization TL.. computations are carried out for two values of the
points as the velocity, is computed iteratively at each time , ",iod: T- 2.6 s and T- 60. s, corresponding to high and
step in order to minimize a norm of the velocsy diver- low values of the frequency co, and for an amplitude ratio
gence. In the present case streamwise periodic boundary .A = [UIU, in the middle of the channel equal to 40%.
conditions are prescribed in order to simulate a temporally The characteristics of these two cases transcnbed in the
rvolving flow The semi implicit time discretization uses Binder-Kueny 131 parameter Is, which is defined as the
an Adans-Bashforth scheme for the convective term, and ratio of the Stokes layer Is --42-Rwu to the thiti' tess of the
an Euler scheme for the diffusion term, steady turbulent viscous sub-layer I/RZU?', are equal

respectively to 1.81 and 8.74 The Reynolds nuintier of
Ut- Un aQ '  the initial field based on the half height of the channel

L - t=- u,°)' 1'k- -a - 'a i 0,(h/2)h/2v is equal to 5000.
At IJ )

x 1  Periodically time dependent solutions have beea obtained

I a
2 Uy for which amplitudes (01 follow fairly well the Stokes

+ T - solution on the major part of the channel height, as shown
R, ax, ax, on figures 1 and 2 -espectivily for T= 26 s and T= 60 s,

UU, 3 U with beter agreement for the high frequency case as

withQ =----+p and w:- ,,( a i- I-k - expected. except very near the walls.

whcre L is an impli.it operator, factorized in the three ee

space directuons.

2 11 2 f a. 2

The pressure fi' is determined by solving the follow-
tag equation obtau by taking the discrete divergence of
the momentum equv'ion - .1 U 0.

ak ax5  At ax, ax, j 0
- t - I 

2U ' "

OX, LI Xl R, alkx k  .,I
X R.

It is computed iteratively in order to minisize a discrete
norm of the velocity divergence A special treatment of the
pressure at the internal points, eliminates spurious pressure Fig I Amplitides ratios for A = 0 4 and T -2 6s
modes [5], and enhancts the convergence of the iterative * [Utyl
computation. 0 [<U>]IA

4. Results In the high frequency cae, the linear solution U, and the
non linear solution <U> are in phase in the middle of the
channel and out of phase very near the wall as showr by

4.1 Direct simulation p.-Medurm. Lissajoux curves of figure 3 denoting linear interactions due
to viscosity. The interesting result is found in the low

The laminar viscous S:okes solution is taken as the frequency case The same trends concerning the relative
initial field whose steady par is the lamnar Poiseuille flow phase of <U> and U, can be observed on figure 4, but in
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4.2 Time averaged quantities.

As observed expennrentally [3,4,71, time averaged
quantities -7 seem effectively not much influenced by the
forcing frequency and amplitude The frequency invanance
may be observed first, on the averaged Reynolds number
<U>(h/2)h/2v and on the tune zveraged wall velocity In
effect, computed values of these quantities is both high and
low frequency cases <R,>= 1787, 1590 and
a = 2.05510 -2 , 

2 01010-2 do not differ -juch from those
W, a CS 0 12 , obtained in the steady case (<R>= 1866 and

"a .= 2 02710
-
2)

44 C,

Fig 2 Amplitudes rtios for A = 0.4 and T = 60.s u
* (171t/A . .
o [<U>JIA . 4 o U M U 1,

this case, Lissajoux curves are not closed, neither in the
middle of the channel nor near the wall, which denotes a a -

non linear interaction between the turbulent flow and the
unsteady external forces.

Fig.4 Relative phase of [LI/A versus
[<0>11A r = 60.s.

u---- in the middle of the channel
- at the point nearest to the wall

The same conclusions can be drawn for time averag_

velocity <U'- / it;, and shear stress <U/III 3>iU,
-, ,-- dismbutons displayed on figunes 5 and 6. On the contrry
-p -nomial stress distributions <u-ul>/u (Fig.7), seem to

depend on frequency. However, this dependency found in
some expenments, and not in others [7] is not yiet clearly
established. The amplitude invanance ,4f our simulation
results has been verified by simulating again the low
frequency case with the forcing amplitude of A = 0.1.
Results obtained for the previous quantities ar the same an
for A = 0.4(Fig 5,6,7). This seems to indicate that non
linear interactions between the turbulent flow and the
forcing at this low frequency, discussed here after, are not

Fig 3 Relative phase of [t,1lA versus related to relaunanztition of the flow which may occur for
[<U>l/A T = 2.6s. A = 0.4 due to the low mean Reynolds number of the

--- in the middle of the channel simulation
at the point nearest to the wall
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homogeneity of the computed flow and is eliminated by
phase averaging the signal as defined by (3) (Fig 10 a) In
the low frequency case, the turbulence rcspon.e is very
different: the signal is periodic but far from sinusoidal (Fig
8 b and lO.b) The power spectrum displays a great number
of harmonics enhanced by not linear interactions

Fig 5 Velocity distribution of <-ia>/X" versus Log (x4)
.T=-.+T=60s* T=26s
o(, =01, T =60s )

wore a C a s"a. .

Fig.7 Normal stress distributions > /u>/u
2 versus x3

- T f -, + T = 6Os, * T = 2.6s
o ( A =0.1. T = 60 s

Ca..

Fig 6 Shear stress distributions <u 1',3>/u
2 versus x*

- T = -. + T = 60.s; * T = 2.6s
o (A =01, T = 60. s.

4.3 Phase averaged quantities. Fig.8.a Time evolution over ten periods of <u'-u' 3> versus

tPq T = 2.6 s atx3 = 5

Fig 8 a and Fig 8.b show the time evolutions of In the mean, the complex evolution of the time
<A'i'3> in the high and low frequency cases, rspecuvely dependent part of the shear stress seems to have no
recorded over ten and five periods of forcing at x34 z 5. i:.,luence upon the time averaged value. Some insights in
Power spectra of these signals are displayed on figures 9.a the complex underlaying energy tnsfers may be gained by
and 9.b In the high frequency case, the shear stress considering in the energy budget of Zru" j> the production
oscillates almost sinusoidally at the forcing frequency A term Pi which is the largest contributor to the gain of
modulation of the signal at a lower frequency observed on turbulent kinetic energy in the steady case. Time averaging
figure 8.a and 9.a may be due to a lack of spatial this term and using the decomposition (2) gives
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• ,a<u -P"Pi - <U lu 3> - 1

Pd I3 Id, (4)aX .lup 3 - aXL'p 3 (4

Figure (I1) displays the spatial dismbution of the first
sIcady term of (4) which does not depend on the forcing

frequency, so that the distributions found in each case are
similar as found also by expenment [6]. The "unsteady"

contribution of the second term to the production Pi 1 is

compared to the "steady" contribution on figure 12 It is

negligible in the high frequency case while it is very

important in the low frequency one, acting as a supply of

energy No simple explanato as the one suggest in [3,71

U U1 U U S S t -T 6 0

FFigg.b Power spectrum of <u tu'3> T = 60

.- Z
•4

Fig 8 b Power spectrum of cu'iu'3> T = 2.6 s

Fig'I0a Phase averaged evolution of <'u'3> versus

1ff T = 2.6 .s at 4* 5. I'>Vru

-mn , seems to exist for the frequency invariance of the time
averaged values. Other terms of the energy budgets of the

CCC Reynolds stress terms must be computed to complete the

analysis.

5. Conclusions

4Direct simulations of turbulent plane channel flows
submitted to imposed periodic time evolving streamwtse

4mean pressure gradient have been carried out for two
frequencies of the external force. At high frequency, the
non linear solution is periodic and follows fairly well the
linear penodic Stokes solution, but with an increasing phase

Fig 9 a Time evolution over five periods of <' lU'3> versus lag, when approching the wall. At low frequency, the non
tIT T = 60. s at x3' 5. linear solution is no more pericdic due to non linear effects.
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These non linear effects have no direct influence on time
averagedsecond order moments of the velocity field, except
for Zti 1a l The analysis of the production term of the A

energy budget of Z7ij~7> shows a complex effect of the
foreing frequency, but seems to be not sufficient to explatn
the results obtained. Consequently. computations of other
terms involved in energy budget of the Reynolds stress
tensor are required to descrihe the non linear effects of the
low frequency forcing on cuergy redistribution between
velocity components and the role of the pressure

aX

aX3 3
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ABSTRACT 
the two sets of experiments previously mentioned, wav'The dynamical interactions occuring between periodic breaking was unsignificant Another possibility, based on thesurface waves, turbulence and mean current are ana'y sed by creation of an .- bital component of the vorticity field has beenconsidering the orbital vorticity balance closed using a eddy- explored by Magnaudet (1989)

viscosity model It is theoretically shown how theseinteractions induce an energy transfer from the waves to the 2 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
mean motion and then modify the mean momentum and
turbulence energy balances Numerical computations using a In order to summarize this mechanism, let us consider thesimple one point closure with boundary conditions appropriate basic case ofa periodic wave with wave-number k propagatingfor interfacial turbulence are presented The results show that at the surface of the water in the direction x The wave isthe turbulence energy is highly increased by these interactions sheared by the wind which also creates a mcan current andand reaches the unusual level that has been measured below generates turbulence A frame of reference moving with thewind wases velocity c of the wave is used in order to freeze the shape of the

free surface This allows us to define a phase average (< >) of
each variable which only depends on spatial coordinates

1 INTRODUCTION Then the triple decomposition (Reynolds and Hlssain 1972) is
The aim of this paper is to try and present a coherent used to write exact balance equations for the mean C i, orbitalexplanation of the dynamical interactions occuring betweenwind waves and water turbulenc, in lakes and oceans (~) and turbulent ('), motions In this atproach the orbitalEvidence of the existence of such interactions has been velocity _ is defined as the part of the velocity field which is

demonstrated i several sets of experiments periodic in x with the wavelength 2f/k , no assumption isI for instance field measurements have ueen performed on made concerning the dynamical properties of V Defining theLake Ontario (Ktaigorodskii et al 1983) Since in this casethe waves were random, the total velocity fluctuations have orbital vorticity Zi = V x ,. the mean momentum balancebeen separated using a linear filtration method (Benilov et a) writes
1974) into an orbital contribution linearly related to the waveheight and a turbulent fluctuat o j The results showed that in -

2

presence of large wind waves, 'he ratio K/u*2 (K denoting the (V -C) V V P/p + - - )+ V vV V --' I. 
-  

x (1)
turbulent kinetic energy dnd u* the interfacial friction
velocity) can reach values two orders of magnituse higher Thus the effect of waves on the mean flow can appear eitherthan in wall flows, through a modification of the Reynolds stress tensor R- vv'

laboratory experiments using paddle-generated wavessheared by the wind have been performed in the Stanford Wind or through the vortex term x ; The 1R balance may beWave Facility (Cheung 1985, Cheung and Street 1988) In this written
situation, the waves were periodic so that a phase-averaging -
procedure could be used in order to obtain the turbulent D Ri+
contribution The ratio K/u

* 2 
below the free surface was found F + + D

to range between 9 and 11, nearly three times the near-wall vale kv ~jk + v 1 v~k + ( v'jv'1 vk ),k) (2)
In order to explain the first group of results, Kitaigorodsku

and Luimley (1983), following previous proposals of , here Pi,, e , and Di3 represent the usual production,
Kitaigorodkin and Miropolski (1968) and Benilov (1973) haveproposed an interaction mechanism based on an irrotational dissipaton, pressure-strain and diffun teris Two kindsbehavior of the orbital motion supposed to he governed by a of extra terms due to wave-turbilence interactions appear inlinear Bernoulli equation. Several additional terms appear in the R- balance they represent the production of turbulence bythe K-balance but it has been shown by an order of magnitudeanalysis that, within previous hypotheses, the diffusion of the gradients of ; and the diffusion of turbulence by Z but itwave kinetic energy by the turbulent motion is the onlysignificant source of transfer between orbital and turbulent can be shown by an order of magnitude analysis that they aremotions However, subsequent experimental data (Terray and not large enough to modify strongly R -. So in the following itBliven 1985) have shown that the corresponding term in the Kbalance is in fact negligiil Fu)thermcrc, this rnech iai uill be showin that the increase of the turbulence level can becan only act with random waves in contrsdicti( o with thesecond group of results which is showing that the interaetions explained by the vortex-term x xare efficient even with periodic waves, Thus it is clear that

other mechanisms must exist Among them of course, wave
breaking is supposed to play a very important role However in

% ..



First ,sall we have to examine the Z balance (8) can then be integrated and the final result is attained
(Magnaudet and Masbernat 1990)

V *C)Vv Vol U oZ -Zx~l)+ VV - f dx12- - 7vC 9
)lVo to 2 v. - -Z=V9)XI

Vx(-- x Z) - Vx[V (v'')l v vV ( 3)
il) (2) z denotes the vertical axis directed upwards and y the

11) and (2) are the two source terms which can create an orbital spanwise axis, ey is the unit vector in the y direction)

component of the vorticity It is worth noting that, in contrast This equation demonstrates that when surface waves are
with the study of coherent structures where equation (2) is superimposed on a mean turbulent shear flow the periodic
untractable analytically, the situation is much more motion c-nnot remain strictly irrotational because of two
comfortable here because kiads of interactions

- at first order (without wind) Z is potential and can be found - the first term was found previously by Craik and Leibovich
using the Stokes expansion for gravity waves, (1976) Craik (1977) showed that, due to a spanwise instability

mechanism, tiis term generates large x-axis mean vortices
- the problem is periodic in the direction of the primary mean known as Langmuir circulations the basic one-dimensional
flow (x) mean current is unstable and the steady mean motion is an

In order to solve (I) it is necessary to model 3 v'v which helical one This is typically a three-dimensional asnect of
wave-mean current interactions which will be disregarded

represents the variations of the Reynolds stress along the wave here
profile This question has been thoroughly studied by several
authors either in the context of turbulent flows excited by an - the second term arises from wave-turbulence interactions ' it
oscillatory plate (Hussain and Reynolds 1970, Reynolds and shows that when an inhomogeneous turbulence (such as the one
Hussain 1972) or in order to describe the boundary layer over present in the surface boundary layer) ard - periodic plane
gravity waves (Davis 1970 and 1972, Thorsness et al 1978) strain (due to the wave motion) exist together, Lhey interact and

produce a penodic spanwise component of the vorticity at the
Since the <R > balance and consequently the R equation wavenumber of the strain
contain a lot of non-linear terms, this equation cannot be used This means that the total amount of energy associated with
safely in an analytical approach Thus the simplest way of wavenumber k below a train of surface waves is the sum of
going further is to assume an eddy viscosity relation for the three components one corresponds of course to the potential
phase-averaged Reynolds stress tensor motion induced by the waves (this is the common definition of

the orbital motion), the second is due to the classical turbulence
<R> = 2/3 < K > 1 - 2 < vT > " S > (4) induced by the wind stress and the third one is the result of a

where <S > denotes the phase averaged rate of strain tensor
t nan-zeeo value of Z)From an experimental point of view this

< S >= 1/2 (V<V> + V<V>) means that any filtration technique where the orbital motion is
defined with the aid of a Bernoulli equation will lead to a

This closure assumption is of course very restrictive and must "turbulent" spectrum with a peak arising from wave-
be understood like a model from which consequences can be turbuli nce interactions This is indeed the case as was
examined and not like an unquestionable physcal recently found with a non-linear filtration method by Jiang et
representation From (4) we derive al (1990)

=2/3 K1-2V --- S+ 2(;j--2 -iTS ) (5) Let us now turn to the consequences of (9) on the mean flow

Using boundary layer assumptions the mean vortex-term

it can be shown (Magnaudet 1989) that to first order with respect x V reduces to Z; = N uw so that (9) can be
to small parameters (to be defined later) and excepted in a very
thin layer below the free surface, (0) implies integrated to obtain with the aid of the Airy solutin for water

waves

R- 2/3 R1- 2 -vT (6) -2
- w 2z(

This means that the principal effect of the waves on the spatial u = -2 v TX = " v T,z c e (10)

structure of the turbulent field is to redistribute the Reynolds
stresses This is in agreement with the conclusions of Since u

m 
w' vanishes on the free surface as will be shown

Reynolds and Hussain (1972) and Davis (1972) who obtained
later, vT must also vanish on the interface Since in the bulk

satisfactory results using (6) Introducing (6), i the as -
balance leads to vT is mainly positive, there is a region near the interface

- (Vx[V (R)), T Zij)j where vT z 
< 

0 so that, following (10), must be positive

+ -TJ ( 1 " 
) 

+ 
2
Cjk "v'T,J

8
k1 (7) This is in complete agreement with the experimental results of

Cheung and Street (1968) showing a positive over a

The first term on the right hand side represents the classical

Taylor model for the diffusion of vorticity whereas the two significant depth below the waves It is worth noting that
other terms take into account the stretching mechanisms
associated with scales changes in inhomogeneous turbulence
(Tennekes and Lumley 1972) Introducing the wave steepness o 0 means that the mean flow extracts energy from the

e and the dimensionless mean shear rate 8 = ( orbital motion as it often occurs when coherent structures exist
a t dm /ck in a turbulent flow.

and assuming these two parameter-, to be small, it becomes
possible to perform an asymptoc expansion of (3) The Let us now consider the turbulence production. The
resulting equation obtained at leading order c8 writes with approximate mean momentum balance (to first order in the
dimensionless variables wave steepness) writes

(w x' I X.u'w' = u + uwZII

z* z 118) This shows that the turbulent shear stress is cnhanccd by the
hirak v ,k' ',kas,k( ' 2

tzk is

interaction Since u'w' governs turbulence production in
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shear layers it seems reasonable to expect a higher ratio wall behavior, turbulent iluctuations exist on the interface atleast with clean water Let us consider first a shear-free
-- *2
K/u in the present situation than in usual flows It must be interface The boundary conditions for the turbulent

I I fluctuations write
noted that, due to the fact that the typical wave energy c c 

2 
is

generally much greater than u , weak interactions which do V n = 0 (14d)

not modify seriously the orbital motion can completely change t ..Vv' + tVvy) n = 0 (w'b,
the turbulent balance The efficiency of this mechanism in
terms of turbulence level was first demonstrated with the aideo Then denoting by u', V and w' the turbulent veloofty

a very simple one-dimensional numerical model solving fluctuations parallel and normal to the free surface
(10) -(11) together with a K. r model (t meaning here the respectively and by x, y and z the corresponding coordinates, it
dissipation rate of K) (Magnaudet et al , 1991) The results becomes possible (with the aid of the continuity equation) to

obtained using the experimental parameters of Cheung and expand the fluctuations with respect to z within the fori (Hunt

Street have shown to be promising More precisely a ratio 1984)

K/u
2 

ranging between 9 and 12 was obtained near the mean u'(xyzt) ao(x,y,t) + a2(xY,t)z
2 

+
interface in accordance with the experimental levels v '(x,y,7,t) bo(x,y,t) + b2(x y,t)z

2 
+

3 NUMERICAL APPROACH w'(x,y,z,t) o c, xby,t) z + c3(x,y,t)z
3 

+

In this section are presented the first results of a full Thus the exact <K> and <c> boundary conditions on z = 1x
numerical approach which was carried on in order to check the write (Magnaudet 1989)
previous theory and to explore more carefully various aspects
of wave-turbulence interactions without all the limitations o -0

inherent to the analytical expansions In this first step the n (15a)

three-dimensional aspect of wave-current interactions is 0 (15b)
disregarded and we focus as previously on wave-turbulence an
interactions Of course when a wind is blowing over the free-surface,

fluctuations occur in the surface stress so that condition (14b)
For this purpose, the two-dimensional Reynolds phase- does not remain exact However the ratio between the

averaged equations are solved below a prescribed Stokes wave viscosities of water and air is high enough to keep (14b) and the
As we want to describe accurately the interfacial zone, the subsequent conditions (15) as an accurate approximation
equations are written in a curvilinear orthogonal system of Furthermore, combining conditions (15) with the previous
coordinates moving with the phase velocity c This asymptotic expansions leads to the remarkable statement that
curvilinear system is identical to the one used by Gent and all the flux-terms in the <K> and <e> balances (written under
Taylor (1976) or AI-Zanaidi and Hui (1983) in numerical an integral form) are exactly zero on the free surface This is
investigations of wind-waves generation Thus we solve straightforward, due to the boundary condition (13a), for the

S<V> = 0 (12a advective terms f<K>(<V> - c) n ds and f<c>(<V> - c) n ds
and, due to (14a)-(15a), for the diffusive term of the

<K> balance (C<V n> - <4 n> + vaK ds

(<V> -C) V<V> =. V<P>/p + V (vV<V> -<v'v'>) (12b) J pn )

It can be also shown with the aid of the w' momentum balance

Denoting by n and t the normal and tangential unit-vectors ta =0 on the free surface due to the fact that (V = 0
respectively, the boundary conditions on the free surface ann o

z = i(x) write , (because w' does not contain any z
2 

term) This leads to the

(<V> -c) 33 = 0 (13a) result that the diffusive term of the <t> equation

v
2  

f+,- ccV'n> - 2v<!2., V n)= + v-n )ds also vanishes at
t v(V<V> + td<v>) a = u (13) " P o_' )

the interface
The bottom of the domain ( z o - H) is considered as a Taking these results into account and setting the modeling
symmetry plaie and periodic conditions .0e imposed on <P> constants to their classical values (Rodi 1980), the <K>-<c>

27 *2
and <V> at x = 0 and x = 2x/k A linear '-rm w.- u has to be system is solved with the method previously described for the

added to the pressure in order to repreFout the hydrostatic effect momentum equations

of the mean slope of the free surface It must be noted that, since
the interface has a prescribed form, it is not possible to satisfy a 5 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
constant pressure condition on z = T1(x) together with the
kinematic condition (13a). However the phase velocity c can be The computations allow a detailed investigation of several
calculated by minimizing the surface integral quantities of interest including the mean current U (z

2n/k

I(c) = fit V <P>I 
2

d, (Fig 1), the orbital velocities , . the turbulent mean shear

0 stress- uw' (Fig 2), the correlation U; (Fig 3), the mean
The solution of equations (12a)-(12b) is obtained by means of a
second-order accurate finite volumes technique using a turbulent kinetic energy K (Fig 4), It must be kept in mind
velocity-pressure formulation on a staggered grid The that - denotes here a spatial average following the
momentum equations are solved with an explicit predictor-
corrector method (the Brailovekaya scheme) whereas the curvilinear x axis so that the averaging procedure is carried
divergence-free condition is satisfied by means of a fully out at a constant distance from the real interface and not at a
implicit Poisson equation constant distance from the mean surface level

The value found for the eulerian surface drift U (0)is about

13 0 u* which is in qualitative agreement with experimental
4 TUBULNCE ODEINGresults exhibiting for the lagrangiaii drift UL (0) values of

The representation of the phase-averaged Reynolds stre~s

tensor is achieved by means of one-point closures In this about 15 8 u*, more commonly expressed as "lr(0) - 055 i*i
prelimney study only very oimple models of th K-Xe type (Phillips and Banner 1974) (u*A denoting the friction velocity in
#ere used However these models must take into account the the air). The analysis of the U(xl profile shows that a
specificities of interfacial turbulence contrarily to a solid
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ABSTRACT

We examine the physical characteristics of local Therefore the elgenvector approach applied to time series

transforms to decompose coherent turbulent structures requires a conditional sampling procedure In contrast the

extracted from time series or numerical data. The windowed wavelet transform can be applied as a simultaneous sampling
Fourier transform, the wavelet transform and decomposition and decomposition analysis.
into elgenvectors of the lagged covariance matrix are
compared by projecting the latter two decompositions onto
Fourier space The results are applied to turbulence time
series from the Lammefjord experiment. The eigenvector H.rw-1.1m Fourier
decomposition Is able to separate the variances due to the *

coherent eddy microfronts from that due to the random fine ,
scale structure. In the Fourier spectrum, both appear h (:o".)
together at the higher wavenumbers and their individual V.,. _ , s.
contributions cannot be separated. Other advantages and

disadvantages of the eigenvector and wavelet decomposition ,...,.'.,,

are noted..0k,_R

SINTRODUCTION
Because turbulent eddies are local and nonperiodic, the usual

Fourier decomposition into trigonometric functions can be Eigenveiw
physically ambiguous (Tennekes, 1976). The aperiodic local

,thavior Is particularly evident in the spatial variations of
the flux which Is more intermittent and event-like compared e,(x.,i

to variances (Haugen at at, 1971;, Shaw and Businger,,
1985). P.1

The study of turbulent structures or events in time series P.
can be posed in terms of local transforms or decompositions
which are local in contrast to conventional global P
decompositions such as the Fourier transform (Figure 1).
Local decompositions include the windowed Fourier transform
(Gabor transform), the wavelet transform (Daubechies,
1988; Mallet, 1989; Grossmann, at at, 1989; Meyer, Figure 1. The first three basis functions for the different
1989) and decomposition into eigenvectors of the lagged decomposition methods The elgenvectors are from the data
covariance matrix (Busch and Petersen, 1971; Lumley, set described in Section 5
1970; Panofsky and Dutton, 1984; Sirovich, 1988, Mahrt
and Frank, 1988). Elgenvectors of the lagged covariance The elgenvector decomposition maximizes covariance
matrix are also referred to as empirical orthogonal functions, explained with the fewest number of modes As a result,
For historical reasons, the above local decomposition discarding the less important elgenvectors often serves as an
techniques have enjoyed application In specific and separate efficient filter which removes noise. Such elgenvector
areas of research. The main goal of this paper Is to compare filtering can preserve the sharp edges of the main structures
the different techniques by applying them to the same data. in contrast to windowed Fourier decomposition where the

sharp edges of the main structures end the noise both appear
The basis sets for the windowed Fourier transform and at high frequencies. Since Iie elgenvectors maximize

wavelet transforms are specified while the basis set for the explanation of the lagged covarfance, the leading elgenvectors
eigenvector decomposition is determined by the data. In this are generally less noisy then a simple composited average of
sense the elgenvector decomposition is more "natural". The the structures. In some cases the simple composite is an
cost of this fle;,lbiity is the large rumber of samples average of the leading types of structures and therefore is not
required to adequately estimate the lagged covarance matrix, similar to any of the Individual structures. The eigenvectors
The number of elgenvectors which are statistically seem to have the ability to sort out different types of
significant depends on the sample size. If the events are not structures although such a capebility Is not mathematically
phast.-lo.ked into the same relative position within each guaranteed. The extension to the multivariate case is straight
sample, then the eigenvectors approach sines and cosines in forward (Petersen, 1976).
the limit of random phase
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A principal advantage of the wavelet transform is localization For the windowed Fourier transform, the basis functions
where the resolution or spacing of the transform decreases 4(5Xn),p] are defined as sines and cosines, where a is the
with decreasing scale That is, small scale features are wavelength, and g(x-xn) is the windowing functon
decomposed with finer spatial resolution compared to large

scale features The wavelet transform contains the additional (Daubechies, 1988) In Section 3, we consider the discrete
flexibility of specification of the basis function in terms of Fourier transform where g(x-xrn ) is everywhere one When

the physical goal of the analysis For example, symmetric the basis functions are the eigenvectors of the lagged
basis functions might be applied to study large deviations covariance matrix computed from the samples themselves,
from the local mean while asymmetric basis functions might g(x-x n ) is also everywhere one and p - 1, 2 M is the
be specified to study sharp changes or edges in the signal The eigenvector nunmber The first eigenvector maximizes sample
nonorthogonal wavelet transform with spatial oversampling covariance.explained, the second aigenvector maximizes
can be appied to enhance spatial phase resolution or a explanation of the remaining covariance or the samples and so
nonorthogonal wavelet transform can be constructed to forth
provide higher spatial resolution

With the above class of decompositions, each of the P basis
Advantages of the windowed Fourier transform are inherited functions 0((x-xn),p] generates only one transform

from the global Fourier transform Advantages include
universitality as a standard of comparison and the fact that coefficient W(p, f(x - Xn)} for each sample In the

derivatives of the basis functions lie in the same basis. The orthogonal wavelet transform, the basis function of width
letter Is especially useful for studies In connection with ("dilation") a generates L'/a coefficients for each sample as
dynamical systems based on differential equations the transform incrementally translates through the sample at

an increment of a (Figure 1) The center positions of the
transforms for dilation scale a are then

2 LOCAL DECOMPOSTON
bj z (xn-L'/2) + (i 1/2)8 ;j 1... Li (3)

We assume that samples of coherent structures of width L
have been selected in terms of some form of conditional Consequently the transform provides higher spatial
sampling or generating process For example, such sampling resolution at smaller scales (smaller a) at the expense of
might seek thermals, vor'ices or eddy microfronts. We then more coefficients compared to the Fourier and eigenvector

decompose the samples into different scales in terms of a local expansions
transform of the sample f(x - xn) where xn designates the
position of the center of the n

t
h sample. The samples f(x - The expansion of the original signal Into the wavelet basis

Xn) can be multwariate set can then be written as

Mathematically, we can expand the sampled structure
centered at x- n In terms of a discrete basis set defined over f(x - X)= G(xn ) f W( f( x-n ),a, bj}
the interval x- [xn . L'/2, xn + L2]. In the case of h[x-bj,a] +error (4)

windowed Fourier bases and eigenvector basis, the
decomposition of the nth sample can be written as x= [x n - L2, xn + L121.

f(X.Xn) = Xp W(f(.Xn),p0 XXn p] +error where h[x.bj,a] is the basis function defined to be nonzero

(1) over the interval [bj-a/2 5 x < bj+ a/2] and

x= [xn - L/2, xn + L+/2]. W(f(x-xn),a,bj) is the wavelet transform defined as

W~f(X-Xn),m', bj} =
where f is the basis function and the sum in (1) is performed (l/M)l/2_mh[(x-bj),*jf(x.xn)
over the P basis functions Wff(x), p, b) are the transform
coefficients defined as

Wtf(X.xn),p} = where G(xn) is a normalization factor required for

nonorthogonal wavelet expansions (Daubechies, 1988) here
(2) equal to unity and M Is now the number of points in the

transformation interval of width a s L. The division of the
L'=M x sum in (2) by M

1 / 2 
provides the transform with a

conservation of energy property.
where the sum in (2) is defined for a given basis function
over the M points in the sample window of width U and aix Is For comparison with Fourier and eigenvector

the interval between data points The value of the transform decompositions, It will be necessary to compute the variance
is proportional to the amplitude of the structure contained in or energy of the wavelet transform at a given scale a by
f(x - xn) and its similarity to the shape of the basis function, summing over the different positions of the transform
i ne error in (1) is due to possible incompleteness of the

transform or intentional discarding of terms to remove noise Var [f(X-xn),a] W
2

(f(x-xn),#,bJ) (6)
in which case the first term on the right hand side of (1) acts The dependence of Var f(X-Xn),a] on the dilation scale a
as a filter on the original signal. provides the distribution of the verlance of f(X-Xn) over the

different scales and Is the quantity most comparable to the
coefficients of the Fourier decomposition and coefficients of
the eig''ector decomposition
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4 EIGENVECTOR DECOMPOSITION IN FOURIER SPACE Applying the orthogonality of the sine end cosine modeswhen averaged over the sampled structure, (11) becomes

We begin with the comparison between the elgenvector and (1/N)Zn [f Vx) f2(x')] = p Var(ap)lrC2(r,p)
Fourier decomposition of the covanence between two (12)
variables fl(x-xn) and f2(X-Xn) for the nth turbulent

structure. This covar'ance can be projected onto the where
eigenvector basis set

C
2
(r,p) = A(r,p,1) A(r,p,2)/2 +

[fl(x-Xb) f2(X-Xb )] p, 1 a(p,n) B(r,p,1)B(r,p,2)/2
*l(p,X.Xn) l(Ian) 02(a,X-Xn)] error '7)

represents energy of the pth elgenvector described by the rth

Here we compute the eigenvectors for the Iwo variables Fourier mode. In the simpler example of decomposition of

simultaneously by stacking variables into one observational the variance where f2(x-Xn) - fl(x-xn), the product

vector (Petersen, 1976) to study the total lagged coveriance A(r,p,1) Ar,p,2) reduces to A
2

(r,p,1) and so forth
between the variables Then *t1(p,x-Xn) and * 2CPX-Xn)aetwee the ariabthes henco assciate n) and 2(P~x A Fourier cospectra can be recovered by noting that Var rap)

is independent of the Fourier wavenumber and switching the
f2(x-Xn), respectively and the expansion coefficient a(p,n) order of summation in (12) in which case we obtain
applies to the entire eigenvector.

To compute the total covarlance for the population of (IN) n IfI x) f2(x')] = r Cr
2  

(13)

sampled structures, we average (7) over the N samples and where
note that the exoanslon coefficients for the different
elgenvectors are uncorrelated. We then obtain Cr

2 
= &p Var Cp) C

2
(r,p)

(1/N)Xn [I(X-Xn) f2(X-Xn)] This decomposition of variance in the Fourier spectral domain
,.pVer(Ap)[$tMp,x-xn) t2(p,X-Xn)] (8) relates the covariance in each Fourier mode to the

contributions from the P different eigenmodes. Therefore the
projections (12,13) show the relationship between the scale

Var (ap) = (1IN)Xn @
2
(p,n) (9) dependence based on the eigenvactor decomposition and the

scale dependence based on the Fourier modes.
The oovanance for a given eigenvector is proportional to the
energy attributed to the elge,,ector, as represented by the 5. JOINt DECOMPOSITION OF THE DATA
square of the expansion coefficient (9). The covariance is
also proportional to the correlation between the two parts of We ,- ply the above joint decomposition to a 43 hour record
the eigenvector corresponding to the respective variables In of turbulence collected from the 45 m tower levl In thethe covarlance. Lammeflord experiment (Knstensen at at, 198J) uuring a

For comparison, the eigenvector decomposition can be relatively stationary period of strong winds. We select gust
projected onto a more traditional basis set (Sirovich, 1988) events by choosing samples centered about locations of
such as sines and cosines. The decomposition of the pth maxima of the Hear transform (Mahrt and Frank, 1988)
elgenvector for variable fl(X-xn) into a Fourier series can applied to the longitudinal velocity component In this way

the samples are centered about microfronts or zones of
be written as significant horizontal convergence The transform is

computed over the suspected scale of the main eddies, about

Ol (pax) 500 m Here psuedo-distance is inferred from Taylor's
hypothesis using a mean wind speed of 12 m/s The 500 m

,A(r,p,1)sln(krx')+B(r.p,1)cos(krx') wide samples are not allowed to overlap. This procedure
(10) selects 2976 samples which occupy slightly more than 50%

of the record

kr 2n r/L'

x' X-Xn Fourier Decompositions
u 10000 * 0 Toal Sp:cruu0 , 6 EV/ 1 S p tru (Iwhere here A(r,p,1) and B(r,p,1) are the coefficients of the o -S pectru

Fourier series for the pth elgenvector for variable 1 *1 000
Substituting (10) and the analogous expression for f2(X.xn) "
into the expression for within-sample covarlance 18), we _ 0.0100,
obtain "0

- 00010
(1/N)l n [f x') f2(xl) '-• •

_.p Var C8p) [(Ir A(r,p,1) sln(krx') + Brr,p,1) 00001 10,00

cos(rnx')}{ 7-r A(r,p,2) aln(krx') + B(r,p,2) Wavenumber (kL'/27r

cos(krx))] +error (11) Figure 2. The spectrum for the longitudinal velocity

component of the sampled structure and the spectrum for the
main coherent part of the sampled structures as representedwhere the first sum on the ght hand side s over Ill? P by the first eigenvectcr.

eigenvectors, the Square brackets again designate an average b e
over the sample window and Var (ap) is defined in (9).
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in this section, we decompose only the longitudinal velocity The partitonng of energy between the different scales is
component. The first elgenvector explains 60% of the shown in Figure 3 for each bompesion method The leftvariance within the gust samples and is characterized by a sho in Frwre 3Oreapond s ito n ethdae Ft
sharp microfront across which the wind increases sharply Fourier anc. wavelet transforms, the scale decreases

with time (Figure 1). Such structure is expected from the F
sampling criteria. Because of the sharpness of the systematically to the right while for the eigenvector
microfront, the energy associated with the first eigenvector decomposition, the scale generally decreases to the right.miroront, th engergy associed ith tfiert eFgneor2). Consequently, the different decompositions are not
spreads to higher wavenumbers in Fourier space (Fige 2)r numerically comparable Since the sample window contains
Since the shape of the first eigenvector Is similar to the Haar 64 points. 64 elgenvectors are generated although only the
function most of the spectral energy is in the odd wave first eigenvector contains more than 10% of the energy Each
numbers (The coefficients of the Fourier transform of 'he Fouriet mode contains one coefficient for the real part and
Haar function are zero for even wave iumbers) one coefficient for the imaginary part so that the 64

coefficients correspond to 32 different wavenumbers EvenThe etoenvetor technique is able to seParate out the allowing for the fact that the Fourier decomposition requires
variance due to the narrow microt'ont edges of the coherent tocefcet tec clteagnetrvco[gt two coefficients at each scale, the eigenvector vector
-arent eddies (which annearg in the first elgenvector from decomposition converges faster with scale when summing the
the more random fdn scaoe structure which aptears in the
hisher numbered eoenvectors. On the other hand in the decomposition Disadvantages of the elgenvectorFourir transform, the enemy oue to both random fine scale decomposition are noted in the Introduction.
structure and the eddy mlcrofrontA occur at high The Haar decomposition leads to 63 coefficients distributed
wavenumbers in a non-separable way, Even though the over six different dyadic scales The variance at each scale in
microfront zones are associated with main eddies, they may Figure 3 has been summed over the different subintervals by
contribute directly to the energy dissipation without a using (6). The Hear decomposition appears to contain more
sequential energy cascade to smaller scales. energy at the smaller scales compared to the other two

methods This is due to the fewer number of wavelet dyadicFigure 2 also shows the total spectrum which has been scales which at smaller scales Integrate information from a
computed for each sample and then averaged. The difference greater number of wavenumbers.
between the total within sample spectrum and the spectrum
associated with the first elgenvector is due to the variation of
the structure of the gusts between samples and due to the 6 MULTIVARIATE STRUCTURE
contribution of smaller scale eddies not represented by the
first eigenvector The envelope of the spectra associated with The actual spatial structure of the first elgenvector in the
the tirst eigenvector is near a 7/3 slope while the total preceding section is dictated mainly by sampling with the
within sample spectra is closer to a 5/3 slope. The main Haar basis function Therefore, we have also computed the
coherent structures represented by the first eigenvector elgenvectors of the multivariate tagged covarlance matrix
contribute most of their energy to the low wave numbers but constructed from the th-ee velocity components using the
also contribute a systematic amount of energy to the high samples from the previous section. Given the samples
wave numbers. centered about the mlcrofronts in the longitudinal velocity

component, what is the structure of the other two velocity
The second and third eigenivectors appear more as components? ':or the first eigenvector (Figure 4), the

trigonometric functions with wavelengths less than the structure of the vertical velocity component Is similar to the
windcw width L'. The expansion coefficients for the shape of the longitudinal velocity component but smaller
elgenvectors (a(p,n) in Eq 7) occur with either sign with amplitude and characterized by large negative correlation
equal probability. Since the elgenvectors for hypothetical with the longitudinal velocity component This corresponds to
structuris with random phase are Fourier modes (Panofsky efficient downward transport of longitudinal momentum The
and Dutton, 1984), the samples can apparently be roughly first eiganvecor explains 9% of the within-sample variance
approximated as a Haar function plus Fourier components of the vertical velocity, 58% of the longitudinal velocity
with random phase. Higher order eigenvectors generally variance and 60% of the momentum flux. Consequently, the
mimic smaller scale Fourier modes, coherent part of th.e samples explain slightly more of the

momentum flux than the longitudinal velocity variance even

though the samples are celected in terms of the longitudinal
velocity variancel Additional analyses not reported here also
indicates that the flux is more intermittint than the
variances and more concentrated in the most coherent
structures

Dilation of Hoar Component
L /2 L/4 L'/8 L'/16 L'/32I 000 a.OlJrO~molln '

A Elan D 5omrpioition ............

0100% o o o 02 /
03 ~ 0
o "-  i-

S0 001 itou a.

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32
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Figure 3. The decomposition or variance with respect to scale
for the three decornposition approaches Figure 4 Multivailate elgenectors for the three velocity

components
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Using basis functions for the sample selection which are
smoother than the Haar function produces similar results
except that the first eigenvector is smoother and explains a
slightly lower percentage of the flux and variances
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ABSTRACT is refined in §2). TL may be estimated as

Research on the st:ucture of turbulent boundary layers TL = .ii/u., (lb)

over undulating surfaces and large applied pressure g adieits
turbulence has given rise to some clarification of concepts where K is the von Karman constant whose value is taken &,

(validity of logarithmic wall functiomns, and when equilibrium 0.4.

or memory effects are miore important), new approximate These two tirre scales are of the same order of magnitude
turbulence models, and better understanding of the accu- at a height x3 = t defined by equating (1a) and (1b)
racy of existing turbulence models (mixing-length, k - e,
and second-order) The ann of this paper is to describe a eln(c/zo), - L (2)

few of these developments anl highlight recent developments Thence the perturbed flow can be separated into two tegions
(some of which will be ieported at the meeting) (Fig.1), whose different properties caii be defined with aid

of the kinetic energy equations Different turbulent models

1 LENGTH AND TIME SCALES are appropriate within the inner tegion and above it

We partialaly focus oii vexy high Reynolds number
flows when the horizontal length scale, L, of the variation of 2 TURBULENCE PROCESSES AND MODELS
the pressure gradient is small compared with hI., the natu-
ral length scale of adjustment of a turbulent boundary layer, The rate of changes of kinetic energy per unit mass k of

which is given by h, = hU(L)/u., where h is the boundary the turbulent velocity fluctuations io a steady turbulent flow

layer depth, U(L) is the approach flow mean velocity at the is given by

height L and u. is the upstream friction velocity, further- Ok 8U, 8 [. 1
more, since the Reynolds number is higi u./U( r), is small U, - u7i,- - - a I, + Tii -ilj 2
(typically from 0.03 to 0 05) The significant changes to the 1- Or, p

flow ther occur well within the boundary layer, in a region A Pr T

of depth i - Lu./U(L) (i e e < h - L < h.). Here we - 2i v37.-, (3)

focus oi, the turbulent processes which occur close to a rigid
wall.

where s,,1 = Ou,/Ox, + Oi,/Ox,, and u,, U, P. p and v are
In practical problems the varying pressure gradient may the ith components of the fluctuation and mean velocity, the

arise from a variety of different sources, but the best specific pressure, density and kinematic viscosity The relative order
example is the flow of the atmospheric boundary layer over a of magnitude can be estimated by assuming - k, e-
hill (Fig. 1) perhaps surprisingly to laboratory experimen. kl/

2
/e,, where 4 is the dissipation length scales (a functional

talists, the fine detail of these flows is at least as well defined rather than physical length scale, Hunt, Newley and Weng
as laboratory studies especially in the inner region! The hill 1990), and by considering the changes, denoted by A( ). in
has the effect of accelerating the flow on the upwind slope (a each term when the boundaty laer is perturbed Upwind
favourable pressure gradient) and decelerating the flow on k =k and U = Ulo(x), so
the downwind slope (an adverse pressure gradient)

The pressure gradient changes the structure of the turbu- UiiAk k2 In x3/c)Ak6k - e b
1 2

AI

lence through two processes Firstly, tli- mean flow is altered L L O xT 3 3
by the pressure gradient and hence stratus the turbulent ed- A APr

dies The time scale, To, of these straining distortions is the /2/k (_
time taken for an eddy to be advected b the mean flow over 0 (
the distance L, i e (t,.. L) el 4

'I 
TT0 (s) =L/(X3) ii/ ii ( a( where the length scale for the diffeient transport term, AT,,

assuming the approach flow psofile is logaithinic Secondly, is of order e within the inner tegion and L io the outer
the turbulence is changed by the interactions between the ed- region. If e, has the same value as in the unperturbed
dies, so that the second fundamental time scale is the time, layer, then , - x3 near the surface It follows that when
ATL, taken for an eddy to decorrelate ol turnover Assuming z ln(zs/z.) < L or X3 < e wheie eln(t/z) - L, production
that at a height x3 sbove the surface, the laige energy con- and dissipation terms balance each other However, when
tainng eddies have a vertical size of oider x3 (an idea which x3 , the advection and production terms are dominant
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Figure I Scheuatic diagram of flow regions o~er a hill

and in the intermediate region where X3 - e, all the terms 3 SPECIFIC RESULTS USING THE MODEL
are of same magnitude This was examined in detail using
a second-order closure model by Hunt et 41. (1990), Newley (i) Perturbed boundary layers very close to a rigid surface

'(1986) Using the simple mixing-length formula (equation 5c) in

To investigate the form of the solutions in the inner re- the inner region only, analytic solutions for linear perturba-

gion, two simple models have been used that are consistent tions to the boundary layer may be obtained Very close

with the turbulence being close to local equilibrium The to the surface, when Xs 3 4 = V1, , the perturbed profile

shear stress is modelled by an eddy viscosity formula then has a logarithmic form-

A9U )1f8U10(a( u.I + n c7 3ui=KI+ 2 . zo (7),

(i) In the simplest model, the closure is completed with the

relations, For a hill that is km long and 100m high, with a roughness

ki/
2 
oc u., saud t, = C, CC X3 , (5b) length of z0 = 0.01m, the inner region depth is t - 10m and

the logarithmic law holds up to a height of order t, 0 0 3m,
and t, is independent of Au, This leads to the mixing-- see figure 2a. Above this height, in the range 1, ;S X3 ; t13,

length expression the streamwise velocity, in the limit u./Uo < 1, is

A U-i Ui = - 2 u .a A U i/ax , (5c) , u ( 1( + rl ,

and no subsidiary turbulence equation is required uim 1+ _ (S)

(ii) The second, more complex, model involves calculating
k from a modelled form of the turbulent kinetic energy see figure 2b, where the apparent roughness length is

equation, (4) To account for the changes in mean pro- 2 Zoe-i, (8b)

file and separation it i. necessary to allow for 4 to vary Zo ,

with AU(j) This can be done by solving another ap-

proximate PDE for e, or, more simply, by noting tha. in where -t is Euler's constant (= 0.577 -). When Ari3/u' cc
perturbed shear layers the length scales are determined 1, as in the Askervein field experiments of flow over a hill,

by the straining (dUj /dx3) and the blocking effect of the the apparent roughness length is about 1/30 of the upstream

wall From theoretical analysis, experiments and direct value This agrees with the field data of Taylor(1990).

numerical simulation (Hunt et al. , 1989) and higher or-

der closure calculation (Hunt et al. , 1990), it is found t'°E+06"!  I

that (outside any viscous wall region or roughness ele-

ments)

V =I0E 
+ 0 5 '

1/4w. c ABlX 3 + As (0uuIOX3)/ , .(6a) !:

where (1i /49X3) is averaged over the eddy scale t,, and

AB, A, are coefficients Near the wall this approximates 1.0E+04

(for neutral stratified boundary layer), to /.z

/t,, AaIX3 + As(oul/8Xs3)l k
/

, (6b) 1.0t+03 • h/z

Note that (6a) and (6b) are still consistent with produc-
tion and dissipation being in balance t

1 .0E+402 4/z
Above the inner region where Z3 > 1, as shown by (1)

and (2), the turbulence is not in equilibrium with the lo-
cal mean strain rat,- so that using equations of the form 1-.0E"
(5a) is wrong in pr.ncple and typically gives tbh wrong sign 1.oE+01 1.oE+02 1.0E+03 1.0E+04 1.0E+05 1.0E+06
for A9i" (e g. over surface undulations). Hwever, either
second-order closure models or rapid distortior. theory can Figure 2a Variation of the heights of the asymptotic layers

provide useful estimates in this iegion with L.
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shows that the mean shear aries neat the %%all accoidhng to
',, IOvi ,OUi O.AUl

Z /"1 " m iddle layer 0 r3 (1,r Or,

mdear L where o = 17 using the OML and 71 using the SBML (6a)

The latter value shows how sens lh e t fi bulence pro-
file is to sipt changes m the production whether cau ed
by acceleration or bod w force (eg buoyancy or electromag

enetpc fields), becau e ain perturbat on first changes the shear
Ou/ange, but then changes f, ia s, which then ren s

[Hgreater production Typically any wiclease production by

S2SSL a factor 6(= / ln(/:)) lead to an increase dissipation

souto toou 40(une,1736ut ta) 90

Equation (7) agrees well with computed profiles of II
(using a second-order closure) over a boundary layer with
Ta sreusodal pressure p(tn ) caused by flow over undulating

',surface) Note how the agreement is better with the SBINL

rslresults, see figure 3

els(iv) Turbuwontaflovaj clos to separation

have been used to compute turbulent flows that are just sep-
arating on the downwind slope of a hump (or equivalently
a region of rising pressure) (Weng, Rchards and Carruthers,

ec s r989) Figure 4 shows that although la, only vaes by about
annlat 10% between OML and SBL formulae this leads to large

i g il flges w s.rl3Dx3, so that flow is signifcantly different, 
shown0t case not separating and with other separating Further

Aue(HL)Uol results and comparison with experiment will be shown

Figure 2b Streawuse velocity perturbation at the rest (v) Turbulence above the inner region

of sinusotdal topography i the inner region H L = i04, Above the height , at the value of x where the pertur-
L/o = 2500 and 6 0.2 bations are maximum, andSsolution to 0(60

)

-- solution to O(61l)  Op -aOu I z0 OAUt 0, 1)
f o mddlelayer soluten n. o suc se s s is d m fo t

This result svggests the need to replace wall functions by th -
results of eoral calculations based on simple turbulence od- s(m) e 1
els with the correct surface boundary conditions (c f. Rod:, :
1989),

(n) The relation between perturbation pressure and surface trotgh ':crest
she,.r stress

The mixing-length model (c) can also be used to show - lo-a
how asymptotically when u/Uo I, the surface shear. . .. l o
stress A713 varies sn phase with the pressure, Ap (Hunt &, •
Puehards, 1984) Ar13 has small phase lead by angle AO over "-. . /
an undulating surface, which is of the order of Ol

-  
z) .'.* 'i//

(say by about 15" - 25
° 

in geophysical flows). Data will be,, '\ st: /
shown to demonstrate this point. Consequently over surfaces" "s'.." "
where u,/Uo -C 1 (or in very high Reynolds number flow)"v, -"-""
the location of separation is approximately determined by °, .., -.- ums

the value of the pressure (rather than the pressure gradients ,- . . . .,' "
in laminar flows) which has been verified by experimental -2 -1 a 1

ad Aymputtianalsis ofhe intiner gy e n Figure 3, Comparison of the mean strean wise velocity per-
(iS Mean velocity distributions near the surfce turbaton at the crest and trough of a smusoidal undulation

The form of the perturbed velocity profile AUI(z3) near The value of the surface shear stress is determined from the
the surface departs significantly from a logarithmic form, results of the second-order closure model (1986)
in ?-celerating or decelerating flows In that - Lhe ordi- * •second-order closure model (Newley, 1986)
nary naxing-length (OML) formula (5c) is lessaccurate than log-law
using (5a) together with the sheat-blockdng mixing-length ..... mixing-length (log-linear)
,(6a). Asymptotic analysis of the kinetic energy equation sear-blocking mixing-length (log-linear)
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Figure 5 Comparison of normabsed variances of turbulent velocities at the summit of Nyland hill

observations (Mason, 1986) -- calculation

it follows from (5a) that the usual eddy viscosity calcula- distortion .tgion, where all the complex processes of turbu-

tion yields Ar3 < 0 But in fact, experiments and second- lence occur (including curvature effects over curved surfaces)

order closure show that the stretching of the eddies leads to If the details of the turbulence in this region are unimportant,

Ar,3 > 0 and of a smaller order of magnitude, O(u',AU,/u i) they can be estimated by extrapolation between the outer and

Similarly the assumption of isotropic eddy viscosity indicates inner regions. This is incorporated into a simple computer

that all the components of kinetic energy decrease, whereas program for turbulence over undulating terrain, see figure 5

the changes in turbulence are amsotropic u, is reduced and An important consequence of this difference in the turbu-

u2 increased, much like the changes in a wind tunnel con- lence structure between the inner and outer regions is that it
traction These changes can be estimated by second-order effects the drag force on undulating terrain surfaces (whether
closure models '(eg. Zeman & Jensen, 1987), or outside the solid or bquid) because the drag is too large if an eddy viscos-
wake region, by simple formulae derived from rapid distortion ity model is apphed in the outer region. Figure 6 shows that

theory the analytical solution, based on ignonng shear stress in the

The new concept presented here is that tor these kind of outer region, agrees vnth the second-order closure calculation

perturbed flows there is only a relatively narrow region be. (and force measurements) and is about 50% of the value of

tween the inner local equilibrium region and the outer, rapid F, derived when eddy viscosity model is applied throughout
the flow.
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Figure 6 Variation of drag coefficient with relative surface roughness for sinusoidal topography

present theory (left scale)
varation of 6(= 1/ln(t/zo)) (right scale)

A value computed with second-order closure model (Newlev, 1986)
value computed with nixing-length closure model (Newlhy, 1986)

o value computed by Townsend (1972)
* value computed by Townsend (1980)

v experimenta, result (Zilker & llanratty, 1979)
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ABSTRACT

We determined the tensor of turbulent diffusion of L

passive scalar tracers in homogeneous turbulence C Z)
under the presence of shear and stable density z Z
stratification by means of numerical simulation yu 60
Results of DNS (Direct Numerical Simulation) and
LES (Large-eddy simulation) with Smagorinsky clo- I-
sure with similar (mean) viscosity show little differ- ul T

ences in a neutrally stratified flow LES runs deviate Ac
from DNS runs under thermally stable stratification x
mainly because the mean turbulent viscosity adlusts
itself to the reduced turbulence activity Only two Fig. 1 Sketch of the computational domain with uniform

out of nine tensor components - the vertical and the gradients of the mean quantities

spanwise diffusion coefficient - are of practical
interest for dispersion problems Stable stratifica-
tion reduces th,, vertical more than the spanwise
diffusivity which leads to an enhanred anisotropy Buoyancy influence is approximated using the
of the diffusivity tensor Boussinesq-assumptions. Because of equal molecu-

lar diffusivity, temperature fluctuation T and scalar
METHOD fluctuation c3 behave identically Our code uses

central differences and a pseudo-spectral approxi-
In continuation of a previous study (Kaltenbach, mation of the advection by the mean velocity (Gerz,
Gerz & Schumann 1991) we extend the work of Schumann & Elghobashi, 1989) We use a 963 cibic
Rogers, Mansour & Reynolds (1989), who calculated grid, which allows for an initial Reynolds number
the dispersion of a passive scalar in homogeneous Re = . A v of 44 We extended our code to a
shear flow, to thermally stably stratified flows By LES-version using the Smagorinsky model for the
means of highly resolving numerical simulation we s-vrio sin tre Smany mdel fore
computed the development in time of the turbulent subgrid scale stresses u',u'1 and fluxes which are
diffusivity tensor Dy, which relates a turbulent flux defined by a box filter in the physical space The

ut of a scalar fluctuation c to its mean value eddy diffusivity V,= (cA)2 TO S is calculated

according to VU =-D dCtdx) Horizontal bars with the mesh size A and the local deformation

denote a spatial mean value which represents an Sj = aujax + aul/ax We do not include the mean
ensemble mean because of homogeneity In order shear dU/dz in the calculation of S,, For SGS scalar
to calculate all tensor components we integrated diffusivity , = vi/Pr, we use Pr, = I We compare
balances for passive scalar fluctuations c, c and turbulence statistics of the resolved scales of the
c3 which havc uniform (stationary) mean gradients LES runs with the corresponding DNS values with-
in the directiorns of the mean flow (x). the spanwise out any 'defiltering*. The value of the closure con-
direction (y), and the vertical direction (z), respec- stant c, = 0 17 was chosen in order to produce a
tively (Fig 1) As Rogers et al. (1989) explained, a mean turbulent viscosity V, similar to the constant
height dependent source teim has to be assumed molecular viscosity of the DNS reference cases.
in order to maintain a stationary mean gradient Incidentally it is close to the value 0 165 deduced in
dCi/dx. Mean velocity and mean temperature have Schmidt & Schumann (1989) for isotropic turbu-
uniform vertical gradients lence. LES runs have zero molecular viscosity
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RESULTS amount of dissipation This causes I-WJ/ WI > 1,
which is greater than usually measured values The

According to Table 1 we performed three pairs of eddy viscosity niodel removes energy from the
simulations at differnnt Richardson numbers small scales more effectively than the DNS which
Ri= N'IS2 where N denotes the Brunt-Vaisala fre- leads to steeper energy spectra (Fig 3a) The
quency and S the mean shear spectral slope highly depends on the value of the
Table 1. Simulation parameters viscosity or c, respectively Hence, the agreement

of the observed slope close to k ' with the pred-
Case type RI c, q-,/I ictions of Hunt & Carruthers (1990) is rather inci-
DNSO DNS 0. - 44 dentallyLES0 LES 0 0 17 (33 4)
DNS13 DNS 0 13 - 44 Analysis of the spectral energy balance sheds light
LES13 LES 0 13 0 17 (334) on the reasons for the little influence of SGS par-DNS25 NS 0 25 44
LES25 LES 025 0 17 (334) ameterization on the results A- shown by Domar-

adzky, Rogallo & Wray (1990) the right hand side
Comparison of the two unstratified cases DNSO and of the spectral energy balance per spherical wave
LESO with similar (mean) viscosity (Fig 2h) corrob- number shell k with thickness Ak = I of the unstra-
orates the findings of Ferziger & Leslie (1979) and tified cases
Bardina, Ferziger & Reynolds (1983) that turbulence
statistics which are dominated by large scales, e g aE(k) S(- (k) + T,,(k) +
Reynolds stresses and salar fluxes, behave nearly at
identical in both types of simulations The develop- includes energy production by shear, linear transfer
ment in time of the turbulent kinetic energy due to mean shear,, nonlinear transfer and energy
q2/2 = 0 5(u2 + V, + w'), the sink term r (dissi- dissipation The linear transfer term is omitted in
pation rate for DNS, u u'Sj for LES respectively), the the plot (Fig 3c) because it shows fluctuations
energy partition uU/q2, correlation coefficients and around zero with large amplitude but without clear
the scalar diffusivity ratios D,/D22 show little effect sign preference. For wave numbers I to 20, most
of using a waakly fluctuating (v', , 03) eddy dif- of energy production (92%) occurs whereas only
fusivity instead of a constant molecular viscosity 40% of dissipation take place There reside 82% of
(Fig. 2 a-g) More differences are found on small- the kinetic energy At higher wave numbers, non-
scale related statistics like vorticity and velocity- linear energy transfer and dissipation approximate-
gradient skewness coefficients Both runs behave ly balance each other This detailed analysis shows
similar to the spectral simulations of Rogers et al again no significant difference between LES and
(1989) The initial period (St < 2), which is domi- DNS. The Smagorinsky closure has no back-scat-
nated by the dissipation, is followed by an approxi- tering characteristics Therefore it only changes the
mately exponential growth of q' The mean turbu- energy sink at small scales whereas the large sca-
lent viscosity V, behaves very similar as r which les are unaffected On the other hand, greater dif-
grows slowly because stages of quasi-isotropic ferences between DNS and LES of isotropic decay-
decay and steady growth due to shear-production ing turbulence are found where dissipation provides
overlap (Fig 2b,h) This slow time variation of r. and the largest contribution to the spectral balance
subsequently Ti, is one cause for the conformity of Reynolds number independenco of a shear flow
DNS and LES results under neutral conditions For (Ferziger & Leslie, 1979) therefore means sepa-
St > 6 the flow looks self-similar with characteristic ration of an energy-producing from an energy-dis-
anisotropy of Reynolds stresses and dif-Jsivity ten- sipating wave number range which is more a
sor component ratios Self-similarity, however, question of number of resolved scales than of
implies independence on initial conditions which is details of the energy sink. The number of resolved
only partly fulfilled. Strong Influence of the initial scales is much too small to find an universal equl-
conditions on the results is often reported (Bardina librium range with inertial subrange The assump-
et al , 1983, Rogers, Moin & Reynolds, 1986) We tions for proper use of the Smagorinsky model are
found that the approximately self-similar stage will therefore not given which is indicated by the low
only be reached If the initial Reynolds number value of the ratio IjS j/(dIJ/dz) < 2 5, 1 a mean local
Re,,, > 40 Simulations with lower values show deformation and overall shear have the same order
stronger anisotropy which decreases after several of magnitude In contrary to expectation, the aniso-
shear times (Rogers at at, 1986) Strong anisotropy tropy of small scales is augmented in the LES which
arises if the growth rate of the momentum flux, seems to be connected to the steeper energy spec-
which is weakly affected by viscosity, Is fast In trum and therefore less dissipation on small scales
comparison to the growth of the vertical velocity (Fig 3b) Ao "anisotropy minimum" occurs at
vdiiare, which strongly depends on the initial medium wave numbers where dissipation is largest
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Other small scale effects like counter gadient con- lution of q2 and r. between LES and DNS are found
tributions of momentum or vertical heat flux in a for the two stably stratified simulation pairs than for
neutrally stratified flow (Kaltenbach et al 1991) only the neutral case Whereas the mean turbulent vis-
occur if the energy spectrum slope is steeper than cosity stays similar to the constant molecular vis-
k

- 2  
cosity of the ,cference DNS in the neutral case, the
reduced turbulence activity causes an permanent
decrease of i"t in the stratified cases (Fig 2h) At

SCALAR TRANSPORT St=-12 v of case DNS25 is twice larger than V, of
LES25 Correlation coefficients and normalized val-

Rogers et al (1986) derived an algebraic flux model ues like energy partition and scalar diffusiviy ratios

similar to the second order closures of Freeman show again little difference between DNS and LES
(1977) and Dornbrack (1989) to predict the tensor They reach stationary values which Implies self-si-

components Dj from the Reynolds stresses and the milarity A DNS with smaller molecular viscosity
mean strain-rate dU/dz The diagonal components would probably produce similar results as this LES,
D, > D22 > D3,, which describe gradient transport, e g a larger Ri,,1 This point of view is corroborated
are more anisotropic than the related Reynolds by the work of Holt (1990) He found that Rij,
stresses but show the same relations in magnitude, approached the theoretical value 025 of the linear
I e u2 > v' > w' Dy has two more components inviscid case when the Reynolds number In the DNS
which differ from zero, IDi3 + ID311 The tensor was increased Whereas the LES spectra are
asymmetry is the essential difference between tur- steeper than the DNS spectra in our neutral cases,
bulent and molecular diffusion D31 describes a ver- LES spectra show flatter slopes than DNS spectra
tical flux which stems from a horizontal gradient, for in the stratified cases at both Richardson numbers

13 it is vice versa Both fluxes make sense only if (Fig 3e,f) One cause is the reduced mean viscosity.
a gradient in x-direction exists which Is not very Probably more important Is the reduction of the
realistic, two parcels which are initially vertically nonlinear energy transfer due to the buoyancy
neighboured are soon separated over a wide hort- influence (Holt, 1990) The small scales are less
zontal distance due to the mean advection excited by the large scales in the stratified cases
U(z) = dU/dz z An initially round spot of concen- than in the neutral case The constant molecular
tration in the x-z-plane soon looks like an inclined viscosity then reduces strongly the small scales in
streak Turbulent diffusion in the x-direction plays the DNS whereas in the LES the reduced v, "cares
a minor role compared to mean advection There- for" a sufficient amount of small scales to develop
fore, for practical purposes, constant scalar distrib- a constant spectral slope at the high wave number
ution in x-direction may be assumed Then only D., end Whereas nonlinear transfer and dissipation
and D33 are of interest Generally the diffusion con- balance .cch other in the neutral case, dissipation
cept becomes questionable,, if It is applied to prob- is three times bigger than transfer for Ri = 0 25 (Fig
lems with streamwise (x-direction) varying concen- 3c,d) Hence the difference in small scale behaviour
tration There the characteristic length scale of the of DNS and LES under stable stratification is the
resulting vertical concentration profile soon gets same as In simulations of decaying isotropic turbu-
smaller than the mixing length of the turbulence,
which violates the scale-separation assumption thnce. For both R numbers the energy spectra of

the LES runs have spectral slopes close to k 
-

113

Reducing the value of v', either with a smaller c, or
through Inclusion of buoyancy influence on v, leads

THERMALLY STABLE STRATIFICATION to flatter energy spectra. If one accepts this, one

The work against buoyancy forces is an additional has to abandon the idea that the high wave number

sink term in the kinetic energy balance end extends into an Inertial subrange Holt (1990)
showed that Rio,, only weakly depends on Re if the

aq2/2 Reynolds number Is high enough This means. DNS

t = - S u + RiwT - r can describe flow stages which are nearly Reynolds
number Independent and therefore refer to an infi-

For the present Reynolds number flows Gerz & nite Reynolds number Our results suggest that the
Schumann (1991) found an almost steady flow state Implicit assumption of Infinite Reynolds number for
at a critical Richardson number Ri,, = 0.13 Simu- LES may not necessarily be true We suppose that,
lations with Ri > Ri,i show decaying kinetic energy provided the flow is not extremly unsteady as in
Our case DNS13 behaves weakly supercritical decaying isotropic turbulence or strongly stably
whereas LES13 approachrs almost a stationary stratified flows, a DNS may predict similar proper-
value for q2 (rig. 2a) More differences in the evo- !:es as a LES of the same problem
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The momentum flux ratio Uw/q 2 and other statistics depend on the value of Ri Hunt, Stretch & Britter
which are related to vertical velocity fluctuations (1988) revealed the important role of the initial
show strong buoyancy influence (Fig 2d-g) Derby- conditions on the time development of the flows

shire & Hunt (1991) argued that at high Reynolds which do not reach self-similar stages

numbers the shear stress ratio - 9-/w' only
weakly depends on Ri We find a strong decrease
from -1 at Ri=0to -05 at Ri=025 Again there CONCLUSIONS

is no significant difference between DNS and LES Numerically simulated neutrally and moderately
The scalar diffusivity ratio D3ID, changes from 0 5 stratified shear flows with Ri < RIt,~,r reach self-si-
at R =0 to 0 1 at R= 025 The spectral energy miter stages with constant energy partition on
balances of the stably stratified cases reveal that velocity components and diffusivity tensor compo-
buoyancy acts on large scales similar as the nent ratios These are large-scale related quantities
momentum flux (Fig 3d) Whereas the absolute which only weakly differ between high resolution
values of each contribution deviate considerably in direct numerical simulation or LES A LES of Sma-
DNS and LES at the same time due to different flow gorinsky type has simiar properties as a DNS with
histories, caused by changes in viscosity the rela- comparable molecular viscosity as long as the
tive weights of the balance terms are similar in DNS energy containing scales are well resolved

and LES Holt (1990) defined a transient Richardson
number which separates a shear dominated from a
buoyancy dominated flow regime For Rt > Rinr,, ACKNOWLEDGMENT
many quantities show oscillating behaviour caused
by exchange of kinetic energy and potential energy The work of H -J Kaltenbach was supported by the

0 5 Ri TT The diffusivity tensor component ratios Volkswagen-Stiftung with help of the DECHEMA,

are no longer stationary values which simply Frankfurt am Main
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ABSTRACT
SoU,+ 811, N

Design studies are being conducted with the aim of con- u if-- = -K, - a -
structmg a very large telescope (0 16 m) to observe ax Ox.

the night-time sky. A numerical model is developed to 1-? - 1 .. OE-u~u -up = K =g -' 2"

calculate the temperature structure function on top of 2EOx, K r
the mountain and the results are compared to measure- - 9
ments The model consists of an equation for the wind- - (, = -

components, where the turbulence model is the well-
known c - E model, an equation for the temperature u = -K4 -TZ (2)
variance and its dissipation. From the values for c and ae
e we derive the temperature structure function w0 u,0. = -Kh-z

C,' = 16 c, c0,/ (1) = -

(Wyngaard et al, 1971). The numerical results were com-

pared to C' derived from the fine-scale temperature fluc-
tuation measurements The results show the impressive where KE K., K. = K1,/a, and Kh = oK,,
achievement of this model despite its severe approxinia- The constants a, and a

-
' are called Prandtl numbers

tions

Substituting these flux modeling in the 'flow' equations

for stationary flow without buoyancy effects we have for

INTRODUCTION

The European Southern Observatory (ESO) wants to 811. 0 ( a1J\ 1 OP
construct a new Very Large Telescope (VLT) in Chile tU, = (- O - (3)
They are looking for a mountain with optimal conditions 9 or, at Po a.

for observation purposes. This means that the wind and
turbulence fields have to meet certain criteria For the kinetic energy
contract the wind field was modeled over some chosen
sites with WASP (Troen et al, 1989) Also some possi- OE 0 - + \ (4)

ble alterations in the site were considered like cutting U,-=-= K) -c (4)

the top of the mountain. The other part of the contract

here described comprised modeling the 'seeing', which
is a function of the temperature structure function C?- temperature variance,
The question concerned the possible effects of different
mountains on the seeing.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL U. - O , 2 +2Kh ) -z , (

The situation at the telescope site to be considered is The modeling of the dissipation equation can be found
nighttime flow over a .teep hill, without separation We in Hanjalic and Launder, 1972
confine ourselves to situations with higher winds so that
the stability is weakly stable In such situations the ef-
fect of the orography on the wind is much larger than ,OU" 

2
c e,

the stability effects, and the buoyancy terms in the 'flow' (K c - - + 2egX - - , ,
equations (U, E, e) can be neglected This means a de- (8)
coupling from the 'temperature' equations (T, 8,e,).
As stationarity is required we do not solve the temper- The modeling of the thermal dissipation equation can
ature equation, which is basically instationary in stable be found in Newman et al, 1981:.
situations, but assume that the temperature profile is
lifted over the hill.
In our two equation (E-) turbulence model the fluxes a 0 / Or, +ai"s o e cc,
are approximated by a gradient approach with en eddy +() = a +K ,-) ,-aa as-q.

diffusivity K.= c. (7)
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CONSTANTS IN THE EQUATIONS Wyngaard 1973, page 128 finds from measurements for
the neutral and stable case

The constants in the 'flow' part of the model for the
atmosphere (Duynkerke,1982) can be determined to be ( = 2 66(1±2 I(L) )
c, = A

2 
= (5 48)

-
2 = 0 033, c. 2 =1 83, ci = 146 and T

a, = 2 38 which for neutral stability with ,c = 4 reads

The neutral and stable surface layer profiles found on CT.1.4 = 2 66 and which has as very stable limit
flat terrain (Businger,1971) satisfy the 02 equation For C
the e, equation the tuation becomes too involved if Tq7 -1.76 1
stability is taken into account and in this model the
coefficients are tuned to the neutral situation It follows Using the surface layer profiles
that

e =s I 5 [ (0o)2 (074)2 04)11u*O ¢(4)
( 74) i0 (8) .(~) '(I1)

We assumed that os = s, = 2 38 There are various so-
lutions to this equation We tested {ai, a2, as)={1,0), where the stability parameter 4 and Monn-Obukhov
(2.36,2 02,151 and {5,3 38,3 38) for the atmosphere, length L are given by
where the second combination keeps 02 as given by New- z
man and the other two combinations are chosen such
that the ai are wide apart. We found that the results Os u3

_ Oo
for the temperature structure function C-, (our ultimate L = W o O. (12)
goal) are the same on flat terrain no matter what the
constants are in the scaling equation for CT.

The weakly stable profiles turned out to be close to a so- C-, L ( 13
lution of the cf equation with these sets of coefficients, in (r (KZ), ' (13
the sense that only slight changes in CT occurred down-
stream. For stable conditions we have the stability functions are

0 = 1 + 4 7 and Oh = .75 + 4.7 . This gives the
measured neutral limit mentioned above if 7 = 3 6 and

TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE FUNCTION the very stable limit if - = 2 3

The temperature structure function is defined as In our model we calculate with neutral 0, and stable
04, thus

CTI = 0 (+ (9)s((9) =2.66 [1 + 2.44[]] [.75 + 4.741-' (14)

and can be related to the 3D temperature spectra ST
normalized as E.g. for I - 1 we have - = 1 6. If necessary, a different

value of y can directly be applied to the results by a
"2 Sr(k)d(k) simple scaling if the C?' axis and all conclusions are still

true in a relative sense
Scaling the tei"perature spectrum with the parameters
of the inertial subrange gives (Tennekes and Lumley,
1984 p. 283 with ST = 2Es) INNER LAYER THEORY

S(k) e r-kThe relation between the wind profile at the top and the

inlet profile in 2D cases can be described by inner layer
Here c is defined (as before) to be the rate of dissipation theory (Jackson and Hunt, 1975).
of half the temperature variance For a hill with height h, width L and roughness zo
From the definition of ST and C. it follows

C
2

-, c (10) Z T

where Tennekes and Lumley's variables (1984) give -y = AS,,, 2h/L, (16)
2.4, Dutton and Panofsky (1983, p182) y = 2 8 and
Wyngaard et al (1971) y = 3.2. All authors agree that I is the inner layer height where the speedup S is max-
the constants are very difficult to measure and a factor imum.
2 in uncertainty is not uncommon

With an inlet Uo the differential speedup is dtefiied as

AS(,Z) U(X, z) - U() A. (17)as( z) - U.(z) = .-
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RESULTS

Our model will show that the changes in co arc much THE PU-MODEL APPLIED TO 2D FLOW OVER HILLS
smaller than the ones in c If c at the top is taken equal
to the inlet (frozen thermal turbulence), and inserting First the constant in the potential pressure formulation
surface layer scaling for e we get was tuned against the Askervein measurements. The

T= 16 e C 5  (1) vertical wind profile at the hill top and the wind at 10
1 I1 6 _ (18) m height across the hill were checked against the mea-n. surements A good accordanre was found for c = I

Applying inner layer theory we get with x. the x-coordi-
nate of the inlet and z, the x-coordinate of the top Then the model could be i ?sted against the 2D inner

layer theory These equations were confirmed and it was

indeed found that the inner layer height I is independent
,= ) = C (zz = I) (19a) of the height of the hlll and the maximum speedup is

independent of the oughncss

with
The PU-model was c'iecled against the second-order

075 + 4 7~ (19b) model of Zeman and Jensen (1987) which also accounts
for curvature effects Buth models use a potential pres-
sure The results for a low slope Lorenzian hill

These results are only valid in case L. = oo The in-
fluence of finite Ly is not taken into account For finite 77= h L)

2
(21),

L. the flow can go around the hill and the turbulence 1 + (X/
increases less than in the 2D case. This means that the
temperature fluctuations do not get mixed so efficiently i% re compared with h = 50 m, L 250 m and z.
and it is expected that the seeing is higher than pedicted 0 03 m. Speedup, kinetic energy and dissipation profiles
by 2D inner-layer theory b fore, at and after the hill top were compared (Fig 1).

'We can see that the second order model giv es more dif-
THE PU MODEL ference in the speedup as function of downwind distance.

The profiles, also the ones for kinetic energy and dissi-
The pressure that drives the flow over a hill of small pation, differ most behind the hill. However, considering
slope can be approximated by the potential pressure the much larger sophistication of the Zeman and Jensen
(Prandtl's boundary layer) The correct way of proceed- model the overall agreement is much better than ex-
ing would be to write the flow equations in a boundary pected.
following coordinate system. rhe assumption that the
pressure is potential is only valid for small slopes and We conclude that the E-e turbulence model is very use-
we will make a next assumption, also based on this fact. ful and that the violation of the flow equations without
We stretch the surface of the hill into a straight line and making the correct boundary following coordinate trans-
assume that we can keep the Cartesian flow equations in formation is of minor importance
this coordinate system while keeping the pressure as de-
scribed by the potential pressure We therefore assume
that no transformation of the flow equations is neces- 2 2
sary or in other words that the extra terms due to the
curvature of the coordinate system are small

From the equation of m'otion for potential flow we can 0=~~-
easily derive an expression for the horizontal Fourier - --- -
transform of the pressure P(k, z) o-0 o4-o202 0 D4 5 5 o 1 1 22

AU/U. E l0

.- hexp(- I z) . (20)

'Ins picelure is as follows We specify the height of -
toe terrain h(z,y) and Fourier transform this into h(i). -
Substitution and a back Fourier transformation give
P(z, y, z). The value of the background wind uo(z) will -I 0--- - - -

be taken at a height z = e I -
, as used in Troen and 0

de Baas (1987). The constant c gives a tuning freedom rz/u.oi
With this the pressure is determined and kept fixed in Fig 1 Comparison of the E-c model (solid lines) and
the further proc,-img% the second order model by Zeman and Jensen

(dashed lines) for a Lorenzian hill with
h=50 m, L = 250 m, and Zo = 0.03 m
a) speedup, b) kinetic energy, c) dissipation
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THE 'FLOW' AND "EMPERiTUPE' EQUATIONS
APPLIED TO FLOW OVER HiLLS

Characteristic for a nonneutral boundary layer is that 10S

the heat flux at the ground is non-zero, while zero at .
the top. In a homniogeneous terrain th,s means that the
diffusive term in the temperature equation is non-zero
and the solairo. is necessarily nonstationary However,
to reduce th: output of our model we restrict ourselves
to statsoi. rv situations and are thus forced to consider

only constant flux regions (surface layers). These regions set 3
extend to heights that are luckily sufficient for our pur-
pose of predicting the seeing in the first 100m

With the analytical inlet profiles of T2, es, the U, E,c e se
fields calculated with the PU model and the analytical 2

T "eid throughout the 'omain, we solve the equations set 1
for T3 and c, and derive CT' The equation for co contains
three constants with a wide variety possible This gave 0 020 3o 40o j 0 W 70 80 90 100
us the opportunity to tune the constants to the mea-
surements made at La Silla (VLT report no 55, p88) In heigth (m)

our model La Silla is described by a Lorenzian hill with
h=300 m, [,.=I kin, L,=100 kin, zo= 01 m, and tho
measurement conditions by u,= 6 m/s and 0 = 0 09K. Fig 2. Measurements (e) and calculated profile

of the temperature structure function
C,(z) (i l0-' K

2 
m

-
"/)

The different set of constants tried are on top of La Silla modelled by a Lorenzian hill
with h=300 in, ,.=1000 m, Lv=100000 m,

set :{at, 02, a3} ={1,l,1}, zo= 01 m, u,= 58 m/sset! {a~a2a~jfor different constant 5cts {ai a2, a31
set 2: {ai, a2, as) =(2 36.2.02,1 5) and fortdifferenton
set 3 '{-at, a2, a3) ={5,3 38,3.38} i the , equationset 1 {ai,a2, as} ={1,13l},.

The different CT. profiles at the top of the hill for set 1, set 2 {all a2, a) =-{2 36,2 02,1 5) and

2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 2. set 3 ' (ala oa 3) ={5,3 38,3 38).

Only set 1 gives the undisturbed flow at higher heights 0 inner layer results.

in this case of stable flow over a hill (not shown here)
The set {ai,a 2, a} ={I,1,1) represents the data best if
the constant y in the CT. relation to c and es (Eq(8))
is set equal to -y=1.6. Set 2 would require a larger -y
causing unrealistic values for C( at higher heights. The
reverse is true for set 3 Hfere smaller values are required
whereas the theorA discussed before indicates that -f

should rather be larger

We settle for the combination of set 1 and t=l.6
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MODELLING OF LA SILT A, PARANAL, MONTURA mountain hi L, L, Z. e AC C

AND ARMIAZONI La Sill& 300 mn 1 kmn 100 kmn 01 mn 6 mn 62 3 4
Paranal 600 in I1kmn 1km Iin 14mi 45 150
Montura 300m nIkmn 5 kn 5~m 11m 62 2 59

Different mountains in Chile were considered as poten. raos 0 1 km 1 m in 6 m 2 8
tial sites for the VLT and measuring campaigns were
set up. A first preliminary modeling of the mountains
Paranal, Armazoni and Montura is made with Loren- Measurements are found in VLT report No 55 and VLT
zian shapes The combinations of variables determining report No 62, p 106, Fig 4 72 The model results fit the
the hill shape are chosen so that La Silla, Paranal, Mon- data very well (Fig. 3)
tura, and Armazoni were approximated as best we could

15- 15
14' 14-

13- 
12'

- 12 - 1

9. 9-
8- 8-

7 7-

6- 
8

4 inlet 4 inlet
3 3
2- 2

I top LO Silb 1 1 top Poron.l

0 1 i0 20 30 40 0 10 7 0 8 0 9 ..0 100 0 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 50 go 00

heigth (in heigth (mn)

15- I5

14- 14

13- 13
12., 12

11

9 5

7- 7-

4 _______________ _ inletet

I- tpMonturo I- top Arinozoni

0 o 20 3 o 40 50 0,0 500 l 20 3 40,o 50 '60 70 '0 0 10

heigt (m)heigth (mn)

Fig. 3. Measurements (.) and calculated profile of the temperature structure function 0~(z) (in 10-' K2 
m2

1
5')

a) on top of La Silla modelled by a Lorenzian hill with h, L.,L, zo m 300, 1000, 10000, .01 m and u., = 58 m/s
b) on top of Paranal modelled by a Loreozias hill with IT,Lr,L,zo = 600, 1000, 1000,, .1 m and u, =.87 m/s

un top of Mvuiai modelled by a Lorenzian hillihith h',L,Lv,,o - 300, 1000, 500, 05 mn and u. =.75 m/-
d) on top of Armai modelled by a Lorenzian bill with h, L, L,zo 300, 1000, 1000, .01 mn and u. =,58 m/s
0 inner layer results
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ABSTRACT both an ai-symmetric (Green and Whitelaw (1980)) and a plane
flow (Miau et al (1989), Liou and Wu (1990)). The former was

Calculations are presented which contrast the performance of intended to be an idealised 2D version of an annulus-fed can-type
eddy viscosity and second moment closure turbulence models for 8as-turbine combustor, whilst the .,ter flow resembles more that
confined flows domunated by jet-on-jet impingement. Flow found in ramjet combustors. Sunlarly amssocotpic turbulence
configurations relevant to gas-turbine and ramjet side-dump fields at impingement have been measured as in the fully 3D flow
combustors are chosen, with emphasis laid on two-dimensional of Koutmos and McGuirk (1989). One further feature which has
systems, one plane and one axi-symmetric, to allow sufficiently also been noted in the plane 2D flow impingement is the presence
fine meshes to avoid numerical errors. The particular second of bi-modal pdf s of the velocity components. Jet flappt or
moment closure adopted is the Gibson-Launder Reynold stress periodic instability of the impingement process itself have ben
transport model, using two alternative sets of constants in the suggested as the origin of these. It is not known to what extent
pressure-strain model For the axi-symmetric case, the second the 3D impingement process is also subject to such phenomena,
moment closure performs significantly better than the eddy although the 2D system may be more prone to strong flapping
viscosity model, improved predictions are obtained for both the modes. Such phenomena, if present to any significant level in
strength of recirculation upstream of impingement and the rate of energy terms, will contribute to the level of 'turbulence'
recovery of the downstream velocity profiles. This is atmbuted measured and hence the anisotropic structure, whilst being
to the much improved resolution of the highly antiotropic impossible to predict with long-time-averaged closure models of
turbulence field created at umpingement Much smaller any level.
differnces between the two models are see in the plane flow
case. This is shown to be partly cavsed by the flow being more The turbulence structure of jet-on-jet impingement flows is
pressure dominated in the plane geometry. Evidence also exists therefore seen to contain questions of importance to both practical
however to indicate the presence of large-scale periodic combustor designers and turbulence model developers and users.
oscillations which are not well modened by any The purpose of the present paper is to use the two 2D
long-time-averaged closure, impingement flows mentioned above as a testing ground for

addressing the question: to what extent can a second momeit
INTRODUCTION closure model improve on the ability to predict the impingement

zone turbulence levels (and the mean velocity field which these
Many fluid flow systems which require rapid mixing involve influence) compared with an eddy viscosity level of closure9

the impingement of two or more fluid streams. In ramjet
side-dump combustors and in all gas-turbine combustors,
multiple air jets distbuted around the periphery of a flame tube
are radially injected to impinge on each other, creating both a MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND COMPUTATIONAL
mean flow pattern conducive to flame stability (recirculaing DETAILS
primary zone vortex) and a high turbulence field to encourage
rapid fuel/air mixing. The abthty to predict the turbulence levels The flows considered are all high Reynolds number, constant
in the primary zone impingement area is an essential pre-requisite property, incompressible flows, governed by the mean flow
for any useful mathenumtical model of such systems, since this Is equations:
the 'environment' into which the fuel is injected. As a first step,
we may examine the turbulence environment reanted by the a(U
impingement process under isothermal conditions and without = 0
fuel injection, to avoid complications arising from variable
density, combustion and fuel spray modelhng. Koutmos and
McGuirk (1989) have performed an LDA study of this region in a
model gas-turbine combustor and noted the highly antsotropic a I a3p
nature of the turbulence at impingement; radial and azimuthal (U U) = - a (0, )
normal stresses were typically twice as large as the axial N
component. Attempts to predict this flow with a two-equation
eddy viscosity model (k-e) (Koutmos and MeGirk (1991)) The unknown Reynolds stresses in these equatons are
failed to reproduce this feature, leading to a large underprediction obtane either using the standard high Reynolds number k-e
(- 100%) of the level of turbulence activity in the jet-on-jet model (Launder and Spalding (1974)) with the standard set of
impingement zone. It must be stated however that the 3D nature constants, or the Gibson-Launder (1978) second moment
of the flow and the corespondingly rather coare meshes which closure:
were used did leave some doubt that all numerical errors had been
completely eliminated from these results. A second moment
closure route is likely to be in a much stronger position to a _a k_ -

reproduce the large turbulence anisotropy in such flows, but (Uk U U) = (C Ukul  
-' u)

since obtaining a numerically accurate solution of the Reynolds kU

stress equations in a 3D recireulating flow is currently a daunting
task, it i s felt that recourse should first lie tiae to an attempt to
address this problem in a 2D flow. 2+ Pu + p," -- 8 e

Fortunately, the main features of jet-on-jet impingement can
be reproduced in two dimensions Measurements are available in
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h ss than a quarter upstream, with almost stagnant fluid filling the
(remainder of the cavity. Clearly the amount of jet fluid which

ax = C ax, contributes to the upstream eddy is an important parameter in the
context of combustor modelling, with the Reynolds stress model
indicating a weaker backflow than the k-c model. Which is the

au 2 more correct is assessed below by comparison with
SC k U C2 k-  measurements of the axial velocity profiles taken at the dashed

d k CT ek lines indicated on Fig. 3. Both models predict the effect of the
annulus velocities on the tnflowing jet trajectory to allow fluid to
flow into the upstream 25% of the slot width, again the Reynolds

= ( U + U stress model indicates this effect to be somewhat weaker.
. + u k Fig. 4 allows a quantitative assessment of the accuracy of the

two models by comparing predictions with measured mean axial
velocity profiles at severi stations both up- and downstream of

__ 2 C P . the slot (the ortgn of the x-co-ordinate is at the slot centre;
=- J C1 k \u~ - S1k1  Cs,(P , nm quantities are non-dimensionalised by the downstream bulk

velocity and the tube diameter) The Reynolds stress predictions
are seen to be in closer agreement with the data at all stationsThe constants involved in the second moment closure model (extra profiles have been taken from Green (1981). In particular

were initially adopted unchanged from the work of Gibson and the weaker upstream recirculated flow predicted by the second
Launder (1978). Some calculations were however carried out moment closure is vindicated by the measurements The rate of
using the alternative set of constants suggested by Gibson ad mixing-out of the profile as it proceeds towards a developed.
Younis (1986, for the pressure-strain component (i.e. C1=3.0, pipeflow shape is also better in the Reynolds-stress predictions
C2-0.3 as opposed to C -1.8, C2=0.6) and some comments are Examination of the'l19 shear stresses predicted by the two models
included below on this. "In the results presented, no terms for showed that the k-e model produced positive values in the region
wall-reflection have so far been included into the pressure-stiain of the tube wall and a negative zone in the vicinity of the axis for
model the entire downstream region (consistent with the velocity

gradients). The Reynolds stress model on the other hand shows
The equations were solved using an iteragve finite-volume, the positive values spreading rapidiy towards the axis and

pressure-corection method which adopted grid-staggeing for positive shear stresses over the whole radius from about one slotboth the velocity components and the Reynolds shear stresses for width downstream of impingement. This change in the sign of
numerical stability reasons. The convection terms in AU equations the dominant shear sntess has brought about the improved profile
were discretsed using the second-order accurate QUICK shapes.
method. For the present 2D flows, sufficiently fine meshes
could be used such that the cell Peclet numbers were small The too-slow rate of mixing in the k-E prediction may also be
enough that the QUICK method caused no spatial oscillation or a result of the underprediction of the turbulence levels generated
boundedness problems. On the fine mesh, maximum cell Peclet by the impingement process, Only measurments of the axial
numbers were of order 100 in the k-e calculations and 5000 in the normal stress ame available, and these am compared wth
Reynolds strss predictions. e only convective stalising predictions in Fig. 5 on the basis of normalised turbulence
measure adopted therefore was to remove all negative coefficient intensity. Although the Reynolds stress model does reduce the
contributions into the source terms in the algebraic equations to underprediction implied by the eddy viscosity calculations,
retain the diagonal dominance of the matrix. As an example of (increasing levels typically by a factor of 2), the results still fall
the grid-dependancy tests carried out Fig I shows results for the far short of the measurements, particularly in the npingement
axi-symmeric problem discussed below. zone. The possibility that large-scale unsteadiness is contributing

to this deficiency cannot be excluded, particularly given the closeCoarse, medium and fine meshes were used, the results an: agreement in the mean velocity profiles in this region shown in
sensibly grid-independent on the fine mesh (122x83), with the Fig. 4. Further downsneam the Reynolds stress predictions are
turbulence quantities most sensitive; maximum changes were considerably better, showing close agreement with measured
less than 10% on the fine mesh which was therefore used in all stress levels at the two furthest downstam stations, with the
further predicons. The current 2D calculations do not therefore eddy viscosity predictions being a factor of two in error It maysuffer from any doubts concerning numerical error as the 3D also be noted here that the use of the Gibson and Youniscalculations of Koutmos and McGuirk (1989), and rue pressure-strain constants improved the stress level predictionsturbulence model comparisons are possible. It should be noted slightly, by about 10%, but did not alter the impingement zone
that high Reynolds number log-law based wall functions were behaviour. One final feature of impingement is the anisotropy of
used for the near-wall cells, and care was taken to retain the the turbulence structure Fig. 6 indicates that the Reynolds stress
near-wall mesh line at the same position during the mesh model reproduces the anisotropy well, with the two transverse
refinement process normal stresses 2.5 umes the axial level The k-e model

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION produces only a factor of 1.5, with all three levels lower.

Turning to the 2D plane flow geometry of Liou and WuInitial calculatons w hre made for the 2D ax-sy ni c (1990), a sketch of the flow configuration and predicted particlegeometry of Green and Whitelaw (1980) shown i Fig. 2. Te path trajectories with the two models are given in Fig. 7 This
flow configuration comprised a slot entry into a cylindrical tube, flow differs from the first in possessing parallel side inlet ducts
with an upstream cavity representing the 'head' of the combustor. and a smaller upstream cavity. Inlet condition information was
Measurements were available at the annulus entrance which available one duct height upstream of the jet extts, so that flow in
avoided the need to calculate the flow over the domed head, but the inlet ducts itself was par of the calculation, allowing an
allowed the flow from the small height annulus through the slot upstream effect on the exit velocity profiles. Once again the
to be part of the predictions. Fig. 3 displays the predi.ted stress model seems to predct a different nature to the upstream
streaklie flow patterns using the k-e model and the second eddy, although the short duct length for the combustor head no
moment closure. Noticeable differences appear in all three e aloug the shot du efor The otor hadn
recirculation noe rsn:u h ptemha aiy nte longer allows the size to differ. The velocity profile shapercuaonzones present: in the upstream head cavity, in the through the eddy is significaa ly different however, k-e predicts
downstream annulus and in the separation zone near the tube wall a clear so d body rotaon throughout the eddy whereas Reynolds
in the wake of the bent-over jet. The second moment closure alres dy tion thrgho the e wh
predicts tighter, stronger and nailer recirculation patterns for the stress displays this only at the very eye of the vortex, with
first two zones, but an elongated jet wake separation zone In the uiifui in voluity in the outer regions.
head cavity particularly, large differences are observed; the eddy Velocity profile information is available at the four
viscosity model shows a recirculation which fills the available downstream stations marked in Fig. 7. In contrast to the
space and indicates a solid body recirculation pattern The previous case, very little differenc. ts now observed (see
Reynolds stress model on the other hand shows the upstream Fig. 8) between the two turbulence models for either axial or
edge of the inflowing jet to produce an eddy which penetrates
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transverse velocities The Reynolds stress model predicts a the turbulence feeds even if pressure effects provide some
steeper velocity gradient in the shear layer on the edge of the insensitvity in the velocity field. If oscillauons are sull
downstream recirculation, ,ntd this is closer to measured data, but important then the second moment calculations w;Ill at
the larger separation zone tn tt,e second moment closure least need to abandon use of symmetry conditions and
prediction is not borne out by the measurements Similarly close adopt solutton of the transient form of the equations to
predictions between the two models are obtained for the normal capture these effects
stress levels which are therefore not shown here The transverse
normal stress is substantially underpredicted on the symmetry
plane (a factor of 2). Together with the occurrence of non-zero
transverse mean velocity on the central plane in the measurements ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
(see Fig 8), this encourages the belief that large-scale jet flapping
across this ple is occuring od some of this unsteadiness is This work has been carried out with the support of
appearing as v turbulence It mcl This is further supported by the Procurement Executive, Ministry of Defence The authors would
evidence from additional measurements in the geometry reported also like to acknowledge useful discussions with colleagues at
by Liou et al (1990) of bi-modal pdfs of the transverse velocity Impenal College (Mech.Eng. and Chem Eng. Depts.), at
in the same region Clearly the use of a true symmetry plane in Rolls-Royce and at RAE (Pyestock).
the calculations and long-time averages over all scales of motion,
will cause problems when trying to predict flows with such
strong oscillations. Finally, the axial momentum equation
budgets along the centre-planes of the two flows shown in Fig 9 REFERENCES
indicate that although the impingement region is highly
pressure-dominated in both flows, this also applies in the rest of KOUTMOS, P and McGUIRK, J 1 1989 Isothermal flow in
the downstream region in the plane flow, whereas the a gas turbine combustor a benchmark experimental study,
Reynolds-stress gradient provides a non-negligible contribution Expts. in Fluids, 2, pp. 344-354.
in the axt-symmetric case. The plane flow does not therefore
allow the benefits of the second moment closure to be displayed KOUTMOS, P. and McGUIRK, J.J 1991 Isothermal
for both the above reasons, whereas it seems the cylindrical flow modelling of gis turbine combustors a computattoral
suffers less from such problems study To appear in AIAA Jil. of Propulsion and Power

SUMMARY GREEN, A and WHITELAW, J H. 1980 Measurements and
calculations of the isothermal flow in axt-symmetric

0) Grid independent predictions have been obtained using the models of combustor geometries. Proc I Mech E , Jnl. of
QUICK convection scheme for k-c and Reynolds stress Mechanical Engineering Science, 22, pp. 119-124.
models applied to two confined flows containing jet-on-jet
impingement zones MIAU, J J, SUN, D.J, YAO, L S 1989 Streamwtse

vortices generated by impinging flows in a confined duct
(u) Little difference was observed between the two alternative Expts. in Fluids, 2, pp 497-500

sets of pressure-strain constants recommended for the
Gibson and Launder second moment closure. LIOU, TM, WU, S.M 1990 LDV measurements of triple

velocity correlations in confined opposing jets Proc of
(ii) For the axt-symmetric case studied, although the 5th Int Symp on Applications of Laser Techniques in

impingement region was pressure-dominated, the Fluid Mechanics, Lisbon
presence of an annulus-fed system and a large upstream
cavity allowed the superior prediction of the turbulence LAUNDER, B.E. and SPALDING, D.B 1974 The numerical
field provided by the Reynolds stress model also to computation of turbulent flows. Comp Methods in
improve predictions of the mean velocity field The higher Applied Mech. and Eng, 3, pp 269-289
levels of anisotropy and turbulence energy and the
dr-coupling of the shear stress from the velocity gradient GIBSON, M.M and LAUNDER, B E 1978 Ground effects
produced a better prediction of the recovery region on pressure fluctuations in the atmocpheric boundary
downstream of impingement. layer. Jn Fluid Mech, 8b, pp 491-511

(v) For the plar: flow case, pressure domination extended ;IBSON, M M. and YOUNIS, B.A. 1986 Calculation of
over almost the entire impingement and recovery zones swirling jets with a Reynolds stress closure Physics of
In this flow however there were several indications of Fluids, 2,. pp 38-48
the presence of large-scale flow oscillations which were
not possible to predict with the calculation methods GREEN, A S 1981. Isothermal models of combustion
adopted chamber flows Ph D. Thesis, University of London

(v) Jet-on-jet impingement zones in 3D may not suffer from LIOU, T.M, WU, S.M and HWANG, Y.H. 1990
such strong oscillations, and will therefore benefit from Experimental and theoretical investigations of turbulent
the improved pr.cicve accuracy of second moment flow in a side inlet rectangular combustor AIAA Jnl. of
closures. This will be true in the scalar fields into which Propulsion and Power, b, pp 131-138.
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Figure I Gnid dependency tests - axi-symnmetuc problem
(a) centre-line mean axial velocity and turbulence energy G~- medium mesh. A - fine mesh)
(b) radial profile of turbulence energy near impingemient c - coarse mesh. A - medium mesh, X - fine mesh)
(coarse - 62033, medium - 96058, fine.- 122x83)

Figure 2 Flow cottfiguration - axi-symmemrc problem
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Figure 4 Comparison between measurements and model predictions for axial velocity profiles
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Figure 5 Comparison between measurements and model predictions for axial normal stress intensity
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Figure 7 FHow configuration and predicted streakline patterns, plane problem, ke (top), second moment model (bottom)
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ABSTRACT The work constitutes an extension of that previously reported
by Demird2di et al (1987). In the present geometry the valve

The flow through an axisymmetric inletport was investigated seat width is larger and the recirculation regions along both
experimentally and numerically. Laser.Doppler anemometry the seat and crown are also larger and have a more signifi-
was used to measure the three ensemble-averaged mean and cant effect on the flow. While in the earlier study the
r m s velocity components for two valve lifts, 6 and 10 mm. experimental results at both inlet and outlet cross-section
Numerical calculations of the flows were carried out using were used as boundary conditions for calculations and only
a finite volume multigrid method and a standard k-E turbu- one valve lift was considered, here a full prediction without
lence model Comparison of the predictions with the experi- reference to experimental data was attempted.
mental results shows good agreement for the mean velocities
for the 10 mm lift case, However, for the 6 mm lift case the
predicted flow differs substantially from the experimental APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
results This indicates the extreme sensitivity of the flow to
the valve lift and the need for more sophistcated turbulence The test section geometry is shown in Figure 1. In order to
modelling when predicting such flows, enable optical access to all parts of the flowfield without

beam refraction, a mixture of liquids was used as the wor-
king fluid Oil of turpentine and tetraline were mixed in a

INTRODUCTION volume ratio of 31.3 to 68.7. The resulting density and
kinematic viscosity of the fluid were 899 kg/m and 1.67x10'
m2/s respectively. The temperature of the liquid was con-
trolled to +/-0.02 'C throughout the experiments. TheIn the design of medium and hgh speed diesel engine inlet refractive index of the mixture at 23 °C was 1.4892, which

ports, the two major considerations are the volumetric effi. refractive index of the a ylc was erial92, wh

ciency of the engine and the mixing of fuel and air The matched the refractive index of the acrylic material of the

requirement to improve fuel economy often conflicts with test section In this way, the beams could enter the port and
the need to reduce harmful exhaust emissions; both are cylinder without suffering deflection at the walls It has been
affected by the mixing of air and fuel and the breathing previously established (Cheung et al, 1990) that the flow of
capacity of the engine, which in turn depends on the design the mixture through the port is dynamically similar to thatof the inlet port. The study of the air moin through ports of air, subject to an upper limit where compressibility effects
is thus essential if port design is to be optimtsed. will become significant. The main features of the steady flow

rig and of the experimental procedures have been described

Most studies of air motion in internal combustion engines by Tindal et al (1988).
have been restricted to the flow inside the engine cylinder,,
partly due to experimental and computational difficulties in The test section was placed downstream of a constant head
dealing with the flows inside inlet ports. From such studies, tank. In the absence of any swirl generation, the magnitude
it has been found that flow unsteadiness and valve operation of the tangential component was near zero (to within the
have a negligible effect on the flow through the port and precision of the measurements). The liquid flowed through
around the valve, but the valve lift was identified as having the port and valve discharging into the cylinder The flow
a significant effect on the flow (Bicen et al, 1985). The rate was 1.742x101 m"/s. The flow Reynolds number, based
present work makes use of the demonstrated validity of the on the hydraulic diameter of the annular passage around the
quasi-steady flow assumption so that measurements and valve guide, 26 5 mm, was 24600.
predictions can be made with significantly reduced esxperi-
mental and numerical complexities. The laser-Doppler anemometer is shown schematically in

Figure 2. It comprised a 10 mW Helium-Neon laser, a rota-
In the present study, which is part of a long term investiga- ting diffraction grating and a frequency counter (TSI model
tion, the flow through an idealised port design is considered 1990B) for processing the Doppler signals. The ensemble-
.n order to study the cffccts of csscntial features of port aveiaged data were pruiessed by a microcomputer interfaced
design under relatively simple conditions. In this way the to the digital output of the counter, and the mean and r.m s
influence of geometrical parameters such as seat width, valve velocities were calculated for a preset number of samples
lift etc. can be effectively quantified. The errors in the mean and r.m,s. velocity measurements are
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estimated at 5% and 10% respectively. The principal charac- represent two of the four main flow regimes occuring in the
teristics of the anemometer are listed in Table 1 valve passage (cf Tindal et al, 1988): one with a separation

from the valve head (6 mm) and one with a separation from
the valve seat (10 mm) At an intermediate valve lift the flow

Table 1: Principal characteristics of the laser-Doppler separates from both valve head and seat, and at low itts
anemometer there is no separation in the valve passage.

Half-angle of ea-m intersection in air 1 The velocity vectors obtained from the axial and rachal
3.9 component mean velocity measuremerts with valve lifts of

Frequency-to-velocity conversion constant, 4.65 6 and 10 mm are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. In

mis/MHz both cases the flow emerges through the velve as an annular
jet. It strikes the cylinder wall around 20 mm downstream

Intersection volume diameter at 1/e2 intensi- 0.060 of the cylinder head with the 6 mm lift, while with the 10
ty (mm) mm lift the impingement point moves about 10 mm further

Intersection volume length at I/e2 intensity 1.320 downstream. Two large recirculation regions are formed, one

(mm) on either side of the incoming annular jet. The recirculation
below the cylinder head shows higher velocities than that

Number offringes in intersection volume 13 below the valve. Differences between the flows obtained with
without frequency shift the different valve lifts are found primarily in the vicinity of

the valve passage. These differences stem from the aforemen-
tioned variation of the flow pattern with valve lift (Kastner
et al, 1963; Tindal et al, 1988).

NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHOD
Predicted streamlines and isobars for the 10 mm valve lift

Calculations were performed using a finite volume method are shown in Figure 6 (a) and (b), respectively. Compansons
(Demirdli6 and Peri6, 1990) with a full multigrid algorithm with earlier experimental results of Tindal et al (1988)
for convergence speedup (Perd et al, 1989). Three grid levels indicate that the flow in the region upstream of the valve
were used with 54 x 16, 108 x 32 and 216 x 64 control passage is well predicted, including small features such as
volumes, respectively. Figure 3 shows the coarsest grid (a) the recirculation region at the end of the valve guide, cf Fig.
and an enlarged section of the finest grid (b). A standard k-E 6 (a). The flow measured in one cross-section in this region
turbulence method was employed (Launder and Spalding, (z = - 20 mm) is also in good agreement with predictions.
1974). The convection and diffusion fluxes were discretized Tindal et al (1988) also showed that the flow in the port is
with second order central-differences, except for the k and not significantly affected by the valve lift which was also

equations where upwind scheme was used for the discrett- found in the present measurements and predictions
zation of convection fluxes. The ILU-decompositton method
of Stone (1968) was used as a solver. The axial and radial mean velocity profiles measured with

a valve lift of 10 mm are presented and compared with the

The standard wall functions were employed to specify the corresponding predicted profiles in Figures 7 (ab) and (c,d),

boundary conditions at walls (Launder and Spalding, 1974). respectively. The predicted axial component profiles are in

Due to the relat vely low Reynolds number of the flow,, a good agreement with experimental data at all cross-sec-
further systematic gaid refinement could not be done without lions; the radial component shows somewhat larger discre-
violating the wall function boundary condition. Outlet pancy in the jet impingement region. The agreement is
boundary was placed far enough downstream for zero especially good inside the two main recirculation regions.
gradient extrapolation to be justifiable. At the inlet cross- The secondary eddy in the corner of the cylinder head and
section - which was also placed sufficiently far upstream of wall shown in Fig 6 (a) is also indicated by the measured
the valve passage - only the flow rate and variable values velocity profiles in this region, cf. Fig 7 (a).
typical for plug flow were specified. The sensitivity of the
results to the inlet boundary corditions was checked by Contours of the measured kinetic energy of turbulence, k, are
imposing also the fully developed -"ulus flow conditions, shown in Fig. 8 for the 10 mm valve lift flow The values
which were obtained in a separate calculation: the solution of k vary from 0.04 mn/s2 away from the jet region to 0.4
was not significantly affected in the region of interest The m'/s2 near the centre of the jet The values are low near the
numerical results represent thus apure prediction of the flow: exit of the port and they increase as the flow passes through
comparisons with experiments were not used to tune the the valve passage. The values of k continue to increase in
calculation results the jet region as it spreads. The levels in the vortices are

consistently lower than in the jet region; in the recirculation
region along the cylinder head the levels increase progressi-

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION vely from the valve seat ,o the wall. The predicted and
measured profiles of k are compared in Fig. 9 for three

Measurements of the three ensemble-averaged mean and typical cross-sections. While the qualitative agreement is
rine. veloclty compoici,, and turbulent snear stress were noticable everywhere, the data and predictions agree quantita-
performed for a dense matrix of measurement points covering tively only in the recirculation region beneath the valve The
the whole cylinder cross-section from z = - 5 mm to z = 25 turbulence levels near the wall are stginificantly under-
mm The valve lifts of 6 mm and 10 mm were chosen to predicted for both valve lifts. One of the reasons for this is
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thought to be the instabilities present in the flow, which are ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
known to exist for both steady and unsteady flow regimes,
cf Yianneskis et al. 1989. These amount to what is often The authors are grateful to the Deutsche Forschungsgemein-
termed "flapping" of the jet and will result in broadening of schaft which supported the numerical work through the grant
the velocity distributions and thus in an increase of the Pe 350-2/2
turbul',%ce levels indicated by ensemble-averaged measure-
ments. The measurements of the normal stresses indicated
that the flow inside the cylinder is strongly anisotropic, REFERENCES
especially for a distance of 30 mm from the cylinder head
Further downstream and in the port the turbulence is approxi- BICEN, A.F., VAFIDIS, C. & WHITELAW, J.H., (1985),
mately isotropic, which was also found by Tindal et al, 1988. Steady and unsteady airflow through the intake valve of a

reciprocating engine. J.Fluids Engng., 107, 413-420.
Figure 10 shows predicted streamlines for the 6 mm valve
lift flow. The separation at the valve head observed in the CHELdNG, R.S W, NADARAJAH, S, TINDAL, M.J. &
experiment is not predicted and hence a lower jet angle and YIANNESKIS, M, (1990), An experimental study of
longer reattachment length then in the experiment resulted, velocity and Reynolds stress distributions in a production
cf. Fig 4 This is also evident from the comparison of engine inlet port under steady flow conditions. SAE Paper
predicted and measured axial and radial velocity component 900058.
profiles shown in Fig 11. Due to the missing ,alve head
separation, all downstream profiles differ substantially from DEMIRDZIlt, I., PERI(, M & YIANNESKIS, M, (1988),
the measured ones Numerical Predictions of the Mean Flow and Turbulence in

an Axisymmetric Port and Their Assessment Against Exper-
Since for both valve lifts the same solution method, the same mental Data, in D.B Spalding and N. Afgan (Eds ), Heat and
equations and the same grids were employed, it is obvious Mass Transfer in Gasoline and Diesel Engines. Hemisphere
that the above disagreement is due to the incapability of the Publishing Corp., New York.
standard k-E turbulence model to mimic the change in the
flow regime when the valve lift is reduced. The reasons for DEMIRDI(t, I & PEPIt, M., (1990), Finite Volume
this might lie in the stronger acceleration, streamline curvatu- Method for Prediction of Fluid Flow in Arbitrary Shaped
re and pressure gradients at lower lifts Future studies will Domains with Moving Boundaries, Int. J. Num Methods in
involve variation of turbulence modelling (low-Re k-e and Fluids, 10, 771-790.
Reynolds stress models) in order to clarify the above uncer-
tainity KASTNER, L.J., WILLIAMS, T.J. & WHITE J.B., (1963),

Poppet inlet valve characteristics and their influence on the

induction process, P ac. I Mech. Eng, 178, 955-975.
CONCLUSIONS

LAUNDER, B.E. & SPALDING, D.B., (1974), The numeri-
Steady turbulent flows through an axisymmetric port and cal computation of turbulent flows, Comp. Meth. Appl. Mach.
poppet valve assembly were investigated. The mean velocity Eng., 3, 269-289.
and turbulent kinetic energy were measured by laser-Doppler
anemometry and then compared with corresponding predic-tions obtained with a multigrid finite volume numerical PERI( , M., RUGER, M. &SCHEUERER G., 1989, AFinite
method. Volume Multigrid Method for Calculating Turbulent Flows,

Proc. 7th Symposium on Turbulent Shear Flows, 1, 7 3.1-

The results obtained with valve lifts of 6 and 10 mm show 7.3.6, Stanford University, August 1989,
that the mean flow and turbulence structure are similar in
both cases: the flow is essentially that of an annular let STONE, H.L, (1968), Iterative solution of implicit ap-

surrounded by two axisymmetric ring vortices. There are proximations of multi-dimensional partial differential equa-

differences in the flow in the valve passage due to the tions, SlAM J Numer Anal., 5, 389-403

separation from the valve head at lower lift; this separation TINDAL, M.J., CHEUNG, R S.W & YIANNESKIS, M.,
affects significantly the annular let leaving the gap, especi- (1988), Velocity characteristics of steady flows through

ally its direction and hence the size of main recirculation enginelots adcyers of Pape 880383.

regions. engine inlet ports and cylinders. SAE Paper 880383.

The predictions show good quantitative agreement with the YIANNESKIS, M., TINDAL, MJ. & SUEN K.O., (1989),

mean flow data for the 10 mm valve lift case, but differ A comparison of cycle-resolved and ensemble-averaged
significantly for the 6 mm lift case This discrepancy appears velocity variations in a diesel engine, SAE Paper No.

to stem from the incapability of the employed standard k-e 890617.

turbulence model to predict the small separation at the valve
head. The distribution of the turbulent kinetic energy is
q,,aiitatncly well predicted, but the levcls aic bulmltially
underpredicted near the cylinder wall. It is anticipated that
this is caused partly by the instabilties present in the flow
leaving the valve which are not accounted for in the model-
ling.
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Fig 1: Cross-scction of axisymmetric port test section
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Fig 4. Measured mean velocity vectors, 6 mm valve lift Fig. 5. Measured mean velocity vectors, 10 mm valve lift
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Fig 7 Comparison of measured and predicted axial (ab) and radial (ed) velocity
components, 10 mm valve lift
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ABSTRACT bulk velocity For a given field, rms-vclocities also increase
with decreasing bulk velocity, a fact also noted by Leonard,

In a negative corona, barbed-wire, smooth-plate Mitchner & Self (1983) It is anticipated that the observed
electrostatic precipitator the nonuniforir electrostatic field rise in rims-velocity, observed at one point of the flow, starts
represents a three-dimensional vorticity source distribution as an inviscid flow phenomenon, lut being limited is
acting on the charged gas flow amplitude by viscous effect

At large values of the electrical Froude number Fe, the From the equations of motion, the inviscid instabilitv of
ratio of fluid inertia to electrical force, LDA--experiments the gas flow should be characterized by the electrical Froude
show that the fields drive regular secondary flows of low number, the ratio of fluid inertia to electrical force,, which
turbulence intensity, in the form of rolls of axial vorticity may be expressed in two forms (Larsen & Ciristensen l988)
supceposed the axial bulk flow As Fe decreases rms-values,
normalized by bulk velocity, increase dramatically, Fe = pU /(LyJ 1/b) or Fe = ,soT/(Lt, 0) (I)
suggesting the presence of large scale vortical structures and
turbulence At small values of Fe, the amplitude of where U. is the axial bulk velocity, p the fluid density, Ly
rms-velocity appears to be limited by viscous effect the electrode-to-wall distance, J, is a representative mean

The model problem of a three-dimensional iharmonic current density, say, that at the plate electrode, and it is
vorticitv source distribution acting on a unit cell with related to the electrical force by J = b.fe, where b (! 2 lXl0 "4

through flow has been studied numerically by solving the m2/Vs for air) denotes the ion mobility; l. is an appropriate
Navier-Stokes equations in the velocity-vorticity norm of A = Yxfe Here, J., can be readily measured while
formulation Results reveal a complex steady vortical values of 0,, rely on numerical solutions of the field
structure at zero flow,the unsteady vortical structure at low eq,ttions In addition, inertia relative to viscous effects are
values of Fe, and the steady regular roll pattern at high governed by a Reynolds number, Re = pU0 Ly/p, where p
values of Fe. denotes the dynamic viscosity Unsteady phenomena

associated with bulk convection past electrodes spaced L,
apart, may be scaled by time LX/Uo Finally, geometry

I INTRODUCTION effects, not studied here, involve also the pin spacing 2.L0
(figure 1)

In the common wire-plate electrostatic precipitator, a It is the purpose of present study to elucidate the nature
particulate-laden gas flows horizontally past a row of of the shear flows of an electrostatic precipitator for a range
vertical wire electrodes placed along the center plane between of electrical Froude numbers, partly by LDA-experiments
grounded plates The axial bulk velocity is typically 0 5 - 3 and partly by a numerical study of a related model problem
m/s and plate spacing 0 2 - 04 m. For power plant
applications the electrodes are usually energized to negative
polarity DC-voltage in the range 30-60 kV, and corona
points of discharge are often fixed at pins along electrodes

In the laboratory precipitator we employ fine pins,
equally spaced along wires that are thin to minmize wake
effects (figure 1) The current density is then localized to
these pins, and the body force density fe (being proportional
to the local current density J) becomes steady and
three-dimensional and may drive secondary flows ILI
Specifically, since an irrotational body force field merely
contributes by a pressure gradient, it is the vorticity source
A = Vxfe of the electrical force density that may drive such
flows

For the precipitator geometry of figure 1,, at high values
of the bulk flow, it may be shown (Larsen 1986) that weak ,-- -- " -
sources of y- and z-vorticity, seen by the moving fluid to L -
alternate in sign, have a vanishing effect on the mean flow
However, wea sources of x-vorticity, being of one sign
although of varying strength along a liven cell, persistently
drive secondary flows in the form of rolls of axial vorticity

This pattern of secondary flows, shown schematically in
figure 1, has been found earlier by laser sheet visualization
and by LDA--experiments (Thomsen et al 1982, Larsen &
Christensen 1988) Figure 2 shows a typical vertical traverse
of the y-component of velocity v(z) at two axial locations in I.-- 4
the duct The flow it direried towArdq the walt at level of
pins and away from the wall at level between pins The Figure I Precipitator geometry, 0.3 m wide by 0 6 m high
aforementioned earlier results have also shown that the Fe reciitar geetr de by 0 6 h
strength of the rolls, as well as the associated rms-velocity test section with barbed wire electrodes, observed rolls
fluctuations, increase with increasing electrical field for fixed secondary flow, and computational box, (L, Ly, L,)

(0 1 m, 0 15 m, 0.05 i).
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2 F X P EI! IdEN'] S Because particles become charged ti bet prel ilsitate out oil
plates, miaking it difficult to attlain data-rates abut t abouiit

I le lIaioi atot) prociuut atot far( ruits i, a tandard 50 li AlIso, recorded particle t eloi itiv redifter (io th11le ga'
u idtuc I itlVi AhI svrceieil "' I-4 OIut~ I loll P11gVIIIg 11 1111 l I)I velocity due tol their electrial d!irift aMuichi fur liet 11111

sclctiy iel wth 2-1 iurlrienie liicilit atiiiIsitiit depends onl their size For [lie glvi eritle iriiple used and at
10 I lie teat section I lec teat S(( ioll Is a ") 0 111 long, Li :1 Ini the location of iiieasritL. tile resuiltinig bStio Il tisn rsri
wiide lit 0 6 In igh duict a itli sinixtl, electrically groundiiedl rins-velocit ies lame beeni est iiiiatiil ii In' 0 1 andii It it3 1/.
walls and nonconducting, transparent toll anil bottomi go luig respe- Lively No atteiiipta' lave been uniile to i orrei I tle data
accesq to visualization and 1.1 -iiasirenuts for these bs effect

I irsi, velociieCs a cre irriled for the acciasibli anei
hulk Nelocities (Ut,' =I - 1 8 uIns) at fiiir valrs f uthei

.... 10030 electrical fieldl, 0, 26. lii,-4 MS kV orresporiig tol ruear
-c cu rrcnt idenrsities J2 = 0, 0 521tr 2 201, and 1 16r1 tMA/l 'As

a on seetn in figure .3. wih shiow-. 1-riot/I',, cersits sulk celoiv
110, ic ceasing fieluds aiii decreasinig bulk S thunt gio' a
iiiarkiih rise in U-ris/ l; relatus c tii its liai gruii %ih le.
the trrbulence initensitiy. recordled at rri fielid

Figure I shoiws the' same idat a, now versus re ipi oval
electrical Frondue numibiier, calculated fioni thle first expiressuin

-~ ~ o -if eq ( I) Deapite tlhe scatter iof idata, whichi is pat Lt'v due tio
Zthe natu.ral rise in turbiileni C initeniit a iih decreasing hulk

* cclii ity, figure I suggests the onset u;f inistailities to iOccur
about Fe 20 - 50 For lange sallies of I/Fe, [lie slope ot

sri ~0 5 imipllies that tI-mis levels off at value,; piroportioinal Lii

T - 5" I e I uirrent detinty to the onte-hlf powet The viscous effects
zon - re~oset these limuits
200 Neat, timen--series Of i-velocity (see fiurre 5 for samlesc,

a. 450 each representing oiie biatch of I50 data) were recorded atC 0 525 three values of bulk velocity at each ot twou values of
electrical field, 26 and 36 kV Subsequetit numterical anialysis,

-0.5 n. a employing the scheme dlescribeid lay Bucliuae ut Al (1979),
VELO0C17Y V (M/S] gave autocorrelatuons shiown iii figure 6 aund ouie--dimiueiisional

spectra, such as figure 7 The poor resolution (if tune series
Figure 2 Vertical traverse of transversal velocity v(?) and spectra, are due to low Ihata-rates of thle ranidomr
midway between electrode and wall, at two aural positions sampling governed by the arrival of seiding piarticles Tile

randloii sampling iii tile burst tode LDA gives alias-free
Negative DC-voltage was applied to five vertical, 31 otto spectra but the spectral variance becomie sigtificaiut at

idiameter wire electrodes, eqodpped with I tmtn diameter by T frqeiineac te finanesat5-7iwignrte i
12 min long pins, spaced 2-L, = 0.10 r apsart Electrodes TI inepeefgrs.- ent hat*)i periodic
were positioned along the center plane of the duct at a itformiationi should be tliaracteruzed b%~ lie lIerioul of
spacing of L4 = 0 10 mn, starting 0 25 mu downistream of thie structures of letigthi scale L, tiovitig with llk velocity lto
inlet. All LDA-data were recorded at one fined poitt, For the three velocities IT,, = 0 2, 0 5, arii 1 .5 ill/v this gives
halfway between electrode no 3 and 4, 0 75 mi fromt thle the periods L,/ IT 05, 02, antI 007 a At the louwest
sidewall, and at the level of pins, tiidway between top and velocity, thle pericid 0 5 a iii figure 6 aiid frequency 2 lIN iii
bottom of the duct A two-compotient, back-scatter figure 7 can be discertied At higher %eluicities. structures
LDA--system (DANTEC 55x) wth couinter processors was become too irregular to appear as distitict periods iii signals.
used to record velocity data LDA-aample sizes were 300 for
meati atid rms-velocity, and 24000 for autuscorrelatuoi
Residence-time weighting was used in all cases

10

0 0
N06

I 45 k

3645 kV 26 36
02 026L

0 1

0 0 - -p-, o 0r -
0.0 05 to 15 20 to", to' to

BULK VELOCITY, uo (m/s) i/-

I , ure 2. Axial component Of ems-velocity, normalized by
bult velocity, versus bulk velocity All data from same
point in the flow, at four values of electrical field, Figure 4 Data from figure 3 (for nonzero field) pilotted
0I, 26, 36, 45 kV versus reciprocal electrical Froride number
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Figure 7 One-dimensional power sp(, truin (arbitiary units)
1. 146 at .36kV for U,,= 0 2n/s
12

; 1o
08 36 kV
06
04 THE NUMERICAL MODEL PROBI,EM

0 2 A The motion of the incompressible, constant-property gaso 00 phase is governed by the conservation of mass aiid
-02 ..... ......... oome turbalance,

06 10 12
TIME (sec), V V= 0, (2)

,r-+ (v v)v = -V(p/P) + vV1v + fl/p , (3)

F[gure 5 Samples of time series at 26 anti .36 kV for three
vaties of bulk flow where t. selocity vector V = (u,v,w) is given in Cartesian

co-ordinates (x,3,z), p is the static pressure and v the
kinematic viscosity The electrical body force per unit
volume, f, = pE, is determined by the charge density of ions
p, and the electrical field strength E, which are both
solutions to the Maxwell equations. When the convective
current of charge is negligible the electrodynamic problem is
dscoupled from that of the fluid motion

In the present study, considering vorticity-driven
secondary flows, we replace the momentum equation (3) by

z oits curl This results in the vorticity transport equation
ca 3 kV

00 02 cs/s t+ (V.V)W = (W V)V + vV2W + Vn~felp) , (4)

02 where the vorticity is w = VxV (5)

<0 Taking the curl of eq (5) and employing the continuity, the
< -02 velocities are given by the Poisson equations

TIME (sec) V2V -- VxsW (6)

36 Sv As model problem we consider a harmonic distribution of
us 0 5 m/s volume forces f, = (f5,fy,fz), where

0fx = A -sign (x-Lx/2!'-IIIl, fy = -Ay. III, f, = -A .Ifl, (7)0

00

- TIME fl = 1/4(1-cos(2rx/lx))cos( ry/Ly)(1--co,( z/Lz)) (8)

TIME '(sec), Preliminary calculations of the electrical field have shown

_o_7 that these expressions both qualitatively and quantitatively
36 kV give a fairly good representation of the actual distribution of
uo - 1 5 m/s volume forces obtained by solving the field equations These

0 osolutions show the non-uniformity of the components of
0 volume force, expressed as rms-values, to be of the same

o .2 order as the mean values At 36 kV, for example, the mean
Do value of fy is about I I N/mS while that of f5 and f0 are

<-. considerably smaller This case is thus considered to be well
TIME represented by setting the amplitudes A,, Ay, and A, equal

,(ec) to unity.
The rtlmilre of the syqtpm Of equations is eh,,vel by

prescribing slip conditions at the collector wall, and
symmetry on the centerplane and the lower and upper planes
of the computational domain (see figure 1) In the axial

Figure 6 Time-autocorrelation of u(t) at 36 kV for LT = 02, direction we assume periodicity, corresponding to fully
05, and 15 m/s developed flow
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- Figure 8 Velocity vector plots for U. 0 rn/s at the three
nudplancs, Upper left figure x -- y plane at z = L,/2, Uppser
right fIgure x - z plane at y L,/2, Downi left figure
y -z plane at x LX/2.

I I

Fi ore 9. Velocity vector plots for U. 0 1 rn/s '(minus b, 1k

vefocity) at the three midplanes, Upper left figure x-
7 "I'plane at z = L,/2, Upper right figure x - z plane at y

/ ,//, ///>//,,////,1Ly/2, Down left figure y - z plane at x =L 0/2
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The solution of eqs (4) and (6) is accomplished by shown in figure 9 Note that the bulk Nelc ,y has been
employing second order accurate differences solved by Ilhe subtracted from the veloc,ty vectors, wh,h tten iepieses
ADl technique in space il a titie-nnarching. second--order the topology of perturbed vortex structures. We here see that
scheme (see Tourni &. Ta Phuoc 1987) In all calculations al the vortex center passing through the y-z plane now is
equal grid spacing of Ax = Av = Az = L, / In isevipme e, located somewhat nearer the eletrtle Furthermore no
resulting in a disrretization of .31 lfixlO tiodepoilts ' s'O %oitex lines are nmm) pasii5 thlim h t 11 Ihi \-v untdpllle
ensure tire tii-true nature of the computations the Although the flow still is iindulated a I plant-, moit\
time-step obeys th- CFL coidition, i e At < 0 5Ax/Vma5  stretching along the axial direction now li dminished the l

and z-vorttcity, leaving the flow dominated by axial
vorticity.

4 NUMERICAL RESULTS Increasing the bulk velocity further to Uo = 0 2 in/s, this
tendency of axial stretching becomes even more pronouiced

'To supplement the expcrimental results ani to obtain Here the perturbation velocity Ii the x-z plane is almiost
information on the structure of the flow field at small bulk parallel to the z--direction indicating that y-vorticit has
velocities calculations were carried out for U0 = 0 m/s, 0 1 almgst vanished. In the x-y plane vaiations of perturbed
ni/s and 0 2 m/s In figure 8 is shown the calculated velocity in-plane velocities still exist, but are small in 'magnitile.
field, projected as velocity vectors on the iudplanes x = leaving most part of the smrticity to le Iuected i tle axial
L,/2, y = L5/2, and z = 'L/2, respectivey, for the case of direction
zero bulk flow, U. = 0 is/s The flow is here cotnpletely In figure 8-10 oni spatial structures are shown
induced by the electiical voliue forces anti the figure shows Following time-histories for velocities at arbitrary located
that the electrical feld iiduces a complex but highly points, both for U. = 0 1 is/s and for U,) = 0 2 m/s. the flow
organized structure or three--duinsional rolls At the x-y field was found to be domnated b) penod( motions For t o
midplane we see the flow being forced against tire collector = 0 1 m/s the flow oscillated with I lz and for U0 = 0 2 m/s
wall along the centerlhn, Due to symmetry two concentrated a characteristic frequency of 2 lIz dominated By simple
rolls of z-vorticity are formed with center points located dunension analysis of the time scale connected to bulk
symmetrically about x = L,/2 near the electrode plane %elocuty past electrodes, it may be seen that these frequencies
Projected on the x-i plane the flow exlhiits a rather curious are identical to Uo/L, Indeed, tie present model problem
topology We here identify four points with concentrated could be replaced by a problem Ii which the bulk velocity is
y--soiticity also located symnetrically about the x = L,/2 put equal to zero aind the parameter x'/L5 i the expression
line Two of these vortex centers are located near the down for the volume forces is replaced by the unsteady parameter
corner, of the nudplane, whereas the two other ones are (W/L,-Uo/Lxt)
fouml iear the centerline at about z = 3/4L, On tire last
mudplane, the x-z plane, only one concentrated x-vorticity
center is seen to be projected These projections suggost a .5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
rather complicated topology of a deformed vortex ring which
as yet has not been analyzed in details However, symmetry Tire present experimental aid numerical stud of tire
considerations suggest the structure sketched in figure 10 electrostatic precipitator flow provides some prelmunarv

Ini order to avoid numerical stability problems tie uoderstandmn of the development aid nature of a
calculations were performed with a kinematic viscosity v = three-dimensional turbulent shear flow Tlsi fulw arises from
10-4 n2/s, corresponding to about 6 times the value of air spatially periodic volumetric vorticity sources acting on an
Although this damps out small scale motions and gives a incompressible duct flow which is ur iform upstream of the
different balance between the electrical force field and the first electrode Wall boundary layers aie thin and rna be
diffusion, it is believed that the gross behaviour of the flow is neglected in the present context
reflected in oui calculations The calculation with zero bulk Tire flow of practical interest (finite non--zero Fe) falls i
velocity was carried out in what Iii physical time corresponds between two extreme cases, Fe = 0 and Fe >> 1, that is,
to ,I seconds We here employed a time-step of At = 2 Ax = that of zero bulk velocity and that of large inertia These
1/150 s , corresponding to 600 time--steps A steady solution limiting cases lend themselves to ready interpretation
was rot obtained, but oscillations did not appear and by At Fe = 0, so far not studied experimentally, our
comparing velocity vector plots at different times, it was numerical solutions show a stable three-dimensional vorti(al
found that after being established the vortical structures (id flow structure that appears to be a stable laminar mode for
not change appreciably Thus, it is assumed that the final the field strength studied This flow is considerably more
steady solution corresponds closely to the one shown fig re complex but generically the same as that of a single point of
8 Maxrim,un velocities were found to be Ii the order of 02 corona discharge facing an infinite plate
m/s At Fe >> 1, experiments and numerical simulatissi. 'how

Increasing the bulk velocity to U =0 I m/s keeping tile a regular pattern of secondary flow in the form of axial rolls
electral field at the same level, results in the flow field The flow appears to be stable and for all pralinal lt poee,

laminar, as expertInental riis-levels 50 tllde with those i

the case of no electrical field and same bulk velocity (figure
3) This case can also be anticipated, as mentioned Ii the
introduction. At large x-inertia, vorticity sources in y- and
z-directions impart vanishing perturbations to the flow The
vorticity source in x-direction, being of one sign although of
varying magnitude, drive the rolls We stress that the
development of axial rolls depends itself on fluid inertia,

- extending over increasing axial distances as the bulk velocit)
increases However, this effect should not affect the presen'

I -'- -study

I The ease of practical interest, that of finite, non-zeroi
values of Fe, can be approached from either of the foregoing

C limits Reducing inertia, for example, causes perturbations
'4.~ I from y- and z-direction vorticity sources to increase in

- - --- amplitude Experiments have shown rms-alues that
increase pronounced with decreasing Fe (figure 4)
Preliminary numerical results show a periodic motion wit h
complex vortical structures, where the period can be traced

X to the time scale of electrode spacing and bulk velocity It is
artcipated that long time simulations, at a suffcienitly small
scale and with a realistic low viscosity, would show the

Figure 10 Inferred topology of vortex structure at evolution of instabilities leading to turbulence It is suggested
U= 0 m/s Electrode at E that a stability limit may exist at Fe 20-50
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VORTICAL FLOW SIMULATION
BY THE SOLUTION OF THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS

Longo J M A and Radespiel R
Institute for Design Aerodynamics

DLR, Am Flughafen, D-3300 Braunschweig (FRG)

Abstract wings The accuracy of the code is established by
comparing solutions with different grid densities and

The validation of a finite-volume scheme for the sol- with experimental data Also, convergence rates of
ution of the 3-D Navier-Stokes equations for the pre- the present scheme to the steady state with and with-
diction of vortical flow fields around delta and strake- out multigrid technique are shown to demonstrate the
delta wings is presented The current technique is usefulness of the code within an aerodynamic design
based on central difference approximations (cell-ver- process
tex formulation) with a Runge Kutta integration in
time Using local time stepping, implicit residual 2. Governing Equations and Numerical Method
smoothing, a multigrid method and carefully controlled
artificial dissipative terms, the convergence rates are The integral form of the mass-averaged Navie, Iokes
dramatically improved for the complex flow problems equations using nondlmensional variables can be
tested The reliability of the present scheme for engi- written qs
neering applications is established by comparing the
numerical results with wind tunnel measurements at a0 J f dv/ - F
subsonic and transonic speeds a If

1. Introduction where

Vortex flow associated with flow separation from W/= (p, pu, pv, pw, pE) T

leading-edge plays an important role in the high-an-
gle-of-attack aerodynamics While the application of is the vector of conserved quantities with p, u, v, w,
Navier-Stokes solvers to delta wings with vortical and E denoting the density, the cartesian velocity
flows have been already discussed in the literature components, and the specific total internal energy
[1] to [31, the us of this technique was restricted The quantity V denotes an arbitrary control volume
mainly due to their high requirements in computer with boundary OV and outer normal ni The definition
time and storage of the flux density tensor F is given in [4] The
Recently subtantial improvements have been reported equation of state for an ideal gas is used to calculate
in the numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes the pressure and the temperature The viscosity is
equations [4]. making this technique attractive for assumed to follow an empirical power law and the
engineering applicatiuns Using explicit Runge-Kutta heat conductivity is obtained by using a constant
schemes as the basic time integration algorithm the Prandlt number
problem of slow convergence rates for highly clus-
tered meshes near solid walls was overcome by 2.1 Turbulence Model
application of locdl time stepping, implicit residual
averaging and multigrid Converged solutions of sub- For turbulent flows the laminar viscosity p, is replaced
and transonic flows around airfoils and wings with by p -- i and p/P, is replaced by Ii/P, + tit/P,, where
significant shock-boundary layer interaction were the eddy viscosity !i, and the turbulent Prandlt number
obtaired within less than 100 multigrid cycles [4] P,, are provided by a turbulence model In the present
Subsequently, the code was extended to allow multi- work the algebraic turbulence model of Baldwin and
block decomposition of the computational domain [5] Lomax [7] with the modifications proposed by Degani
which is important not only to treat Lomplex aircraft and Schiff [8] to treat cross flow separations is used
geometries but also to allow three-dimensional calcu-
lations on computers with limited amount of core 2.2 Spatial Dlscretlzation
iisilriOly it has been demonstrated that the muiti-
grid-multiblock code converges rapidly for some gen-eric inviscid and viscous test cases [51 [6] The discretization of Eq (1) in space and time is doneseparately The discrete values of the flow quantities

The purpose of the present paper is to validate the are located at the vertices of the mesh cells and the
code for the prediction of vortical flows around delta integral equation is approximated by
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d 1 solved at the grid points on the surface assuming an
- W,I k T,---1-k Qcjk 4 Qvd,.k + 

DIJ
'k

) (2) adiabatic wall [4]

2 4 Time Stepping Scheme
where Q vc,, ,, and D,, are the convective, the vis-
cous and the artificial dissipative terms, respectively
The discretization of the convective part follows i9  

The system of ordinary differential equations '(2) is

The eight cells surrounding a vertex form a super cell advanced in time with a five-stage Runge-Kutta

as is shown in Figure 1-a The surface integial of scheme [121 The steady-state solution is independent

Eq (11 of the convective part of the flux density tensor of the time step, and hence several numerical tech-
niques are applied to accelerate convergence Usingis evaluated for each cell face using an arithmetic local time stepping, the solution at each mesh point

average of the flux quantities at the vertices The is advanced at the maximum At allowed by stability
convective flow is first-order accurate if the normal Wi implcit thingaxfmumsiduallowe by angevector of each surface segment is smooth and the Wth implicit smoothing of residuals the stability range
shape of the segment approaches a parallelogram of the explicit time stepping scheme is extended towith grid refinement On smooth meshes the scheme large Courant numbers For three-dimensional flows,witrd efinemrente On smootha factored form is used The ability of the scheme tois second-order accurate 110] damp out high frequency oscillations in the solution

The viscous fluxes are approximated using the auxil- depends strongly on the choice of the smoothing
iary cell with the dashed boundary shown in coefficients Consider cells with the edge lengths in
Figure 1-b The first derivatives of the flow variables the and " directions much larger than in the il
which are needed to compute the viscous fluxes are direction The explicit time step is limited by the
obtained by central differences using a local transfor- characteristic wave speed along the short cell edge
mation from Cartesian coordinates to curvilinear For extension of the time step beyond the explicit
coordinates [4] The thin layer approximation is stability limit, implicit residual smoothing is roquired
employed in the present coding A one-dlmersional in the P direction On the other hand, one expects that
error analysis of the discrete approximation of the no smoothing is required in coordinate directions
viscousi terms has shown first-order accuracy on gen- where the characteristic wave speeds are much smal-
eral strech ' meshes and second-order accuracy on ler than the stability limit Simple formulas for the
smoothly varying meshes [11] smoothing coefficients as functions of the spectral

radii of the Jacobian matrices associated with the
The convergence of this scheme to the steady state is
strongly influenced by the choice of the artificial dis- q and ( directions have been devised in [4]

sipative terms D,, The present artificial dissipation Finally, a multigrid algorithm according to [9] is
model uses a blend of fourth and second differences implemented Coarser meshes are defined by alimi-
to provide third-order background dissipation in nating every other mesh line in each coordinate
smooth regions of the flow and first-order dissipation di, ction The solution is transferred to the coarse
at shock-waves The scaling factor of the dissipative meshes by injection Transfer of the residuals from
fluxes is a nonlinear function of the spectral radii of fine to coarse meshes is done by a weighted average
the Jacobian matrices associated with the three com- of the fine-mesh grid points surrounding the point on
putational coordinate directions, )?, , and A, which the coarse mesh A forcing function is constructed so
accounts for varying cell aspect ratios ./A,. A/2% and that the solution on a coarse mesh is driven by the
),/)c [4] residuals collected on the next finer mesh Corrections

is tobtained on the coarse meshes are transferred to the
/ fine mesh by trilinear interpolation A postsmoothing

A step is applied to the total corrections before the sol-
ution is updated The postsmoothing reduces high-

K4l . frequency oscillations introduced by the linear
c- interpolation of the coarse-mesh corrections, and

hence improves robustness of the overall scheme.

2.5 Multiblock Code

Figure 1. Control volume (a) around point (ik),
(b) in a plane grid The present multiblock version of the code is

described in detail in [5] The main problem in the
2.3 Boundary Conditioas design of a multiblock code is to define the arrange-

ment of the block loops, that is, how often should data
At subsonic inflow-outflow boundaries locally one-di- be transferred between blocks The simplest option
mensional flow normal to the boundary is assumed is clearly to execute a complete multigrid cycle in a
and the concept of characteristic variables is used given block before moving to the next Indeed it was
Characteristic variables corresponding to outgoing found in [51 that convergence properties of the present
waves are extrapolated from the interior while those time-asymptotic flow solver does depend on an
corresponding to incoming waves are determined from
the free stream At solid walls, the no-slip condition is appropiate sequencing of the boundaory conditions and

hence on the definition of the block loops For exam-enforced The continuity and energy equations are
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pie, lag or lead of ghost points which are used to
update internal cut boundaries must be carefully +008
controlled because it may produce unphysical spatial C, 0-4410 C, 0 4411' L 0 4411

derivatives neai the boundary This problem is par- AC- ....
ticularly evident with a multigrld code designed for . 'r
rapid convergence On the other hand, if the multi- -0.08

block code is used on computers with limited amount - b c -
of core memory the complete elimination of lag and L2  ,

lead effects by extensive sweeps through the blocks
introduces penalties for I/O operations even on 102
machines with solid-state device (SSD) In the present
scheme lag and lead effects dre eliminated by updat- I 1 0
ing boundary conditions in two passes, before and 10
after each Runge-Kutta stage

3. Configuration and Grids 10

Figure 2 shows the configurations investigated in the 10-1F
present study These are a cropped delta wing with
a 65' sweep sharp leading edge, and two flat plate ______,

strake-wings with round leading edges with sweep 10-= . 2000 J1 300
angles for the strake and the wing of 80*/600 and Single cycles Multigrid cycles
80'/50' respectively For all three configurations Figure 3. Convergence rates:Cropped delta wing
extensive wind tunnel results have been reported in M = 0 4, o, - 10' (a)single grid
[13] [14] [15J [16] For the numerical simulation the (b)multigrid (c)multigrid-multiblock
physical domain is discretfized using 0-0 topologies
of different sizes In all cases the distance to the first Whie the flow solution is the same for the three cases

grid point away from the wall is :5 10' limes the root there is a factor 6 8 in computer time reduction by
chord (only the 24x48x24 mesh does not satisfy this using the multigrid option That means that converged
criteria), which results in an average value of y' < 1 3 results within 0 015% of the global force coefficients
for for the turbulent computation needs only 40 min computer time on a Cray-YMP

using the multigrid technique for meshes consisting
on 150000 cells Whereas 4 5 hs are needed for com-

-- i -77 putation without multigrid When using a two block
650

,  
80'80, configuration, the penalties introduced for I/O oper-

x/- = 013 ations are below 10 % of the computer time of a single
block mesh

06~

4. Numerical Results

As mentioned in the introduction the purpose of the
prsent paper is to show that the curent approach is
able to (i) accurately predict vortical flow fields, (iH) in
moderate computer times, (i,) even for configurations ", "
using more than one block Figure 3 shows the con- Ept
vergence raies of the present scheme without multi- .'

grid (a) and with a 4 level multigrid (b) for the 650 -

cropped delta wing at a Mach number M, = 04 and
an incidence c' = 100 The results have been obtained
using a single block mesh of 150000 cells with 48X48 i$ , u , y/(b/2) 0 ' y/(b/2)
cells in stream- and spanwise directions and 64 cells
normal to the wall Also the corresponding multigrid Figure 4. Cross flow fields: Cropped delta wing
convergence rate for a two block mesh using the same M_ = 0.1, a = 100 (a)Total pressure,
total number of points is shown in Figure 3(c) (b)Dynamic pressure
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The significance of the viscous terms on the prediction M. = 0 4, o - 10', R, - 9x10" Figure 6-b shows the
of vortical flow fields around delta wings is assessed convergence rate of the code for the finest mesh test-
in Figures 4 and 5 Results for the 65' cropped delta ed To perform the results on the one million point,
wing using an Euler code have been already published eight block mesh , a full multigrid strategy was used
in [171 and [181 The numerical simulation based on the wich was started from the second level mesh
Euler equation is done for a single block mesh con-
sisting of 48x48x48 cells To perform the Navier-Stokes , 44+-008 CL 0 4284
calculations in the same mesh a subgrid consisting of 1 2 I
16 cells between the solid wall and the first mesh line ,.0 x/c03 , C.
away from the wall is inlected Figure 4 shows the 0a
viscous effects at the vortex core Computed flow 0.6 -008
fields values are performed for the experimental flow 0.. L2
conditions defined in [13], i e o, 10'. , =~ 1 4x10' 0.2

010

0.8
x/c 0 8 I xc08 00.2 - 10

0 ..... 02 -

0.6- 0 ./
0,4 -0.6 0,2 0.1 0 6 0.8 - 56 0 "'"500

0." B'2) - Multignd cycles0.2

o.o Figure 6 Mesh refinement: Cropped delta wing
-o 2L M_ . 04,a 100 - 96x128x96,

1 -- - -48x64x48, --- 24x3?x24, o Expt
0 0.2 0 0 .6 0 8 1. .0 0.2 0.1 0.6 0.8 . ,

'0(8, Y -. ( 8,2802 _

+ 008 008 Figure 7 shows that the wind tunnel model support
C, =04411 08 t C=04788 has an strong influence on the prediction of the sur-face pressure distribution The computations were

ACL - I-CL carried on the 48x64x48 mesh at M,_ = 0 4, a = 10',

-008! -0 ___ __

L2 L2 9c 03

0.20 -

10 0.0 0.6
101 -01

100  io0 .0 -

02
Multgrd cycleultiltigrid cycles 0-0

Figure 5. Cp distributions' C'wpped delta wing _ 2

a= 10', x/c = 08 - Navier Stokes, 0.0 0.2 0.4 0. 0,8 I.

- Euler, o Expt 0,(8,2)

Figure 7. Cp distributions Cropped delta wing
The effects of the viscosity on the surface pressure M_ = 0 4, = 100 -o-without body,
distribution are shown in Figure 5 for two different with body
Mach numbers Computed values are compared with
measurements [14] and [15) at R, = 9x10, ot = 101, Figure 8 shows a comparison between a surface oil-
M_ = 04 and M, = 0 85 Also, the rates of conver- flow picture (left) and the numeric stream lines near
gence of the Navier Stokes code for the two Mach to the wing surface (right) at M_ = 085, a = 200 All
numbers are included in the Figure ingredients of surface flow topology like primary
The influence of the discretization error on the surface attachment, secondary separation and secondary
pressure distribution is assessed by increasing and attachment (althouch vaque in the experimental datal
decreasing the size of the 48x64x48 mesh, by a factor can be observed
of 2 in each coordinate direction Figure 6-a shows the
press ire distributions obtained on the three meshes
compared with the experimental data at
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120 77 X" 085Numt , o xe

strake-vortex .

CO - ' ' 08 y/(b/2)
w, ngo 4 "vr--ex

'i4 -

04 y{b/2)

oC -R- ----

Figure 8. Cropped delta wing M- 0 85,a 20' 0 yI(b/2)

Figure 10. Straka-wing (outer sweep angle 60')
Solutions for the strake-delta wings hay, been M_ -0 1, a - 12', R, - 1 3x10'
obtained using a 3 level multigrid two block mesh
consisting of 96x48 cells in stream- and spanwise
directions and 48 cells normal to the surface Results As the angle of attack is increased the mergin point

are compared with measurements [16] at R, = 1 3x10' moves upstream Further increase of the incidence

and M- = 0 1 At lower angles of attack the two system leads inevitable to vortex breakdown The whole

of vortices originating from the wing apex and the process is summarized in Figure 11, for a single cross

leading-edge kink remain distinguishable over the section plane
entire wing (Fig 9-a)

wing-votexint
n-strake-vex vrtex ae-voex wing-vortex

Expt. NUM. Nam.0-

0 1
o  

@ trak-vo- rtx-busti

@
strake-vortex ,o =15, %.

y!(b/2) ' y/(b/2)

Num. Figure 11. Strake-wing (outer sweep angle 50')
M= 0 1, R, = 1 W0', x/c = 07 5

Finally, Figure 12 shows that the integral values for lift,
drag and pitching moment are in good agreement with

Figure 9. Strake-wing (outer sweep angie 50*) the experimental data

M _ = 0 1, R, - 1 3xl0',(a), - 10',(b)u -- 15' 5. Conclusions

At medium angles of attack both vortex systems
interact about each other and merge into one stable The vahdation of a finte-volume scheme for the sol-

0ortex ocer the rear pa" of the ;ng The niergin ution of the 3-D Navier-Stokes equations for the pre-
process is quantiatiely and qualtatiely well reprod- diction of vortical flow fields around delta and strake-

uced for the two wings with different outer sweep delta wings is presented The efficiency of the current
angle (Figs 9-b and 10) multigrid-multiblock strategy is demonstrated for a

variety flow cases which are strongly determined by
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ABSTRACT use space marching %sith an approlmmate form of the R\S
equations, nainels initial-salue methods and those that require

Reduced \a\icr Stokes (R\S) initial salue space three-dimensional global iterations, hase been used for a
marching solution technique has been applied to a class of numiber of sears to predict floss in cursed ducts aud
sortes generator and separated flon problems and has dem- turbomachmerv blade cascades I nlortunatelv, this ternmnol-
onstrated good predictions of the engine face flow field 1 his og\ does not identify the relesant mathematical approxi-
RNS solution technique using [LARL approximations can rations nor does it distinguish these approximations from the
adequatcls describe the topological and topographical struc- propertes of tfe solutiot algorithm and the differential orture floss separation associated stith vortex liftoff, and this difference equations In other sgords, different methods gsitlin
conclusion led to the concept of a subclass of separations the same category stil in some instances gise significantls
i hich cait be called vortietty separations', i e separations difl'erent iesults
dominated b% the transport of sortlicitv Adequate near Aall
resolution of sorticity separations appears necessary for good three dimensional siscous subsonic flosts Il compIes,
predictions of these floi s inlet duct geometries are insestigaled bN a numerical procedure

Aliic0i allows solutlion hs spatial forward marching integration,
INTRODUCTION utili/ing flow approximations from the sclocity-decomposition

approach of Brilev and McDonald ( 1979 and 1984) 1 lie goal
Ihis paper represents one in a series of studies on the of this approach is to achieve a level of approximation that

design issuc associated sith inlet-engine compatibility prob- will yield accurate flow predictions, while reducing the labor
ferns, and in particular, engine face distortion and its control below that needed to solve the full Nivier Stokes equations
I hese studies center on the development of CI'D tools and the governing ecustions for this approach have been given
techniques which look promising Aithin an ana dsis-desie previously for orthogonal coordinates, and the approach has
environment, and the a of these nest analysis ap- been applied successfully to problems whose geom.,trees canpreaches to understand and control itt-enginc distortion be fitted conveniently with orthogonal coordinate systems
the first paper in this series by Anderson (1991), deals with the loweser. geoletries encountered in ypical subsonic inlet
acrod)nanic characteristics of vortex interaction within the ducts cannot be treated easily using orthogonal coordinates,
I A-18 inlet duct, where the vortex interaction arises as a re- and tlis led to an extension of this approach by Levy, Briley,
suit of a tortex ingestion Later studies will insolve the effect and McDonald (1983), to treat ducted geometries stith
of vortex ingestion on the engine iace flow field itself In the nonorthogcnal coordinates 'the nonorthogonal capability
second paper in this series, by Anderson and Levy (1991), it has been validated over a wide raige of inlet flow conditions
was demonstrated that an installation of co-rotating vortex
generators could be constructed to tailor the development of Although the analysis itself was general. the class of
secondary flow to nunimze engine face distortion Of special ducted geometries that could be analyzed was represented by
interest is the conclusion that there exists an optimum axial superelliptic cross-sections normal to a reference line spacelocation for this installation of co-rotating vortex generators, curse having continuous second derivatises 'Ihe description
and xtithin this configuration, there exists a maximum spacing of the superelliptic cross-sections was specified by polynomials
between generators above which the engine face distortion in- defined in terms of a marching parameter, T In generaling
creases rapidly this study also showed that tf. vortex the geometry formulation, Anderson (1991) extended the
strength, generator scale, and secondary flow field structure analysis to cover ducted geometries defined b% an extertally
hase a complicated and interrelated influence on the engine generated gridfilc I fis versioi of the "1) RNS computer code
face distortion, over and above the influence of the initial ar- is called R\S3D I he geoticir description tlthnn tie gnidfile
rangenient of generators is a 'ducted geometry Ahltch has a artable cross-sectional

area and shape and a centerine which is curved and possibly
I bus the overall goal of this paper is to advance the txsisted In addition, the duct d,'scribed by the gridfile is con-understanding and control of engine face distortion, and in sidered to have a defined centerline with continuous second

particular, to effectively analyze the basic interactions that in- derivatives the surface geometry is described in terms o,"
fluence this important design problem Specifically, the pres- cross-sectional planes which lie perpendicular to the duct
cnt paper achieves two goals (I) it extends and validates a 3D centerine, and thus represent the flow area at each streamwise
RNS solution is t.nique for class of vortex generator and sep- station Since thie inlet duct geometry definition has been re-arated flost problems v;hich will he shown to be dominated by duced to a cross section specification which is placed perpen-
the transport of vorticity, and (2) it examnnes the role of near dicular to a centerline space curve, a number of grid and
wall resolution for the class of vorticit) dominated separated geometry pre-processing functions may be performed using
flos problems RNS3D. These pre-processing functions include' (I) reclus-

terlng the existing gridfile mesh points for more accurate sol-
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND utions in regions of high shear, (2) redefining the centerline

space curve to satisfy design constraints, and (3) altering the
'The reduced \asNier-Stokes (R\S) equations originally cross-sectional shape of the inlet duct to reflect specified de-

termed parabolized \asNicr-Stokes (PNS) equations and more sign iterations. 'Ihe approach taken by Anderson (1991), is to
recently senn-etliptic, or partially parabolic, are used here as dcvelup d gtiuetry pre-processor to dugnetnt tile existing ge-
an mitial-value space marching method for the evaluation of ometry and grid generation programs for internal inlet duct
subsonic compressible flow sth strung i.-,'ctons ar,'or configurations, t e. to partition the -work" ofmesh generation
separation arising from internal vor,ex flows Te-niques at between the grid generator and the flow solver
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RI ,L rs %ND DIVs t'SSIONS ircutiifcretuiai tirec ions to ridi ttrilnite the nodial ponit
along these coordiinate in ~i to resol e the higs shear region

Comparison and N aludatton is th F*iperiestal Data niear the %%a d and the separation region InI the tecond benid
I he fliok in the Intlt duct is as turbulent. 'aith iii ctioroe

otIned demiontrate the ac11Jract of the numierical tesllts Mtachi nutrber of 0 i,, Ret nolds number based ott iii Inlet di-
obandith R\NS SI) For internal duct llo%%s is pical of high ditieter of I 76kt IDC. aind the itiflon corret~pond, 0o ca Cr liter

,iolc-ol-.ittick odIttIOtis. a series of numiierical uinulati ons oi 1), - 0i 0is I hLic initial conditions isere applied at anl dial
it ere carrlid out usiiig the t I 't of I ait)CStee diffu soiig stationt 14 intlet iftitieters If 1)irustreami of the duct entranice
S-dLuct III this esperinidtl imestigatiun %potisored h%
\ \ SA I clt Research1 (enier Vi11,11, Wit. I is er. aid ft iat I is t hims I cottiparison bceti ci the e\pceriitdf
l)Sft I obtained d series of ieastireitii iii a 10i-30 de"rIe did soiipiCd iiotal piC csiieCniie~l ii oiitours t i\ 1), -- i2

difusog Sduc ofarei rtir I 'athidudit thiut cne III both the esperitieit anid aaksis, the hlInii thle Si-dutt
geniaitors if ig I i I tic 3(1 lo degree circ lir Lrots-tectioti tepdrati d iatid reatiacied iii the secoitd beind uptreaiit OhS-dint, %ltho iiIII I ig 1, oat niide fromt iiio sinintetric. 11, - i 2 I his tN separationt tids ciused b% both adierse
sec tionti Inteilt duct didameter 1), %%at l6 SI Lin anid the pressure gradienits anid the eflet of prctture-dritc eLi eondar%
meiant radifts Of culrtlu ire R itis 82 s5 Lil A atraight pipe flitk rctutiiig fromt dUct culrt Lre I \perinuental otediure-
ec tion of length -I 7SI), ii s ins talled uipstreamt of the curted ItieICts aiid c~iiiipiititioidl reisilts frotit[tie 31) RNS coile thouk
tec unOit to ill ot for the det elopiiett tif thfe tiirbuileiit bound- escelletit as receit for d sHOimp le nig leith tut buletice
art LivCr to th lietdsired ihilktieSt Antothier pipe of tength tiiiodl

till, itisintalfed doN\ ri trii of the S duct,

0 De 080

I \I'LRINILNIA[ D)ATA ANAI 'iSIS. + -0.m
INLET DIAMETER Di t6O5 ot
EMT DIAMETER. De 20 32ctm I ig (I) rotal pressure ciiefftiient contours vsitliout torte\.5Di RADIUS OF BEND. - 82 55 Cm gnrtr,\D 52

_______________________________________A, As epdrationi itav encounitered in iOX scond bend of
the S-dluct, tltrce pars of turici generator dev ices "tere in-Fig. (I1) Geornetr definition of the Univ Tennessee diffusing stilled in the duct at X D, 1519, aod at aitmcthatl dngles of

S-duct configuration. -3811, flil, and Sh8ll degrees Atith respect to the streimist di-
rection I he t ones generator pairs had geomtetric Incidence

-All mieasurements isere tmade at a nootial Itilet Mlach aingles of + 16 j atid -1610 degrees rclatite to the duct
nimber of h0 h4t at the reference measurement station iti the cetiterine IFig 4 shoss the comtparitotn etisecoi the exper-
straight section at V/1), -- 1 54 1 he loit parameters at thi . ittiettal atnd comnputed total pressure coelfucietit contours at
statint isere used us referenice conditions for non- X< 1), - S 2 Comiparisoin of ontour levels hetiseen the sepa-
diiiietisiortiztog the ex~perimtentatl data I lie esperinietital sur- rated case 0 Jig 31, and the vortex generator case (J'ig 4f,set stationts correspond to X,'U. = 00l, 1 29. 2 49, and 5 2 At~ sliNs that the tortex generatort SULCeSsfcull mixed the high
each tunes station, a fn-port Lone probe was trav-ersed energ\ Lore flots %Iti the lots energy flute its the wall region
radiallh at ten a/imuthal angles, approxintatels, 20) degrees to Suppress separation In general, the computed interaction
apart, on both sides of the ssmneitry plane At least seventv betiseen thle itiduced tortex generator flow and the pressure
poinits 'acre mteasured at each tratrse driveit seconhary flots %%sla phisically realistic atid the agree-

mtetit betiseen espertinet and analt is Is considered verv'good,A polar grid topology (Fig 2f, was chosen for the I m although store improvements on the generator model mus~i~t be
tersits' oh I etinessee diffusing S-duct, consisting of 4i9 radial, imade
49 circumtferetial, and 101 strearmise tnodail points in the
hall plane I he totertadl grid Wat constructed such that the
transverse comiputational plane isas perpendicular in the duct
ceisterlit Grid clusterinig was used both in the radial and 105.0

7~1. 1.0' ir~i~i~'~u~

- ,. ,.LXPRINIENTAL DArA ANALYSIS, y os5

Pig (41 Total pressure coefficient conitours stith voirtex

-, ~ ~ , 1igs 5 and 6 show additional (low characteristics Oh-
., taitied wsith the .31) R\s analysts stb ie vorten generator

modteling I he seenndary flow structure front the vortexu gen-
eor model list downstream of the generator region, i e at

Fig. (2) Compotation grid for the Univ. Tennessee diffusing X1,- (t, I8. is shown in IFig 5, and cleairly reveals the three
S-dut cofigrlitln.pairs of vortices that arise from the three pairs of counter-S-duct onfiguationrotating generators t he limititg streamlitte signature shiotn
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Milletss o codes. RN SM ) atid ( 1 31), shots s erN good agree- It i% quite apparent that fluid particles that originate si elf int-
mInnt Nsith regard to the reattachment length I lossexer, none side the entritice houndairs laser tan influeceL the Lore region
of thle conmputer codes shoo ed sees good agreement with rc. ol tile engine fac stastion
cards to this particular set of experinmental data InI general,
R\ S ) was ahle to caipture the essential fettures of' sept- III Lcreril. the flos separastion studied here si as douti
rjitIOn locLati and reattachment length as %%ell i, lie is I',

1
d Ms 1ie-u rs' 10Lscs railss'r thin 'heir lorcs is ss ould he

I NS solutions, Lcrtitn% isxith far more computational ell!- tle Last mth niiiissitc % epaliiliiiii ill ths iiihet duct. 510.11 Ihm
cicOL tiie inflUetice o1 the stress-drieit flons os sinall atnd thle Ct

testis esIScOStiM apprioachi sorprisitig stL0iccsstt lII order to

filhe inpoigripi of tis% ses tiportant floss interaction explain tile SULccs Of space miarchting 31) RN S mtethods in
is s10l s f0itIlitIcallx Itn fIg 9, s%[tile fI gs 10 and I I shtOvs describing tile detailed topograipfial structure nI %ocrte\ liflf,
tle costiputed partice traces associated wsith x ortex lifloff foe It Muitst heC coticluded that thtere exists a dss Of scparated flos
partic orignatItig at i/li 00 FI l'g 16/, =0 3ff(Fig8 I1). thait are doinatedf bx the tranispoirt, il orntts' 1 fis cliss

of separation iiiteraictiotis call be cilled s orticit% separatioti%
sIinC tiles differ futdaitteittalls frot siear-dris ei separatiotis

Spiral Node 'sorticitN Dlominated Internal Flows Fields
Reattachment, (Saddle Point)

Sexeral ttttIici)al factors cati aflhCt the ,sccuracs of
predictions of high Resnolds ntimtber %orticitN-dontiated

-iterntal floss s I hese include (If tile nature of tnutterical~",t' '"-" smtootfing (iii the case of I oil Ni ir Stokes anal~ set), (2) the
kitnd of turhilence model used to describe the turhulent trans-
port properties, ,ind (3) the foii of the grid distribution to
resolse the detaiils of tle siscous houndars% fixer in thle nsear
stall regioin "shere the ,'rtcity is the largest I or the conpa-
tattoos of the flion ssithiii the Loitersity of 'ettnestee diffusing
'-duct, iWo calculations ssere made to studs tile effects of near

ssall grid resolution. In the first Lase, the radial grid spacing
stas chosen to gise a nonsiiafy* ofi 5I at first grid point ahoxe
tile duct siff, and in the second case, a nominalj,* value oClS 5
xsas c~hosen, bosh deternmined at the duct enterence platte
V/I)= 0 0 Figs 12 and 13 show tfse effects of this near wall

Fig I'9) '1 opisgraph) of the streamslines assoeited wsith vortex grid lattice resolution on the total pressure coefficient contours
liftoff. (fig 1 21, atid the seconidary flow structure (Fig 13). bsoth at

the enigitne faice stationt, X 1, '-5 2 Is was the caste ofy- 0 5
%sfInch gate the best agreemtnt sthl the experimentally neas-
tired engine faC flow field (see Fi'g 3) '[he very strong efliect
of near wall grid resolution on structure and strength of the

- engine face floss results from fthe sery nature of sorticity
dominated internal flows Since the largest salue of vorticits

cc~urs in the near stall region, and secotndary flow is generated
bsy turnting of trattsv'erse shear, a ten, strong effect of near xall
grid resolation wtas realized as stronger secotidary flowA (f ig

3), Mti c had consequently ats appreciable influence on tile
primtary floss (Fig f12) f his interaction is really an inviscid

Fig. (10I) Reduced Navier Stokes (RNS) solution showsing 0.8 0
particle traces associated with vortex liftoff,0.

v =05y6 0.03. 070

ANALYSIS, + '8.5 ANALYSIS, y + -0.5

Fig. (12) Effect of near wall grid lattice resolutioti on total
pressure coefficient contours, XID.- 5.2.

Fig (1) edcedNaierStke (RS)soltin sowng ANALYSIS, y + -58.5 ANALYS IS, y + '0.5

particle traces associated wsithi vortex liftoff, Fig. (13) Effect of near "all grid lattice resolution on secondary
* 0.5,y16, 0.30. flosw structure, X/D-. 5.2.
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rotaionail phernuomenon rather than a s iLous phenomnron, v+ =0 5
iand indisates that scondarN floss has its ultitoate origin ver
neair the siall 1lhe turbulence mnodel will thus also strongls J + (1 5
sifluence the strength of secondirs tloss but on%15 ll to 10
isis sicid rotaiontal phenomena through the tiear %sall %firt its'
distribiution, and riot rILsssirils as part of the turbiih sit prop-
erties of the lio%%~ .08 1

I igs 14 anrd 1 S shun% the limniting areiilime signatures
ohlaitted "sith the Reduced \,astier Ytokes code for ) -- 8 5 06
( I ig 14) aitd for Ji )5 ( ig IS) Both figures cecaris re casl C
the sife of the flosw separation region eticountered ii rtse (,fli -E~ 04
% ersitA of I erinessee diffusing S-dut. a is el ias the character- C'
sis topologs aissociaited is ih s ones liftollf I lost ever, there is r

taimirked dilleretie in the calculated extetnt of the separated 02 -
region bemntei the tiso ecises, t e ask of tiear wall resolutioni
dirmiles the site Of the separated region It is quite evideti II

thait near %%ill resolutions plaiss a s er% iportitit role itt deter- 00 0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
narigc the st ructusre oh the separation associated swith %ortc\
ltoll Dimension less Enigine Face Raiuts, 6l,

- -- -'- ---------------- '-.Fig. 116) Elfest of near %all resolution (j''l on engine face
radial pressure ring distortion.

_____.1, + 8 .5

Fig (14) Reduced Navier Stokes (FINS) solution showsing _____________

limiting streamline signature of separation region, 00 0'0 0.2 0.4 0'6 0.8 1.0

Dimiensioiiless rugic Fae Raius, JI,

* -~, ~ - - Fig. (17), Effect of near "all resolution GQ') on engiiie face
60'-sector circumferential pressure ring distortion.

distortioni descriptor ihe uncertainty of 0011 represents a
33' error in the ttiaiminni 60'-sector Lireunsfecretiil ritig

/ dirorrots tidiitor CONCLUSIONS

I ab ihl present results provide a validation oif the initial
accurate predictiotiS of the sLoripressor fase hiovt ficld, With a
separationt pre-sent in ihll Milt diLt is c))l ,is isletsce

- generators are istilci to suippress separatisit ( lie csMspiit
* . - , ,- tg time, CPI, . 5i tu on rthe ( RANs X\41i for 2 28 xItt

.4 . ~A'A s~ , 'S5 - grid points, for both the baseline ease and the case with three
pairs o. counter- rotating voirtex generators, is sufficiently rapid

Fig.15)RedcedNaver toke (RS) oluionshoing for routine use in an analysis-design engineering etnvironmett

limiting streamline signature of separation region, Initial valuc spae tiarchsing 31) RNS procedures usinig
Y*- 0.5. 1 LARE appionimations ean adequately describe rtse

topological and topographical features of 3D flow sepaatioos
lise significance of near stall resolution wsith regardi to associated with s ortex liftoff within inlet ducts I he success

engtine face distortion is presented in I igs 16 and 17, wshere of this RINS analsis in deserihing this phenomenon is due to
the distortion piarameters used for companston arc the ore the existence of a class of separated flows, which can be called

adsaried ingdisoriondesripors itrouce tothelae "vorticity separations', which are dominated by the transport
1960) s and 1970) s These parameters, %shtch are defined by fsriiyrte ho ubln ha iet
Anderson (1991), take into account the distortion of each flog Adequate nsear wall resolution of "sorticity separatedof total pressure measurements, or in this case, at each rng turbulent flows are necessary to ohtain accurate calculations
of the radial c'smputational mesh In comparing the tn-n cal- of the strength of secondary flows that develop in typical inlet
solutions in ri rs 16 and 17, it can he teen that a maximum ducts, and in particular, the tice and shape of the separated
istin, fJ~ a escre otecdu iiusrn region and the engine face total pressore recovery map and

ditrin shile a maximum uncertainty of 0(01 can be real- distort Ion lL.el
to i the calculation of the 60*-sector circumrfecrential ring
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M. Senda, S. Okamoto and S. Kikkawa
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ABSTRACT 2 EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL PROCEDURES

Experimental and numerical studies have been made on a Experiments were carned out in a circular tube in which the
confined axisymmetric jet with two types of bluff bodies one is a nozzle and the bluff body were installed coaxtally The working
cylindrical ring and the other a disk both having a same blockage fluid was water The main constructional details and dimensions
ratio The velocity characteristics in the near wake h,ive been of the test section is shown schematically in Fig I The inner
measured with a laser Doppler velocimeter, the results of which diameter D of the tube was 60mm. and the blockage ratio of both
have been compared with the numerical calculations using the k-c the bluff bodies was same and equal to 0 15 Measurements were
model of turbulence made at the cross sect-ons of x/D=O 4, 0 6, I 0 and 2.0 for three

The size of the recirculating region behind the ring was not different velocity ratios of ttHt jet and the circumferencial flows
affected by the velocity ratio Uj/U of the let and the (Uj/Us=l 0, I 5 and 2 5) The mean velocity of the
circumferencial flows, whereas both the axial and radial extent of circumferencial flow Us at the inlet of the test section was kept
the recirculat,ng region behind the disk became larger with constant at I tOm/s.
increasing Uj/Us In the near-wake region, the posiioas where A two-color four-beam laser Doppler velocimeter has been
the values of the mean axial velocity gradient and the Reynolds used in the present experimeo,., and the axial and Ih, radial
shear st-ss were respectively at zero did not necessarily coincide, velocity components have ben measured simultaneously In
and the present flow indicates the existence of the region of the order to detect a negative velocity in the recirculating region
negative production. The numerical calcalation using the k-c behind the bluff body, an optical frequency shift of the laser beam
model predicted fairly well the mean velocit' field in the near has been accomplished with the Bragg cell The light scattered by
wake of the ring, but the predict:on of the near wake of the disk small particles suspended in the fluid was collected by a lens on
was not satisfactory in respect of both the axial ad radial extent the same side of the transmission optics (backward scattering
of the recirculating region, optical arrangement) and focused at a pin hole in front of a

photomultipher The output of the photomultipher was processed
I INTRODUCTION by a frequency counter which provided an output voltage

proportional to the frequency of the input signal. The output
Turbulent recirculating flows occur in a variety of signal from the counter was transferred to a digital computer and

engineerng situations, flows over steps (ium, Kline & Johnston, processed to give the mean velocities, the rms values of their
1980, Kondo & Nagasto, 1991) or ribs (Durst & Rastogi, 1980, fluctuations and the Reynolds shear stress Since the refractive
Benodckar et al., 1985), and around bluff bodies (Fujit, Gom & indexes of air, the material of the circular tube (Pyrex glass) and
Eguchl, 1978: Taylor & Whitelaw, 1984) are typical ones the working fluid (water) are different from each other, the four
Because of the large heat and mass transfer rates associated with beams do not intersect at a single point after passing through the
the high turbulent intensities, flame stabilization of many practical tube wall with a curvature. In the present experiments, the
conbustion chdmbers is often achieved in the recirculating circular tube was encloseC in a rectangular due, and a water
region We are concerned with the locally recirculating flows solution of Nal having the same iefractive index as that of the
which are established behind bluff bodies. Since the intense Pyrex glass was filed in the space between the duct and the
turbulnit mixing in the near wsake is the decisive factor to circular tube In addition, two of the beams (blue) were
understand the mechanism of the flame stabilization, the geometrically shifted by passing them through the optical glass
aerodynamics of the near wake have been studied in the plates outside the duct in order to bring four beams to intersect at
isothermal flows (Fujii, Gomi & Eguchi, 1978, Taylor & a single point
Whitelaw, 1984) Although the results presented in the next section are shown

In the present paper, an axisymmetric confined jet is studied for the half cross section, symmetricity of the flow was
both experimentally and numerically, in which two kinds of bluff corfirmed at every cross section by measuring the mean axial
bodies (one isa cylindrical ring and the othei a disk both having a velocity profie both vertically and horizontally in a plane
same blockage ratio) are installed coaxilly at a downstream containing the tube's ais.
position o,^ the jet nozzle. The axial and radial velocity
components have been measured with a laser Doppler veloctmeter 1 he governing partial differential equations for a two-
and the !etailed characteristics of the flow field in the wake region dimensional axisymmetic flos (Pope & Whitelaw, 1976) are as
are presented A further purpose in making these measurements is follows-
to compare the experimental results with the numerical calculation
isng turbulence me l! Apphcab il t on the k-t mode of d 0
turbulence to the present flow is discussed based on the x (pU) + r -(rpV)=O

comparison of the measured results with those oi prediction. ( 1
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(pUa ) + ra r The finite-diflerence equations have been obtained by
-_ (- + (rpUV) = integrating the basic equations over the control volume with a

as ar hybrid central/upwind ditferencing scheme being used for the
Sa - a oirp l ton terms A staggered nonuniform grid arrangement (40rpar x (2) X 27 grid Iints) vas emploId or the velovities, Ashie all other

equations were soled at the pressure nodes In obtaining the
(pUV) + r (rpV )  

coefficients ol the difference equations at the gnd points adjacent
ax ar to the corners of the bluff body the convection and the diffusion

contnbutons were such that it accounts for the fact that half of the
- - Ir (rpv w

2  
control volume face is the wall and the other half exposed to theax ar ar (3) flow (Durst & Rastogi, 1980) The solution algonthm employed

here was the SIMPLER (Patanker, 1980) in which the axial and
where U and V are the mean axial innd radial velocit) radial velocity components are solved iteratively together with the
components, p the density of the fluid, and p the mean pressure, pressure correction, and the solution procedure was a line by line
respectively x and r stand for the axial and radial coordinates method in conjunction with a tdiagonal matnx solver
Each component of the Reynolds stresses appeared in the Since the turbulence model used in the present calculations
momentum equations has been descnbed using the eddy viscosity is applicable to the high Reynolds number flows, the wall
it, and the k-c two equation model of turbulence has been functions (Rodi, 1980) were used for the boundary condition of
applied The transport equations of the turbulent kinetic energy k all the walls The dependent variables at the mlii of the
and its dissipation rate e are computational domain (at the exit of the nozzle) were given based

on the measurements, and at the exit of the computational
(pUk) + 1_ a (rpVk) -a_ k) + I a (r_ A -)  domain, the fully developed flow was assumed

ax ar ax Ok ax r ar 3 RESJLTS AND DISCUSSION
+ P- PC (4)

a (U a a Pt, aIE a - C 3 1 Mean Velocity
=+ r (rpVE) x ( a + r ar 0 r The mean axial velocity profiles ace shown in Figs. 2 and 3,

axx ot ax r o ar where Um is the mean velocity of the cross section, x th., axial
+ -F (CIP - CC2pC) distance from the exit of the nozzle, r the radial distance from the

k (5) axis of symmetry and R(=D/2) the radius of the circular tube. At
the position of x/D=0 4, there existed a region where the mean

where pt =pCAki/ and axial velocities were negative. The size of the recirculating region
behind the ring are seemed not to he affected by the velocity ratio

tie ( + -) ------ + v2
-+ w-y Uj/Us of the jet and the circumferencial flows in both the axialax x and radial directions The recirculating region extended

downstream, at most, up to x/D=0 6 in all cases of Uj/U,. as theThe Reynolds stresses can, then be expressed as follow% velocity profiles at the position of x/D=- I 0 indicated that the flow

disturbed by the ring began to redevelop to a fully developed one
aU = +.2 p On the other hand, the recirculating region behind the disk was
ar ax ax (6) larger than that of the ring and its size changed with the velocity

ratio The axial and radial extent of the recirculating region
v p 2became larger with increasing Uj/'Us, since the jet flow impinged

pv 3 I p 2 
- pk 2 

V  on the frontal plane of the disk was bended towards the tube wall
3 r more strongly with increasing jet velocity. The streamline angle

near the training edge of the disk increased, which can be

The values of the empirical constants appearing in Eqs (4) and confirmed from Fig. 4 of the velocity vector in the near wake
(5) are the standard values recommended in Launder and In Figs 2 and 3. thc numerical calculations using the k-c
Snalding (1974) model of turbulence are compared with the experiments The

o08

Lx M._ Lx 13F 3D

Fig. I Schematic diagram of the test section.
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agreement between them is fairly good in the case of the ring, free shear layer of the jet The large values of V resulted from the
although the expenmental data at the position of x/D=l 0 separating shear layers are also seen in the figure. In the case of
indicated somewhat lower values Near the axis of s,mmetry This the disk. the u' and v' values of the separating shear layer
difference between the numencal and the experimental results has increased and their peak posctins moved towards the tube wall
been slightly improved, when the algebraic stress model was with increasing velit.(, ratio, whi0c also indiLated the larger
used in the calculation (Senda et al . 1991) In the case of the extent of the recirculating egion in the radial direLion On the
disk, the numerical calculation predicted well the effect of Uj/U other hand, both u' and v were large in the recirculating region
on the mean velocity profiles in the recirculating region, but the behind the bluff bodies, but their values were almost constant and
agreement with the experiments is not so good quantitatively As equal independent of the velocity ratio The intense turbulent
will be seen in Fig 6, the high turbulent intensities were mixing in this region can be inferred from these figures
observed in the recirculating region of the disk For those flows
in which there is large production of the turbulent kinetic energy 3 3 Reynolds Shear Stress
through the normal stresses, calculations using a scalar eddy In Fig. 7 are shown the distributions of the Reynolds shear
viscosity like the standard k-c model would be inaccurate stress UV for the case of the ring Corresponding to the sign of
Leschziner and Rodi (1981) proposed a ,anant of the k-e model the mean axial velocity gradient, the Reynolds shear stress profile
which accounts for the effects of the stieamline curvature on at x/D= 04 had a local nmaximum (a large positive value) or a local
turbulence In their paper, it was also pointed out that the hybnd minimum (a large negative value). It is also seen that the local
central/upind differencing scheme is a deficient tool for maximum due to the free shear layer of the jet increased with the
simulating a recirculating flow, unless exc dingly fine grids are velocity ratio At the downstream positions of x/D= 1.0 and 2 0,
used The k-c model modification together with the hybrid the experimental data shows that the positive values of V did not
differencing scheme was not effective in improving the present exist near the axis of symmetry in the cases where the excess jet
results Therefore. a higher-order differencing scheme in respect velocity over the circumferencial flow disappeared
of the numerical diffusion should be employed for the calculation In the same figure, the numerical calculations using the k-c

model of turbulence are compared with the experimental results
3 2 Turbulent Intensities The calculations did not agree well with the experiments at the

The turbulent intensities, u' and v, of the axial and radial positions of x/D=-I 0 and 2 0, especially in the region from the
velocity components are shown in Figs 5 and 6 In the case of axis of symmetry to r/R=0 4 This caused from the fact that a
the ring, the u' profiles at x/D4O 4 had three peaks, the radial little higher values of the mean velocity than the experimental data
positions of which corresponded to the steep mean velocity were predicted near the axis of symmetry In the case of
gradients two of which are due to the separating shear layers U/Us=l 0, for example, the mean velocity gradient of the
from the inner and outer edges of the ring and the third cne, calculation at these positions was negative in sign near the axis of
which became conspicuous with increasing Ut/Us, is due t 'c symmetry, while the local maximum of the velocity profile on the

U_ UjUs Evp CA'

10 0 1
15 0 -- -

25 A - I

UjIUS Evp Cal AI

A15 6 -1'4 •O/
o .~ * - -
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X/D=IO

0 00
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* 0
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Fig. 2 Mean axial velocity (Ri0g) ,
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Fig 3 Mean axial velocity (Disk). 08 -

axis disappeared in the results of the experiments Therefore, the 04- --. 1

positive values of the Reynolds shear stress near the axis of 02 - 4 Uj /Us2--
symmetry were predicted numencally in contrast to the negative 0
values of the experiments Figure 8 shows the comparison 10
betwten the numerical and the experimental results of the
Reynolds shear stress for the case of the disk As seen from the 08
Fig 3. the prediction of the mean velocity profile was not oo6 - ---
satisfactory in respect of both the narrow width and the short o - 1
length of the recirculating region This reflected on the results of 02 Uj I ...1the Reynolds shear stress, leading to a large difference between Lill I Us.1 5
them in the region from r/R=0 4 to 0 8. o

An important fact which is of interest experimentally is that 1 o
the radial positions, where the values of the mean axial velocity 08 - -
gradient and the Reynolds shear stress were respectively at zero, 0
did not necessanl, coincide It was then confirmed that there is a M. 6 .

region of the turbulent energy revesal (that is, the negative -0
production), which is indicated in the figures as the shaded 02 U, Us.1 0
portion The region of the turbulent energy reversal is seen to 0 07 08 2 2 -0
exist in the recirculating region, and the same phenomenon has X/D
been reported for a flow behind a two-dimensional nozzle and
bluff body combination (Fujii, Gom & Eguchi, 1978, Further
examination which is in progress is required on the turbulence Fig 4 Velocity vector in the near wake of the disk.
structure in this region
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS (3) In the recirculating region, the positions where the values of

the mean axial velocity gradient and the Reynolds shear stresc

Enenniental and numerical studies have been made on a were respectively at zero did not necessarily coincide, and the

confined axKisymmetrii jet with a bi.di body The velocity present flow is lurther experioental evidence of the phenomenon

charactenstics in the near wake ha,. been measured with a laser of the negative production

Doppler velocimeter, the results of which ha-, been compared (4) The numerical calculations using k-r model of turbulence

with the numerical calculation using the k-c model of turbulence predicted fairly well the mean velocity field in the near wake of

The main results obtained are summarized as follows* the ring, whereas the prediction of the mean velocity field of the

(1) In the case of the ring, the size of the recirculating region was disk was not satisfactory in respect of both the axial and radial
not affected by the velocity ratio UJ/U, of the jet and the extent of the recirculating region
circumferencial flows On the other hand, both the axial and
radial extent of the recirculating region behind the disk became
larger with increasing Uj/Us, since the jet flow impinged on the
frontal plane of the disk was bended more strongly towards the
tube wall
(2) The turbulent intensities profiles in the near wake indicated the
local maxima, which are due to the separating shear layer from
the edge of the bluff body, znd due to the free shear layer of the o .

jet in the case of the ring

n s

/UVoS Exp >-

UyUs Exp 25 X/D=10
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ABSTRACT This paper considers three types of release for
Re < I x 10' no obstruction, obstruction by a

A comprehensive series at smoke flow circular cylinder, and obstruction by a flat

visualisation and laser induced fluorescence plate Details of the flow structure were

experiments was perfoimed in a study of the obtained by smoke flow visualisation The

dispersion processes of obstructed and confined concentration measurements were determined

incompressible gas Jets It was found that through image analysis of the results of laser

large-scale vortical structures dominated the induced fluorescence of iodine seeded flows
entrainment of ambient air into a free jet The
presence of obstacles within the flowfseld EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
generated additional vorticity which locally
enhanced the concentration decay within the
release However, the creation of recirculatory A vertical flow wind tunnel was designed which

regions in the wake of certain obstacles reduced issuitable for use in both smoke flow

entrainment into these areas For hazardous (i eximens e tuelu sc

releases, this could give rise to a steady (LIF) experiments The tunnel is shown
flammable or toxic mixti,re within the wake schematically in Fig I The illumination for

the experiments was provided through window 1 by

a laser light sheet formed from the 514 5 rm line

NOMENCLATURE of an Argon-ion laser (SW all lines). Each
experiment was video recorded through window 2

d cylinder diameter or via a CD camera (plus image intensifier for LIF
flat plate width tests) for later analysis on an Imaging

1(x) laser sheet intensity distribution Technology Series 151 image processing system.

I distance from source to obstacle

N number drnsity of jet
N number density of seeding material
Re Reynolds number air + smoke ppeline 2
S, fluorescent intensity or

downstream coordinate N2 + iodine

INTRODUCTION
ofresUise f a gsoss aj r -attachment point

The possible ignition of an accidental release pipeline - j- for orifice plateof pressarised flammable gas po..... major hazard .

to the production, processing and transport
operations of the natural gas industry In the
majority of cases, the release would initially
take the form of an underexpandid jet (Ewan and obstacle mount
Moodie, 1986) Downstream of this highly
compressible region the flow wouud decelerate out Test
would remain momentum-dominated Buoyancy Section
effects woul' become important at a further
distance downstream This paper examines the
behaviour of experimental releases within the .
momentum dominated region / _x~~x~x_. : 

[ quartz wiodvw I

Given the highly congested nt,,re of t', gas
production -rvironment, it was necessary to
determine the effects on flow behavio Ci an quartz window2 activated carbn
obstructtin within this momentum-dominm ed
region In particular, it was necesbarj to
characterise the resulting variation in
disnerslon ehaeacrertncsta, sprl rayraio flwsytem
visualisption experiments had indicated that such
obstruction might have a najor impact on the
nital dispersion of a low Reynolds number
release

Fig 1 Experimental apparatus
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Two types of smoke flow visuolisation were mean concentration field fo these regions Flow
possible In both cases pressurised air from a visualisation data provided additional
cylinder supply was fed to a Dreschel chamber information on unsteady phenomena, e g vortex
where a cigarette was burning Vortical flow development
within the chamber ersured that the incoming air
was thoroughly mixed with the smoke before The second shortcoming was the occurrence of
passing out of the chamber Thereafter the optical thickness for an initially laminar flow
seeded air fls followed one of two routes It A region of a seeded flow is deemed to be
could simply pass through pipeline I before being optically thick if the seeding absorbs sufficient
discharged through an orifice plate into the laser energy to significantly reduce the laser
tunnel test section as a jet flow This illumination of other regions of the flow which
Zrmitted direct visualisation of the jet and its lie behind it Although the iodine seeding level
subsequent dispersion produced no problems for fully turbulent

releases, the limited expansion of the laminar
Alternatively, the smole seeded flow could be region and the associated low levels of

directed across the tunnel through pipeline 2 in entrainment did not provide sufficient dilution
which a series of holes were drilled The of the iodine seeding to allow quantitative
resulting smoke li'es were drawn through the analysis in this region (Qualitative
tunnel by a fan located at its base If an air information was available) It was considered
alone jet was simultaneously released into the chat the very limited extent of laminar flows in
test section along pipelire 1, it was possible to this study does not make this a majo
study the entrainment behaviour of the initial shortcoming

region of the jet as it mixed with the ambient
smoke seeded airstream

THE UNOBSTRiUCTED RELEASE

For LIF tests, it was necessary to seed the
flowfield with a suitable fluorescing medium Flow visualisations and concentration

For an incompressible release, it may be found at measurements were obtained for releases from a

any point in a jet flowfield illuminated by a 2mm diameter ciscular nozzle Exit velocities
laser sheet of intensity ariation I(x), that ranged between 3 m/s and 60 m/s The

corresponding Reynolds number range lies from 400

Sf - constant x I(x x N . (i) to 8000 based on the characteristic dimension of
the initial jet diameter

where Sf is the resulting fluorescent intensity
and N £ is the number density of the seeding Pig 2 shows that an initially laminar release
materld at that point It is further possible at Re - 800 underwent a transition to turbulent
to directly relate N to N w, here N is flow at some distance downstream The
the number density ol the injected gas (Hartfield instability if the turbulent shear layer lead to
et al, 1989) Therefore, when I(x), is known, it the formation of large scale vortices which
is possible to obtain relative concentration rapidly accelerated the entrainment of ambient
values ot -ach point in the flow by relating the air into the jet (Tso and Hussain, 1989) As Re
local fluorescent intensity to its value at the was increased, it was found that a criticot value
exit from the orifice plate, where the existed beyond which the flow was fully turbulent
fluorescence is assumed to correspond to a 100% from the exit Increases in Re beyond this value
concentration of the injected gas Relative caused an increased diffuseness of the vortical
concentration maps were routinely obtained via structures
the image processing system

Gaseous iodine will fluoresce strongly when
excitcd by light at 514 5 nm and was therefore
selected as the seeding material for these
expetments It was generated by sublimation
through the application of heat ,o a pressure
bomb containing iodine crystals Nitrogen was
used as the carrier gas to prevent the formation
of iodic acid through the reaction of iodine with
the water content cf air It was al3o necessary
to fit trays of activated carbon in the bottom
part of the tunnel in order to prevent the
release of iodine to the outside environment

LIMITATIONS

An initial application of the LIF technique to
an unobstructed release at Re - 800 revealed two
particular shortcomings Firstly, the low
signal-to-noise ratio (SiR), associated with use
of the image intensifier at low fluorescent light
levels precluded any analysis based on a single
video frame Some tme-averagig was required,
I e the averaging of n successive video frames Fig 2 Free jet at Re m 800
Consequently. it was n-r nossihie r .. !,e
short period concentration fluctuations within
the shear layers (Mungal and Hollingsworth, The unsteady nature of the jet vorticity is

1989) However, it was possible to obtain the shown in Fig. 3, an average over 32 video frames
(1 28 seconds) of the Re - 800 release It can
be seen that, as discussed in the introduction,
such an averaging process removes the short
period time-dependent detail of the shear layer
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structure The L I F experiments provided only
mean flow information 

00- o
40 w oo '

- C.-000

40

-15 -t0 -s I 5 10 15
Distance from jet infrohn. mm

Fig 5 Cross-jtt concentraotion distrbuton at 25d downstream

OBSTRUCTION OF A JET BY A CIRCULAR CYLINDER

The impingement of a jet on a utructure of
circular cross-section is highly likely if a
release occurs within the congested environment
of, for example, a production platform or
refinery This investigation studied the effects
of impingement on a cylinder of high aspect

Fig 3 Time-overoged imoge at Re = 800 ratio, i e length-to-diameter ratio The high
aspect ratio was chosen in order to minimise any
three dimensional effects A range of cylinder
diameters (d) and jet-to-cylinder distances (1),

It was found that L I F results could be were considered The flow was studied in the
fully quantified for Re > 1700, i e there was no plane of the jet centreline, perpendicular to the
optical thickness problem above this value The cylinder axis As for the unobstructed case, the
centreline concentration profile for a release at flow was studied for releases from a 2ms nozzle
Re - 2700 is shown in Fig 4, where it can be over a Re range of 400 to 8000
seen that the initial decay was near-linear, with
a gradual decrease in decay rate with increasing As for the unobstructed jet, smoke flowdistance downstream vi~ualisation revealed that a jet obstructed by a

circular cylinder underwent a transition from
laminar to turbulent behaviour at some value of

100 Re. It was noted that where transition occurred
downstream of the obstacle the post-impingement

w 80flow took the form of two laminar jets,, where theKrapid widening of these jets marked the

transition to turbulence The transition point60 moved upstream with increasing Re Once the

transition point had moved upstream of the
obstacle, a slight increase in Re caused the jet

40i to become fully turbulent from the exit This
could have been a consequence of accelerated
instability of the jet shear layers through the

20 upstream reflection of downstream propagating
disturbances by the cylinder surface

0 25 50 7 0Analysis of the series of viiualisationexperiments suggests that for I/d - 5 and Re >Distance ron jet .olt mm 2700 there was a Coanda effect around the
cylinder, i e the jet core split at the point of

Fig 4 Cenreline concentraoton for free jet, Re 2700 impingement, followed the curvature of the
cylinder and then recombined to the rear of the
cylinder As shown it Fig 6, the jet shear

With increases in Re above 2700 it was found layers also followed this urvature to a limited
that there was only a very limited effect on the exetent and, as a consequence, there was an
centreline concentration distribution Fig 5 apparent "waist" in the immediate wake of the
shows the cross-jet concentration profiles for cylinder Downstream of this "waist" large-scale
Re - 2700 and 8000 at 25 exit diameters vortical structures could be seen in the flow
downstream of the exit The profiles both hav, a For those configurations where the Coanda
Gaussian form with a slightly reduced peak effect occurred, it wa's further found that there
concentration value at the higher Reynolds existed a range of Re within which there was a
number There was no notiueable change in the pronounced lateral oscillarton of the -w TO
lateral extent of the Gaussian with increasing was also noted that for an asymmetric geometry,
Reynolds number These results indicate that the i e one where the jet was not properly aligned
increasing diffuseness of the vortical with the centre of the cylinder, the Coanda
structures, noted in the smoke experiments, did effect produced a marked deviation of the wake to
not signifcantly alter the entrainment of air either the left or the right depending on the
into the centre of the jet initial asymmetry This indicates that the wake

oscillation described above for a symmetric

| A |- 'm -,u



geometry was a consequence of disturbances in theshear layes upstream of the cylinder creating an It was found that L I F results could beeffectively asymmetric jet at the point of quantified for Re > 1700 Fig 8 shows theimpingement As a result there was a very strong centreline concentration decay tor 1 - 25mm andCoanda effect on one side of the cylindet d - 5rm at Re - 2700 It can be seen that the
that the flow remained attached until close, o (Oncentration immediately downstream of thethe rearmost point This caused a pronounced Lylinder cannot be obtained by linearmovement of the wake to the other side of the extrapolation of the immediately upstream value,cylinder Further disturbances moved the although Fig 9 shows that cross-jetupstream asymmetry to this side, which resulted concentration profiles both upstream andin the above cycle repeating in the opposite downstream of -he cylinder have an approximatelydirection Gaussian form Comparison with the free jet

distribution at the same Re revealed that
entrainment into the jet was reduced upstream of
the cylinder. This was a consequence of the
blockage of the upstream effect of any downstream
vortices. However, the concentration decay
downstream was far greater than that of the free
jet This was a consequence of the enhanced
turbulent mixing promoted by the Coanda effectIncreasing Re was found to further increase this
mixing

10

- -yidt ob .e.man

me5
M 8

2(

8I I "

Fig 6 Re =2700, = 25mm, d =S5mm 0 2b 50 15 100
DSiitonle. dr.ere of jet et mm

The Coanda effect was not found for 1/d > 5 Fig 8 Effect of cylinder on centreine concentrationFor these higher values of l/d, it can be seen Re = 2700, I = 25mm, d = 5mm
from Fig 7 that there was little apparent effect
of the cylinder on the visible flow structure for ,e,,fully turbulent 'eleases However, there'N
remained considerable vortical activity within
the flow 6oa

a

~2io 5- "D

Ditonce erom lot cenflfrei rn-

F g 9 Effect of cy nder o n cross-jet co cen o rion dist ributo n
Re - 2700, I - 25 mim, d - 5m,

An increase in 1 to 
5
0mm for the same cylinder

had a marked effect on the flow development For
fully turbulent releases there was no Coanda
effect It would appear that if the width of the
jet at the point of impingement exceeded the
width of the cylinder by greater than a critical
margin, then the radial p'essure gradient normal
to the cylinder could not balance the centrifugal
fu- exerted by the 0low. Consequently, the jet
expanded linearly past th-) cylinder. Upstream ofthe cylinder, the dilution uf the jet was
slightly increased above free jet levels as a

Fig 7 Re 2700. 1 50mm, d 5mm result of increaced vortical behaviour Therewas little notable difference between the decay
curves downstream of the cylinder, and increasing
Re had l

4
ttle effect on this behaviour,
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The results suggest that, for those This occured where the width of the jet exceeded

configurations where the Coanda effect did not the width of the plate at the point of

occur, it might be possible to represent the impingement, and indicates that the dowustream

concentration distribution arising from the transfer of momentum far exceeded the lateral

impingement on a circular cylinder of a fully transfer induced by the impingement of the inner

turbulent, incompressible jet by some simple part of the jet Howeve, there was evidence of

modifications to a free jet model the persistence of a wake region immediately
behind the plate

These experiments also provided some evidence

of the respective sizes of the boundary layer and
jet shear layer over the cylinder Fig. 10 shows

the concentration distribution along a radial

line from the 5mm cylinder for 1 - 25mm and Re -
8000 It can be seen that the initial rise in
concentration occured very rapidly within the
boundary layer, whereas the subsequent gradual
decrease to zero indicates the presence of a
considerably wider jet shear layer40/\

20L

-20

10

0 1 2 J 4 5 Frg 11 Re 3500, I =25mm, d 5mm
Dletonoe trom cylinde Silfas mam

Fig 10 Radial concentroton distibubion for cyirnder It was found that full quantification of the
Re - 8000, I - 25mm, d- 5mrn flat plate flowfield was possible with L I F for

Re > 1700 Fig 12 shows the centreline
concentration distribution for Re - 2700, 1 -

OBSTRUCTION OF A JET BY A FLAT PLATE 25mm and d - 5mm It can be seen that upstream
of the plate the concentration decayed more

As for the preceding case, there is a very slowly than for a free jet As for the case of
high probability of jet impingement on a flat the cylinder, this was a consequence of a
plate if a release should occur within a reduction in the upstream effect of downstream
congested environment The plates studied were vortices as a result of blockage by the obstacle
of high aspect ratio, and the releases were again On passing through the plate there was an
from a 2mm diameter nozzle over the Re range of instantaneous large decrease in concentration,
400 to 8000 which reduced the concentration to far below free

Jot levels This was a consequerce of both the
Smoke flow visualisations showed that at Re - sudden expansion of the jet as it passed the
800, the laminar upstream 4et struck the surface plate (which lead to a major increase in air
of the plate and spread laterally At both edges entrainment), and the ecirculatory flow pattern
of the plate the flow again took the form of a resulting from separation of the jet at the edges
laminar jet, which then underwent transition at of the plate Thereafter the concentration
some distance downstream of the plate A decayed only very gradually in the downstream
recirculation region was obvious in the wake of region
the plate between the two jets The transition
points moved upstream with increasing Re, until
at Re - 1700 the jets were fully turbulent from 00

the plate edges It should be noted that his
was a highly unstable flow state and any slight - . eats wn
variation in flow conditions caused a sudden 

on 5o

upstream or downstream movement of the transition
location For higher values of Re, the flow was Go-
wholly turbulent from the jet exit

Fig 11 shows a smoke visualisation of a 40

release at Re - 3500, where the flow can be seen
to have a bell-shaped outline, i e there was a 20

pronounced lateral expansion of the flow as it 0[
passes the plate It was found that the
magnitude of this expansion was reduced with I
lhi Leasing 1, as a consequence of the associated Woa dsa-obn- ot t rtnm,

increase in jet width at the point of
impingement At a critical value of I there was Fig 12 Effect of plats on con' e cino ncmntroten
no marked expansion and the linear growth of jet Re - 2700, d- 5mnr
width upstream of the plate continued downstream

14-2-5
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Fig 13 shows four crossJet concentration DISCUSSION
profiles taken at different downstream locations
for the Re - 2700 release Profile 1 was taken Smoke flow visualisation and laser induced
upstream of the plate and has a Gaussian form fluorescence experiments were performed in a
Profile 2 was taken across the right-hand edge study of the dispersion processes of
jet just downstream of the plate and has a near- incompressible gas jets It was confirmed that
Gaussian profile The higher baseline on the the formation of coherent vortical structures
left-hand-side of the curve was a result of the within the jet flow lead to the dilution of the
higher gas concentrations in the wake of the released gas by the entrainment of ambient ar
plate Profile 3 was taken downstream of, but An examination was made of the interaction of
parallel to, the plate At this point the such a flow with cylindrical and flat plate
concentration profile had a twin peak obstacles It was found that, where such an
distribution corresponding to the two edge jets obstacle lies close to the source of the jet, the
The ate& between the peaks shows that turbulent dilution of the jet was reduced upstream of the
mixing provided a near-uniform distribution in obstacle For obstacles of circular
the wake, Profile 4 was taken in the same cross-section, a Coanda effect around the surface
direction as 3, but further downstream. It can of obstacles of circular cross-section enhanced
be seen that the concentration profile there turbulent mixing within the wake and increased
exhibited a near-uniform distribution, indicating the dilution of the release However, its
that mixing had taken place between the two edge occurrence also promoted lateral oscillations of
jets, the wake region Where the obstacle was a flat

plate the Jet expanded rapidly as it passed the
plate, and Its separation from the plate edges
created a recirculatory region in the Immediate
wake There was limited entrainment into this

e..a 3region of the flow

Where the obstacle was further removed from
the source of the release, there was a slight

40 increase in the dilution of tie inital region of
the jet as a consequence of increased vortical

J effects There was a near-linear expansion of
the flow past cylindrical and flat plate
obstacles, although a recirculating flow

.. -'' \ persisted behind the flat plate

-30 -,5 0 15 For fully turbulent, incompressible releases
tes. foi ts .0. m it appears that, outwith the Coanda regime, the

nF 13 C.o.-lJt cos.o*t.atednilri5uOoas fat plot. ob.taocl concentration distribution arising from the
R. - 2700., - 25,ee d - 5s impingement of a jet on a circular cylinder may

be represented by some simple modification to a
free jet model However, this is not possible

It was found that increasing Re to 8000 had for a flat plate obstacle, wheie the

little effect or the flow development detailed recirculatory flow could lead to the creation of

above a steady flammable or toxic mixture for a
hazardous release The modelling of such a

From Fig 12 it can be seen that an increase flowfield requires further investigation

in 1 to 50mm for d - 5mm and Re - 2700 resulted
in a more marked decay of the initial region of
the jet Again, as for the cylinder case, this REFERENCES

was a consequence of increased vortical
behaviour. For this configuration, the drop in HARTFIELD,R . , ABBITT,J D & MCDANIELJ C 1989

centreline concentration on passing through the Injectant mole-fraction imaging in compressible

plate was less marked than for I - 25mm In this mixing flows using planar laser-induced iodine

instance the flow expansion past the plate had a fluorescence Optics Letters, 16, 850 852

near-linear form, and the reduction in
concentration within the wake was simply a result DIEK & EWAN, C R 1986 Structure and
of the recirculating flow it was interesting to velocity measurements in underexpanded jets

note, however, that this drop in concentration Combustion Science and Technology, 45, 275 - 288
reduced its value to approximately that found in
the 1 - 25mm case Once again, there was only a mUNGAL,M & HOLLINGSWORTH,D K 1989 Organized
very limited reduction in concentration motion in a very high Reynolds number jet
downstream of the plate The effect of an Pysics of Fluids A 1(10), 1615 - 1623,

increase in Re was minimal TSO,J & HUSSAIN,F 1989 Organized motions in a

Analysis of a series of results suggested that fully developed turbulent axisymmetric jet
there was no simple way of representing the Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 203, 425 . 448
concentration distribution arising from the
impingement of a fully turbulent, incompressible
jet on a flat plate. It appeared that there was
only very limited entrainment into the central
region of the wake behind the plate In certain
circumstances this could lead to the formation of
- -vdtly flamsaole or toxic mixture in this
region
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ABSTRACT 1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the detailed study of the flow struc- The flow over the rough wall has been hitherto investi-
ture over the rows of two-dimensional square ribs on the ground gated in relation to determination of the drag of rough wall
plane for various values of SID and the optimum value of SID and early establishment of the turbulent boundary layer and
to augment the turbulence of the free stream The pitch be- augmentation of the heat transfer Nikuradse (

l
) 

studied first
tween the centers of two adjoining square ribs was varied at the turbulent flow in the pipe roughened by sands, and after
SID = 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 13 and 17 The time-mean velocity and then Schhchting (2

) investigated the resistance of the wall with
the velocity vectors were measured by the Pitot- and static the rows of various roughness elements Perry et al() studied
pressure tubes, and the cylindrcal yawmeter of 6 mm diam- the turbulent boundary layer developed over the rough wall
eter having three pressure holes The turbulence intensities, and proposed to devide it into two types ' the one is "d-type"
auto-correlation and power spectrum were obtained using the independent on the size of roughness element for SID - 4,
data processing system and the F.F.T. analyzer connected to where S is the pitch between adjoining roughness elements
the hot wire anemometer As a result it is concluded that the and D is the height of roughness element, and tie other is
pitch ratio S/D = 9 is optimum to augment the turbulence "k-type" dependent of the roughness size for S/D "> 4 An-
intensity tonia and Luxton(') studied the "k-type" and Osak, et al (t)

investigated the "d-type" boundary layer
In connection with the problem of augmenting t ie heat

transfer, Nunner
(s

) measured the heat transfer and th.s pres-
NOMENCLATURE sure loss in the pipe whose inner wall was set with wires of

various sizes Webb et al
7) 

studied the relation between the
heat transfer and the resistance of tubes roughened with the

D side length of square section of two-dimensional rows of ribs for the cases of 10 < SID < 40, and Berger
ribs and Hau

(s) 
measured the mass- and heat transfer in the pipe

Eu power spectrum of u' roughened with the rows of square .ibs for cases of3 < S/D <
Lx integral scale in X-diiection 10.
flu auto-correlation of u' It seems that these above-mentioned studies did not al-
Re Reynolds number = U.D/v roost ,nvestigate the detailed flow structure over the wall rough-
S pitch between the centeis of two adjoining ened with the rows of ribs. Recently Hijikata et al

(9) 
and Mori

square ribs et a(i) studied the flow between adjoining ribs among the re-
U -tirme-mean velocity peated two-dimensional ribs on the ground plane for case of
Ut velocity at outer edge of shear layer SID = 15 Moreover, Ichimiya et al(ti) measured the flow over
U_, velocity in free stream the rows of ribs on the lower insulated wall of duct whose up-
u', v', w' X, Y and Z components of fluctuation velocity per wall was heated for case of S/D = 5, 7 and l5 However,
X, Y, Z co-ordinates with origin above 10 mm at the these studies were performed for the limited case of SID and

center of the leading edge of the ground plane did not describe the variation of flow properties with the pitch
,( see Fig.1 ) X is chosen along the ground ratio S/
plane, Y and Z for the vertiual and lioizontal The present paper describes the detailed study of the
directions respectively flow structure over the rows of two-dimensional square ribs on
distance in X-direction from the centei of the the ground plane for various values of S/D and the optimum
rib value of "ID to augment turbulence of the free stream

V distance in Y-drection from the base ii the
groove

X/ - distance from the center of square rib to the
reatt'ichment poini 2. PXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND

, thicknes9 ot turbulent sl.ear layer MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES
r tint' delay

The experiment was carried out in an N.P.L type wind
tunnel having a 500mm x 500mm working section of 2000mm
length The ground plate, an aluminium plate of 4mm thicx-

14-3-1
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ness, was set with a spacing of 25nim from the lower wall of 3 shows the variation of the thickness of the turbulen shear
tunnel exit in order to avoid the boundary layer developed on layer with tise pitch ratio SID The thickness increases with
the tunnel wall, as shown in Fig 1 The half-ogival forebody an increase in the downstream distance ia like manner as a
of 150nm length was placed oi the leading-edge portion of naturally developed turbulent boundary layer on the glound
the ground plate The two-dimensional square iibo of 1u iiii plat, and it ici eases io th, range of 2 5 S/D : 9, but is
side length were aligned with equal pitch on the lower wall of almost uric banged in the range of S/D ' a 1, the alue of
the test section of tunnel The pitch oetween the centers of SID increases
two acijoinsig square ribs was varied at SID = 2, 3, 4, 5, 7,
9, 13 and 17 The time-mean velou,ty and the velocity vectors
were measured by the Pitot- and static pressure tubes, and the 3.2. Tirbulence Intensities in Shear Layer over the
cylindrical yawmeter of Grin diamete having ,hree pressure Rows of Ribs
holes, Tije turbulence intensities, auto correlation and power
spectrum were obtained using the data processing system and
the F F T analyzer connected to the hot wire anemometer, Figure 4 shows the downstream change of X - compo-
Measurements were made at the 14 locationb of the centers nent of turbulence intensity ir the shear layer at the centers
of the square ribs and the grooves between the square ribs of groove between square ribs for the case of SID = 5 The
under the wind velocity of U_, = 16 0 m's corresponding to turbulent shear layer is developed over the square ribs along
Re UD/'v = 1.0 x 10'. the downstream distances. It can be supposed that the raixing

phenomenon in the shear layer becomes strong due to the ex-
istence of square ribs Figures 5 and 6 show the X-component
of turbulence intensity in the shear layer at the rib- and groove
centers for the cases of SID = 5 and 9 The profiles of tur-

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS bulent intensity become self- preserving at the rib- and groove
AND DISCUSSIONS centers for the case of SID = 5 shown in Fig.5 The dif-

ference between the turbulence intensity at both positions is
3.1. Velocity Profiles in Shear Layer over the Rows less in like manner as the velocity profile The profiles of tur-

of Square Ribs bulence intensity in the shear layer at the rib center become
self-preserving in the downstream distance except at X/D =
23 5 for the case of SID = 9 as shown in Fig.6(a) But Fig-

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the velocity in the ure 6(b) shows that the turbulence intensity in the shear layer
section at the center of grooves between two adjoining squares at the groove is seen to be decai mg with an increase in the
ribs It can be seen from this figure that the turbulent shear downstream distance, and especially does not yet accomplish
layer is developed in the downstream distance and the velocity the self-preserving profile in contrast to the velocity profiles at
profiles tend to be similar with an increase in the downstream the same position In order to txamine the variation in tur-
distance The thickness of the turbulent shear layer is de- bulence intensity with the pitch retio SID, the profiles of the
fined by the value of Y where U is equal to 0 99U, Figure turbulence intensity were neasurec ,t the typical three posi-

( 0 - r] t' - S

J

Fig 1 Apparatus and nomenclature Fig 3 Thickness of shear layer

4]

Fig 2 Velocity profile of shear flow over the rows of square Fig 4 X-component of turbulence intensity above grooves
ribs above the centers of grooves for S/D = 5 for SID = 5
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tions near X/D = 67, 103, 142 for the rib centers and X/D ___ '"
69, 108, 147 for the groove centers. Figures 7 and 8 show ' r 'o V' --

the variation of turbulence intensity in the shear layer at three
positions with the pitch ratio S/D It is obviously found from i
these figures that the turbulence intensity increases for S/D - I.i,
: 9 and decreases for SID > 9 as the value of S/D increases. , •
Figure 9 shows the variation of turbulence intensity at the po- ' i--

sitions of 1/6 = 0 1 to 0.5 in the groove with the pitch ratio
SID, in order to find the optimum pitch ratio to augment the 'c -
turbulence intensity as a turbulence promoter It can be seen
from this figure that the turbulence intensity attains maximum
at S/D = 9. Hence when the two-dimensional square ribs are
aligned on the wall as a turbulence promoter, the pitch ratio ,"; - 0

SID = 9 is optimum to augment the turbulence intensity.
Furthermore, the Y- and Z-components of turbulence in-

tensities and Reynolds stresses were measured for vaious val-
ues of S/D. Figure 10 shows the Y-component, Z-component -i " _ ___

of turbulence intensities and Reynolds stresses in the shear 0 Cos-
layer above the groove near X/D = 147. It can be seen from 7/2-

these figures that they attain maximum value at S/D 9 in (a) X/D = 67 (b) X/D 103 '(c) X/D 142
like manner of X-component of turbulence intensity

Fig 7 X-component of turbulence intensity for rib

244'
070 222

,s i-,1,o~,, v. i ' *.84 o5 0

1 5 4

tOS 005 +70

(a) Rib ',b) Groove (a) X/D =69 ,(b) X/D = 108 (c) X/D = 147

Fig 5 X-component of turbulence intensity for SID =5 Fig.8 X-component of turbulence intensity for groove

- ~t 2 o 0

' It - ,5 910- a x = t l O

S- (c )

_ Co 0

(a) Rib (b) Groove Fig.9 Variation of X component of turbulence intensity

Fig.6 X-component of turbulence intensity for S/D = 9 above groove witu /D
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3.3. Flow Pattern aLd Turbulent Eddies reattaches to the ground plate at %/D s 4 as shown in Fig 11
in the Groove The length of recirculation region, namely the distance fromthe rib center to the reattachment point for the pitch ratio

S/D is shown in Fig 12 The abscissa DIS is selected to show

As described in the article 3 2, when the two dimensional the result for the case of the single rib simultaneously. The

square ribs are aligned on the wall as a turbulence promoter, existing experimental results are denoted in this figure for the
the turbulence intensity attains maximum at S/D = 9, which sake of comparison. Mantle

2
) reported that the free stream-

means that the mixing phenomenon is more active for the pitch line left from the edge of the upstream square ribs does not
ratio SID = 9 than that for other values of SID. Figure 11 reattach in the groove for the case of S/D < 6 6 ,. bt reat-
shows the velocity vectors in the flow in the groove for the case taches at Xr/D = 4 for the case of 6 6 : S/D Z 12 and at
of SID = 9 in order to investigate the feature of the flow in the Xr/D = 8.5 for the case of infinite pitch ratio, namely, the

groove between two square ribs It is found from this figure case of single rib. Mori et al0) showed Tr/D = 4 5 for the
that there is back-flow in the region of X/D <= 

4 behind the case of S/D = 15. 'their results and the present result are put
upstream square ribs and favourable flow in the region of 4 ; in the single curve as shown in Fig 12 Therefore the present
YID 

< 7.5. Hence the free streamline left from the edge of result ( X/D = 4 ) is consistent with the results by Mantle(i
)

the upstream square rib encloses the recirculation region and and Mon et allis) The author reported
(iS

) 
the shear flow be-

hind a flat plate normal to a plane boundary and pointed out
70 that the turbulence intensity is largest immediately behind the

' reattachment point and decreases gradually in the downstream
flow.

£ ..... uiu.
13 301 01 0 1 0 1 0

.0 0 .. .-1

2 -

05-
P 15 2S 

3
5 45 55 65 '75 9

-00

0 Cs 0 05
/,j ; P/o, Fig 11 Velocity vectors in flow above the groove for S/D = 9

(a Y-component of (b) Z-component of

turbulence intensity 0

Fig~N 12 Rett-he ttpoint
o,, t at

0-02 01 0 /

143-

Fig 12 Reattachment point

0 02 0 6 8 1

(c) Reynolds stresses /

Fig.10 Y- and Z-comuponents of turbulence inten8sty and Fig 13 X-component of turbulence intensity at Y/8 0.1

Reynolds stresses for groove above groove
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As mentioned in the article 3.2, the turbulence inten- case of SID = 9, the recirculation region exists behind the
sity at the groove decays gradually with an increase in the up-tream ribs and the length of recirculation region is approx-
downstream distance for the case of SID = 9. Figure 13 imately 4D as previous-mentioned, and the reattached flow
shows the variation of turbulence intensity at Y/6 = o 1 in goes downstream. The reattachment point which corresponds
the groove of the range, X/D = 116 5 - 133 5 with the pitch to the position of the maximum turbulent intensity near the
ratio S/D. The mark " I," in this figure denotes the position ground plane is near the midpoint in the groove for the case
of the reattachment point for the cases of S/D= 17, 13 and of S/D = 9 Furthermore, for the cases of S/D = 13 and 17,
9 from left to right respectively The turbulence intensity has the turbulence intensities decrease as compared with that for
almost the same and low value in the groove for the case of SID = 9 The distance from the reattachment point to the
S/D= 5 However for the cases of S/D = 9, 13 and 17 the next downstream square rib is longer for the cases of S/D=
turbulence intensity attains maximum near the reattachment 13 and 17 than for SID = 9 Hence the turbulence intensity
point For the case of SID = 5, the square ribs are closely decays with an increase in the downstream distance behind
placed and the stable vortices are set up in the grooves and, the recirculation region so that it becomes largest for SID
so the recirculation region occupies the whole groove between 9, and larger for SID = 13 than for S/D = 17.
the square ribs without reatt.chment, because the length of This phenomenon can be explained from the feature of
recirculation region is nearly 4D (see Fig 14(b)) Hence the the turbulent eddies in the flow above the groove between two
turbulence inteasity becomes low as compared with those of ribs. The power spectrum was measured to confirm the vor-
S/D = 9, 13 and 17 On the other hand, for tht, caso of tices shed periodically from the square ribs. Figure 15 shows
S/D > 5 , there is the recirculation region behind the up- the power spectrum in the shear layer at Y/D = 0 5 above
stream square ribs and the reattached flow goes downstream the midpoint, X/D = 124.5 - 127 0, in the groove between
from the reattachment point (see Fig.14(c)) This was con- the square ribs rle highest value of Eu(n) always occurs
firmed by the flow visualization experiment( Re m 1000 ) by at the low frequency The energy of turbulence is transferred
using the water channel. Figure 14 shows the photographs from the large scale eddy to the small scale eddy in the iner-
of vortices generated behind the upstream square rib for the tial subrange. The energy of the micro eddy decreases under
cases of S/D = 2, 5 and 9. The small stable vortices exist the action of kinematic viscosity at the high frequency. The
in the giooves between the two adjoining square ribs for the power spectrum has the steep peak at the frequency which
case of S/D = 2. Furthermore a large stable vortex occupies corresponds to that of the vortices shedding It can be seen
the whole groove without reattachment for SID = 5 For the from Fig 15 that a steep peak does not appear in the spec-

(a) S/D =2 (b) SID =5 (c) SID =9

Fig.14 Photographs of vortices

3 
4

2 6 10 1n is

0 so 00 s/0

Fig 15 Power spectrum at Y/D = 0 5 Fig.16 Auto-correlation at Y/D = 0 5 Fig.17 Integral scale at Y/D = 0 5

above midpoint of groove above midpoint of groove above midpoint of groove
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trum curves independently of the value of S!D, and so the turbulence intensity is highest immediately behind the reat-
existence of periodical vortices shedding was not confirmed at tachment point and decreases gradually in the downstream
this position flow. Hence for the case of SID < 5, the turbulence intensity

The auto-correlation of X-compo~ient of fluctuation ve- becomes relatively low due to non-reattachment Since the
locity was measured in order to inv.stigate the sti tule ot position of the lnaxin iui tubulent intensity is the midpoint
large scale turbulenc. Figure 16 Fhows the auto-correlation in the groove for the case of SID = 9, the tuibuleuce intensity
coefficient of u' at the same pos;don as in Fig 15 There is becomes highest at SID = 9 Moreover, the distance fiom the

no large negative correlation in the correlation curves due to reattachment point to the next square rib is longer for SID =
the existence of the periodical vortices shedding The time- 13 and 17 than for SID = 9 so that the turbulence intensity
delay of first zero correlation increases in the range of S/D decays in the downstream flow behind the recirculation region

< 9 and decreases in the range of SID > 9 as the value of (5) The time-delay of first zero correlation increases in the
SID increases The time-delay of first zero correlation attains range of SID : 9 and decreases in the range of SID > 9
maximum at SID = 9. rhe time-delay which becomes firstly as the value of SID increases. The time-delay of first zero
zero correlation lengthens with an increase in the value of SID correlation attains longest at SID = 9 and hence the average

for SID 5 9, which shows that the correlation ,anishes slowly scale of the large eddy is maximum at SID = 9
and the decay of a large eddy is slow The average scale of the
large turbulent eddy is predicted to be largest for SID = 9

The integral scale, which identifies the average scale of
the large eddy, is obtained by integrating the auto-correlation
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Abstract (1978), Perry and Horning (1984) and Fairlie (1980) address
directly the expected separation and reattachment patterns

Fhe flow around surfhce-mounted ob9tacles placed in a tur- around the obstacle. There exists, however, a severe lack of
bulent channel flow (Re= 10s) has been experimentally stud- experimental data in this regard, a fact also recognized in
ied witt the aim of determining separation and reattach- a recent review of the flow over surface-mounted obstacles
ment patterns and to investigate the major flow differences presented by Schofield and Logan (1990) The present work
between two- and three-dimensional geometries. Obstacles provides such data.
of square cross-section and half channel height were stud- The transition between a two-dimensional obstacle flow
ied while varying the cross-channel width between that of and a three-dimensional one is not well defined. Work by
a cube and a two-dimensional rib. Surface flow patterns de Brederode and Bradshaw 1972), in which the base pres-
were obtained to study the flow topology. A two-component sure of a backstep flow was measured for various channel
laser Doppler anemometer (LDA) was used to gain detailed widths, is often - ted as prescribing a 10.1 width-to-height
information about the time-averaged and time-resolved tur- ratio to Lnsure two-dimensionality in the recirculation region
bulence parameters. behind the step. In light of the complex nature of the obsta-

The results of this study lead to a picture of the flow cle flow as compared with a backstep flow, this ratio is not
pattern over a surface-mounted cube with quantitative data expected to be directly applicable in the present case The
describing the mean and fluctuating velocity field. Major nature of the two-dimensional to three-dimensional transi-
differences between the two- and three-dimensional flow pat- tion in flow pattern remains obscure. Therefore, a second
terns are identified, both upstream and downstream of the focus of the present work was to investigate the effect of vary-
obstacle. Analysis of the time-dependent behaviour reveals ing the obstacle cross-channel width on the resulting surface
a distinct unsteadiness of the upstream flow field for three- flow patterns. Detailed velocity data for two-dimensional
dimensional obstacles, which also leads to large contributions geometries already exist (Dimaczek et al. (1989)) and can
to the Reynolds shear stress, be used for comparison with the present measurements for

three-dimensional obstacles.

Introduction: Experimental Apparatus and Meth-
The study of the flow around sharp-edged obstacles placed ads
in a channel contributes directly to the understanding of the
flow mechanisms for complex two- and three-dimensional The flow geometry to be studied and the nomenclature used
geometries Past studies have often concentrated on two- are shown in Fig. 1. Some preliminary work, especially con-
dimensional geometries, for instance ribs or fences, because,
as a diagnostic flow,, the two-dimensional geometry is eas- Yv
ier to handle experimentally and numerically. Hence, there /
exists a considerable amount of published data on two-di- 1
mensional, surface-mounted obstacles. However, little data
exist on the flow development upstream of the obstacle The
present work indicates the importance of this flow region for " '
understanding the rest of the flow field. ' '

There has been very little work published on the flow
around three-dimensional obstacles aid no data has been
found for such flows in a channel. Typically, the three- Figure 1: Sketch of the obstacle geometry in a channel flow
dimensional obstacle is studied as a perturbation to a bound-
ary layer, for instance for purposes of artificial thickening or cerning the flow pattern on the front face of the obstacle, was
increasing overall drag (Castro (1979), Castro and Robins performed in a water channel ( 550 mm (W) x 50 mm (h) ).
(1977)). Correspondingly, only few studies concentrated on Most of the experiments were performed in a 600 mm (W)
describing the detailed flow patterns around the obstacle. x 50 mm (h), blower-type air channel at a Reynolds number
Of the existing work, the theoretical analyses of Hunt et al of 10' (Re - U/lv). Trip wires were placed at the inlet
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of the air channel flow. The obstacles were placed on the
centre line at a downstream distance of 52 channel heights 0 0-
The channel could be mounted either horizontally or verti-
cally, as sketched in Fig 2, to allow either the U-V (forard x.

scatter) or the U- W (backscatter) velacity components to N
be acquired with a three-beam, two-component LDA (TSI S

9100), also shown in Fig. 2 Beai expansion was used in the
LDA system to achieve a measuring lume of 84 jim diams ' Ne,
ter and 610 pim length Two counter processors (TSI 1980B)
with a 5 its coincdence aquisition window were connected
to a PC for data reduction. Data rates of 500 lIz to 4000 lz
were typical A di-ethylglycol/water miture atomized by a
medical nebulizer was used as seeding iaterial The par-
ticles were introduced upstream of the channel inlet in the
settling chariber of the bl'ower S c ,N

.... .......-- ------ _ _
SSa'

F-" ... " 1S S, N,*,

y. -- ' a+

Figure 2 Schematic representation of the test-rig

Surface flow pattern visualization was performed in the bstacle
air channel using a mixture of kerosene, light transmission
oil and carbon dust (toner / Visualization results were then
photographed for analysis and documentation purposes In
the water channel, the crystal violet visualization technique of
(Dimaczek et al. (1988)) was used s).iictro

Experimental Results and Discus- "V 200 "

sion

The obstacles used in this study were 25 mmn in height (H), ~and length (LI and varied between 25 mm and 600 mm in --- ' -""_, '
width (W) Before mounting the obstacle, the channel flow go . ..-..- s..5.'A /
was verified to be fully turbulent and uniform in mean ye- so - - .------ /
locity to within 2% over 85% of the channel width. With the 7o--. -cube obstacle mounted, the r-an velocity about the z-axis -\-- -- [twas verified to be symmetric within 2%. Also, the measured -0 - -- -
quantities W and Uw- were acceptably close to zero on the -- - - __-
z-plane of symmetry. ,-

50

Flow Around the Cube 0--
To begin with, the flow in front of the cube will be examined __in more detail Fig. 3 shows the mean streamlines corre- 0o .. -.
sponding to the measured flow patterns, surface oil patterns I -o 7 - 5o so - 20 Go 50
on the channel floor upstream of the obstacle and results of AM
the mean velocity mesremets in the Z-plaale upstream of Figure 3: Flow upstream of the cube Legend. S= sad-
the cube. The mean streamline pattern in this work cor- dle, N= node, '= half saddle or node,= when point viewedrelates well with that of Hunt et al (1978) except for the
region up-stream of the horseshoe vortex No evidence could perpendicularly to the wall; subspts* s-separation and a -
be found supporting the existence of two secondary vortices attachment
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in this region. unsteadiness between the two flow modes A similar analysis

Dark regions in Fig 3b correspond to an accumuila,:, of the present data, shown in Fig 5, shows strong similan-
of visualization igment Line A rig 3b, for instance, ties with the behaviour observed by Devenport and Simpson

a half saddle point in the X-Y plane which is considered to (1990).

correspond to the primary separation of the flow, marked XF Fig. Sa shows the tiie-averaged velocity field in the X-Y

in Fig. 1, and is located at a distance of zF = -10t111 up- pl-ie with the regions of blimodal velocity distributions mea-

stream of the cube Tils separation is iaused by the strong

adverse pressure gradient imposed by the obstacle in this ',

region F . - .

The horseshoe vortex is easily recognized in the velocity -

%ectors of Fig 3c. It extends from the obstacle upstream .

to a pomnt approximately over the centr- of a second large - . T, '

dark area in the visualization photograph 'x -0.511) This - : '.y - , - ,i

location corresponds roighly to the stream, ,e position of a -

tree-stream saddle above the channel floor Tht white isu-

alizatmon band labelled B in Fig 3b is caused by the strong ..-- '

backflow and the correspondingly high wall shear stress The
border between this white band and the dark zone directly
upstream coincides with the centre of the horseshoe vortex

A scondary corner vortex was observed in the velocity -

vector of Fig. 3c, whkh yields another ight and dark v so- 7 /+-

alization band immediately in front of the ol'stacle. Also a - -.----

half saddle is observed at a height of approximately 0 7 ;
on the obstacle front face This is the stagnation point of - - , o,
the ou-coming flow ._-

The rugion between the primary separation aed the' arse- " -

shoe vortex exhibits a very thin layer, t times no iger " .. . '

measurable, of reverse flow In this region, the velocit, dis- -..-

tributions show a distinct bimodal form, as illustrated i - - -...

Fig. 4 The bimodal form of the distribution could also be
measured out of the plane of symmetry, always correspond- " ,'

ing to a region between line A and band B in Fig 3b. This 'lgiie 5 Vector tield, for Phe different flow modes
form of distribution indicates that the velocity takes one of Bimdal in U .... Bimodal i V

two preferred states, a behaviour studied recently by Deven-

port and Simpson (1990) for the flow upstream of a wing- sured in the U and V components superfmposed. Separat-

bod) junction In this region, there is a tlin layer of reverse ing the bimodal distributions into two independent distribu-
flow extending back to the separation line, as cat be seen in tons, in a manner similar to that of Devenport and Simpson

Fig. 3. '(1990), the mean flow pattern in mode 1 or mode 2 can be

constructed as shown in Fig 5b and c However, these rep-

0 10 -. B resentations have been Constructed w.thout considering any

M ag. B-- V/r pla3e shift of mode transition betweec oe,ghbourng mena-
'. siring positions This information would -qlv be available if

, spatial correlations were performed.
Further analysis of this data reveals extremely high sal-

a , ues of the Reynolds shear stress in the region of measured
005 " bimodal ,elocity distributions suggesting that this produc.

tion is asso,.:ted with large-scale unsteadiness Future anal-

ysis will investigate the cross spectral density of the U and
V velocity fluctuations to determine the time scales of the

9-v contributions and their relative matmtude.

0 0 -. 5 0.0 .%e cause of this unsteadiness, and consequently the
0-- - 0cause of a very thin reverse flow layer, is postulated to be

- 1 0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1 0 related to the origin of the recirculating fluid (DeveuF-rt

Velocity/U,3 and Simpson (1990)) Low momentum rotational fluid from
the boundary layer is easily integrated into the junction vor-Figure 4 Velocity PDF at X= -0.4411, y= 0.1011 and z= 0 tex while high momentum irrotational fluid coming from the
outer flow transforms into a jet of near-wall backflow seen

Devenport and Simpson (1990) conditionally analysed clearly in mode 2 in Fig 5c. The present study indicates
the velocity field according to which one of the two preferred that this flow behaviour is not ody present for the wing-
modes the flow was ii and conclude, that this area is a region body junction as given by Devenport and Simpson (1990)
of intense turbulence production, arising from a large-scale hot also for the obstacle placed in a channel flow The ma-
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jor difference between these two geometrims is that the flow above the obstacle, are shown in Fig. 7 as time traces. For

can go over the top of the obsta(le but can only go around the most part, the fluctuations are random in nature and

a wing-body junction contribute weakly to the Reynolds stress. At some instances,

A further region studied in more detail is tli flow ep- however, a very organized motion occurs in which the U and

aration at the upper leading edge of the obstale, shov% u ii V velorit3 fluctuations iiCeoiiie highl 3 correlated This would

F,g 6 There exists a mean recirculation region over the top correspond to intense turbulence production and an be in-

surface which also exhibits very strong velocity fluctuations terpreted as a large-scale unsteadiness in the recirculation

and bimodal PDF's M-asurements of the U and V velocity ,-gion similar to the behaviour seen in front of the obstacle

components, taken just inside of the separating streamline The recirculation region behind the cube, also shown in

. ,Fig. 6, exhibits a structure similar to that described by Hunt
- et a/. (1978) The two corner vortices visible on the floor

behind the cube (as seen in the top view given iii Fig. l0a)
. -- = extend upwards to join in the plane of symmetry forming an

arch along which strong velocity fluctuations and bimodal ve-

locity distributions have been measured As was the case for
. ,- ---- the regions of bimodal measurements previously described.

.. ' ' .- this region also corresponds to one where the kinetic turbu-

S t-lent energy is very large A map of the turbulent kinetic
energy, k = (u2+;2+w), measured in the Y-Z plane im

,0 \" mediately behind the obstacle, shows that large values of k

: -clearly trace out the postulated arch vortex behind the cube
6 . . J (see Fig. 8).

Figure 6 Flow over and behind the cube 1,

U Time Serie

- 50

time (s) -'s

ioo V Time Serie Figure 8: Map of the turbulent kinetic energy at the plane

075 x=1.25H (- back face of the cube).

1 050 Velocity measurements performed behind the obstacle

o2 show that the two arms of the horseshoe vortex downstream
o of the reattachment point remain adjacent to one another,
O with no further streamwise vortices occuring in between.

-n o3 This is in contradiction to recent flow patterns proposed by

-0-0 -- 370-3 1"; 0 Shofield and Logan (1990). These results also show that

tume (0o the location of the horseshow vortex centres change from

U-V Coreiion z ± ±".24H at x =I 75H to z ±0 95 at x =5 IH This

100

time~ (S)

Figare 7 Velocity time series at x= 004P,

y= I 024H, z= -0.24H Figure 9 Sketch of the flow around a cube.
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narrowing is dts' to the influence of the recirculation region -

vortex which entrains innei portions of the horseshoe vortex ... -1
and draws the arms towards the axis of symmetry

Further analysis of the wall visualization reult, ith
support from LDA velocity measurements, leads to a pi(ture
of the overall mean flow field as sketched in Fig. 9

Flow around Obstacles of various Aspect

Ratios

The aspect ratio of the obstacle, defined as the width to
height ratio (V/ll), was varied between I (cube) and 24
(rib). The results of the visualization experiments are shown t

in Fig. 10 for five of the tested obstacles
Observing first the dark line of primary separation in

front of the obstacle, it is clear that at large obstacle as- . --

11

0x/H I

Figure 10' Flow visualization results for obstacles of different
aspect ratio' a) W/H=1, b/ W/Hz=2, f) W/H=4 and
d) W/H=l0

pect ratios (W/IH> 10), it looses its curvature and becomes
a separation line The separation distance, XF, shown in
Fig 11, increases with the aspect ratio to values of W/H ,-
5 and then becomes independent of the obstacle width. This
result is in contradiction to the visualization measurementsAm of K6nig (1990), who indicates a decrease of xp, for large

Lobstacle widths up to 20H. This latter value coincides with
the aspect ratio for which the separation line has negligible
curvature.

0 0

S- :Xr/H

0measurements (1991)

//" ze. t, oemg (1990['
t.sni lsol

3 01 , im4OS' Fack.ielI and Pearce (1981)

Xf/w

W/I-1
Figure 11:, Separation x and reattachment lengths . ver-

sus i4
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Preliminary work in a water channel (Kinig (1990) and obstacles Major differei'es in the mean and fluctuting

Thcsmnger (1990)) showed that for obstacle aspect ratios velocity field upstream of'the obstacle between two- and

greater than 10, an alternating series of node and saddle three-dimensional obstacles was identified In particular, a

points could be observed on the obstacle front face as shown large scale unsteadiness was found in the case of the three-

by the crystal violet visualization in Fig. 12. Whereas the dimensional obstacle. This unsteadiness leads to very high

on-coming flow can easily be diverted around short obstacles, values of the Reynolds shear stress For wider obstacles, a

it must go over wider obstacles and the structure of the for- flow of 'two-dimensional' character about the centre plane

ward recirculation region apparently changes. In addition, is only achieved for width-to-height ratios above 10 Even
above these values, howeser, the flow upstream and down-

*8i II | It I gI jI1 I It R I i | * I stream of the obstacle does exhibit spanwise variations, in

ol • 1 1" % 1 9 % % 9 v d *qr particular an alternating sadtle/iode structure on the ob-
@04 * 0 4-0 0 41sacle front face.

0 s"4 4.*4#4 a References:

+ 4 + 4 + + CASTRO, I.P. (1979) Relaxing Wakes Behind Surface-Mounted

Figure 12: Crystal violet results for a rib showing saddle and Obstacles in Rough Wall Boundary Layers, J. Fluid Mech.
93, 631-659.

nodal points on part of the front face.

CASTRO, I.P., ROBINS, A.G. (1977) The Flow Around a Surface-
Mounted Cube in Uniform and Turbulent Streams, Ann.

no bimodal velocity distributions could be measured for the Rev. Fluid Mech. 11 443-503
wider obstacles. Thus, the large-scale unsteadiness, which
appears to be typical of three-dimensional obstacles, must de BREDERODE, V., BRADSHAW, P. (1972) Three-Dimensional
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ABSTRACT of these vortnues, forms the turbulent wedge. The
mechanism of the interaction among these vortex
systems and the velocity shear layer at the element

Flowfield around an isolated roughness element height has not yet been understood. So two methods
a circular cylinder ) is investigated by of approaches are undertaken ; experiment and

experimental and computational approaches. The numerical computation.
roughness element is totally submeiged in the This problem has been not only one of
laminar boundary layer of the flat plate. Our final classical themes fon the boundary layer
goal is to make clear the transition process of the theory(Tani(196)), but also a crucial problem for
wake to the turbulence. At the present paper the the aircraft designers. They have eagerly desired
structure and the instability of the wake near the to evaluate the permissible height of the roughness
cylinder is mainly focused. Newly developed to keep the boundary layer laminar.(Klebanoff, et
return-type wind tunnel is used to measure the al(1987)) The laminar boundary layer generates
velocity field, using a hot-wire anemometer. The smaller sKin friction than the tubulent one.
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations with a Judging from Gregory & Walker(1951), the flowfield
body-fitted coordinate system are also solved by is categorized into three patterns, depending on
the finite difference method. The computational the roughness Reynolds number Rer e based on Ur and
results show the formation and development of the H.
horse-shoe vortex and the arch vortex. In addition (1) At smaller Rer (Rer < 200) a pair of streaks
to the arch vortex, longitudinal twin vortices are appear immediately behind the roughness element and
found to be formed just downstream of the circular disappear at the downstream
cylinder. These vortices explain the (2) At intermediate Rer ( 200 < Rer <500 Y the
characteristics of the experimental results, abrupt breakdown of a pair of streaklines happens

and the turbulent wedge is formed.
(3) At larger Rer ( Rer > 500 the turbulent

NOMENCLATURE wedge seems to start at the roughne'u element.
Our attention is mainly focused on the second

case., The role of the horse-shoe vortex and the
DL Diameter of a cylinder, arch or the trailing vortex for the transition
f Frequency of the velocity fluctuation, process to the turbulent wedge must be made clear.
H Height of a cylinder. Also the possibility of the formation of other
h Spacing of the grid. vortices should be investigated.
Re Reynolds number based on Uo & H.
Rer Roughness Reynolds number based on Ur & H.
p Pressure.
Uo Inflow velocity, EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Ur Flow velocity at the height of a cylinder

in the boundary layer.
u,v,w Flow velocity components.
x,yz Coordinate system. The experiment is carried out using a newly

x is the inflow direction, constructed small wind tunnel. (Fig.l) This wind
y is perpendicular to the flat plate. tunnel is return-type. Its test section is 30 cm x
The origin is located at the center of the 30 cm x 2 m. The wind speed is controlled by the
cylinder on the plate. AC-fan motor from 0.8 to 14 m/s The contraction

ratio is 13.4. Residual turbulence is about 0.12%
of the free stream at Uo-5m/s. A laminar boundary

INTRODUCTION layer is generated on a flat plate installed in the
test section. The flat plate is 20 cm x 90 cm x 0.3
cm and its leading edge has half wedge shape with

The objective of this research is to an apex angle of 15 degrees. A cylindrical
investigate basic mechanism that elucidates an roughness with 2 mm height and 2 mm diameter is
abrupt change of flow around a small roughness located 10 cm downstream of the leading edge. The
element in a boundary layer of a flat plate. The longitudinal velocity component was measured with
small rsuouhness elerent in the lsminar boundary the copstast temperqture type hnr wiro Anomnmrry.
layer is believed to produce at least two vortex The hot-wire sensor is 2.5 m diameter and 0.5 mm
systems(Gregory & Walker(1951)) ; (i) a horse-shoe span. The coordinate system adopted in the present
vortex in the upper stream part of the roughness paper is shown in Fig.2. The frequency of
and (ii) an arch or a trailing vortex in the wake, fluctuation was analyzed with FFT analyzer(CF-
A breakdown of the flow is induced. The transition 360,ONO-SOKKI).
to the turbulent flow, followed by the interaction
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7020

7D __ 5 Fig. 2 Coordinate system.

Fig,. 1 Low speed wind tunnel poisson equation for pressure is solved by SOR

method. The divergence free term is added according
8 to MAC method.(Harlow & Welch(1965)) Tne

u vt generalized curvilinear body-fitted grid systcm is
used to treat the boundary conditions easily. For

. x.20omm th- pressure boundary conditions the Neumann
condition is applied and the normal darivative of

0 200mm the prescure is set to zero. For the velocity

conditions, the uniform flow is assumed at the in-
4 flow area and the Neuman condition is applied for

other outer boundarien. On the sirface of the
cylinder and on the ground non-slip .onditioas are
used.

2

0 0 1 21P EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Fig. 3 Criticel velocity. ( y . 2 m, z - 0 m ) CRITICAL VELOCITY

x-2Omm] U The flow around a three-dimensional roughnessY-.24mm is characterized b) an abrupt flow change. Thechange occurs when the speed of fluid exceeds a

Y=2.0mm threshould value. This value is called "Critical

Velocity", As a first step of the experiment the
Y-1 5mm critical velocity has to be checked. Fig. 3 shows

Jthe rms value of fluctuation at x20 mn and x-200
mm( y-2 mm, z-O mm). The abscissa is the uniform

P-1 Onun velocity. At x=200 mn turbulent signals break out
2 at Uon4.5 m/s., The hot-wire signals at the velocity

are intermittent. Real turtulent waves are observed
at Uo-4.65 m/s. IntermLttent character of the
velocity fluctuation s remarkable. In the vicinity

2mm of the roughness element (x20 mm), sinusoidal
10 8 6 4 2 0 -2 -4 -6 -8 -10 fluctuations were found at Uo-4.Sm/s., The amplitude

of the periodic fluctuation increases as the
uniform velocity up to 5.15m/s it increases again

Fig. 4 Spanwise distributions of man velocity, at Uo=5.5 m/s.,
x - 20 ) Based on these data,the experiment conditions

are determined as follows:

*Uniform velocity Uo-5.11 m/s
NUMERICAL COMPUTATION *Thickness of the boundary layer

at the roughness location 2.64 mn
*Displacement thickness 0.88 mm

Flowfield around a circular cylinder placed in *Reynolds number Re =677
the boundary layer of a flat plate is solved by *Roughness Reynolds number Rer=650
applying the finite difference method to the three
dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations.(Tamura, et al.(1989)) Computational MEAN VELOCITY FIELDS
conditions are determined in accordance with the
experimetal ones as much as possible. All spacial
derivatives execpt those of convective terms are Detailed measurement of mean velocity profile
approximated b, th& ce.,tral diffei-.. The tLhi. .3 i9.dc at ^=20 M. Mean selocity d16tributi , io
order upwind scheme is applied to the convection the spanwise direction are shown in Fig.4. At y-l.O
terms.(Kawamura & Kuwahara(1984)) The semi-implicit mm, there are two pairs of the peak and the valley
scheme,, which is eoivalent to the Euler implicit on both sides of the center-line., The horse-shoe
scheme , is used for the time marching except the vortex and the acceleration effect of the side-
convection terms,, which are linearized in time. The walls of the cylinder bring about such wavy
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Fig. 5 Spanwise variation of velocity profiles.
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Fig. 6 Iso-intensity contours

af velocity fluctuation.

f .A B

- x-20mm o
y: 2mm
z= 0mm

600- 0eV CC,

40

40Fig. 7Feunyothveoiyfluctuation
vs. uniform velocity,

200 roughness is observed throughout the boundary
layer, but at z.5 mm its influence is hardly
detected in the vicinity of the wall and in the
outer edge of the boundary layer. The effect of the

, L roughness reveals itself as making the velocity
56 7 profile inflectional., At z-2 mm the inflectional

point is situated about y=l.7 mm. If the
infletional instability is responsible for the

structure. The velocity difference between the peak instability at the downstream stage as mentioned
and the valley decreases as the probe moves away by Klebanoff -, et al.(1987), fluctuations develop
from the plate. The location of the peaks, however,, near this position. The velocity profile at z-5 mm
is almost fixed at the side edge of the roughness shows some velocity defect. suggesting that a
element. Fig.5 shows the vertical distribution of rather long relaxation distance is needed in the
the mian velocity at various spanwise positions. On lateral direction. We notice that small deviation
the center-line the velocity defect due to the from Blasius profile exists from y-l to 2 mn.
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mx=2mm

Xm2mm 1

1 mrn

6 5 4 3 1 0 1 3 4 5

1 3 4 5 Fig. 8 Mean velocity distributions

at high shear layers. ( x = 2 ,m

FLUCIUATIONS increase of the uniform velocity. 'the solid line is
calculated trom the stability prediction of two-
dimensional wake by Mattingly and Criminale(1972).

The velocity fluctuation at v-20 mm beginn to The present results agree well with their
appear at Uo=4.5 m/s as mensloned before. The prediction in the case of lower uniform velocity.
amplitude of the fluctuation shows a rapid increase
in the flow direction. Maximum amplitude of
fluctuation occurs on the center-line., Magnitude of
the maximum fluctuation reaches over 12 % of the
uniform velocity. According to the visualization, a
pair of counter-roatating vortex filaments exist in
the vicinity of the center-line and they would
realize two peaks 1,, the amplitude distribution.
But the spacial resolution of the hot-wire !s not
suffic~ent to discriminate two vortex cores Figs.6
show iso-intensicy contours of the velocity
iluituation with regards to the uniform velocity. A
sp'itted structure of the peaks of the amplitude
distribution occurs at X-40 mm. A distortion of the
trailing vortices is believed to he largely
associated with this change. The frequency of the
fluctuation is measured with the spectrum
analvzer(Fig.7). The hot-wire probe was set at the
roughness top and on the center-line., The dominant
frequency of fluctuation is proportional to the
uniform velocity and its shape becomes gradually
dull.At about Uo-5.5 m/s a pair of new components
appears suddenly . A fundamental component of 670
is Hz and its subharmonics is 345Hz. The new
components are so-called "line-spectrd". The Fig. 9 Grid system. ( 102 x 100 x 100
previously dominant component diminishes with the

Fig. 11 Stream lines. ( front view
Fig. 10 Strea lines. ( at the symmetrical

cross section
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INC rMBILITY

In the near field of the roughness element,
the complex hogh shear layer is estahished; the
separated flow at the top of the roughness
generates vertical high shear layer and sheds - -I~~'
unsteady vortices. A high shear layer also is made
in the spanwise direction. These locations
corespond Just to those of side walls of the
cvlnder. Detailed measurements of the flow
immediately behind the roughness at = 2 mnn show
such features in the profiles (Fig.8). The vertical
velocity gradient of the back ground flow
normalized with the uniform velocity and the

roughness height ,is 0.078. Maximum velocity
graoi-nt in the vertical direction is 3.3. The :' /

spanwise one is also 3.3. The strength of these -- \
shear layers is the same order.

TIME ~ 16 42

(a) on the flate plate.

(a) Rear view.

(b) at the half height of the cylinder,

(b) Top view. -- / ------ /
Fig. 12 Stream lines in the wake.

t _I 1 I2

(c) at the top heig t of the cylinder.

E 1 Fig. 13 Pressure contours.

Fig. 14 Pressure contours. ( at the symmetr.-al
cross section
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COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The computation was carried out, ioulatog
the experimental conditions as much as possible.
Reynolds number Re was set to 600. The grid system
sed in this computation is shown in Fig 9. Phe

mesh size is 102 for the radial direction, 100 for
the circamfencial one and I0 for the height. The
'O-type' grid is iopted at any section of constant
height near the cirlular cylinder. And the whole
grid system is made up by putting the 'O-type' grid
cn another. Such grid system is believed to be

suitable because the abrupt variation of Jacobian
can be avoided in the cemputational domain.

In Fg. 10 the stream lines on the upperstream
part of the roughnes, is shown. This figure is the
view at the longiLudinall symmetrical cross
section. The non-dimensionallzed ellaped time ( 42

time x the inflow velocity / the cyl,nder diameter
) from the start of the computation is 1b.42, an Fig., 15 Stream. l-es ( just dovn.-treas of the
well as that of the following figures. The circular cylinder
formation of the horse-shoe vortex is clearly
detected Yis the stagnation point is found on the
surface of the circular cylinder. (Marked with a CONCLUSION
circle in the figure.) It is difficult to determine
the location of the stagnation point precisely,
because the spacial resolution is insufficient, But Experiment and numerical computation are being
the curved stream lines around the stagnation point conducted to make clear the structure and the
can be recognizd. instability of the flow past a circular cylinder

The development of the stream lines around the placed on a flat plate in the laminar boundary
horse-shoe vortex is shown in Fig. 11. These stream layer. Accordig to Gregory and Walker's experiment,
lines flow away without interacting with thi iake. an intermediate roughness Reynolds number case was
It means that there in no interference between the examined. It is confirmed that in this case the
horse-shoe vortex and the wake in this computation, horse-shoe vortex is formed but does not interact

In Figs. 12 (a) and (b) the selected stream with the wake. The flow separation on the top of
lines in the wake are presented. From the top view the cylinder determines the deaccleration and the
(Fig. 12 (b)) the periodic shedding of pair high turbulence intensity at the centerline of the
vortices in the wake is clearly found. Supposing wake. The arch vortices are formed in the wake.
one stream line just behind the circular cylinder These vortices determine the acceleration region at
in Fig. 12 (a) is focused, it is shown that this the side walls. Another pair of longitudinal
stream line goes up firste change i5s di ection vortices are farm just behind the circular
about the cylinder height and flow straight to cylinder. Such ctapuational results explain well
downstream. the charactersctics of the eiperimental results.

Figs. 13 (a),(b)and (c are the pressure
contours at the various cross sections
respectively. The higher pressure region is formed REFERENCES
just upperstream of the cylinder. This is
corresponding to the stagnation point. It is easily
found that pair of vortices are sheded GREGORY,N. & WALKER,W.S. 1951 The Effect on
simultaneously and periodically. They spread a Transition of Isolated Surface Excrescences in
little transversially in the wake. These vortices the Boundary Layer. Aero. Res, Council Reports &

almost doappeared at the height of the cylinder., Memoranda No.2779.
The pressure contours at the symmetrical cross

section ( Fig. 14) shows the transverse vortex in TANII. 1969 Boundary-Layer Transition. Ann. Rev
the wake. Fluids Mech. vol 1,

Judging from these vortex structure , it is
concluded that the arch type vortices are shedded KLEBANOFF,P.S, CLEVELAND,Jr,W.G. & TIDSTROL,K.D.
periodically and flow downstream. They stretch at 1987 Interaction of a Three-Dimensional Roughness
most to the level of the cylinder height and spread Element with a Laminar Boundary Layex kEDC-TR-87-7
transversually a little. It can be mentioned that US AIR Force.
the arch vortex is formed by the shear between the
acceleration of the side-walls and the TAMURAT. ,KITWAHARAK. & SUZUKI,M. 1989 Numerical
deaccelerution of the wake,, and that the higher Study of W.nd Pressure on a Domed Roof and Near
velocity region in the velocity dostribution(Fg. Wake Flows. Proc. 6th U.S.National Cont. Wind
4) is explained by the formation of the arch Eng..
vortices.

From Fig. 14 the flow ii known to be separated KAWAMURAT. & KUWAHARA,K. 1984 Computation of high
on the top of the cylinoer. The lower flow speed Reynolds Number Flow aiound a Circular Cylinder
region at the centniline (Fig., 4), and the with a Surface Roughness. AIAA Paper 84-340.
turbulence intensity structure (Fig. 6), correspond
to this separation. HARLOW,F.H. & WELCH,J.E., 1965 Numerical Calculation

Fig, 15 is the stream lines at the section of Time-Dependent Viscous Incompressible Flow of
just downstream of the cylinder. The viewing Fluid with Free Surface, Phys. Fluids vol 8
aarectalu l 1us saked i :1- figure. A pair -f
vortices are recognized. The center of these MATINGLYG.E, & CRIMINALE,W.O 1972 The Instability
vortices a-e located below the cop of the cylinder of an incompres.ible two-Dimensional Wake. J.Fluid
and inside the side walls. Mech. vol.51 233-292.
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ABSTRACT
wake, namely the presence of "vortex dislocations" in the near

In the present paper, the three-dimensional transition of the wake. Vortex dislocations are generated between spanwis celils of
flow behind a bluff body, at low Rey- -ls numbers, is studied It different frequency, when the primary "Karman" vortices in each
has previously been found that there are two fundamental modes of cell move out of phase with each other. Across the cell boundaries,
three.dimensional vortex shedding in the wake of a circular cylinder a rather contorted web of vortex linking occurs, in what is termed(dependant on the range of Reynolds number), with a spanwise here a dislocation, in analogy with dislocations that appear in solid
length scale of the same order as the primary streamwise mechanics. These dislocations grow downstream into large-scalewavelength. However, it is shown in the present study that the spot-like structures (in a manner not unlike the "transverse
wake transition also involves the appearance of low-frequency contamination" of boundary layer spots, as described for example
intermittent wake oscillations, which are the result of the generation by Schubauer & Klebanoff, 1956, and Gad-Ei-Hak et al., 1981).
of large-scale "spot-like" structures that grow downstream to a size
of the order of 10-20 primary wavelengths. These massive In the transition regime, cells of different frequency appear
structures, which are caused by "vortex dislocations", have some (along with vortex dislocations), due in part to the alternating of
similarities with turbulent spots found in bounded shear flows, as different-frequency modes of 3-D shedding along the span, as
well as with some flow structures found in free shear flows. It will discussedabove. In the laminar regime also (Re<180), it is found
also be shown that such spot-like structures can be passively forced that cells occur, but in a more ordered fashion than for the transition
to occur in the wake using a small localised disturbance near the regime, and these cells are associated with certain oblique vortex
body. The disturbance causes the periodic generation of"vortex shedding modes (Williamson,1988s, 1989a; Eisenlohr &dislocations" that grow into the large-scale "spots". By forcing such Eckelmann, 1989; Konlg, Eisenlohr & Eckelmann 1990). These
phenomena, we are better able to study their structure and laminar oblique-shedding modes, involving cells and dislocatiors,characteristica, in much the same way as investigators have studied are influenced by the end boundary conditions.
turbulent spots that have been artificially forced in boundary layers.

browand and Troutt (1985) had earlier found vortical structures1. INTRODUCTION to be generated naturally in the shear layer between sparwise cells of
different frequency, or between cells of similar frequency but whichA number of investigations have recently been concerned with are out of phase with each other. These vortical structures werethe general problem of the development of three-dimensional inferred from velocity measurements using a rake of hot wires

structure in turbulent shear flows, and with the corresponding along the span. Browand and Ho (1987) suggested that these
implications for mixing in such flows. The form and development "defects" or dislocations could be due to slight non-uniformities in
of such structures can often be studied to advantage in the transition the flow, causing differences in frequency along the span. Althoughregion, where smaller scales have not yet developed, the "defects" in the free shear layer observed by Browand et al. are

found to be produced randomly in space and time, It has provedIn the transition regime, it has been fnund that there are possible to organise them by acoustic forcing (Browand and Ho,differences in the development of streamwise vorticity in the wake Browand and Prost-Domasky, 1988,1989) and so to study their
of bluff bodies as compared with the "unseparated" wake from a evolution more clearly, A process similar to the vortex splitting
splitter plate. (Such developments are discussed in detail in (mentioned above) could be Inferred from their velocity
Williamson, 1,88b, 199 1a-d). These differences arise from the measurements. The defects cause an increase in the low-frequencypresence of the bluff body in the former case, which causes the matin velocity fluctuations as the shear layer travels downstream, and it
part of the streamwise vorticity to originate primarily from a has been found that they are dynamically important in promoting
spanwise intbility of the primary vortices (the 2-D rollers). Over a vortex pairing interactions locally in the shear layer. They seem to
range of Reynolds numbers, two modes of three-dimensionality are be of fundamental importance in the development of such shear
found, and the appearance of each mode, as we increase Reynolds layers. Efforts are underway to describe such topological effects
number, corresponds with a discontinuity in the Strouhal-Reynolds from theoretical considerations (Yang, Huerre & Coullet 1989).
number relationship as can be seen in Figure 1. Above Re-180,
there is a discontinuous change in the wake formation, as the Nygaard & Glezer (1990) have constructed a highly-
primary wake vortices become unstable and generate large-scale sophisticated heater-strip forcing technique for use in water, with the
vortex loops. This "mode A" three-dimensional shedding intention of forcing many different spanwise patterns of vortexcorreponds wit Strouhal curve A in Figure 1. Between Re-230- formation in a free shear layer. By imposing a spanwise phase
260 there Is a trinsition to a mode B three-dimensional shedding modulation on the evolving primary vortices, they have induced theinvolving the irception of finer-scale streamwise vortex structure, primary vortices to split or dislocate at certain spanwise positions in
with a shedd',.g frequency corresponding to curve B In Figure 1. a remarkably neat manner, and thereby to produce strong
At this discontinuity there is no hysteresis (as occra at the first streamwise vorticity In the flow. The study has some similaritiesdiscontinuity), and it is found that two modes of vortex shedding and is complementary to the flows being studied, using a different

(modes A and B) alternate in time. There are thus two stages in the technique, by Browand et al.
transition to three-dimensionality in the wake of a bluff body, each
of which is associated with a different scale of streamwise vortex Experiments by Uharib and by Williams (at the University of
structure, and with a different vortex shedding frequency. California) have extended the work of Van Arta, Gharlb and

Hammache (1988), where a vibrating wire created spanwiseHowever, it is found that the tiansition to three-dimenslonality structures due to interactions of the wire frequency with the naturalinvolves a further phenomenon, and one that is largely responsible shedding frequency. They considered the ease of a shear layerfor the low-frequency fluctuations and break-up to turbulence in the forced to have different frequencies over each half span, similar to
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Mh Time traces of velocity fluctuation takenFlgure2. Deyelopmentofa 9vonex isoction-1ine lmfnarshedflgr.gime with a hot wire probe at different spanwise
poaitiona, across at dislocation. The centraltrace corresponds with a position between the(a This visuallst"0on senc shows a vertical cylinder moving to cells, whereas the upper and lower traces arethe right, leaving behind a higher shedding freqiuency in the top half of for positions well within the two differenteach photograph relative to the bottom hatlf and demonstrates the vonje; frequency-cells.linking process when vortices in ench frequency cell m ove out of phase c Sp tr of v l i y fu t ai ns w lwith ach oher.within a frequency-cell (upper spectrum), andbetween two cells (lower spectrutm), the lattershowing the chauactetistic quasi-periodic form.
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the experiments of Browand et al., but in this case further utilising The present work has stemmed from studies concerning the
the control offhater strips. They made the suggest,on 'hat vortical three-dimensional aspects of cylinder wakes in uniform flow
structures between cells of different frequency could b part of the condgos It has been shown before that cells of different
fundamental process by which streamwise vortlcity is grarcrated tn frequency appear in the wake of a cylinder in a uniform flow, in the
shear flows. laminar-shedding regime (Gerich & Eckelmann, 1982) . In the

laminar regime these cells are influenced by the end boundary
It can be seen from the above that dislocations can be conditions and have recently been found to be the origin of a number

generated in free shear flows, as well as in other flows, of which of phenomena in the cylinder wake, Including that of oblique vortex
one type is perhaps to be expected; namely the non-uniform flow shedding, and also the possible discontinuous changes of shedding
pastabody. Gaster(1969,1 9 71) and recently Papangelou& Gaster mode with variation of Reynclds number (Williamson, 1988a,
(1991), and also Plcirillo& Van Atta (1991) have investigated the 1989a; Eisenlohr & Eckelmann, 1989; Konlg, Elsenlohr &
flows past cones, and it has been founl In these studies that cells of Eckelmann 1990 ). Ofparticular importance in the present study is
different frequency appear, along with the expected dislocation the fact that vortex dislocations are found to bee fundamental feature
structures between the cells. The agreement between typical ofthe natural 3.D transition in the cylinderwake, and Ilt Is found that
experimental results for flow past cylinders and cones with very slight phase variations due to the 3-D modes of shedding can
computations made on a Connection Mashine by Jesperson and naturally produce dislocations in the wakes of iong cylind-rm. One
Levit (1991) is remarkably good for such complex flows, and much of the prime characteristics of dislocations is their reasonably fast
may be learnt from such computations. Further work by Lewis & growth in the spanwise direction, and they seem to trigger a rapid
Gharib(1991) has also found interacting cells of different frequency breakdown to turbulence with a broad spectrum within several
in the wake of a stepped-cylinder, which have similarities to the primary (Karman) vortex wavelengths downstream of the body.
interaction of cells in the wakes of cones. Finally, different- The natural occurrence of dislocations as part of the transition
frequency cells may be found in the wake of a cylinder placed in a process is discussed below in Section 2.
shear flow, and this was shown by Maull & Young (1973) and is
discussed in a review by Griffin (1988). In fact, ongoing work by
Rockwell (1991) and by Bearman & Szewczyk (1991) seem also to
exhibit interacting cells of different frequency in the wakes of bluff
bodies with spanwise geometric variations. It seems from the above
that there are several investigations being conducted on the non-
uniform flows past bodies, and primarily in the laminar shedding )UD-40 X/D-40
regime.

iUJO O /U.. Re - 153 (a)

o NID-30 XfD-30

S Re -152____________

0 04/ 4

0 -- X/D-20 X/D-20

O'3.Al U.

ld,. .. lJd ,/- 0X D 1

t 0S
j. ~~IM PION X/=I

oR© 183

Re- 152 Re- 183
o~r

o 0 to so Q 21

X/D

Figure 4. Downstream decay ofu'luctuations for the laminrtar
and 3-D turbulent wakes.

Figure 3. Velocity fluctuations for the lamiar wake The time traces of velocity fluctuations on the left um for
versts de naural3-D tuulent wake. the laminar wake (Re-152), and these show a rapid decay of

(a) Transverse profiles of (u'rms / 1.6) velocity energy. Thisis in marked contrast with the 3-D turbulent wake on
fluctuations, showing the marked contrast between the laminar the riht (Re- 183), for which the energy at the shedding
wake (Re-152) and 3-D transition wake (Re-183). (Y/D - frequency rapidly gives way tu large low-frequency oscillations.
distance perpendicular to wake centreplane /diameter.) Th( origin of these large oscillations downstream (x/d-40) comes

(b) Downstream decay of (u'rnu U), showing the from the "glitches" in the time traces found upstream (x/d-10),
much slower decay for the 3-D turbulent wake (Re- 183 and 248), and are due to the formation of vortex dislocations. (Time traces
as compared with the laminar wake (Re=152). (X/D - distance are scaled correctly relative to each other, although the scale is
downstream from cylinder axis/ diameter.) arbitrary.)
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In Section 3, it will be shown that "vortex dislocations" can be 2. NATURAL FORMATION OF "VORTEX
simply triggered artificially, with the intent that the penodic DISLOCATIONS" AS PART OF TIE TkANSITION
evolution of these structures can more easily be studied as they PROCESS
progress downstream. The dislocations are generated by a small
disturbance in the form of a small ring of slightly larger diameter Some features of vortex dislocations can be shown clearly
than the cylinder, which is placed at a certain spanwise position on from tivcstigations in the laminar regime, as shown in Figure 2.
the cylinder. This ring generates a slightly lower frequency o The photographs in (a) show the formation of a vortex dislocation
sheddtig (fR) than is found over the rest of the cylinder (f), which for a vertical cylinder which is moving to the right, and which has a
then results in vortex dislocations appearing at the low beating higher shedding frequency in the top part of each photograph
frequency (fD - f- fR) The observation that such a ring would relative to the bottom half. (The cylinder is towed in a water lank,

generate dislocations oritinated from a study of possible end and the visualisation shows dye washed off the body ) The
conditions for a cylinder (in early 1988), where a large range of disleation involves vortex division, whereby vortices of one sign in
endplate diameters was investigated. It was found that even for very one cell are divided up and are linked to vortices of the same sign in

small endplates, which were both thin (in the spanwise direction), the other cell. These dislocations occur at the beat frequency (f, 4f2)

and had a diameter only slightly larger than the cylinder, that the between the frequencies of each of the neighbouring cells (ft and
vortices of the main cylinder span did not end smoothly at the f2), and cause modulations in the time traces of velocity fluctuation
endplate, but rather were interacting with the wake of the endplate when a probe is placed between the cells, as shown in the central
itself to generate large spot-like structures. Interestingly, as the trace of(b) (The velocities are measured using a hot wire placed in
endpliate became smaller, so the dislocations became larger, because the wake of a cylinder in a wind tunnel.) The top and bott,
they scale on the inverse of the dislocation frequency fD ! It was periodic velocity fluctuation traces correspond to the different
decided at that time to study these large-scale vortex dislocations for frequencies that are found within the different cells (found by
their own sake,with the feeling that whether or not it had any placing the hot wire at different spanwise positions). As one could
significant connection with natural transition, it was a phenomenon expect, the corresponding spectra are shown to be periodic well
of intrinsic interest. Fortunately, this study has proved most within a frequency cell, but are quasi-periodic close to the cell
fruitful, as it provides much-needed insight to the naturally boundaries, as seen in (c). In the case of the natural three-
occurring dislocations that are part of transition Examples (shown dimensional transition at higher Reynolds numbers, the appearance
in colour) of forced dislocations have been shown in Williamson of vortex dislocations is not, in general, periodic as in the above
(1989b), in the Gallery of Fluid Motion. example, but seems to be random in time and space.

F Igu re 6. Forced formation ofsymetrlc "Vortex dislocations"
(large-scaicA stucitwes).

FigueS.Natrat ormtio ofa sywtertc"votex islcaton' The colour visualiatlur shows the formation of A vortex

as afWdantental part ofrte transition process, Re=210 dislocatina o rqec.TelresaeAsrcuei
forced to occur in the wake of a cylinder, due to tht presence of a

These "viyrtex disloestins" appeve whcn there is a lcalS phs small ring diaturbance on the cylinder surface. I i :s generates a

variation of the sseddst.g, and these are found when locally a part of slightly lower frequency at a local spanwise position (marked by
a vortex moves , or of pliase with the vortex formation to each side, the yellow dye), which causes the vortices behind the disturbance

The photograph shows a symmetri "vortex dislocation" recently to dislocate from those vortices to either side (seena as the almost-

formed in the nearwake of the cylinder, and travelling downstream. horizontal green lines to each side). Flow is upwards, and the

Flow is upwards, and the horizontal cyli'uder is shown ats the thick vertical extent of the photographa is arouna 60 diameters.

white line at the bottom (Re- 120).
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Striking differences in the character of the wake X/D.0 X5/5

between the laminar and the transition regimes can be seen . ' .040.
in Figure 3 and 4. The transverse profile of u' fluctuations
for x/d-30 in Figure 3(a) when there is laminar shedding ,
(Re-152) shows two peaks corresponding to the two
organised rows of laminar vortices travelling downs-ream, '
whereas the turbulent case of Re-183 shows much larger 0o0
overall fluctuation energy with a maximum it, the wake . ____

centre. Clearly, the character of the turbulent fluctuation , oo - - - ..
profile is very different from the laminar profile. Figure -10 0 ° 0 10 -s , 10

3(1,) shows that the energy (which is related to U'rm ) 00 -- - -.
decays downstream much slower in the three-dimensional x/s-40 ° i - 50

(turbulent) shedding case than tr the laminar case (which
decays exponentially beyond about xd-10). These 0040

differences correspond in rigure 4 with the much larger 0000

velocity fluctuations downstream for the transition °0- ,
Reynolds number (Re-13) than for the laminar case "

One can see that the large fluctuations are of much lower o.o ,0 '"

frequency than the upstream vortex shedding frequency, , o °l'° "-
and are related to the occurence of the low frequency 0-J0o
intermittent "glitches" appearing in the time traces further 'o 4 0 4 I

upstream at W/d-10. These intermittent glitches are ,,004
themselves associated with the formation of vortex X/D-5 0 /D-

dislocations (these features are discussed at length in .
Williamson, 1991d). In sunmary, it is the growth of
these dish .%tions into massive structures downstream that !
causes the I rge velocity fluctuations at low frequency, and 000

the rela-;vely slow decay of fluctuation kinetic energy as Iioo

compared with the laminar wake. o.w o

Visualisation of vortex dislocations occuting in the i I00
natural wake transition are shown in Figure 5 (from laser- - o 0 00 -0 - 0

induced fluorescence of a cylinder wake in a computer- Y D 0 Y / D

controlled XY Towing Tank). Dislocations can occur due Figure 7. Compa son of mean and (luctn.ing velodty profiles at
to the interaction of cells of different frequency along the dilvrent downstream distarces for the normal wake and for the wake with
span causing an asymmetric type of dislocation, but a forced vortex dislocations.
different type of dislocation can be caused when the Qnthele are thown mean velocity (UJ Joe)profiles in the laminar
shedding frequency along a section of the span chags wake (solid symbols), and in the path of the vortex dislocations (open
relative to the frequencies on either side (i.e. if the. es r symos)o There Is a marked reduction in momentum defect in sie - ofpthe
local phase variation). In this case two dislocations occur wake with desloeaons. Qnedci ar shown corresponing tfctuating
side-by-side along the span to cause a large-scale wkith dilns. pois. re how orrePndin flucti
symmetric structure. The dislocattons spread out into the velocity (u'rms/ Uo) profiles. The growth of the large peak in the centre
spanwise regions to, r side as they travel downstream, of the wake is associated with the growth of the large-scale A-structures or

and this spanwise "c& .nination" Is partly associated with vortex dislocations, as we travel downstream. The profiles in the central
axial flow in the vort;-es when they are divided across the figure are markedly similar to those found when the wake undergoes natura
dislocations. The angies of spreading of such large-scale 3-D transition frrm the laminar state (see Figure 3(a))

A-structures is typically around 10.120 (halfangle). o00 % _----
/-40 d o 0I -40

3. PASSIVELY-FORCED FORMATION OF .00
"VORTEX DISLOCATIONS" 0 o0.,

Often itis found that vorticall structures which occur o .4I

in sheur flows can conveniently be inv-stigated by forcing
them to appear In a controlled maimer. An example of this -0 -004

is the generation of turbulent spots in a boundary layer
either singly or pericoilcally using roughness elements on -

the boundary surface, or vy initiating an electric spark on . L . ...
the surface, and also by fluid injection (amongst many 00 .......... ... .... ..
studies involving forcing of spots are: Schubsuer and o I/ 2o

Klebanoff, 1956; Gad-el-Hak, Bla.kwelder & Riley, Ill V^
1981; Wygnanaki et al. 1n76; Itsweire & VanAtta, 1984). oo4 V
In the present case, vortex dislocations are produced In an -.40 iI
otherwise laminar wake (Re=120) by using a small -014
disturbance at a local spanwiw positicn, in the form of a -404

nng of slightly larger diameter than the cylinder diameter.
This causes locally a vorte.- friqueaicy of slightly lower -"
frequency than over the rest of the span, and induces -,,0.-

x/n-s x/D-

Figure 8. Comparison oi velocity fluctuations at o " 7
different downstream distances for the normal wak and ! iu l ,,
for te wake with forcer vortex dirocations. 0 I

On the left are shown velocity fluctuations that - i
rapidly decay downstream lor the normal wake, whereas l!n l !U
for the wake with disloatoi (on the right) there is a large 0

growth of oscillation energy at the low dislocation -

frequency at the expense of the higher vortex shedding TIME (so . TIME (S...)

frequency. There differences in wake fluctuations are -o.6' 4000 444 404. W4 ., o4,0 4 ,* 4-444

similarly observed when the wake undergoes natural 3-D
transition from the laminar state (see Figure 4). Normal wake Wake witll vonex dislocations
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frequency than over the rest of the span, and induces "symsmetric" RFRN E
vortex dislocations to be produced periodically at a low beat EIRNtS
frequency. A typical large-scale structure formed from a dislocation BEARMAN, P W A SZEWCZYK, A 1991 Effects of 3-D imposedt
can be seen in I igire 6, travelling downstreamn and spreading out disturbances on bluff body ear wake flows Presentation at 0 N R
spanwise Each of the white almost-hortzorilal lines (to each aide of Workshop on Bluff Body Wake Dynamics, Arizona Sate University, Temope,
the large dislocation) marks a primary vortex shed by the cylinder Arizona
It can be seen that this large structure has good similarity with the BROWAND, F.K. A HO0, C.-M 1987 Forcedlunboundod shear flows
natural dislocation in FigureS5. Nuclear Phsysics B (Proc, Suppl.), 2, 139

BROWAND, P K & PROST-DOMASKY, S.A 1988 Techique
A comparison is shown in Figure 7 of mean and fluctuating fo, acoustic excitation of separated shear flows'preliosinary results A S.M E

velocity profiles between a position in the wake of the disturbance Winter mseeting, Qiscaso, Itlinois
(I e within the path of large-scale dislocations) and a position BROWAND, F.K. A PROST-DOMASKY, S A 1989 Esperiment
outside the dislocation region (I e. within a lamninar vortex wake at os pattern eoution in else 2-D mixing layer To appear is New itrnds is
this Reynolds number). The mean velocity pidfile in the wake snninear dytnamsics and psatrern formnrn ushenomena led P Coutlet & P

affetedby he dsloatin ha a uchlowe moei~um dfec, ~ Huerre), NATO ASI Series 8, Plenum, N. w Yorkcomeaed ithhe n oaio ake. Auc pawrticularly inefestig BROWAND, F.K. A TROUTr, T.R 1985 The turbulent mixing
compredwiththenorml wke, paticuarl Intresing layer geometry of larget vorticesi JRaidMeek 158, 489comparison can be made for the fluctuation profiles. Upstreanm, the EISIINLOHR, Ht 1986 tnvestigations uf tbe ",'s of a plate paraillel to

profiles both within and outside of the dislocation region are similar tbe flow with a blunt irasling edge (tn Gerisol Diplons Thesis, Benicb
(although the energies are a..soclated with aligntly different V/1986, Max.Planck-tnst fur Stromnisforscbung, Gottingen
frequencies). However, downstream at ,tfd-40, the fluctuation EtStINLOHR, H A ECKELMANN, HI 1989 Vortes splitting and
profile within the dislocation shows a much higher overall energy iii consequences In tbe vrten street wake of cylinders at low Reyaolds
compared with the normal wake profle, and shows a large number Phy&r Rauids, Al. 189.
maximum at the wake centre, rather than the two peak(ascte GAD-EL4IAK, M., BLACKWELDER, R.P & RILEY, 1.)
with the two rows of vortices) at the sides of the normal laminar 1lu81 Onethe growt oftruetrgosi7a3nrbodz aes
wake. At this point, We can see that the character of the change Fluid Mac. 196 ,73dig rmsene oesa o Ryodfrom the lamnInar Wake to that wake involving the dislocations is nAuTRmb e t. 196 Voldes 3 bdi8, rm5l6d5cne t o yodvery similar to the crnange from the laminar wake to the natural 3-D GASTER, PA. 19' N Vortex shedding front circular cylinders at low
transition wake found earlier in Figure 3(a). Further downstream at Reynolds numbe'. J RauidAchi, 46, 749,r/d-80, Figure 7 shows that the fluctuations in the path of the large- GERtICHt, P A ECKELMANN, H. 1982 !nflueace of end plates and
scale dislocation structures becomes almost an order of magnitude frteends onthie bedding frequency of circalar cylinders J Fluid Meek 122,
larger than those in the normal laminar wake 109

GRlIIN, 0.M. 1988 The effects of current sbear us vortexshaedding
A further comparison of wake velocity fluctuations in Figure g Marne Technology Division Report. Naval Researh Laboratory

shows that the large fluctuation energy found for the wake profiles tTSWEIRF, B.C. A VAN ATTA, C.W. As experimental
in he revousFigre 1a iretlyassciaed Ithgrwho inivestigation of coherent substructsires associated with tarbulent spots inalow fh reuc oigueis laion l ahesociato art te aroth f ~ Imar boundary layer. 3 Road~ach. I49.319lowfreueny ocilatins.Thse scilatonsarelabat JESPERSON, DC.&ALEVIT, C 1991 Numerical simulation of flawfrequency and correspond with the periodic passage downstreatm of past a tapered cylinder AIAA Paper 91-051 29th Aerospace Sciercesthe large-scale vortex dislocations. It can be seen again that there is Meeting Reno, Nevada.

a similarity (Figs 4 and 8) between the effects of these forced IroeffIG, MA., EISENLOHR, H4., ECKELMANN, HI. 1990 Thestruoctures and the effects of natural transition where, in both cases, fine structure in the S-Re relationsbip of the laminar wake of a circslar
the large oscillations; are due to low-frequency vortex dislocations, cylinder Phs Railds; A 2, 1607.

LEWIS, C & GHtARIa, MA. 1991 An experimental exploration ofOther comprehensive details and measurements concerning the three-dimenaionsllty is te ltaminar wake of a stopped cylinder Submtitted for
influence of vortex dlaloa totis, primarily for the forced case, have publication
been included In Willitason (199 1c), and where in particular they NEAULL, D. J. A YOUNG, IR. A. 1973 Vortex shedding from bluff
have an effect on the natural 3-D transition process, such bodies in a shear flow. JA Rauid Mech. 60, 401
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4. study of vortex shedding behind a linearty tapered cylinder at low Reynolds
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Abstract 2 Numerical Method end Results
mx Iansocol~ uhui~rain wae ci neinay wxdimnsinai ~ We conlsider all ihorrwsile flow of ased U.. Past a cyiindar of diameter D3
The ranilm tolurtlarem he akeof anomnaly w-diensoal irclar tohinetivsbc ocay of he flaid Is v The systuem of coordloas has it x axis

cYlindel is eluded numenically, thncugh direct simulation of tie lhmee-dimamtnraco paralleoi the1 straw its z axis parallel to the span, and ft y ans perpendiciar to
Navief Sokces equacossng a spectsal eleent method The ceinyolabens are the other o The gonlig equations era tha thmedaiensoa Wax~er Stokes
coniducted for thlee laplesenlalixa Reynolds numbers R9.300i, 333 500 Itie found arid continity equations, wooer xen the loown non-deraitionr
that "l transition pmOcOss cosabs Successo Pri sod doublings Al Reynolds
number 300 lh irst 01 enoddoubhng hitorcanon has ocurad Al Ra.333,sa xocood apaniod dxxblng bifucationhaoocud, whereas atRynolds number5Wl theawakae Nixv) V = - I Va' 5

2 
v

has bacomre lihagbc Tha occuronce of11 phenod-dooling biurcations is only
posotia in a flowe woh thisndmanionxJ Structura. because of ha cexatnwe of
dhlarse acOsosia flow satses with symmetric syawese, olloclulis It 4 proposed
thnal POnd-dxuhing a a naturai mule t0 chaos ior nominecfy lwo-dnienxonal flows
will ax ebsolute insalitry mechaism nvo ( 2)

1Introduction whomr R U Vtulv a tha Raynolds oumbr, v as tha velocity victor (non,
Sesed SOWSi away from0 nosbp boondaris, such a wakes. lots and free shear drimnahod with respectt 11 , p teinoraaoh pressure and tha

bye, ea lle wena los ae her lwsBOeo ti 1hiolcohi form of oparator N is defied as
thear basic v*1OCilY yrchb, Such flows e strongly untale and undergo transition
mnki tubjlice at welaively low Reynod! numbers cosderably lower than say,
dand lewol The wakes o bluff Objects i Particlar am known to undergo a Nori= 1lVnnVineil (3)
transition into Wlurence in the Reynod number range 200-400 (im.or 1i64) Iris Tha flvwrSlohas eouasoxa have bae wnln in thasshove lorn for better aliosieg
at thns Iowa, pear of the range (feynclas nomber around 200) ther three- control Horito 1967)
imealOnablY also sSO= so aspennlenws suggst tham is clear reiaxion beteenl
ha tee Addionral indirect Support for the aion has bean previed by two
dimensional nomenca atmolanos which show n the amea Reynolds numnber range
Pedc cortes shaddilg It appeals therefore, thaa-mdimloeaily, Somehow
tog"n the transition into tuuluiaoe, and thas two hay qosons e (a) how tha
Ilwaa-drlaionhliy a Inted and (b) hew tha ticedensicnaiy higar tha
Vasion procso

10 recent Y555 If haa be ditinoestacad that a baster coocayptual descriptonof
vortx awakas elan ha clasiai asrary of pesm vorticesis OWat a wana of vorxedy,
aeoanad hrorn A hyfodyonic Instabily of tha flow (Koch. INS5, Trnsoasu Sta
I08N. MonhamMc and Nqgoyso. IN?., Haxeaom and Canal, INS. KArnidal and
Trnsliiou, INSq) BY cosidering ax irsabiliy aroxrd tha mean, rahier than an
sioh "lab, tha concept can ha used soaen for turbulent weas (TnooblaylouS a I
ION) As hat instabiliy Of A tWe-dinenaoooal man flow aaaly creates vro.
dmsnW low Slotes iThIAWnlayOx. 1990). Ia eaeonale 10 saak tha .cor of
thednamaonwity, in aecanodary elWAlaly ol tha Saturated two-hmneina
conesail Mere spennay. tha satursted teo4ioaosonal vortex steal s stable
to wiee-eoasftla pe1trsirhso in tha Asyocl, oumber r"p 200-50, as it can
ha "iiemed frw Sha narly perfet pOOic behaviour Predicte by Iex-dlmaosrxona
simltions At banist hoeear unstable so elraadesoaim pselolhehees onica
a05 certai crtcaale of the Reynolds oumober is exceeded This has been

demonstrated numricalty by Kanledad, sod Toofalyloou flo. throughl drsc
oumarica anoiaeoet Of it h fesdoeexo Namser-soxee aqotoe The
ReYmxle numer value sir ha Osasf oh sacoedary hindeibiit was feod 10 ba
arexad 00-. " aeasmerntwirm experbomental obaevaord sboal tha appeerecm of
fles-dwnarwowfl (Wlamson, ren) The Secnodary ramhly of ha wake is
haralora aSoMfr lo ha ones obered inoter flows s9s for example,
PIeraimne and Widnl, loNt, Orszeg and Petera. 1913i. bot with tha important
difference that ha faSS lltoaraloosW SayMptoso ets* crested by tha secoodary
hissial is periodcw le, wichd a ora always ha ass will tha elser ad
slodia) We maey - ltas rraa 0tsha s g ppaance of flie Pleural: Top Paespeceevieweoftoomputational d ~ Batte Spaictral
diieiralonoaly aditoea bflacrooe Wa reopened 10 mare tha wakle turbulent alolasx! mash used sir lha 17roer modes

The purpoaase oha Vaelans slorY a tw rapedt ow a nuerical 554 of the

stody withWfl p e xtsos eaore1 oher it has ow flows The mix isss 5h~d, ae The omnputatonal domain Is showi n i gura I The uparsim on dary betatss
discussed hoam - J (ii h mute to tulne, Is whalher it follow any of ha cire o ix~ reda haom ha cenero Sha icylsrdac tha doseam bexwdsoy, Atso-calld univarsal muwer a chlas, s" (b) why sha occrseica of th" wnlte d The " ouarieswe- pases ma ate.Ntpartanh a k "ibllorofler Is Said lo hato a ocwxa sotrau of e* flow imaeion was Oftn o 10 he quas pi (414 )red Al O ha W~ sp o rexdixy
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idror f'low =odoome are applied wfras at fire dowrstream boundary mixed Mor opienicifiy at Reynrolds, rumbar 300 a peved-doubLegq bifurcation ocenred
NomwtrtoVsoooe apongyt fTorrbeahdee at at l99t) bouuidary conditions are more visible in the spanwe velocity comrpornent This cart be seen in the spoonsi of
Imyplemented to ebmosapurious numerical irttbli At the othr two ftu velfocity flucfuxfiono in tre na, wake (figure 2) Thor at Reynolds numnber 333 a
bounares penioiity condounoam are -tuunad second period dublig followed (figure 31 Finally when tha Reynolds number was

hatr mreamed to 000, brad-bead spactre wore obtained rioahee of a chaotic
to the spewiaws direoion because of fir fromogleneity of tre geometry we behaviour (figure 4f At thPkRyrrolda number fImo-traca of fir velocity becomre

expand fire nelocity and preseure held anto a Pennier aerme Each voaffloent ofthe toic, reth Intermittent period& of organized rroben (figureS5) Figures 2 3, and 4
aeree a a font :- .fx and ~, a aolved for using a opsonral-etoment eeuodofogy eom fire apeote ofthOe velocity fooctoabena of the eame pointern ftrear wake for
(Per a dlacxseon of spectral fiaments ass Petre 1094 Korcoab and Patre, 1ggg fto three ealues of fire Reyofde number (Sormilar behraviour a oaveufd ir any ogrer
aid Karedakfes, f1989) thoteen Penne modeos were osed in fihe epanwueo "obon hrnfire comrputatrenal dofrf") Piguree 2, 3, And 4 auggest thearafore that fire
drecon, and thirry fenr Spectral elements with siogr and eighf order inferpelants flow ir a two-drmenaionrl wake fllowe the PeOd denoloig mute to Jraoa How
Wth this coce of pmrameters amr rectired CPU Dre on a Inrgle procesof dOedSy dos the serqurnce Of perfod-doubingo follows the unrversal route aa
CRAY YfbfP wee typrely, two eacods for each tie step Sinre each Period of described by Peigenbaum, 1978, i a whetherf a optt caceda of period
vorteo eaeding onsaed of about 799 hre stepe, reaching the aayptotio crate of doubbonge occore, and whether Figsrbeume (ff8, 1fl7f) saling lasm eam
fir flloe required canardl henrn of CPU tire easefled. ise a qection that can not be Ansewered based ent the nuerncal results

presented bare In fact the requrd amrounrt of comrpulsion for a syoteatic
In order to atu" the pireion process, the flow wee omputed at tonie arreobgabor a so large that it aeemr unlikely that t fim be performed in fire

rareetteReynolds nombers 300, 333, ard 500 The flast twro Reynolds oMIMrert fotu,e It however a very interestng fundamnenta Question aod a re
numbers hs rt t range that eapeatierts have dthaolimbZd as- ni~a" dritllnge.h forgrrs)ardr i
whrereas 1re 0ed Reynoal uerber tes er fir range that eoperiments Cloariactere
on rpurfolenr Thus fire idea re to sofnm that even hr a perfeotfwo-dirmnnal
geoery (fim t one of figure, t) the swake wit be turbulent at Reynolds number
moad 500, ert to observe sore chrrach hrtermedlate stagea; of the trensiton
to turbulerrce proess Alth oug eepotehn of the flow at manry more Reynolde
numbers would idealfy be deefroble. th ermene amount of required noMputgbon-
arid prectroto iridaboi of computer resenrcas taid to the abune Ccre

At each Reyrnolds number the rwo-durneiondl ertex Street was computed ratI
arid tfnee-daorerd na eeio wee subsequoently introduced to toggw ths seonodary
arotabity, of fire eoesec street (wich is preent after Reynolds number 200) Then
fre oompufabor wait oned out oxen everl periods of vnree mardding and power
epectral donra of %fie locify fluctuations were used 10 ofrarmtdare t- tomporef
behavouor of fr flow Swerora -pfos ware used to study fir opa'- streucture of
t ffovr As nmenbioned hr t introduction, for Reynolds mnitheri dos Ito 200 ase
flow asyrytorbcoly "Iato ar a ohnse-dhenowma 0noulation. which Is pato in
here flarruadala aridTrdefyloe. gilj 

t
o fre squaefo of Reynolds numbers

considered hero howenar r fired saympetic stae In fir wakre eohibted an

incraaeogli, cormplex behaviour, which became obauho at Reynolds number 500

}rm Mo r UWD sv *inbt crisocn ofu O n i stu rr
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0 1

-05i 2 0 6 so 10 120

tons,

Flour* 6: Typical U-am of the alreotwbs e"tot comnenot at 140-500

- 5 nexhibtng intendent orgartized behaviour intrhaged with iffetnsb of ',5Od"n
behair

3 Discussionl

OW Inforeor t period doubling twkinoshon Mie on Vis oronto., of *

flo PM o6wf Ows w "ftcility mode Of Via I"o averaged pMn of the
flw-rc the sa-rndaty la~bilty has been ftaiggar and te Wabo 1111ttls Int its

thies-droosiona node of e.- l eo. w Omnwsreg. flow aogaseo
nOWNOdeaoS along the ePsnre diction We corrt ahnk of ft flucajatng part
Of the flow "sVia absote hnatiy mode of this nodueted biaverge lo k For
a slowrly varying modoleodon of the irnowragi now, a caaOtirn way to wrprsent
ftsernsw iocdion a by plotrng at each Wlo Va growth-rate of the local
two-dimensional peorirason say sr,(.) Tha wl baehow rlabon with j lie ft
wrwn (0) in fgure 6 The.,N can be Shown (Triantathllm, IWeO) that Via sparnmnse
sftxre of ft Instabity mode a reateud to that of ft sowArmrage Rlow in Ins

M sW80te n figure 6 Th. iffitsaty mode (OUNtO (a) inhgiure 6) hastwc

The period deobng M I am posasible-done.,ainoa fOW,
-dr e~ w.aonal atnoiahtos, show a lsranrge of Reynoldsemrbr

adro beantour The reason for doe a s be that fon a Oman Raynsd (0Pter e: Sktetch of On sarnasae ehooee of a the-roroo ak a Corn.
combw r t wransitional regitne everal erree4rtenobeu state. are polo"o wit 6wrmi (aet (b)t a. ftOdatega abbao, a
ditherant epanwe 8 esm, and o flow carrnet beMA tai , Curve Ma), ( SPat-l MAINor Of th e poetht POW rtsabikty mode.
(doubling. qsadrhoerig.9)ast5 - The ovephyscaoiett nghffo .tOnfueowdngl to w b neragi low Citi Wring (0)
soa that slow Ow. ecooneon of period dou lln of mn easy tec h e m
section m. doams the phpeic of to firt period doubling likirodlon, w"t onr be
considered to be the most signloef ekroe, It Inalmtae usnego
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War Mte ra oanion of wli{a) is fllowed vary closely bythe vaniation of the wit, fth ot that lwo-darransionia simlations predict a periodic, vortex trial for this

comoponwnt alo" the reirim y-0, lItre a numerical confiviohton of fth anakyocal Reynolds numbent range Moreonovr ft two sate rn figre dii'o only in thO sign

argVnt (date frorn Itamadisks and Tintalynou I tO0 for fReynolds number 225) of do sfleinwi velo"t oornporenl w When me (a) has positive ,~ state (b) fret

Oe osen or igure 7 whirm ire iparree vaniabion of the bs average and the negie w and ori-nera Consequently, or a Vpha.-spacit, where tha Iwo slates

lodoalari parts of w ire plotted The la that tiN fluctuating pert o his twic, ft (a) an (b) are represented each by orre olosed vafelor, the two thatoclOne Are

sipariwl waelegth of Via Om-vrte W is clarly ow Moeoe th syrn c aroond toe -c plan
ochien apa ndinabolaon of ft fliocturrtg flow occrs indeed where toe

enOrig flow a moat negabos and w,4) ha$ therefore a maninumlnikaeie th Numerical conlfirmaion of ft presence of ftTW $ato* Abb t faynlie* number 300
slope, of toe fits-toeng part of a is om whror ft $ireore aislu negria, and can beat be nade by plotting ft refctoy in ft phaorpace Thi a doei
a$:z) hit theaeor a minmum The arooron of fts previous paragraph destibes figure 6. where ft "ar coinnected trejeclorsesa can deadfy he son, cooreistenly I th

ft argomnirvilen atove W ntel at Reynolds numbher 225, where ft period
tocpft~d Me latOn beteen ft iperea ibuctore of do liore-aeraga and the dobig ha not ocored. the phr-epace plots contains only one of toe two cuirvet
tflretrdng pail of ft ehre-deniaolorral flow in ft wake it turrrs out thal this (ofe Karnadabra and Tnianmfeyllou, 1990) The reason a thal sithogh both states
relaton is crucia for ft occrerce of pannd-doorhng toforoatoni, #a deanid Arm poible, tonwe of the Iwo cari be realized The to nratectonee intersect al a
below herbe arrgle. to ft system would reqon" infiifte aocelerston or order so switch from

"on lot Other We can infer tharefoni that ft first period doubbing or-one arroin
ft two Petoriet rrerfl at tO points where they both iltrec the w.0 plan*e
Wining a sirrgle hfeefokry with rares toe period Th, Imergng' hiem inane that

t t beomue angot o ft w.0 plane, Slowerg toe sytert to switch frmon.

2 25 3

K ~ V

0 5 2

U,( \

in n 1 5 n$ 2! 0, Ptae . hae-rpari' plot of ( A-N Re-SOP, showing toe presence of two
ntoet in fto flow (toe I*0 coninoded teiecloIee)

Figare 7: Top SPrawee nanatinr of 0' tori average sream"w's eilocity
onorpooer at Re-Ut5 (hei closely Apprimsnbenise (0) in figure 1) Bolorn
Sparsnte ne'wttr of "w karhietei seanin neoc

t
y corporen at lio-22t,

fno ow too wa retult of figote a Th wlnton for fto reat of ft period dlooblings ksnot ~nw currently One
could gsenoe* onion" ot Samkar eymoetlex ist wich tow ft coexisteince
of seneru elsa with cilareot ipanwo slrocauo, b ulrther investgion Is
regrido dnbly Ibot lt (Inteeorogl, In a wnt ibiW Nozo t alI. t9t,

Becase or he symmrny. of ft hew or relato in ft sp plane, a siooord have expernnentiny observed a cascade Of pwrbo dlOoblige or Ow waell behind8
Inegeblity nflo abetted as curvi (b) it Wiri 5), a postile for t" same incising nonuniform cylinder. thenr heow orsuatton lactrsfi shlows Indeed the
heanoreg ereflw(0) blade (b) W loanlrcaj oith mode (a), etcept that at each pool snielorig befwean seal differenrt her soraies, which earns to sopport fti Intuitne,
toy hare spera-e incinaions of opposite Sig"i The lard:ta the ar tw atg~r givn hire) The onambigouCon clson ftl ot b~e drawn however is

prossible iremabikly modee of ft teme-nasli flow suggets t tore are also two ftl in a tronroaly twwalnlot l frtr-derelonatiy hlgoer rangeo bry
POnAtle asymptotic sat for f tow We ashinme Stat ft two asyrmptotic elites openkIng ft rol to perloddoobrig It "me liarelofre reasonbl or anbopeb
oW Irene a tirlir epOoara ifihoat a8 the cumr"o (a) and () abetted in fiur 6. that peiod do,"Vn is the rokteS wom %;cor of oloer taodn Bo-ta flwwi
although rnar tnecesairily AN palldl ShONOWeoda a6 fte eD curnes Snce tiem an abtobdef lintlabty rnedrnlern
q ev ar atmtle flo emma, ft flow In ft watup =a stern"I between Ito, n*0
dorsbing He perid hr phyeical space, fthe w wit prolice a v omre aent of typo
(af, toen on SVhul pWWWh AlPod " lie wi f lrone fan of lYe (bi ton enot'
Sinid perod losse fitonienl (a) wil appear again an so on The time that *Acklmledgeorents

elepeed hereic teo (a) Monenwa is taroren erie ft Stoehal perod We note
tots for a Wodrtoeeone re- ner ore, to only possible filanents are straight The heanda eopporr of top Oftoo of Net Reimardi, Gocnracss N,000147-

tree, so ploidooblng can niot hootr accring to toe scenario0 Thea oistn 91,1 -0366. N~Of4-9041 215, and N000td-O-J-t3fl Is greadly appreciated
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ABSOLUTE INSTABILITY IN VARIABLE DENSITY PLANE JETS

J.L. HARION, R. RIVA, G. BINDER, M. FAVRE-MARINET

Institut de Micanique de Grenoble
BP53X 38041 Grenoble Cedex-FRANCE

ABSTRAC T  Experimental evidence of absolute instability

in axisymmetric jets was provided nearly at the same

The stability of two-dimensional helium-air time as the theory by SREENIVASAN & al (5) or shortly
jets has been investigated experimentally. Velocity after by MONKEW1TZ & al (6) and by RIVA & &1 ( 7.8).
fluctuation spectra and Schlieren images show that the jet The three experiments demonstrate that in certain ranges
is absolutely unstable in definite ranges of velocity and of S and 8, the power spectra are line dominated as is
ratio of jet to ambient fluid density S. A fixed frequency expected when the flow is absolutely unstable since it
is associated to the lower range of veloci-y and no should then behave as an oscillator. They also reveal that
scaling with the jet parameters could be found for this as a consequence of absolute instability, strong

case. In the higher range, the frequency of the intermittent side jets may be generated. Thefe are.

fluctuations scales with the jet velocity. The absolute however, differences between the experimental
instability disappears when S>0.2, a limit which is far observations mainly about the critical Reynolds number
from the predictions of stability theory. Visualizations above which absolute instability may occur and about the

confirm the development of strong side jets when the critical value of the density ratio S. Furthermore in
flow becomes absolutely unstable, reference 8 it was found that for a given S there are

several absolute-convective transitions when the

AIM OF RESEARCH velocity is increased, suggesting the existence of
several distinct regions of absolute instability in the

If the concept of absolute or convective S,Re ( or 8. )-plane. a feature which theory has not
instability is not new, the search for conditions under shown so far.
which shear flows such as jets may actually become The absence of any published experimental
absolutely unstable has only been undertaken in the past rasults on plane jets with variable density has motivated

few years. The ideas are, for instance, described in the the present investigation, but it should be added that such
book on Hydrodynamic Stability by P.G. DRAZIN & an experiment is also announced in reference 4. The aim
W.H. REID (I) first published in 1981 but no concrete is to demonstrate the existence of absolute instability in
examples of absolutely unstable flows are given, this flow, to determine the ranges of the control

The first suggestion that jets less dense than parameters where it occurs and to find out whether side
the ambitent fluids are absolutely unstable was made in jets do also exist in this geometry.
1985 by HUERRE and MONKEWIIZ (2). Since thun It should be mentioned that variable density
inviscid parallel flow computations for variable density jets occur in flows of practical importance as in engine
jets by MONKEWITZ and cowrkers (3.4) have exhaust or in combustion where the density difference
demonstrated that round as well as plane jets can be may first be due to the different nature of gases ( H2 and
absolutely unstable when the density ratio Sp j / p_ is 02 as in some rocket engines ) and later on to the
less than the critical values respectively equal to 0.7 and temperature difference.
0.95. The other control parameter in their computations
is the thickness of the shear layer 5,.
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APPARATUS AND FLOW CONDITIONS evident: there are sharp peaks of high level in the helium
jet, characteristic of absolute instability and low level

Jet : slot width d variable from I to I I mm. broad peaks in the air jet. Note that the peaks are at least

- Exit velocity :. Uj two orders of magnitude ( even four orders for Re-245 )

Reynolds number based on the initial jet above the neighbourng level. The sound emitted by the

viscosity :i Re = Ujd/u,. absolutely unstable jet is easily perceived directly by ear

Most measurements were obtained in the following and a fortiori from the amplified microphone signal
conditions : - Slot d = 3.7 nun played beck through a loudspeaker. Video recordings were

- aspect ratio : 13.5 performed by illuminating the flow with a flash driven by
- End plates the micruphone signal. On the movies, symmetric
- 7.5 < Uj < 20 m/s structures which develop near the nozzle are observed.

Nozzle contraction : 28 Since these initial structures are perfectly synchronized
- Voticity thickness :, 8, - 8.8 Re t

1/ with the microphone signal, it may be deduced that they

nondimensionalized by d/2 are responsible for the high sound level.

- Turbulence level at exit - 0.16% It was checked that the absolutely unstable

No forcing is applied mode is of the varicose type us predicted by the theory

2D checks showed mean velocity variations in (4). This was dore by comparing the signal from two hot
mid-plane of less than 0.4% wires placed symmetrically with respect to the mid-plane

- Density variations are produced by concentration ( the two signals are in phase ). This is also clearly
changes of air-helium mixtures ( the amrbient fluid is air). shown by the vizualisattons ( fig.6-7).

The mixtures are produced via a set of calibrated sonic

throats. Side Jets

- Measurements . microphone (die - 10 m at x'O Vizualisations of Fig. 6 and 7 show that side
and yf120 m ) and hot wire anemometers; 15 bit A/D jets also occur in the plane jet but these are less
conversion; spectra comput~d with 1024 points, spectacular than in the round jet. Video recordings with

averaged ovr 8 realisations. For all results presented in sound from the microphone show that when the velocity
this paper the probe was locited in the mid-plane of the is increased and the jet becomes absolutely unstable, the
nozzle exit ( x=0, y--O ), therefore it is sensitive to the development of side jets coincides with the increase in
velocity fluctuations only., sound level. Hence, side jets are concomitant with

Vizualisations ,: Schlieren method. absolute instability. It may be remarked that the

development of the side jets coincides with the loss of
Rcoherence of the initial structures.

Probe interference effects Evolution of Instability with velocity,
Microphone measurements with a probe and S=0.14

without probe in the same flow show that interference On Fig 3 which displays spectra for incrtwsing
effects are small ( Fig. 2 ) ::, the frequency of the main velocity the following observations are made :
spectral peaks is unaffected. In some instances there may . There is a sharp transition to absolute
be a small influence on the signal level of the instability between 7.5 and 7.6 m/s.
perturbations. Figure 7 shows spectra from a hot wire and - The frequency of the first peak at about 250

from the microphone measured in same conditions. It is Hz is nearly independent of UJ. It nearly disappears at 11
seen that the spectra from the two signals reemble each and 13 mis and emerges again at 15 mis with a level three
cther very closely; in particular the same peaks are found orders magnritude above the plateau.
on both and occur at the same frequencies. In order to - A second frequency which is not an harmonic

reduce the noise level the microphone signal was filtered of the previous one appears at 11 m/s. This frequency is
between 100 and 900 Hz. nearly proportional to U1. This peak reaches also a high

level at Uu=15 m/s. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the
Absolutelconvective Instability In helium/ Strouhal numbers of the dominant peaks

air Jets (S& - f 6/ Uj ). The curve has two branches. The lower

Figure 1 shows hot wire spectra in the pure one corresponds to the fixed frequency f, observed at the
helium jet ( S-0.14 ) and in the air jet at same Reynolds first transition of the jet. The second one shows that the
numbers. The sting contrast between the spectra is higher frequency f2 of instability scale very well
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with vorticity thickness be. On Fig. 5, the Strouhal further be noted that while the theory assumes the

number has been computed with the slot width d sale for profiles of UJ and p to be the same with a finite shear

comparison with the computations of YU & layer thickness, in the experiments with different gases

MONKEWITZ ( 4 ) ( 0o = (2x f d/2) / UJ/2 ). These the p-profile at the exit has a true discontinuity but not

authors have computed the stability characteristics in the Uj-profile. Effects of mass diffusivity are, therefore,

terms of the density ratio S and a parameter N related to large in the initial region. These differences may.

the shape of the velocity piofile. N-1 is proportional to however, not be sufficient to account for the

the shear layer thickness So. In th- present facility discrepancies between the theory and the present

N = 0.18Reig. The observed tendency for f2 is the game experiment. For the latter, this raises question of the

as in the reference ( 4 ), but since the results given in Lifuence of the features of the facility on the observed

( 4 ) are limited to S > 0.7. direct comparison with our results. Some experiments have already been performed

results could not be made. The opposite trend is observed in order to find out to which extent the present

for fl; when Uj is increased. Be and consequently N-1 observations depend upon the particular features of the

decrease, whereas oti6 is inversely proportional to Uj . facility and more are being carried out. Changes in the

The observation of a fixed frequency when the velocity supply line ( longer tubing, insertion of damping

increases has not been explained at the present time. chamber ), experivents performed by discharging a
reservoir ( without use of the sonic throats ), changes in

Evolution of the Instability with density the inlet to settling chamber ( feed through a porous

ratio S plug ), runs in quieter surroundings at night have

Spectra for increasing S at constant velocity produced no marked changes with the results reported

U=8 in/s and Uj=l5 m/s are shown on figures 6 and 7. here. The acoustic characteristics of the settling chamber

For Uj=8 m/s, the peak in the spectrum becomes broader will be investigated next. One may, however, note

and its value drops sharply when S increase from 0.2 to already that the frequency f, is more than an order of

0.22. The same thing occurs to the main peak at U J=15 magnitude smaller than the organ-pipe resonant

m/s but at a lower value of S. at about S=0.16. In this frequency.
cute a new peak emerges at a higher frequency. The

frequency of this peak shifts to higher values as S is ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
increased. Since the viscosity changes with S
( %, -8ua ) the shear layer thickness at the exit is also This work was supported by the HERMES R&D

affected by the changes in S. This higher frequency mode Program through the Csutre National d'Etudes
scales roughly with 8. Spatiales and Dassoult Avisglio.

The transition at S - 0.2 is also very clearly

seen on the relative RMS levels ( Fig 8 ) of the two
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the transition. Since the flow is more unstable when it is Stability", Cambridge Univ. Press.
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Abstract. flows in the laboratory, where a residual turbulence is al-

ways present. We solve numerically the Navier-Stokes equa-

Transition to turbulence in a three-dimensional coin- tions in a boundary-layer above a flat plate, with the aid of a

pressible boundary layer over a semi-infinite insulated flat direct-numerical simulation using finite-differences methods.

plate in studied by means of direct and large-eddy simula- At high Mach numbers, the simulation requires a subgrid-

tions Results are presented in quasi-incompressible (Mach scale model

number equal to 0.5) and high supersonic (Mach number

equal to 5) cases, both in temporal and spatial configurations

At low Mach number,, a direct-numerical simulation shows 2. Numerical method
that the fundamental mode is selected, leading to the peak-
valley structure found by Klebanoff et al. (J Fluid Mech.,

12, pp 1-34, 1962). In the high Mach number case, no direct- The compressible Navier-Stokes and energy equations

numerical simulation is possible, and we use a subgrid-scale for a perfect gas are, wrten in coservation form

model, the structure-function model, in order to perform a

large-eddy simulation of the transition. In this case, the sub- OU 9F -0 8H
harmoic mode appears, giving rise to a staggered pattern r- y+ z ' (1)

of A vortices
with

Introduction , P (2)

\e/
The study of supersonic transitioning and turbulent flows the fluxes F, G and H being computable out of U. Equa-

is more than ever a current issue, both from a fundamental tion (1) is written in dimensionless form Lengths are non
point of view and for technological applications such as, e.g., dimensionalized by the initial (in the temporal case) or inflow
the development of the European shuttle Hermis or the US (in the spatial case) displacement thickness 6'. Reference
National Aerospace Plane. Compressible boundary layers values for velocity, density, pressure, temperature, and vis-

have been studied extensively from the point of view of in- cosity are their free-stream values (indicated by a subscript

ear (Mack, 1969) and weakly non-linear stability theory (see oo). Specific energy e is normalized with respect to the pres-

e g. Nayfeh and Harper, 1989; Masad and Nayfeh, 1990) sure ps The Prandtl number Pr is assumed equal to 1, and

The first stages of a fully-controlled transition have also been Sutherland's law is prescribed for the viscosity u M is the
simulated numerically (Erlebacher and Hussaini (1987, 1990), free stream Mach number and the Reynolds number Re is
Maestrello et al. ,(1989) and Thumm et al (1989)], by fore- based on 6.

ing, he instability in a deterministic way The numerical scheme is due to Gottlieb and Turkel(1976),

and has been previously used in the spatial instability studyWe peset hre dterinitic imuatins o trnsiion of the compressible boundary layer over a flat plate by Baylisa

to turbulence in the boundary layer above a flat plate, both a 8 the one-
et al. (1985) and Maestrello et al (1989). For the one-

in weakly-compressible (Mach 0.5) and fast (Mach 5) cases dimenfional equation & -- 4,vhere F = F(V), we have

Here, we study controlled transition, where the instability is
excited by the superposition of a deterministic and a random
perturbations The random perturbation is three-dimensional, i= Vn + At (7(F,+- Fn)- (F. 2 - F.

and of amplitude small with respect to the two-dimensional
forcing. This is a more correct way of simulating forced
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in spatial simulations In both cases we have periodicity in
V,"+i = + I, + P - F the spanwise direction z

The initial condition consists of the superposition of the

(F,-n -" -2)) lannar solution and a perturbation The lainiiar flow is

(3) obtained by solving the similarity equation In the temporal

case, the flow is made parallel by taking t = 0 and u =

denoting by V'" the value of V at point tax and time nAt, i(y). The perturbation is the ,iuperposition of the eigen-

and with P = F(V) The scheme (3) is second-order accurate function corresponding to the most amplified mode (which

in time and fourth-order accurate in space, provided F does is two-dimensicial in the two cases considered hereafter), at

not feature derivatives. In the presence of viscous terms, an amplitude e2j and some three-dimensional random noise

first-order derivatives arise in F. They are calculated with at an amplitude C3o In practice, the two-dimensional eigen-

the aid of a second-order centered scheme and the global function is provided by a randomly-foiced two-dimensional

scheme is then only second-order accurate in space simulation performed with the same numerical code In the
temporal calculation, the perturbation is only applied at the

For the temporal calculations, source terms must be initial time, t=0. In the spatial case, it is also used at the

added to the second and fifth components of the transverse upstream boundary, the random noise being refreshed every

flux G, so that the laminar state becomes stationary Other- timestep.

wise, the mean flow would degenerate into an error-function

profile This would have no physical meaning and the sta- As already stresied, high Mach numbers require high

bility of the flow would be deeply modified (see e.g Spalart Reynolds numbers for transition to develop These can be

and Yang (1987) reached, with the limited resolution offered by the computer,

only by means of large-eddy simulations, where the effect
For the three-diineasional equation (1), the scheme (3) is of the small unresolved scales upon the explicitely-simulated

used together with operator splitting, with the same global large scales has to be modelled. A very efficient subgrid-

accuracy Thus, if C, is the one-dimensional operator de- scale parameterization, based on a spectral eddy-viscosity

fined by (3) (4, and £ corresponding respectively to the (Kraichnan 1976), was developped by Metais ind Lesieur

equatins v and 1- we have (1990) Turbulence is supposed to be locally, at a position
i, isotropic at scales smaller than the grid mesh Ax. A local

U-2 = 4C £s £C £C 4s Ac U" (4) kinetic energy spectrum E,(k,) (with k, = r/Ax) is then

calculated in terms of the local 2nd order velocity structure

Stretching is applied in the y direction, normal to the function

plate, in order to improve the resolution near the wall and

keep the upper boundary of the calculation domain at a suf- T = (IW(i, t) - 11v + F, t)ll2)1 F1, (7)

ficient distance from the plate. At the wall, no slip and no of the large scale velocity field (where ( ) is a proper spatial
heat transfer conditions are imposed, i e., average upon points !+ 9', a distance Ax apart of x). Then

u = V = = 0, E = 0 (5) the isotropic EDQNM expression for the eddy-viscosity is
49Y used:

The condition for the pressure is derived from the second v(,t) = 0 4 E-,/(kc) (8)

component of the momentum equation at the wall, which

gives which vanes wth the instantaneous and local turbulent ac-

I Op 14 I 9 tivity. It is found
o = .7- ++-- - + - --+ 3 v (6)

0 TT ; T ( v T- + 8ZV,(;, t) = 0.06 AX .V' 2(.,A., t) . (9)

An inflow/outflow boundary condition, using une-dimen- An analogous eddy-conductivity is built taking a turbulent

sional normal characteristics, is used at the upper boundary Prandtl number equal to 0 6, as given by the isotropic incom-

Linearization of the inviscid equations gives the five charac- pressible studies
2
., Afterwards, these eddy-coefficients are

teristic variables C, to C5 and their corresponding velocities substituted with the viscous coefficients into the full coin-

A, to As Outgoing characteristics (A, > 0) are extrapolated pressible Navier-Stokes equations. Notice that our model

from the interior of the calculation domain, whereas incoming gives a better agreement with laboratory experiments than

characteristics (A, < 0) are kept constant at the boundary. the Smagorinsky model, at least for two incompressible flows:

In the temporal calculations, periodicity is assumed in the behind a backward-facing step (Silveira et a., 1990), and

streamwise direction z, whereas the inflow/outflow bound- the channel flow (Comte et al., 1990). In the lact paper

ary condition described above is used at z = 0 and x =L was given evidence of acceptable behaviour of the structure-
function model, even near the walls, where the assumption of
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homogeneity and isotropy is certainly not fulfilled The use Our computed r m,s. of the three velocity com'-onents peak
of the incompressible eddy-viscosity (9) and its associated respectively at 0 13,0 04 and 0 06 (see Normand, 1990, Nor-
eddy-conductivity for compressible calculations may be only mand and Lesieur, 1991).
justified by assuming that the subgrid-scale are negliibI
affected by compressibility.

4. Mach 5 simulations

3 Low Mach number boundary-layer simulations At a Mach number of 5, a high Reynolds number of

the order of 10000 is needed in order to reach the turbulent
In this section, we p,,-sent temporal direct numerical regime Such a Reynolds number is to high to allow for a

simulations at M = 0 5 (which is low enough to permit com- direct-numerical simulation of the whole transition process,
parison with incompressible experiments and computations) and we have chosen to perform a large-eddy simulation us-
and at an imtial Reynolds number of 1000. ing the above-discussed structure.function model. Another

For a simulation at a resolution of 60 x 20 x 45 involv- choice was done by Erlebacher and Hussami (1990), who
ing two TS wavelengths, Figure 1 shows, from (a) to (g), the use (at a Mach number of 4.5) no subgrid model, and are
successive evolution of a set of vortex lines in the same run able to observe the development of a secondary instability
for times ranging from 470 to 500 e/*IU. We observe the This requires very low time steps, and lengthy calculations
formation of A vortices in an aligned pattern, and thus we Ours (which blow tip if the eddy-viscosity is suppressed) al-
can conclude that they correspond to the fundamental mode low longer time evolutions
of the secondary m.ability This fundamental mode may The question of the validity of the subgrid-scale parame-
be physically explained as an in-phase spanwise oscillation terization for the sunulation of the tiaisitional stages is cru-
of the vortex filaments, which is amplified by the straining cial, and an important criterion is that the eddy-viscosity
due to the basic shear. The wavelength in the spanwise di- should be negligible during the linear stage of the evolution.
rection A, is half the calculation domain and is of the same This will be well verified. We will now present results ob-
order as ATs, the longitudinal wavelength of the Tollmien- tained in the temporal case and in the spatially-growing case
Schlichting waves It is obviously not possible to conclude
that the observed spanwise mode is the most amplified one, 4.1 Temporal boundary layer at Mach 5

since spanwise periodicity leads to the selection of particular We present here a simulation at M = 5 and Re = 10 000.
modes. The resolution is of 50 x 20 x 40 for a doman of length equal

The selection of the secondary inst.bility f.ndamental to twice the most-amplified wavelength at this Mach number
mode in a case in which TS waves are forced with a relatively (the second mode) and the initial perturbations are of the

high amplitude is consistent both with experiments, theoret- same order as in the previous case.
ical calculations (Herbert, 1988) and computations (Spalart Figure 2 shows the streamwise velocity field u in the
and Yang, 1987; Zang and Hussaim, 1987; Kleiser and Zang, plane y = 0.5 6 at t = 300 6*/Uo. We observe very clearly
1991). a staggered pattern. This marks a radical change compared

At t = 490 6'/U.,, the flow clearly displays a peak-valley with the low Mach number case, since the subharionic mode
structure, as in the laboratory experiments of Klebanoff et of the secondary instability seems now to be selected. This
a. (1962). The peak planes corresponds to the tip of the A subharmonic mode corresponds to an out of phase spanwise
structures and the valley planes to their bases. In the peak oscillation of the vortex filaments, which is intensified by the
planes (parallel to z,yj), the vertical velocity v is positive straining due to th, mean shear Unfortunately, we did not
and the Atreaniwsse velocity u is lower than the mean value, find any experimental or theoretical work with which this
indeed, slow fluid close to the wall is lifted between the legs results could be compared However, the above-mentioned
of the A The opposite benaiour characterizes the valley calculations of Erlebacher and Hussaini (1990), which are
planes. forced initially with a secondary fundamental perturbation,

The present simulation stopped before a developed tur- might go in favour of our findings: instead of seing the de-
bulent regime was reached. It has thus been resumed for a velopment of the spanwi3e in-phase oscillation of the vortex

longer time (up to 2300 PIUse), but at a lower resolution filaments, they observe that the peak and valley planes lose
(30 x 25 x 20) in a domain of length equal to one TS period their most dutinctive characteristics.

msteid of two. Dspite this low resolution, a good quai- 4.1 Spatial simulation at Mach 5
tative agreement with experimental measurements made in

incompressible boundary layers at a comparable Reynolds The higher growth rate of the instability makes a spatial
number was obtained: our shape factor, for instance, goes simulation at Mach 5 possible, whereas it was not the case

from 2.6 to 1.4, as in the experimental incompressible data at low Mach number. The resolution is of 300 x 40 x 20. The

Our friction coefficient peaks after the transition at 5.1 10- 3. domain's size is of 600 x 30 x 20 the displacement thickness
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upstream, where the flow is forced using the same cigen- this "low" resolution of 300x40x20 (which, Iowever, imphes

functions as in the temporal case The upstream Reynolds typical runs of about 20 hours each on the Grenoble Atotnic

number, based upon this thickness, is of 10000 Energy Agency Cray 2), it is possible that these coherent

Figure 3 shows an isosurface of w, viewed from the top structures may characterize the turbulent boundary layer at

(Fig 3-a), with enlarged top and side views in the down- Mach 5

stream region (Fig 3-b and 3-c respectively), visualized with These results pose questions about the umiversality of
the aid of th, FLOSIAN software (developped at I.M G by the vortex structure in turbulent shear flows, submitted or
Y Fouillet, E. David, M.A. Gonze and P Comte) The flow is not to the influence of a wall, and to the action of com.

going from left to right. We first observe the two-dimensional pressibility Let us consider first the incompressible case
waves resulting from the forcing Then a subharmonic sec- in a mixing layer,, one may also make the distinction be-
ondary mode emerges, as in the temporal case, giving rise tween a secondary fundamental mode, yielding the straining
to A-shaped structures staggered in the spanwise direction of longitudinal hairpin vortices between the primary Kelvin.
These A waves break up and pair as they travel downstream. Helmholtz billows, and a subharmonic mode, correspond-
They also seem to be more stretched in the streamwise direc- iog to the helical-pairing instability of Pierrehumbert and
tion than the onalogous staggered vortices observed experi- Widnall (1982), and leading to a vortex-lattice structure as
mentally in an incompressible case of natural transition, demonstrated numerically by Comte and Lesieur (1990) The

same calculations show that one of the two spanwise instabil-

ities will develop, according to the relative importance of the
5. Conclusion and discussion two-dimensional and the random three-dimensional forcings.

When compressibility is important (convective Mach number

Transition to turbulence of a compressible boundary layer of the order of one), the numerical simulations of Sandham

over a semi-infinite insulated flat plate was studied numeri- and Reynolds exhibit a staggered array of A vortices.

cally by solving the complete unsteady Navier-Stokes equa- Therefore, it is tempting to draw a unified pictute of
tions. Direct numerical simulations were performed at low transition to turbulence in any flow submitted to a unidirec-
Mach number (Af = 0.5, Reb. = 1000), whereas the use of tional shear: at low Mach number, a quasi two-dimensional
a subgrid-scale parameterization was necessary for the high forcing will lead to a set of longitudinal hairpin vortices, so-
Mach number (M = 5) case, since we had to increase the perposed upon the spanwise billows resulting from the break-
Reynolds number (Res. = 10000). A new subgrid-scale ing of the primary instability, when such a breaking occurs
model, based on the second-order velocity structure func- (as in a mixing layer, but not in the boundary layer) On the
tion was used here for the first time in a compressible shear other hand, natural transition (where no two-dimensional

flow, forcing is present) will produce a staggered array of large
At low Mach number, the fundamental mode of the sec- A vortices, tending to be lifted towards the higher veloci-

ondary instability (in-phase spanwise oscillation of the T.S ties, due to self-induction effects. These structures have to
filaments) was found to be predomnnant, as predicted by the undergo some kind of pairing interactions, in order to be

incompressible theory when the TS wave amplitude is high consistent with the global self-similanty of the flow. They
The complete transition process was observed and explained are likely to survive when small-scale turbulence has devel-
on the basis of vortex filament dynamics. Finally, the transi- oped. At high Mach number, it seems that only the latter
tion to small-scale turbulence was proved to be well simulated flow topology (staggered breaking-up A vortices) is selected,
in a calculation at low resolution, at least with regard to the whatever the type of forcing. All these conclusions (specially
main average quantities of the flow (mean velocity, shape in the compressible case) have to be taken cautiously, and
factor and friction coefficient, r.m a. velocity fluctuations). need to be validated by higher resolution calculations and

In the high Mach number case, the predominant un- laboratory experiments

stable mode (second mode) is two-dimensional and results
from the generalized inflection-point instability criterion A
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Figure 1 Sets of vortex lines for the simulation at Af = Figure 2. Strearnwise velocity field in the plane y
0 5 at t=470 (a), 475 (b) and (h), 480 (c), 485 (d)', 0.5 V at t =300 6/VU foi the temporal simulatioin

490 (e) and (i), 495 (f) and (j), 500 (g) 6IU-. The at Mf 5
first ones, (a) to (g), are viewed from the top, and the
others, (h) to (i), are viewed from the side.

(a)

Figure 3. laosurface w, -0.2 U16* for the spatial
smulation at M = 5 Igeneral view (a) and zooms:
from the top (b) and perspective (c)].
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Breakdown of a circular jet into turbulence
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Abotract

By direct numenal simulation of the Navier-Stokes of 16 waves:
equations we have studied the near.field orgonised structures in an
incompressible circular jet at a Reynolds number of 1500. In (2) r(#)=r(l+aZ cot(mn +8m )),
particular, we focus on the breakdown process following the pairing
of relied up vortex rings. The breakdown process seems t. involve of with equal amplitudes a=0.001 and random phases Ow.
strong streaniwise harpin.like vortex loops.

Brief Description of the Evolution

The evolution oi the jet over the duration of this simulation
The near-find of an axisymmetric jet is rich in the kinds of naturally divides into three phases. First, an axisymmetric phase

motions starting with 2D Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, relup, characterined by roll up of the shear layer into rings and subsequent
paking, breakdown and perhaps reconnection. Ths region is also pairing of the rings Second, growth of azimuthal disturbances on
characterized by high level of mixing and aerodynamic noise the rinp and the formation of streamwte structures Third,

generation. Unfortunately, our knowledge of this fGld is extremely breakdown of the ring structures into smaller structures with
limited because of constraints of slngle-point measurements as well significant treamwios vorticity; hence they re apparently helical
as the intrinsic limitations of flow visualization Even at Schmidt in nature
number equal one, flow visualization in a 3D flow can be grossly
misleading because dynamically significant regions are typically During the first phase the shear layer rolls up into four ring

depleted of markers, obscuring them from direct observation, vortices at the fundamental perturbation within the computational
Pending development of 3D flow measurement technology, such as domain as expected (Fig Ia). The presence of the the initial

the holographic particle velocumetry (now under development at Subbarmonic perturbation allows the rings to pair in the periodic

UH) we used hot-wires (Hussaln 1983) In parallel we took geometry (Figs lbe). As a result of this pairing event we have only

advantage of the power of supercomputers which can provide two ring tructures within the computational domain These rings
detailed 3D field velocity and vorticity data, although at low have a large core-to-ring-radius ratio which does not permit a second

Reynolds numbers pairing to take place. The jet Is thus in "jet column mode". This
evolution is almost completely symmetic, in that animutbal

In an attempt to complement experimental observations by disturbances remain small, as Illustrated by the vortex lines in
us and others (eg. Hussain & Zaman (1980), Crow & Chempage Fi 2.
A971)), as well as to obtain insight into the structure of a circular The evolution away from axisyimetr begins by the

jet, we have studied by direct numerial simulation a temporally formation of "ribs between the ring structures, see Fig 3. The ribs
evolving jet as an idealized model. This simulation captures the

fundamental mechanisms involved in the transition to turbulence in are streemio structures that form in counterrotating pairs. Their

this geometry, without necessarily accurately giving all the physical formation is due to the alignment of vorticity with the principal

measures (snch as spread rate). While the periodic geometry strain rate direction in between the rings, whereby the streamwise

admittedly has seme undesirable side effects, it also has significant vorticity component is continuously enhanced. Figure 4 illustrates
advantages; foremost among these is the eas acceos to the th point by showing a sample of typical vortex lines We notice

eigenfunctions of the curl operator. Those sigeifunetions are critical that the departure from Asemetro within the ris isesmal

for the decomposition of the flow into helically polarized compared to the braid region. Als we obsrve that the ribs seen in

components which are central to the present analysis as they allow Fig.3 do not consist of vortex lines going from ring to ring, but
instead of staggered vortex lines with varying strength, i e. high

us to examine the breakdown of the jet into turbulence in a new amplitude in the rib direction and low amplitude perpendicular to
fashion. We find that a partial spatial separation of the polarized it. At later times the ribs ar stronger and the ring structures
vorticity components is instrumental in this transition, themselves begin to show significant dpatures from isisy metry

(Fig.5) This happens as a result of the "Widnall-instblity"
Initial ConditUn (Widnall os aL 1974). Note that some ribs ar stronger than other

The present results are obtained from a numerical and that the rings lack symmetry; this is a consequence of the

simulation of a temporally evolving circular jet at ReD=1500. The initial admuthal perturbations (2) which have random phases. A

numerical method ued a a spectral (aliasfree) algerithm with a sample of typical vortex lues are shown in Fi 8; from these lines it

fourth order predictor corrector for tht time advancement in a is evident that the rings are beginning to bend in the stroamwise

(2w)-box of a 64z-resolution. The diameter of the initial direction, such that the inner loops of the rings are ahead of the

unperturbed jet is D=2.5, the centerline velocity of the jeit is W =1, outer ets. Moreover, we observe that the waves on the rings are

and imtial momentum thickness is 6.=0.05. The jet is initially out of phase with the loops in the ribs (Fig 6b). The overall picture

subject to both longitudinal and azimuthal perturbations The at this time is roughly consistent with the sketch of Hussaen 1986

longitudinal perturbations are given as variations in the momentum (Fig.7).

thicknes. The ring structures undergo a complete breakdown as they
attempt to leapfrog, which they can nat do because thir cores are

(11 6(z) = 60I + t cos(t+I-) +4 /,eoe(3f2-. 41/) too thick (Figs. 8,9). The final result of this breakdown L- that the

jet region fills up with streemwise loops ar shown in Fig 10 We
searched this field for ring structures similar to those suggested in

+ &,/ , Fig 7, but we found none, not even in .trongl, distorted form.

The evolutions of energy and enstrophy in the

here a-0.0at5, -0 03 & -0.01, )t,---/2, /= k =2t, computational domain is shown in Fig. lla,b. Little over half the
of=0, #t/=2, alsmuthal perturbations are radial energ is dissipated by the end of the simulation. The ens'rophy
displacement of jte Jet shear layer; these consist of a superpositioa
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decays rapidly during the first phase of the evolution, this is
because the initial momentum thickness Is rather small for this (7) HR fJ dR -itR dV, HL , L UL dV
Reynolds number and also because the first phase is mainly

wasymmetnc, lacking any substantial vortex stretching The second Here the Hi is a positive definite and HL is a negative defloute
phase, however, features a substantial increase in enstrphy, due to integral. The tot&' hlihcity H differs from zero when HR. and HL do
the generation of streamwise vorticity, which is subject to vortex not balance exactly Such imbalance typically results from viscous

stretcbing. The enatrophy reaches a peak during the breakdown of vortex interactions, but can also result from simple viscous decay of

the ring structures. Subsequently, the enrtrophy decays Of partially or fully separated polarized vortical structures (Melander

particular interest is decomposition of energ and enstophy into & Hussain 1991c) Spatial separation of wi and ark is therefore of

stramwise, radial and azimuthal components, see Figs llc,d We interest, even when the spatial separa ton is only partial.
observe that the azimuthal component of the energy By is negligble

until t=20 0 when the rings become unstable Subscquently E, Initially there is pomtwise balauc- between zI8 
and wIa

grows significantly at the expense of the streamwite energy e. The This balance is not significantly disturbed during the first phase

radial component Er reaches a peak during the pairing event, then where the evolution remains Dealy completely ameymmetnc

decays slightly, but eventually starts to grow at the same rate as E However, a the azimuthal disturbances grow during the second

The corresponding components of the enstrophy Z show the three phase of the evolution aPartial separation of laigi and IaoI follows

phases with extraordinary clarity, se- Fig lid During the first both In the ribs and in the ring structures, two examples are shown

phase Zr and Zz remain negligible compared to Ze, but during the in Fir 12, Inside the ring structure the separation is a consequence

second phse they gow significantly and at the same rate The .f core dynamics, smiler to that described in Melander k Hussain
s d phase tcha er d bo(1991,b). In the ribs the separation is of a different nature, as they
third phase is characterized by the three components bein largely are generated from the very beginning in partially polarized form,
equal, I e. each holdig a third of the enstrophy that is, within each pair of ribs one is predominantly right handed

and the other is predominantly lefthanded. At the end of the

Spatial Sepaation of the Polard V tiity nponent ulatton the flow field consists of streamwise hairpmlhke loops,

The jet evolution described above features strong core where the legs have opposite polarity
dynamics in the ring strictures as well as in the ribs. We have

discovered (Melander & Hussain 199lab) that a most revealing way At this point we emphasize that this discussion of polarized

of studying vortex core dynamics is in term of the 'generalized vortical structures is not a repeat of the helicity density (h=u. am)
Helimholtz decomposition' (Moes 1971) or the equivalent 'complex story (Levich S Tslnober 1983; Feb el al 1988; Shtlman ee al 1987)

There are two reasons for this. Fsrs, we consider the debate about

helial wave decomposition' (.Leaeur 1990) h and hm=l .,/(IuIai) a being conclusively settled by Rogers &

This decompostion is based on the eitenfunctions of the Moain (1997). Serced, we consider h and hr to be totally hopeless as

curl operator. In the periodic am well as in the Infinite space the curl pomtwst measures for the helical nature of a vortical structure
operator has only real eienvalues Moreover, the eigenfunctions can This is not just because of the lack of Galilean invariance of h and
be selected such as to form a complete set of basis functions, which br, but much more significantly because u is not s local properp of

are orthogonal with respect to the inner product, e s eteIscity feld (i.e. the Biot-Savart integral) Hence if we
consider a given vortical structure I at a given time to then h and

(3) <fg> gdV, hr depend on the nurrounding structures in a totally undesirable
fashion. For example, if we consider the exact same vortical

wh-re . means complex conjugation and the integration extends structure I in a different environment then both h and hr change
ovel the periodic box. In Fourier space there are two egenmodes even though Y is unchanged. [These remark# also apply to a number

iorresondmg to a given wavevector k, one of the eigennodes has of other quantities, e g. jix ul, IVx(W x )I. Note that while the

eigcrv o IkI and the other - IkI. Vector functions which are helicity densities h and hr are quantiies that are highly
lwvar combinations of eigenfunctions corresponding to positive questionable, the helicity integral H, whether over all space or only

eigenalues we call right handed because the trajectories or vector over a vortical structure bounded by a closed vortex surface, is a

lines locally form right handed helices Similarly we call linear well defined quantity with a precise mening.] Fortunately, the

ci-vbinatous of igenfumctions corresponding to negative elgenvalues polarized vorticity components do not suffer from these problems,
ieft haudd The eitenfuinctins corresponding to the eigenvalue zero they are in fct true local measures of the helical structure of the

span the space of potential vector functions An ncompressible vorticity field, and they must not be confused with the belicity

i elrciy fitld can thits be expressed in the form, density h.

(4) no I- 1ii, + VO, In order to diagnoe the partial separation of the polarized

components during the evolution we have calculated the cross-

where P is a harmonc function (i.e. Aoo=0). Note that the periodic correlation % of aItl and Ia rI, i.e
geometry alowe Loz one kind of potential vector fields with sere
divcrgeo,. nnciely constant vector fields. Thes three components (8) %(WAr,6,6) = < IaiW(r,A)I >(r+r,+liz+As)I>
are unque, rotaonally invariant, and constitute the generalized

Helznalron docoseWtition ot Moses (1971). Moreover, in our This function is shown in FIg.13 at six times during the evolution.

appliLk&e-i the th e .omporents are real because of the conjugate Initially there is a perfect correlation for (Ar,8,Az) = (0,0,0). At

symnotiv of u in Fouoier space For a solenoidal vector field like a later times the correlation decreases, but the maimum value of %

vortioity field ri we haft, is always obtained for r=-0 and As=0 At t=7 the peak correlation
is still very high (over 0.995), but there is a noticeable shift ir 4p

(t) as- L1u " a, by approdmately 15
0 

This is a sign of the ribs structures starting
to form, albeit with very low streamwise vorticity, thus showing

In the foowing we L-equectly refer to the left and right handed thae the separation occurs gradually. As the azimuthal

componeni of a vector feld as its polarized components, each of perturbaionus begin to prow in the ring structures the peak in %s

them is oy mistructn solenoidal. We emphasize that the polarized becomes shaper (Figs. 13cd). When the ring structures break down
romponeuts e t Gallieaw invariant and that the well known frame into streamwise structures the maximum correlation dr p further,

dependence of the velocity field enters only through the potential but also occurs for and increasingly smaller value of A0, see Pip

compon'. V4 13ef. The reason for the decrease in AG Is that the organized rib.

Th gpicanc4 of the polarsed field components is closely pairs disappear and get twisted around rore independently in the

ielated tu thk concept of helicaty (Moffatt 1969, 1995), because the flow

helicity intoal 11 over the periodic domain equa Conclusion

The above analysis of 4 temporally evlving circular jct
suggests that the paial spatial separation of the polarized vortcity

f components are instrumental in the complete breakdown of the
(9) L.O~ai.'dV = HR + HL early nag structures and the onset of fuy developed turbulence.

where The turbulent field consists of many vortical structures, roughly

like thin hairpins bend in the streamwise direction and with a

helical twist to them [note thlat the ring Instability did not produce
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secondary ring structures by reconnection u had been conjectured
by Hussan 1996, see Fig.7. The legi in these lobes are not at all
synizetroc images of each other, but they are, however,
characterized by dominance of vorticoty of opposite polarity The

lack of symmetry between the polarised structures allow them to

decay in slightly different ways, thereby producing a volume behcity

integral which deviates from zero (Fig. 14). Thus the initial balance
between left and right handednes of the jet is broken by the ring
breakdown and thn onset of turbulence. At the end of the
simulation the jet is slightly more lefthanded than right handed We

need to explore further the implication of this finding
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Fig 3 A representative surface of lail is shown together with low
amplitude us at t=17, (a) half of the Jet viewed from the
outside, (b) view from the inside
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F-g I Vcrtlcity contours durini; roll up and paiin". (a) t -',(b) 11
(c) t-T; (d) t=9, (s) t=1l, (I) t=13
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Fig Tyica votexlins a t=7, () sde iew (b frnt iewFig 6 Typical vortex Imes at t-23, (a) side view, (bi) front view

(b) Fig 7 Conjecture sibout the occurrence of reconnection in a circuaru

((a)

Fig 5 (a)ual in half of the jet at t=23; (b) superimposed plots of 1hil
and wit

(a)(b

Fig 8 As Fig. 5 hut at t=29.
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ABSTRACT APPROACH
An investigation of the local flow geometry of a Topological methods are useful In the description of

number of simulated turbulent flows, focusing on the fine fields and are coming increasingly into use as a means
scale motions characterized by high dissipation rates to study the large data sets that direct numerical
and/or high enstrophy, is in progress. The analysis simulations generate. Chong, Perry, and Cantwell (1990)
technique consists of constructing the Invariants of the have carried out a classification of the various types of
velocity gradient tensor (P, 0, and R) and the strain rate linear three-dimensional flow patterns which can occur in
tensor (Ps, Os, R9) for every point in the flow. These compressible and incompressible flow. This
quantities determine the local linearized flow geometry at classification method was used by Cantwell, Chen, and
each point. Scatter plots of all the points In the flow in P- Lewis (1989) and Chen, Cantwell, and Mansour (1989)
O-R and Ps-0 8-Rs invariant spaces allow study of the to analyze the topology of the flow structures In direct
distnbution of topologies in the flow. Fine scale motions simulations of a compressib!e plane wake and
tend to map to regions far from the origin in invariant experimental measurements of a pulsed low-speed
space. Observed trends suggest that for these motions, diffusion flame. The method is based on concisely
the second and third invanants of the rate-of-stram tenscr summarizing the flow structure In the space of Invanants
are correlated by R8 = K(.QO)a2. Preliminary examination of the velocity gradient tensor.
of vorticity strain alignments for these scales reveal a The velocity gradient tensor All = au/x is divided Into
preference for the vorticity to align with the Intermediate, a symmetric and an anti-symmetric part, Aij = Si1 + Rij,
positive, strain direction, where SIj = 112(au/ax + aui, xl) is the rate-of-stran tensor

and Rij = 1/2(aut/ax - ul/ax) Is the rate-of-rotation tensor.
BACKGROUND The eigenvalues of Al satisfy the charactenstic equation

The high wavenumber motions of turbulence are not
well understood. The purpose of this project Is to study + P)2 + Q+X + R - 0 (1)
the geometry of these motions using data from recent
direct numerical simulations of turbulent flows. Cases where the Invariants are given by
studied at the time of the submission of this paper include
a time developing compressible plane mixing layer P - -trace[A] = -Sil (2)
(Chen (1990)), a time developing Incompressible plane Q=-rp2 Jt trace[A2" =[P2- .p
mixing layer (Rogers and Moser (1990)), a time 2 2(3)
developing compressible plane wake (Chen (1990)), and
preliminary results from a time developing and
incompressible plane wake (Soria and Sondergaard
(1991)). These computations are at Reynolds numbers R = -det[A], -[.p3 + 3PQ- SiSjkSki - 3RRjkSkl] (4)3for which they can be considered to simulate transitional
or early turbulent flow. In particular, late stages of the The solutions to the characteristic equation at each point
Rogers and Moser mixing layer exhibit tertiary determine the local, linearized flow pattern.
instabilities similar In structure to the so-called "miring Also of Interest Is the rate-of-strain tensor, whose
transition" observed In laboratory experiments (Bernal invariants (Ps, 0s, and Rs) are generated by setting the
and Roshko, 1986). components of Rg equal to zero in the above equations.

Also in progress at this time re studies of It can be shown that, In the space of these Invarants,
simulations of homogeneous turbulence, homogeneous the surface which divides characteristic equations that
shear flow, and wall-bounded turbulent flow. have real solutions from those that have a pair of
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complex solutions is given by Q
Stable-focus/

27R2 + (4P3 18PO)R + (4Q3 P. 20) = 0 (5) Stretching

A detailed discussion of the properties of this surface and
a guide to the vanous possible flow geometries which x
can occur for all domains in P-O-R space are given in
Chong, Perry, and Cantwell (1990). Unstable-focus/

Fig 1 shows the flow topologies that can occur for Contracting

the incompressible (P = 0) case. In this figure, the
intersection of the surface dividing real and imaginary R

eigenvalues with the plane P - 0 is given by R= : ff (.Q)'2

R ,,Z: a (.Q)' 
9

(6)

Matrices with invariants below this line have real
elgenvalues, while those with invariants above It have
one real and two imaginary eigenvalues.

For incompressible flow, the mechanical dissipation Stable-node/ Unstable.node
of energy clue to friction is related to the second invariant Saddle/Saddle Saddle/Saddle
of the rate of strain tensor by

0= 2vSS = -4v0, (7)

Hence, large negative values of Os correspond to large Fig. 1 Q-R invariant space for incompressible flow.

values of the dissipation. Similarly, for Incompressible
flow, geometry. This is in agreement with the results of a

study of homogeneous isotropic and homogeneous
2 (8) sheared turbulence by Ashurst at. at. (1987), as well as

studies of the development of singuladtlies in the Euler

Therefore large positive values of 0 indicate that locally equations by Pumir and Siggia (1990), and the evolution

the enstrophy is large and dominates the strain while of velocity gradients in homogeneous turbulence by
large negative values of 0 indicate the reverse. Girimaji and Pope (1990).

Scaling arguments have been put forth by Chen at.
RESULTS al. (1990) which indicate that the highly dissipating

Fig. 2 is a scatter plot of 0 vs. R for the motions should be expected to lie near a line given by
incompressible mixing layer of Rogers and Moser (1990).
The flow shown is at a late stage in the development of R = K (-Q), (9)

the layer and has a Reynolds number based on vorticity
thickness of approximately 3000. At this point well where the coefficient K may be a function of Reynolds
developed streamwise vortices (ribs) have formed and number and/or flow type. Further study Is required to
the flow has undergone tertiary breakdown. For the determine why the unstable-node/saddle/saddle form Is

velocity gradient tensor, all possible incompressible so strongly preferred, and to confirm the existence of a
topologies are observed. However, those points which functional relationship between the second and third
lie far from the origin tend to have a geometry of either invariant of the rate-of-strain tensor.

stable focus/stretching or unstable-node/saddle/saddle. Figs. 4 and 6 are plots of 0 vs. R and Os vs. Rs for
Fig. 3 is the O8 vs. R, scatter plot for the same flow. the compressible rrlxing layer. At this time In the

Since the rate-of-strain tensor Is symmetric, its simulation, the Reynolds number based on vorticity
eigenvalues are constrained to be real. No other thickness is approximately 1600. Again the velocity
constraints on where the points may lie are knowr to gradient tensor tends to have fine scale motions which lie
exist. Despite this, the highly dissipating fine scales tend in the second and fourth quadrants. Similarly, the rate-
to lie well into the right half of the accessible space, of-strain tensor has fine scale motions whose geometry 6
corresponding to an unstable-node/saddle-'ddle flow nearly exclusively unstable-node/saddle/saddle. The
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-15.0

Fig 3 Os vs. Rs for the incompressible mixing layer.

scatter In the fine scalos arg greater than for the

incompressible mixing layer. This may be due to the -5.0
lower Reynolds number of the flow.

Fig. 5 is a plot of 0 vs. P for this flow. Note that, for Fig 5 0 vs P for the compressible mixing layer

the fine scales, P Is small compared to the other

invariants. This implies that compressibility has only a 10.0 Os
weak affect on the local flow geometry of these scales

and that the dissipation at these points is very nearly the Li. 72.0

incompressible dissipation, which is proportional to the -20.0 80 20.0-4-

second invariant of the rate-of-strain tensor. ,RyP6
Figs 7 and 8 are plots of 0 vs. R and 0 vs. R& for the

incompressible wake This simulation, at a Reynolds

number based on the initial halt width of 500, is still very

early in its development. Despite this, the same trends
are present. Although there is more scatter than In the
more well developed flows, there is still a tendency for

the invariants of the fine scales in the velocity field to lie
in the second and fourth quadrants and for the rate-of- -20.0

strain tensor to have an unstable-node/saddle/saddle Fig. 6 0s vs. Rs for the compressible mixing layer.
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Fig 8 Os vs Rs for the incompressible wake -0.2

topolog, Fig 10 Os vs. Ps for the compressible wake.

Figs 0 through 11 are plots of 0 vs R, Os vs. Ps, and
06 vs. R3 for the compressible wake. Again the same the fine scale motions and may also account for the wide
trends In the data occur. Fine scale motions favor the scatter of these scales ir. Q-Rs space.
second and fourth quadrants of the 0 vs. R plot, P is To study the relationship between the strain and
relatively small, and the rate-of-strain field has unstable- voflicity, the alignment of the local vorlicity vector with the
node/,addle/saddle topulugy. This is the lowest principal strain directions for the fine scale motions in the
Reynolds number flow presented, with a Reynolds mixing layers was computed Figs. 12 through 14 are the
number based on the freestream velocity and the initial alignment probability distributions for the incompressible

half width of 300. This accounts for the sparseness of mixing layer for sets of points conditioned on different
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0 O51Os minimum values of 0s, hence different levels of

-U. 73 0 dissipation Fig. 12 is the distribution for points which

80 have a lQs greater than 0.09, which is approximately the

-0,010 01 value which would be produced by the mean shear if the
flow were laminar. For this conditioning, there is only a

weak preference fcr the vorticity to align with any given
strain direction in the mean Fig. 13 is the same data but

with a lower limit cutoff of 10s1 = 2.0, roughly 20 times the
/  

;value due to mean shear. For this level of dissipation,
the vorticity has a distinct tendency to align along the
direction of the intermediate ((12) s'rain.

Fig 14 is the alignment distribution for only the most

dissipating points. H6re the vorticity aligns itself vo"y
strongly along the intermediate strain direction Note
that, since the rate-of-strain topology for these points is
unstable-node/saddle/saddle, the intermediate strain is
positive Again, this is consistent with the results of

Ashurst et al. 11987). Girimaj. and Pope (1990), and
Pumir and Siggia (1990) as well as asymptotic studies of
a modified set of Euler equations by Vieliefosse (1984).

Fig, 15 is the alignment distnbution for the strongly
-0.2 dissipating points in the compressible mixing layer

Fig. 11 Qs vs. Rs for the compressiba wake

-01 Q 02

LL ... e2 - 0"3

Angle - degrees

0 30 60 90
Antr.e - degrees Fig. 14 Incompressible mixing layer vorticity alignment

Fig 12 Incompressible mixing layer vorticity alignment

with principal strain directions. 10si > 0 9

An - - d03

a.

E

0 30 60 90 0 30 60 90t
Angle - degrees Angle - degrees

Fig. 13 Incompressible mixing layer vorticity alignment Fig 15 Compressible mixing layer vorticity alignment
with principal strain directions, IQ81 t 2.0. with principal strain directions. 1Os1 a 2.0.
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Again, the vorticity vector tends to align with the CHONG, M, PERRY, A & CANTWELL, B 1990 A general
intermediata 'ate of strain. While this aspect of the wake classification of three-dimensional flow fields
flows has yet to be ,=udied, it is expected that the same Physics of Fluids A 2(5), 765-777

trends will appee'

CANTWELL, B., CHEN, J & LEWIS, G 1989 Topology of
CONCLUSIONS three-dimensional, variable density flows.

The fine scale motions of the direct numerical Proceedings of the Tenth Australasian Fluid

simulations studied appear to be characterized by Mechanics Conference. Melbourne, Australia.
relatively simple relations between the second and third

invariants of the rate-of-strain tensors. The possibility CHEN, J, CANTWELL, B. & MANSOUR, N. 1989 The
that a triple product (Rs) can be simply related back to a topology and vorticity dynamics of a three-
double product (Qs) Is significant in that it could dimensional plane compressible wake.
contribute to a closure hypothesis for the contribution of Proceedings of the Tenth Australasian Fluid

underresolved fine scale motions to momentum and Mechanics Conference. Melbourne, Australia.

energy transport.
The procedure outlined here needs to be applied to ASHURST, WM. T, KERSTEIN, A. R., KERR, R. M. & GIBSON,

a greater variety of direct numerical simulations, C. H 1987 Alignment of vorticity and scalar
including higher Reynolds number flows, to determine if gradient with strain rate in simulated Navier-
the trends observed between 0, and Rs are, Indeed, Stokes turbulence Physics of Fluids 30(8),
universal. 2343-2353.

Work on expanding the study to higher Reynolds
number flows, Including free and wall-bounded turbulent PUMIR, A & SIGGIA, E. 1990 Collapsing solutions to the 3-

flows, is in progress. It is expected that these higher D Euler equations. Physics of Fluids A. 2(2),

Reynolds number flows will reinforce the trends observed 220-241.
thus far

If the trends seen in the completed studies are found GRIMAJI, S. S. & POPE, S B 1990 Alignment of vorticity
to be universal and if, at high Reynolds number, these and scalar gradient with strain rate In simulated
trends are found to characterize the motions responsible Navier-Stokes turbulence Physics of Fluids A.
for a significant part of the total dissipation of kinetic 2(2), 242-256.
energy, this will constitute a significant step towards a

better understanding of fine scales in turbulent flow. CHEN, J, CHONG, M, SORIA, J., SONDERGAARD, R, PERRY,

A E.,: ROGERS, M., MOSER, R., & CANTWELL, B.
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ABSTRACT 2. FRACTAL REPRESENTATION OF TURBULENT
It is shown that the Weierstrass-Mandelbrot function VELOCITY

simulates the irregularity in a turbulent velocity record and The fractal properties of the W-M function were recog-
yields correct forms for the energy and dissipation spectra. In nized by Mandelbrot, and the function is used to describe frac-
particular, the universal properties of a corresponding multi- tal geometries (Mandelbrot 1983, Peitgen and Saupe 1988,
fractal function are demonstrated by showing its ability to Feder 1988). Mandelbrot 119831 actually suggested using the
reproduce and explain turbulent flow spectra measured near the W-M function to descnbe the trajectory of a particle in tur-
walls of straight and curved channels and in the obstructed bulent flow. In this section we argue that the fractal com-
space between a pair of disks corotating in an axisymmetnc ponent of turbulent velocity can be represented by a multi-
enclosure. The simulation capabilities of the multi-fractal fractal W-M function. In Section 3 we show that this assump-
function strongly suggest that turbulence is fractal in the fre- tion yields correct forms for the energy and dissipation spectra
quency range of the turbulent energy spectrum where the slope over a wide range of frequencies in both isotropic and anistro-
of the logaithm of the spectrum, G, is -3 < G < -I. The scale- pic flows and we demonstrate a practical application of our
independent frequency range of the energy spectrum correctly findings to rotating disk flows. Section 4 presents the conclu-
represented by the multi-fractal function includes the isotropic mons of this work.
dissipation subrange (-3 < G < -5/3), the inertial subrange (8' = The basic form of the W-M function employed is'
-5/3), and the "inner" portion of the anisotropic large-scalesubrange (-5/3 < G < -1) U(t) = A 1 4 (1)

nsn, 50

I INTRODUCION In Eq.(I), t represents time for an analysis performed in fre-
The subject of fractal mathematics is important because quency space, or the homogeneous direction of the flow for an

of the demonstrated ability of fractals to describe and quantify analysis performed in wavenumber space. Accordingly, the
disorderly geomemes and chaotic phenomena The fractal pro- quantity eo represents frequency or wavenumber The variable
perties of fully developed turbulence, a fluid flow phenomenon u(t) represents velocity, A is a constant, H is a constant scaling
characterized by disorderly behavior, have recently become the factor related to the fractal dimension, D, to a b, b is a con-
subject of intensive studies. The first to apply fractal stant and n is a running integer in the summation The summa-
mathematics to turbulence was Mandclbrot [1974, 1975, 1976, lion limits, ni and n2, are determined by substituting the sma-
1983]. Subsequent researchers include Frisch et at. [1978], lest (cat) and largest (a)2) values of the frequencies (or
Chonn [1981, 1988). Lovejoy [1982], Ileutschel and Procaccia wavenumbers) to be represented by the fractai function into the
[1983a, 1983b], Meneveau and Sreenivasan [1987] and Tur- defintion of as.
cotte [1988]. The research on the fractal properties of tur- The W-M function has been studied extensively by Singh
bulent flows has concentrated primarily un characterizing the [1953], Berry and Lewis [1980] and, more recently, by Majum-
energy distribution among the various scales of motio., or dar [1989]. It has been shown that the function given by Eq.
eddies, and the transfer of this energy from large to smhll (1) is fractal, i e continuous, non-differentiable and self-affine
eddies It deals mostly with scaling turbulent energy content for b > I and 0 < H < I The mathematical constraints on H,
as a function of eddy size and representing the scaling process listed in Table 1, are set by the fact th:t for H < 0 the eries
through fractal dimensions. In this regard, we note esp-cially does not converge, while for I > I the series generates an
the "curdling" approach of Mandelbrot [19831 to derive a frac- analytical function that is continuous and differentiable; see,
tal model of turbulence accounting for its intermuttent and dis- for example, Singh [1953], Mandelbrot [19831, or Peitgen and
sipative nature. Saupe [1988]. The parameter b determines the density of the

The shape of the time signature for velocity in a statisti- spectrum of u(t). To achieve a spectrum that corresponds to a
cally steady (stationary) high Reynolds number turbulent flow random u(t) profile, b must be chosen in such a way that its
is a highly iregular line that defies description by analytical powers, which form the frequency specirum, are not multiples
functions The fact that previous researchers have found that of a basic frequency. Majumlar [ 1989] has shown that for b =
the eddy structure of turbulent flows can be modeled using 1.5 the simulation of a random profile results.The relation
fractal concepts suggested to us that the turbulent velocity between the scaling factor H, the fractal dimension D and the
itself might be described by a mult-fracial function In this Euclidean dimension E is given by Peitgen and Saupe [19881:
work we demonstrate that, in addition to producing a time
sequence that closely resembles a measured turbulent velocity H = E + I - D (2)
record, the use of the Weteratrass-Mandelbrot (W-M) fractal where, in the present application, time (or space) has an
function, in the context of a multi-fractal formulation, yields Euclidean dimension E = 1. It should be emphasized that both
correct forms for the energy and dissipation spectra of H and D are representations of fractal dimensions, i.e. scale-
turbulence over a frequency range that includes incrtial (large independent measures.
and anisotropic) and dissipative (small and isotropic) scales of Examples of time sequences for the W-M function have
motion. The simulation capabilities of the multi-fractal formu- been calculated by Berry and Lewis (1980] in a study aimed at
lation are illustrated by showing its ability to reproduce and characterizing the appearance of the function in terms of its
explain turbulent flow spectra measured near the walls of governing parameters, b and D. Figure 1 shows our numerical
straight and curved channels and in the obstructed space evaluation of the W-M function corresponding to Eq. (1) in
between a pair of corotating disks in an axisymmetric enclo- the interval 1.5 - 2.5 seconds for the conditions of the figure.
sure
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(Note that while the choice of t,me interval for representing the The mathematical constraints on the H, lsted in Table 1, result
function is arbitrary, by avoiding the origin t = 0 we avoid hay- i corresponding constraints on the sope, t in the nterval of

ing to deal with a function that contains infinitely many b- the spectrum that the jh W-M fuci ion represesin Thc con-

perinod in the interval of interest.) The irregularity of the cal- strants imply that the W-M functions composing Eq t3) are
culated profile is not unlike that of a typical turbulent velocity fractal, andhence scale-independent and self-afine only n the

record and raises the question: Can the W-M fractalfuncion range -3 < G, < -I Therefore, the use of Eq. (3) to rtprsent
he used to represent the scale-independent turbulent con- turbulent velocty imphes that the turbulence represented isponent of velocity? We note that while other functions might and tt Therefree us of Eq. ( so ren
also achieve a similar apparently irregular behavior (for exam- ftactal, and that the rpresentatien issvalid only in the fre-
pie, Frost 119771 discusses the use of improper Founer-Stielies quency range of the turbulent energy spectrum for which the
integrals to represent a stationary random process as a sum of slope of the logarithm of the spectrum obeys the constraint,
smusoids of all frequencies each having a random amplitude) -3 < Gi < -1 (8)
none of them embodies the simplicity of the present function.

Based on the investigations of the W-M function by Berry Figure 2 hows numerically computed discrete and continuousand Lewis 11980} and Majumdar 11989), we propose to use a Fiue2sosnmrclyoptddsrteadotnosand ewi 1180)andMajmda [199),we ropse o ue a spectra for the time record of Figure 1. The slope of she con-
deterministic multi-fractal W-M function to represent the frac-
tal component of turbulent velocity, UF(t). The form of this tinuous spectrum is very close to G f - 5/3, in agreement with
function is s he value for G set by the value for H used to calculate the time

record.
uF(t) A, (3) We now consider the case of locally isotropic turbulence,

imw ,to show that Eq. (Sb), subject to E,. (8), includes the equili-
bnum range of the turbulent spectrum, described below. We

where, as before, ws = V, b in a constant (b > 1), and b is the also show that Eq (7) predicts a fractal dimension for the iner-
largest frequency in the series. The A 1 and H are seale- tial subrange of the equilibrium range that is identical to that
independent constants, and 0 <HH < his a aovstruint on H, e obtained by other researchers usin other methods. Finally, we

demonstrate the simulation capabihues of the multi-fractal for-This multi-fractal formulation is a generalization of the mulation for some anistropic turbulent flows near walls in
observation by Majumdar 119891, that the W-M fractal fune- straight and curved channels and in the obstructed space
tion can be decomposed into two functions (j = I and 2) each between a pair of corotating disks.
of which has the sare constant value of b > 1, each of which
exists between specified frequencies, given by nil and n2  31 LOCALLY ISOTROPICTURBULENCE
respectively, and each of which has a constant scaling factor h 3
(or dimension D, according to Eq (2)) in its frequency Turbulent flows are dissipative and, to be maintained,
range.The sum othe different dimension functions in Eq. (3) they require a continuous supply of energy to overcome thewill remain fractal provided that b > I and that i each fre- deformation work performed by the viscous shear stresseswill reminratal pvie tha t n H, 1 ad. thatinMost of the viscous dissipation of turbulent kinetic energyquency interval the constrains on H is obeyed. occurs at the smallest (Kolmogorov) scales of motion, while

In addition to closely resembling a time- (or space-) most of the turbulent energy itself is contained in much larger
dependent turbulent velocity record, we now show that the scales of motion, the largest of which interact directly with theproposed multi-fractal W.M representation of turbulent velo- mean flow; see Tennekes and Lumley [1972) Calling land TI
City yields other important turbulent flow properties such as the the length scales characteristic of the energy-contawting and
correct forms for the energy and dissipation spectra for fully dissipative scales of motion respectively, ist is readily shown
developed turbulence. We will also show that through its spe- that 1/11 = RP/, , where Ri = lu/v is the turbulence Reynoldscial characteristics the multi-fractal function encompasses a number based on I and its associated characteristic turbulent
universal behavior of turbulent flows that is not captured by velocity, u. The quantity v is the fluid kinematic viscosity
other analytical formulations of comparable simplicity. For the high values of Rt typical of turbulent flows, the I and '1

scales of motion lie several decades apart.3 THE ENERGY SPECTRUM OF TURBULNLOIDW For large values of R,, the time-averaged dynamics of the
Turbulent velocity is an irregularly fluctuating quantity microscale turbulent motion become independent of onenta-

that cannot be exactly represented analytically As a result, ihon. In this case, the condition of local isotropy prevails; see
turbulent flows are frequently characterized by their energy Kolmogorov in Friedlander and Topper [1961] The range of
spectra The energy spectrum in frequency space is eddy wavenumbers possessing local isotropy is referred to as
obtained according to the well known relation: the equslibriun. range aid, in this range, the turbulent energy

T spectrum is described by the following scaling law, due to Kol-
E(cu)- I J U(t) exp(sioxdt 12 (4) mogorov:

0 -,IN f(T-) (9)
The discrete energy spectrum, S, for the multi-fractal function
expressed by Eq (3) follows from that for the W-M function
i-Berry and Lewis [1980] and is: where E(i) is the energy associated with an eddy of size

21/c ( being the eddy wavenumber), r) = (v: /.)1/4 is the Kol-
S((Q) = A2 - j1 bn , < w < bn  (5a) mogorov mtcroscale, v = (ve) t/4 is the Kolmogorov velocity

4,i (bn) and e is the rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy By
contrast, the scaling law for the spectrum of the anisotropic

where 8 is the Dirac delta function The corresponding con- large-scale motion is
tinuous energy spectrum is obtained by averaging Sj over a
range Aut including An frequencies bn. The result is: - F(xb (10)

A1
2  1 

2

E ln()=-b -b -T  .j=1 m, bn"' <Q)< b",(5b) and varies with the flow geometry. Thus, unlike b. (9), Eq.
(10) is not universal.

which is an exact expression in each of the different dimension Because most of the viscous dissipation occurs about the
domains in the limit when b-41 Kolmogorov scale, the equilibrium range encompasses the dis-

From Eqs. (2) and (Sb) it follows that, in any frcquency sipation range The spectrum of the dissipation is given by:
(or wavenumber) interval, the scaling factor, H and the D(K) 2V K2 h(K) ki1)
corresponding fractal dimension, DJ, are related to tie slope of
the logarithm of the continuous energy spectrum, G, through- Tennekes and Lumley [1972 show that when

H, = -(Gj + 1)/2 (6) Vc - -,, " r-- 0 and R1 -t *-, Eqs (9) and (10) overlap in a
Dj (G + 5)/2 (7) viscosity-independent region of the spectrum described by:
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dimensionalizing purposes. This leads to the "inner flow"
--- scaling law discussed by Perry (e al [1985], which is the boun-

dary layer analog of Eq. (10) but includes the inetal sublayer
or, eqivaletly. (equivalent to the inertial subrange discussed above)

= n(lY0 (12b) Because the fractal componet of turbulence ranges over
a 1 -3 < G < A and fractal behavior is scale independent, we

expect that within this range of G the shape of the energy spec-

where c = 15, approximately Either one of EUs (12) tra should coincide, regardiass of the distance from the wall

describes the scale-independent inertial subrange of the equili- where the spectra are measured. Similarly, because scale
brium spectrum in fully developed turbulent flow. From Eqs invariance is a charactenstic only of fractal turbulence, the
(I11) and (I2a) it follows that the spectrum of the d'ssipation in energy spectra should be observed to diverge outside this range
the inertial subrange is- of G.

Typical of the spectra obtained in straight and curved
D(K) = 2acqC (1ol)1

/3  
(1 3) channel flows are the results shown in Fig. 4, taken from Hunt

and Joubert (19791. In the plot, 0' is the nondimensional

Figure 3, from Tennekes and Lumley 119721, shows typi- intensity-normalized spectrum function for the struemwtse nor-

cal shapes of nondimnnsional energy and dissipation spectra mal stress, u
2. This is plotted against k' = 2n f y/U where (by

for R, = 2 x 10, corresponding to liq = l0. The figure also the Taylor hypothesis) U is the local mean velocity and f the

shows the shapes of the spectra sear the ends of the inertial frequwncy. Similar results have been measured by Barlow and

subrange where the effects of dtisipation (at high wpvenumber) Johnston [1988] for the boundary layer on a concave surface,

and energy production (at low wavenumber) must be con- and by Bradshaw 11967] and Perry et al [1985 in flat plate

sidered when evaluating the energy flux across wavenumber boundary layers. From the figure it is evident that the shapes

space. of the spectra coincide in the interval -3 < G < -1 and that they
can be represented by Eq. (Sb) which is based on the proposi-

Over the wavnumber range in Fig. 3 for which -3 < G < tion embodied in Eq. (3), that the fractal component of tur-
-1, the energy s:cctrum can be correctly represented by that of bulence can be simulated by a scale invari.nt multi-fractal W-
the proposed multi-fractal function For example, in the iner- M function Thus, in spite of its simplicity, we find that the
tial subrpige of the equilibrium spectrum we know that G m multi-fractal function proposed accounts for the coincidence ir.
,5/3, which falls within the range of the multi-fractal represen- shape, within the fractal range, of energy spectra measured at
tatton In addition, substitution of this value of G into Eq (7) various distances from a straight or curved wall, as well as for
yields D =5/3 as the fractal dimension of turbulent velo,.ity in their divergence where G > -I
the inertial subrange. This is the value of D predicted by Cho-
rin [1988] for the support of dlssipation by means of a very dif- 3 3 A PRATCAL APPLICATIO
ferent analysis involving vortex elements 3 3 A above APPLIC T t

The multi-fractal velocity function given by Eq. (3) also The results presented above sdggest that a turbulent velo-
represents the dissipation spectrum correctly. This can be city record can be decomposed according to-
shown by substituting Eq (5b), with tII replaced by K, into OA (5)
Eq (l) to obtain that the slope of log D(e) Is 1-2H or, u(t) =Uso(t)+ A _
equivalently, G,+2. A value of 1/3 is obtained for the slone of
log D(K) in the inertial subrange of the spectrum, where G = where the first term represents the contributions from the non-
-5/3. This result is in agreement with Fig 2 and Eq. (13) fractal (scale-dependent or imposed, components of motion

However, the 1/3 slope for log D(ic) can also be obtained and the second term represents the contributions from the frac-
directly from du/dt, the time derivative of velocity, without tal (scale-independent) components of motion
resorting to the arguments leading to Eq. (I l).By the We wish to establish the form of Eq (15) for the caSe if
definition of the W-M function, its time (or space) derivative high speed flow past an obstrucon in the space between a pair

will diverge if the series summation is taken over all frequen- of coaxial otan dsstin n inymmespc en This

cies (or wavenumbers) to infinity. However, for a finite range ofcoaxtat corotatng disks in an axisyrmemc enclosure

of frequencies (or wavenumbers), it can be shown (Mandel- flow configuration has been explored by the first two authors in
brot, 1983 and Majumdar, 1989) that, other work using flow visualization and the laser-Doppler velo-

cimetry technique. Measurements of the circumferential com-
du )2 > - so2 E() (14) ponent of velocity, with and without the obstruction, have been

reported by Usry et al [19901 and Schuler et al. [1990],
rspectively. Since the work of Usry et al, [1990], Kawamura

where < > denotes average over time (or space) The spectrum et al. [1991] have attached a hot-wire to the downstream side
of the dissipation, D(K), is proportional to < (du/dt)

2 > and set- of the obstruction. Figure 5 shows part of a typical time-record
ting cis a in Eq. (14) shows the correspondence between Eqs of velocity sensed by the hot-wire. The entire record (not
(11) and (14) Thus, the slope of log < (du/dt)

2 > is also 1/3 in shown) consists of 8192 equally-spaced interconnected digi-
the inertial subrange, which illustrates the consistency embed- uzed points measured over a time peried of 3.2 seconds in a
ded in the use of the W-M fractal function when used to flow rotating at 60 Hz.
describe velocity in filly developed turbulence Equation (7) states the relation between the slope, G, of

In addition to modeling the inertial subrange correctly, in the energy spectrum of a fractal curve of dimension Dj gen-
the high frequency limit corresponding to G = -3 the multi- erated by a W-M fractal function in the interval blj < to < bn

,.
fractal function becomes continuous and differentiable, as is In order to be able to represent the entire experimental velocity
required by a scale of motion ultimately dominated by viscous record by means of a W-M function, we must first verify that.
effects Thus Eq. (3) yields corrpct forms for the energy and a) the spectrum of the record presents a power law decay; and,
dissipation spectra of turbulence as a function of increasing b) indtepecnt measures of the and n comply with Eq. (7).

frequency (or wavenumber) That the experimental velocity record yields a spectrum
with a power law decay is shown in Fig. (6). This spectrum

3.2 ANISTROPIC FLOWS NEAR SURFACES is the average of 12 Fourier transforms obtained by dividing
The proposed e.toression for the fractal component of tur- the original time record into 12 sequential subreconds of 512

bulent velocity, Eq. (3), also accounts for the spectral charac- points each and applying a FFT .. each subrecortd ne peak .n
teristics of more complex antsotropc flows such as those near the spectrum at to = ll30Hz is believed to be associated with
solid murfareq For a high Rr,,-Ids number flow along a solid the characteristic (scale dependent) eddy shedding frequency
surface there is a range of distances y, normal to the surface, of the obstruction. That at o . 10Hz is known to be due to a
where y uV >> I and y/5 << I simultaneously, 5 being the circumferensially periodic intensification of axially-aligned
thickness of the boundary layer along the surface and ux the component of vorticity known to exist in this flow; ee, for
wall shear velocity In this region, the structure of the tur- example, Usry et al. Two lines, with slopes Gt . . 1.1 and G2
bulence is scale-independent, since neither ri nor I characterize = - 1.76, respectively, are also indicated in Fig. (6) and they are
the flow; y itself is the only relevant length scale for non- seen to approximate the spectrum reasonably well over the

ranges 30 < 5 <500 and 500 < tos 1500.
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For measures of Di ar' D2 we estimated the Hausdorff 4 CONCLUSIONS
dimension of the original time .ecord in each of the above two
frequency intervals. This was done by computing the length of A new multi-fractal function has been proposed for
the time record on a successively rehned grid in the interval representing the scale-independent component of turbulent

0< teT with sampling frequencies N= (= 1,2, veloty The function closely resembles the appearance of a
0 tN r -  turbuient veloity record and yields torreLt values for the

We know (Mandelbrot 119831) that the length, L, of the .urve energy and dissipation spectra over a range of frequencies that
and its fractal dimension, D, are related according to includes anisotropic large scale motions at one end, isotropif.

L - r ND-' (16) dissipative scales of motion at the other, and the inertial
subrange in between. The function allows the derivation of

from which, in the range 10 < N < M0, D, = 1.95 is obtained relatively simple analytical expressions for the representation
Similarly, for N > 500, a valut. of D2 = 1 62 is obtained The of both isotropic and anistropic turbulence. In addition to its
values for G and G2 used to draw the straight lines in Fig (6) simulation capabilities, illustrated here for the case of the flow
follow from the substitution of these values of D, into Eq (7) past an obstruction between corotating disks, the properies of
In positioning the straight lines in Fig (6) we have maintained the function allow an improved understanding of the physics of
a correspondence with the frequency ranges for which the turbulence -uch as, for example, the wall-independent shape of
values of Di and D2 were determined, energy spectra in channel flows.

Strctly, we should have measured Gi and G2 indepen- Of potential use for turbulence modeling purposes in the
dently from DI and D2 to show that, within experimental error, case of high speed turbulent shear flows admitting Taylor's
the separately determined measures for these quantities comply hypothesis (see Hinze [1975]) are the results that the fractal
with Eq. (7). However, this approach introduces a level of contributions to the turbulent kinetic energy,
uncertainty that is unnecessary to illustrate the point

It should be clear that, subject to unavoidable expenmen- k = 1/2 <u(t)u(t)> = 1/2 E(co)do (18)
tal limitations, higher sampling frequencies would allow a
more continuous correspondence in frequency space between and its (isotropic) rate of dissipation,
pairs of Di and G, The choice of only two values of j made Sv du 2>.. v 7
here is simply for illustration purposes. The main point is that, e = < -2- - " 0 , on-E(to)dsa (19)
for the velocity record under consideration, the second condi-
tion set above, that independent measures of D, and Gj comply can be approximated by'
with Eq (7), has been demonstrated I A 2  1 (20)

With just two values of G, or, equivalently, I-I, known, we k = Y I -_, -- ~- Of - at1] 20
now attempt to reproduce the fractal component of the entire i
experimental velocity record. We first fix the value of b -
1.005 This allows us to find the values for n, and n2 in Eq and1
(3) from the relation o,=b" We find nit = 00 and 15v A22

n21 =1614 for j = 1 over the range 30< to<500, and (21)
n12 = 1615 and n22=1834 for j = 2 over the range U2lnbi T- -T
5U0S < to 1500 (The upper limit of o = 1500 is arbitrary but
was made large enough to include the upper limit in frequency respectively In these expressions, U is the local mean velocity
observed in the experimental energy spectrum.) of the shear flow, and (oto and co2, correspond to the piecewise

The choice of b = 1 005 is dictated by the desire to obtain representation of H1.
a discrete energy spectrum for the W-M function which is as We conclude by noting that the multifmctal W-M formu-
continuous as possible but sutill relatively easy to ralculate lattn, developed here in frequency space, can also be
numencally From Eq (5a) it is clear that peaks will appear in developed in wavenumber space Likewise, the deterministic
the discrete energy spectrum, S ( (o) at values of 0s = b", see, nature of the W-M fractal function we .mployed can be ren-
for example, Fig. (2) for b = ?.5 Ai b -+ 1+), S( toi) tends Jered stochastic as explained in Berry and Lewis (1980), by
to a continuous distribution. However, the range for the sum- adding a random phase to the argument of the sine term in Eq
mation index, n, also increases with b - 1(+ ) and the computa- 3)
tional overhead to evaluate the function becomes larger The
present choice of b = 1 005 represents a compromise between
an acceptable continuity in the energy spectrum and a reason- ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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Table 1. Allowed ranges of the energy spectrum slope, G, that
can be represented by the W-M fractall function as a result of
the ;oa~stramnts on H or, equivalently Dis

I31.0"Character of the Constraint on H Corresponding t o
W-M Function (or D) Consr'"ut on G t

Dtve;gtng H<0 G>-1
(D > 2) I

Fractal 0<H<1 -3<iG<-l
(I <D <2) i'Iqn

Dfesnibe H > I G < -3 i-i*
(D <l)

itW n

Figure 3. Noemalized energy and dissipation spectra for
R, =2 105 according to Tennekes and Lumley [ 1972]. Dashed
lines indicate cutoffs for approximate spectra given analyti-
cally by these authors. Reproduced with permission from MIT
press.
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.:.. 0 Figure 4. Loganthmic-region spectra in wall coordinates for
straight -md curved channel flows according to Hunt andJoubert [19791 In the table below y* = y uvv where y is the

$', . - distance normal to a wall and ut is the wall shear velocity;
RN = D UN/v is the flow Reynolds number based on the chan-8d~oa 
nel width, D, and the max imum veloc ity, U Reproduced

' o , with permission from Cambridge University Press

%- y RNXlO- 3  
y RNX10-3

a 80 30 160 60
80 60 160 130

0 80 130 320 130

0 Ii '0' .0I' I 

I 
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~1

I 
-- LiN

_ _ _ __ _

IOD 101)

Figure 5 Segment of the velocity time record measured by the Figure 7 Portion of the velocity time record generated by the

hot-wie n the obstructed space between corotating disks explained in the text

2I 
7 - -

t O=-I 7 
I 

O.i76

II

Figure 6. Energy spectrum of the entire velocity time record
corresponding to Fig. (5). The peaks at 10 Hz and 1130 Hz
correspone to non-turbulent time-dependent phenomena pecu- Figure 8 Energy spectrum of the entire velocity time record
liar to this flow and descnbed in the text corresponding to the segment shown in Fig (7).
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ABSTRACT The main features of the action of transverse

shear on the turbulence field were found to be a

New configurations of homogeneous turbulence definite decrease of the turbulent energy decay and

submitted to mean flow gradients are investigated a pronounced anisotropization of the Reynolds

experimentally, ranging from the basic case of plane stresses and the associated length scales. Due to

strain to the domain of rotation dominated the particular mode of shear generation, the flow

elliptical flows. The gradients are produced by distortion affects principally the turbulence

combining solid body rotation with plane strain. The quantities relative to the distortion plane, whereas

state of pure shear is realized for equal rates of those relative to the longitudinal direction are
rotation and strain. Very sat sfactory homogeneity only weakly influenced. The Reynolds stresses and

conditions are achieved for all flows. The evolution the length scales develop in a quite similar way to
of the Reynolds stresses and associated length that observed i the case of pure strain, except
scales are determined by hot wire techniques. The that the princ pal directions of the Reynolds stress
mean flow distortion give rise to r definite tensor are no longer aligned with those of the
decrease of the turbulent energy decay and a strain. The evolution of the shear stress correla-
pronounced anisotropization of the Reynolds stresses tion coefficient was found to be in good qualitative
and the associated length scales. The discussion of agreement with published data for longitudinal
the results is focussed on the influence of the shear.
rotation rate/strain rate ratio. The experime!tal results relative to the shear

case have also been compared with numerical predic-
INTRODUCTION tions based en two-point closure approach of the

EDQNN type developed at the ECL (Lyon), [4]. The
Various configurations of homogeneous turbulence numerical results have been found to be in good

submitted to uniform mean flow distortions have been qualitative agreement with the measurements,:
investigated in the past. Flows of this type including the evolution of the length scales.
constitute valuable test cases for improving the In the present work, more general configurations
general physical understanding of the basic meca- of rotation/strain coupling are examined., based on
nisms governing real world turbulence. They further the same principle of superposition as that used
provide useful material for data banks,, especially previously for the shear. Beside the limiting case
in view of testing turbulence models in physical or of pure strain (no rotation) and the central case of
spectral space, or for comparing experimental shear (rotation equal to strain), we con.ider here
results with those obtained from direct or large two new cases corresponding respectively to the
eddy simulations. (hyperbolic) domain of dominant strain and to the
The particular cases of constant strain, solid (elliptic) domain of dominant rotation, with values

body rotation and pure shear have been mostly for the rotation-to-strain ratio - Q/D of respec-
investigated up to now, see for a general discussion tively 0.5 and 2. The case of elliptical flows
the review paper of GENCE [1]. In the first case, appears in this context to be particularly attracti-
the flow distortion is located in transverse planes ve, since it corresponds to a periodic gradient
and the flow has constant velocity in the direction tensor (and thus to a periodic distorting duct. see
perpendicular to the distortion plane. This is also below). The evolution of the turbulence may there-
the case for pure rotation which has recently been fore be expected to exhibit some oscillating
reinvestigated at the ONERA (2]. In the case of behavior. Furthermore, this flow case may be
homogeneous shear, most of the previous experiments considered in relation with the problem of 3D-
are relative to situations where the shear is instabilities developing in strained vortices., see
created in planes parallel to the mean velocity (as e.g.[5].
it occurs in moat of the shear flows of practical One of the principal objectives of our study
relevance). This implies that the longitudinal consists in comparing the experimental results with
velocity component cannot be kept constant in those obtained from two-point closure models or from

transverse planes. Therefore.: the requirements of numerical simulations, For this purpose a coopers-
strictly homogeneous shear flows can only be tive work with the ECL is under way aiming at
satisfied partially, and it becomes difficult to developing spectral models of the EDQNN type able to
avoid the downstream growth of transverse inhomoge- take into account the distortions studied experimen-
neity. A short discussion of the corresponding tally. As mentioned above, the case of pure shear
experiments is given in [3]. has already been examined successfully in this

Recently, a new method of generating homogeneous context, [4].
t"rilant ah-Ar flows has been de-eloped at the The work presented hereafter is focussed on the
ONERA, which results from the superposition of solid description of the experimental methods used for
body rotation with plane strain of the same rates generating the distorting flows and on the discus-
[3].[4]. This provides uniform shear acting in sion of the principal results concerning the
planes perpendicular to the main flow direction, evolution of the turbulence during the distortions.
instead in planes parallel to it.

1
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES For each particular combination of plane strain

and rotation, a specific distorting duct is needed.

Principle of flow generation The dei.rmination of the corresponding geometry has

The flow configurations considered in the present been described in (4] (see also [6] for more theore-

work belong to a family of uniformly distorted mean tical background). It is based on the requirement

flows characterized by the deformation matrix: that the streamtube originating from the upstream

cylindrical pipe must be distorted according to

eq.(l). This results in elliptical cross sections of

(0 0 0) variable aspect ratio and orientation.
(Xij) 0 0 D-9 (1) The aspect ratio (ratio a/b of the major to

0 D.9 0 minor axes) as well as the inclination angle p of

the major axis with respect to the x2 axis are given

with Nij 
= 

'Ui//xj. by:

The Ui are the mean velocity components.: D is the 
a/b = 1 . 02/2 + G(l + 02/41

strain rate and 9 the rotation rate. The flow (3)

distortion is located in the x2 x3 plane perpendicu- 
= 

1/2 [n - tan
"1 

(o/Q.coth ,t)].

lar to the mean flow, whereas the velocity in the Xl
direction remains constant. This garantees particu- with 0 = 2D.(sinh ot)/o o 02 = D2-U2

larly favorable conditions for achieving perfect

transverse homogeneity, as required by the theory. The time t is taken equal to zero at the initial

In the following we only have to consider the section of the duct (x=Xo). Equation (3)covers all

submatrix relative to the distortion plane x2 ,x3 . special cases considered above. For elliptical flows

The particular choice of the coordinate system is (>D), a becomes imaginary and the hyperbolic
made here for experimental convenience. The princi- functions turn into trigonometric ones.

pal axes of the symmetrical part of the strain rate Then (sinh t)/. -(sin o't)/o', with o'= -io,

tensor are inclined at t45' with respect to the and 0 - 2D. (sin o't)/o'. In this case the deforma-

coordinates, with the stretching in the -45" tion gradient tensor F associated with the deforma-

direction. tion rate tensor (eq.l) becomes periodic with a

The flows defined by eq.(l) include the special period of 2n/o' and the distorting duct has a period

cases of solid body rotation (D0), plane strain of alUllo' corresponding to a half-period of F. In

(0.0) and uniform shear (9-D). In this case the all other cases the aspect ratio is an increasing

shear rate S(=D+1) is defined in our coordinate function of time,, and y lies in the interval (r/
4
.,

system as 6U3/6U2. The case of shear separates the n/2).
regime of rotation dominated "elliptical" flows The limiting case of pure shear is obtained by

(0>D) from that of strain dominated "hyperbolic" letting o (or a') go to zero. Then (sinh at)/. tends

flows (0<0). The streamlines,, as determined by the to t and 0 to St, where S = 0 0 is the shear rate.

stream fonction

(- 9 .) 2 -(0-0) 2(2) 
z

have elliptical shapes in the former case and
hyperbolic ones in the latter. For the limiting case

of shear they become straight lines parallel to the
x3- xis.

The experimental setup which generates the flows

defined by eq.(l) is schematically sketched in
Fig.l. Its main components are:

a rotating duct of 0.3 m inner diameter contain-
ing a fine mesh honeycomb followed by a grid

turbulence generator. This part of the facility
produces the solid body rotation of rate 0 which

can be varied continuously from 0 to 20 n rd/s;, z

ii) a distorting duct with cross sections of
constant area and variable shape ensuring the

superposition of plane strain upon the rotation
at the required rates.

Convergent Rot tlng duct Distorting duet

Fig. 2 Evolution of the cross sections of the
1 22 33distorting ducts

a., case 1, O/D - 0
b. case 2, O/D = 0.5
c., case 3, O/D - 1
d. cams 4, 0/0 - 2

Hotiyacab 01Figure 2 shows the evolution of the elliptical

cross sections for the four cases considered in the

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the experimental setup present study:
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- case 1: pure strain, c=p, evolutions of the mean velocity components (accor-
- case 2: "hyperbolic" strain-rotation coupling., ding to eq.4) are achieved, as well as uniform

O/D=.5, distributions of the turbulence intensity, so that
- case 3: pure shear, Q/DP., the requirements for the existence of homogeneous
- case 4: "elliptic" strain-rotation coupling.Q/D=2. turbulence are well satisfied there., Figure 3 shows

for the new flow cases 2 and 4 the measured velocity
In the last case, only a half-period of the profiles in the distortion plame, in comparison to

distorting duct is presented. This portion repre- the theoretical ones (full lines) given by eq.
4
.

sents a quarter of the total length of the duct, of (Note that the two figures are plotted here for the
L = 1.16 m, which insures an entire period of the same strain rate). The measured gradients can be
flow. For the non-periodic cases, sections 1, 2 and seen to be perfectly linear; they correspond to the

3 are relative to the three portions of the duct theoretical evolutions, except for V(z) in flow case

(see figure 1). each of 0.22 m length. The final 4, which exhibits a slightly stronger gradient More

sections (3) correspond to values of the total detailed measurements for flow case 3 had been

strain Dt of 1.04, 1.06 and 1.13 respectively for performed previously and were reported in ref.[3],
flow cases lo 2 and 3. For case 4 the maximum value mainly for section 2 of the distortion duct which

of Dt is 3.64. had been completely explored. Outside the boundary

At the nominal condit'jns of our experiment (axial layer zone, the Reynolds stresses were found to be

velocity of 10 m/s). the corresponding values of the uniform within a few percentage points; the axial

strain r' t vr -,ectively 15.75,, 16.03, 17.05 and velocity was found to be constant, the U2 (or V)

31.4 s" for flow cases I through 4. The (linear) component to be zero and the UJ3 (or W) component
velicity profiles V(z) and W(y) in the distortion linear in x2 (or y). The streamlines of the trans-

plane are gi'en by: verse flow were correspondingly straight vertical
lines as required by eq.(2).

V(z = (D-9)z

W(y) = (D.Q)y so z0

according to eq.2. W(y)
(Note that hereafter we use rather the notations v (V)
x.y,z; U.V,W..., than xx 2 .x 3 ;, U1,U2,U 3....
introduced above)..

One of the major advantages of the present flow

generation method lies in the spatial uniformity of
the streamwise velocity, ensuring very satisfactory
properties of statistical homogeneity. A further o
advantage lies in the independence of the initial \ o
turbulence field from the mean flow distortion,
since the turbulence is created in the rotating duct 0/0.O5 0/2
before strain is applied. The mesh size of the
turbulence grid can be varied in order to examine Fig, 3 Mean velocity profiles for case 2 and 4
various initial conditions of the turbulence. a. case 2, a/D - 0.5

The nominal conditions of the experiments b. case 4, O/D - 2
reported hereafter are as follows:

- Streamwise velocity: U - 10 /s Streamwise evolution of the turbulence
- Mesh size of the grid: M = 15 m Streamwise evolutions of the normal stresses are

The correspondin, mesh Reynolds number is of the shown in Fig. 4 for the four flow cases examined

order of 10 . here. All stresses are normalized by their initial

The distorting ducts are connected to the value at the beginning of the distortion (x z xo x

rotating duct via a straight entry section of 0.22 m 16.67.M). and plotted against the normalized
length. The value for the x/M ratio at the entrance longitudinal distance x/M (log-log plot). The

of the duct is reference case without any distortion (D - 9 - 0) is
realized by replacing the distortion ducts by a

Xo/M = 16.67 straight cylindrical one.
At first glance, flow cases I to 3 show quite

The corresponding turbulence Reynolds number is similar evolutions: As expected, the distortions act
there approximately 40 (based on the Taylor principally on the transverse components v'

2 
and

there apxae 4 adw'
2
. whereas the u'

2 
stress is much less influenced..

microscale).

Mean flow and turbulence measurements are Whilst in the case of plane strain v'
2  

and w'
2 

are
performed by hot-wire anemometry using crossed wire equally affected, the effect of distortion becomes

probes at four different azimuthal positions for more pronounced for w'
2 

with increasing rotation.

each measuring point. Thus all components of the Case 4 is seen to exhibit a quite different beha-
Reynolds stress tensor can be measured. Digital data vior: The action of distortion (represented mainly

acquisition and signal processing is used for the by the strain rate D), is here much more pronounced

determination of the statistial quantities, and the onset of the departure from the reference

evaluated from about 200.000 individual samples of evolution occurs much earlier than in the previous

the velocity vector. Frequency spectra of the three cases. This is obviously due to the higher value of

fluctuating velocity components are provided by FFT D, but also the periodic nature connected with the

techriques. From these, integral length scales are elliptic flow regime comes here into play. The

evaluated via the Taylor typthesi. evolutions of the individual transverse stresses
differ much more from each other than in th
previous cases 1 to 3 and the effect on the u's

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION stress is here much more pronounced.
The evolution of the Reynolds stresses as shown

Qualification of the flow in Fig. 4 is more clearly understood when consider-
The qualification of the flow field has revealed ing the production tensor (Pij) associated with the

very satisfactory results with regard to homoge- deformation rate tensor (Xij) (eq.1). From the
neity. In the central part of the duct. where the definition of the Pip
flow is free from boundary layer effects, linear
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Fiq.4 Streamwise evolution of the normal stresses, case 1 to 4

energy from the rotation rate has also been confir-
Pij " UiUk0jk - UjUk*aik (5) med by RDT calculations.

The progressive establishment (growing from zero)
and taking into account eq.l, one gets for the non- of the cross correlation W is shown in Fig, 6 in
zero elements of (Pij): terms of the correlation coefficient R.w-W/vw' .

plotted against the total strain Dt. The (thick)
P22 - 2(D-°)*W solid line represents the evolution of Rvw for the
P33 - -2(D-Q). (6) case of pure shear (case 3). Considered as a
P23  -(D+Q)ov

'2 
-(D-Q).w'

2  
function of the total shear St (twice the strain
rate), this evolution had been found to be in good

Thus, for a fixed cross correlation vw the qualitative agreement with data from the literature.
difference of the transverse stresses (w'

2
-v'

2) 
is see [3]. As expected, there is no major effect of

produced only by the rotation and their sum (as well rotation for a fixed strain rate (cases I to 3),
as the whole turbulent energy, only by the strain, only a slight decrease with increasing .Q/D, which
This implies that w'

2 
becomes greater than v'

2 
when is also confirmed by the RDT results. The higher O/D

0 increases and that the level of both stresses ratio of case 4 ob iously inhibits the correlation
increases with increasing strain rate (Fig. 4). coefficient to reach an asymptotic value of the same
Furthermore., the production of the negative cross- level as for the other cases. We have here a typical
correlation -V is mainly due to the strain and it effect of dominant rotation which is also confirmed
is only weakly affected by the rotation which tends by the RDT results.
to reduce it slightly. These tendencies are also
confirmed by the Rapid Distortion Theory RDT). One 05 -R,, 0 w=0
notes that there is no production of u which is
only fed by the pressure-strain correlation. The
same circumstance occurs for v

'2 
in the special case

of pure shear (9-D).
Figure 5 shows the evolution of the normalized

turbulent kinetic energy for all flow cases considc-
red. As expected, there is no obvious effect of
rotation; the differences in the evolutions are due
to the differences in the strain rate, especiall
for case 4. which has a strain rate of roughly twice oD
that of the other cases. The independence of the 00

0 o.0rscrrlto
oA o03 Fig, 6 Evolution of the crosa-correlation

1 .1. I )1 I coefficient

q2 s
M  .

0.61 The overall anisotropy of the Reynolds stress
tensor is commonly characterized by the second

'A invariant (B2) of the anisotropy tensor

bij - u7ij/q
2 - 1ij/ 3  

(7)

In our experiments,; 82 starts from about 0.015 at
0.21 the entrance section (reflecting initial anisotropy)

and grows continuously for all flow cases. Typical1_x values reached at Dt-l range from 0.046 for -0 down
V to 0.028 for ,.2,, showing a continuous decrease of

0.1 B2 for increasing . This ruflects primarily the
10 20 40 60 s 100 diminution of the cross correlation discussed

previously,, which contributes substantially to the
Fig. 5 Evolution of the turbulent energy second invariant.
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To characterize this, we consider the (2D) second about 18' for -2 and much less for the other cases.
invariant B'2 relative to the projection of the The homologous plots relative to the production
Reynolds stress tensor on the distortion plane. This tensor introduced above (eq.5), exhibit ,ery similar
quantity starts from 0 at the entrance section and evolutions. The values of the deviation for Dt=l are
grows continuously during the distortion. As for the here 0"% 6', 12" and 20" for flow cases 1 to 4
3D invariant, increasing rotation has a rather respectively. We must emphasize here that the
strong reducing effect on the planar anisotropy. For principal axes of the Reynolds stress tensor turn in
Dt-l e.g., B'2 reaches a value of 0.11 for the pure the opposite sens of the mean flow rotation.
strain, 0.09 for the shear case, but only 0.05 for Typical variations of the three integral lengt
the case of dominant rotation. scales Lu., Lv and Lw as deduced from th' frequency

A more complete insight into the structure of the spectra are shown in Pig. 9 for the central case of
planar anisotropy is achieved by considering the shear. The (broken) reference lines are relative to
eigenvalues and the associated principal axes of the the basic flow without gradients. The most striking
Reynolds stress tensor restricted here to the y.z effects of the flow distortion are here the strong
plane. We define a new structural parameter K0 built reduction of the longitudinal lengthscale and a
with the two eigenvalues 0l and 02 (where 01>02): distinct increment of the lateral scale Lv, whereas

LW is hardly affected. The reduction of Lu, which isK0  (01 - 02)/(l * 02) (9) observed for all flow cases (included pure strain)
is only slightly accentuated when , increases; this

which is related to B'2 by the relation B'2 = K
2  

reduction seems therefore to he essentially an
effect of strain. In contrast to this, the diffe-

05 0 2 rence between L. and Lw, which does not exist for
the pure strain (for reasons of symmetry), increases

Swith growing rotation and must be considered as a
typical rotation effect. The RDT solution shown at
the bottom of the figure clearly displays the same
featu-es as the experimental results, unavoidably
magnified with respect to the experiment.

L
0t

0 0.2 04 06 0. 1 12

Fig. 7 Evolution of the structural parameter Ka

Figure 7 shows the evolution of K0  plotted
against Dt, which is also representative for that of
the second invariant B'2. Like in Fig. 6. the 10 20 40 so
isotropizing action of the rotation if clearly
evidenced. At Dt=le the pure strain case reaches a --
value of K0 of nearly 0.5 corresponding to a ratio
of the two eigenvalues of the order of 3. A substan-
tial reduction is observed for the elliptical flow
case, for which the values of K0 and 01/02 reduce to to
0.33 and 2 respectively. Figure 7 contains essen- L.
tially the same information as Fig. 6. since the a
principal direction corresponding to a1 is not very W
far from that associated with the strain (-45' in 0 , I I I -"
our coordinate system). Would che two directions 10 20 40 60

coincide, then -W would be equal to half the
difference between the eigenvalues. Fig., 9 Evolution of the integral length scales

Figure 8 shows the evolution of the inclination for case 3 (shear)
angle #R  associated with a1. The (negative) a., Experiment
deviation from the reference direction of -45 b. RDT
relative to the case of pure strain Increases with
increasing rotation. For Dt-l, the deviation is The spectral analysis of the turbulence signals

also provides the spectral distribution of the cross
correlation (Pw). beside that of the normal0.[ RL (D' o (Ostresses. The spectral region where Pvw is maximumW-06 coincides with that where the power spectra Pv and

Pw become different from each other, with Pw>Pv.
This region spans roughly between (streasmwise)
wavenumbers of 50 and 250 -'l, (The medium wave-
number of 150 m-' corresponds approximately to the

-W4 longitudinal length scale Lu). Figure 10 shows the
evolution of the spectral correlation coefficient

"-Pvwl(PvPw)i for the four flow cases 1 to 4, The
-il position corresponds to a value of Dt of the
order one. The figure shows that the rotation tends

Dt to lower the maximum value of We but also that the.a./ I' I I I profiles become somewhat enlarged when the rotation
0 02 04 0c DA 1 1.2 increases. It is JPteresting to note that the

Fig. 8 Angle of the principal axes of the central frequency of the bumps corresponds very
Reynolds stress tensor closely to the longitudinal lergth scale Lu .
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w= 0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

0.8 W
=
0,5 The flow configure&-ns studied in the present
I-~ m work constitute usetul test cases, especially inwview of developing (or improving) turbulence models

04 in physical or spectral space. Among the new
configurations involving rotation/strain coupling
with non-equal rates, the case of rotation dominated

0.2 elliptical flows appears as a particularly inter-
esting one, for it provides flow properties that are

f[Hz] oscillatory in character. This case needs further
0 detailed investigations, experimentally as well as
10 102 103 10

4  
theoretically The second new flow case, that of
strain dominated hyperbolic flow, presents more
"classical" features similar to those observed for

Fig.l0 Coherence coefficient of the cross- plane strain and uniform shear.
correlation, case 1 to 4 The mode of generation of the mean flow gradients

by the superposition principle fullfils very
The last example is related to the specific case satisfactorily the conditions of homogeneity: the

of elliptical flows which differs from the other mean flow gradients and the turbulence quantities
cases for several reasons: The first is that it are uniform within an adequate lateral extent, for
represents a particular type of flow which exhibits all flow cases examined. In the hyperbolic flow
features of periodicity in the turbulence proper- cases, strain is the principal factor acting on the
ties, in contrast to the monotonic evolutions of the turbulent field. For a given strain, increasing
other flow cases. Furthermore, the amount of rotation induces only a slight reduction of the
distortion is here much larger than in flow cases 1 eigenvalues of the Reynolds stresses in the distor-
to 3. The reason for this is that we aimed at tion plane, but causes a distinct rotation of the
achieving at least one period of the flow., within corresponding principal axes in the sans opposite to
the constraint of limited length of the facility, that of the flow rotation. The elliptical flow case
The ratio of the characteristic "linear" time of the could not be studied here with the same strain rate
mean flow distortion (I/D) to the "non linear" turn- as for the other cases. The results therefore
over time (jq

2
/E) is thus significantly lower for cumulate the effects of an increased strain and of a

the elliptical flow case and the linear effects are higher rotation rate ratio, Further experimental
here much more pronounced. In addition, the relati- work is needed to clarify this point.
vely high value of the rotation rate needed for Numerical descriptions using two-point closure
realizing twice the strain rate introduce some techniques developed at the ECL (see e~g.[4]) are in
additional rotation effects altering the turbulence progress for the flow cases examined here; they are
properties at the entrance before strain is applied, aimed at achieving a deeper physical understanding
The outstanding character of this flow suggests a of the experimental findings.
more elaborate investigation than could be done in
the frame of the present work. REFERENCES
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Large and Small-scale Coupling in Homogenoous Turbulence:
Analysis of the Navier-Stokes Equation in the Asymptotic Limit
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Abstract range, from the far intertnal range to the smallest scales There is
The structure of the Nawer-Stokes equations in Fourer-spectral a small amount of experimental evidence to support the
space is such that a direct coupling between large and small scales approximation that, at large Reynolds numbers, e - q3

/L
necessarily exists within 'distant' triadic interactions We discuss (Batchelor 1953, Sreentvasan 1984). By contrast, although
the consequences of this coupling in light of the Kolmogorov considerably more experimental analysis has been directed at thehypotheses of statistical independence between large and small questin of local isotropy, the issue reniins unresolved and
scale turbulent motions and consequent local isotropy at the controversial (see the various discussions by Antonia and Brown
smallest scales We show that, ii the asymptotic limit of large etal 1988, 1987, 1986, Van Atta 1991, and Sreensvasan 1991)
Reynolds numbers, although no energy exchange takes place We argue in this paper that the hypothesis of no eneig;'
between large and small scales, the structure of the small vortical transfer between small and large scales in the asymptotic lorit is
scales is modulated by the structure of the large energy-containing correct; but the hypothesis of independence between lprge and
scales Consequently, large-scale anisotropy in the energy-. small scales and local isotropy is not :orrect Wht-,as turbulent
containing scales induces anisotropy at the dissipative scales energy is dissipated primarily in the s;,aii .aes, at a rate given
This effect is studied with a direct simulation of forced approximately bye - q3L, and whereas a k-

5
/3spectral form in an

homogeneous turbulence in which the smallest scales respond inertia-dominated subrange may be anticipated from dimensional
directly to spectrally local 'stirrng' at the large-scales, arguments, the dynamical processes which govern the dynamical

1 . Introduction evolution and structure of the small scales are directly affected by
the dynamical evolution and structure of the large scales InThe large energy-i.ontaining scales and the small dissipative particular, we argue that an anisotropic energy distribution within

scales become increasingly separated as Reynolds number the large scales, in principle, leads to an anisotropic structure and
increases Kolmogorov (1941) hypothesized that, in the energy distribution within the small scales at asymptotically large
asymptotic limit of infinite Reynolds numbers, turbulent kinetic Reynolds numbers'.
energy is transferred from the large energy-containing scales to We should be quck to point out that, whereas in principle
the small dissipative scales through an inerna-domuated range of We houl gec inut at hes n le
intermediate scales with little frictional loss Consequently, scales, in practice the effect is not necessarily large, other
c - q1

/L, where .2 - turbulent kinetic energy, L is an integral dynamical processes will be briefly mentioned which tend to
scale, and c is turbulent dissipation-rate This conceptual model return the small scales to an isotropic state. On the other hand,
of an 'energy cascade' assumes no direct energy transfer between the effect is not necessarily small either If the large scales are
the large and small scales but, in principle, does not demand made strongly ansotropic, by stimng for example, the small
independence between the large and small scales. The hypothesis scales can be pushed far from an isotropic state over finite tirae
of local isotropy at the smallest scales, however, does require This effect is demonst-ated in companion numerical experiments
independence of large and small scales. In this more resmctive hereit is o tr at e n ismp ron fom e lcal tte
model, the energy-containing and dissipative scales do not where intially isotropic turbulence is strongly fored locally at the
interact directly in the asymptotic limit of infinite Reynolds peak in the energy spectrum (Yeung and Brasseur, 1991a)
numbers Consequently, the dynamical and structural Large levels of anisotropy build up at the smaller scales as a direct
characteristics of the dissipative scales are grverned ern:rely by consequence of the distant triadic couplings with the large-scale
spectrally local processes which develop irdependently of the forced modes. More importantly, the effect stengrhens with
structure and dynamical processes within the energy-containing decreasing scale, consistent with the asymptotic forms presented
scales The point of this necessarily brief pLper is to show that, in this paper Taken together with the asymptotic analysis, then,
whereas the large and small scales do not directly exca we conclude that the large scale couplings which dominate small
enery, the large and small scales are no ihrly e hange scale inertial dynamics in the moderate Reynolds numberenergy, the large and small scales are not mndepender. in the
asymptotic limit of mfinite Reynolds number,. Cunsequently, simulations would play the same role had it been possible to
the small scales do not, in principle, attain a locally isotropic state simulate very large Reynolds numbers We conclude that the
independent of the large scales, small-scale structure of a high Reynolds number turbulence is

coupled to the structure of the large energy -, nuing scales andSome clarification of concepts is necessary. in thin that this coupling may be exploited to alte b. 'all scale structurediscussion, the terms 'large scale' and 'small scale' refer to those by manipulating large scale structure
spectral scales in which energy and dissipation-rate are
concentrated, respectively. In homogeneous turbulence, the large 2. The Fourier-spectral Structure of the Navier-
energy-containing scales are those residing near the peak in the Stokes Equation
energy spectrum, kL, quantified by an integral scale: kL- 11L. The underlying concepts may be obtained through a cursory
Dissipation-rate, strain-rate, and vorticity are most highly exarination of the Founer-spectral structure of the Navier-Stokes
concentrated near the peak in the dissipation-rate, or enstrophy equation in the infinite Reynolds number limit. Expanding the
spectrum, which resides somewhere between the Taylor velocity field, P(x,t), into a discrete set of Fourier modes with
mcroscale, kx - I/A, and the Kolmogorov scale, k., - 1/17 complex amplitude u(k,t), the Navier-Stokes equations may be
Dimensional reasoning (Tennekes and Lumle7, 1975) uggests written:
that, at large Rex, kxlkL - Re., and k,,fkL - Rea Consequently,,
the dissipative scales separate infinitely far from thet energy- IHere,'anisotroPc stnirctare'is given is terms offthe energy dlisibuinwithin sphercal shIls in k-spce However, an anisotropic energycontaning scales at asymptotscal'v large Reynolds numters and wiinpeeashlank-pc ovrnmssaicnrgdistribution within a spectral shell does imply anisotropy is physical spacethe concept of local isotropy applies to the entire dissioative stuctureat thosesales
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du(k) [i(k)J, + /

' (i(\l 1
where [()J t uk'~kk.1 (V)~kgl, -,.dv DIST'ANT~

i,(k), , = -vk2u(k) ,, u, (k'), - t" ' u,(k. \'f,,

u(k')kis the vectorial projection of u(k') onto a plane +\1/'. s
perpendicular to k Incompressibility requires that k.u(k) 0, 0, k)l,' -

and reality of v(x,t) requires that u(-k) = u*(k) The
evolutionary equation for mode energy, e(k) a u(k),u*(k) is

Su(k).i4*(k) + cc _= [i(k)]n + [ (k)]5vs C,at=

[ =(k)] =-i = [u*(k).u(k')][k.u(k-k') + cc (2) DISTANT

[(k s= -2vk
2

e(k) ,"' 
"

where twice the total kinetic energy is q1 = Ye(k), 'cc' implies
the complex conjugate of the previous term, and v is the DiSTAN, +
kinematic viscosity

In the above equations the viscous terms, [4i(k)] 1s and Figure 1. Schematic illustration of spectral evolution in terms of
[ (k)]vu, have been separated from the nonlinear terms, [4i(k)]NL triadic interactions within spectral shells Founer modes are
and [i(k)]NL, because of the separat.,roles of inertial and viscous ordered by increasing waven:,mber, increasing from the lowest

effects in spectral evolution. Our interest here is primarily in the wavenumber (k,) to the highest ,,. - mber ( - kq), as shown
role of nonlinear intermodal couplings. Note, however, that in Eq (3) Each mod- . the spectrum, k., evolves due to triadic

interactions wit every other mode in the spectrum Each triad
viscous dissipation tends to move both the components of the which contributes to the evolution of a mode kn involves k. and
complex amplitude, and the energy in a spectral shell in k -space, two other modes The lower wavenumber of the two modes are
towards equipartiition Thus, the linear part provides an ordered in each row from the lowest to highest wavenumber
isoiropizing influence within high wavenumber spectral shells. Consequently, in the top row (low k modes), local triadic

The nonlinear interactions among scales are given by the RHS interactions ippear on the left, while distant triadic interactions
of [si(k)]5 t or [g(k)]St. Central to the discussion is the appear on the right of the row. At the bottom (high k modes),
observation that the nonlinear interactions occur as a linear sum of distant triads appear on the left and local on the right. In the
nonlinear terms, each of which describes an interaction among Inertial range distant triadic interactions with the low/high
three modes whose wave vectors form a tangle (a triad). This wavenumber end of the spectrum appear on the left/right, and
linear-nonlinear combination in the nonlinear structure of the local tads appear in the middle of a row.

Navier-Stokes equation has important implications which can be In this way, the triads in the low wavenumber rows are arranged
best discussed with the help of Fig I where the expansion for from spectrally 'local' triads to 'distant' triads, whereas triads in
ti(x,t) is ordered as the high wavenumber rows are arranged from spectrally 'distant'

to spectrally 'local' triads Note that each unique triad appears
,(x,r)=Xu(knr)eihs'X, k1 'k 2 . <kL. <k,.. <k (3) three times, in three separate rows for each each mode in the

n triad.

The modes are ordered by wave vector magnitude from largest to The distinction between 'local' and 'distant' triads is central to
smallest active scale (k. Is 1k,,I) and each mode, k,,, evolves the arguments which follow. Triadic interactions are known to
through a linear sum of triadic interactions as illustrated in Fig. 1. possess global characteristics based solely on triad geometry
In the figure, each row describes the evolution of a mode residing (Brasseur & Corrsin, 1987). Local triads are those where all
within a spectral shell as a sum of triad interactions, where each three modes within the triad are within a 'narrow' spectral shell-
triad represents those terms on die RHS of either [i(kn)]tN, or where the three triadic wave vectors about the same length
[i(k/)]w associated with that triad. Consequently, each triad in Distant triads are those which couple modes widely disparate ii
the row contains k5 as one leg2. The dynamical evolution of a scale, such as low wavenumber energy-contraining modes with
mode is given by the integrated sum of triadic interactions in a high wavenumber dissipative modes In these triads one
row, while the dynamical evolution of the complete spectrum is wavenumber is very much smaller than the other two.
given by the complete integrated set of triadic interactions. 3. Triadic Interactions within Spectral Shells

The linearity in [4i(kn)]JNL allows the sum of triadic
interacuons in each row of Fig I to be ordered arbitrarily. We Consider relatively narrow high wavenumber spectral shells
have ordered the triads in each row by first choosing the shortest between kx. and k,1. Within a high wavenumber shell consider,
wave vector, p, of the two wave vectors in the tad other than with the help of Fig I, the following reordering of the triadic
k., and then ordering triads from lowest to highest p magnitude insrsctions in this region:

,Li(kn) =
2For each mode k a negative counterpart -k4 must exist (for reality of 2,kv
n,(X.t)) (4) corpt. irjthiidc of it k . . d i 1t g tal 5

u 
# high

snparately, because it can be obtained directly from the positive set via [&(. saveno. shell

MNL~ = k&k))L~ However, the sam in equations (1) and (2) mast include
the negative st. Eachuadinfigurespecfia uniqueinglecreatedwith k(kn) + Ye(kn) + "(k)
combinations kn + P. + q. = 0. or (-k.) + (-p.) + (-qn) = 0 Conse- local distant traids othernonlocal
qsently, each triadic interaction illustrated in figure 1 repesents four ters on kn e high triads with kL  triads
the RHS of equatons (1) and (2) given by k' = Pn, -Pi, qn In waveno shell
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where i(k) refers to the nonlinear part, [ (k)]NL or [,(k)INi The large eneigy-contaising scales to the small vortical scales
dynamic evlution within a high wavenumber shell is separated dominate over the local ti-adic interactions entirely among scales
into a linear sum of triadtc interactions, where the triads are of approximately the same size Applying Eq (5) to a local triad
grouped according to their geometrical charactenstics The in the high wavenumber shell, and Eq. (7) to a distant triad
procedure we follow is to examine the three groups of triadic coupling the large and small scales, the order of magnitude rates
interactions on the RHS of Eq. (4) individually for their global of energy transfer in the high wavenumber associated with distant
characteristics. We draw from the work of Brasseur & Corrsin vs local triads may be compared.
(1987), who showed that the interactions among three modes
within distant triads is fundamentally different from the [, e , i
interactions within local triads [e(k.)] 1  e(kx)
4. Large and Small-scale Coupling in the It is clear that, in the asymptotic limit of infinite Reynolds

Asymptotic Limit number, local triadic intermodal energy exchange at the small
Consider an arbitrary triadic interaction from the middle group in scales is dominated by distant triadic couplings with large energy-.
Eq. (4) in comparison with an arbitrary triadic interaction from containing modes. Indeed, a k-51

3 
decrease in spherically

the first group in Eq (4). We seek the contribution of a single integrated energy suggests that, on average
triad, k +k2 +k3 = 0, to the evolution of the spectrum, That is,
we seek the contribution ofthe same trad, ki +k2 +k3 = 0, to the te(kx)kd,,,R, k, I
evolution of modes k1, k2, and k3, given by the same triangle on [ (kx)],, t - e (9)
the rhs of [ui(k1)]NL, [i(kA)]1L, and [u(kI)]NL in Fig. I In
particular, we consider the contributions from distant triads, In contrast with classical thinking, it appears that small scale
where ki << k2 or k3, ki is within the energy containing scales, dynamics becomes progressively more strongly coupled to large
and k2 - k3 lie in a high wavenumber spectral shell between kx scale charctenstacs as Reynolds number increases
and k,; in comparison with the contributions from local triads, The dominance of distant to local triadic interactions has been
where k- k2 - k3 and all three modes lie in the high verified in moderate Reynolds number direct simulations by
wavenumber spectral shell The contribution of a single triad to Domaradzki & Rogallo (1990) and Yeung & Brasseur (1991a).
[h(k)]N, [i%(k), and [4(kAis, from Eq (1). Again, however, we must be quick to p~jt out that, whereas Eq.

(8) indicates that, on average, distant triadic interactions dormnate
[4(kj)]N. = 

-i Iu*(k2)±ia[k.u*(k3)] + u*(k3)±ki[kt*u*(k2)]l,: local interactions within the dissipative scales, the cumulative

(5) dominance of distant triadic interactions to local triadic

[4(kA)]s. = -1 [u*(ki ± [k2.u*(k3)] + u*(ka) [k2u*(ki)]), interactions is not guaranteed. Nevertheless, the cumulative
.1 k2  Lk2 effect of the distant triads must remain finite and the dependence

[h(k3)]N. = -i {u*(ki)Ik [k3.u*(kA)] + u*(k2)it[k.u*(ki)], of small scale dynamics on the large scales will persist in the
asymptotic limit of infinite Reynolds numbers

When k, << k2, k3 and k, - kL, Eqs (5) describe the basic 5. The Necessity of Anisotropy at the, Small Scales
nonlinear interaction between the large and small scales. We seek
the form of this interaction in the limt of infinite Rex. It was We have established above that, whereas no energy is directly
argued in §1 that, at large Reynolds number,, kx/kL - Rex, and transferred between the large and small scales, small scale
k/kL. - Rep'. Thus, infinite Rex is given by the limit dynamics is coupled to large scale dynamics in the high Reynolds
kt/k 2 - ki/k3 i 8-s 0 The reduction of Eqs. (5) in the limit of number limit. This interdependence between small and large
small 5is (Brasseur & Corrsin 1987). scales is manifested through the energy exchange among high

wavenumber modes, modulated by the energy-containing region
[() = 0(), of the spectrum. It seems plausible, therefore, to anticipate a

structural coupling between the energy-containing scales and the
[k2,L = 

-i ( u*(k3)[ k2"u*(kt)l } + O(), (6) dissipative scales We present here an argument to show that this
is the case, with the consequence that, in principle, anisotispy in

[h(k3)]N. = t I u *(k2) [ k2"u*(ki)] } + 0(b). the large scales leads to anisotropy in the small scales. Cleerly,
this conclusion is at variance with the concept of a universal,Similarly, the rate of energy change in each mode is given in the locally isotropic structure at the small scales.

imit 6- 0 by Consider a fully developed turbulence which is isotropic at all

[ (kj)]n = 0(b), (7) scales except within a narrow spectral shell at low wavenumbers,
as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 Let ki be the dominant

[(ki)]w = -[i(k 3)], = i (u(k2),u(k)[ k2.u(ki)] +cc ) + O(b). energy directio- on ak-space sphere within the energy-containing
scales (k, should be interpreted as an average over an ensemble

The essential elements of the dependence between the large and of low wavenumber modes). Now imagine all the distant triadic
small scales in the asymptotic limit of infinite Reynolds number
are embedded in Eqs. (6) and (7) Several important points can
be made. Clearly, the interaction between large and small scales k'
persists in the asymptotic limit of infinite Reynolds number
(given by tha leading order terms above) Consistent with the
Kolmogorov hypotheses, no energy exchange between the large LARGE
and small scales takes place in the asymptotn, liiit. 1luwesci,: SCALES
the rate of evolution of the high wavenumber modes is directly
proportional to the the amplitude of the low wavenumber mode
Thus, the low wavenumber mode modulates the rate at which the
high wavenumber modes evolve Figure2. An amsotropic distribution of energy within a spectral

The last observation is particularly important as it leads to the shell in the low wavenumber energy-containing modes The
conclusion that those distant triadic interactions which couple the dominant energy direction is ki.

-
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7. Response of Small Scales to Large-scale
/ Stirring: a Numerical Experiment

The considerations above indicate that the small scales are
directly coupled to the large energy-containing scales through
Sdistant triadic interactions "hich pcrsist to asymptotically large
Reynolds numbers, and that, on average, these distant triad,
interactions play a dominant role in the inertial dynamics of the
small scales Cor,,equently, the large energetic scales impress

- - their structure directly on the small scales, and modification of
large scale structure should, in principle, lead to modification of
small scale structure4  Furthermore, the order-of-magnitude
estimates in Eq. (9) suggest that a restructurng of the small scales

Figure3. Depletion of energy due to low rates of energy by the energy-containing scales will be felt more strongly with
transfer within narrow cones in the directions ± ki due to distant increasing Reynolds number and will befelt more strongly as the
triadic interactions with modes in the anisotropic energy- scale decreases Both of these conclusions are at odds with the
containing scales, shown in Fig 2, notion of a locally isotropic universal spectrum at the small

scales.
To test these conclusions, a numerical experiment was

interactions between the dominant energy mode kt, and all high performed in which initially isotropic turbulence was forced
wavenumber modes k. in a narrow spectral shell between kx and anisotropically in a narrow shell at the peak of the energy
kq, as illustrated in Fig 3. That is, consider the middle group of spectrum (Yeung & Brasseur 1991a) Pseudospectral
triadic interactions in Eq (4). The high wavenumber modes are calculations were carried out on a 1283 grid with periodic
in an isotropic state, so that energy is distributed uniformly on a boundary conditions, Gaussian initial conditions relax to an
sphere of large radius, kn. We learned from Eqs. (6) and (7) that asymptotic state of isotropic decay. Forcing was applied
the rate of energy exchange in every distant triad between ki and continuously to nitially isotropic turbulen~e at Ret. = 32. Energy
high wavenumber modes k2 and k3 is modulated by the and vorticity were added to the turbulence through the array of 16
combination kn.u(ki), where kn is either high wavenumber two-dimensional counter-rotating vortices shown in Fig. 4 which,
mode. Because the large scales are anisotropically distributed in Fourier space, consist of four Fourier modes with wave
with dominant direction kj, the rate of energy exchange will be vectors of gth 2-12onented within the x-y plane at ±45' to
reduced in the direction ki as compared with other directions on the x-y axes. k = 242" lies near the peak in the energy
the high-k sphere (N.B , k,.su(kt) = 0 when kn and ki are spectrum. Modes up to k t60 were well resolved.
colhnear). Over time, energy will be depleted in the direction ki Consequently, the most distant triads with the forced modes had a
within the high wavenumber modes3 and the energy distribution high-to-low wavenumber ratio of about 20 (Sm = 0 05).
will become nonuniform on high wavenumber shells, Therefor., The details of the analysis is given in Yeung & Brasseur
an isotropic energy distribution at the small scales is moved (1991a). The primary result is summarized in Fig 5. Here the
towards an anisotropic state with a structure related to the third principle invariant of the anisotropy of the spherically
anisoitropic structure of the large scales In principle, isotropy at integrated energy spectrum tensor, E,(k), is plotted against
the small scales requires isotropy at the large scales and a wavenumber after continuous forcing for two large-scale eddy
universal small scale structure independent of large scale structure turnover times. Large levels of anisotropy are built up at k= 3
cannot exist due to forcing The structure of the turbulence at these large

scales is dominantly two-component in the velocity (xy) and
6. Random Uniform Sweeping of the Small Scales one-component in the vorticity (z) After an initial time lag of

Random uniform sweeping of small scales is given in the about one eddy turnover time, the small scales respond raptdi) to
limit klk2 - klk 3 a 6 .- 0 by taking ki to zero while holding the anisotropic forcing at the large scales and become highly
k2 - ks fixed. Uniform sweeping should have no affect on
turbulence evolution. This is easily shown to be the case. In the
limit kt -+ 0, k3 a -k 2 , u(k 3) = u*(k2), e(k 3) =e(k2), and
(k2) = (k3) Eq. (7), however, demands that i(k5) = - (O

when 6= 0, which can only be the case if i(k3) = i(k2) M 0.
Thus, modes at k = 0 play no role in turbulence evolution 4 '

It is instructive to identify the source of this result, which k 1 I, M
suggests that modes with wavenumbers near zero might, by
virtue of their large scale alone, play a weaker role in distant
interactions than modes farther from k = 0. This, however, is i ' " ,
not the case k, a 0 necessarily requires k2 a -k 3 ant., by the , '
requirement that the velocity field v(x,t) be real, u ( -
k2) = u*(k2) o u(Ik). Consequently, when k, m 0, modes k2
and k, are no longer independent-the amplitudes and phases of
one mode may be obtained directly from the other mode. _______"___"""_
However, if k, * 0, no matter how small, then modes k2 and k3
are independent, u(k3) *

t 
u*(k2), e(k2)s* e(k3), and (k2) * i(k)

in general. We conclude that the coupling between large and Figure4. Isocontours of the voracity distribution of an array of
Siall sales at asymptoticaly large Reynolds numbers should 16 countwr-rotatisg re,.tiliuiie~ Yviilies whiuii aie ;.uiitii.iusly

properly be viewed in the limit 8-*0 with ki finite. In this limit, forced. Forcing is 2D in theveloity (x-y plane) and ID n the
large and small scales interact directly according to Eqs (6) and vomicity (n).
(7) regardless of the magnitude of ki. 4

nne should note that, whereas the influence of the large scales on the small
scales is a frst order effect, the influence of the smail scales on the large is a

3Siginicast energy depletion appe rs to take place within a roughly 2.0 second order effect which becomes very weak in the high Reynolds number
cone of wave vectors aligned is the diruon ki (Brawnea & We 1991) limit.
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to to' 1 o 0o'FigureS. Third principle invariant (IIIA) of the spectral Figure6 Normalized component energy transfer integrated

anisotropy tensor during continuous anisotropic forcing at the over sphenIal shells after forcing continuously for two eddy
large scales over two eddy turovcr times (curves A-C), and turnover times A,O, represent the a = 1,2,3 diagonalrelaxation after forcing is removed (curve D)- components offoo,(k), respectively (x,y,z directions).
Aj = E,(k)/Et(k) - 6t/3 ,

anisotropic at about two eddy turnover times. However, the -.

amsotropic structure of the small scales is very different from the
large scale structure -the dominant energy direction at the small I /
scales is z, and the vorticity strengthens in ste xe and y directions
Signirtnnt anisotropy builds up above wavenumbers which are
roughly an order of magnitude or higher than the forced modes t
Particularly significant is the observaton that, consistent with Eq 61
(9), the level of anisotropy at the small scales increases with 2

wavenumber That is, the smaller the scale, the stronger the -4
effect! It is shown in Yeung & Brasseur (1991a) that this -
restructuring of the small scales is wholly dominated by the more
nonlocal triadic interactions between the high wavenumber and 8
forced modes. In subsequent studies we have shown that in 00L----------... ....

physical space this forced large-small scale interaction is ,
Figure7 Analogous to Fig 6, however. Tn(k Ip) includesdominated by the convection and stretching of small scale only trads with one leg within the shell p where 25p54. At

voracity by the large-scale forced energetic structures, leading to high wavenumbers, T.(k Ip) is the energy transfer into or out of
an anisotropic structure at the small scales very different from a high k shell due to nonlocal or distant triadic int. ractions with
large scale structure being forced (Yeung & Brasseur, 1991b). low k modes

8. Some Comments on Isotropizing Influences at
the Small Scales

An important point relative to the study just described is local-to-nonlocal triadic interactions at wavenumbers higher than
summarized by Figs 6 and 7 In Fig. 6 the diagonal components the spectal peak, on average tend to transfer energy from larger
of the spherically integrated energy transfer spectrum, T.(k), are to the smaller scales. This forward cascading characteristic
plotted against wavenumber after forcing for two eddy turnover appears to be strongest among groups of interlinked triads which
times (the To(k) are normalized with IT t(k)I+ lT22(k)I+IT 33(k)I, are not too close to equilateral (6 = 1), but not highly nonl',cal
limiting the ratio to values between -1 and +1). Fig.6 shows (8<< 1). In contrast with intercom ected distant triadic
that, whereas near the large scale forced modes energy is interactions which tend to distribute energt- only within triads
transferred into the x-y velocity components by the two- attached to the low wavenumber modes (Brasseur & Corrsin
dimensional forcing, at the small scales energy is transferred 1987). the local-to-nonlocal i dic interactions tend to transfer
dominantly into the z direction. A similar plot is shown in Fig. 7, energy uniformly through a spectral shell -that is, without
however here only those triadic interactions which include one preferred direction in k -space. Consequently, as energy is
mode in a narrow shell around the forced modes (band p) are transferred within these local-to-nonlocal triadic interactions, it
included. Consequently, at high k, Tonx(kip) includes only the
nonlocal or distant triadic interactions with modes in shell p. moves through each successively higher wavenumber shell with
Note that Figs. 6 and 7 look similar at high wavenumbers, an increasingly isotropic distribution
indicating the dominance of the more nonlocal interactions in the The isotropizing influence of interconnected chains of local-
intermodal energy transfer process Note also, however, that to-nonlocal triadic interactions would suggest that the
when local tradic interactions are excluded at the small scales, the anisotropizing effects of large scale forcing demonstrated in Fig.
energy transfer process is more anisotropic than when local 5 (vid. 17) would eventually be reduced when the energy added
interactions are included. Thus, the global effect of local triadic at the large Ralc% ha% eat-aded ti the %mall %cales via local-to
interactions in this calculation is to isotropize the small scales, nonlocal triadic interactions. Furthermore, this isotropizing effrt

The global effects of distant and local triadic interactions in should be felt within successively higher wavenumber shells at
the asymptotic limit of large Reynolds numbers have been studied later times. This is found to be the case in the moderate Reynokds
by Brasseur and Wei (1991) through statistical calculations of number simulations described above, as shown in Fig 8 (frorn
interconnected 'chains' of local, nonlocal and distant tradc Yeung & Brasseur, 1991b). Here the third principle invariant
interactions Consistent with the low order, nonstatistical shown in Fig. 5 is plotted against time within spectral shells of
calculations of Brasseur & Corrsin (1987) we have found that width Ak = 5 for continuous forcing over 4 eddy turnovca times.
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As a consequence turbulence which has sidergone
[ anisotropic restructuring at the large scales will also undergo

I amsotropic restructurng at the small scale through direct inertial
interaction with the large scale% Alter sufficient tire for energy

/ ,\' from the large scales to reach the small scales, however, a
/ ¢reduction in the level of anisotropy at the small scales may be

, - anticipated. The higher the Reynolds number, the greater range
, - N-- of scales must be traversed for large-scale energy to reach the

S ,- --1 q- small scales We argue that, in the asymptotic limit of infinite
- , Reynolds numbers, energy transferred out of the large scales with

002 at amsotropic energy distribution will arrive at the small scales
'_ with an isotropic energy distribution, but that it will take infinitely

,-. long to get there.
A second isotropizing influence important at the small scales

- 5 2 0 2 5 30 1 5 is friction As a linear effect, frictional forces tend to move the

eddy turnover time energy among Fourer modes, as well as energy among the
independent complex amplitude components, towards

Figure8. IlIA from Fig 5 integrated over spectral shells of equipartitton within a spectral shell
width AK = 5 is plotted as a function of eddy ssover time. The In summary, two dynamical processes, interconnected chains
central wavenumbers for each spectral shell are' of local-to-nonlocal triadic interactions triadic interactions and
(A 3), (13:8), (C'13), (D 18), (E 23), (F 28). (G 33), (H 3), frictional dissipation, are isotropizng influences at the small
(1 43), (J 48), (K.53) scales, whereas distant triadic interactions which directly couple

small scale structure and large scale structure can move the small
scales toward an anisotropic state It is likely that under different
conditons one effect may dominate the other for different periods

After reaching peak anisotropy within each spectral shell, the of time However, regardless of the relative importance of

level of anisotropy then decreases Peak anisotropy is reached isotropizing to anisotropizing influences at the small scales,

later at the higher wavenumbers, consistent with the arguments distant triadic couplings will remain active at infinite Reynolds

above. numbers and the structure of the large scales will always impress

Detailed analysis surrounding Fig 8 is given in Yeung & itself at some level within the structure of the small scales

Brasseur (1991b) It turns out that frictional effects at the small Acknowledgements. This work was supported by he U S
scales begin to dominate small-scale dynamics at roughly two Air Force Office of Scientific Research and the U R.I. program
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final state, however, is very different from the initial state at all
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EVOLUTION OF COHERENT VORTEX STRUCTURES
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HOMOGENEOUSLY TURBULENT FLOWS
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ABSTRACT vortex modes (see e q Hussain 1986) However,it is to be expected that in a homogeneous flow,,The evolution of coherent vorticity structures is where perturbations get influenced by the mean
investigated by Direct Numerical Simulation properties but not vice versa, different vortex
(DNS) with a resolution of 1283 and 160 grid- structures will develop. Rogers & Moin (1987)
points when a homogeneously turbulent flow is detected horseshoe or hairpin shaped vortex
forced by vertically oriented mean shear and structures in unstratiipd and sheared homoge-
thermally stable stratification (negative buoyan- neous turbulence ThesL structures are vertical-
cy) Several types of coherent structures have ly inclined against the mean flow direction and
been detected in flows at different gradient they transport momentum, heat and other spe,
Richardson numbers Ri Besides the well- cies very efficiently The findings by Rogers &
known, vertically inclined, almost symmetric Mon (1987) and She et al (1990) clearly demon-
horseshoes or hairpins also non-symmetric strate that coherent structures do form In homo-
hooks of coherent vorticity dominate the neu- geneous turbulence (as was already suggested
trally stratified flow with a constant shear rate by Townsend (1970)) and even in isotropic tur-
Sometimes several horseshoes are linked bulence Hence,, in those flows coherent struc-
together in a serpentine form The structures tures do not form due to linear instability of
prevail in the flow as long as Ri is subcritical time-mean profiles but evolve locally by nonlin-
At supercritical Ri the heads of developed hor- ear interactions of turbulence Itself and grow
seshoe or hook vortices form into rings by self due to the "one-way" forcing of the mean strain
induction whereas the legs are dissolved by rate
viscous forces. The vorticity is then mainly
organized in almost horizontal sheets and It is the aim of this contribution to investigate the
streaks. Several video sequences elucidate that evolution of coherent vortex structures under
evolution of coherent vortices in stratified shear statistically homogeneous conditions in a highly
flows resolved domain with 128" or 160 gridpolnts

using the DNS-method. We consider the devel-
opment of Initially isotropic turbulence under theINTRODUCTION effects of viscous dissipation, thermally stable
stratification (negative buoyancy) and shear,Within the last decade it became more and more where the external forces consist of uniform

evident from experimental and numerical data vertical gradients of mean velocity dU/dz and
that turbulence - despite its rather chaotic and mean temperature dTR/dz The linear mean pro-
random character in space and time - reveals a files guarantee the spatial homogeneity of the
remarkable degree of coherence. This is parti- tirbulence statistics, but still allow different
culary the case in inhomogeneous flows like temporal evolutions which depend on three
boundary layer flows, mixing layers, and lets characteristic numbers The gradient-Richard-
(Head & Bandyopadhyay 1981,, Hussain 1986). son number Ri = eg dTRIdz / (dU/dz), (a and g
But - more surprisingly perhaps - coherent represent volumetric expansion coefficient and
structures have also been detected under purely gravitational acceleration) measures the relative
isotropic conditions (Schwarz 1990, Ste et al strength of buoyancy to shear forces; the Rey-
1990). In inhomogeneous shear flows, as In mix- nolds number describes the degree of turbu-
ing layers with a curved mean velocity profile, lence activity and the Prandtl number relates
the spariwise (mean) rolls are the preferred kinematic viscosity v to thermal conductivity y.
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We keep Reynolds and Prandl numbers fixed cubic domain with side length L and coordinates
but change Ri from run to run, see Table I (x, y, z) pointing in downstream, spanwise and

vertical directions, respectively. The Boussinesq

perfored arc 8ndmeral suation of stabl approximation is used Linear gradients of ref-
performed direct numerical simulations of stably erence temperature TR(Z) and mean velocity
stratified, homogeneously turbulent shear flows U(z) drive the flow Periodic and shear periodic
with a (Taylor lengtha Reynolds number Re of boundaries are applied in the horizontal and
initially 26. They analyzed the data statistically vertical directions, respectively. Details see in
and found a separation io subcrilically and Gerz et al. (1989)
supercritically stratified flow regimes depending We consider non-dimensional quantities Scaling
on Ri Subcritical regimes are characterized by parameters are constant density p, mean veloc-
increasing turbulent kinetic energy in lime due ily and temperature differences AU and AT
to the shear forcing, whereas perturbations are between bottom and top of the domain and box
damped out if the flow is supercritical At the size L The Initial temperature perturbations are
critical value RicO 13, Gerz & Schumann (1991) zero All cases start from the same isotropic
observed an almost steady flow state. Since velocity fields, except run D which is initiated at
shear dominates in subcritically stratified flows, shear time t = 6 of the fully developed, neutrally
horseshoe structures are expected to develop stratified shear flow (case A) Initial data are
as they do in unstratified shear flows However, summarized in Table 1
for the given Reynolds number of Rejz26 in Gerz
& Schumann (1991) the resolution with typically
64' gridpolnts was too low to reveal coherent Grid points M3 128', 160'
vortex structures in the computational domain R m s velocity I= (uyj3)1/

2 O02()
r

R ms temperature T =(TT)'
12  

0

Holt et al. (1991) introduce a transition Richard- Shear number Sh=(dUdz)(07u) 356

son number Ri(>Ri) at which the ratio of Reynolds numbers Rej=vAlv, Re=--ullv 26.8, 437
potential energy to kinetic energy is maximum Prandtl number Pr = v 1

At this Richardson number the flow changes Richardson number Ri -(agdT5Rdz) / (dUlcz)
t

from a shear driven state to a buoyancy driven Cases A B C D E
R,= 0. 0.13 033 066 1 32

state and the vertical heat flux approaches zero

Hence, depending on the relative importance of Integral length ? 0.07428
Taylor micro-length A 004551buoyancy the coherent structures will evolve Kolmogorov length LK  0004468

differently in flows where Ri < Ri, than in flows
where Ri>Ri, In a previous study (Gerz 1991) Iwhered truurin a prvios 1std atz 1991)ch Table i. Non-dimensional initial data and character-
analyzed btructuras at Ri, LO 13 and at a much istic parameters For cases A and D M = 128, for
higher Richardson number of 1 32 ( > Ri,) Histo- cases B, C and E M- 160. Bars denote ensemble (i.e.
grams of the inclination angle of the vortices 3-d spatial) averages
showed maxima at about 300 and well developed
horseshoes occured at this angle for the first
case whereas inclination angles approached RESULTS
zerc and almost horizontally oriented sheets
and long and thin streaks of vorticity have been The evolution of turbulent kinetic energy

found in tne second case. In this study we will E,, = u-7,,/2 and available potential energy

see that in the intermediate range of Ri with Epo,=RiTTi2 of all flows is depicted in Fig i

Ri, < Ri < Ri, the shear first stretches vortex fil- Turbulence is enhanced by shear and is damped
aments and forms horseshoes or hairpins But by stratification and viscosity An equilibrium is

at a certain vertical extent the structures "feel" achieved when E,,, Is constant in time. This

the restoring force of buoyancy and then change results in a critical Richardson number
into IQ shapes and rings. A similar change of Uw dTnldz / 1
structures is observed when a developed Ricrit = - 1 - AL = Prt\( - (1)
unstratified shear flow (Ri = 0) suddenly experi- wT dU/dz P'

ences a strong restoring force (Ri = 0 66) where P= -- dU/dz Is the production rate, e the
dissipation rate and Pr is the turbulent Prandtl

METHOD AND PARAMETERS number (Rohr et al 1988) As can be seen in Fig
I and as has been discussed by Gerz & Schu-

The three-dimensional Navier-Stokes and tem- mann (1991), the critical Richardson number in
perature equations for perturbation velocities our simulations is close to Ri,,;z0.13. For values
(u, v, w) and temperature T are integrated in a of Pi< (>)R,,, the turbulence is growing
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Fig I Turbulent kinetic energy and available poten- Fig 2. Correlation coefficients of negative fluxes of
tial energy for cases A to E versus shear time t momentum and heat for cases A to E versus shear

time I

(decaying) in time Since in case A the temper-
ature field is passive, large temperature fluctu- zero and even become positive (solid lines).
ations do occur but no potential energy is avail- Also in case D the correlations drop quickly
able (Ri=0). But when buoyancy is "switched despite their rather high (but of course unna-
on" at t = 6 in case D, suddenly these temper- tural) initial values. The strong decorrelation of
ature perturbations provide a large amount of horizontal momentum and vertical velocity and
E,., for the flow Most of E,, is quickly transferred of heat and vertical velocity Indicates a vertical
into kinetic energy where it results in a rather seperation and decoupling of horizontal layers'
smooth decay of Ek,, untill fz7.5 Then the dissi- The vertical mixing by turbulence is strongly
pation rate of E,,, is increased (not shown) which reduced The heat flux becomes zero firstly in
also increases the decay rate of the kinetic case C with Ri = 0 33 which indicates that the
energy at tz8, transient case has a Richardson value of

RI9:O 3 according to Holt et al (1991). However,
Fig 2 shows the negative correlation coefficients note that the momentum flux still r3malns nega-
of the vertical fluxes of momentum and heat, tive due to its direct forcing by shear. This effect
- 'W/u'w' and - wT/w'T' (primes denote rms explains the strong increase of the turbulent
values), versus time Turbulence very well mixes Prandtl number with growing Richardson num-
momentum and heat as lung as the Richardson ber (see Eq 1) as observed in various stratified
number Is not supercritical (dashed lines) For experiments (Komori et al. 1983, Rohr et al. 1988,
large values of Ri the fluxes quickly approach Gerz et al 1989)
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'r/ 1!' =261 ent structure of vorticity in such flows The sub-
1 i? = 1 0 sequent figures show vorticity vectors ((,)C, o)

=6.00 DEC. 05 T 00 projected on a plane ( , t- y) which is Inclined
.0 , , _ . 050 -.. against downstream direction (x) by rotation

~* , .% ,4 ,'- -around the y-axis at an angle 0 In most cases
T! "-.the inclination angle is 0= 36 which Is about

"- the angle at which developed coherent vortex
structures in shear flows are inclined due to aS'1 t~t balance of stretching and rotating of the vorticity

Q " - - "filaments by the mean strain rate dU/dz (Rogers
& Momn 1987, Gerz 1991)

The development of coherent structures in the
projected vorticity field for case A with R,=O at
limes 4, 6 and 8 can be studied in Fig. 3 For
reasons of legibility only vorticity vectors are

0 O -,," shown which exceed a magnitude of 2. At early

t or), -, ME, 600 times vorticily appears to be organized in tubes
and sheets as known from isotropic flows. But
when time proceeds more and more hook-like
structures occur which consist of a "head" with

o "positive lateral vorticity and one "leg" with vor-
ticity oriented in mainly both upstream and
downstream tilted directions At t = 8 a horsesh-

0 50 oe vortex can be distinguished in the lower part
.IIof the frame It has almost equally developed

-V long legs connected by a strong head which
.. - 

, forms like a il due to self induction. Vorticity is
.. ' '  " W maximum in the legs Since in homogeneous

V- ' .". -flows r v7i; the legs also suffer from strong-
,,0 est dissipation (Gerz 1991).

wit Wc C)~) tl RE 26 4
] " " OS - 36.00 D3. 4R=0 13

0 Z4 4011 024, T M !- 7 94

- ~ 5 I,. . --

0 75 r\\

06 2 1 4'

Fig 3 Projection of vorticily vectors on an inclined 05
plane (O-360) for Ri = OatI = 4,6 and 8 Vectors with 025 049 INCL. X 074
magnitude _> 2 are displayed

Fig 4 As Fig 3 forRi=013 att=794 Focus on a
section of the plane. Vectors with magnitude > 1 5 are

DISCUSSION displayed The projected momentum flux mi Is shown
by contours

After that short review of the statistical behavi-
our of turbulence in flows with different Richard- If the flow is weakly stratified as in case 8 with
son numbers we now concentrate on the coher- Ri=013 we also observe hairpins as docu-
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mented in Fig 4 There we focus on a quarter of RE-30 I

the area of the tilted plane in the flow at Wti PR= 0

794 Three strong hairpins clearly dominate e = 300 DEG. 0 50. I 66

Note that they are connected with each other 0 80

sharing legs together and, thus, forming a ser-
pentine vortex Between the legs of each slruc- >_- - I1 .'-
lure maximum values of negative momentum = - .. .

flux mc are observed (as well as heat flux, not , , .,

shown) which confirmes the important role of 4

these structures for the mixing process 0 -;- _ ' " "

U.00 DEG . R1=0 33 ,:""_... ' -;, "

054(40)= 0 24,TM! 4-25 I\.~-

'1 020P
- - ... - - ----- 080 65)= 0 50. TLME- 209

----- --- - - -- -

037

.............~~~ ~~~ 50... o ;{ 1 5,, g z

0 '7 30 . . . . . .. .. . . ..... . .. . ...

0.45 O,,' . . .•0'2- lj§=, 431J

Z_ 65)- 0 50,,,1E-,,,5..,

0.37 ,1 iii77 I ".] "

030 i IiII~/

0 74K 0 Ai CLX 093 ''''

Fig .As Fig 3 forR=033 at 1=425 and 431 0-2'0
Focus on a section ot the plane Vectors with magni- 0 12 0 49 0 86
tude 15 are displayed.,,

Fig 6 As Fig 3 forRi=066 att9, 12 and 15. Focus

Fig 5 now depicts two voilicity Fields at two on a section of the plane Vectors with magnitude
subsequent times of flow C with Ri = 0 33 A for- 0 5 are displayed
mer horseshoe vortex changes into a ring vor-
tex With increasing Richardson number the the transient Richardson number (see Fig 2), the
possible vertical extent of an eddy decays since horseshoe structure grows Initially by vortex
the restoring force Increases In other words, the stretching until buoyancy limits a further growth.
flow develops into horizontal layers which get The legs are then dissolved by viscosity and

more and more vertically decoupled (Gerz & cannot be rebuild by shear since a further
Schumann 1991). At Ri=033. which Is almost
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stretching is prohibited by the restoring force and often reveal shapes like a hook rather than
The head of the former horseshoe, however,, like a horseshoe The flow at subcritical and cri-
survives and mutates into a ring due to self-in- tical Richardson numbers Is fully turbulent and
duction forces, the observed structures control the dynamics of

the flow like heat and nomentum transport. In
If a fully developed, neutrally stratified flow sud- flows with supercritical but subtransient Rich-
denly experiences strong gravitational forces ardson numbers, Ric < Ri < Rt, in':lined hor-
due to a sudden stable stratification with seshoe vortices form at early stages of the flow
Ri = 0 66 (case D) the horseshoe vortices quickly evolution When the structures have reached a
degenerate to vortex rings which often occur as certain vertical size (which depends on Ri), they
pairs as can be seen in Fig 6 The vorticity of the get Influenced by the restoring force of buoyancy
same flow has been projected onto a less and the curved tips of the horseshoe vortices
inclined plane (0 = 120) in Fig 7 We find sheets form into Q shapes and eventually into rings by
of rather weak but equally oriented vorticity self-induction forces A similar evolution of
similar to the structures found by Gerz (1991) for structures is observed when a fully developed,
Ri = 1.32 They are typical for vertically almost neutrally stratified flow suddenly experiences a
decoupled shear layers However as Fig 6 strong gravitational force The sheets and
reveals, the ring vortices as the remainder of the streaks of vorticity which are then found in
former horseshoes still exist with a veitical almost horizontal layers are similar to but larger
inclination of 360 at this time t = 15 due to the then the structures found in Isotropic turbulence
self-induction process with the difference that they only survive hor-

izontally Gerz (1991) argued that these sheets

,( W, RE -:301 represent vertically decoupled shear layers
PR -1 0 whereas the streaks can be associated with

9 12.00 DEG M-0 66
1 0 4 Zlg 80) 0 62 A, 1500 gravity oscillations
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SCRUTINIZING k-E EVM AND ASM
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LES AND WIND TUNNEL FOR FLOWFIELD AROUND CUBE
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ABSTRACT street behind the cube The most distinctive feature
of such a flowfield is found in the distributions of

Three-dimensional turbulent flowfield around each component of the strain - rate tensor
a cube placed in a surface boundary layer is predicted (80<U>/8X,+0<u,>Ox,), which is highly anisotropic and
using Large Eddy Simulation (LES), Algebraic Stress changes significantly depending on the relative position
Model (ASM) and the standard k-e Eddy Viscosity over the cubic body. Therefore, the application ofk-s
Model (k-e EVM) with similar boundary conditions EVM, which is based on an isotropic Eddy Viscosity
The accuracy of these simulations is assessed by Model, to such an anisotropic flowfield may have
comparing the numerical results with those of wind serious limitations.
tunnel tests conducted by the authors. The differences In the first part of this paper, the accuracy and
between the results given by these three turbulence the relative performance of these three turbulence
models are examined precisely by comparing the models are assessed by comparison with the
distributions of velocity vectors, turbulence energy h, experimental data. It is confirmed that the results of
turbulence production P. and normal stress components LES agree very well with the experimental results. In
<u,'u,'>. the latter part, the results of k-s EVM and its algebraic

extension (ASM) are scrutinized using both the
I INTRODUCTION numerical data given by LES and the experimental data

from the wind tunnel tests. The shortcomings of these
In this study , the accuracy of numerical two models are then examined.

simulations based on LES, ASM and k-s EVM is
examined for the turbulent flowfield around a surface- 2. OUTLINE OF NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
mounted cube. Numerical studies of flowfields around
bluff bodies placed within channel flows have been 2.1. Model equatons and numerical methods
carried out by several authors 'Durst,F. and Rastogi, The standard formulation for h-s EVM (Launder,
A K.(1979),Werner,H. and WenglH.(1989),Obi,S.,Peric, BE. and Spalding,J.L.(1972,1974)] was adopted. In LES,
M. and Scheurer,G.(1990), etc]. In this study, the cube the Smagorinsky subgrid model [Smagorinsky,J S.
is placed within a surface boundary layer which has (1963),Deardorff,J.W.(1970)] was applied and the
relatively large magnitudes of turbulence intensities value of 0.12 was selected for the Smagorinsky
in comparison with those of channel flows and this constant Cs. The model equations for ASM are shown
produces some differences between the flowfield in Table 1. The commonly adopted form for ASM was
treated here and those in previous studics, used, following the methods of RodiW.(1976), Gibson,

The flowfield analyzed here is extremely complex. M.M. and Launder,B.E.(1978) except for the treatment
It consists of stagnation at the windward face, of the wall reflection term 0'. (cf. APPENDIX 2)
separation at the frontal corner and Karman's vortex [Murakami,S.,Kato,S. and KondoY.(1990)]. The values

NOMENCLATURE < ujui > : Reynolds stress
xi ,: three components of spatial coordinate Pl 1  production of < ui'u>

(i = 1,2,3 : streamwise, lateral, vertical) el : dissipation rate of < u'u >
<f> ' time- averaged value of f C, convection term of < uuC> ,f • filtered value of f D, diffu~ion term of < u'u i >,

f deviation from <f>.
f'f-<fk (In LES, f-f -<>) DuO"(-<uui'u"-<P'u'>ia-<Pui>6t

5 )
f" 'deviation from f, f"-f-f Oi pressure- strain correlation term (consists here
Hb height of cube of 0

1j(I) Of/( and 0 cf. APPENDIX 2)
u ' three components of velocity vector h, mesh interval in x, direction
ub u I value at inflow of computational domain h mesh scale, h-(hth2h3)

nr
s

at height Hb hp mesh interval adjacent to solid wall
p . pressure (ui)p: tangential compcnent of velocity vector
v, eddy viscosity at the near-wall node
vscs' subgrid scale eddy viscosity kh k value at the near-wall node
k , turbuient kinetic energy, h = A -_.u.u'> c : i value at the near - wall node
h subgrid component of k, h*-%u/"u" rf :wall shear stress
P, ' production of k h, vertical distance from the w - th wall
s dissipation rate of k Re Reynolds number (<ub>Hb/v = 8.4 X 104)

(In LES, s-<uss u,/Oxi(8OuI/0x+udU0/xi)>) Values are made dimensionless by <u b>,Hb and air density p.
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of the numerical constants in ASM follow those Tablel Model equations for ASM
proposed by LauriderBE,Reece,G.J and RodliW(1975) OU>O"t<i> OpOuu>(1)
and Launder.B E.(1983) ____4Ou><'__POutu,

A staggered grid was adopted A second -order at Ox, Oh, Ox1
upwind scheme (the QUICK scheme) was applied for ------0 (1.2)
the convection terms in the cases of it-s EVM and aiTOiu,
ASM A second-order centered difference scheme was T-+- -D+P,-E (1 3)
adopter for the other spatial derivatives The Adams- I~ Ox~,> 14
Bashforth scheme was used for time marching. t4  -- D, Ox,,P-~) 14

2 2 Mesh arrangements and boundary condftions (P.e-s) '+ E 1(1.5)
The computational domain covered 15 7 (x, o t

direction), 97 (U. direction) and 52 (Xj direction). This D'_(euu,>--- (1 6)
domain was discretized into 50 (x,) X 49 (x,) x 28 (x,) oX it O,
meshes for the cases of it-s EVM and ASM, and 63 D,-_---(C(zs.'u,')- k---) (1.7),
(x,) x 49 (x. x 34 (z.) meshes for the case of LES O. Ox
The value of ht, was set at 1/24 for all cases. Pk5 "'U,5 Oxu, (1.8)

Boundary conditions are summarized in Table 2 Oxj> , O<Ui> (9
For the inflow boundary of LES, time history ofu(t) P, -<liiA> Ox5 <uuk (1-9)
in a fully developed channel flow predicted by LES 2 (110)k
were utilized The profiles of <ul,)> and it(x.) in the 6J--." 0
boundary layer of the channel given by LES correspond
well to those of the experiment (cf.Fig 1). For the iiiiiiii

0
ji (cf APPENDIX 2) (1 11

boundary conditions at the solid walls, the generalized s 2
logarithmic law expressed by acm. (2 1) [LaundarBE. 0jiiiCj-(<ui'u,>56 ,it) (1 12)
and Spalding.J.L.(1974)J was employed in order to 2
estimate the time - averaged wall shear stress <ti.> O0,,5 -C2(P'-ViP) (1.13)
for the cases of three models. Furthermore, eqn. (2.4)
was used to specify the instantaneous wall shear ,
stress s., for the case -if LES As shown in Table 2, 13
almost the same boundary conditions were imposed - - <uku >nk ln

for the calculations of the three models so far as 3 , it>
the time averaged flowfields are concerned. Therefore. 2 <uAhu>?5k"fliw)c (1.14)
it can be concluded that the differences observed in
the results from these three models are mainly caused C, : 0.09, a. :1.0. a,:.1.3, Ci .1.8, C2 0.6,
by the difference in turbulence modellings. Cl' . 0.5. C2': 0.5, C. :0.22. C, : 0. 16.

C: ,1.44, C, 1 92, C,: 2.5 (1115)

Table 2 Boundary conditions
k-e EVMA. ASM LES

Ou(J u.(-l> an sW1 u.(i. U.(tl
(measured profile in wind tunnel) time histoiy of

<U>- 0. <u9iX.1 - 0 velocity in boundary

klXJl predicied distribution in olenu channel layer of plane

inflow by LES (the distribution corresponds wail to chmnprOedicted by U experiment
that meesued in th. exrmenaite 1)) LES
v~x)- l."5x) cxl-CA)'/5(rtl (<ux)sn 0 it-e, ASM, LES

tlxl (CA(Xdl( 3 ) CP5(x. Zi . (predicted distribution
________ >- %~x _________________ [W'ru.(vO Iin the boundary layer

outflow <u,>, <u,, <u,>. k, e li Oa~mIx,"o) Y , U.. free 31,o of plane channel by LES)
-01) fSOO of <U0, t,0'
doai i <u',os,).- A. C . free slip (O/dx,-t) ui free slip 2
e lacs of <., .0. s, '

nrvsn atonal '> h. C. tree slip (8/8x,-O) free slip 1.5 - -- O~- .-

The tine averaged wall shear stress <rw> isgQiven l(lP 0

by equation (2 1). The vslume aneraged value of T. S~p 1 - -r, X CP
aat the near - wall grnd used for transport equation

of k is expresaed~b equation (22). and defined '~(2.4) 0
as e. The vaiue of eat the near -wall node uaed <rw> is estimated by 05 - - -

for tranisport equation of a is defined by equation equation (2.1). 0
(23). <IUjp>. lip are given 0001.2003.4ksolid wail by using the results 000 .00 30 41
<lsil> () 

0  
"resi)(2.1) of the fsregoing time

Sr.> (Ei tC'I d A 1ev, F ig.) Pro iles; of kv j,
- h~'AP VErCAl

5 
... (22) at inflow boundary

C,40 (x. vertical direction)

%Kh vj-''(23) t' free slie
(,-04.C.-009,E-9O)
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3 OUTLINE OF WIND TUNNEL TESTS the experiment and LES.
Figs.3 and 4 illustrate the distributions of time-

A cube- shaped model, 200mm in height, was averaged velocity fields, The correspondence between
placed in the turbulent boundary layer The Reynolds LES and the experiment is particularly good. The small
number based on <u.> and H., was about 8.4 X 10'. reverse flow on the roof and the velocity distribution
The wind velocity was measured by a tandem-type in the recirculation region behind the cube are
hot wire anemometer which could monitor each reproduced successfully in LES (Figs.3, 4 (2)) In the
component of an instantaneous velocity vector, case of k- EVM, there are several significant

discrepancies The reverse flow on the roof is not
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION reproduced and the velocity value (reverse flowl. is

too large in the recirculation region in comparison with
4.1. Distributions of k and mean velocity vectors the experiment and LES (Figs 3, 4 (2)), although the

The distributions of k at the central vertical similar boundary conditions are applied for both LES
section are illustrated in Fig.2. The result given by and k-E EVM
LES agrees very well with that of the wind tunel The overestimation of k near the frontal corner
experiment except for the value in the downstream in the case of k-6 EVM gives rise to the large eddy
free shear layer above the recirculation region behind viscosity V,, and thereby the large mixing effect
the cube, where the value of k from LES is a little produced by this v, eliminates the reverse flow on
larger than the experiment. Slightly larger values of the roof. This discrepancy is caused by overestimation
k in the free shear layer may be attributed to the of the turbulence production P. which is evaluated
inadequacy of the value of Cs=O 12 Previous studies using Eddy Viscosity Model (EVM) as discussed in
reported that the appropriate value of Cs is around the next section and APPENDIX 1
0 14 in such flowfields as free shear layer just behind In the case of ASM, the reverse flow on the
a backward facing step (MorinishiY.and KobayeshiT. roof is reproduced But the distribution of velocity
(1990)] On the other hand, the result of k given by value behind the cube is similar to that of k- EVM
k-s EVM is quite different from the experiments, in and the correspondence with the experiment is not
particular,the value of k becomes much larger in the so good (Fig.4 (2)) This discrepancy is sure to be
area around the frontal corner. The distribution of k related to the underestimation of k near the floor
given by ASM agrees rather well with that given by behind the cube in both k-6 EVM and ASM as shown
the experiment, but its h value is estimated to be a in Fig.2 This underestimation of k is mainly caused
little larger in the area just before the windward face, by the fact that the value of r assigned at the solid
and too 3mall in the area near the floor behind the wall, which is given by eqn.(2.2) in Table 2, is not
cube It should be noted that, in the case of ASM appropriate for this area. It was pointed out in many
as well as in the case of k-a EVM, k value rear the previous studies that eqn (2.2) works well as a
floor is estimated to be smaller in comparison with boundary condition when the local balance of P, and

(1) wind tunrel experiment (1) wInd tunnel experiment ^

- (1) above the roof

(2) kt-a EVM ()/- V

oix

2- .. . . . 0 1 11

0 I

((2) behind the cube

SFig.4 Vertical profies of <u>

Fig 2 Distributions of k Fig.3 Distributions of at center secticon
at center section velocity vectors
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c can be assumed Obviously, the recrculation zone
is not an area where this assumption applies In this 1 00 00 6
areathe value of T is estimated too large an( thus
the value of k becomes very small as already shown
in Fig 2 Consequently the value of v, becomes too
small and the poor mixing effect caused by this smaI
value of v, results in too large velocity value of reverse
flow in this area in k-e EVM and ASM

4 2 Distribution of P.
The distr,butions of P. are illustrated in Fig.5.

The result of LES is sure to be reasorable because q1 208 906
of the good agreement of its k distribution with the
experiment The differencn between k-, EVM and LES
is signIficant The .alue given by k-e EVM is much
larger in the area around the frontal corner than that
of LES It was clari',e& in our previous studies that
this deiect i. k- EVM is mainly caused by
overestimation of P. concerned with the diagonal
elements of strain - rate tensor [MurakamiS. and
Mochida.A (198:). MurakamiS,Mochida,A and Hayashi, (2) ASM
Y (1990)1 (C, APFFNDIX 1) This reflects the __,,o e e
fundamental shortcomino. of k-c EVM. which is based
on the isotropic Eddy Vicocty Model, for the accurate
reproduction of flowfields around bluff - shaped
bodies -04

ASM also estimates the larger value of P. than -

that of LES in the area just before the windward wall
where a negative value of P. appears in the result 0
of LES. However, the difference between the values

from ASM and LES is relatively small in comparison (3) LES
with the large difference observed between 'na results Fig 5 Distributions of P.
from k-s EVM and LES (6 denotes the areas

where values are negative)

(1) experiment (1) experiment 11) experiment

(2) k-eEVM (2) k!-EVM (2) k-eEVM

(3) ASM (3) ASM (3) ASM

4-

(4) LES (4) LES (4) LES

Fig 6 Distributions of <u,'>/2k Fig.7 Distributions of <u,'
t
>/2k Fig.8 Distributions of <u,'>/2k
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4.3. Distributions of each component of <u,'>/2k <u,'>/2k respectively, as is observed identically in the
(with no summation here) results of k-E EVM (Figs 6,8,10). These peaks do not

The anisotropic property of each component of appear in the results of the experiment and LES. This
normal stress <u,'> is examined in Figs6- 10, where serious discrepancy is caused 1y an inaccuracy in-< -u ->
distributions of <u,">/2k are presented as a measure the algebraic approximation -u'- iP,-s) for-(C0 -D)
to judge the anisotropy of turbulence k

The results of the wind tunnel experiment in the case of ASM. It is well known that this algebraic

illustrate that the value of <uA,"> dominates in the expression is most effective when the values of

area on the roof, in the downstream free shear layer <U'u,'>/k are almost constant across the flowfield

(Fig 6) In the recirculation region behind the cube, However, Figs.6 - 10 indicate that values of <u,'u,5//k

<u,">/2k has a larger value where Karman's vortex are not constant. <u,'u,'> and k vary in very different

street appears (Fig 7) The value of <u,">/2k is the manners in the flowfield around the cube, particularly

smallest in general, except for the region in the vicinity in the area around the frontal corner Thus,the results

of the windward face where <u."> is the largest from ASM are unavoidably inaccurate because of the

component (Fig.8) algebraic approximation for -(C,-D,) in this area.

The anisotropic features given by each Lastly, the balance of production term P. and

component of <u>/2k in LES correspond very well convection and diffusion terms -(C.-D.J) in the

with those from the experiment (Figs.6-8). On the transport equation for <u,"> is discussed in order to

other hand, k-s EVM cannot reproduce such anisotropic examine the large difference observed in the
properties at all (Figs6-8) In the case of ASM, the distributions of <u. >/2 of the results of ASM and
discrepancies observed in the results of k-s EVM are LES In this area, the velocity gradient O<u>/Ox3 has
improved remarkably in the distributions of each a large negative alue, since a large positive value of
component in the recirculation region behind the cube <u,> is produced related to the stagnation at the
(Figs 6-9). In this region, the values given from ASM windward wall and decreases in a vertical direction
agree rather well with those of the enperiment. as is illustrated in Fig,3. This large negative value of
However, near the floor ASM undr-eitimetes tne value O<u>/Ox. makes the value of P. very large in
of <uO'>/2f in comparison with thb esults of the wind comparison with those of P, and Pu which do not
tunnel experiment and LES (Fig.9). It should be include the terms containing <u,>/Ox, Consequently
mentioned that this inaccuracy of ASM is partly caused the anisotropic property of turbulence is strongly
by the fact that l, was not inolved in this influenced by the value of P. in this area Fig.11
calculation as described in detail in APPENDIX 2 shows a comparison between the value of P. and

Furthermore, the results of ASM show serious two types of -(C.,-D.). One of -(C.-De) is estimated
discrepancies in the area above the frontal corner in from the original exact expression and another is given
comparison with both the experiment and LES. In this by the algebraic expression introduced in ASM, both
area, the results of ASM show abnormal maximum and using the numerical data given from LES. It is found
minimum peaks in the distributions of <u,">/2k and that -(C.-D.) estimated from the original exact

+2

ohm 1 ta 0 6 A -<u,">/2h a 'i
1+1 CS U Uo,,'>/2h .

I I MW -- - * 1,

ani A C

05 050
0 01 1 0 01 i 01 1 a 0S

(1) experiment (2) k-s EVM (3) ASM (4) LES
Fig.9 Vertical profiles of each component of <u,'u'>/2k in the recirculation behind the cube

(with no summation here)
I-,- I - --- ---- t0n In

0 4u, /2A zh
0<ur,>12h -t,

I Io
,! i": ' : '  I. i" 41-"-

(1) experiment (2) k-s EVM (3) ASM (4) LES
Fig 10 Longitudinal profiles of <.u,'u'>12 above the roof
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APPENDIX I
The value of Ph at the center section is estimated

Considering the symmetrical property and neglecting the smell
0 original exact expression for -(C.-D.) terms, P4 is given as followsO<u.><u,"> 8(-<u,'8U>-2<P'U,'>.). 2 0(14> '__<u>- O" . O . a x a x " a -; < 3 ,

x algebraic apploximation for -(C.-D.)' pk
<U"> -1 0 + 1 ,O<U> , <u3>:-<U I U3'> -- 3 -<U3'U • > (A.1)SI -- H -- 0.5 '~u>~<3I h(l

A P. k X3 X1 Pk'
i ig his Ph, is the turbulence production by diagonal

hn 10 elements of ihe strain - rate tensor and P4. is the one by

01 off - diagonal elements. The expression for PA. in eqn (A1)
can be rewritten by using the continuity equation as follows:

005-.a
0  

! a in -(<ui'
2

>-<u3 I
2

> ax (A.2)

5 . .. .. In the case of k-e, eqn.(A.2) is transformed into eqn.(A.3)
0. A 6 A A 2 .by eddy viscosity modelling.

. pk,,* 4.( O
u >  

(A 3)-0 .. axz
05 a c 0 In general, the magnitude of Ph, does not become so large

in the cases of LES and ASM, since P4, is calculated using
the exact torm of eqn.(A 2) which is expressed as the

-01 subtraction of <U '2> and <u'
2

> On the other hand, the
-08 -0 0. 04 /_ 08- turbulence production due to < > and <u3 > is simply
-0 8 -0 4 0 04 08 added in the case of k-e EVM as expressed by eon (A.3). and

Fig 1 I Distributions of -(C.-D.) and P. hence the value of Ph. becomes very large. This is the fallacy
roof estimated by using given by EVM. This overestimation of k caused by the

above the rodiagonal elements of strain -rate tensor is the fundamental
the numerical data given from LES shortcoming of eddy viscosity modelling when it is applied to

a flowfield involving stagnation where usually large values of
O<u,>/Or, existrhe overestimation of PA. also occurs in the case ofk-e

expression has a large negative value in the area where EVM The mechanism of overestimation can be shown easily
the distribution of P., indicates a maximum peak, by the same manner as P.m
thereby, the increase ol <u, 

- 
caused by the positive APPENDIX2

value of P., is restrained by the effect of -(C.-D.). 0' 1(1 is not involved in this calculation. This is because
This means that <u'> incr-ased by P. is convtcted the model of 0-1,2) proposed by Gibson,M M. and LaunderB E.
and diffused to the upper and downstree'm sides of (1978) which is most common at present reveals itself to
the flowfield, so that the distribution of <u.">/2k does have some shortcomings in the aerlysie of flowfield with

not have a sharp peak in the area in front of the impinging where a main flow <ut> attacks the windward wall
win r perpendicularly. 0'i may be represented i the

windward cc:rner in the cases of the experiment and fo'lowing manner
LES (Figs.8,1 0 (1),(4)). As is clearly shown in Fig.l 1, 0. 2 =2CzC2,pn?3p, . 2  C,
the approximation adopted in ASM cannot reproduce Here. f-ku125CC 1), 2(2)-03(2)--C2C2(Pil-2/3Pk)fI
this strong et(> ct of convection and diffusorA which
thisho deease of innvetheo ae ifrot ofith i (2) is a term which should decrease <uI'

2
> according to

should decrease <u,"> in the area in front of the its original meaning. Thus, in this case. (P i-2/3Pk) must be
corner. This inaccjrate estimation of -(C.-D.) causes negative, However, on the center line of the impinging flow,
too large value cf <u."> in the case of ASM. This Pil is large. Therefore it does not take a neg ,tive value
cannot be improvad so long as we remain at a stage Hence, in this model, 0i i works to increase <u ' >, contrary
where .he ilgebric expression for -(C-D ) is adopted to its original meaning. As a matter of fact, when 01"(2 is

involved in the calculation, the nor nal stress perpendicular toThe results of Oifferential Stress Model (DSM) will the wall becomes excessively large near the wall and the
be presented by the same authors in the near future solution diverged in this study.
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global heat transfer enhancement and flow lossesABSTRACT in turbulent channel flows have been compared by

Fiebig et al. (1991). Results show that when com-A numerical study has been performed to inves- pared to other forms of vortex generators the rec-
tigate the hydrodynamical and thermal characteris- tangular winglet pair gives the least increase in
tics in the periodically fully developed region of flow loss for a nearly equal heat transfer enhan-
turbulent channel flows with built-in longitudinal cement.
vortex generators. The level of turbulent kinetic The works cited above deal with a single array
energy in the flow is considerably elevated by the of vortex generators located in the thermally de
vortex generators. This contributes to augmenta- veloping region of the channel where the vortex
tion of flow loss and heat transfer. For a ratio generators modify thermally developing flows. In
of 10.4 of the channel wall area to the vortex practical applications rows of vortex generators
generator area, a mean heat transfer enhancement have to be used, see Fig. 1. Numerical Simulation
of 341% accompanied by 32 times of flow loss in- of the flow in the complete channel with rows of
crease over the flow without vortex generators has vortex generators will be tremendous task even for
been obtained, a super computer. However, after a suffic

4
ently

large distance from the inlet the flow in the
INTRODUCTION channel with rows of vortex generators will tend

to be periodically fully developed in streamwiseTurbulent flows with heat transfer in channels direction in modules or elements of the channel as
and ducts are of immense technological importance, shown by the dotted lines in Fig 1.
as they occur frequently in many heating and 'he purpose of the present work is to predict
cooling devices, In order to enhance heat transfer heat transfer and flow losses in periodically ful-
at the channel walls, longitudinal vortices can be ly developed area of turbulent channel flow with
introduced in the flows;, eg. Edwards et al. vortex generators (Fig. 1). As vortex generators
(1974), Fiebig et al. (1986). Longitudinal vorti- the rectangular wingle. pair is consdered.r
ces promote mixing of the fluid between the wall
and the core regions of the channel, disturb the MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
growth of the boundary layers on the channel walls
and thus ensure high rate of heat transfer at the The periodical properties of the flow field
walls. Longitudinal vortices in a channel can be enables the flow field analysis to be confined to
generated either by mounting or by punching out of a single isolated module shown in Fig. 2, which
the channel wall wing type vortex generators such can be assumed as an element in periodically fully
as delta wing, delta winglet pair, rectangular developed region of the arrangement shown in Fig
wing or rectangular winglet pair (Fiebig et al. 1 and serves as computational domain in the pre-
1991). These are triangular or rectangular pieces selt work.
which remaining attached at the base to the chan- The computational domain consists of a parallel

wall channel and a pair of rectangular winglets
mounted on the lower wall. Symmetry is assumed at

-B/2 so that the computation is performed only in
N N N N. N-.I the half of the channel width. The geometrical

- - .- - - - - - parameters of the computational domain and the

- (. C Z ,-1 B .- symmetrical planes

Fig. I Schemattc of a parattet wal channel aith
a sertes of uortex generators mounted on one L
chanel[ watt

// walls
nel wall project Into the tlow with an angle ot
attack. riebig et al. (1986) have investigated the
heat transfer enhancement and drag increase produ-
ced by a single wing or a pair of winglets for
laminar f'-,ws in a rectangular channel. Effects of
a single delta or rectangular wing or a pair of Fig. 2 Computationat domatn ond geometrtcal para-
delta or rectangular winglets on the local and meters
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virtex generator in Fig 2 have the following ba S tsit values relative to the channel height H:. Symer
At the symmetric planes the normal velocity

L - 3.75 H, 8 - 4 H, 1= 1.2 H, component and the normal derivatives of all othern - 0 6 H,, s - 0 4 H, 1 451 ( variables are set to zero-

W = 0," 9_= 0, (U,V,k,e,T) (13)
The flow in the channel is describd by 3-D

Peyinolds averaged Navier-Stokes and energy equa- Walls
tions for incompressible medium in conjunction -Wall functions given by Launder and Spalding
with the eddy viscosity concept: (1974) are employed to prescribe the boundary con-

ditions along the channel walls The wall func-
Continuity: tions are applied in terms of diffusive wal flux-

es. For the wall-tangential moment these are the
aU, . 0 (2) wall shear stresses:.

pUpc 1/
4
kp5 /2,Momentum: % w . ln(Ey+) (14)

SDU. a oU ,,au U+with
St -l -' 

[ (
+ au + --oX OXI) with the non-dimensional wall distance y+ defined

2 ~as:..ip k H,:] (3) s:

pypc '''k 1 1 2

Energy. 
y - p (15)

p O [(r+r r L] (4) andr = 0.42, E -9..
5t - rThe subscript p refers to the grid point adja-

cent to the w.ll. The production rate of k and the
Where the turbulent viscosity At and the turbulent averaged dissipation rates over the near-wall cell
uynamic thermal diffusivity rt are given by:. for the k-equation as well as the value of e at

the point p are computed respectively from:.t - C # p k / c , F " U . ( )
APrt Gp - 1. -U_. (16)

(5) v~iyp
The turbulence kinetic energy k and its dissi-.

pation rate e are computed from the standard k-c , cA /4kp 3/2
model of Launder and Spalding (1974):. f J dy - In(Ey

)  
(17)

O k - Cj (9 * k) G p (6) c 3
/
4k 3/2O t ax , nk ....a .. ( 18 )

DP L (MJ.-E) + c1  G c2 p f (7) Kp

S- G -or ax k k For the temperature boundary condition, the

heat flux to the wall is derived from the thermal
G denotes the production rate of k :hich is given wall function of Launder and Spaldi:ig (1974):.by:. G - A, (a-' -6). 

(T.-Tp) pcocuA/ k91/2  (19)
ia_. OX, Ox (8) q Prt(Iln(Ey)+P(

The standard constants are ecployed::w
CA - 0.09, cl - 1.44,. c2 - 1.92, where the empirical P function is specified as:.

Uk - 1 0, a- 1.3, Prt- 0.9 P - n/4 A 112 Pr -1 "Pr 0/4
s in(./4) (t)' i r_, (PLL

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS The lower wall is adiabatic and the upper wall
has a constant temperature in the present work

Entrance and Exit
A special method for calculating periodically NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

fully developed flows proposed by Patankar et al.
(1977) is applied with some modifications to des- A finite difference procedure, based on the
cribe the inlet and outlet boundaries of the com- SOLA algorithm (Hirt et al., 1975),. was modified
putational domain. by the authors' gr-.p for the investigation of the

velocity and temperature fields in 3-D laminar
O(x,y,z) - (x+L,y,z), w - (U,V,W,P,k,c,e) (9) channel flows with longitudinal vortex generators.

In the present work, this procedure has been ex-
Where P and ) are a periodical component of the tended to solve turbulent problems. In order to
static pressure p and a dimensionless temperature validate the modified conputer program, the code
respectively. They are defined as follows:, has been used to simulate a well documented 3-D

turbulent flow experiment of Pauley and Eaton
P(x,y,z) - x + P(x,Y,Z) (10) (1988), The numerical results compare well with

experiments (Zhu et al., 1990).,
P(xv.zl L o(xvLvZ) (11) RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Texxyz) -) (1Flows aopeared in the configuration of Fig. 2

O(xyz7 - Tf(x) . T1_ (12) with a Reynolds number Reoh- 3'105 and a Prandtl
number Pr - 0.7 have been numerically simulated.
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The number of grids typically used is 37 x 15
x 20. The computational time on a SUN 4/260 work-
station was 38 CPU hours. A grid independence stu- 1 0 0100 S
dy of the computation has not been performed, but 2 0.05 3

some idea of the grid independence of these re- o 0600

sults is given by Fiebig et al (1991). A hydrody- 5 0 0900

namically and thermally fully developed flow with 7 0.2000

same Reynolds number, same Prandtl number and same a 0.2500
thermal boundary conditions in a channel without ic 0.3o 0
vortex generator was also computed for the sake of 1i o.ooo
comparison. Henceforth this flow is referred to as
the base flow.

to U/Uo  4

Ge0  3.I0

x/H

1:~~Y/ 4 . /

x/H, ,

( ._ -.. Fig. 4 Contours of turbutent kinetic energy h/Uo2

at axtat cross sections tn periodically developed
LS region of a turbulent channel flowv with built-in

iO Reoh = 3 10
5

y/H

bulent kinetic energy level is much larger thu in
the entrance region, where the elevation is about

-f zo I100 times im comparison with base flow (Fiebig et
z/H al., 1991). This means, owing to the repeated in-

teraction of the main flow with the vortex genera-
tors in streamwise direction, much more kinetic
energy is converted from main flow to turbulence

Fig. 3 Secondary ueLocitu vectors in periodicalty movement in periodically developed region than in

deuloped region of a turbulent channel flow with entrance region.

built-in rectangular winglet pair, L = 3.75 H, =

450, Reh = 3 105

Fig. 3 shows secondary velocity vectors of the 0

flow at some axial cross sections of the channel. , 0000
2 0 5000

The identical secondary velocity distribution at 3 3 3 0000
inlet and outlet of the domain illustrates the 4 3 50003 ,0000

periodically developed character of the flow. The a5 , 0000
generation and transport of longitudinal vortices 4 C9 7 - G o4 o0
are quite discernible in Fig. 3. In contrast to 2 6 o5000

the thermally developing region, where the vortex 4 9 5.5000

generator faces an undisturbed 2-D flow (Fiebig et 0 - 5 1o ,.oo

al., 1991), the vortex generator in periodically Z/H C:D 1 8 0000

fully developed region interact with a three di-mensional, longitudinal vortices contained flow.4

The disturbance of the flow by the vortex genera- 
5 )

tor in this region is much stronger than in the
entrance region, the total cross section is filled
by the vortices.

Fig. 4 shows the contours of turbulent kinetic 2
energy vt the axial cross sections. The influnce 0 / 2 3

of longitudinal vortices on the distribution of
turbulent kinetic energy in the flow is obvious.
The isolines reveal the vortex structure. In the
vortex core the maximal k-vAlue (isoline 0) i fig. 5 Isoltnes of khoA on a x-z plane near the
500 times higher as that at the correspondent po- upper maltl (Y w 400), L=-3.75 H, 0=450, Reoh=

3 
Jo
s

sition in the base flow. The elevation in the tur-

it
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k/k0

5 5"

4 4

Fig, 6 kiho-dtstrtbuton on a x-z plane near the Fig. 8 !lu/Nuo-dtstribution on the upper wtal,

upper wat (W+ 400), L3.75 H, 0=45'
, 

Reh=
3 

105 L = 3.75 H, 0 = 45", Reh z 3 10
5
, Pr = 0.7

For the estimate of flow losses in the present
problem the kinetic energy equation in Gersten

Fig. 5 shows isolines of k/k. on a x-z plane (1983) is simplified as follows,
near the upper wall of the channel, which is
0.038 H away from the upper wall and located in
full turbulent region of the boundary layer 412 .2 (al - ) U.

2 
+ (211

(y* = 400). Fig. 6 shows the k/k.-distribution on where P
this plane. Here k. is the corresponding turbulent P
kinetic energy in base flow. One notices that the 12 (22)
vortex generator increases k in the near wall area

by a factor of 6 over k, at maximum. Since large k is the specific dissipation., The variables a and
means large thermal diffusivity, influence on heat P5 in Eqs. (21.22) are kinetic energy correction
transfer due to large k should be prominent a factor and disspatl3n respectively, which are des
such is the fact is apparent from the isoline plot cribed in detail by Gersten (1983). The dissipa-
of the ratio of the Nusselt numbers on the upper tion PD indicates the loss of mechanical energy
wall Nu/Nuo in Fig. 7 The structural similarity due to friction and turbulent mixing. For the con-
of the k/k.-plots (Fig. 5) and Nu/Nuo-plots (Fig venience of analysis,, a dimensionless number C ,
7) is remarkable.

called dissipation number, is derived from Eq.
_2_ _ Nu/Nuo (21) (Fiebig et al.,, 1991)

12.0000 H~ 1 H2 2.3000 CW -F, -x j (a0I- t2 ) EX_+ f. P (23)
3 2.5000 0
4 2.90000

5 3.1000
.i 3.-4000 For the present problem the index I means in-

7 3.7000 let, index 2 means outlet of the computational
3.3000 domain and Ax indicates the periodical length L

5 4.5000t0 4.3000 Because of the identical velocity profile at inlet

'-0 It 4.5000 and outlet of the domain (al - er), it holds in
Z/H .-. the periodically developed region Ci, -f4PP

Based on Eqs.(22-23) the dissipation PD (a mea
sure for flow loss) can be expressed by:

3 O/Re3 (24)U.2 = L p H o UBH -C L B LV

S_ 2 For the same medium, Reynolds number and geometri-
0 /H 3 cal parameters the flow loss Is proportional tothe dissipation number C . In present case the

increase of flow loss over the base flow C /Coo is

Fig. 7 Isotines of Nussett number ratio Nu/N o on 32. The computed Nuo and CP, for the base flow are
upper watt (T, const.); at tower mtt q,=O , compared in Tabel I with available data from re-
L z 3.75 H, = 450, Re~h= 3 10S, Pr = 0.7 ference.

Tabel 1 Comparison between numerical and etptrtcaL
results for Muo and C o tn a futty deueloped tur-

bulent channet flow; Re= 3 10 , Pr = 0.7, at one
Fig. 8 shows Nu/Nuo-distribution on the upper watt T,= const., at the other watt q.= 0

wall. Here again one notices the structural simi-
larity with Fig. 6 for k/ko-distribution. Areas of C go 103 Nuo
large enhancement in Nu correspond to the areas of
large k. In the above plots, NUo stands for the empirical 3.71 * 367
Nusselt number in the channel without vortex gene -
rator. The maximum of Nu/Nu o takes a value of 4.1 numerical 3.63 353
and the minimum a value of 2.5. The mean value of
Nu/Nuo oer the total upper wall area, which is deviation 1 2 % 3.8 %
10.4 times of the face area of the vortex genera-
tors, is 3.41. - after Eq. (26), **- after Eq. (27)
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Heat transfer in a channel can also be enhanced O 4 Ito
by just increasing the flow velocity (raising Rey-
nolds number). To judge the goodness of the vortex 3.810
generator for heat transfer enhancement, the flow o '- - -

loss caused by rise of Reynolds number is estima-
ted according to some empirical relation and used 3.4 sop
as a criterion in the following. Normally the so 032- (P0/PO", /Nuo -
called Fanning friction-factor Cf (- 2,r/pU0

2
) is : 60

used to describe the flow losses in fully develo- Z 3.0- 0
ped channel flows. It holds in such flows, 2.6 1 /Cfo 40

(25) 2 6
Cf - fpp C (f5) 25 250 375 500 621 0

L/M
Based on experimental data, a Fanning friction-

factor formula:.
- 0.0868 5;for1 2 104 Re1 106 ( Fig. 10 Dependence of Hu,/Nu and C CC on the

Cf, for <Re<1.2 10 (26) pertodtcat Length L, 0 = 450, ReOh=3 10
5
, Pr= 0.7

and a Nusselt number correlation for 0.01 < Pr < 1
and 10 < Pe < iO for a parallel-plate channel
with uniform temperature at one wall and the other through flow acceleration. Although C;C~o is ra-
wall insulated:, tter high at f - 450, the difference between

NuT - 5.8 + 0.02 Re
0 
8 Pr

o u (27) CW/C9o and (Ps/Pxo)crt is also larger than at

smaller p. That means, the higher the demand for
are presented in Bhatti and Shah (1987). With Eq heat transfer enhancement,, the more favourable is
(26) in Eq. 124) a relation between the dissipa- the use of vo.-tex generator. The same conclusion
tion P0 and Reynolds number for fully developed can be made from Fig. 10, where the dependence of
channel flow within the range of Reynolds number Nu/Nuo and C/C9 o on the periodical length L is
shown in Eq. (26) can be given by:. usplayed. Both Num/Nu and C,/Cyo increase with

PD - Re
0 

75 (28) the decrease of L. The largest difference between

If the heat transfer enhancement of factor 3.41 CV/C, and (Po/PDo)300 t corresponds to the highest
(in the above case) is achieved by increasing the heat transfer enhancement.
flow velocity instead of using vortex generators, C
the Reynolds number should be raised by a factor CONCLUDING REMARKS
of 4 65 after Eq. (2;). This rise of Reynolds num-
ber will result 68 time ,ncrease in the flow loss Vortex generator in periodically developed re-
according to Eq. (28), which is much larger than gion interacts with incoming flows containing lon
the flow loss caused by the vortex generator gitudinal vortices. In this region, owing to re-
(C(/Co 32). The flow losses caused by raising peated interaction of main flow with vortex gene--

rators in streamwise direction, the disturbance of
Reynolds number accompanied by the same heat the flow is much stronger, the elevation in turbu-
transfer enhancement achieved by using vortex ge- lent kinetic energy level is much hiher than in
nerator will be designated in the following with thermally developing region. One consequence of
(Po/Poo)cro,,. these is the large increase of flow loss. To exa-

mine the efficiency of vortex generator for heat
36 7 0 transfer enhancement with regard to flow loss,

3. another method for heat transfer enhancement, flow
.4 -- acceleration, has been compared with it For a

: 32 - so 0 same heat transfer enhancement in an investigated
0 (P0/PDO) . -./ Nu./Nu - 40 case (Num/Nuc- 3.41), the flow loss increase cau-.

sed by raising Reynolds number is more than double
8 _.. 30 of that caused by the vortex generator. Results

Z -. 20 show further, the higher the demand for heat
Z2 .6 transfer enhancement, the more favourable is the

24- c m0. - o use of vortex generator opposed to flow accelera
_______ __ __ -i a________ tion.,5Z 15 25 35 45 55

0  
to.
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The purpose of the present work is to investi-
ABSTRACT gate numerically effects of different forms of

vortex generators such as delta wing, delta wing-
Turbulent Flows in the entrance of a parallel let pair, rectangular wing and winglet pair (Fig

wall channel with mounted longitudinal vortex ge- 2) on the heat transfer and flow losses in turbu-
nerator in form of delta wing, rectangular wing, lent channel flows.
delta winglet pair and rectangular winglet pair
are simulated by the numerical solution of the
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes, energy and stan-
dard k-e model equations. Results show that the
heat transfer augmentation of 16% to 19% occurs in A
an area of channel wall which is 30 times larger e 7 h
than the vortex generator area. The ratio of heat

transfer enhancement and flow losr increase indi-
cates better performance for the rectangular wing-
let pair,

INTRODUCTION

In gas-liquid and gas-gas heat exchangers the
thermal resistance on the gas side is dominant and
extended surfaces in the form of fin plates are channel malls
frequently used to reduce it F1g. 1. Compared to
the therma, resistance on the liquid side the gas
side thermal resistance even with fins is still
higher. To reduce it further longitudinal vortex Fig. 2 Some tylpes of ioigttudinalt vortex genera-
generators can be placed at the fins e.g. Fiebig tors. A) Rectangular Winglet Pair (RWP), B) Detto
et al. (1986), and Sanchez et al (1990). The vor- Winglet Pair (DWP),, C) Rectangular Wing (RW): D)
tex generators, mostly slender wings or winglets Detta Wing (OW)
at high angle of attack (see rig. 2), generate
strong longitudinal vortices hich rotate the
flow, substitute fluid from th, wall region by longttudtnal vortices
fluid of higher momentum from the core (Fig. 3) /_
and thus increase heat transfer and flow losses. /
Longitudinal vortices have a strong influence on /
momentum and heat transfer far downstream of their
origin even in turbulent flow e.g. Pauly and Eaton /->
(1988). The ordered vortex motion should result in
higher heat transfer at lower flow loss increase
than a purely higher turbulence level..

channel walls vortex generator

liquid Fig. 3 Schematic of flow seperation at the edges

of the vortex generators and formation of longitu-
dtnal vorttces in a channel flow

COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN

Fig. 4 shows the computational domain consis-

. ,' j, - gas ting of a parallel wall channel and a pair of del

ta winglets (DWP) which can be replaced by other
forms such as rectangular winglet pair (fWP), del-
ta wing (OW) and rectangular wing (RW), see Fig.

Fig. I S'chrmt!L Of a c=xsct ga2-1tiTtd heat 2. Table I gives the geometrical parameters of the

exchanger with extended surfaces (finned tube) vortex generators with respect to the channel
height H. The surface areas of the vortex genera,
tors and their angle of attack (P - 250) are kept
equal for all cases.

17-3-1
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4. A grid-independence study has not been perfor-
Tabel 1 Geometrtcat parameters of the vortex med in this work, but a grid-independence study
generators (Figs 2 and i) for laminar flow computations in a rectangular

channel with a tube with a basically same program
DWP RWP DW RW shows that the average Nusselt number on the chan-

nel wall computed with present grids deviates by
1 2 H 2 H 2 H 2 H at most 10% from the grid-independent value, e g

Sanchez et a] (1990). The Reynolds number ReH ba-
b 2 H 1 H sed on the channel height for all calculations is

taken to be 50000 and the Prandtl number Pr is
h 1 H 0.5 H 0.7. For the sake of comparison, a hydrodynamical-

"- ly develped thermally developing turbulent channel
s 0.5 H 0 5 H flow (without vortex generator) is calculated with

the same flow and boundary conditions as described
above. Henceforth this flow is referred to as the

The geomet-ical parameters of the computational base flow
domain (Fig.4) have the following values relative Fig. 5 shows typical computational results of
to the channel height H:, cross stream velocity vectors at x/H - 1 3, 2 3,

4.3 and 9.3 in the channel with a pair of delta
L - 10 H, 8 - 6 H, a -0.5 H wlnglets. The generation and transport of the lon-

gitudinal vortices, eventual flattening of the
The flows are assumed to be synetric about the %:rtex cores and their lateral movement towards

centre plan (II), so that the computations are the side boundaries are evident in this figure.
performed Only in the region between the planes I
and 11 in z-direction.

h 4.3

The lowin he cannl i dcribned y30 -2 -

STo=const,

Fig. 4 Comptatsonal domain A parale un t
chanDl Cith a detta wnnglet pair mounted on the
chan el bottom al r, In a fin-plate heat exchanger 1.3 6 el o

the element may be repeated in S - se an uertt
cat directons 10 Inth l v e e ,

BASIC EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL PROCEDURE y/HI~/

The flow in the channe Is described by 3- -2 
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes and energy equa t
tions for incompressible medium in conjunction
w ath the eddy viscosity concept. Details about the
governing eqo thons and numerical procedure are
given in Zhu et al (1991). Fig. 5 Cross sectonal veloct vectors at axat

locattons x/H = 1.3, 2.3o h.3 and 9.3, showing the
formation and development of tongthvo tnaie e ortces

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS tn a channel with a delta winglet pix~r

At the channel entrance the flow has a uniformaeatemperature T., the velocity, k and c profiles are Fi.6sosteemrauefldorheae

obtained from a calculation of 2-D fully developed case as in Fig. S. Isotherms in the base flow will

turbulent channel flow. Symmetry condtPons are be straight lines parallel to the top and bottom

used on the side planes I and 1. At the exit the w Halls .In the flow with vortices, however, iso-
stremwie gadintsof ll vrialesaresett 0 therms with large values appear around the vortex

ze r eaos. r d e t s o l a i bl s a e s t t g enerato r d ue to the h ig h he at tran sfe r the re . A t

zWall functions given by Lv,,.ider and Spalding x/H - 1.3, the vortex cores are displayed by the
(1974) are empioyed to prescrit., the boundary con- variation of the isotherms 2 to 10. The empty
ditions along the channel walls., Details have be

- -  
white area corresponds to the isotherm I

presented In Zhu et al. (1991). The wall te.,- -z (T/To . 1), i.e. the flow has not yet been heated
ture T. is constant in the present work, T. - 2To. up. In successive cross sections (x/H - 2.3,, 4.3

and 9.3) the mixing of hot and cold fluids due to
RFSUATS AND DISCUSSION azimuthal velocitivb uf the vortices oecome evi-

dent and higher isotberrs (lines 4 and 5) appear
Computations have been performed on a SUN 4/260 in the middle of the channel The ootted lines

workstation. 91 x 1S x 48 grids and 60 CPU hours (isotherm 2) near the top and bottom walls at sec-
have been used e.g for the configuration in Fig. tions x/H - 4.3 and 9.3 show the extent of heating
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in the base flow. The thermal boundary layer in Fig. 7 shows the contour of the turbulent kine-the channel is strongly disturbed by the longitu- tic energy ratio k/k. for the above case, where k.
dinal vortices, is the k-value in the base flow. Higher turbulent

kinetic energy is produced around the vortex gene-
rators by the interaction between the main flow
and the vortex generators. In the core region of

T/To 2" the vortices at cross section x/H - 2.3 the turbu-.0000 42) - lence energy is 100 times of that in base flo
1 .1 o (line 9). At x/H - 9.3, k diffuses throughout theIL t. Ism 3

53 1.e.00 0 ... _._ 1 2.-- -- cross section in such a way that except in the
1 e"upwash and downwash regions near the top and bt-1 . / - 9. tom walls (isoline 2) it is everywhere larger thanI'ee oe that in the base flow. Large k signifies large

turbulent thermal diffusivity and hence large heat2 4 transfer.

The flow and temperature fields with rectangu-
4, lar wing, delta wing and rectangular winglet pair

will not be displayed further In the following a
comparison of the global characters of the flows
with different vortex generators are presented.Figure 8 compares the average vorticity compo-

nent x in the channel with DWP,, OW,, RW and RWP.

2- Here i, is defined by.

8 A 'It
U f I

2 5  
A1f/O dA with w O- (1)

Y/H X/H All configurations show peaks in 6, d:stribu-
Z/H ton slightly before the trailing edge of the

wing. The peak values for wings are 40% to 50%1 2larger than for the corresponding winglets How-
ever the decay in , for winglets is much slower
than for wings. At the enit (s/H -10),, , for RWP

Fig. 6 Structure of the temperature field in a

turblent channel flow with a Ipir of delta wing- is 70% larger than for RW. Since u, can be used as
let' Isotherms for a temperature ratio of a measure of the circulation, Fig. 8 also shows= 2 at cross ections /H 1.3, 2.3, 4.3 t.at the circulation in the channel with winglets

and 9.3, Rem= 50000, Pr 0.7 has become nearly constant at x/H - 4 whereas with
wings the circulation has not reached its constant
value even at the exit.

k/k, 0.8

1 0 80 5"0_7 DWP3 2.00 2 0 6  I M

7 150 05
8 75.0 08

9 100. 3__ ri-~10 150. 0.-

2 < >. 2 0 1
4 ~ " 0.0 rzT

2J

Fig. 8 Crous sectional averaged uorlictty along
the streamise direction for the four vortex ge-4. nerators, showing strength and decay of longttudi
nat torttces

Fig., g compares the ratios of the spanwise
Y/H //H averaged Nusselt numbers with (Nu) and without

vortices (Nu..) in the channel for different vor-- tex generator configurations. On the lower wall-2 -Z/H I 2 where the vortex generators are fixed, the
Nux/Nuo, distributions for the wings show sharp
change with peak and minimum near the base of the
wing. These are caused by the flow acceleration on

Fig. 1 Eletxtton of turbui~ent kinetic energy in the pressure side due to the blockage and the flow
the channel with a built-in delta winglet putr separation on the suction side of the wing. Wing-(Fig. 4), ReH= 50000 lets, whose span unlike those of witigs are not

normal to the main flow, do not generate sharp
rise and fall in Nu, The Nu,-enhancement due to
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vortices appears downstream of the vortex genera- In Eq. (4) the index I means inlet, index 2 means
tors. For delta winglet, the flow does not separa an arbitary axial location at the downstream and
te at the suction side and further downstream, the Ax indicates the distance between the locations I
vortices take care of Nu.-enhancement. Hence is and 2
the smooth increase in Nu.

On the upper wall the rectangular wings cause Fig. 10 shows relative increase of the dissipa-

the highest enhancement in Nu. This is because tion numbers of the four investigated cases to the

the vortices generated by the rectangular winglets base flow (C x-C o)/C o. L., is the C -value of

move closer to the upper wall the base flow. The peak values of (C ,-C )/C
The flow losses are evaluated by using the ki-- 

W  
q'/'

netic energy equation in Gersten (1983), which is appear at the leading edge for the rectangular
simplified for the present problem as follows., wing and rectangular winglet pair whereas for the

delta geometries the peaks appear near the trai-
ling edge. From x/H - 8 downwards, the curve for

1 (oz - 02) Uo2 + , ,.2 (2) all four vortex generator geometry merge together.P Table 2 comnares the global increase of Nusselt

where numbers and flow losses for the four types of vor-
tex generator relative to the base flow. The ratio

( of the channel wall to vortex generator areas
1 N (3j AL/A, is 30 for all cases The subscript m stands

for the average value.

is the specific dissipation. The variables a and
P0 in Eqs. (2) and (3) are kinetic energy correc- Table 2 Comparison of global effects of the four
tion factor and disspation respectively, which are vortex generators on heat transfer and flow losses
described in detail by Gersten (1983). The dissi- in turbulent chanuet flow, Tw= 2To,, AL/A, = 30,
pation PD indicates the loss of mechanical energy = 25o, RH = 50000, Pr = 0.7

due to friction and turbulent mixing. For the con-
venience of analysis, a dimensionless number, cal- NU./Nu., Nu,/Nu., Nu./Nu°., C /c
led dissipation number (Brockmeier,. 1987), is de- average for W

rived from Eq. (2):. upper wall lower wall both walls

+ H IH DWP 1.20 1.18 1.1g 4.2

RWP 1.(14 1.10 1.17 4.0

with the apparent friction factor f,5p (Shah and

London,, 1978) DW 1.25 1.08 1.165 5.1

f ap 1 I-C H (5) RW 1.28 1.04 1.16 4.9
Nuo, 230 , Cro, - 4.6 10

-3

1.5 The enhancement of Nusselt number averaged over
I 4 upper waLl both walls differs by only '% for different types

of vortex generators. The increase in flow losses
--j for the four geometries can differ by more than

Z .3- 2P For a n-arly equal heat transfer enhancement
I t"- rectangular winglet pair brings the least flow
z l increase among the four vortex generat'rs.

.030
,_0 RW25 i

& -DWPo0,b a' I .U 12 U. D
x/H M R

14 ,I to
f.3 lower U 5

0. .... s Fig. 10 ReLative increase of the diss ixton rs n-
*.. RWf bert shaming the auiuittons.i f Lom tosses caused0.8 --- DjIFP

0.7 1 by the vortex generators along streammse direc-

ff a,/Ht tian, Re0= 50000

CONCLUSIONS
Fig. 9 Ratios of the spanmise averaged Nusselt Heat transfer augmentation in turbulent flows
numbers an the upper and Ltower watt for flows mith in a channel with longitudinal vortex generators
and without vortex generator, comparing the is caused by the elevation in the turbulent kine-
strem ise effects of the four vortex generators tic energy level near the wall and exchange o the
on heat transfer, AL/A, 30, = 20, RCH= 50000, fluid between the near wall and core region of the
Pr 0.7 channel.
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The mean heat transfer enhancement at an angle
of attack of 250 and ReH - 50000 amounts to 16% to
19% on a channel wall area which is 30 times lar-
ger than the face area of the vortex generator,
the corresponding increase in flow losses is how-
ever 4 to 5 times larger than that in a turbulent
channel flow without vortex generator. The ratios
of heat transfer enhancement to flow loss increase
suggest better performance for the rectangular
winglet pair than for other forms of vortex gene-
rators.
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ABSTRACT sudden expansion of the flow passage, except in the
reattachment region.

Results of the measurement of flow properties The present flow is, on the whole, a so-called
in the shear layer occurring when a fully developed cavity flow with recirculation. It relates to practi-
two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer separates cal engineering problems and there is much re-
from a sharp edge of a groove are presented, search and review (e.g., Chang 1970, Rockwell &
especially focussing on the region near the edge. Naudascher 1978, Eaton & Johnston 1980), including
The effect of the edge on the boundary layer the pioneering work by Tani et al. (1961) on the
extends slightly upstream of the edge. The mean flows of a groove or a backward-facing step In
and fluctuating velocities and Reynolds stress these studies, investigations have focussed mainly
change significantly in the longitudinal direction on the vortical motion within the groove, the re-
The turbulent energy production and dissipatio" lease frequency of the vortices, the three dimen-
are in a state of extreme disequilibrium in the inner sionality and instability of the cavity flow, and, for
mixing layer just behino the edge. The turbulent the step flow, the flow properties near the reat-
energy spectrum in the mixing layer has a fold or a tachment point and the redevelopment of the flow
peak, suggesting the existence of a coherent struc- after the attachment.
ture The flow phenomena associated with sudden

disappearance of the wall-restriction at the sharp
NOMENCLATURE edge are also observed at the exit of a nozzle orthe trailing edge of a flat plate The reports of

b, h width and depth of the groove, respectively
k wave number
j'/2 :, turbulent energy = (U2 + V, + ;2)/2

U mean velocity in the x-direction Reterence Iee yStream U, Externaol Edge of the

U : main flow velocity out of the boundary layer tream J. boundary layer
U • reference main flow velocity at x = -250 mm r ~250
u, v,, w: fluctuating velocity component in the x-, y-

and z-directions, respectively
u', v', w': rms values for u, v and w, respectively n.coming U Inner
x, y, z: coordinate system (Fig. 1, z: spanwise bu mixing laer

direction) budr ae
6 boundary layer thickness 1 '

l@" CPU: one-dimensional energy spectra of u and v
normalized by U2 and V2,, respectively

INTRODUCTION

Although the separation of a turbulent
boundary layer is practically important and many
investigations have been made on this phenomenon
so far, our understanding of the turbulent-flow
separation is less developed than our understanding
of the laminar separation. The flow separation can
be roughly divided into two categories: that which Fig. I.Flow field
occurs on a smooth surface where the separation
line is not predetermined, and that which separates
from a saarp edge, i.e., the separation at a fixed Prong
line.

The present study deals with the latter case,
that is, the separation of a turbulent boundary Soldered
layer from a sharp edge. The flow field in this /i/r/ Cpper-plated
study is that which develops when a two-dimension- slee
al turbulent boundary-layer flow passes over a
grooe with large dimensions in comparison with the u
boundary layer thickness, as shown in Fig. 1. Near
the separation point the flow properties change
abruptly, and after the edge there develops a new
mixing layer called a inner mixing layer. This report
mainly concerns itself with this abrupt change and
the inner mixing layer, in which there is no signifl- .
cant effect of pressure gradient and streamline ....... ""'-
curvature. The flow field is the same as for a
backward-facing-step flow with no influence due to Fig. 2. Miniature X-probe
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Fig. 3 Distribution of the mean velocity, rms values of the fluctuating velocities
and Reynolds stress measured just behind the edge. x = 3 mm
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50_ Fig 5 Distributon of the boundary layer parameters

-4n -20 0 20 41 60 in the x-direction upstream of the edge
CL, Method of Clauser chart;

Fig. 4. Variation of the mean velocity K-S, Method of Kerman & Shoenherr,

in the x-direction L-T, Method of Ludwig & Tilmann

downstream developments of the flows after the
edges differ considerably among researchers. Some RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
attribute these differences mainly to the upstream
conditions (e.g., Bradshaw 1966, Goldschmidt 1977). The ratio of the width to the depth of the
However, much attention has been paid so far to groove b/h is an important parameter governing the
the self-preserving region far downstream, and no structure of the recirculating flow within the
detailed experiment has been made near the sharp groove according to the previous experiments (Maul1
edge. & East 1963, Kistler & Tan 1967). Depending on this

The present experiment is motivated partly by parameter, the recirculating flow varies as two-
these circumstances, and deals with the flow geome- dimensional flow, three-dimensional cellular struc-
try shown in Fig. 1, for which it is easy to realize ture, and unsteady flow. These structures are
the slight change in upstream conditions. The reflected on the spanwise distribution of the static-
measurement is carried out for the sudden change pressure on the groove wall, The square groove (b
and subsequent development in the mean and fluc- = h) is considered to realize a two dimensional
tuating flow properties. cavity flow (Maull & East 1963, Kistler & Tan 1967),

and in this experiment also the two dimensionality
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE has been confirmed from the measurement of the

static pressure on the front-side wall in the
The experiment has beer. made using a wind groove

tunnel with working section of about 500 mm height, Figure 3 shows the dimensionless profiles of
1000 mm width and 3 m length. A trip wire 1 mm the mean velocity, rms values of the fluctuating
in diameter is placed on a flat plate 10 mm down- velocities and Reynolds stress measured at x = 3
stream from the leading edge The groove of b = h mm just behind the edge. The fluctuating velocities
- 250 mm as shown in Fig. I is set about 2.5 m and Reynolds stress have peak values at y = 0; in
downstream from the leading edge. The origin of particular v' and -7 become relatively larger as
the coordinate ii at the front edge of the groove, shown in the left figure with the enlarged abscissa.
The free stream velocity is kept constant and the The variation of the mean velocity in the x-
Reynolds number Re = U b/i is 5 x 10s. direction associated with the edge-separation is

Mean and fluctuatlng velocities and Reynolds presented in Fig. 4. The minimum traversing pitch
stress have been measured mainly by means of I- of probes in the x-direction is 0.25 mm near the
and X-type hot-wire probes, which are specially de- edge. The velocity at y = 70 mm, outside of the
signed miniature ones to measure in the vicinity of shear layer, is constant. Hence, in spite of sudden
the wall; typical X-type probe Is presented in Fig. expansion of the flow passage, there is no appre-
2. The boundary layer thickness 6 at the edge ciable effect of the pressure gradient, and a free
was about 50 mm with no groove., streamline comes out from the edge. The velocities
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Fig 6 Variation of the fluctuating quantities in the x-direction

are nearly constant along the x-directon down to y
= 10 mm, but vary slightly at smaller y. The upper
figure is an enlarged profile at y = 0.5 mm, and it 4 _

can be seen that the profile begins to change
somewhat upstream of the edge and the flow is
slightly accelerated near the edge. The lower -7

figure reveals that, in the region y < 0 in the
inner mixing layer, aU/ay is positive and large just /
behind the edge. In Fig. 5, the local shear-stress
coefficients estimated by three different metpods, 2 /"
the displacement and momentum thicknesses, 6 and
e, and shape factor H in the incoming turbulent
boundary layer are presented. These quantities
show certsin changes just ahead of the edge, and
the upstream influence of the edge is evident.

The changes in the turbulent energy W, V2 0
and the Reynolds stress -v are shown in Figs. 0 20 40
6(a)-(c). They are nearly constant in the x-direc-
tion on the wall, and those near the wall increase X 0100

rapidly just behind the edge. The upstream influ- Fig. 7. Variation of the fluctuating quantities
ence of the edge for the turbulence properties normalized by each value at x = 0
seems not so appreciable as for the mean flow.
Figure 7 shows the variation of these quantities
normalized by each value at x = 0 in the x-direc-
tion. The growth rates for U and -T relative
to their values at x = 0 are much larger just Figure 8 shows the variation of the representative
behind the edge than U. The change In the terms, UaU/ax,, ai 2/ax and 0;/ax, in the above
turbulent energy production may explain this, but equation near the edge. The change in the mean
it is more likely the result of the disappearance of flow begins slightly upstream of the edge, and is
the wall restriction. In turbulent shear flow along very large near and after the edge On the other
the wall, U', V, V and -uvi vanish as y2, y, I hand, the large change in the terms of normal
v2 and y

3
, respectively, Ls the wall Is approached stresses is confinea just behind the edge and no

(e.g., Monin & Yaglom 1965); thus, the decays of effective change upstream of the edge can be seen.
V2 and -7v are :aster than U and ;2 as the Although these terms are relatively smaller than the
wall is approached. Therefore, when the wall re- advection term, they cannot be neglected as in the
striction is removed, the growth rates for V2 and thin shear levers.
- v relative to the values in the wall flow should The to. I turbuler.t-energy equation, the
be greater than those for i and ;i energy equations for the fluctuating components

From the viewpoint of the response of the and the Reynolds stress equation in case of steady
turbulent boundary layer to the disturbance, this two-dimensional flow (e.g, Rotta 1972) are
flow is that in which the state of equilibrium is
suddenly disturbed at the edge due to the step
change in toe boundary condition. This feature is
examined uwing the laeic equation for the mean flow Dt k21 01 'iri
and the turbulent energy equation.

The mean flow equation In the x-direction is +((U - 4c-D-4 )......(2a

U _+v U +_L dP, +( au7 aj) D u-\ -O

+ au '_ U_ 0 ............- 1 O-- +
i .--- + + ,/.=O ................... (2b)
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Fig. 9 Change in the representative terms
Sin the turbulent energy equation In the

Sx-directon.

Fig. 8. Change in the representative terms (1U~ UU)3;
in the mean flow equation - - -.

-a (VuI)F/a X at the initial stage of the ievelopmenc of the inner

mixing layer. Va l/x makei a positive contribution
to v-energy, while -2i

2 
a U'l a X makes a negative

contribution to u-energy as seen from Eq. (2b, c),
D ~ -8v -au since aUl/ax is positive for .50 behind the edgeDI.-~ UV-~- Tv- (see Fig. 4).

lam Figure 10 shown the lrofles of the main
-(20 production --d U/ay and disspation e, the most

p am essential terms In the turbulent energy budget
[Eq (2a)], at the t-station Just behind the edge

..he 3 mm). The dissipation is estimated by using k-

0, (zU.) (UIU.)I (x,,

~spectrum for turbulent energy after Bradshaw
D - -oth (1967). Figure 10(a) is for y > 0 where the flow is

UV)-v au - (71-T boundary-layer like since the inner mixing layer isvery thin and confined near y = 0 at thir section.SThe profile of the production coincides very much+LP\+. )+2e+2D,-0 (2e) with that in a flat-plate boundary-layer of Kleba-- . . (x noff (1954), and the dissipation estimatel from the
u- or v-spectrum also seems reasonable comparedrespectively,, where l/Dt U a/ax + Vaay, and ee with Klebanoff's profile. Figure 10(b) shows the

c t ( -u, v, w or uv) are the dissipation or profiles of the production and dissipation around y
destruction terms, and D, D, are the diffusion = 0 with the abscissa contracted and the ordinate
terms. The term bracketed by symbols o and (' enlarged. The profiles for the flat-plate boundary-
could be neglected under the usual boundary layer layer are given for comparison by chain lines.
approximation, and the latter is one order smaller There is a thin inner-mixing layer around y = 0,
than the former, and in this layer the production takes a meximum

The variation of two terms in the turbulent value which is considerably greater than th fiat-
energy equation for u-fluctuation [Er. (2b) is plate value. The dissipation near y = 0 is smaller
presented in Fig. 9, one of the advection term than in the turbulent boundary layer and its abso-
(1/2)1aoi/ax and minus the turbulent energy lute value takes a maximum at y/ -0.0 (y = -0.5
production 5i

3
1/ax which can be usually neglected mm). It can be seen that the production and dissi-

under the thin shear layer approximation. In the pation are far from a state of equilibrium at the
flgui the usual pruduutiusi uf LurbulenL eieigy iS initial section o the inner mixing layer. hence, the
also given for reference, which is estimated from turbulent energy produced is not dissipated herethe wall shear stress and the iogarithmic velocity and must be transported downstream.
distribution since the Reynolds stress cannot be The normalized energ:y spectra of u and v,
measured in the vicinity of the wall. As shown in 0,, and 0 l, respectively, just behind the edge are
this figure, the production Ua U/a x cannot be presented 9n Fig. 11., The outer layer at this sta-
Lgnored near the edge Then another production tion (x = 3 mm) is a boundary-layer flow in effect,
'a /x will not be small either. These production and the spectra in the outer layer are those of the

terms will be important in the turbulence field boundary layer. However, the spectra in the inner
associated with the edge-separation. In particular, mixing layer (y = 1, 0.5, 0, -1 mm) show a large
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Fig. 10. Production and dissipation of the turbulent energy: x = 3 mm.
o, Production,
a, Dissipation estimated from u-spectrum;
s, Dissipation estimated from v-spectrum

variation; the contribution to the turbulent energy 12(b) also do not change appreciably down to x = 1
from the high-wavenumber component increases as mm as in the u-spectra, but have pronounced peaks
y decreases, at more downstream stations corresponding to the

The changes in the energy spectra when the bend of the u-spectra. Eaton & Johnston (1980)
flow near the wall undergoing change from the have found the same spectral peak in the shear
wall-flow to the boundary-free flow over the edge layer of the backward-facing step flow in which the
are shown in Fig. 12. In Fig. 12(a) the u-spectra in incoming boundary layer is laminar and the momen-
the wall-flow region (x < 0) and at x 1 mm are tum-thickness Reynolds number is 240, unlike the
similar and contain ranges where D k' is fol- present flow in which the boundary layer is turbu-
lowed. The spectrum at x = 50 mm, tIe most down- lent and the momentum-thickness Reynolds number
stream station in this experiment, is bent at k is about 9000 The existence of this spectral peak
120 m-. The profiles of v-spectra shown in Fig, or bend in this experiment illustrates that there

i 2
1 0 y40 mm

10S
10 -0

110

-6

10 16--,

1 101 Z 104 1 10' 0

k n
(a) u-spectra (b) v-spectra

Fig. 11., Normalized turbulent energy spectra: x = 3 m
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Fig. 12. Variation of the energy spectra in the x-direction

exists a coherent structure in an early stage of the edge, the contribution to the turbulent energy from
development of the inner mixing layer even when the high-wavenumber component increases relative-
the incoming flow is a turbulent boundary layer of ly. The turbulent energy spectrum in the inner
a high Reynolds number, mixing layer has a peak, and it is conjectured that

there exists a coherent structure in an early stage
CONCLUDING REMARKS of the development of this layer
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ABSTRACT transmitting optics The signal was processed by a counter (TSI
1980B) interfaced with a computer which provided the velocity

LDV measurements of the velocity and turbulence charactensucs moments. The air in both streams was seeded with nominal lism
and their comparison with numerical solutions are reported for diameter TiO2 particles. Mean axial and radial variances were
the near wake recirculating flow around a disk with a central jet. calculated from 10 to 50 thousand samples. The maximum
Both the two-equation k-c eddy-viscosity model and the second- uncertainties in the mean and variances velocity at 95%
moment Reynolds stress transport closure (RSM) were used to confidence interval were 2% and 4% respectively. Detailed tests
close the mean-field equations. The 13-point Quadratic Weighted were carned out regarding flow axisymmetry, influence of
Upstream scheme was used for convection discretization and seeding conditions, etc. and excellent long-term repeatability of
employed in all transport equations. It was found that the present the measurements was obtained. Details concerning the LDV
flow configuration requires a very high computational resolution system and data averaging procedure may be found in Durlo et
for numerical accuracy. Like other disk flow predictions, al (1990).
significant differences were noticed between the two levels of
turbulence closure. The RSM provides a significantly better MATHEMATICAL MODEL
description of mean field compared with k-e eddy viscosity
model. None of the models is able to predict accurately the The continuity and momentum equations for a steady, two-
turbulence field, dimensional, incompressible fluid flow at high Reynolds number

are
INTRODUCTION au

The velocity characteristics of the flow in the near wake of a disk =0(

play an important role in many engineering applications (I

Measurements of the flow in the disk near wake were reported au 1a P uu .
previously e.g. Carmody (1969), Durlo and Whitelaw (1974), a 

= lap a , xj

Durlo and Firmino (1983), Taylor and Whitelaw (1984) and (2)
Hettor and Whitelaw (1987). The few numerical simulations of
isothermal disk flows reported have shown that the numerical
accuracy of flow computation is crucial in order to provide a Upper and lower cases relate to mean and turbulence quantities,
meaningful assessement of turbulence models, see McGuirk et al respectively; <> denotes temporal average of the variable; P
(1985a). Concerning turbulence modelling, McGuirk et at represents pressure variable. To close the above equations either
(1985b) have applied two versions of a second-moment closures a second-moment model and the standard k-c eddy viscosity
to the prediction of the confined disk flow with comparison with (EVM) model were considered. The transport equations for the
k-c eddy viscosity model results. A noticeable feature is that components of Reynolds stress tensor can be written as
second-moment closure did not show notorious superiority over
k-c model. aUk<uiuI >
The present study is concerned with the flow configuration of the axk Y+ tU, t

3
)

unconfined recirculating flow behind a disk with a central jet
similarly to the bluff-body stabilized flame investigated by
Scheffer et a!. (1987). The selected momentum ratio beween the prute terms in RHS of Eq. (3) represent diffusion,
annular flow around the disk and central jet originates a n Ilex production, pressure redistribution and dissipation rate of <uu
recirculating flow structure. The objective of this study is to Apart from PI) terms all the remaining ones i RHS need 1 i
obtain measurements of mean and fluctuating velocity modeled.
characteristics and to investigate the performance of a second. Diffusion term is represented by a generalised gradient diffusion
moment turbulence closure, in this separated flow. mel Daly and Harlow (1970):

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION a[C k a

Experiments were conducted in the recirculation region behind a i (4)
disk with a central orifice. Air was discharged at a velocity of 30
n/s at the nozzle surrounding the disk and also through the Pressure-redismbution term by Rotta (1951) and Naot et al.
central disk jet. Air was supplied independently to the inner pipe (1970) "slow" and "rapid" models-
and discharged through the disk central orifice. The Reynolds
numbers of the two incoming streams were respectively +
Res = 1.2 x 105 and Rej = 104 based on disk diameter and disk = tit + 2 (5)
orifice diameter respectively.

Velocity masuretments were obtained with one-component dual 0b=. iu, <U1U1> <ukk>
beam LDV in forward scatterng mode. The optical system 3(6)
consisted of an 0.8 Argon-Ion laser using the green line and OEI
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was prescribed and the radial momentum equation solved with
C P the assumption of zero axial velocity in this boundary and(1)2=" C2 IPU' :3 ' (7) arbitrary very small values were assigned to all turbulent

quantities. At the exit plane the grid was refined and a zero
second derivative was used for the axial velocity component.

where the production term is given by Special care was taken to evaluate the radial velocity at the
entrainment boundary outside the domain to ensure mass

- U. u, < UJuk a xk conservation at the exit plane.
(8) Calculations with EVM and RSM closures were made with non-

uniform meshes consisting of 30 x 23, 60 x 46 and 100 x 94
For the basic model, the dissipation rate of <uluj> is represented control volumes; the last grid is shown in Fig. 1. Solution
by an isotropic tensor as Ej = 2/3 e8 j The scalar dissipation rate
is computed from solving a transport equation in the form r/D

2

Ix U" a k rak

where Pk = PJ2_
The value of model constants are taken as prevous studies and
presented in Table I.J

Table C 1- Model Constants Used. ""

Figure 1 Computational Gd, 100 66 nodes.

Cs C2 Cs Cr C t Cr2 convergence problems were encountered for botheddy viscosity
and second moment closure computations due to high negauve

1.8 0.6 0.24 0.15 1.44 1.92 coefficients in the finite difference equations and also rapidly
varyng gradients of dependent variables. Three approaches have

Together with the above model the standard form of the k- eddy- been investigatd to overeome thin problem:
viscosity, iel wan considered (Launder and Spalding, 1974). i) A mixed quadratic upstream (QUDS) and first order upwind

scheme which shipo ts from QUDS to first order upwind on the
NUMERICAL MODEL basis of local cell Peclet number, similar to that used by

McGuirk et al 1985b;A finite-volume method using a staggered variable araengement is
used for solwng the equations system. The pressure and mean bending to orcoe the form:
velocity fields are coupled with SIMPLE algorithm (Patakm and lndn lxcoietoo h omSpalding, 1972). The 13-point quadratic upstream weightedscheme (QUDS: Leonard, 1979)wwas used for convection toAflirst o r u n on t

discretization in all transport equations At each control volume "i L 5~P A 1 J IIOI (11)face the depenIent variable was olerpoated bn the quadratic
surface yielding e.g. for 1o-lse > 0 the following expression where L ad H denote lower and higher order convection
when Ui.t/2,J > 0, V.i. > 0, discretization schemes and n the stertion counter. If 1 = I the

converged solution corresponds to the higher order scheme,
2 I.31Ax Ax I : rd, ) Ay,+ Ay 1  iii) A mixed procedure, with option s) adopted for momentum

dis.rtza a +  a 2 1 equatons and option ii) for the other transp equations.

Option i) was applied with the shift from QUDS to first order
where Cy =Ay/AyI. takes into account the grid non-uniformity Upwind at Pectet greater than 103. For eddy-viscosityand a denotes oefficents that contan the dependent variable 4 m calculatons, more than 80% of the computational domain was
the surrounding grid nodes, (see for more details Dunlo and calculated with QUDS. In this regin, the negatve coefficients
Pereira, 1989). The strongy implicit method. (Stone, 1968; were appropriately incorporated in the source term. For RSM
Azevedo eta, 1988) was used to solve the system of agebrac calculatons, the shift Peclet number had to h e reduced in
equations including only 5 diagonals in the coefficents marx, turbulence variables equations. To avoid this reduction, option ii)
The other coefficients were appropriately incorporated in the was tried and surpnsiny, it was possible to obtain converged
source term, solutions either with central differences, quadratic upsrecam or

high-order upwind depending on the correct choice of 3.
The stabilizing practices suggested by Huang and Leschziner However, for > 0.5 solution wiggles were found in almost all
(1985) were used in the numeical solution of the second moment quantities and mainly in steep gradients regions. The best
closure. " nc under-relaxatiaon form of the <uiui> ffiite-differnce compromise was provided by option ii). For turbulence variables
equations wan used in the splitting proceure of <uuj> in equations, was assigned to 0.5 and opti n i) was used i
apparent diffusion and source terms included in the momentum momentum equatons with the lifmt Peclet number Pe = 500. This
equatio, , "he use of under-relaxation form prevents large procedure was requred as first order Upwind results obtained
variationsl o the value of the variables o occur during the with 60 x 48 and 100 x 94 control volumes were far from to be
itertive olustion procedure, grid indeendent.

The solution domain was extended in order to cover 2.7 disk As our attention was focussed only in the separated flow region
diameters in the axial direction and 1.4 diameters in the radial no solution giad independence was found even with the finer
darection. This comptatdonal doman was shown to be adequate grid. Deviations wip to 10% the location of the first stagnation
to compute the recirculating flow region up to 1.2 dia ntrs. point were encountered for RsM calculations using the two finer

grids. However, it was concluded that the grid comprisingBoundary conditions for U, V and the stresses along the jet-ex i 100 x 66 control volumes was sufficienty fine to permit the
plane were taken from experimental values. The inlet unknown response of turbulence-model variatons to be interpreted on the
turbulence-energy dissipation e was prescribed according t o assumption that the solutions were not biased by numerical
e = k//0.3 D. Along the entrainment boundary, the pressure errors.
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RESULTS / /

Fig 2 shows the flow visualization results. The measured mean //,
floW velocties are presented in Fig 3 in the form of vector plots'-
and streamlines. The figures show that the annular air jet / , /

converges towards the centreline downstream of the disk and
forms a wake region which extends approximately 1 23
diameters. A toroidal recirculating flow region is formed with/n
the wake region by the interaction of the outer annular air with thei i
central jet flow The central jet stagnates and is turned upstream /1 I _
and outward by the opposing reverse flow of the annular air. The
stagnation point location is dictated by both high shear stresses ....
generated along central jet boundary and by the adverse pressure
gradient

Figi4a "i.d (2i/d)

Figure 3 Measured Velocity Patterns (U + V) and Evaluated
Stream Functions.

Fig. 4a) and b) presents computed streamlines for RSM and
EVM, respectively. Broadly, the main features of the flow are
captured in the computations. The two-stagation points located
along the centreline are also reproduced in the predk.,ons, but
their locus vary depending on the turbulence model used,
specially the first stagnation point.

The centreline U-velocity evolution is presented in Fig 5 for
EVM and RSM models. The size and minimum flow velocity
within recirculation zones is correctly predicted by RSM, while
EV'M underpredicts the location of the first stagnation point by
almost 50%. The ceitieline velocity decay is also rather
differently predicted by the two models.

Fig. 6 shows radial profiles of U-velocity. Notably, RSM
predictions follow quite well the experimental data across all axial
stations. Only small discrepancies are observed, mainly within
the outer region bounding the annular flow, where experimental
values are larger than the predicted ones. This is probably due to
flow intermittency in this zone, a feature previously identified by
Scheffer et al (1987) and that none of the present turbulence

Figure 2. Flow Visualization. models include. As a consequence of erroneous prediction of the
first stagnation point, large discrepancies with the measurements
are displayed in radial profiles obtained with EVM.

r/D

1 5-

05-

00 05 10 15. 20 2 5 x/D
Figure 4. Computed Streamlins.
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1.20 T1-r-!FIT-rIFIrI -V The radial profiles of V-velocity component are shown in Fig 7
RSM predicted profiles are close to measurements, denoting that
the flow entrainment rate is correctly predicted EVM predictions

A 0.60 1 are in severe error in the zone upstream of the firJt stagnation
Z; point inside the central vortex. In this 7one, the transition of an
V 0.0inward flow (negative V-velocities) to a outward flow (positive

o .00 V-velocities) observed near the first stagnation is correctly
A captured by RSM, while EVM is in error both in magnitude and

I in sign of the V-velocity.
V -0.0O Figs. 8, 9 and 10 show the radial development of Reynolds

stress tensor components <u
2>, <v

2> and <uv> near the
stagnation points, respectively. A stiking feature, already

- .20 observed in the computations of McGuirk et al. (1985b), is the0.00 05 1 00 o 1 50 2.00 strong underprediction of stresses levels in the core region of the
x/D flow, and spec:ally at centreline.

Figure 5. Centrelin., Velociy Development. Predictions.
- RSM; - - - - , EVM; Measurements,
Symnbolq, Durlo et al. (1990)

1 20 -nr 100 rl 1.00

A 0 0 0 50 ® 0.50 a

V ( V6
\ 000 -000 000
A
V 60 x/D= 09 -050 - 108 - -0 so 1.25 -

-1 20 -10-1.00
000 050 L00 1 50 2. 000 050 1 00 1.50 200 000 0 50 10 0 1.50 2 00

1.60 n-f--TFlTrFn 1.60 =f-]--rrt-T- 1 rr 1.20 1~T~l

ono 0,0 060

V 000 000 000

-080 x)D 042 -060 - x/D 0 58 -O0 x/D075

- 0 0 -1.00 1,0 0 2 I ... -,,,

00 0 1 00 .650 200 0.00 0 50 1 00 1.50 2.00

r/(V/2)

A 060 080

\ 0 o.o
A

v -060 I/D=008 _oao xD=025

- .20 0 ,O 0 O.eO) 1 on 1 60 O0 0 00 0 50 1 00 1.60 2.00

r/(D/2)

Figure 6. U-velocity Radil Development. Predictions:
RSM; - --- , EVM; Measurements.

Symbols. Durlo et a (1990).
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Figure 7. V-velocity Radtai Developmetnt P'redictions.
RSM; - - - - EVM, Measurements

Symbols, Durlloetat (1990).

This major defect of both RSM and EVM can not be atibutable . - -- .. -C
to in erroneous computation of mean-field, whitch if true, would %- 0
yield biasing effects in Reynolds 5tresses production rates via -"

mean-strain. However, this is not the cae as RSM predictions of ,
mean-flow field are quite close to measurements. It was 6,
speculated by McGuirk et al. (1985b) that the problem couldise I 0.
from a deficient representation of pressure-stran process by the -,
present model in the prediction of Reynolds stress anisotropy .. 6 _
near stagnation points. Although this argument can be valid -oo o 0 00 (00 o 00 00 0 -
concerning the modelling of the intercomponent energy transfer, 1/,/S 1/I.

it is believed that is not enough to justify the systematic
Figure9. Normal Radial Reynolds Stress, Radial

Development, Prediction%- - RSM.
..0.. , EVM; Measurements Symbols, Dajrio et

(200 O.I(0 - 280 ~al. (1990).

, o o o o 2oo 2 0

0. 
a.. '00o obooo oooo Co 200 00-0 o 0o80 (o00. 80t 200• o

,/0/)/(D/.) I-28260 8

08 (C 82 20 Q8 (0 (0 0

Figure 8. Normal Axial Reynolds Stress, Radial
Development. Predictions: - RSM; Figure 10. Reynolds Shear Stress, Radial Development.
.... , EVM; Measurements: Symbols, Durio et Predictions: - RSM - - - EVM;
at. (1990). Measurements: Symbols, Dulo et a (1990).
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underprediction of values of turbulencc energy ,mponents likely the e-equation. Future modelling research is needed in
observed, as pressure strain process maaly represents an energy improving E-equation. The successful incorporation of more
redistribution mechanism. Previous studies (Weinstock and sophisticated effecta as anisotropic dissipaton as was done i the
Burk, 1985, Sreenivasan, 1985, Daly and 1-arlow, 1970) have present study is depending on the adequate simulation of
attempted to explore a functional dependence of pressure-strain turbulence energy dissipation rate
model coefficients C1 and C2 or, mean strain after some initial
trials, this route was not pursued no further in the present study ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
as, one believes, the major weakness stcm from E-equation.
Moreover. EVM predictions ,how also the same discrepancies. The authors wish to acknowledge the financial support of CEC

contract No. PL890926 under the JOULE Programme
However, due to the complexity of the flow and variety of effects
present, it is not an easy task to identify which mechanisms are REFERENCES
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together with shear stresses generated in the border of the jet; the DALY, B.J & HARLOW, F.H., 1970. Physics Fluids, Vol.
second is the curved shear layer developing within the annular 13, No. 11, pp. 2634-2649.
flow which is responsible for the formation of the second DURAO, D.F.G. & FIRMINO, F.C. 1983 Velocity field
stagnation point. This shear layer dictates the levels of turbulence around a disk. 4th Symposium on Tarbulent Shear Flows.
energy across the annular flow and by transport is of influence on DURAO, D.F.G. & PEREIRA, J.C.F., 1989. A numerical-
the values of k at second stagnation region. However, and this experimental study of confined unsteady laminar flow around
point must be emphasized, experimental measurements of a square obstacle Fifth International Con"-renceon Numerical
probably density distribution functions show clearly a bimodality methods and Turbulen Flow, Montreal Canada, pp. 261-272.
in U-velocity components at the first stagnation point and in V- DURAO, D.F.G. & WHITELAW, J H. 1978. Velocity
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bimodality was identified within the annular flow bordering shear Mech, Vol. 85, pp. 369-385.
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ABSTRACT flow. A recent review has been given by Robinson (1991) In

A pr,,dictive model for the mean velocity profile in wall- the near-wall region a popular vortical structure has been the
bounded turbulent flow is developed The model is concep- hairpin vortex. In the region between the legs of the nairpin
tually based on the dynamical processes known to occur in fluid is moved away from the wall, which could correspond
near-wall tur-ilence. Ejections, sweeps and outer-layer mo- to an ejection process. As well as these near-wall vortices,
tions are modelled directly as momentum transfer processes there are also large-scale motions in the outer portion of the
These combine with viscous and pressure gradient effects to boundary layer An example of the kind of motion proposed
keep the mean velocity profile in a state of balance. A quan- for this part of the flow can be found in Brown and Thomas
titative model is developed for the case of plane channel flow (1977). The relation between the vortices in the inner and
and is shown to correctly give an inner law, a logarithmic re- outer regions is relatively poorly understood.
gion, and a wake region Predictions of skin friction, channel The most recent input to studies of the turbulent bound-
centreline velocity and shape factor agree well with experi- ary layer has come from direct numerical simulations of
ments over a wide range of Reynolds numbers, including the the Navier-Stokes equations for flows in simple geometries
transitional and low-Reynolds- number rdigmes The proce- The resulting databases provide a wealth of information, in-
dire adopted represents a new and fundamentally non-local cluding quantities that cannot be measured in experiments.
approach to turbulence prediction. Statistics from a computation of turbulent channel flow have

been presented by Kim, Mom and Moser (1987) One im-
1. INTRODUCTION portant result from the simulations has been the observation

that near-wall vortical motions do not contain the symme-
The turbulent flow near a wall has been the subject of tries that had been previously supposed. Instead of hairpin

intense research over a large number of years. Significant vortices, Robinson (1991) found asymmetric structures, with
progress has been made, resulting from studies using many single quasi.streacnwise vortices common in the buffer region
different approaches. Altlough a c-mplete understanding It is increasingly apparent (Kline, 1990) that there are many
has not yet been achieved, there is substantial agreement mechanisms at work and the processes and vortical structures
on the main features of the flow. As a background to the may be non-unique.
current paper, a brief review of our current understanding What has been largely absent from all the studies, of
will be presented. both the inner and outer regions, has been the application

Central to the current view of the turbulent boundary of the new facts and concepts to generating new prediction
layer are the flow visualisations from Kline et al. (1967) which schemes for turbulent flows. The intention of this paper is
showed elongated streaks in the region very close to the wall, to present one possible approach to this problem. One of
indicating a degree of organisation within the flow that was the simplest turbulent flows, incompressible two-dimensional
previously unsuspected. Streaks containing lower momen- channel flow, is considered. In section 2 the procedure is
tum fluid ('low-speed streaks') were observed to rise slowly, introduced, and a quantitative model developed. Section 3
and break up in a high-activity process termed 'bursting'. presents a comparison with experimental data, Further dis-
Work since then has focussed on using increasingly sophis- cussion is then made in section 4. Standard notation is em-
ticated methods to tiy to understand this process Motions ployed throughout. The mean velocity profile is u(y), where
have been identified based on the quadrant of u'Y' in which y is the distance from the lower wall Wall-coordinates are
they occur (in the usual notation u' and ' are the velocity y+ = yiu,/v and u+ = u/u,, where u2, = v(du/d),, v is the
fluctuat;ons relative to the mean in the streamwise and wall- kinematic viscosity and the subscript w; refers to the wall.
norm.l directions respectively ) For example if u' is negative
and v' is positive the event falls in quadrant 2, and is termed
an ejection. It is interpreted as the movement of low mo- 2. MODEL
mentum fluid away from the wall An event with u' positive
and V negative falls in quadrant 4 and is termed a sweep. It 2 1 CONCEPTS
represents the motion of high momentum fluid towards the
wall. Ejections and sweeps are common in the buffer region Turbulent flow in a channel can be considered as a state
between the linear sublaver and the logarithmic region of the held in balance by the competing actions of eddies and vis-
mean velocity profile cosity. I he eddying motiens bring high-momentun fluid tv-

wards the wall, while viscosity tries to damp these motions,
Another approach has been to construct conceptual mod- especially near the wall. The limiting cases resulting from

els of turbulent flow based on the vortical structures in the these effects are sketched on hgure 1. If the viscous effects
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is the chainnel half width. The last factor is simply l/y, but
applied for both walls in the channel. This term reduces
the momentum at any point in the channel, and models the

-- - - ejection process It is strongest im the buffer region, and

! small further anaN from the wall due to the I/y effect The
f significance of u, will be discussed later

Sweeps (S)'r edstrbut ion of momentum 
u)

viscostyV) by eddies (R) S = c2(U. - \ ( / (3)

where the gubs-.ript w denotes the wall The action of this
term is to move high momentum fluid towards the wall If
u, were equal to the mean velocity in the channel (averaged
over y) then this term would act to force the channel towards
a uniform flow, as in figure 1 In the current implementation
the actual value of u, has little effect, and is chosen so that
global mass is conserved during the redistribution of momen-
tum process.

Figure 1 Schematic of the mean turbulent flow in a chan- The two terms above give a reasonable model for near-
nel, showing the balance between eddy motions and wall turbulence The mean velocity profile is realistic up
viscosity. Viscosity tries to return the mean flow to y4+ = 100, but results in too strong a wake in the outer

to the parabolic laminar profile, while the eddying portion of the channel. To get the correct behaviour in this

motions try to redistribute momentum uniformly region an additional term is required.

across the channel. Outer-layer motions (0)'

0 = 3(du/dy)s (4a)

act alone we would return to laminar flow with a parabolic 2h/[it(2h - y)) - c4/h + CsO" (
velocity profile. If the eddying motions are allowed to act
alone, unchecked by viscosity or walls, we would have a per- with
fect redistribution of momentum, leaving a uniform velocity

profile. The latter state can never practically be obtaned, W - (4b)

since there is always viscosity present, but it is conceptually
useful, The state of turbulence can therefore be considered where U is the mean velocity in the channel (averaged over y)
at a simple level as a balance between the two effects. Near the wall the first term in the denominator of equation

This conceptual picture suggests the approach of predict- (4a) is dounant and the whole term then acts like y(du/dit).
ing the mean velocity profile in a turbulent flow by modelling and combines with E and S to generate the logarithmic law
individually the momentum redistributions caused by certain The remaining terms in the denomunator are the most ad hoc
classes of eddy motions. The three types of eddying motions part of the model. They serve to give the correct Reynolds
which will be consi.ered are ejections, sweeps and outer-layer number trend of the wake size
motions. The model terms, describing the momentum redis. Transitional effects are handled in o simple manner, by
tribution caused by each of these motions, were developed by reducing the size of the momentum redistribution term in
a trial and error method accordance with the size of the ratio y./h, where It. is the

value of it at the edge of the linear region of the sublayer.
2.2 FORMULATION Hence:

T=I ci,
The balance between momentum redistribution and vis. "'T'

cosity can be expressed in the following form where ct is a (single) transition constant. This term reduces

+dlu I dp the momentum redistribution as if it were cramped at the
0 = T(E + S+) + dy- - d'" (1) lower Reynolds numbers, where it. becomes significant com-

pared to the channel half-width. When T drops to zero lam-

where the last term is the streamwise pressure gradient In- inar flow becomes the solution to (1).
compressible flow with constant density p is assumed The
terms are here formulated as 'velocity' redistributions rather 2.3 NUMERICS
than 'momentum' redistributions. However, the latter ter-
minology is retained since it is more meaningful physically. To focus attention on the model equation the numeri-
For variable density flows one would have to include the den. cal method for solution has been kept as simple as possible.
sity in the terms representing the eddying motions These The solution is obtained by two nested iteration processes.
motions are referred to as E (ejections), S (sweeps) and 0 For the inner iteration equation (1) is reformulated into two
(outer-layer motions) and are modelled as follows. steps:

Ejections (E). -u

2(2E=-cl(u -u,) f 2h _t),(2)o. 
(0)+S 01

E=-c t..) u
4
.+, I ul1l -AtI dp (6)

where u, is the velocity at the edge of the linear region of p dx'
the viscous sublayer, y is the wall-normal coordinate and i.
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where At is the time step and 62 represents a second-order
central difference The pressure gradient is assumed to be Rez1380
independent of y, aith the magnitude determined as a cor- W
rection to the hirst step, to ensure that a constant channel
throughflow is maintained Equation (6) is it ziatd until a
steady state is obtained. 10.

The outer iteration consists of adjusting y, until the solu. \Re 2220

ticn to (6) gives a prescribed value of u+ , the velocity of the
edge of the sublayer in wall coordinates The velocity profile 05.
for i < i, is assumed to be linear, so u

+ 
= y+ up to y, This

procedure ensures that the point y, is at the same position
in wall coordinates for all cases This fixes the behaviour ii
wall.coordinates and is essential in producing an inner law C Y "0
(u+ a function of y+ alone), The secant method was used
for the iterations.

The basic solution can be made on a uniformly spaced 25
mesh, with the first inner point at y,. However a little more (b) Re/ 038

flexibility and speed is obtained if a stretched mesh is used 20 2220

Results will be presented for a grid with the first mesh point 62 0

at the wall, the second at y, the third at 2y, and with suc. , 6100

ceeding points following

')+1 =Y, -"i [p, - Y-i] (7) 10

In the computations a m 1 1 was used. adjusted slightly so 5.
that the last point fell at the channel centrelne The results
are not sensitive to a, which can be made as large as 1 4 with
only a one percent error in skin friction Tests showed that a 0 10 10

complete resolution of the buffer region required adjustments
to the constants. This did not lead to different results, hut
did lead to very small time steps An implicit treatment of Figure 2. Model results in the low-Reynolds-number r6gime
the viscous term would probably cure this problem For the (a) in physical coordinates, (b) in wall units, com-
current explicit scheme a CFL number can be defined as pared with experimental data from Patel and Head

Iat (1969) The solid line is from the model at
CFL = A . (8) Reynolds numbers 1380 (laminar flow), 1725, 2220

and 6100. The symbols are the experimental data.
The scheme ws found by trial to be stable for CFL < 0 38 The dashed line is the logarithmic law (10)

As a start point for the iterations the lainnar solution
was used. Symmetry was exploited so that only one cbannel
half needed to be computed The number of points required
for or = I I varied from 7 at Re = 1700 to about 60 at where h is the channel half-width, U is the average velocity
Re = 10'. The whole iteration process required less than and v is the kinematic viscosity For comparison purposes
5 seconds or, a 386 personal computer, even at the highest the standard logarithmic law is used
Reynolds numbers considered.

2 4 CONSTANTS
with a = 0 41 and 6 = 5.0,

Dimensionless constants used ii the model are. u+ = 9.0,

el = 0.074, c2 = 0.0051, c3 = 4.3 x 10- e , 
c4 = 20, c =

2.6 and ct = 5.4. It is possible that c4 doesn't need to be 3.1 TRANSITIONAL FLOW
counted as a constant - it makes the combination of the first
two terms in the denominator of (4a) equal to zero at the Solutions to equation (6) exist for Reynolds numbers
channel centrelne. The constants u+ , ci, c2 and c3 were greater than 1700. Below this the flow is considered to be
determined so that (a) a logarithic region was obtained, and laminar. The low Reynolds number re'gion was investigated
(b) the constants for this region matched the law of the wall experimentally by Patel and Head (1969), who found that the
constants. An explicit rule connecting the constants from the trend from a laminar profile to a turbulent profile (approxi-
current model with the law of the wall constants has not so mately satisfying equation (10)) took place in the Reynolds
far been obtained. The remaining constants were deternned number range 1380 to 6100 The change in the mean veloc-
in order to give a reasonble behaviour in the outer region of ity profile from the model over this range is shown on figure
the channel and in the transition region 2(a) in physical coordinates for Reynolds numbers 1380 (lam-

inar), 1725, 2220 and 6100. The same profiles are shown in
3. RESULTS wall units on figure 2(b) and compared with the results from

Patel and Hea]. Agreement with the experimental results

Throughout this section thi Reynolds number is defined is good, both for the trends in the mean flow towards the
as. logarithmic law, and in the shapes of the profiles. Skin fric-

2hU tion and channel centreline velocities also agree well with the
Re = -, (9) experimental values.
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Figure 4 Comparison of the model velocity profile (solid
line) with data from Comte-Bellot (1965) (sym- 0 .......
bols) The experimental value of u, was adjusted 0 e
so that the data matched the logarithmic law (10)

Figure 5 Variation v, ith Reynolds number of (a) skin friction
l = 2v/1

2
(du/dy),, (bJ certerline velocity u,/U

3.2 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER and (c) shape factor H = 6162, where 6b is the

displacement thickness and b2 is the momentum
As the Reynolds number is increased further one expects thickness- , model;--, Dean correlations

the logarithmic law to be more closely approched, to extend (ci = 0.073Re - 1/
4 , u,/U = 1.28Re - °11

6 ),- -.
to higher values of y+, and for a 'wake' region to form in the laminar flow, o, Patel and Head (1969), a, Hussain
outer part of the channel. Figure 3 shows these effects for and Reynolds (1975); o, Comte-Bellot (1965); x,,
Reynolds numbers 15000, 60000 and 240000. The size of the Kim, Moin and Moser (1987); +, Gilbert (1988)
wake at the highest Reynolds number is about one u, unit
Figure 4 shows a comparison of velocity proht..- with the data
from Comte-Bellot (1965) for Reynolds numbers of 114000,
".40000 and 460000, which represent the highest channel flow A large quantity of experimental data was collated by
Reynolds number data available In order to compare the Dean (1978), who produced empirical laws for the variation
profiles, the values of u, from the experiment have been ad- of skin friction and centreline velocity with Reynolds num-
justed so that the same logarithmic law (10) is satisfied in ber. On figure 5 the model predictions and Dean's correla-
each case. The value of u, was multiplied by 1.09, 1.03 and tions are compared with experimental data from Patel and
1.085 for the three Reynolds numbers respectively. Agree- Head (1969), Hussain and Reynolds (1975) and Comte-Bellot
ment between the model and the data is very good, across (1965), as well as direct numerical simulation results from
the whole of the channel. The size of the wake in turbulent Kim, Moin and Moser (1987) and Gilbert (1988). Figure
channel flow is known to be significantly smaller than that of 5(a) shows the skin friction c, = 2v/U12(du/dV)., figure 5(b)
a boundary layer. A trend towards slightly increasing wake the channel centreline velocity u,/U and figure 5(c) the snape
size as the Reynolds number increases is obtained, factor H. The shape factors for the experimental data were
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computed from the original velocity profiles using trapezoid 20
integration The model quantitatively predicts all the quan-
tities correctly Especial!y notable is the ability of the model
to give the correct behaviour of skin friction at low Reynolds 10
numbers.

PO

33 MODEL TERMS o: 0-

It is of interest to examine the behaviour of the individ-
ual terms in the model The variations with y of the ejec. - 10E
tion term (E), the sweep term (S), the outer-layer term (0), V
the "Ascos term (V) and the pressure gradient term (P) -20
at Reynolds number 114000 are shown on figure 6(a) in the 0 10 20 30 y. 40 50 60
near-wall region and on figure 6(b) across half the chainel
width At this Reynolds number the premultiplying tran- 20
sition factor T is equal to 0.996, and can be ignored The
ejection term is strongest in the buffer region 20 < y+ < 40
as expected. In fact the shape of this term is sinlar to the 10
conditionally sampled streamwise velocity during a burst (see 0
figure 6 in Blackwelder and Kaplan, 1976) In the model this
term reduces to zero at y+ = u

+ = 9.0. At y, there is basi- mX 0
cally a balance between the sweep term S and the effect of
viscosity V The viscous term uses the physical viscosity v,
and should riot be confused with a 'turbulent' viscosity. In -10
the logarithmic region the viscous term has much less influ- v
ence, and the important terms are the ejections, sweeps and
outer-layer motions. In the central part of the channel the - 20
ejection term, the sweep term (here producing a decrease in 0 2 4 6 6 10

momentum) and the outer-layer term all play a role The
pressure gradient acts uniformly across the channel, but is of
negligible importance compared with the other terms. Figure 6 Terms in the model equation (a) in near.wall re-

gion, (bl over one chasnel-half. E = election term,
4 DISCUSSION S = sweep term, 0 = outer-layer term, t, = vis-

cous term and P = pressure gradient term

The idea for the current model came during a study of the
late stages of transition to turbulence (Sandham and Kleiser, 30
1991) High %all shear was observed to develop, caused by
vortices in the flow. The question was then posed why does 25 a
the shear at the wall not increase indefinitely? The obvious
answer of viscosity led directly to the picture sketched on fig- 20
ure 1, with the idea of a balance between 0 ne effects of eddies 0
and viscosity in the near wall region Furi her development of 15 a
this picture was pursued in the hope tha by considermn the

direct effects of certain eddy motions in the near-wall region Z '0

some of the basic physics would be modelled, and the final c
model would be of more general applicability than the usual 5
empirical approaches via the Reynolds-aeraged equations
Whether this new approach can be turned into an engineer- 0 4
ing tool remains to be seen, but the experience from channel

flow is encouraging.

Several informal rules were followed during this work. Figure 7. Variation of the velocity defect (u - u)/u, at 1 =
One was to keep all constants independent of Reynolds num- h/2 with Reynolds number, showing how a defect
ber, and another was to avoid the use of any functions (log- law is not quite obtained at the higher Reynolds
arithrrs, exponentials etc.) in the model te-ms. Thus the numbers
logarithmic region of the velocity profile develops naturally
rather than being imposed This leads to the hope that tur-
bulent flows in which there is no logarithmic region (for ex- data from Hussain and Reynolds (1975) and Comte-Bellot
ample 'relaxing' flows) may also be correctly treated. In this (1965). It can be seen that the defect is not independent of
respect the low Reynolds number effects ii the channel flow Reynolds number, suggesting that the treatment of the outer-
can be cited - the model, in agreement with the experiments, layer is not quite correct. The deviations are generally too
does not give a logarithmic region small to show up against the experimental velocity profiles

The current model has several features whi-h are incor- (figure 4) and it should be noted that the experiments them-
rect, or which it would be preferable to avoid One problem selves do not convincingly display a constant velocity defect.
is that a velocity-defect law is not quite obtained. Figure 7 However,, conceptually one would like the model to give a
shows the velocity defect (uc  n)/u, at y = h/2 from the defect law in the limit of infinite Reynolds number. Also,
model plotted against Reynolds number and compared with the very near-wall region could perhaps be improved. The
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current formulation applies only down to y,, Lelow which the Brown, G L. and Thomas, A. S. W. 1977 Large structure in
profile is assumed to be linear The y, point is fundamental to a turbulent boundary layer Phys Fluids 20, S243-S252
the success of the model, but it does lead to a discontinuity Comte-Bellot, G 196b 9icoulement turbulent entre de-ix
in the derivative of the velocity profile A continuoust for- paroiq parall-les Publications Scientifiques ct Techniques
mulation would be preferable in the near-wall tegion, Aould du Mzsistr dc I'Air. No, 119
a~oid the numerical problem of wshere to put the first few
points and would possibly simplify analytical treatment of , R B i978 Reynolds iimber dependence of ski fric-
the model system tion and other bulk flow ariable_ in two-dimensional rect-

angular duct flow J Fluids Eng 100. 215-223.
As a general classification the currect model could per- Ebert, E E, Schumann, U and Stull, R B. 1989 Nonlocal

haps be described as non-local, although this term has been turbulent uxing in the convective boundary layer evalu-
used elsewhere in different contexts The idea of non-local ated from iarge-eddy simulation. J. Atm. Sci 46, 217F.
transport cf mass appears in the meteorology literature, 2207.
termed transilient turbulence by Stull (see for example Ebert Gilbert, N. 1988 Numerische Simulatin der Transition von
et al , 1989). However, the applications have been to model der lanunaren in die turbulente Kanalstromung DFVLR
the vertical motion of matter in the atmosphere, rather than FB 88-55
the redistribution of momentum near a wall Perhaps a step
in this direction was taken by Riidiger (1982), who proposed Hussain, A. K M. F and Reynolds, W C 1975 Measure-
to model the Reynolds stress with a linear integral equation ments in fully developed turbulent channel flow J Fluids

(the current model leads to a nonlinear integral equation for Eng. 97, 568-580
the Reynolds stress). However, to the best of the author's Kin., J , Mon, P and Moser, R 1987 Turbulence statistics
knowledge nothing like the current model has appeared in in fully develop,x channel flow at low Reynolds number.
'he literature J Fluid Mech. 177, 133-166.

The change from laminar to turbulent flow is an interest Kline, S. J., Reynolds, W. C., Schraub, F A. and Runstadler,
ing part of the model When the Reynolds number is too P. W 1967 The structure of turbulent boundary layers.
low there is no solution to the model system and the flow is J Fluid Mech. 30, 741-773
assumed to be laminar What the model is really saying is Kline, S J. 1990 Comment in Whither Turbulence7 Turbu-
whether turbulent flow can be sustained. Thus the transition lence at the Crossroads J. L. Lumley, ed , Lecture Notes
processes are really those of 'bypass' transition (where large in Physics, Springer-Verlag, 383-388
initial disturbances lead directly to breakdown, bypassing Patel, V C and Bead, M. R 1969 Some observations on skin
primary and secondary instabilities) or of relaminarisation. friction and velocity profiles in fully developed pipe and
Thus a simplified form of the model may perhaps be useful, channel flows. J Fluid Mech 38, 181-201.
not for predicting transition, but for prediction of locations Robinson, S K. 1991 Coherent motions in the turbulent
in a flow where wall-bounded turbulence would self-sustain boundary layer Ann Rev Fluid Mech 23, 601-639

Rildiger, G. 1982 A heuristic approach to a non-local theory
5. CONCLUSIONS of turbulent channel flow. ZAMM 62, 95-101.

Sandham, N. D. and Kleiser, L 1991 Vortex formation in the
A simple model equation has been developed, which con- late stages of transition to turbulence. Roya. Society of

tains as its solution many of the observed features of the Aeronautics, Conference on Boundary Layer Transition
mean velocity profile in transitional and turbulent channel and Control, April 8-11, Cambridge, UK
flow. Solutions to the model equation exist above a certain
Reynolds number. As the Reynolds number is increased the
mean profile dev 'ups a logarithrmc region, and at higher
Reynolds numb a small wake forms Good quantitative
agreement witl Aperiments is obtained for the mean ye-
'scity profile, together with the associated measures of skin
friction, centreline velocity and shape factor.

Individual terms in the model equation can be considered
as modelling directly the sransfer of momentum in a channel
due to certain types of eddy motions. One term models ejec-
tions and transfers low momentum fluid away from the wall
Another models sweeps and carries high momentum fluid to-
wards the wall. A third term is interpreted as modelling
motions in the outer region Each transfer of momentum is
a non-local process, depending on conditions near the wall
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this work is the understanding of the transition sequence past the
ABSTRACT curved channel Poiseuille type flow, once centrifugal forces reach

a "critical" magnitude. The flow undergoes a sequcnce of super-
Experiments and numerical sunulations have been carried critical bifurcations before a fully developed turbulent state is

out for the developing flow in a curved channel. This flow is sus- reached The control parameter is the so called Dean number de-
ceptible to a centrifugal instability, whi.h results in the formation fined as
of streamwise oriented vortices Linear stability theory is able to
accurately predict the critiral Rynolds number, i e. the Reynolds De=Re-["
number for which the pn nary instability starts to develop. If the
Reynolds number is increased above the critical a number of where y is the channel width over radius oI curvature rato
supercriucal bifurcations occurs before a developed turbulent state y=2d/(ro+r, r, is the inner and ro the outer radius of the channel,
is reached The focus here is on the initial stages of transition to and Re is defined through the bulk velocity, Ut,, and the channel
turbulence of the flow from its original laminar state. Our inca- height, d=ro - r1). From linear stability analysis one finds that the
surements and simulations show that even at Reynolds numbers critcal Dean number (Dee), i.e the Dean number above which
six times the critical one the longitudinal vortex structure persists. streamwise vortices may grow, is 36 (assuming y,1). The wave

number ([P) that correoponds to the critical Dean number is 3.95
INTRODUCTION (Drazin & Reid, 1981). At higher Dean numbers (De/De. > 1.3)

The flow in curve'; passages is inportant in several practi- an analysis by Guo & Finlay (1991) indicates that the streamwise
cal applications, as for instance most types of turbo-machineiy, vortex structure is unstable to spanwise perturbations (denoted by
flow along guide vanes, in heat exchangers and past airfoils. In th:n a.' a generahzed Eckhaus instability, see also Eckhaus, 1965
many of these applications the Reynolds number is fairly low and and Swtart & DiPnma, 1978), which would give rise to merging

the stability of the laminar flow and the laminar-to-turbulent
transition phase may be of great importance to determine the effi-
ciency or performance of the application in question. The under-
standing of the transition phase is less developed in these cases
where body forces (of cenisifugal and/or Coriolis type, the latter
in the case of system rotation) play an important role (see for y L
,astance Alfredsson & Persson, 1989 and Malsson & Alfredsson,
1990) Furthermore no practical engineering methods, of e.g. the X
en-type, have been developed for these cases. The instability in a
flow field subject to body forces usually takes the form of
streamwise oriented roll cells or vortices which dramatically alter
the basic laminar velocity field These roll cells seem to persist
even m the turbulent state and they have a profound influence on, r
for instance, the skin friction and possibly also on heat transfer

In this study experimental and computational techniques
are used to investigate the route to transition of the flow in a
curved channel (Fig 1) whit.h can serve as a canonical case for
flows with streamline curvature. The basic laminar flow is unidi-
rectional and has a near-parabolic profile with the maximum Fig. 1. Definitions of geometry for curved channel flow
slightly shifted towards the inner (convex) wall. The object of
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and splitting of the streamwise vortices Bottaro, Matsson & were usually taken across a full y-z-plane consisting of 20*300

Altredsson (1991) performed numerical simulations ofa spatially measurements points which were sufficient to allow detailed plot-

developing flow with a large spanwise box to allow for natural ting of contour lines of the streamwise velocity

spanwise wave number selection and compared this with experi-

mental measurements at De=2 4 Decr The overall agreement was Tl.? measurements of the streamwise velocity was ob-

good both qualitatively and quantitatively. Furthermore merging taned with a hot-wire probe, where the sensor had a diameter of

and splitting of vortex pairs was observed in both the experiment 2 5 pm and a length of 0 5 mm connected to a CTA hot-wire

and the simulation In experiments at higher De (De/DeL > 3) a anemometer (DISA 55M01) The hot-wire was calibrated against

sacondary instability in the form of oblique travelling waves with the parabolic Poiseuille p.ofile (l-y 2) at the end of the straight

a streanwise wavelength of the same order as the spanwise part of the channel (which was assumed to be fully developed)

wavelength of 'he primary instability has been detected both from and the calibration so obtained was directly in UIUct, where

flow visualization and hot-wire expermenLs (Kelleher, Flentie & UCL is the centerline velocity The flow velocities encountered

McKee, 1960, Ligrant & Niver, 1988 and Matsson & were low (typically between 0 5-4 m/s) Data sampling and step-

Alfredsson. 1990, 1991) and in numerical simulations (Finlay, per motor movements were controlled by a Macintosh I1. The fan

Keller & Ferziger, 1988) In this paper we present results at was running at maximcrn speed and the flow rate could be regu-

higher De which give information of the transition stages before lated by a mechanical throttle an(' determined from the pressure

developed turbulence is obtained. The report is both a study of drop over an orice-plate flow meter located between the fan and
the flow field itself and a comparison between a full numerical the inlet section

simulation with inflow-outflow boundary conditions and a physi-

cal experiment. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT The numerical simulation considers the spatially develop-

ing flow with inflow-outflow boundaries. The spanwise direction

The experiments were earned out in an air channel made is chosen periodic with a width of 9 channel heights This is large

of Plexiglass designed for hot-wire measurements of curved enough to contain several vortex pairs The streamwtse length

channel flow The radius of curvature of the channel at the cen- corresponds to 1000 or 67 channel heights No-slip Dirichlet
treline was 400 mm and the channel width was 10 5 mm, giving conditions for the vel city were applied at the solid boundaries

an inner to outer radius ratio of 0.974. The spanwise aspect ratio The inlet condition was the slightly modified parabola, corre-
was 29 to I thereby avoiding end wall effects in the major part of sponding to the fully ,'veoped subcritical one-dimensional

the channel A radia! fan blew air into the inlet chamber where the curved channel flow (".latsson & Alfredsson, 1990) A steady

flow was distributed by a perforated pipe and two wire screens periodic inlet perturbation was adopted (superimposed on the

A two-dimensinal contraction with an area ratio of 14 further shifted parabola) to drive the vortex development The steady in-

reduced the mean flow variations. The channel consisted of a let perturbation is indispensable to avoid a continuous forcing of

straight part followed by a curved section oh 270 degrees. The the flow at the inlet of the t.hannel (Buell & Huerre, 1988). At the

straight inlet section was 40 channel heights long and the curved outflow convective boundary conditions such as the ones de-

section corresponded to a length of 180 channel heights scribed by I.owery and Reynolds (1986) and Bottaro (1990) were

judged to be acceptable These conditions are suited for time-

The traversing system was a three degree of freedom sys- dependent problems and have been shown to produce negligible

tem, for which the motion normal to the walls and in the span- upstream reflection of outgoing waves in a Poiseuille/Benard

wise direction was computer controlled The upper end wall had a travelling wave problem (Bottaro, 1990) In non-dimensional

tight slit of rubber which allowed streamwise positioning of the units they read

hot-wire support This was made manually. The hot-wire probe au au v s ,w aw
was mounted on a vertical rod of 4 mm diameter spanning the 

+ U -= 0, "+U -0, + U 0

channel along the centerline. This rod was connected to a stepper
motor which traversed the hot-wire in the vertical direction The where the u, v and v are the disturbance velocities in the

rod was guided by a 4 mm hole at the bottom wall (holes were lo- streamwise, normal and spanwise directions, respectively. Once

cated at different streamwise positions) and at the top of the chan- the outlet velocity components are computed by the use of the
nel by a brass tube that fitted tightly between the channel walls above expressions, the streanwise velocity u at the exit cells is

The rod could also be rotated by another stepper motor to allow adjusted to satisfy global mass balance The correction factor is a
for radial traversing In this way the hot-wire sensor could be tra- multiplying constant which is always contained within 1±0001.
versed in contact with the outer concave channel wall and as close Deviations from unity should be ascribed to the fact that the

as U 3 mm from the inner wall. In the spanwise direction mea- divergence of the velocity is not exactly equal to zero during the
suremenLs were made across the full channel section and at a dis. iteration procedure; as such global mass conservation is not

tance of 3 mm from the bottom and top walls. Measurements exactly satisfied.
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The computational grid was 130*24*60 in the x,y,z-

directions. The streamwie resolution was felt to be adequate to

resolve the large streamwise scales of the flow but moy be only t

marginally adequate to resolve the secondary instabilities of the

flow A fine resolution was employed in the cross-section and the !

grid was composed of 160 spanwise points and 24 normal
points, the latter smoothly stretched to resolve boundary layers }I

near the walls. The mesh was fully staggered Its adeqiateness
was assessed on the basis of comparisons with exponmental

measurements as well as one dimensional spanwise spectra The

good comparison with linear stability theory for spatial growth

(which is reported in Fig 4) is particularly ieassuring with

respect to the streamwise numerical resolution The spatial dis- (,

crelization, in the finite volume approximation, adopted a second *"0.V
order central difference scheme to treat total (convective and dif- fI

tusive) fluxes Solutio . ere obtaineJ by fully implicit time-

marching, with up to 5 internal iterat;ons performed at each time "A ,

step to ensure that the maximum pressure and velocity residuals '

decrease to acceptable levels iiO
-4 was the level required for I I

streamwise velocity and pressure, while normally the other two

i
velocity components were reduced to 0.5 0 5) The time ste' ,. .I1

was chosen to be about one tenth the Courant condition. The >J u
.\5

pressure coupling is treated with the SIMPLER pressure correc- Q
tion technique descrbed by Patankar (1980). The computational

domain was scarned with radial and azimuthal zebra sweeps
which do nt eliminate the (inevitable) recursion, but allow vec-

torization of all inner loops. Three sweeps were performed for , i t

pressure and pressure correction equations and one each for the [

three velocity components The resulting tridiagonal systems of '

linear equations are solved by the use of the Thomas algorithm , ,

The results presented here are for a De of 235 which is !C1

more than six times the critical De. At this Dean number the flow 0 'g
was not steady, however the vorex pattern was quite consistent[

,nd some individual vortex pairs could be followed in the

streamwise direction. Depending on the downstream position the i , "

hot-wire signal was typically averaged over a period of 5 see- 0 M9
onds In Fig. 2 tne velocity field at five different downstream 11 j

positions is plotted (at x/d= 22, 52. 82, 112 and 142). Shown
are lines o1 constant streamwise disturbance velocity, i.e. thei
measured streamwise velocity from which the undisturbed ",,

paranolic profile has been subtracted. The contour lines are

spaced 0.10 UCL apart and negative values are shown as dotted
lines while the zero contour as well as positive lines are full- u

diawn The measurements span the entire width of the channel -

nd the effects of the top and bottom walls are strongly localized. x/d = 22 52 82 112 142
At x/d=22 the vortex pairs have given rise to "mushroom" shaped

regions of low velocity fluid which are typical for boundary layer

flows along concave surfaces (see e g Swearingen & Fig 2. Contours of the streamwise perturbation velocity for

Blatkweldei, 1987). We tall tins the inflow regions. In channel rle=215 in the y-r plane at five different x/d The outer and

flow at lower De than the present, the inflow region does not inner channel walls are to the left and right, respectively.

exhibit such a clear mushroom-shape (see Bottaro et al., 1991) Contour lines are separated by 0.10 UCL.
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The mushrooms consist of fluid with low streamwise velocity appears and the flow is instead dominated by a periodic pattern of

which is moved from the concave wall towards the convex side elongated regions of positive disturbance velocity at the concave

between a pair of counter rotating vortices The magnitude of the wall The regions of negative disturbance velocity are not as

disturbance velocity reaches values as high as 50 '7, of UCt The clearly vtsibkl. as at smaller x/d This may he due to the fact that

effect of this motion is also seen close to the convex side as a the flow is unsteady and that the vortiies move irregularly in the

high speed region which originates from fluid in the centre of the z-direction thereby "erasing" the narrow low-speed regions when

channel. At this streamwise position the strength of the vortices is taking a long-time average. rhe downstream development ot the

fairly equal and in the central part of the channel the average vortex pairs leads to merging of neighbouring pairs and the aver-

spanwise wave-number of the vortices is 3.6. Further down- age spanwise wave number decrease with downstream distance

stream the mushroom shape pattern of the low-speed regions dis- (at x/d=142 13 is 3.0)

In order to get a clearer picture of the average development

of the flow field, ensemble averages of the vortex pairs were con-

a1 CONCAVE structed This was done by first identifying ,h, centre of each

vortex pair, i.e. the regions of maximum negative disturbance

velocity in the flow field and using this as a reference point for

0 { $&__'X'. the ensemble averages. About thirteen vortex pairs were identified

at each streamwise position and were used in the ensemble aver-

age (which also was made symmetrical) shown in Fig 3.

-1 -Although slightly smeared compared to the individual vortices thehI CONVEX
development is clearly seen, at first the mushroom shape, which
decreases in size further downstream whereas the positive distur-

bance regions become more elongated. Noticeable is also how the
0 -vortex paie give rise to a positive disturbance region on the con-

S-.vex wall, which is consistent with the idea that the vortex pair
--- moves high speed fluid from the centre of the channel towards the

_________ I convex wall.

'-" )The development of the vortex structure is illustrated in

Fig 4 where a measure of the streamwise disturbance velocity is{' ,shown The measure is defined as

J(u')2 dA

A

d) The intal development in the numerical simulation is close to the

eponntial growth as predicted by linear theory up to quite high
disturbance amplitudes. Further downstream the disturbance
amphtude reached a maximum before it decreased and reached its

0

e)

R- 02

... .. ..... -- - -- - -. ; -

- - ----- - - 01

- - -- -' --.-- --,

t 0 1 z 00__ __ __J_

Fig. 3. Ensemble averages of the streanwise perturbation veloc- 0 t0 20 30 40 50 60 70

ity for De=231 at five different xld Contour lines are separated xld

by 0.05 UCL. Fig. 4. Amplitude of the average disturbance velocity at different

x/d for De=235. For comparison the linear spatial growth rate isa) xld=22 b) xld=52 c) xld=82 d) x/d=1 12 e) xld=142
also plotted -: simulation, x: experiments
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Fig 5 Comparison of measured and computeti streamwise dis-
turbance velocity field in the y-z plane at three different stream-
wise positions for De=235 Contour lines are separated by 0 05
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asymptotic level The experimental data, after being shifted by Technology, Lausanne The authors want to thank Professor Inge
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Abstract dimensional model of the turbulent flow that can be
analysed using the well developed tools of dynami-

A theoretical investigation is described that at- cal systems theory.
tempts to gain additional insight into the later As a first step towards such a low-dimensional
stages of the transition process and initial turbu- model we therefore calculated the coherent struc-
lence in the fiat-plate boundary layer. For this pur- tures of the canonical flow over a flat plate. For
pose the coherent structures of the flow were cal- these calculations, data from the numerical simula-
culated from the data of a num.rical simulation by tion of transition in a flat-plate boundary layer by
Rist et al. [101 and the spatio-temporal behaviour Rist [9] and Rist et al. [10] were used. In their work,
of these structures was investigated The coher- Rist et al. performed a direct Navier-Stokes simula-
ent structure were determined using tue Proper tion of the spatial development of an incompressible
Orthogonal Decomposition technique (POD) lead- flow as observed in the experiments on 'controlled"
ing to an expansion of the flow field variables into transition by Kachanov et al. [2]. Like Rist in [9],
Karhunen-Lo~ve (KL) eigenfunctions. This decom- where the details of this simulation can be found,.
position was performed in planes normal to the we use the symbols x, y and z for the streamwise,
flow direction and in three dimensions. In the two- normal and spanwise coordinate, respectively; the
dimeasio ' case, in addition to the eigenfunctions corresponding velocity components for the fluctuat-
for the vL-,City vector the eigenrmodes of nonlinear ing flow we are only dealing with in this paper are
function , like turbulent production and viscous u, v and w.
dissipat,on were calculated. The three-dimensional
KL eigenfunctions are demonstrated to represent From the data generated by the above simula-

the structures seen in experiments. tion we only used the values of the velocity vec-
tor within a certain three-dimensional window of
the computational domain. The region investigated

1 Introduction corresponds to a rectangular box 8.85mm high
and 24.5mm wide in the spanwise direction. In

The last decades of turbulence research have seen the streamwise direction the box extends from
growing interest in the study of coherent structures z =300mm to z = 500 mm, with x being the dis-
of turbulent flows. One of the reasons for this in- tance from the flat-plate leading edge. With
terest is the expectati ;n that investigating the dy- the free-stream velocity of 9.09 m/s the Reynolds-
namical behiviour of the characteristic structures number based on momentum thickness can be cal-
of a turbulent flow might increase our understand- cilated as Re6, = 283 at the inflow and Re62 = 575
ing of such flow It has already been demonstrated at the outflow boundary of our domain. Thus
[1,8] that certain prominent features of turbulent the iegion considered here comprises the btages of
flow can be rtpresented as the action of coherent the transition process from the beginning three-
structures, and it is hoped that-at least for some dimensional, nonlinear development of Tollmien-
flows-the turbulent flow as a whole can be ex- Schlichting waves up to just beyond the spike
plained in terms of its coherent structures, stages.

Furthermore, three-dimensional coherent struc- From the data given above it can be inferred that
tures of a flow can be used as a system of 'natural' the flow we are considering here certainly does not
eigenmodes along which the Navier-Stokes equa- show fully developed turbulence although certain
tions may be projected yielding a system of ordinary featureA nf it-like mean-flow profiles-begin to ap-
differential equations for the dynamical behaviour proach the turbulent ones near the end of our do-
of these structures [1,12]. if most of the energy of main. On the other hand, as will be shown below,
the turbulent flow can be captured by only few of certain processes that we found show striking aim-
these modes, such a systemi of ODE's 7.-rms a low- ilarities to events like bursting that are generally
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agreed to be of importance in the case of fully de- as possible to the realisations u'. Mathematically
vel ped turbulent boundary layers. this can be expressed as

In the next section of this paper, we briefly de-
scribe the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) ((u', 0) Max., (2)
method we used for the calculation of coherent I111x
structures of our flow. We then present a discus-
sion of the structures of tb: rio% within planes per- where the symbol I1' I is used for the norm
pendicular to the streamwise direction. In section 4
we finally give some of our latest results concern- 1012 

= ( , €) (3)
ing three-dimei~sional structures of the flat-platebiundary layer in function space. In other words, we are looking

for a function 0 whose piojction on the flow real

isations u' is maximum in quadratic mean. Using
2 The Proper Orthogonal De- the calculus of variations we can reduce the above

composition problem to the Fredholm integral equation of the
second kind

In connection with the problem of identification of x
charactrristic eddies in a random turbulent flowID R(a, z'). ¢(z') dz' = Ak(a) (4)
Lumley [7] proposed a method for determining co-
herent structures which is now widely known as representing an eigenvalue problem for the structure
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD). We will 0 (see [71 for details of the derivation). The kernel
outline this method briefly in the following. R of this equation is the autocorrelation function

Before proceeding, a few remarks concerning our defined by
prerequisites and the validity of the derivations be-
low are in order. We will confine ourselves to finite R(z, z') = (u(X)u(X')), (5)
regions in space, so that all functions appearing in
the formulas below can be viewed as being of fi- where the term inside the brackets denotes a dyadic
nite support and hence, on physical grounds, being product. This kernel is symmetric and nonnegative-
square-integrable. Thus, all the integrals used be- definite so that from Hilbert-Schmidt theory it fol-
low are wel defined in the ordinary Riemannian lows that Eq. (4) has a denumerable infinite set
sense, the ntegiation domain D being a finite re- of solutions 0, and corresponding eigenvalues A,
gion in space. Furthermore, as the simulation that Methods for the solution of (4) are described in [7]
produced our data assumed symmetry of the flow and in (12 and shall not be dealt with here. The
field with respect to the x-y-plane, the fields we are eigenfunctions of (4) are known as 'Karhunen-Love
investigating are not homogeneous in the spanwise eigenfunctions' from probability theory [6]. Some
direction so that the continuous translation group of the most important properties of these solutions
does not apply. Rather the flow field shows distinct shall be repeated here.
qualitative variations with the spanwise coordinate The different eigenfunctions are orthogonal and
that can be summarised under the term 'peak-valley can be normalised so that
splitting' [31. Because of this situation, the POD
will yield well-defined structures for the spanwise (O, 10k) = jk, (6)
direction as well and not just sinusoids as in the
case of homogeneous directions [12]. where 6bk is the Kronecker-symbol. The flow fields

In our evaluation of averages we make use of the u i can be expanded in the eigenfunctions via
ergodic hypothesis by substituting time averages for
the ensemble averages denoted by (.). Finally, the ui(z,ti) E (t0)0 1*, (7)
spatial variable z can stand for a one-, two- or three-
dimensional vector of any combination of the z-, y-,
and z-coordinates. The scalar product (., .) in the where
Hilbert-space of square-integrable functions is then
defined by 0 (t.) = (u i , -0) (8)

The coefficients in the expansion (7) have the prop-

(ab) =JDa(z)'b(z)dz. (1) erty (~~)=A,6,k,. (9)
Suppose now we are given a set of realisations which means that they are uncorrelated with each

(an ensemble) of some flow field variable u as a other and that the eigenvalues of (4) represent
function of a coordinate z at different times ti, the mean square values of the coefficients in equa-
u (z) = u(z, 1i). What we are looking for is a func- tion (7). Thus the eigenvalues of Eq. (4) are non-
tion O(z) that is, in some average sense, as similar negative and are a measure for the importance of
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the corresponding structure to the flow. In the fol-
lowing we will make use of this property by defining d 100.0 velocity

V--------- production

A, = . (10) 80.0 dissipation / -

6k0 0k t\ /,1

as the 'activity' of the corresponding coherent struc- / /

ture 0,. Like the eigenvalues, these activities show 40.0
an exponential decay with their 'quantum num- /
ber' j. 20.0

The most significant propety of the decomposi-
tion (7) can be seen immediately by comparing (7) o.o
and (2). There it becomes clear that the eigenfunc- 300 325 350 375 4100 42S 450 '75 500

tions were chosen such that the convergence of a x (mm]
representation of the flow field is optimally fast in Figure 1: Karhunen-Loive dimension dKL for fields of
the mean-square. This means that of all possible velocity, turbulent production and viscous dissipation
systems of modes the one described by (4) needs
the smallest number of terms to represent the flow dimension' for decompositions of the field of the ve-
field to a given accuracy. Thus, if one is aiming locity vector u, for the field of the instantaneous
at a low-dimensional description of a turbulent flow turbulent production
via a system of ordinary differential equations, once
one has decided that time should be the indepen- P = -u,ujS,,, (12)
dent variable of this system of ODE's-which al-
though not being mandatory seems to be a natural where S, is ti.e mean rate of strain,
choice-the POD delivers an optimum system of
eigenfunctions for such a description. Furthermore, Si=l/2 (I+!il + (13)
apart from an application of its eigenfunctions in 1/ O,
models for turbulent flows, the modes of the POD
allow to describe the spatial structure of a flow in and for the field of viscous dissipation
an optimally compact form.

E =2voss,, (14)

3 Two-Dimensional with s, denoting the fluctuating rate of strain, de-

Structures fined s, = 1/2 (u + uj (15)

In this section, structures in planes normal to ax, (15)

the flow direction shall be discussed. The set of where we have made use of the summation conven-
two-dimensional eigenfunctions rtpresenting these tion in the equations above. The results of the cal-
structures forms a complete decomposition of the culation of dXL for these fields are shown in Fig. 1.,
flow fields that occur within such planes and thus First of all, it can be seen that the spatial complex-
provides a description of the spatial structure of the ity of the velocity field rises during the transition
flow depending on the streamwise coordinate. In process, and the gradient of this increase is almost
section 2 it has been shown that the POD furnishes constant during the last 20% of the domain. The
a minimum system of eigenmodes in the sense that curve for the dimension of the turbulent production
there is no other set of eigenmodes possible that field is qualitatively similar to the one of the velocity
could captuie the structure of the flow using fewer field with a shift towards somewhat higher values.
modes than the POD. Therefore, the number of As turbulent production basically is a product nf
KL eigenfunctions needed for the approximation of velocities, a higher complexity of this field was to
the flow fields to a given accuracy can be used as an be expected. In contrast, the behaviour of the de-
'intrinsic' dimension that measures the spatial com- composition of the field of viscous dissipation does
plexity of these flow fields [13]. As the precise value not meet such expectations. After an initial steep
of this dimension dKL depends on the accuracy pre- increase, the complexity of the dissipation field de-
scribed, we will use as an informal definition of dKL creases just behind an z-position corresponding to
the number n of eigenfunctions needed, so that the beginning of the spike stages [2] and at the end

of our domain even seems to be lower than that of
An+ 1 < 1.0. 10- , (11) the velocity field. And in fact, if the most ener-

getic eigenfunction of dissipation at a location near
which means that we require the root mean square the maximum of dKL is compared to the one at the
error of the KL expansion Eq. (7) to be of the order end of our domain (Fig. 2) it is found that the lat-
of 0.1%. We now calculated this 'Karhunen-Love ter is significantly less complex in shape. We can
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a) b)

Figure 2: First eigenfunction of viscous dissipation at a) 442 mm b) 500mm distance from the leading edge.

therefore conclude that just after the spike stages lence. We will therefore discuss the structure of the
a process of organisation of viscous dissipation sets flow field as captured by the eigenfunctions of the
in This phenomenon seems to be connected to the POD in some more detail at a streamwise location
well-known intermittent character of viscous dissi- of z= 442 mm which is at the so-called 'two-spike
pation [5], as Fig. 3 indicates, where the behaviour stage'" Fig. 4 shows the behaviour in time of the
in time of the coefficients (l(t) in Eq. (7) for an
expansion of the dissipation field are shown. The

75.0

0.8 . 3.0 (4
0.7 2.0 ('3

0.6 1.0 (2
0.5
0.11 0.0

0.3 -1.0
0.2 -2.00.1 -3.0
0. 0

-0.1 do 260 360 460 5 600 0 100 200 300 400 s60 60

T/dT 
T/dT

Figure 4: Expansion coefficients C,(t) and signal of u
Figure 3. Expansion coefficients Ci(t) for viscous dissi- (dashed line)at y= 3.11 mm in the peak plane. Curvespation at z= 500 mm. of the , have been shifted in the ordinate as indicated

flow at this position seems to be in a state where by the dotted lines and were multiplied by the maximum
highly dissipative structures are embedded in an velocity in the y-z-plane of the correspondin- eigenfunc-
almost inviscid flow, a situation described by the ion.

term 'internal intermittency' [5]. It has been con- first five coefficients (j (t) of the expansion (7) of the
jectured [5] that such a situation arises due to the velocity field together with the signal of u. Three
action of vortex stretching that created thin filsa- of these coefficients show a particularly noticeable
ments of high vorticity and corresponding dissipa- behaviour simultaneously with the occurence of the
tion. In contrast, the dissipative structure we found spikes. This indicates that the characteristic pro-
is highly localised in the y-z-plane and-judging cesses of the spike stage are captured by these three
from the extremely narrow spike in Fig. 3-also in structures which we therefore want to lock at more
the z-direction, forming something like a 'dissipa- closely. Since the instantaneous flow field induced
tive blob' rather than a filament. Furthermore, we by a given eigenfunction 0, is given by (. (t)o, (z),
did not find structures with a behaviour similar to one can get a precise idea of the events that are
the ones of the dissipation field neither in the veloc- responsible for the spikes by combining the infor-
ity nor in the vorticity field. This indicates that the mation on the coefficients (3, (4 and (5 with the ve-
attributes of the dissipative structures, e found are locity vectors in the y-z-plane as plotted in Fig. 5.
due to an interaction of two or more of the struc- The process starts with a movement of fluid towards
tures of the velocity field rather than being a signal the peak plmiie of the boundary layer (5th elgen-
of the passage of a single coherent structure pos- function) that is immediately followed by an intense
sessing special dissipative properties. updraught of fluid away from the wall (3rd eigen-

The observations above also confirm the promi- function). After this motion has settled, a some-
nent role of the spike stages of transition to turbu- what weaker motion of fluid back towards the wall
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Figure 5: Velocity vectors in y-z-plane for a) 3rd b) 4th c) 5th eigenfunction of velocity field at z 442mm

(4th eigenfunction) follows. This cycle is repeated
during the second spike in an only slightly modified
fashion.

It has to be noted that the processes described
above are taking place within a flow field that is
already disturbed by the flows that are represented
by the eigenfunctions 1 and 2. Thus it would have
been difficult to get a clear picture of what happens
during a spike by just looking at the instantaneous
fields of the complete flow.

Finally we would like to draw attention to the
striking similarity of the events during a spike
as described above to the characterisations of the
'bursting-event' that can be found in the litera- Figure 6: Coefficient Ci(t) of velocity decomposition at
ture [4,11], The fluid motions that are being de- different streamwise locations
scribed by the third eigenfunction correspond to
the descriptions given of the 'ejection-phase' of the I Ai = 4.1. 10' 1 A3 = 4.5. 10_ A, = 8.2. 0 I
bursting event, and the ones described by the foirth
eigenfunction are very similar to what is reported A2 = 3.9. 10-7 A4 = 4.4. 10 A0  8.0. 0 - s

on the 'sweep-phase' of the bursting phenomenon.

Table 1: Eigenvalues of three-dimensional POD
4 Three-Dimensional

of three-dimensional coherent structures. To find
Structures these structures, we solved Eq. (4) for the three-

dimensional velocity field within different regions
In Fig. 6 we show a plot of the time behaviour of of the domain covered by our data. In the follow-
the coefficient (i(t) of an expansion of the 2D veloc- ing we will show some results for a region start-
ity flow fields within planes normal to the flow at ing at z= 369 mm, being 69 mm long, 8.1 mm high
different streamwise locations. Although the two- and 24.5 mm wide. In Table I the first six of the
dimensional structures have been calculated inde- eigenvalues of (4) are given. What is noticeable
pendently at the different positions there is ob- about these eigervalues is that they occur in pairs
viously a coherence of the behaviour of the 2D- of almost equal value. Looking at the eigenfunc-
structures in the streamwise direction as well. The tions of such a pair one finds that these are ap-
(,-coefficient appears to be a simple wave tray- proximately two realisations of the same structure
elling in the streamwise direction. This obser- that are phase shifted in the z-direction. Also, the
vation suggests that the structures found within coefficients C(t) of an expansion of the flow field
the cross-stream planes are due to the passage into such pairs of functions are analogously phase
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eddy' as well as its spatial evolution.
It can be easily shown [12] that the three-

dimensional structures of the POD constitute a
complete set of orthogonal eigenfunctions each of
which satisfies all of the boundary conditions of the
problem. In the case of incompressible flow, each

o -of the eigenfunctions represents a solenoidal vec-
tor field satisfying the continuity equation As a
next step, we have therefore started to construct
a low-dimensional model of our flow via Galerkin-
projection of the Navier-Stokes equations. This way
we hope to be able to find out to what extent the
ideas of deterministic chaos are relevant to the flow

Figure 7: First 3D coherent structure between phenomena at the onset of turbulence in the fiat-
x=369mm and x=438mm. Shown is a contour sur- plate boundary layer.
face of the u-velocity component.
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ABSTRACT coherent structures in the inner region of the
boundary layer

The goal of the study is to analyze the effects of slot
suction on a turbulent boundary layer and the
relaxation of the flow downstream of the slots II PRELIMINARY STUDY

The present study is also devoted to the understanding
of the bursting phenomenon occurring in a boundary A preliminary study has been earned out in the IMST
layer the turbulence of which is manipulated by water tunnel (20 x 20 x 120 cm3), in order to perform
localised suction visualisations and measurements of mainly the

Two experiments are presented One of them, in a longitudinal mean velocity,, with laser-Doppler
water tunnel, is concerned with visualisations and anemometry. A metallic plate made of specially treated
measurements of mainly mean velocity with laser stainless steel has been installed in one of the vertical
Doppler anemometry The other one is carried out in a walls of the tunnel, within which a 1 5 mm wide slot,
wind tunnel, by means of hot wire anemometry. with spanning 120mm and inclined at 451 relative to the
one or several slots, in order to mostly determine the mean flow direction, has been cut
influence of suction on velocity fluctuations and their Visualisations showed that when the slot is orientated
correlation A spectral analysis has also been made. in the same way as the flow, the boundary layer is

In order to educe the general effect of suction on the disturbed even with no suction (scheme (a)) so, the
coherent structures, a conditional analysis has been slot has been positioned so that the suction occurs in the
performed. opposite direction of the flow (scheme (b))

I INTRODUCTION Lie Lie

The effectiveness of various devices for turbulence
control in wall flows has mtivated inany studies over
the last years (Bushnell and McGinley, (1989)), in
particular for applications in aeronautics, with the view
of reducing the drag of the aircraft

If the Reynolds number is large, so that the boundary
layer is turbulent, we have to interfere on the structure
of the turbulnce At the station where the slot is located, the fully

Among the various devices used in this way riblets developed turbulent boundary layer (tripped by three-
or lebus are mainly attractive because of their L dty in dimensional roughness elements) is such that its
reducing drag when the flow is turbulent thickness 8 is about 4cm when the freestream velocity

The intrusion of such devices in the boundary layer
contributes to the modification of the structure of the Ue is 15 5cms

"1 ;. the Reynolds number Re , based on the
turbulence in the inner or outer part of it. So, the momentum thickness, is about 600 The most commonly
natural interaction between these two regions is used suction rate A =- Vp/Ue (defined as the ratio of
modified and consequently the exchange and production suction velocity to the freestream velocity) is 0.23.
phenomena of turbulent energy are affected The influence of suction on mean longitudinal

A local suction applied on a turbulent boundary velocity profiles has been investigated in the water
layer, not with the view of resorbing it, but of tunnel with LDA. rhis allows us to perform
modifying its structure, deserves to be analyzed, measurements in the wall vicinity (y+ = yu*/v- 2, for

Moreover, suction seems mostly active for delaying A = 0, u* being the friction velocity) without any wall
transition (lammar flow control) or for attempting at correction. The skin friction values are inferred from
avoiding the development of parasitic vortices, the slopes of velocity profiles at the wall. Figure 1 gives

In the case of i swept wing, for instance, the an example of distributions obtained with and without
boundary layer which develops on the fuselage suction at the distance X = 10mm (048) from the slot
contaminates the wing leading edge . turbulent spots With no suction, the standard law of the wall is obtained
are created and their spreading along the swept wing is It must be noticed that the wake region is practically
such that the boundary layer on it is turbulent from the non-existent and the logarithmic law is limited to a
leading edge ;. it seems that sucking the fuselage wall narrow range of y+ since the Reynolds number is small.
flow through a slot may be a way to reduce this With suction, an effect similar to that obtained over a
shortcoming. porous wall is observed in the region corresponamg to

The effects of a localiscd suction on a boundary laYcr the logarithmic law of the velocity profile with no
developing on a flat plate are investigated in the suction. But this effect is of course not similar to that
present experimental study. obtained with the su.tion rate A, estimated from the

The effects of suctio have been studied on the mean actual suction velocity Vp through the slot, but with a
and turbulent velocity fields, on the turbulent kinetic
energy production and on the spectral distribution of fictive suction rate A much lower than A We have
energy

Finally, a conditional analysis is performed with the calculated this suction rate A : -. Vp/Ue -where Vp is
view of educing the general effect of suction on the the equivalent suction velocity that would be applied
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through a porous wall- fitting a pscudo-velocity law in 65o-
the wall region (Verollet et Al(1977)) .

11 - +U+) L '2= = 5.75 logy+ + 524

( l . /2 ....... ...

-'Vp/u* is the equtvalent suction rate relative to
the wall friction velocity , U

+ 
= U/u* is the mean+ e rwmee

velocity relattve to u* with suction and U0 = U/u 0

withot suction From fig 1, one gets the equivalent

suction rate A+ = 0058, which is much lower than that Fig 2 -Experimental set-up

actually applied through the slot A+ = 3.2. As far as the
Niscous sublayer is concerned, it seems the law U' = y+ IV EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
is still valid, but with a friction velocity (u* = 1 09 ms- IV I Selection or the auction mode
1) larger than the one (a0 = 0 86 ma-

1
) correspondtng I eeto fteacinmd

Figure 3 shows, at the distance X = 10 mm (0 58)
to the case wittout suction. downstream of the slot, the evolution of u

'+ 
(u

'+ 
being

A similar study has been performed further tn f- u bn
downstream of the slot (X =75 m - 2.78) An effect on the ratio of the standard deviation 4 u'

2  
of streamwtse

the mean velocity profile is still noticeable and quite
important over the boundary layero however, close to velocity fluctuation u' to the friction velocity uo without
the wall, there is almost no modificatiot, due to suction

.ictitn -, u'4 = "V u'2 /u0.) in the vicinity of the wall for
The aim of this preliminary study wan particularly to Sh

assess the effect of the width and orientation of the slot,
with and without suction, on the flow. various nutLton rates.

The influence of suction on mean and turbulent One can notice (at the measurement station near the
velocities fields has been mostly investigated in a CERT slot) that a quasi asymptotic state is reached ouite
wino tunnel quickly, in spite of an increasing suction rate.

Beyond a suction rate A=0 7, the wall suction does
not play an important role on the turbulence any
longer

_II At the farthest measurement station (X = 58), the u'
+

5,75 I 5,24' "_o-profiles superimpose each other for distances y+ to the
11 wal blow 100ILSo, in the present experiment, the suction rate which

is : was chosen is 0.70, corresponding to a suction velocity
A=Q I through the slot of 14ms' and a freestream velocity ofI^.~. 20 ms'.

,. - Close to the wall -at y+ = 15-, where the maximum ofto trbulnce production is roughly located, it is shown
(figure 4) that with respect to the station upstream of

_ ___ -the slot (X = - 0 258) corresponding to the no suction
1t 10) case, u'+ is decreasing with X it the close vicinity of the

slot (up to values of X-0.58) and then increasing to
Fig. I - Influence of suction on the iean values larger than that obtained without suction,

velocity in the water , Inmel (X=0,4 b;, I slot This evolution of the longitudinal turbulent

IlI EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND MEASURING fluctuation velocity considered close to the wall, at a
TECHNIQUES constant value of y+ (y+ = 15, for example) and relatingto various X measurements in the vicinity of the slot,

The most detailed study which includes the use of reflects the fact that, in this area, the shear stress ts

several slots, has been performed in a EIFFFL-type wind very important, due to the suction effect, and the
phenomenon of turbulent energy production is

tunnel (30 x 40 x 120cm3), the experimental set-up probably modified, being constantly renewed
is given figure 2. On the test section floor, a 1 mm wide Due to the turbulence relaxation effect which seems
slot, spanning 200 mm and inclined at 450 relative to to occur at a distance 8/2 downstream of the slot, the
the mean flow direction, (as required from the experimental device has been modified;o several slots
preliminary study) has been located. The experimental have been located on the test section wall, the spacing of
device allows that 2 or 3 slots are added upstream of the which being adjustable.
previous one in such a way that the distance between In configuration with several slots, the suction rate
the last slot and a fixed measurement sation remains A= 0.7 is applied to each slot so that the quantity of flow
constant whatever the aumber of slots.' The suction rate sucked up through . slots for example, is three times
is precisely adjusted with the help of a sonic flow-meter greater than the one corresponding to one slot.

Then. experiments have been performed for various
Measurements are mainly carried out with one single cottfigutaiuns obtained tn varying the number of slots

slot, but also with three or four slots, the streamwise and their spacing ;. the influence of these two
spacing between two consecutive slots is 11 5 mm parameters on the turbulence especially has been
(- 0.588). The boundary layer which develops on the test widely investigated.
section floor is fully turbulent in the area where slots Owing to the behavtour of u'

+
, in the vicinity of the

are located. U¢ = 20nts'l.8 - 2cm, Re - 3 500. slot (X<0.756) depicted on figure4, the slots have been.
The boundary layer has been probed at various X-: at first, fitted on the wall with a spacing of order 8/2.

stations downstream of the slots using hot-wire constant However, this configuration is not the one providing
temperature anemometry. the most significant results.
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Fig. 5 Longitudinal mean velocity profiles

In fact, suction effects are more sensitive when the inner wall region, the quantity 2v/Ue , the value ofexperimental device is fitted with 3 slots, the distance
between each one being about 1 7. which attains about 1 8 10

-3 
when there is no suction (3

We present in this paper a comparison of results 10-
3 

corresponding approximately to the skin friction
infer:ed from experimental configurations with coefficient deduced from the logarithmic law of the
suction, by means of I or 3 slots, and those from the velocity profile), decreases dramaticall; and has a local
reference configuration (that is to say without suction) minimum below 5 10-3, at the first measurement station

when suction is applied
IV 2 Influence of auction on the longitudinal At the downstream measurement stations, in the

mean velocity inner wall region u'v' recovers quickly its level

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the longitudinal without suction Then, there is a spreading of the area

component of the mean velocity when I or 3 slots are where u'v' is disturbed by suction (0.05 < y/8 <0 3 for
respectively working and when no suction is applied. X = 18 - Fig 6) and then disturbances reach all the

It can be noted that suction Increases notably the boundary layer thickness. As a matter of fact. the
mean velocity in the inner region of the boundary disturbance on the u'v' profile first appears in the
layer in

The velocity profile relating to 3 slots is more inner wall region and propagates in the whole inner
affected by suction than the other one where suction is region of the boundary layer ;o after that, the
active through one slot only propagation atatns the outer part of the boundary

Moreover, the spreading of ,tie disturbed area in the layer.
boundary layer is noticed when the diqtanre
downstream of the slot (or of the last slot) increases In a general way, it appears that the evolution ot

At the last measurement qtation (X = 58). the suction uv' with suction is similar to longitudinal or
effect (when the experimental set-up is fitted with3lslots) is still very pronounced transverse fluctuation velocity one However the

behaviour of the correlation coefficecnt (with suction)

IV 3 Effect of suction on u'v' given in figure7 shows that the decrease of u'v' near
the wall is certainly closely linked to a strong
decorrelation between u' and v' fluctuations. This meansThe suction effect on uv is very strong in the that the structure of turbulence is affected.
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Fig. 6 Effect of suction on u' v
0 ______________I _____I ____I IV 4 u'v" and k production

o h Figure 8 gives the turbulent kinetic production at theox measurement station located one boundary tayer

io ' 73 .101,1 thicknesn behind the tant slot.
In the iner part of the boundary layer, the

"o' production of turbocnt kinetc energy is srongly-02'* o * reduced (being approximately zero above y/8 = 0.1)

Fig o . nuction. In the inner wall region (y/C <t005), the

T production of k does not seem so be disturbed b_2cton
mean velocity behaviours (previounly depicted) with

o auction

c The rm value v 2-of the transverse flucuation
x's • i , velocity ass-?oci'ted to the mean derivative in = the main

ig.2 Corlon oeien 008-

20- termon the expression of u'v' production

The evolution of u'v production (P ay' ' u,2t

0 V production one

*5It can be mentioned that, even with__action, she
-. o • * production of k and the production of isv' behave in

-o0 A.o the same way and have the name order of magnitude.
-40-OA.(3Iut

0orma IV 5 Spectral analydis

-0. eA npesnt I analysis, at one measurement taton has
0 0been mae in order to establish the frequency0 distribution of she two fluctuation velocities i' and v'

-so- nubmitied to the nuctino effert figure 9 gives t
normaized spectra of i' and v (in a fF(f)

_________________________________________ representation) "as the measuremenat station located one
o0 5 04 o5e o~ " boundary layer thickiiess downstream of the last slot.

y/d On the u' as well as on the v fluctuation, suction
seems to have virtually no effect on their frequency

production (X=l) distribution in spite of an important variation of

f MUe and 
4

v 2Ue when suction is applied
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.400 .. . IV 6 Conditional analysis

rFM U',A07 ,, In order to educe the gen ral effect of suction no thecoherent structures of the boundary layer, the quadrant4- ~ method as advocated by Boggard and Tiedermann (Ref
3), Alfrcdson and Johanson (Ref I), has been applicd to

// analyse the u and V fluctuation%

It can be briefly reminded the mechanism occurring
Sin a boundary layer and giving rise to the turbulence

0,' A 0 phenrmenon According to the scheme given by Kine
e al (Ref. 8), thin strips of flow develop in the inner

region of the boundary layer (y+ < 40) , strips, the
000 velocity of which is lower, flse towards the outer part of

-- r(HO. the boundary layer then, it can be observed a strong

10 0 10 4 5 oscillation leading to the breakdown of the structure ,
correlatively high velocity flow from the outer part of

Fig 9 , Streamwise and transverse the boundary layer moves towards the wall and "sweeps"

fluctuations spectra (X=18: )=.058) it The occu;rence on the boundary layer successively
composed of rising , ejection and breakdown is called

This result is fundamentAlly different from that "bursting" e this phenomenon schematically depicted is
obtained with a porous wall where spectra are clearly the main responsible of turbulesci. production in the
shifted towards low frequencies (Ref 6) boundary layer

The co-spectra fE(f) of the quantity The aim of the quadrant method is to assign to various

u'v' (ffE(f) df = Ruv) are given on figure 10 quadrants the instantaneous i' and v' fluctuations
J velocity according to their sign.

Thes- co-spectra confirm the strong reduction of the vn
correlation coefficient (as previously mentioned) when V' 0
the boundary layer is disturbed by suction V 

From spectral density information, it could be U()
deduced tl'e coherence function related to u' and v'
fluctuations (figure II)

The loss of coherence at t, lower frequencies (when (III) (IV)
suction is working), nrobably reflects the fact that
bigger structures in the boundary layer are essentially
affected by suction ,, so, the strong decorrelation
between the two fluctuating components of the velocity
is clearly pointed out, Boggard and Tiedermann showed that quadrant

technique was the most effective detector of ejections
occurring in the second-quadrant u'v' where u' is

.00 ~ ., Inegative and V' positive

We present, in this paper, results relating to only one
measurement station (X = 16, y/8 = 0 05), this
conditional investigation being in progress.

The following data table gives an example of the
-. 10 - - measured values of the correlation u'v' normalized

A= with the total r.m~s, values a
2  

and affected to
the corresponding quadrant ;, the percentage in time of

A- 7 (3 loM uv contribution in each quadrant is also given with

, 2  . .' . .I and without suction

1 2 4 5
10 10 10 10 10 X= 1 Y o55

Fig. 10 .. uv' co-spectra (X=18 y=.056) -_ V. - U

A T 4 T T*

0 007 L9 031 31 007 in1 -022 32

For example, u'+v'+ represents the correlation of the

velocity fluctuations relatin. to quadrant (1), T
+ 

+

Srepresents the percentage in time of a'+v
'+

*contribution to the quadrant (I), i e the ratio of the

occurrence time of u'+v
'+ 

to the total time.

( N, It can be noted that the contributions to the

.00 * ,correlation coefficient Ruv are significantly modified
S4 fill) by suction the decrease of IRuv is due to both a2 3 4 a

10 10 10 10 10 reduction of contribution from quadrants (Il) and (IV)
and an Increase of those from quadrants (I) and (IIl):,

Fig. 11 Coherence function the lesyt affected quadrant is quadrant (Il)
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corresponding to ejection ,, a similar trend is observed In fact. disturbances generated by suction, on the
for the distribution of occupation time Without suction, Reynolds stress tcnsor components, first appear in the
contributions from quadrant (1i) and (IV) inncr wall region of the boundary layer., quickly, the
corresponding to ejection and sweep motion whole inner region is concerned by suction effects
respectively, arc practically equal and significantly after that, the propagation attains the outer part of the
larger tha. those from quadrants (t) and (III) - this ts boundary layer
underlining the orgamisation of the flow On the other Howevcr, in the incr__wall region, the Rcynolds
hand, with suction, the occupation times relative to the
four quadrants are equal, suggesting that organlcd stress tensor components u'2 ,

'
2 and us affected

motions are strongly affected, resulting in the by suction (in the virmit, of the suction area) recover
attenuation of their contribution to the flow dynamics quite rapidly, one half boundary layer thickness

downstream the slol, their level without suction
The iso-probabilitv curves with suction arc A spetral analysis has revealed that the frequency

- 0 distribution of u' and v fluctuations did not seeni to be
symmetric with regards to o (a = u'/ u

2
I and t disturbed by suction as it occurred in the case of a

= v c-' onfirming the equ-disiribution of porous wall The co-spectrum vt uv' )as confirmed the
strong reduction of the correlation coefficient whereas

occupation time in all quadrants coherence investigation pointed out the strongdecorrelation between the two fluctuating componentsThe correlation coefficient ,an be expressed from the of the velocity and the main effect of suction on the
joint probability density function P(a, 0) associated with bigger structures inside the boundary layer
the pair of random variables a and 0 A conditional analysis by means of a quadrant method

r+- has been undertaken Front the first results, (this
Ruv = cf aP(cE, P) dado analysis being in progress),_iL could be observed that

the occurrence time of uv', in each quadrant is
Figure 12 shows the iso-contours of ax 0 P(ot, t) trongly disordered by suction in the inner wall region

revclaing the contribution to the correlation coefficient This conditional analysis will probably allow us to
from each of the four quadrants , it clearly shows the better inderstand ,he suction effect on the boundary
decrease of the covariance tent Ruv that results mainly layer structure close and far from the section area In
from the attenuation of quadrants (11) and (IV), and the particular, conditional itformation will allow us to
enhancement of the quadrants (1) and (111) analyse effect of suction on the bursting phenomenon.

A=O. Finally a space time correlation analysis of the u' and
v fluctuation at various y-locations in the boundary
layer would allow us to clearly define if the outer part of

00 the boundary layer is submitted to suction effects in the
Owl- same way as the inner one ;. propagation of..025 disturbances from the latter region to the former one

-.0 .5 would then b detected and analysed
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ABSTRACT about 2 % can even be obtained.

The effect of triangular riblets on a turbulent boundary Spatially resolved velocity measurements In the close
layer is Investigated both experimentally and vicinity of a ribbed wal are quite difficult owing to the
numerically. Measurements are performed In a water tiny size of riblets suitable for wind-tunnel Investigations
tunnel with laser-Doppler veloclmetry extending within so that very few data are available. Hooshmand et
the grooves, mean values and Reynolds stresses al. (1983) have found that the nean streamwise
relative to the longitudinal and spanwise velocity velocity over the crest plane varies perodically In the
components are presented Numerical predictions, sponwise direction with the wavelength of the riblets,
assuming that the mean spanwse velocity Is zero, are and that this perladicIlty almost completely disappears
developed with a mixing length model. at y+ = 13 ( y Is the normal to the wall distance relative

to the crest plane ). Nevertheless, when the overall
mean veloclty profile Is plotted logarthmically, several

INTRODUCTION authors have found an upward shift suggesting an
Increase of viscous sublayer thickness similar to drag-

It has now been widely demonstrated that turbulent reducing polymers. This result Is clearly evidenced by
sin friction drag can be reduced, by about 6-8 % the visualsations of Clark (1990). It Is also similar to the
under a vanety of flow conditions, with a modified wall shift of the velocity profile origin towards a location
geometry in the for, of continuous uniform U- or V- that lies somewhat below the tips of the ridges
profile longitudinal surface grooves or riblets. lhicated by the calculations of Becher and

Bartenworfer (1989) and named "protrul,in heigt'
Extensive experimental studies (Bushnell (1985).
Coustols (1989), Squire and Savll (1987), Walsh and As far as we know, the only quJantitutive
Lindemann (1984)) have been concerned with drag measurements within a large triangular groove are
estimates from global measurements In order to those by Vukosiavcevic et al. (1987). They measured
determine the most effective rlblet geometry and the mean U and fluctuating u streamwise velocity field
dimensions under various flow conditions. Triangular with the hot wire anemometTy technique : the local
grooves with h+ - 15 and h+ < s+ < 3h+ (where h wall shear stress varies greatly In the spanwise direction
denotes the rib height, s the spacing between two and u' (- /

-
) is nearly zero below the midpoint of the

adjacent grooves, and h+ = hul/v, with u" the friction groove. But, In particular, no Information is given
velocity and v the kinematic viscosity) are effective for about the spanwise mean W and fluctualing w
both low-speed and transsonic flows From more velocities, which are both of prime Importance. The
detailed measurements, Chol (1989) has shown that former one - W - tcO know whether the assumption
the restriction of spanwise movement of the W a 0 - which was shown to be valid for the laminar
longituolnal vortices Is a prime mechanism for the case (Djenild, 1989) - can be made In numerical
turbulent drag reduction. Nevertheless, the influence predictions, and the latter one - w - to determine to
at riblets on the bursting process seems quite weak what extent the flow Is stabilized by longitudinal
and results from various authors relative to the grooves.
variation of the burst frequency are conflicting Thus.
the physical mechanism responsible for the turbulent The present paper Is concerned with experimental
flow stabilisation Is still quite unclear and not sufficient results relative to U, u', W. w as well as the correlation
for providing strong enough guidelines for the UP extending within the riblets obtained by laser-
development of accurate modefisatlons Recent Doppler anemometry. Modellsaflons based on the
studies by Djentd et al. (1989) and Liandrat et al. concept of a mixing length, assuming that the
(1990) have shown from a combined experimental span*Ase mean velocity Is equal to zero, are also
and numerical investigation of a laminar boundary performed.
layer over riblets that viscous effects are very
important in drag reduction. In particular, the velocity EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
field reorganisatlon within a rib Is such that the
balance between the Increase of wall velocity Experiments are caned out In the IMST water tunnel
gradients in the crest vicinity and their strong (20 x 20 x 120 cm3). On one of the side walls of the
reduction within the groove with respect to the vertical working section three dimensional roughness
gradient over a flat plate Is compensating the very elements have been placed In order to trip the
large wetted area enhancement ( more than 100 % boundary layer (Antonio et al., 1988). WIth the
for V-grooves with 3 * h) a weak drag reduction of centrellne mean velocity U, about 9 cm/s, a fully

L 'k



developed turbulent boundary layer Is obtained at U=VO at the wall,
the downstream distance X = 430mm from the trip U=U0 ct the upper boundary of the calculation
where Is located the ribiet wall ( 190 x 280 mm2 ) At domain.
this station, the friction velocity u* Is about 0 5 cm/s, aU/az - aV/z = 0 at the lateral boundaries
the boundary layer thickness 8 Is 32 mm and the
momentum thickness Reynolds number R Is about 300 Only one groove is considered in these numerical
Very good agreement with the classic Van Dilast law Is predictions and It Is thus assumed that the adjacent
observed In the boundary layer inner region and ribs do not Influence the flow over this groove this
especially In the region very close to the wall. hypothesis Is obviously valid inside the riblet and in the
Nevertheless, the law of the wall Is only extending over outer part of the boundary layer, but it Is doubtful In
a quite narrow zone owing to the low value of the the vicinity of the crest plane This objection is all the
Reynolds number. In the external zone, the wake law Is more Justified since the length scale X characteristic of
almost nonexisting since turbulence Is tripped with the spanwlse organization of the near wall coherent
large roughnesses In addition, In the viscous sublayer, structures -which are playing an Important role in the
the distribution of u'/u* Is the same as that usually dynamics of the motion in this region- is several times
obtained In larger Reynolds number flows (see Antonio larger than the rib spacing (s+ 

- 30. X*+ 
- 100) and

et al., 1988). However, further away from the wall, since It seems that the influence of riblets on these
turbulence intensities u'/U. and wv/U. are larger than structures might be significant (Cho, 1989).
those of natural boundary layers and their peaks are
located at a greater distance from the wal , this Is The parabolic feature of equation (1)Is amenable to a
probably related to a quite large outer turbulence forward marching procedure such as that presented
level and to the use of quite big roughness.s by Cousteix et al. (1985). The computation Is then

carded on step by step in the x direction. At each x
Large triangular grooves ( s = 2h = 7 mm, h+ - 15) are station, this equation Is solved -using the known
considered in order to perform velocity measurements upstream values to estimate the advectlon terms- and
extending within the riblets These riblets are machined V Is then deduced from the continuity equation (3)
In a stainless steel plate and polished, Crests are flush Finally, a finite volume dlscretizatlon of equation (1)
with the upstream and downstream smooth plates. All provides a systen, of equations that Is solved using the
measurements relative to the riblet wall are performed Modified Strongly implicit algorithm developed by
at the station X - 700 mm - 208 just before the ribbed Schneider and Zedan (1981). The computational
plate trailing edge, domain Is presented on figure 1. The grid Is dvided In

two sets , the first one. covering the groove, Is such
Velocity components in the streamwse and spanwse that the meshes are regularly spaced along the y and
directions are inferred from data obtained with a one z directions , In the second set, above the rib. the
component LDA system (He - Ne, 15 mW ) fitted with mesh repartltion along z Is the same as the previous
a Bragg cell and a Burst Spectrum Analyser. The one whereas that along y Is following a geometrical
backscatter technique is used and the measuring progression. As It has been shown In the previous study
volume Is 0.12 x 1.3 x 0.12 mm

3
. At each position, relative to the laminar regime (Lanlrat et al, 1990),

measurernents are performed for three beam the evaluation of the crest velocity gradient Iq very
inclinations In order to determine U, W, u', W and 1 crucial and a systematic study of the grid refinement is

necessary to ensure calculation convergence ,' the
first step over the crest plane has been chosen less

NUMERICAL PROCEDURE than 103 wall units The number of grid points Is 81 x 29
(relative to y and z respectively)

The numerical simulations over riblets ore performed
using the Reynolds averaged equations. The flow Is
assumed incompressible and statistically steady. As a
first step, calculations presented herein are carried out
with the assumption that the spanwise mean velocity
W Is equal to zero. In the laminar regime we have
shown both experimentally and numerically (Djenidil et
al., 1987) that W Is actually equal to zero even within
the (1ooves which is in good agreement with Khans
calculations (1986). However, the latter numerical
study has also pointed out that, when the flow Is
turbulent. W differs from zero :- this result seems
consistent with data (not presented heren) obtained h, -s/2 s/2
in our experimental study despite the cifficulty of such
measurements. Classical boundary layer approxima-
tions are applied, and the pressure gradient term Is
considered as a prescribed quantity (dP/dx = 0
herein) Thus, the goemlng equations are uilvui,, Iii
their conservative form, by Y

a(UU)lax + a(UV)/ay = -1/p dP/dx + 8(vaUl/y -1)/ay +
a(vaUl -M)1iz (1) L

W=0 (2) 0 z 0
aUlax + aV/av 0 (3)

where p is density.
The boundary conditions are Aig. 1. Computation mesh grid
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The calculation Is Initialized with the experimental
velocity profile (U/U. x f(y/6)) obtained just upstream
the riblet plate. It Is run over a smooth wall until the
longitudnal evolution of skin friction coefficient Ct
satisfies the usual law (Cf - 0.06 Re

0
.2, with Re the

Reynolds number based on streamwise distance x).
When this condition Is verified, the corresponding
velocity profle is considered as the reference profile
used to initialize computations on the rIblet. In fact,
when the experimental Reynolds number R - 300 Is
used, the computed velocity profiles do not retain
turbulent features and It has been decided to work
with R-1000 the resulting reference profile somewhat
differs ;iom the experimental one.

Turbulence closure models have been derived using Y

Bousslnesq hypothesis to estimate W and W In
equation (1). The eddy viscosity Is computed from a
mixing length model propounded by Cebeci and -/2 0 /2 Z 0
Smltn (see Coustelx. 1988). In the Inner rogIon (a) (bj
(y/6 s 0.15). vt Is given by v5 a x2d2(1-eA)ZYJU/an
where X (a.41) Is the Karmann constant, d a lucol Fig.2. Grids used for determining the distance to the
length to be defined later, A - 26 v (%ap)-5 (with %, wa d Involved In the miing length model
wall friction stress) and aU/on is the velocity gradient (a) Initial cartesian grid
normal to the wall. In the outer region, vt Is calc,lated (b) Curvilinear grid deduced from conformal
from Vt. = 00168 U.81 (1+5,5(d/8) 6)- where 61 Is the mapping
displacement thickness The connection between
these two regions Is obtained, for y/8 > 0.15, by
Vt = vt,(1-eVtVt*). On the fiat plate, d = y is the Is enhanced by about 100 % whereas, over most of
distance from the wall Over the V groove, two models the rib, gradients are weakened ,;, this Is especially
have been used to estimate d. The first one Is apparent over the trough where friction Is almost zero
deciced frori Buleev (1963) who studed the flow In a This is similar *o what had been previously observed for
square pipe. The computational domain Is dlvided In both the laminar regime (DJenial et al., 1989) and the
two parts DI and D2. in DI. d is defined by turbulent one (Vukoslavcevlc et al., 1987).The
I/d a .5 (1/d1 +I/d). whereas In D2, d is the distance spanwise position at which the velocity profile is the
PH, where H belongs to the fictive wall built from the same as that over 'rie fiat plate Is z/s about 0.1 This is
borderline AO'B using the previous relationship. In the In very good agreement with the conformal mapping

analysis showing the dlstan,'e d, Involved In the eddy
o viscosity. Is the some as that over the smooth plate for

p z/s - 0. 1. Concerning numerical predictions, it appears
that the two models give almost Identical profiles, so

or ~that only results computed with the first model will be
/ . Di p presented later on. But, though experimental and

I numerical velocity profiles are very similar over the
A \d crest, they differ noticeably within the groove These

Ldiscrepancies might result from the use of the mixing
length model -but this kind of model Is usually efficient
In describing wall flows-, or from the Reyrolds number
which retains significanfly different values for
experiments and calculations- but this would probably
Induce more differencles over the crest than over the

0 trough unlike what Is actually observed. it seems more
reasonable to think that the assumption W = 0 is the

second model, d is obtained from the conformal main cause, especially since this Is not verlfied
mapping relating the fiat plate to the triangular experimentally : there would exist two counter-rotating
groove (Bechert and Bartenwerfer, 1989) presented vortices, one of them sitting on each side of the
on figure 2 . transversal lines correspond to iso-d-lines, trough. Even very low W values -with respect to U- may
Thus, d Is estimated from the grid presented on figure result In significant contributions from the WaU/az term
2b and equation (1) Is solved using the grid shown on which could not be neglected anymore In equation
figure 1 (1)

Indeed, figure 4 shows that spanwise U variations are
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION signifiant In the region close to the crest plane, and

that faU/az Is about one third of a/UIa at the place
Mean longitudinal velocity profiles obtained at various where it Is greatest (z/s - 0.2 and 0.8) : thus, there may
sponwise positions z/s (X = 700 mm - 205). within and exist positions where WaU/az could even be larger
over a groove, are shown on figure 3. The yj distance than VaU/ay. Moreover, these velocity distributions are
Is the separation along the direction normal to the In very good agreement with Hooshmand et al.'s
crest plane between the considered point and the (1983) experiments pointing out the rapid dumping of
wail. Generally speaking, it Is found that, with respect spanwise U variatIons when movlng away from the
to the smooth wall, the velocity gradent over the crest crest plane. The magnitudes of variations deduced
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from experiments and from computations are quite
similar, though the distributlon obtaired experlmentally
at the position closer to the crest plane coes not
exhibit the quite flat plateau extending over about
one third of the groove which Is present In the three
other profiles. In addition, the aU/az evolutions resulting
from these distributions are completely cor.Istent with

- - -the W' profiles presented on figure 5 (at 0 05 8 from
the crest plane) and the Bouulnesq hypothesis,
O ,- -vt aUl/az. despite the dfficulty of Uw
measurements close too wall with a one component

/ , ,laser-Doppler veloclmeter :. this result clearly supports
the validty of the mixing length model used In our

S,. /o ,computations. It Is worth mentioning that the lines
drawn on figures 4 and 5 ore not best fits of
experimental points but they rather represent average
curves Insuring the coherence between these results

*, ,Crest line and the Bousnesq hypothesis. In addition, on figure 4,
for the distance y - 0.05 8. the relative positions of

." experimental and numerical curves for various z/s
(a) locations are not consistent with veocilty profiles

0 reported on figures 3a and 3b : since, at this distance
1 I y. the velocity gradients along the direction normal to

the crest plane are very strong, a snall error on the
experimental estimation of y could both explain why
velocities are not equal on the crests and why the
experimental velocity Is not smaller than the numerical
one over the trough.

/M .65_

0 Y11A .5

.45
. . .. I . . I . . . I . . . . .

0 z/s

Fig,3. Longituclnol mean velocity profiles over and
within riblets.
a) Experiments :, X/8 - 20, U, 9 cm/s. s=2h=7mm
-z/s4 (peak). +z/$0.14. 0 z/s-= 25.s: z/s = 0.36,

. Zi/s -0.50 (trough). x:z/s=1 (peak), - -:smooth plate. FIgA. Spanwise distributions of longitudinal mean
(b) Computations with the first model (same z/s as (a)). velocity over rlblets.
(c) Computations with the second model (same z/s as -x-: y w 1.75 mm = 0.05; -+-:y 1.50 mm 0 048.
(a)) . smooth plate (for computations). --.- : computations.
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Fig.5 Spanwise distribution of Reynolds shear stress VW Rg.8. Standard deviation of spanwise velocity
over riblets fluctuations over and within riblets.
y - 1.75 mm = 0.058, -x- experiments, peak. + trough, 0 ' smooth plate.
-- computations

.2

The spanwise varlotions of velocity standard deviations
u/U. and v//U, obtained experimentally at the same
distance from the crest plane are shown on figure 6
there seems to be a minimum for u'/U. and a

--- maximum for wIU, at the same sponwise position
S = .. * -. . zVs - 0.3 (and 0 7 as well). where Is located the

-- - crossover of OW, R is Interesting to notice that these
locations are also those where I w I is greatest (not

. / N / 
° presented herein) : this Is the place where the counter-

/ N rotating vorttces have the most Important contribution
to the spanwIse velocity characteristics. It Is also worth

o mentioning that the numerical M distribution (figure
5) exhilblts the some behaviour as the experimental
one -but with a significantly lower level- though these
computations are based on the assumption W = 0, so

0 i that It Is reasonable to think th9t these vortices are
0 Z/s enhancing the correlation I I ., The corresponding

Rg.6. Spanwise distribution of standard deviations over correlation coefficient obtained experimentaily (not
riblets presented herein) presents exactly the same feature
y = 1.75 mm 0.05; x: u'.o : w' as that of the correlation 0. and Its maximum value is

about 0.2.
.2

Figures 7 and 8 give longltudinal and spanwise
standard deviations, u'/U. and w/U. respectively, as a
function of the actual distance to the wall y1/8.

" measured straight over the peak and straight over the
trough extending within the groove. These profiles are

compared with that determined over the smooth wall
just downstream the riblet wail (X a 730 mm - 21 8)

, ** \ .,- -'which Is practicolly Identical with the upstream one
S & "-. - (X - 420 mm - 13 8). One observes quite large

S " - - --.. turbulence reduction In the trough vicinity and
significant Increase close to the peak. Nevertheless.

/ rest line one could Imagine that, since mean velocities U are
very snal within the grooves, turbulence Intensities

. u'/U and w/U are strong close to the wall, In the
trough vicinity But It appears (not presented here)

/ the- the u/U and w/U profiles determined over the
o -. k and over the trough are almost the some as the

,2 y 1/6 .4 smooth wal one. This result supports the concept of
flow stabillsatton by rilbets and strengthens the

Fg7, Standard deviation of Iongble dina velocity argument relative to the relevance of viscous effects
fluctuations aver and within riblets. in the mechanism of turbulent drag reduction by
• . peak. + trough,. smooth plate, iblets.
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CONCLUSION COUSTEIX. J. 1988 A rodynamique en flulde vlsqueux,
cours E N SA E Toulouse

In spite of the large wetted area increase there may

exist a turbulent drag reduction resulting from the new COUSTEIX, J.. de SAINT-VICTOR, X. & HOUDEVILLE. R
velocity distribution wIthin riblets since It appears that. 1985 X - marching methods to solve the Navler Stokes
over most of a groove, friction Is much lower than on equations In two and three -- dimensional flows In
the smooth wall. A similar effect has been obtained In proc. 3rd Symp on Num Phys Aspects of Aerod
laminar flow but detailed mechanism concerning the Flows, Long Beach, California.
mean velocity field Is somewhat different since, In the
turbulent regime, on one hand. over the crests the COUSTOLS, E 1989 Behaviour of internal manlpulators-
relative friction enhacement Is smaller and, on the rlblets models In subsonIc and transonic flows AIAA
other hand, over the trough the friction reduction is Paper n' 89-0963. 1-14
also weaker this seems to be related to turbulent
mixing tending to smooth velocity gradients, In DJENIDI, L. 1989 Contribution 6 r6tude do couches
addition, the existence of two counter-rotating lilmltes sur parols ralnur6es Ph D. Thesis. LM ST. Univ
vortices relative to each groove-which are not present d'AIx-Marsellle II.
in the lominal regime- Is also on Important feature to
be studied more thoroughly to explain the observed DJENIDI. L. ANSELMET. F. & FULACHIER. L 1987
stobllsotlon of the turbulent flow, Moreover It Is Influence of a riblet wall on boundary layers In proc
necessary to take Into account In numerical Turb. Drag Red. by Pass Means Cont.., Royal Aeron,
computations the existence of these vortices wihIch Society. London, 310-329
are inducing non zero mean spanwise velocity, It is
also crucial to investigate experimentally v and the DJENIDI, L., LIANDRAT. J. ANSELMET. F. & FULACHIER. L
shear stress V7 In order to better understand the 1989 Viscous effects In drag reduction over riblets In
Influence of ribiets on the structure of turbulence and Drag Red in Fluid Flows. eds. SeIlln. R.HJ & Moses, R T,
to improve modelling Ellis Horwood Publ. 35-41,
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the structure of a turbulent boundary layer due to
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